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THEME

With continuing growth in system cost and complexity, simulation is becoming
increasingly important to the military and civilian communities as a tool for design and
evaluation of complex processes and systems, Among its uses are comparison of
competing system concepts and architectures, prediction of system performance,
optimization of system responses, analysis and verification of system designs, training of
individuals and teams, and assessment of man-machine system performance. Because of its
growing use and application to avionics systems and C' systems associated with airborne
operations, the Avionics Panel of AGARI) decided to devote its 38th Technical Meeting
to a Symposium on this important subject,
Modeling and simulation of avionics and C1 systems are heavily based on physical
sciences, computer science, mathematics, and probability theory; yet the process of model
development and experimentation is still very much an intuitive art, In contrast to manned
simulators, the more complex system models tend to be "grown" rather than specified

beforehand. In order to obtain favorable cost-benefits and effective utilization of any
simulation, appropriate methodologies for development and Implementation need to he
established, application histories analyzed and lessons derived, and the economics of the
simulation better understood.' In redognition of these needs, this Symposium addressed
simulation techniques and their applications to avionics and C0 systems associated with

airborne operations,
The program opened with a one.day tutorial session on simulation, The remainder
of the symposium covered: modeling methodology, experimentation, validation, and
applications. Emphasis was on Avionics and Airborne Command and Control, with
papers covering the range from large-scale force-effectiveness and air defense simulations

through flight slinulutoro and real-time avionics simulations.
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TECHINICAL PREFACE

The 38th Technical Meeting of the Avionics Panel of AGARD was held in Paris, France, 15-19 October
1979.
The theme of the meeting was "Modeling and Simulation of Avionics Systems and Command, Control,
and Communicationj Systems." Fort7 papers were presented in six sessions. The program included tutorials
on simulation languages, validation methods, and computer representation of human daciionnmaking; dancriptions of large-scale comnand and control and air defense simulations; and new techniques in communications, avionics, and flight simulation.
A number of case study applications were presented, including a
complete series on uses of simulation in the development programs for large airborne surveillance systems.
Several important issues emerged from the meeting.
order, although they seem to be somewhat interdependent.

I have tried to set them down in a reasonable

Programming Languanes
By actual count at the meeting, the favorite by far is still
FORTRAN; apilications of event-based
general-purpose simulation languages such as GASP, SIMULA, and SINS CRIPT to C and avionics system
modeling are still
few and far between.
One might well ask why this is so in the face of greater
efficiency and ease of programing advertised for these languages.
The primary reasons appear to be
3
"transferability" and "inertia"; people who are doing C and avionics system modeling tend to be more
familiar and hence more comfortable with FORTRAN and can utilize each other's subroutines.
The trend
toward "man-in-the-loop" simulations (see below) imposes severe interrupt requirements to provide for
the necessary man-computer interaction.
These requirements can easily be met through FORTRAN programing;
however, modification to some of the other simulation languages-may be required in order to provide this
capability.
General Purpose vs. Special Purpose Simulations
Very few of the papers described what might be termed general-purpose simulation tools for goneris
applications.
To the contrary, nearly all involved special-purpose simulations which could not easily
be reconfigured to represent new capabilities or to answer a new set of questions.
For example, none of
the air defense simulations described had the capability for explicitly representing the problem of
uncertainty in aircraft identification and the resulting impact on fratricide.
On the other hand the
simulation described in Paper No. 28 is easily reconfigurable, and is applicable to a wide range of
communications problems over a wide range of environments, communications media, and systems approaches.
Such a "building block" simulation is sorely needed for command and control.

Limits to Large-Scale Models
We seem to be approaching some sort of practical limit to the utility of what might be called the
centralized or monolithic model; i.e., one which is totally self-contained in a single computer program
3
on a single computer.
Several of the papers on 0 systems, especially those in Sessions I and I1 dealing
with command and control for air defense, suggest an approach to this limit in one form or anothert The
greater the complexity of the model, the greater the difficulty in understanding the model and the results,
the greater the run time, and the greater the difficulty of verification, validation, and configuration
control. Higher-speed, larger-memory computers and novel use of graphic displays for input and output
assistance and analysis may provide only minor and temporary extensions of this limit. Theae concerns
lead to the concept of a "distributed model."
Paper No. 32 described
such an approach, In which a number
3
of separata processors are programmed to simulate specific C and/or avionics functions.
This arrangement
permits each "submodel" to be separately validated and verified, and for the nubmodel interactions to be
similarly tested.
Timing, sequencing and protocol problems are being handled by bus techniques as in
actual distributed systems, but there are some problems.
This concept of a "distributed model,"
if successful, would be useful in distributing the model-development load; separate groups or organizations
could more easily cooperate in building and improving various parts of the model, requiring only that
certain interoperability standards be rigidly followed,
Finally, such a model might help stimnlsto
3
research into such questions as the comparative survivability of distributed G systems.

"current

*

Application of Experimental Design Methods

to Reduce Simulation Rtns

During the meeting it was pointed out that a simulation involving 100 variables and only 2 volues
of each variable would require 2100 rune and several centuries for an exhaustive search of the "simulation
But social scientists for decades have been dealing with this need to collapse the measurement
space."
problem and have ueveloped very powerful sampling techniques (e.g., Latin Square design) for this purpose.
Yet these methods apparently are almost unknown In the world of simulation.

t

Man-in-the-Loop Simulations
*Existing

simulations appear to have high resolution and validity in

simulating the "control" side of

command and control but low resolution and validity in reprisenting the "command" side.

Perhaps this is

g because we do not fully understand human activities in C
so
ystems, especially the decisionmaking
processes involved in such functions as intelligence correlation and fusion, apportionment, allocation,
For this reason we seem to be returning to a man-ir-the-loop
assignment, and targeting (Iee below).
Such an approach involves a cycle of activities (including simuapproach to simulation of C systems.
lated battles) which take place in speeded-time followed by a period during which time is "stopped" and
The decisionmuker then develops or selectr,
information made available to a human for decision purposes.

A
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an action, arranges for its execution, and the cycle repeats. This approach in gaining advocacy both in
the United States and in Europe. It will certainly facilitate the study of decisionmaking in command
and control; indeed, such facility may well be the most significant result of these efforts.
Human Decisionmakins
By far the liveliest and longest discussion of the symposium centered around the subject of reprosenting human though processes in command and control. This discussion, stimulated by Paper 14o. 5,
brought out several key issues:
3
3
a Alternative C System architectures result in alternative partitionings of C functions,
possibly with associated differences in decision effectiveness.

0

3
Since decisionmaking in C systems tends to be distributed, some architectures may improve
decision performance and others may make it worse.

e Desirability of centralizatio3 at higher levels vs. increased delegation to lower levels
3
and associated questions of C system design to support one or the other approach cannot
be answered without a better understanding of the decision process itself.
* To develop such an understanding, total system simulation is required. This must incorporate
a high fidelity combat environment to "drive" the cognitive processes, and either actual
man-in-the-loop or simulated representations of human decisionmaking using decision logic
and/or artificial intelligence techniques.

*

a Man-in-the-loop studies are required to identify protocols and decision algorithms for
simulation by computer.
The way in which these issues are addressed over the next few years will almost certainly have a major
impact on future command, control, communications and avionics systems development,
Recogmandation
In summary, the meet4.ng provided an excellent forum for interested nations to exchange information
on the current state-of-the-art in modeling and simulation of avionics systems and command, control and
communications systems. In recognition of the emerging issues noted above, it is recommended that another
similar meting be held in 2 or 3 years. While many of the concepts discussed in this meeting will have
been further developed, simulation and modeling in areas such as new systems architecture concepts, command
"and control for cruise missiles, and high-density air/land battle management may provide new topics for
discussion.
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Command and Control Simulation - A Comon Thread
Keynote A4drceas
38th Technical Meeting of the Avionics Panel
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development
Paria, France
15-19 Ootober, 1979
by
Major General Jasper A. Welch, Jr
Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and Analyses
Headquarters United States Air Force
Lntroduction
Last Spring, Joe Wohl asked that I provide a few opening remarks for this 38th technical meeting of the
I'm delighted at this opportunity to share a few thoughts about a very complex subject.
Avionics Panel.
Over the last geveral years in dealing with the study of avionics issues and oommand, control,
That is,
for
communiations (Cs) issues, we have proved the old statement about complex problems.
every complex problem there exists a solution which is simple, neat, and wrongl
sesasning the worth of military avionics systems and C3 systems have proved to be
Understanding and
very demanding tasks for both analysts and those who make budgetary decisions. The growing complexity
of these systems continues to increase this olallenge day by day.
The really frustrating aspect of avionics systems and c3 systems is that we often don't know how to
Reasoned and well-meaning people simply don't know how to recognize military worth
define the problem.
With a weapon system (such as an F-15, Jaguar, or Mira&e F-i), we can obtain a sense
in such syst•ems.
of what it is worth, for example, by observing how well it 3 delivers ordnance or duels with enemy
aircraft. Such is not the case with an avionics system or C system.
If we observe that a C3 system stores a bit or data or transits a certain messge, we really can't
need to know how the
say much about military worth until we know a couple of additional things. We
3
pilot or tactical decisionmaker is likely to use the data provided by the C system. And we need to
know what difference this is likely to make in the combat situation.
3
It is to questions like "how are avionics systems and C systems used?", and "what difference do they
make?" that I would like to return in a moment, For the present, lot me say something about the theme
of this 38th technical meeting.

Theme of' the 38th Technical Meeting
As mentioned in the announcement, the theme of thin technical meeting concerns simulation techniques and
3
their applications to the study of avionics systems and C systems associated with airborne
Now many people look upon simulation models as a collection of mathematical statements and
operations.
computer science techniques arranged so as to provide quantitative answers to complex problems, As any
model developer can tell you, the situation is not' quite that simple.
I tend to view simulation modeling in a much more philosophical sense, that is, as a systematic
framework for analysis. Simulation modeling provides a unifying conceptual structure for discussing and
Simulation modeling provides us with a common abstraution of the
investigating a given issue.
real-world situation and a common lexicon of terms with which to debate issues and exchange ideas.
The role of simulation modeling as a conceptual framework or common lexicon takes on special
In 1978, the U.S. Defense Science Board Task Force
significance tor avionics systems and C3 systems.
on Command and Contaol Systems Management recognized the complexity of such systems, but also noted that
the militarq has no oommonly understood vocabulary or conceptual framework for analyzing, debating, or
evaluating CJ systems. Other oonferenoes held on this subjeot have arrived at essentially the same
thought, that we lack a common understanding of how avionics systems and c3 systems contribute to
military force effectiveness.
Hence, I view our meeting here3 this week with special interest. In holding a meeting on the simulation
we are discussing more than just math' matical techniques and
of avionics systems and C ay-tenm,
In essence, we are discussing the framework within which each of us views command
computer languages,
problems and competing solutions. We are each presenting what we
and control (or battleomanagement)
"believe to be important aspects of command and control and what determines the contribution of command
end control to military force effectiveness.
Viewed in this light, I'm sure we'll find the next several days both interesting and informative.
Now, having cet the philosophical stage for simulation modeling, let me say a few words about our own
First, I will return to the questions of "how are avionics
vi4A within Air Force Studies and Aistyses.
3
systems and C systems used?", and "what difference do they make?" and discuss what it is that we
expect from our own simulation models. What one expects from a simulation model ehoulet be uppermost in
every model-developer's thoughts.

"1'

Second, I will briefly outline the hierarchical approach we have taken in organizing our various
simulation models within Air Force Studies and Analyses. This hierarchical upproaoh is dictated by some
very practical considerations. However, it also turns out to be a useful way of establishing the common
conceptual framework I mentioned earlier.

System Efficiency Versus Military Worth
Avionics

systems

and C3 systems, like any other military system, must be justified in terms of their

The increasing cost of many avionics systems and C3 systems in
contribution to force efreotiveness.
contrast to our constrained defense budgets has forced us to distinguish between "nice-to-have" and
"essential" systems. But what are we looking for?
Research Society back in 1977, I asked how one would
In a talk that I gave to the Military Operations
3
recognize a perfect avionios system or C system. The criteria stated then (which I still believe
holds true) were as follows.
is the first
Preserving the order and cohesiveness of Your own forces, against the forces of chaos,
criterion,
Cohesiveness is the prerequisite to survival and to all other activities. The natural
tendency of any combat force is to diffuse into uncoordinated inaction.
S.L.A. Marshall, a noted military historian, writes in his book, "Men Against Fire", about the problem
of maintaining cohesion among advancing infantry troops during the Pacific fighting of World War 11.
Whenever the advancing infantry line came under fire, a resulting delay of 45 to 60 minutes occurred
before the advance could be reorganized.

"As

it turned out,
the delay was caused by the men seeking ground cover and losing eyesight of one
another. While erect, these men had eye contact with their flanks ... a situation which allowed them to
sense the unity and movement of their squad.
Dropping to the ground, the men unexpectedly lost this
sense of unity and awareness and could only slowly regain it by restoring interpersonal oontact.
Hore recently, the Israelis in the 1973 war cited the location of their own troops as the most serious
problem in target acquisition, command and control, and reconnaissance.
one is to prevent
Avoiding blunders and insuring freedom of action is the second criterion, if
situations from which there is no subsequent recovery.
Blunder must be avoided in order to maintain the
,ability to fight at the time and place of the commander's choosing.
*
*

I•n the American Civil War, the Battle of Chickamauga provides us with an illustration of this point. An
order for a Union division to advance into the front line was lost during its transmittal,
Instead, the
Union division waited in reserve,
Unfortunately for the Union side, that gap in the front line turned
out to be directly on the main axis of the Confederate attack.
The Union army did not gracefully
recover from this blunder.
During World War II,
Lieutenant General Bayerlein, command of Panzer Lehr Division, mistakenly
Hearing heavy fire on him left flank near
interpreted a favorable situation at the Battle of Baatogno.
the village of Wardin, he assumed that the fire was coming from American forces just entering the
village,
In actuality, the fire was coming from his own reconnaissance battalion which had nearly
destroyed and scattered i'n American company in the village. His erroneous conclusion, based on sketchy
information, caused him to prepare his forces for withdrawal and to recommend a suspension of the attack
on Bastogne ...
just at the time when conditions were favorable to the Oerman forces.
A non-zero
The third criterion is insurinst non-zero effectiveness of your own combat forces,
effectiveness is essential to winning, as opposed to the first two criteria, which are prerequisites for
avoiding defeat,
We can illustrate this criterion with a Napoleonic example.
favorable place and time for battle. He made a massive commitment
fine-tune or optimize the attack. He won most of the time.

He endeavored in all cases to find a
with little subsequent effort to

Returning to S.L.A. Maishall, he found that even in the most heroic of instances, no more than a small
fraction of the engaged infantrymen fireo their weapons .. , typically on the order of 20 - 25 percent.
This astounding figure points out that even with extensive training and combat experience, the major
problem for an infantry commander is to get his men to take an active part In the battle.
Probably,
Optimization±Aor insuring efficiency, of force effectiveness ranks no higher thaii 4th place.

it

ranks

closer to 17th place in the list of CU system criteria.

In a sense, this relative umphasis

is unfortunate for those of us engaged in classical operations research and systems analysis.

In

these

fields, we Ihve become used to thinking in terms of' optimization, effioiency, and maeginal return. That
is, we expect to deal with functions which behave in a smooth, continuous manner. These terms, however,
are
somewhat inappropriate when dealing with uncertainty, two-sided force capabilities, enemy
Real battles, it turns out, are rarely conducted
intentions, jamming, deception, and so forth.
according to narrowly constrained rules or won by small margins.
Instead of producing a nice, smooth marginal increase in force effectiveness, tne addition of a new
avionics system or C3 sydtem may result in a quantum jump from zero force effectiveness ... the result
On the other hand, the
of avoiding a blunder or maintaining force
cohesion at a critical instance.
addition of a new avionics system or C3 system may not guarantee any fo~oe effectiveness improvement
at all. The reason for this is because many command and control issues involve situational and
3
conceptual, as well as technical, aspects. That is, the contribution of an avionics system or C
system depends upon three ingredients:
Systemmerrgrmanct - What can the avionics system or C3 system provide in terms of
combat information, message transmittal rates, and so forth?

Sopportunities

Exloitati n opportunities exist for the
mistakes?

what
nature
of combat,
Given the two-aided
tactical decisionmaker to influence events or avoid

ision performance - Can the tactical decisionmaim utiliss the avionics system or
C3 system to assist in recognizing, exploLting, mad creating such opportunities?
is of direct interest to the system developer, the other two Ingredients play an
While performance
The second ingredient (exploitation opportunities)
essential role in determining military worth.
relates to the earlier question of "What difference does it make?", while thi third ingredient (decision
performance) relates to "how is the system used?".
Lnd information is
Put another way, an avionics system or c3 system deals in information.
only if it (1) resolves a real ambiguity and (2) something can be done about it.
So here
systems:

I

information

have identified the three key questions to ack in the analysis of avionics systems and C3

What can the system provide?
Where can the system make a difference?
How must the system be used to make that difference?
I should mention at this point that these questions can be asked at any system or organizational level.
They apply equally to an avionics subsystem for a fighter aircraft as well as to a theater-level air
The point here is that we simply must try to get the beat military worth return
defense control system.
fur our defense expenditures ... throughout the entire spectrum of avionics systems and a3 systems. A
questions is
not
"whe,,e",
and "how"
proposed system which doesn't meet the test of the "what",
affordable in these days of constrained defense budgets.
rt of way can be a rather diffLoult
Now it turns out that answering these questions in any meaningf'u:
job.
In justifying the acquisition of a new avionics system or C3 ystem, the analyst is attempting
to build a story which relates the capabilities of the new system to some improvement in force
Hence, we turn to simulation models which involve some portrayal of combat operations.
effectiveness.
One-on-one? Mony-on-many? Single
But, then one asks "force effectiveness at what level of combat?"
mission? Total force?
plus the need to make
The interdependency of weapon systems, avionics systems, and C3 systems,
meaningful system trade-offs, lead the analyst to seek answers at higher and more encompassing levels of
combat operations.
Correspondingly, the analytical tools employed for these analyses have grown in both
I have seen this type of growth in our own combat simulation models as more force
scope and detail.
components and mission areas are added to increase the robustness of the particular methodologies.
due
Unfortunately, we eventually reach a practical limit on the size of our simulation programs ...
either to the storage capacity of our digital computers or to the time it takes to extract meaningful
results.

:

theater-level)
simulation
To illustrate, assume for the moment that we have constructed a large (say,
FPurther
capable of reflecting a moderate amount of detail about a two-sided conflict situation,
assume that this simulation program accepts on the order of 100 input parameters.

Sprogram

we wish to understand the sensitivity of this model to changes in these
Now,
being prudent analysts,
we would require
various input parameters.
With a minimum of two values for each input parameter,
F

2100

or

about

1030 runs of the simulation program.

Consider further that our simulation model is

Even with a fast
very fast ... on the order of nanoseconds, with a processing time of 10-9 seconds.
it
would take us 1021 seconds, or about 1011 centuries to complete our simple sensitivity
model,
analysis.
The point of this overly simplified illustration is that large simulation models are not always very
One runs the danger of spending too much time attempting to understand
practical to build and employ.
confidence that its important features have been verified.
the behavior of the model ... with little
large simulution models force the analyst to accept the results on a take-it-or-leave-it
Additionally,
provided for the analyst to step-wise build up confidence with
basis.
Little opportunity is
intermediate results.
Within Air Force
simulation models in
original
example.
hierarchical set of

Studies and Analyses, we have chosen to deal with this situation by organizing our
The advantage of hierarchical models is easy to see from my
hierarchical fashion.
Suppose we are able to take our original simulation program and break it down into a
10 models, each accounting for 10 of the original 100 input parameters.

its sensitivity testing.
Now, for each new model we have 210 a 1024 runs of the program to complete
we have 10 x 210 . 10,240 runs ... quite a gain in efficiency over the
For the set of 10 models,
1030 runs required with our single model,
With a hierarchy of 20 models, each accounting for 5 of the
orAiinal input parameters, the gain is even greater with only 6410 runs required.
At the bottom level of
To illustrate one such hierarchy, consider air iefense operations for a moment.
For
this hierarchy, we employ simulation models which address -one-on-one combat engagements.
fighter-versus-fighter engagements, we have a model which simulates one-on-one duels using a standard
A detailed post-processor computes the expected results
repertoire of aerial tactics for each aircraft.
of gun firings or missile launches for each firing opportunity.
For surface-to-air defenses, we have a family of one-on-one attrition models.

detailed

1

.

kinetics of single missile launches and gun firings,

of simulation include the impact of countermeasures,
faltitude, and maneuver.

These models simulate the

Example effects portrayed at this level

imperfect trarking information,

and aircraft speed,

Moaving up the hierarchy, we employ more aggregated models to integrate several weapon systems
simulation model for
operations, we are developinga
simultaneously.
For fighter-varsue-fighter
This model addresses the coordination of trestics which occurs among different
few-on-law engagements.
aircraft in the same flight unit.
Issues addresed
For surfaoe defenses, we have another model whioh simulates an array of defense wcits.
by this simulation model begin to take on a more complex nature involving threat prioritization, fire
distribution, defense suppression, and so forth.
At the next level in the air defense hierarchy, we are developing a model which addresses Integrated
Here we are developing the model as a top-down modular
Iround defenses and fighter operations.
for
The simulation inoludes detailed oomand and control logio
of event-prooessors.
integrating a variety of related missions and activities under a stressed environment.

"structure

we examine theater-level operations using a more aggregated modeling approach.
At the highest level,
Here, offensive and defensive air operations are portrayed in an attempt to gain a sense of the entire
However,
some detail in lost as the simulation in based on the use of Harkov state
theater air war.
transition processes.
...
that
As I mentioned before, we turned to the hierarohical approach for basically practical reasons
As we developed our ondel hierarchies,
is,
not wanting to spend 1011 centuries waiting for answers.
however, we began to discover that they provided a useful way of organizing our thinking about problems.
Now, looking through the planned agenda for this week, I notioed that the various papers correspond in a
sense to a similar type of hierarchy. We start off with theater-level system simulation and gradually
work our way down to subsystem simulation,
Accordingly,
I thought it might be appropriate to spend the remainder of this time discussing a few of
These observations might be particularly
the lessons we've learned with using hierarchical models.
3
useful later this week as we listen to the various perspectives on avionics systems and C systems and
attempt to construct a common framework for analysis,
Simulation Models - Hierarchy and Consistency
advantages.

First, we've

found

that

this

approach

provides

a

natural

framework

for

organizing

Focusing on a particular echelon or
integrated study teams within Air Force Studies and Analyses.
mission area allows us the opportunity to effectively combine analytical and operational talent into a
This group becomes our critical mass for innovative analysis.
cohesive study group.
For command and control problems, this approach is critical to aohieving a well.developed understanding
Answers to these questions require a lot of
of the "what", "where", and "how" questions posed earlier.
of combat and the potential for improving force
good,
imaginative thinking about the requirements
and
effectiveness.
We've found that focusing small integrated groups on specific aspects of a command
For example, Air Force Studies and Analyses has one study team devoted
control
problem sucoseds best.
to defense suppression, another to offensive air support, and yet another to higher echelon C3 issues.
A second advantage of hierachical models is that we are abl.e to provide short-term answers to command
One-on-one or few-on-few
and control problems while waiting for more complex models to be built.
Thus,
we are able to
situations may be examined in detail by lower level models in the hierarchy.
integrating their results into more complex
these models before
step-wise build up confidence in
analyses.
That is, we must address any
Both of these advantages are just reflections of good analytical approach.
The notion
complex problem like command and control by breaking it down into understandable components.
of a hierarchy of models is naturally consistent with this procedure.
3

For example, in relating C capabilities to an improvement in force effectiveness, one might address a
we might be interested in
At the bottom of the hierarchy,
hibrarohy or effectiveness measures.
one might address
Moving
upward
in
the hierarchy,
probability-of-kill".
"single-engagement
Eventually, one could relate a3
"tingle-mission effectiveness" Qr "single-raid effectiveness".
capabilities to improvements in theater-level effectiveness by addressing "5-day air campaign results".
A hierarchy of this type allows one not only to relate military objectives to one another, but also to
construct an explicit accounting of how avionics or C3 systems contribute to fulfilling thes
important
objectives.
Moving upward in the hierarchy of effectiveness measures, one can ask "why is it
Moving downward in the hierarchy allows one to ask "what
to achieve a lower-level military objective?"
detailed objectives must be met in order to achieve this overall measure of force effectiveness?"
Similarly for avionics systems and c3 systems, one may ask "why is it important that a specific data
conversely, "what
Or,
rate or type of information be provided at a given command echelon?"
lower-echelon command and control capability must be provided and integrated to permit the successful
completion of some ove•,all plan or operation?"
By
Thus,
we have found that hierarchical models provide us with a structured approach to analysis.
prooeeding one step at a time, we are able to relate avionics system and C3 system capabilities to
force effectiveness In a logical mariner.
a substantial degree of "art" associated with deciding where
Now I must point out that there is still
und how to break down a problem into a set of'hierarchical models. Many problems can arise and most of
these problems have something to do with insuring consistency among model results.

1-S
The nature of this problem is easy to see from my example discussed earlier.
Recalling our original
simulation model with 100 input parameters, I noted that about 1030 runs are needed to perform a full
sensitivity analysis.
With 10 models, about 10,640 runs are required.
With 20 models, only about 640
runs are needed.
This gain in efficiency does not come free, however.
By breaking down our one large simulation model
into several smaller models, we have lost the capability to explicitly represent the interactions
occurring between each subset of input parameters.
Now, if we had the ideal situation, we might be able
to select subsets which were nearly independent of one another.
Thus, we could run each of our
hierarohical models and not worry .too much about their results being incongruous or incompatible.
Unfortunately,
we can not always insure that our different models are independent of one another.
Often, we find rather strong interdependencies existing among different models in a hierarchy.
Hence,
we must worry about consistency!
There are two basic criteria associated with consistency. First, we must insure that model parameters
essentially mean the same things in different simulation models.
That is,
the definition and
surrounding assumptions for parameters output from one model must be consistent with the manner in which
they are used as input to another model.
Secondly, the behavior of model parameters must be consistent.
That is, we must insure parameter continuity in a calculus sense ... a consistency among derivatives of
the 1st order, 2nd order, and so forth.
To insure that both criteria are met as well as possible, we have found it
desirable to overlap
simulation models.
That is, we purposely duplicate certain operations and detail in two or more models.
This allows us the opportunity to check first-hand on whether or not parameter definitions and behavior
are being contradicted.
R6turning to the analysis of avionics systems and C3 systems, we have found the concern for model
consistency to be particularly great. Here, we must insure consistency for each of the "what", "where",
and "how" questions posed during the analysis.
Problems of consistency involve the technical performance of a given avionics system or C3 system, the
tactics and procedures by which the systems are employed, and the likely environment in which they are
expected to contribute to force effectiveness.
Assumptions which seem reasonable at one level of
analysis must be enforceable at another.
For example, if we assume a certain message loading rate while
analyzing the detailed performance of a communications system, we need to insure that this message
loading rate is representative of the total number of users involved.
Insuring consistency can become particularly troublesome when several different missions are combined
into a higher level analysis.
In examining the details of one mission area (say, offensive air support)
there is a tendency to ignore critical conditions which must be met for other mission areas (such as air
defense).
Airspace management and the competing requirements for air defense and safe passage of
friendly offensive aircraft are good examples of this type of concern.
Now I've been concerned with this problem for some time. Within Air Force Studies and Analyses,
we
conduct seminars where our analysts get together in an attempt to achieve some degree of model
consistency and configuration control.
I even have a special staff office charged with the
responsibility of thinking about this general problem.
With our increasing interest in avionics and c3 issues, we've found that model consistency requires
even more attention.
The subtle synergism existing among technical performance, the combat environment,
and how the systems are used provides a lot of opportunity for model divergence,
if
not properly
monitored.
Indeed,
the U.S.
Defense Science Board's comment on the lack of a commonly understood
vocabulary or conceptual framework says a lot about the magnitude of this problem.
Hence, the charge I would like to leave you with this week is one of insuring consistency
consistency of models and consistency of analyses.
We must insure that our detailed analyses of
avionics systems and c3 systems are logical extensions of our more aggregated studies. We must focus
on our own particular subsystems and issues, but we must also maintain a general awareness of the
overall environment in which these subsystems operate.
We must begin to build the common vocabulary and
conceptual framework for avionics and C5 analysis.
And, above all, we must provide our forces with
avionics syctems and C3 systems attuned to real-world needs.
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This paper contains an introduction to the selection and use of simulation languages for digital computers.
The topics discussed are the hierarchy of computer languages and their relationship to simulation, the
advantages and disadvantages of using simulation languages, the factors to consider in selecting simulation languages for an organisation and a language for solving a specific problem, some characteristics of
the simulation languages GASP, GPSS, SIMSCRIPT, SIMULA, and SLAM, and future developments in simulation
languages.
The emphasis is on discrete and combined simulation languages.
1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the time consuming steps in a simulation study is the translation of the defined flowchart model
into a computer program tu be run on a digital computer.
There are several different types of computer
languages that can be used, each with their own strengths and weaknesses.
The purpose of this paper is
to provide an introduction into selecting and using a language for performing this step in a simulation
study.
The language should be selected prior to developing the flowchart model because there must be a
compatibility between how the system is modelled and the computer language used. More thorough general
treatments of simulation languages and their use can be found in Emahoff et al, 1970, Fishman, 1978,

Gordon, 1977, Korn et al., 1978, Pritaker at al., 1979, and Shannon, 1975.
2.

HIERARCHY OF COMPUTER LANGUAGES

The digital computer operates in a language called machine language which consists of O's and l'D. We
do not program in this language due to its complexity. The next level of computer languages is assembly
languages and they are usually machine dependent.
Programs are written in assembly language only if they
are to be used over and over again because the programming effort required is considerable.
Analysts almost never used assembly language to program simulation models.
The next level of computer languages is general purpose or higher level languages,
They are user oriented
and are usually machine independent.
Machine independent means that if an application program is written
in one of these languages, that program will generally run on any computer having that language.
General
purpose languages are either compiler or interpreter languages.
A compiler language uses a compiler to
convert application programs into machine language or into assembly language for conversion to machine
language.
This compiling (conversion) takes a certain amount of computer time. The computer then "exacutos"
the resulting machine program.
In interpreter languages, each line of the application program is converted to machine language each time
it is executed.
This means that if a line of an application program is used several times, it must be
converted to machine languaGe each time.
Interpretive languages generally require more computer time for
discrete event simulation than compiler languages because a considerable portion of discrete event simulation programs are used over and over again.
General purpose languages are frequently used in

programming simulation models and is the Implementation

language of several simulation languages.
FORTRAN is the general purpose language most used for simulation in Lhe United States and is also the implementation language of the GASP and SLAM simulation languages.
Examples of these languages are given in Table 1.
The next level of computer languages are problem or application oriented in addition to being user oriented.
Simulation languages belong to this level of languages.
Beginning in the late 195C's and earlier 1960's,
different groups of individuals performing simulations recognized that several of the same functions were
used in almost every simulation and they therefore could be programmed into subroutines and "tied" together
to be used for future simulations.
From these special programs (languages, if you wish), simulation languages have evolved until today we have commercially available several general and special purpose simulation languages, including some extremely sophisticated ones.
Several examples are given in Table 1.
General purpose simulation languages can be broken into three general classesa
discrete, continuous, and
combined (discrete/continuous).
Discrete simulation languages are for programming discrete event simulation models, i.e., simulation models whose "states" (variables) change at specific points in time. Continuous simulation languages are for models whose variables (states) change continuously over time.
Combined languages are of recent development and provide the capability of allowing models to have variables
that may change discretely, continuously, and continuous with discrete jumps.
Special purpose simulation languges are simulation languages that have been developed for modelling and
simulating specific types of systems. Specialised simulation languages for simulating computer systems
are examples of these languages.
Many of the special purpose simulation languages have evolved from
general purpose simulation languages.
Some examples are contained in Table 1.
Both general purpose and
special purpose simulation languages are widely used.
The remainder of this paper, unless otherwise stated, will be restricted to discrete and cowbined simulation.
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TABLE 1
HIERARCHY OF COMPUTER LANGUAGES WITH EXAMPLES
Machine Languages
Assembly Languages

BAL, MACRO 10
General Purpose Languages
Compiler:

ALGOL, BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/1
Interpretert

LISP

SAPL,

Simulation Languages
General Purpose
Discretea

ECSL, GASP, GPSS, HILTRAN, SIMSCRIPT,
Continuous:
CSMP, DARE, DYNAMO, MIDAS, MIMIC
Combined: (Diaorete/Continuous)
C-SIMSCRIPT, GASP IV, SLAM
Special Purpose

SIMPL/l, SINULA, SLAM

-

CBS 11, ECSS 11, Q-GERT

3.

K•

WHY SIMULATION LANGUAGES

The major advantage of using simulation languages over other languages is the reduction in programing time
This is extremely important as it allows the analyst performing the mimurequired to program the modal.
In addition, most simulation languages prolation study to devote more time to other phases of the study.
vide conceptual guidance, modelling capability, and aid in comunication and documentation.

The disadvantages of using simulation languages are (1) the cost of obtaining end maintaining them, (If)
the increased
the time analysts must spend learning the simulation languages they plan to use, and (iii)
computer storage and computations time required in using them beyond what is needed in using a general
purpose language.
Simulation languages generally provide at least the followingi

(a) World View

I'

of future events)
Time Flow Mechanism (Advance time and keep a list
Random Number Generator
Random Variate Generators
Modal Data Collection Capabilities
(f)
Perform Elementary Statistical Analysis on Collected Data
(g) Provide Error Diagnostics
(b)
(c)
(d)
(a)

SELECTION OF A LANGUAGE

4.

There are two different levels in selectiug languages for simulation. The first level is concerned with
what languages should be available for simulation in a given organisation. The second level is what
language should an analyst use in a specific simulation study.
Soma of the factors that need to be considered in aelscting languages
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

"(8)
(9)

for an organisztion aret

Language compatibility with organisation's computer system;
Language adequately supported;
Language suitable for problems that likely will be simulated;
What are the costs to obtain, install, maintain, and update the language;
Effort required to learn the language;
Documentation on language;
Ease of usling languag.;
Language computer time efficiency;
Language storage requirements;

(10) Language flexibility;
-

(11) Language capability, including error diagnostics, modelling capability, data analysis, etc.;
(12) Will use of the languags Justify its cost.
In

/

selecting a language for a specific problem the analyst generally considers at least the following:

(1) What is available, either inhouse or commercially available elsewhere such as on time sharing systems.
(2) What languages does the analyst knov.
(3) What type of problem does the analyst have.
(4) What are the language capabilities including:

(a) which world view:
(b)
(c)

event, activity, or process;

problem compatibility;
data collection and data analysis;

UA

.

. . '

,. .
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(d) ability to expand model, if necessary;
(a) generation of random numbers and variates;
(f) error diagnostics and docmentation;
(g) counication ability, particular to user of model's results;
" (h) code self documentation;
(1) report capabilities.
(5) Programming effort required
(6) Computer time required.
(7) Computer storage required.
(8) Portability of model, if required.
The analyst is generally able to quickly reduce the choice of a language down to at most one special purpose
simulation language* one or two general purpose simulation languages, and one or two general purpose languages. The analyst then will usually choose the language requiring the least prograing effort provided
it will allow flexibility to expand the model in the future, if it should ever need it, and the computer
and storage time required to use that language is reasonable.
*:

In selecting simulation languages' for an organization or a language for a specific problem, one should know
that those languages that require a longer learning time generally have greater capability than those requiringa shorter learning time. One should also be aware that the simulation languages having the event
view usually require a
aworld
larger programmng effort than those having the process world view. However,
they generally allow more control and flexibility in modelling and in model data collection than the other
world views.
There are numerous general and special purpose simulation languages available today.

For a variety of

reasons, most have not become popular. As an example, Oren, 1977, list eighteen combined simulation
languages but only one of these eighteen have ever been widely used.
The most popular discrete general purpose simulation languages today are GASP, GPSS, SINSCRIPT, and SIMULA.
These languages were born in the early 1960's and they continue to evolve. Each have their own strengths
and weaknesses. Table 2 contains some of the characteristics of the current versions of these languages
and on the new general purpose simulation language SLAM.
SLAM has been included because this author believes this language will become popular in the future because it contains several different discrete world
views in addition to having continuous and combined (discrete/continuous) modelling capability, References
on each of these languages can be found ir the Bibliography by using Table 2.
TABLE 2
CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME SIMULATION LANGUAGES
Characteristic
Language Name

GPSS

SINSCRIPT

SIMULA

SLAM

Meaning of Name

General Activity
'Simulation Program

General Purpose
Simulation §ystam

No specific
meaning

Current Versions

GASP II (Diecrate), GASP IV
and GASP PL/l
(Discrete, Continuous, and
Combined)

GPSS/360,GPSS V,
GPSS/H and several others (all
Discrete)

Simacript 11.5 SIMULA 67
(Discrete),
(Discrete)
C-Simscript,
(Disctete,
Continuous
and Combined)

SLAM (Discrete,
Continuous, and
Combined)

Implementation
Language

FORTRAN or Pt/1

Assembly

Machine

ALGOL

FORTRAN

Computer System

Any computer haying a FORTRAN or
PL/1 compiler
(some commercial
time-sharing eyetems)

Most large computers (several
commercial timesharing systems)

Most large
computers
(several
commercial
time-sharing
systems)

Most large
computers

Any computer having a FORTRAN compiler (some commercial time-sharing
systems)

Block

Statement

Statement

Statement or Network

World View (Discrete) Event

Process (tressaction)

Event or
Process

Process

Event and Process

Storage Management

Fixed

Dyanmic

Dynamic

Dynamic

Fixed

Language Type

Compiler

Interpreter

Compiler

Compiler

Subprogram Library

Language Purchase

Inexpensive

Moderate

Moderate

Moderately

Inexpensive

[14, 15. 161

12, 6,

[3, 20. 21]

Language Orientation
J46

GASP

Statement

Cost

"References

No specific
meaning

Simulation Langsags for Alternative liodelling

Expensive
8, 231

S----

(1, 9]

(1]

l~,

,S'

~j
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26. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Simulation languages have been evolving since the early 1960's and this trend should continue into the
foreseeable future. Some of the simulation language developments expected in the near future are (i) increased modelling capability provided directly in the languages such as that provided by the new language
SLAM, (1i) options for model data collection and statistical analysis provided directly in the languages.
(i1) languages having interactive capability for programming, debugging, and model analysis, (iv) languages using computer graphics for modelling, programming, validation, and analysis, (v) languages for
minicomputers, (vi) reduced computation (model run) time due to improvements in the languages themselves,
e.g., more offiaient future event set algorithms (McCormack, at al., 1979), and (vii) increased number of
special purpose simulation languages.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

As systems become larger, more complex, and costlier, the use of modelling will increase, in particular
the use of simulation modelling. A large percentage of simulation models developed today use a simulation
language and this percentage will increase as the capabilities of the simulation languages continue to
evolve.
This paper provided an introduction to the selection and use of languages for simulation.
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SUMAY
This paper is a tutorial paper on how to obtain point and interval estimates (confidence intervals) of
The simple methods of replication, batch mans,
means for both terminal and steady state simulations.
and rigenerative cycles are presented in detail and applied to a model of a simple time-shared computer
system to illustrate their use.
A brief discussion is included on sequential procedures and time series
mathod. for obtaining these estimates.
The advantages and disadvantages of the various methods are giveno
including specific recommendations as to when certain methods might be used.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The principal goal of most simulation studies is to investigate the behavior of a system. This is accomplished by developing a simulation model of the system of interest and investigating its behavior by performing either a steady state or a terminating anaysi. on the model's output data (Law, 1979a).
In steady
state analysis, we are interested in estimating parameters whose values are constant with respect to time.
This implies that the statistical properties of all of the modal's variables are time invariant, i.e.,
stationary, after a delay of at most a short period of time determined by the model's initial conditions
(state).
An example of steady state analysis is determining the mean waiting time of customers in a system assuming the interarrival and service times are time invariant and steady state occurs.
In terminating analysis, we are interested in analyzing the model's behavior over a finite time period
which may be of fixed or of random length.
Examples of terminating analysis are (i) determining how many
an empty reservist assuming a random input, (it)
determining how many customers are
days it takes to fill
served in a store opened from 8 to 5, (iii)
determining the length of time a new system operates until
its first
failure, (iv) determining the expected change in the gross national product between 1979 and
1989, and (v) determining the offset of a five percentage yearly harvest of whales between 1980 and 2050.
In terminating simulations the results are a function of the state of the model at the beginning of the
finite time period (model's initial conditions) of interest.
The minimum statistical analysis that should be performed in both steady state and terminating analysis is
to obtain point and interval estimates of the means of the output variables of interest,
Unfortunately, a
rehensive statistical methodology for analyzing simulation 'output data remains to be developed.
This'
frequently leads to simulation studies having inadequate statistical analysis performed on their output
data.. Far too often only point estimates of the means of the output variables are obtained without any
determination of how good they are, i.e., no confidence intervals (interval estimates) are determined,
There are statistical methods of analysis that can be used to obtain both point and interval estimates of
the means of simulation output variables for both steady state and terminating simulation studies.
The
objective of this tutorial paper is to describe the simpler methods of obtaining point and interval estimates of the means, including their advantages and disadvantages, with the hope that better statistical
analysis will be performed in simulation studies.
After a simulation model has been verified and validated (Sargent, 1978 and 1979), the model in ready to
The output
have experiments performed on it to obtain a set of output observations (data) for analysis.
observations are in general ngot indiapendent but correlated, usually positively.
This complicates obtaining interval estimates of the mean.
Because the method of analysis commonly used for obtaining point and
interval estimates of terminating simulations is one of the methods used in steady state analysis, we will
restrict our discussions to steady state analysis except for Section 7.
In performing a steady state analysis, a set of initial
conditions must be put into the simulation model
which will usually cause the model to go through a transient response prior to reaching a steedy state.
(We are assuming that the model under analysis has a steady state mean.)
The analyst must, in addition to
determining the model's initial conditions, decide what method of data collection and data analysis to use
under a constraint of a fixed number of observations because the amount of computer time is generally
limited.
Since the steady state observations are usually correlated, data must be collected in a way to
obtain independent observations to allow classical statistics to be used or time series techniques used.
The three data collection methods used to obtain independent obseivations are (1) the method of replication, (2) the method of batch means (subintervals), and (3) the regenerative method.
The analyst must
choose one of the above three methods of data collection and use classical statistical analysis or choose
one of the following time series methods:
spectral analysis, autocorrelation, autoregressive, or autoregressive-moving average.
Classical statistical analysis is generally used to obtain point and interval
estimates of the mean because using classical statistical is easier than using time series techniques,
analysts frequently are knowledgeable about classical statistics and time series techniques are sensitive
to proper application and require knowledge of advanced statistics.
Because of these reasons, we will
describe in detail only the three methods using classical statistics.
The remainder of this paper is divided into seven sections.
The next section discusses general statistics
that are used in this paper.
Section 3 describes the three methods of obtaining independent observations
and their analyses and Section 4 applies these methods to a simulation study of a Time-Shared Computer
,This
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6 discusses selection and comparisons of the various steady state methods.
terminating simulations and the last section is

Section 7 discusses analyzing

the conclusions.

GENERAL STATISTICS

2.

This could be, for ex-

xk,

Suppose we label a set of observations from a stochastic process x1 , x 2 , .. ,,.

A point estimator of the mean u of this stochastic
ample, k output observations from a simulation model.
process could be obtained by using the statistic (a quantity calculated from sample observations) given
by (1).
If the observations xV, x 2 , ... , x. are independent and identically distributed (iid), which we
First the estimator
will assume until stated otherwiseL then several additional statements can be made.
x is an unbias estimator, i.e., E(x) * i. 2 Secondly, an unbias point estimator of the variance of x is
Statistics, such as x and a , are random variables and have distributions called sampling
given by (2).
The variance of x is given by (3) and its point estimator by
distributions which describe their behavior.
In general,
(4).
If the variance of x is known and finite, then by the central limit theorem we have (5).
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Therefore,

for large sample sizes, the sampling distribution of

x distribution. One generally considers sample size large if
a normal
.rovided that the distribution of x is reasonably well- behaved.
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t

can be approxilated by

greater than forty (40)

(5)

y

If one desires the exact sampling distribution of x;,then the distribution of x must be known. In this
paper, we will assume the variance of the random variable x is unknown in discussing the sampling distribution of x. If the xi's are iid and normally distributed, then the sampling distribution of mean with k
If the x1 s are not normally distributed
observations is the t distribution with k-l degrees of freedom.
but can be approximated by a normal, it is common practice to use the t distribution as the sampling distribution.
Unfortunately, many simulation output variables of interest hivue i density function that is
non-negative, unimodal, and positively skewed,
Since x is a random variable, it is usually desirable in practice to determine how accurate this point eatimator is.
This in usually accomplished by constructing a coniideoce interval for i. The confidence interval is determined by choosing two point estimators in such a way that one can state a probability that
the interval contains the mean, a fixed but unknown quantity. In order to obtain this confidence interval,
If the sampling distribution is a t distribution, the
the sampling distribution of x must be known.
lO0(l-y)% confidence interval for ui is given by (6) where tk-l,1-y/2 is the l-y/2 point of the t distribuThis implies that the probability that the confidence interval given by
tion with k-i degrees of freedom.
It is also common practice to use (6) as the confidence inter(6) contains the steady state mean is 1-y.
As k increases, the t distribution approaches
val of the mean if the observations are approximately normal.

+ 6-t

the normal.

For large samples,

,l-y/2

one replaces tk-ll.y/2

(6)

in (6) by the 1--/2 point of the standard normal,

The t distribution in a
(A sample is generally considered large if k is greater than forty.)
(
(i-0,-2-1).
flatter distribution than the normal and its behavior is such that it gives a larger value for t
If a more accurate estimate of x is desired, then the number of observations should be
the smaller k is.
One should also be aware that increasing
increased to reduce the variance of the sampling distribution.
the probability that the confidence interval contains the mean causes the size of the confidence interval
to

increase.

As otated in Section t, most simulation output variables go through a transient response before reaching
If thu transient observations are
steady state and the oheervatioane are usually positively correlated.
If the
included in the analysis, this will result in x being a bias estimator of p, the st 2ady state mean.
data is correlated and is analyzed as if It Is independent, the point estimate of o_ will be incorrect.

x

Since simulation data is usually positively (negatively) correlated, the variance of x will
be underestimated (overestimated) resulting Inia smaller (larger) confidence interval for the mean than
is correct.
It should be noted that most simulation languages that provide the capability of calculating
variances
estimators, analyze the data as if it is independent and, therefore, care should be used as
to when it is
appropriate to use this capability.
If the data of a simulation output is correlated and in steady state, we have what is called
a covariance
stationary or wide-sense stationary stochastic process.
Correlation does not
estimating the man,
but does the variance of x. The autocovariances of the observations are given effect
by (7) and their point
estimators by (8).
The autocorrelationa are given by (9) and they lie between plum and minus one.
Their
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are obtained by replacing Ri by Ca.

data and decreases exponentially as I increases.
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p(i) is

usually positive for simulation output

The estimate of the variance of x is

given by (10).
One
notes that if p(±) is sero for all i, then (10) is the same as (4).
One can readily see from (10) that
the variance of x is underestimated (overestimated) by the values associated with the autocorrelations
if
the simulation data Is analysed as if it is independent and is in fact positively (negatively)
correlated.
2_x
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DESCRIPTION OF METHODS USING INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS

If the observations generated by the simulation model are iid, then the point and interval
estimators described in Section 2 may be used directly for steady state means,
Since simulation output observations are
generally correlated, than independent observations must be obtained if classical statistics
is going to
be used for analysis. The three major approaches to obtaining independent observations and
the desired
estimators are described below, Additional information on these methods can
be found in Crane at al.,
1974a, 1974b, 1975a, 1975b, 1977, Fishman, 1978, Kleijnon, 1974, 1975, Law, 1977, 1979a, 1979b,
and
Pritokar et al., 1979.
3,1

The Method of Replication

The method of replication is defined as making k independent simulation runs (replications)
of length m
observations each for a total of N observations.
The independence of runs is accomplished by using a
different stream of random numbers for each run and the same initial conditions. Let xij
be the Jth observation of the ith run and Ri be the average of the ith run.
By definition tile Ri;s ere iid. Using
the Rit's in

(1)

and (2),

the point estimators for the steady state mean p and the variancu of the Ri'a
Using the s calculated by (2) in (4), a_ is obtained.
The confidence interval of P is obtained by using (6).
Before using the Rt'a described
above to calculate point and interval estimates of the steady state mean, P, one must consider two possible sources of error
for these
estimates.
arm obtained,

respectively.

If eas', run goes through a transient response before reaching steady state and the transient
observations
are included in calculating the Ri'a, then x will be a bias estimator of the steady state mean
p. One must
be careful of obtaining a bias in
x because the confidence interval is around x, particularly when k is
large because the confidence interval decreases as k increases.
It is, therefore, common practice to
delete a fixed number of observations (the transient observations) frnm the beginning of each
run before
calculating the Rita in order to eliminate the bias.
However, as one eliminates observations in calculating the Ri'e, the variance of x increases resulting in a larger confidence interval.
This means that a
trade-off must be made between a possible bias in x and the size of the confidence interval.
The difficulty is that there is not any procedure currently known to determine how many observations
to delete
(Cafarian, at al., 1978, and Wilson et al., 1978a).
*

-A•the

The second source of possible error is if the distribution of the R 's are non-normal.
This causes the
sampling distribution of x not to have a t distribution and, therefAre, using (6) will generally
result in
incorrect confidence intervals. One way to eliminate the non-normality effect is to use a
large sample
sizo (large k), bringing into effect tihe central limit theorem.
However, this approach increases the mumber of transient observations which must be eliminated to avoid a bias in x. If only a fixed
number of
X 1.)observations can be obtained, the fewnr observations that are eliminated due to transient responses,
the bettor, because this will result in a shorter confidence interval.
Increasing m will usually cause
R as to approach a normal, but at a slower rate.

I

-

3.2

The. Method of Batch Means

The method of batch means (subintervals)

is defined as dividing one simulation run of length N(x1 ,x 2 ,...

,xN)

If we let B be the average of the m observations in
into k batches (segments) of m observations each.
If the Bi's
batch i and choose m sufficiently large, then the Bi's should Le essentially uncorrelated.
Sven if the Bk's are not
are uncorrelated and are normally distributed, than they are also independent.
normal, it is common practice to assume that they are independent iL they are uncorrelatad.
One method
used to determine if the B 's are uncorrelated is to estimate their correlations using the formulas given
in Section 2.
Some recent empirical evidence (Duket, at al., 1978 and Law, 1977) haa emerged that these
formulas may have biases for analyzing data such that the estimates are lower than the actual values.
If
this is tius then one may believe the B 'a are uncorrelated when in fact they are positively correlated.
A more accurate method is to use the oni recommended by Fishman, 1978.
One notes that the method of batch
means has only one transient response compared to the method of replication which has a transient response
for each replication.
The point estimators x and s2 are obtained by using the B 'a in (1) and (2).
The confidence interval for
p is obtained by using (4) and (6).
There are three possible sources of error in using the Bi's to calculate the point and interval estimates of the mean.
If there is a transient response and the
transient
observations are used, then x will be a bias estimator of the steady state mean p unless they are deleted
as discussed under the method of replication.
It is common practice to delete the transient observations
prior to dividing the run into batches for analysis.
The second source of possible error is that the distribution of the B iIs may be non-normal.
This could
cause the confidence interval to be incorrect as discussed above.
A
large sample mise (a large k) could
also be used to bring the central limit theorem into effect for the sampling distribution of x.
This would
not increase the number of transient observations as in the method of replication,
The third possible source of error is that the B 'a may be positively (negatively) correlated.
If they are,
the variance of x will be underestimated (overesimated) as discussed in Section 2.
This would rpsult in a
smaller (larger) confidence interval than is correct.
To avoid the possibility thait the Bi's are unoorrelated, the size of each batch should be as large as possible (large m). For a fixed N, a
trade-off must
be made between the size of k and m, which may eliminate using a large sample siaz (large k) to enable the
sampling distribution to become approximately normal if the Bits are non-normal.
One must also remember
that increasing m will cause the Bi's to approach normality
if the x ja are non-normal.
3.3

The RegeneraLive Method

The regenerative method is defined as dividing a simulation run into a sequence of iid intervals, called
cycles, by using regenerative points, A model or system is regenerative if it has at least one stats in
which future behavior is independent of past behavior.
Each timin the model enters this state, a regenerative point, it terminates a cycle and starts a new one.
If this method of analysis is to be applicable,
the expected time between regenerative points must be finite and the simulation model must be able to
generate a large number of regenerative points because the nampling distribution is derived based on the
central limit theorem.
If regenerative points do not exist, this method cannot be used unless approximate
regenerative techniques are appropriate (Crane, et al., 1975b, 1977).
The regenerative methol provides a way of obtaining point and inter-ral estimates of E(f(X)).
Exaloples of
E(f(X)) are
M(X), E(X) , and P(X-0), where X can be a random variable for the steady state waiting time,
steady state number is queue, steady state cost, etc.
This method is nore general than the two previous
methods because it can obtain point and interval estimates for any E(f(X)).
Let us define a sequence of regenerative points (times)

*;

as 0 < 0, < 02 < 03 <

If

...

the initial con-

ditions are chosen such that the state of the model is at a regenerative point, no observations need 'us
eliminated at the beginning of a simulation run; if not, then f3 is the first regenerative point to occur
in the simulation run,
If more than one sequence of regeneratiJe points occur in a simulation model, the
analyst should usually choose the sequence having the largest number of cycles to hopefully obtain the
best estimate (smallesL confidence interval).
A staLe that frequently creates regenerative points in an
open queueing model is leaving the empty and idle state (Fishman, 1918).
For each cycle i,
(11) holds.

a

defined as the time interval between
is

i and ai+l'

a Yi and ai must be chosen such that

some measure of the size of the cycle, usually either the length ai . 0

count of the number of entities data is collected on in cycle i, and Y
f(X)'s that occurred during cycle 1 or is found by integrating f(X)

E(f(X))

(a) H(f(X))

-

mean waiting time,

grating the number in queue over cycle i
cycle i.

idle, the Yi is

For k cycles,
are lid,

ECY)

E(f(X))

and ai is

- mean number in queue,

a sot of observations,

Yl' Y2'

E(f(X))

idle during cycle i and a

'.t
Yk and al, A2,

the number of

then Yi is obtained by inte-

the length of cycle i; and (c)

the length of time the server is

or a

(1)

then Yi is the sum of waiting times in cycle I and 0i is

entities whose waiting times are in Yi; (b)

"server is

*

-

is usually either a sum of the
over cycle i.
Examples are

ak are obtained.

-

probability a

is the length of

Since the cycles

the Yi's are lid, the ai's are lid, and the Yi's are usually highly correlated with the

There are several point and interv4l estimators that can be used for E(f(X)).

s.

(Please note tOat we must
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use a ratio estimator because both the numerator and denominator are random variables.) They are a funcThe clessical point estimator of E(f(X)) is given by (17) and is a
tion of statistics (12) through (16).
bias estimator. If ue define the lO0(1-y)% confidence interval of E(f(X)) by re + dc, then the claqsical
assuming a large sample size sich that sampling distribution can be

point estimator, d., is given by (19),
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approximated by a normal by the use of the central limit theorem.

In (19)

Z

is the 1-y/2 point of

approimatd
nomal1-y/2
the standard normal. The Jankknife method gives better point and interval estimators of E(f(X)) than the
classical method, in particular, for small sample sizes. The jackknife point estimator is given by (20)
(17)
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and using dj from (21),

the confidence interval for p is r, ± dj, The classical and Jackknife estimators
presented here as well as others are discussed in Inglehart, 1975. One should note that both the classical and Jackknife methods give better results than the estimators given in the original Crane and Iglehart
papers (1974a, 1974b, 1975a, 1975b) and which have become widely disseminated.
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There is one possible source of error in using the regenerative methods described. The sampling distribution used in developing confidence intervals for E(f(X)) is obtained by using the central limit theorem.
Therefore, if a large sample is not used, the sampling distribution may not be a normal.
One should note
that the transient response is not a concern with this muthod. If one chooses to run a simulation for a
fixed period of time, it may not end at a cycle.
In this case, one utes the number of full cycles generated for data analysis and neglects the portion of a cycle left at the end of the run.
4.
I t(Adiri,
|•queue
J

A CASE STUDY

Let us apnly the data anlysis techniques presented in Section 3 to simple time-shared computer model
1969).
The model will consist of NT terminals, one CPU with round robin scheduling (a single
with first come first serve discipline), ild think times that have an exponential distribution with
a mean of 11I, service time requests that are lid with an exponential diatirbution with a mean of lJ/X2,
a maximum
service quancum of length q (not including overhead), a fixed overhead of length t for
every time slice independent of the length of the quantum. This model is given in Figure 1. Let the
objective of the simulation study be to determine the point and interval estimates of the mean steady
state response time, where response time, RT, is defined as the time from when a job leaves the terminal
until it returns (the time between thtnk times).
The expected response time for this model can be calculated as in Adiri, 1969.
The model was programmed in SIMSCRIPT 11.5 and run on an IBM computer.
4.1 Initial Conditions and Transient Responies
In order to simulate this time-shared computer model, a set of initial conditions must be selected. When
one is interested in steady state behavior, it is desirable to select the initial state ay a typical state
o steady
iiteein
state to reduce the lenhth of the transient responsec
t 1oin
ae
to select for

this case study an initial state that generates regenerative points. This state may not be a typical state
in steady azate (it may not be for a heavy load on the model).
The initial state or conditions selected
is when a Job leaves the cowputor and it goes idle. This means all jobs are in the think stats.
This
statr generates regenerative points because think times are exponential and the exponential distribution
hba the forgetfulness (Markov) property.

*

*
*
*•

*

*

As stated In the previous section, there does not exist any quantitative procedure to determine when a
model's transient response ends and the steady state response begins.
Nost simulation users simply make
an "educated guess" considering such factors as (1) analysis of some realizations (replications) of interoet, (2) cost of obtaining observations, (3) concern for transient effect, (4) variability of the model's
behavior, and (5) congestion in the model.
This author likes to make three replications and plot the accumulative moving average of the output of intersat and use these in conjunction with the factors given above in making his "educated guess" when the
steady state response begins.
Typically the output will either overshoot tts mean value and have a dsiped
oscillation or simply converge on the steady state value. Both of these types of response will have "Anndom fluctuations In them.
The purpose of using three runs is to be able to evaluate the randomness of the
output between runs and to determine what fluctuations mean in a given run. One must remember in analysIng the outputs that you are observing an ccuMulative moving average.
Two difficulties in making these
runs are (i) what length should they be, and (ii) what interval should the accumulative moving average be
printed out.
The run length can always be continued if appropriate information is kept on the stats of
the model at the end of a run to be used as the input for continuing a simulation run. Tihe interval chosen
has to be large enough such that some of the randomness in the output is smooth, yet frequently enough to
observe the mean behavior.
Figure 2 contains two vets of three runs of the time sharingimodel, one under medium load (NT"25) and the
other under a heavy load ("-35).
These runs are longer then necessary to illustrate the behavior of
realisations of a simulation model. The accumulative moving average was printed out every 20 observations.
Two different streams of random numbers are used in each run, one for the think times and the other for
service times. The same streams are used in the model for the transient response labeled with the same
number.
For UT equal to 35, one can readily see that heavy congestion (heavy load) in a model causes more
variability and a longer transient response than lower congestion.
Some of these reslisations illustrate
how a transient response overshoots the mean and damps out and others illustrate converging to the mean,

This author would consider thi transient response ended between 200 and 300 observattions for NT equal to

"25 and
4.2

between 600 and 700 observations for HT equal to 35.

Steady State

Let us determine point and inttrval estimators of the steady state mean response time of the time-shared
computer model with l/h 1 - 25, l/Al - 0.8, 1 - 0.015, q - 0,1 and NT - 25, with the units being seconds,

'

"using the

three methods presented In Section 3.
This set of parameter values give a steady state mean of
3.415 seconds and is the medium load case disvuseed under initial conditions and transient responses above.
We will use the same initial conditions given above for all our steady state investigations,

&•

For each of the three methods, results will be presented using two replications of the experiment to illustrate the variability that can occur between experiments,
For the Batch and Regenerative Metlkods, the
streams of random numbers used to generate realizations (1) and (2) in Figure 2 are used for the experiments (runs) one and two, respectively.
The output data from each experiment is analysed in various ways
by varying k, m, N, and the number of observations deleted for thie transient response to illustrate how
the result% can differ dipendinil how the analysis is performed.
One must not draw general conclusions from
the data presented because of the variability that occurs between experiments, the differences that occur
in a model's behavior for different loads, and the differences that occur between different models,
The
two experiments performed are Actually what did happen in performing two experiments (they were not selectad from several experiments).
One can readily see from Figure 2 that the accumulative moving average of
realization (2) never, once became equal to or greater than the steady state mean in 1,000 observations.
Realization (1) converges very close to the expected value during 1,000 observations.
Tihe distribution of response time in steady state is non-negative, unimodal, and hts a long positive tail
(Anderson, et al., 1)72, 1974), i.e.. positive skewness (skewnnees is a measure of asymetry of the distribution about the moan and it is positive because the tail is in the positive direction). To illustrate
the behavior of the response time distribution a frequency distribution of the data in realization (1) discussed above, Is given in Table 1.
One can readily see that the distribution has a long po itive tail and,
therefore, does not have a normal distribution.

Ia

our methods of analysis uses averages of observations and it is the distributinn of these average$ that
must be normal to obtain an exact or approximate sampling distribution.
If tits observations used to calculate the averages are normal, then the averages will be normal.
If the observations are not normal, thi
distribution of the avorages will approach a tiormal as the number of observations in the averages increase.
(Note that the well known central limit theorem cannot be applied directly because our observations are
correlated. however, the averages still
approach a normal distribution but at a slower rate.)
Table I conone
tains frequency distributions for 25, 50 and 100 observations in the averages for realization (1).
observes that as tits number of observations in the averages (block size) increases, the distribution appreaches a normal.
An estimate of the coefficient of skewness for aaeh of tits three distributions are ineluded In Table 1.
This quantifies the effect of increasing m.
If observations of response time are collected from the model one after another, the observations will be
positively correlated.
Table 2 gives estimates of these correlations using the formulas given in Section 2
for realization (1) after removing the first 200 observations.
Tis correlation decreases as the lag increases and one could estimate that the correlation is zero after a lag of fourteen for this net of data.
In using this method of batch means, we must select the number of observations in vauch batch large enough
such that the batch moans are independent.
This is determined by looking at the correlation of tih batch
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means.
If we use a batch size of 20 observations, correlation estimates using realization (1) are given
in Table 2.
There is some positive correlation for lag one but is zero for larger logs.
This indicates
we would most likely underestimate the variance of _xif we used 20 observations in each block. Using 40
observations in a block, we obtain an estimate of the first lag to be 0.011 for realization (1) and,
therefore, the blocks are uncorrelated for blocks of size 40.
This analysis indicates that the block size
should be greater than 20 but does not need to be greater than 40.
Further analysis can be done, if dosired. Fishman, 1978, gives a different test statistic and a test to be used to determine if the batches
are correlated.
He recomends doubling the size of the batch until the test is satisfied.
4.3

The Method of Batch Means

Table 3 contains the results of usinC realizations (1) and (2) for experiments (runs) one and two, respectively, for various values of N, the total number of observations, for k, the number of batches, for m,
the size of each batch, and for different number of observations deleted at the beginning of a run (transient observations).
The data for N equal to 1,000 are the first 1,000 observations of N equal to 2,000,
etc,, for each of the runs. 2 The estimates are obtained as explained in Section 3.
x is the point estimate
of the mean response time, a is the point estimate of the variance of the batches, and d Is the half width
of the 90Z confidence intervil for the mean, when d is calculated using formula (6).
The size of each
block, m, is determined by subtracting the number of obbervations deleted (No. Dal.) from the beginning of
each run from the total number of observations, N, and dividing the difference by the nmnber of batches, k.
For example, with N equal to 1,000, k equal to 5, and the number deleted equal to zero, m equals
(1,000 - 0)/5 - 200 obrervations.
Note that the estimate of the mean is not affected by the trade-off between m and k for a given set of observations.
Those confidence intervals that do not contain the mean is
indicated by an 4 on d.
The results in Table 3 show what is, in general, expected.
x, the estimate of the steady state mean, approaches E(X) - 3.415 as N becomes large. Deleting transient observations at the beginning of the run has
only a limited effect on x because of the values of N being used 2 and the behavior of the model for the set
of model parameters being used. The difference between x and an in the two runs is considerable, especially for N equal to 1,000, illustrating the variability between ex.eriments.
The viriance of the batch averages should decrease as the size of m increases for a fixed k and the values of a do.
The valles for d
for different values of k, m, etc. is determined by t 1Y/2,•1 times s
a function of k and aB. The
,i95,4

ratio of t.

to t 5 3 9 is 1.265 and, therefore, the value of t doel not have a significant effect.
2
The major effect is what happens to a- for a fixed N in the trade-off between k and m. This effect is
problem dependent.
The results in
x Table 3 show that for N equal to 1,000 and 2,000, d increases as k
decreases and for N equal to 4,000, d remains about the same,
As N increases, d decreases for a given k,
as expected.
These results do not determine how accurate the coverage is, i,e,o does the 90% confidence interval obtained from the t-distribution actually contain 90% of the actual sampling distribution. One notes that
three of the confidence intervals do not contain the mean and this occurs for experinent two when N equals
1,000,
This occurs because x is a low estimate of P and the confidence interval is not large enough to
contain the mean.
For N equal to 4,000, d is less than 10% of p, the steady state mean.

"4.4

The Regenerative Method

Table 4 contains the results of analyzing realizations (1) and (2) by the regenerative method using the
classical estimators for various numbers of cycles,
The number of observations is also given in Table 4
to enable a comparison between the regenerative method and the batch and replication methods of analysis
whose results are given by the number of observations.
In analyzing the data in Table 4, one observes that r converges to the steady state mean and dc becomes
smaller as the number of cycles end observations increases, as is to be expected.
The coverage of the
confidence intervals cannot be determined from the data presented,
A 90% confidence interval was used.
In experiment two, six of the confidence intervals do not contain the mean, including one having 226 cycles
with 975 observations.
In analyzing these two realizations (data not presented), most cycles have a small
number of observations and the remainder a large number of observations.
This means that there is a large
variability and these two 'experiments illustrate 'that. One notes that the size of the d's are approximately
10% of v for 450 cycles.

__

4.5

The Method of Replication

Table 5 contains the results of two experiments using the method of replications for analysis,
For each
of the two experiments performed, forty runs were made,
In the analysis of k equal to forty (forty runs),
twenty of these runs were used in the analysis of k equal to twenty, etc.
The length of the various runs
were such to satisfy the total experiment.
When N is fixed and for a given k, the size of m, the number
of observations used to determine each Rj, is found by dividing N by k and subtracting the number of transient observations deleted (No, Del.).
?or example, if N is equal to 1,000, k equal to 5, and No. Del.
equal to 50, then m is equal to (1,000/5) - 50 - 150.
When N is not given in the table, m is and, therefore, N can be calculated using the definitions given. Note that m is different for the two experiments
when N is not specified.
A 90% confidence interval has been used,

1'

Analyzing the results in Table 5, one readily draws the conclusion that x is extremely variable.
Note
that a different x must be calculated for every case here.
When deletion occurs fov the transient responsea, far leas observations are available for analysis when N is fixed2 and this increases the variability of x. When N and the number of observations deleted are fixed, s decreases as k decreases (m
increasing) and this is as expected,
It is difficult to draw any conclusions about the d's except that
the more observations included in the analysis, the smaller the d's become.
In experiment one, several

of the confidence Intervals do not contain the steady state mean, This occurs bucause x is very low and
Again, we cannot coment upon the coverage und is not large enough to include the value of the mean,
less numerous expvriments are performed, The sizes of the d's are much larger in Table 5 for a fixed N
than they are for uither the regenerative method or the method of brtdh means.

.......................................................

5.

SEQUENTIAL PROCEDURES AND TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

The length of confidence intervals is a function of the number of observations collected and Analyzed, the
variability of the random variable being investigated, and the probability that the confidence interval contains the parameter being estimated. The three methods of analysis presented in Section III required the
analyst to specify the sample size prior to conducting the experiment and are referred to as fixed sample
size procedures. In fixed sample size procedures, the length of the confidence interval is not under direct control of the analyst because it is determined by the number of observations fixed prior to running
the experiment.
In many studies, one desires to fix the length (width) of the confidence intervals instead of the sample
size. There are a set of procedures to allow this and they are called sequential procedures, These type
of procedures use a "stopping rule" to determine when sufficient observations have been collected during
an experiment to satisfy the length of the confidence interval desired. There are two types of stopping
rules: aboslute width and relative width. In absolute width stopping rules, the analyst specifies a constant (numerical value) that is the maximum width (length) of the confidence interval desired. In relative width stopping rules, the analyst specifies the maximum width of the confidence interval desired as
some function of the parameter being estimated, e.g., 10% of the value of the estimate of the parameter
being estimated. Various sequential procedures have been suggested and recommended for use in performing
steady state analysis in simulation (Fishman, 1977, 1978, Lavenburg, et .l., 1977, Law at al., 1978, and
Pritsker, et al., 1979).
Law et al., 1978, have made a limited comparison of several of the sequential
procedures and concludes that two of them are better than the other methods they tested.
As an alternative to obtaining independont observations to perform steady state analysis of simulation output data, time series techniques can be used. Simulation output data that is correlated and in steady
state is a realization of a wide sense stationary process. There are several time series techniques that
can he used to analyze data '.nat come from wide sense stationary processes. These techniques analyze the
data either in the time domain or the frequency domain. Techniques that use autocorrelation, autoregressive, and autoregressive-integrated moving averages are examples of time domain techniques. Spectral
analysis is the major technique used in the frequency domain. A largo number of observations (one long
run), knowledge of advance statijtice, and in depth knowledge in the time series analysis technique to be
used are reqdired to properly apply time series analysis techniques because they are sensitive to proper
application. Two advantages of using time series analysis insteed of classical statistical analysis are
the correlation structure of the data is utilized in time series analysis and the simulation user is not
forced to obtain independent observations,
The point estimator of the steady state mean using the time series analysis is still given by (1), but estimates of the variances can be obtained in a variety of wayi for each of the various techniques. One
method of estimation for the autocorrelation technique is givi in Section II. This method of estimation
is not considered a good method by several investigators because the p(k)la are correlated, the correlation
estimator
given
has a large variance,
and some
empirical various time
indicate
that. they are biasfound
on the
low
aide (Duketp
at al., 1978 and
Law, 1977),
Discussion of evidence
detain techniques are
in
Andrewa, R. W., 1978, Box, at al,, 1970, Devor, at al., 1972, Fishman, 1967, 1973, 1978, Kleijnen, 1974,
1975, and Law. 1979b.

*

Spectral analysis converts data from the time domain into the frequency domain using sine and cosine waves
of different frequencies and amplitudes. The same information is contained in the data but different insights into the behavior of the data can be obtained by using spectral analysis as wall as point and interval estimates. Data for spectral analysis is taken at fixed intervals of time. There are numerous ways
to obtain estimates of the parameters in spectral analysis and they must be used with care. There has been
mixed reaction in using spectral analysis for analyzing simulatiou output data (Duket, at al,, 1978,
Fishman, 1967, 1973, 1978, Hunt, 1970, Jenkins, et al., 1968, and Law, 1979b).
6.

SELECTION AND COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR STEADY STATE ANALYSIS

When a simulation analyst desires to obtain point and interval estimates of the steady state mean, one
specific method of analysis must be selected. The method selected will usually depend upon the opecific
problem and on the analyst's knowledge of analysis techniques.
This author recommends that analysts choo.e
one of the simpler methods of analysis unless they have knowledge in advanced statistics. Thus, most simulation analysts will select a fixed or sequential method requiring independent and identically distributed
observations instead of a time series method. Unfortunately, only limited quantitative knowledge is available to aid in this decision.
This author recommends simulation analysts to use either the regenerative method with jackknife estimators
or the method of batch means with a small number of batches, say four or five, for obtaining point and
interval estImates of the steady state method. In gqneral, the regenerative method should be given preference because it is based upon sound statistical theory and there is no transient response to'be concerned
with. Unfortunately, in many, if not most, simulations, the regenerative method cannot be Applied because
the simulation model does not have any regenerative points (or the analyst cannot identify any) or the
length of the cycles (time between regenerative points) are so large that the computer colts are prohibitive in obtaining data on the large number of cycles required.
(Recall that the central rimit theorem is
used in developing the regenerative method which requires a large number of iid observations,)

i

,

If the regenerative method cannot be used, then tie method of batch means should be used, The method of
batch means is preferred over the method of replications because (i) there is only one transient response
to be truncated and thus the analyst can be conservative and eliminate sufficient observations to avoid a
bias point estimator and (ii) this approach has given good results in most empirical studies performed(Law,
1977) using
a small number of batches with a reasonable number of observations in each batch. (One
may think ot the batches in the method of batch means as an approximation to what is being accomplished in
the regenerative method in obtaining exact iid observations using cycles.) The number of observations in
each batch should be sufficiently large to eliminate correlation between batches and to have the batch
means approach normality even when the observations may be far from normal.
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In using the regenerative method or the method of hatch mean., the analyst can choose to use the fixed
sample size methods described in Section 3 or choose a sequential procedure. Law, at &a., 1978, recomends
Fishman sequential method (1977, 1978) to be used with the regenerative approach and the sequential method
of Law, et al., 1979d, to be used with the method of batch means. Law, et a1., 1978, recommendations were
based upon a limited study they made comparing several of the sequential procedures. A note of caution in
using the fixed esie methods is to make sure a sufficiently large number of cycles are used in regenerative
method and sufficiently large number of observations are used in each batch of the method of batch means
to enable an accurate confidence interval to be obtained.
7.

ANALYZING TMINATING SIMULATIONS

In the introduction we defined terminating simulations and stated we would aelay discussing how to obtain
point and interval estimates of means of interest in terminating simulations until we had completed diecussing steady state analysis. The reason for this was that the simple method used in terminating simulation is one of the simple methods used in steady state analysis. The simple method used to obtain point
and interval estimates of mans in terminating simulations Is the method of replication. Recall that in
terminating simulation, the results are a function of the initial conditions and the time period of interinitial conditions are used in each replicaest. Thus in performing the method of replication, the sa
tion but with a different seed in each of the random number generatows to obtain a different realization
for each replication. Each replication gives one iid observation to be used in the statistics discussed
in Section 2 and 3 for obtaining the point and interval estimates.

*

The observations of most variables of interest will not be normally distributed and thus a large number
of replications will be required in order to use the central limit theorem to obtain normality. This can
be quite costly in computer time but there is currently no other method to develop confidence intervals
(interval estimates) in terminating simulations.
This method of replication is a fixed sample size procedure if the number of replications are specified
prior to running the experiment, There are sequential procedures of both fixed and relative length that
can be used in terminating simulations (Law, at al., 1979a).
In these procedures, replications continue
until the appropriate confidence interval size is obtained.
B, CONCLUSIONS
This paper described in detail the simpler methods of obtaining point and interval estimates of means in
terminating and steady state simulations and briefly discussed the other methods. It was recommnded
that the regenerative method be the first choice and the method of batch means be the second choice in
performing analysis of steady state simulations. In terminating simulations, the only simple procedure is
the method of replications. In almost all studies performed to date to determine how accurate are the
confidence intervals for estimating means in simulations, the size (length) of them were too small. Therefore, a simulation anayst as well as the decision maker using statistical estimates from simulation studies
should be cautious in how accurate are simulation results,

*

A case study was included to illustrate the three simple methods described in detail. The results of this
study showed the variability in obtaining estimates from simulations. One should not draw any conclusion
from this case study to be used in other simulation investigations.
In fact, many simulations will have
considerably more variability than this simulation model.
Variance reduction techniques were not discussed, details of sequential procedures and time series analysis
techniques were not presented, nor were methods for comparison of alternatives. Methods to determine the
sample size in the fixed sample size procedures were not discussel. To obtain sample sizes, one must perform a simulation experiment to obtain point estimates of P and o , then use these estimates to determine
the sample size desired. See Pritsker, et al., 1979, for details.
One must always remember that statistical analysis of the output data is only one step in the simulation
methodology.
The results of the output analysis can be no better than the accuracy of the input data and
the validity of the model. Research is continuing into statistical analysis of simulation output data and
the simulation analyst should follow these developments.
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Remarks on Simulation
objectives/areas of use/possibilities/limitations
- an overview Hans M. Franke
Dipl.-Ing; Prokurist
Director: Military Technology Studies (WT)
Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH
Ottobrunn, Germany

SUMMARY
A definition of "What is Simulation" is followed by some classic experiences and knowledges. Simulation
Is widely used in Systems Analysis to understand problems in planning of new weapon systems. Here simulation
- another tool beside calculation and experimentation - serves for operational as well as for technical
investigations. In the field of Systems Technique by the activities of "systems engineering"
o
o
o
o

alternative, parametric, conceptuel predeslgns are generated
the technical feasibility must be investigated
the integration of sub-systems to a total system must be studied
the relations between technical performances and reliability and
maintenance must be taken into account
the efficiency of technical performances must be set into relation
of funding for R & D, procurement and for operation.

o

The systems enaineer - responsible for the predesign - has here to handle with assumptions about 15 to
years in beforehand and SI25
the systems engineer's tool for studying the dynamic behaviour of a system is
called "simulation".
Within the scope of this essay, objectives, areas of use, possibilities, limitations in the field of simulation are mentioned,
Final remarks are aimed on important, evolutionary branches in avionics and C3 and on technology transfer.
The paper concludes on the importance of intensive use of simulation,
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Definition of Simulation

This essay should start with a classic definition on the activities and areas of "Simulation". For this the
statement of Bropkhaus Enzyklop~dierl~is used because the author has made the experience, to get a well
accepable description in every situation, (See Fig. 1). For digging a little bit deeper, it has been tried
veryoften, to create families of standards like "hard-ware-simulation" or "soft-ware-simulation" - however
with rather little success, In practice different applications have been adopted, but is has been proven
right, that simulation is characterized at all times by
o

obtaining the results of investigation
by using a model
considering the timely passing of the events'.

o

In so far the simulation is differentiated essentially from the calculation on one side and the experiment
on the other, Frequently simulation and test occur i-ncombination of course; for example at fatigue-testing
of an aircraft structure - the real structure and not a model is used as specimen - the airloads are
simulated.
'.1'
.1

I

For this AVP meeting, dedicated to C3 , it should be amusing to point atmixod types of simulations In the light
of the famous example from biology, where it could be clarified, that the honey-bees navigate by means of
radiation of the sun
case
case
case
case

I
2
3
4

bee
bee
bee
bee

real
real
simulated
simulated

sun
sun
sun
sun

real
simulated
real
simulated

According the circumstances scientists, enqineers, can point their interest at the "inner loop" or the
"outer loop" of signal flow in a system types of simulation like cases 2, 3, or 4 can be applied.
1.2.

Retrospective View

The push of innovation In the field of electronics has entered in wide areas of our life perhaps in predominant cases; perceivedby the human beings or not -.
Relative to the possibility/feasibility, performing
a simulation, some expenlehces made by the author should be reported on. At the end of the fifties / the beginninq of the sixties the extensive application of simulation began for investicating flight methanics f.e,
flying qualities, handling qualities of vertical-take-off-and-landing-vehicles (VTOL-aircraft), [2J

The reproduction/the ability of transference of flight experiences with helicopters has been doubted and on
the other side it has been assumed too dangerous to start with free flying tests and after all pure calculations let not discover the total dynamic behaviour of the vehicle plus its control system.
The analog computer technique - at that time the training simulators of civil transport aircraft as well
as military fighter aircraft based on the analog computer - has been used, to lay out / to design the
control- and steering-system for airplanes and to investigate flying qualities and to formulate pertinent
criteria. Large analon computer centres have been established, but as well the investment in machinery as
also theoretical questions / influences of accuracy and ability of reproduction did no longer allow, to investigate systems which became more and more complex, economically and technically correct.
That was the moment, digital computers have been used for the first time for flight simulations. Nevertheless
there has been no chance to fly a simulator in real time. Scientists and engineers came together in meetings,
to discuss possibilities and constraints in the application of the digital computer and to estimate the trend

into the future. As an example for such a meeting, the "Congres de l'Aeronautique jur le Te~hnique do cal cul
analoqique et numerique en aerona utique"l at LUttich in the year 1963 should be mentioned. L3
The author worked in those years 1961/62 on the dynamic behaviour of components in a VTOL aircraft flight
control system (f.e. hydraulic cylinder with limited max. speed and with deflection limitation). He has
written the program for digital simulation and a digital computer IBM 650 has been used for an investigation
of the handling qualities of a flying, hovering bedstead.
All components of the controlsystem fave been modelled, meanwhile the vehicle has been described only by
mass and inertial moments (no aerodynamics). To receive a result on approximate 3 minutes of flying time
the computer (at those days) had to run for about 5 hours; the cycle time to integrate through all
the differential equations - was low and furthermore one had to reserve on the computer's memory size
(over lay).
In Fig. 2 some typical characteristics on digital computers of that era in comparison to the modern one are
shown, This may point at the limitations in those former days, which made some racking of the engineer's
brain - and this may point at the matter of fact, that at present there exist possibilities, at,which no
engineer formerly ventured to dream.
The break-through - application of the digital computer with high computation / cycle speed and large
memory size happened by the successful
a
o

increase of the performance in transistor function per chip
io
and that together with the price-reduction
treatment of numerical mathematics
no* linearl ties
systpms for differential equations.

The well-known trend in hard-ware technology is shown in Fig, 3
It should not be-forgotten, that this increase in over all performance is also characterized by the improvement
of'thq
system's saft-wart.. In total the number of instructions could be iicreased from 104 in the year 1958
to 07 in the year 1978 L41.

4

Now some limitations in the further improvement of the hardware performances will be indicated,
tact time per transistor function:
year 1948
Mikrosecond
year 1968
Nanosecond

year 1988

lb

Pikosecond

but from a simulator specialist's point of view it can be stated, that the hardware has achieved an acceptable niveau with good reputation, meanwhile emphasis must be pointed at the software.
From a simulator
specialist's point of view, the hardware of today fulfill the requirements for the basic requirements on
accuracy and memory size adequately, although other specifications like wheight, volume, power, reliability
can be / must be / will be improved.
These steps in these two decades showed to us:
o to differentiate the situation of a user of a centralized
commerrial computer-facility
(closed shop)
from that of a dsign engineer dfveloping hardware and
software ftehin avionics and C using simulation
o no longer to rely on a given type of a computer
o but to understand the computer as a system assembled from
hardware and software.
in so far not to try to increase the computer performances
i
by improving only the hare,.are efficiency
and other things vlore.

!.,

About 10 years ago it has been intended to simulate the improved functions of a future computer by use of un
existing computer - this is past. In the same way it is past to centralize all the required computation
power as necessary in a complex technical system like an aircraft into a central computer. At present we can
see turning away from the total integration. Recently for the design of a most modern aircraft flight control
system emphasis is layed at the decentralization of Functions (primarily on account of economic advantage)•L•.
As well in the military technology field as also in operation with civil air carriersan "optimal structure
of the system" (system's architncture) is aspired; that means

1'
S"

o

o

decentralization' of the computing power with respect to the
distinct functions in such a way that the computing system
structure is adequate for a family of equipment (f.e. a family
of Jet transport aircraft)
consideration of single, specific characteristics pertinent to
a particular type withii, the family, in relation to the -functions
decentralization.
are many other stories ai;f,

history

-

but only the following remarks should be given:

simulation is now used in papetal branches
Stoday a large number of inicltutions wnrk on fundamentals for simulation
techfiques and on application cf simulation
today a large number of meetingv occur on the matter of simulation
o
at NATO simulation and simulation results are discussed as well in the AVP Panel
o
as in other Panels and furthermore In many NATO groups (AC...)
been increased rapidly L73 to L18s]
o
the number of publications on simulation ha:,
o

At the end of this retrospective view it can be stated, the digital computer in use for simulation Is now
an exeptional tool for the engineer / scientist.
3

Contemplations on systems in avionics and C

1.3.

This AGARD meeting is pointed at the application of simulation in avionics and command & control and in
Fig. 4 shows an example on air-defense implying all the detailed use of avionics and C3,
communication.
This Fig, 4 should be representative for a number of functions, activities,
(as examples) the following items
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

components etc. by listing up

command & control
avionics
outer loop

outner loop

computer: hardware / software
data transmission
traffic control
communication
identification
a/c flight control systems
navigation
weapon delivery
counter measure
others

It is the aim of this meeting, to discuss on simulation applied in the most different branches and under
most different situations / questions / aims of investigations,
AREAS OF USE OF SIMULATION / SIMULATOR
2.
Survey
2.1.
The simulation is used as a scientifically established tool beside the experiment and beside the calculation.
This is shown in Fig, S.
Simulation is applied for
o
technical tasks
o
operational tasks
(in the case of military questions)
o
other.
The dotted line in the left-hand-side of the figure should express, that simulations and tests frequently go
together in combination.
As examples for ecological / economical investigations,
of other persons are normally mentioned [197 to [213

the models of Forrester and Meadow and soma treatises

By Fig, 6 it should be expressed that simulation is applied In different activities, following one each other
in sequences, called research, planninq and assessment, development and testing, training. It must be remarked
that different simulation tasks demand for different simulator installations, This depends on the matter of
namely because of technological and economical reasons.
fact, that simulations are always approximations Therefore in every case the correlation of simulation to real world must be proved adequately. This Is also
pertinent to the pure mathematical simulation, which is shown in Fig. 7 In opposite to the simulation with
-component in the loop" or extremly 'mar in the loop". By this, the requirements for a real time simulation
and for generating of the environmental cues are pointed at. It is evident, that the highest demands must be
engaged In the case of simulation with "man in the loop".

I,.

2.2.

-

Simulation in the field of research

Simulation iq widely used in the fields of research.
As ortý example, the simulatno installation for investigating fundamentals on "computer generated images"
can bi mentioned, The aim of such a task is to investigate how much accuracy is required - and in consequence ho•w much money must bp ;peiit - for providing acceptable environmental cuss to a pilot or in other
words where is.the lower limit for simplificating of such a technical device Just still producing adequate/
acceptable cues to the pilot.
Another example is the use of a flight-.simulator for investigating handling qualities criteria.
It is used in research on environmental cues to a
As a third example, in Fig, B a movable cabin is shown.
pilot. Particularly interdependencies between acceleration cues and visual cues are investigated. A typical
question is, to which degree an acceleration can be supressed or negle'.ted In presence of visual cues or in
other words by which degree acceleration cues can be replaced by vistual cues.
Simulation for planning, pre-design, assessment and
feasibility-transparency

2.3.

This is followed by a high
In modern weapon systems we can see the increase in technological complexity,
risk in development, by higher cost for development and other consequences. This demands already at the beginning of the planninj for newtechnical future systems the more intensified use of systems-engineering
activities. As an example for applying simula~ion in the early planning phase the "Dual-FlightSimulator"
of IABG, Germany, ii shown in Fig, 9. This installation is described in detail in several publications, f.e,
in P221 . With respect to the state of art in technology and with respect to the application this instrument
"is comparable to the "Manned Aircraft Combat Simulator (MACS)" of McDonnel Douglas and to the "Dual maneuvering
Simulator" at NASA Langley, See also 037 for a more general explanation.
Already at the "Congres sur le Technique de calcul, ." in the year 1963 the author has pointed at the necessity
to investigate the dynamic behaviour of a system by the use of simulation already in a pre-design-status that
means in a technical feasibility study before the beginning of the real development. In L241 , the author explained, that initial results and experiences on the interdependencies and the collective actions of all subsystems (f,e,: basic aircraft, control system with all components, flying quality criteria, feasibility,
integrability, efficiency and reliability), simulated on the basis of the first lay-out-design, must be retransferred to the project/desiqn bureau, thus improving the first approximated design.
Simulation in the development phase

2.4.

'

It is normal practice for the engineer, responsible for the development of a new device, to perform designs,
constructions and computations.. Studying the dynamic behaviour he uses the simulation. StartIng with a pure
mathematical simulation for specifying the technical requirements on the new component, the mathematical
models will be replaced step by step by the real - brand new built - component such realizing the so-called
- is shown.
In Fig. 10 the iron bird of the MRCA aircraft - the flight control test rig
"iron bird".

,*•

In the ?Ield of the software also simulation is used as a tool for developing and optimizing software.
gives some explanation on the structure of such a type of simulation.

Fig, 11

Simulation during testinq

2,5,

Every technical development is finished by an acceptance test. Also in these cases - certification of required performances and particularly safe operation - simulation is used. it can be said, that in many cases
acceptance tests can be performed only in connection with simulation. Typical examples are shown in Fig. 12
(testing the avionic equipment of an aircraft) and in Fig 13 (fatigue testing the main structure of a civil
transport jet aircraft).
The Training Simulator

2.6.

The training simulator is a well known instrument. Even civilian people / travellers have heard about simulators for civil transport Jets used by the captains, As an example in military use Fig. 14 shows the
"cockpit operationl Fighter Trainer" for the A/C F-4 s in s rvice with the German Airforce. That is a
typical device for procedure training. Other types of procedure training simulators are
o
o
o
o

gunnery simulator
guided missile controlling simulator
battle tank driving simulator
submarine controlling simulator,

I,,
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3.

ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO WEAPON SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

3.1.

Pioblems

Frequently there arise the questions - perhaps at the end of the development of equipment or during the
operation in service - whether the original requirements have been met by the now completed technical
In a reverse case another
system and whether the actual cost corresponds with the planned expenditure.
question asks for the reasons of discrepancies. Those questions are terms of the problems, constraints
and influences in the weapon system's acquisition process of modern, future, complex, technical systems
like weapon systems. It is the aim of the systems planning process to balance the technological improvement
in relation to time (operational availability) for meeting the military / tactical requirements, the risk
(See also 052 ),
(primary increase In cost) and the life-cycle-cost.
In a simplified style, Fig. 15 explains the steps from the frist pre-design to the real end product. At the
beginning there will be stated the requirements, leading to the first re-design,
Then the subsystems and
components are designed, calculated and constructed separately. Final y these subsystems are integrated and
all people envolved in these development stages now hope, that the now completed prototype will
work as specified at the beginning.
Experienced engineers detect immediately, that the simplifying assumption, ,
to treat the subsystems and components as independent from one to each other, can and will lead to the most
unpleasant difficulties.

*.

Fig. 15 gives an additional information on the time frame necessary from the formulating the requirements till
the completion of a development by qualification test in the case of a modern complex weapon system, In
Fig. 16 this life-cycle is shown, demonstrating that today the planning phase endures about 5 years, the
development about 10 years meanwhile the operational use in service will cover about 20 years.
Fig. 17 should point at different ways to obtain systems with different total life-cycle-cost, but mentioning

"a)
¶

b)

;

m

i

It seems to be necessary to look at this situation also from another point of view. It Is a matter of fact,
that higher tactical / operational requirements in accordance with more sophisticated technology - to meet
the initial requirements - result in higher development cost and higher single unit prices.
Here the
question must be discussed, whether a reduction of the number of units procured (perhaps as a consequence of
a unforeseen raising of the price) can result in a decrease of the over all defense capability, This would
mean, in spite of the improved performances of a weapon system, not to lead automatically to better defense
capability. It is the quantity, that influences our efforts.
For better understanding these circumstances, it seems to be favourable, to investigate these situations under
all constraints already in the forefield of the development,
These experiences lead to thQ more strictly
sequenced process of planning. The situation and interdependencies, the sequences and the instruments
solving the task have been described very pregnant already In 1970 by WAHL 0B6.
3.2.

F

the problems of the existence of different budget titles
for R & 0, development and for operation (problem of follow-on cost)
emphasis on more detailed activities in the forefield of the real
development, for better estimating the life-cycle-cost in the situation
of early planning and for better support on the decision-makers, to
interpret the total budgeting in rel ation to the weapon system's effectiveness,

Systems analysis

For optimal sequencina and better mananing the planning of
became operational in Permany in 1972. This regulation Wehrmaterial (EBMat)" - orders some particular activities
directed to the same goal like the "US weapons acquisition
differences. In the EBMat it is stated, that in the first
"tactical requirement-papers",
These study groups will be
feasibility studies, ITJ

development itself a particular relevant regulation
called "Entstehunqs- und Beschaffungsgang von
before the beginninq of the development,
It is'
process", even if there are some remarkable
phase so called "study groups" should define
supported by operational analyses and by technical

System analyses are applied to investiqate
o
o
o

the technical feasibility
the operational effectiveness
the budgeting possibilities / necessities.

A definition on Systems Analysis is presented in Fig. 20, describing an iterative process starting with a
first approximation. For this, a first technical pre-design as an 'idea of solution" must be created.
In
most cases, it is benefitial, to provide for a spectrum of alternative, parametric, conceptual pre-designs
of future weapon systems, followed by operational investigations (OR-studies) to filter out those designs,
that are out of interest from an operational point of view,
The remaining technical design can now be
improved and they will be used in the next step of the iterative process. L28J
3.3,
System's Engineering Activltles
Today all extensive, large technical projects will be accompanied by what is called "systems technique".
It is now practice - at least in Germany - to call the first activities in this technical field
"1"systems engineering", this means to produce a first pre-design: (see Fig. 22).

-0

The goal aspired is the conceptual system pre-design,
o
design principles
o
sensitivity
compatibility / systems integration.

Significant terms are

By the technical design as a connecting link
a)
b)

performances can be calculated
attention to - reliability and vulnerability
- maintenance / maintainability
cost-estimation can be made
-

R&D

-

Procurement

(single unit).

Fig. 22 demonstrates the sequences in activities for producing a new weapon system starting with research
and finishing with bringing this equipment into operation.
System engineering activities in Germany are performed in the industry firms within the Future Tachnologie
Programs.
Furthermore system engineer studies are treated at the system-engineering groups (WT) at IABG directly for
the German MoD. The aim of such studies is defined by:
a) for the Armament Offices:
o technical studies for investigating the technical
feasibility (plus cost-estimation) during the early
planning phase
o neutral, critical assessment of proposals from industrial
competitions on new weapon systems
b)
for OR-activities:
data ason input
description
function/ studies.
technical
o generation
mechanism ofof weapon
systems
data foron operational
The most
o
0
o

important problem-areas from the system-engineering point of view are:
the forecasting on the progress of scientific / technological
basic parameters (see Fig, 23)
the realization and the stipulation of the quantity performances,
reliability and maintenances, which are exchangable to some amount (see Fig. 24)
the integratibility of the components to the total system
(compatibility and sensitivity).

To discover - already in the presence - risk-components and prohlematic
sensitivities, which could emerge at the production of the frist prototype,
assume the state of the art In technology of abuut 20 years in beforehand.
with some amount of uncertainty and the problems are wellknown if two trend
(Fig. 23). Surely such a case indicates a risk situation,

technical interdependencies and
the pre-design engineer has to
Such a forecasting is affected
extrapolations are in contradiction

Fig. 24 points at the necessity, that the technical performances must be produced in accordance with adequate
reliability and in relation to a well described maintenance concept, Distress make all those components /
systems, of which the performance is forced with a debit of reliability (penalty) on the other hand, Also.
there will be some trouble with systems in the operational phase, if the maintenance concept is not well considered (additional cost for maintenance).

I

For being effective, for investigating sensitivities £292 of basic scientific-technicil parameterswithin the
integrated systems, for understanding the feasibility and for being able to describe dynamics (all this in
the early phases of planning a weapon system) there are two remarkable methods in use with the engineer
So the computerized parametric design o303
o the simulator.
These engineering tools have been used highly successful.
3.4.

The Future Technology Programs

The Future Technology Programs are the tool / the method / the way for generating know-how for the future.
These programs for and on behal'of the Armament Division of GMoD are well described at other occasions and
in particular papers L-31 and
21
The Future Technology Programs are already mentioned in Fig. 22 (Z1-Programme und KE-Programme), where they
are described as beginning in the forefield of the activities of development planning. They give emphasis
to critical future components, provide for advanced methods and technology, are aimed to the 'investigation
of the sensitivity of interdependencies of components working together in a system and provide for conceptual
predesign.

*

Fig. 25 gives an overview on the Future Technology Programs of the GHoD, Studies, investigations, experiments
"Future Technology
Armament
Division ofPrograms"
the GMoD.are mainly performed in

and calculations
simulation
the notation
S~potential
industryand firms
for andunder
on behalf
of the
-

'a'•-

1'

In particular in Fin. 25 the program for aero-space-technology (ZT-Luft) is described -ina little more detail,
There are working groups for methods and components and subsystems, while working group I is responsible for
proposals on pre-designs based on conceptual topics,
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Simu'lation as a tool of the systems engineer

3.5.

Within the scope of the Future Technology Program and the systems engineering activities, numerous and extensive simulations of all types are performed in industry firms, research laboratories and other institutions.
For the use on the governmental side, the simulation centre (WTS Lat IABG has been established - starting
in 1969 - for and on behalf of the German Ministry of Defense (33) . The essential feature of this
simulator centre - shown in Fig. 26 - is its flexibility and applicability for technical systems that
are in planning for the three single forces army, navy and airforce, The main parts of it are
o
o
o
o
o

the computer capacity in the middle of the building
four experimental fields (at present 2 fields are used for the Dual Flight Simulator)
a mechanical workshop
an electronics laboratory and manufacturing capability
a particular room for anthropotechnical experiments.

It should be mentioned as a matter of fact, that this simulator centre can (by order of the German MoD) work
in cooperation with the industry if necessary in extensive projects - and that has been done together with
governmental offices / agencies, industry firms and research institutes.
Some remarks on the configuration of the computer capacity could be of interest (see Fig, 27).
to the flexibility (efficiency) and adaptability
o
o
o

With respect

this computation capacity is not coupled to another computer centre
a particular system's software is used
the concept of Interconnecting or splitting the computer capacities is fully applied.

This concept has proved excellent.
3.6.

Limitations / Constraints

After so many remarks on the possibilities and the advantages of simulation it is necessary also to point at
the limitations accompanlng the simulation. Due to economical efficiency it must be aspired to run the most
simple simulation. Alone the requirement for good correlation of simulator results to the real world forces
us to use a more sophisticated type of simulation. Therefore some emphasis must be laid to find out this
optimal type of simulation, which produces adequate results and which is at the same time economical
Justifiable. The increasinq complexity of the ,ieapon systems, that are investigated by simulation, as well
the situation, that all the subsystems are in most cases no longer independent from each other (1), demand
also more complex, more sophisticated simulations and simulators.
For example highest degree of attention must be directed on the imitation / modelling of the environmental
cues, if the sihulator is controlled by a human being. That is the task of a large number of scientists and
engineers (in technique, ergonollos, ph~ysiologics and others) to investigate technical possibilities / devices
to achieve these requirements, 34]

¶

4.

'

USE OF SIMULATORS
(national facilities)

Simulation is a quite normally used tool at all steps in planning and producing a modern weapon system. It is
Therefore in Fig. 28 the author tried to collect a survey
applied at all institutions involved in this work,
on those institutions and the aim of the simulations, This table is arranged in the different fields of
activities. This table demonstrates, that simulýcion can be seen in use widespread and therefore widespread
experiences can be met,
5.

IMPORTANT BRANCHES IN AVIONICS AND C3

On the basis of experience with modern weapon systems and with pre-design-studies of future equipment,.some
should be made on important branches which are in relation to this AVP meeting or to the Avionic
remarks
Panel generally.
In Fig. 29 such fields of interests are listed up, which can itself experience an improvement of the technoIt is hoped, that these applications will be transferred from
logy by the pros of innovation in electronics,
an experimental status into successful use.
It is absolutely sure, that the improvement of the performances in those branches will produce a contribution
to the improvement of weapon systems or it will permit to create total new types of weapon systems and / or
it will enable for other tactics,
•..•,..•, .•.simulation,.

As well it is sure, that the successful carrying ahead of these technologies will occur

6.

by extensive use of

ON THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

It must be mentioned, that there is no possibility to describe here all the branches, types and aims for
which simulation is applied.
Therefore it must not be listed up here,

:1

1'\Into another,

from which technology branch a know-how transfer can be provided

{

But from the experiences of the author, the remarks should be derived how much the work in simulation brings
together the specialists of different branches. The total field of simulation implies the matter of fact,
that different experiences impact one each other, that interdisciplinary kick-off will be generated and that
this transferred know-how will spread out in different directions.
Already by this indirect manner - because of discussing how to perform simulation
on technology and know-how transfer is guaranteed I
7.

-

an exceptional amount

CONCLUSIONS

Occasionally there is the question asked to which degree simulation is used in a correct way and in sufficient
extent (in the steps: research, planning and assessment, development and training).
The experiences from the past and the current activities allow for the following statements (from a national
point of view)
Simulations will be normally performed in a technological most modern form because the specialists
are steadily working on the relevant fundamentals and simulations are normally performed in explicable
correlation to the real world, because every well-reputed simulation today is accompanied by the
interpretation of the correlative situation.
With respect to the budgetary possibilities it can be said, that the different types of simulation
in research, planning and assessment, development and training are performed correctly and are used

a)

b)

sufficiently.

With some statements inFig. 30 this essay will be completed.
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Collective
for description and for imitating

physical, technological, biological, psychological or economical
processes or systems
by mathematical or physical models
whereby the investigation of the model
is easier, cheaper or less dangerous as the original real piece
and
whereby the results admit conclusions on the nature characteristics
of the original real piece
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0 simulation is world -wide proofed and accepted

o simulation is widely used in science and engineering
"o the degree of effectiveness by use of simulation is high
0 cost-effectiveness in relation to the project Investigated is
normally high
several cases simulation is absolutely the one and only
instrument to provide for investigation results
Sin

0,, simulation is technically used in most modern matter

,

0 nevertheless simulation must be in adequate correlation to
real world
01 this demands for a high degree of simulation technique
0 the application of simulation will/must be improved in future;
simulation tasks will he more complex
"o therefore budgetary conditions must be improved
IFig.30
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REPRESENTING HUMAN THOUGHT AND RESPONSE

IN

MILITARY CONFLICT SIMULATION MODELS
Dennis K, Leedom
Tactical Systems Division
Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and Analyses
Headquarters, United States Air Force

Abstract

SThe

analysis of command and control system utility requires an understanding of the human component in
This- is because command and control systems serve to support various tactical decision
such systems,
Research findings from cognitive science have recently suggested various theories concerning
processes.
comand
decision processes which may be of use to the developers of conflict simulation models used in
Two approaches to representing decision processes in simulation models are the
and control analysis.
One method for exploiting the
use of human Sarers and the use of computer science decision models.
Such a
advantages of each simulation approach is the development of a commend and control teatbed.
testbed could use both human gasers and computer science decision models in an iterative fashion to
evolve a better understanding of the human component in command and control,

Introduction
This paper deals with the subject of onflict simulation models
The ideas presented in this paper
and response in such models.
situations from single combat unit level up through theater
for assessing the utility of
models
of
such
focuses upon the use
systems.

F

and the representation of human thought
relate to the moceling of conflict
In particular, the author
force level.
tactical command and control (C2)

The author first provides a discussion of why explicit representation of human decision processes is
2
Next, the author
systems utility analyses.
important in conflict simulation models used for C
illustrates various decision theories and concepts from cognitive science and behavioral research.
prooesseb,
this discussion
of
how
to
represent
decision
While not providing a complete description
suggests important aspects of' docistonmsking which should be of interest to model developers,
Citing illustrations from two different USAF simulation efforts, the author presents and contrasts two
The two approaches are
approaches to representing decision processes in conflict simulation models.

summakized as follownt
Utilize human garers to simulate coamander/staff decision processes via man-machine
interfaces 'with a computer-driven conflict simulation model.
Utilize rule-based production systems and other knowledge engineering techniques to
directly simulate limited aspects of commander/staff decision processes within the
conrlict simulation model.
Finally, the author suggests the need to combine both decision modeling approaches into an experimental
cognitive research into a realistic, applied environment and
toesbed,
Such a testbed could extend
2
provide a means for studying information flow and decisionmaking in tactical C systems.

2

Performanre Measures Versus Utility Measures of C Systems
human
At the outset of this discussion, it is important to establish some rationale for the interest in
further necessary to draw a distinction between two output
T. do this,
it
is
decision processes.
2
as
These measures are defined here,
measures of interest in most analyses of tactical C systems.
follows:
2

PFerformance Measure - a specific measure of the C system's capability to perform
its own internal aotivities, without regard to the consequences of those aotivities.
2
as "message
For example, a performance measure of a C system might be defined
transmittal rate", "data storage capacity", or "display update frequency".
2

Measure - a specific measure of the C system's contribution to the total
e
of the associated combat force. For example, a utility measure might
etflf-ect
2
be defined as "the effect that the C system has on improving the combat force's
ability to locate and destroy enemy tanks".
2

of
It can2 be seen that performance is measured inside the C system while utility is measured outside
2
the C system.
Viewed another way, performunce relates to the technical oapabilitles of a C system

while

Ltility relattms to how thiose capabilities are exploited so as to improve the effectiveness of the

combat. force,

"Now why

is utility,
is this distinction import-ant? The distinction' is important precisely because it
2
A particular
system hardware.
whioh justifies the acquisition of C
and
not performance,
If,
a technical sense.
communications system or data management system might perform very well in
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however, the technical capabilities cannot be exploited so as to support improved C functions, the
might prove to
hardware
the
system
aas6,
possible
the
worst
been justified.
hardware has
system
functions.
actually
degrade C2 In
dysfunctional
and not
be

• i'

While this distinction between utility and performance seems obvious, it is sometimes lost by those
attracted to the promise of new technology. For example, a new oomunicationa system which is capable
of exceedingly high data transmittal rates may prove useless (or even dysfunctional) if the recipient of
that data cannot effectively absorb or reasonably make use of it.
A particular data management system
may be able to store and retrieve an impressively large number of facts concerning the conflict
"situation. If, however, these facts are not organised and presented in a form which provides the
commander with information relevant to his decision process, the data management system may be
essentially ignored.
This brings the discussion to the expressed interest in explicitly representing human decision processes
in conflict simulation models. Except for those C2 systems which support automated weapon delivery or
other automated combat functions, most tactical C2 systems exist to support human decision processes.
These decision processes, in turn, make up the perception, assessment, planning, directing, and
controlling activities which guide'the deployment and employment of combat forces.
The commander/staff decision processes serve tb take the combat information provided by the 02 system
and produce control directives for the combat units. The generic process occurs at each levil within
Hence,
the degree to which the technical capabilities of a C• system
the command hierarchy.
(performance) translates into combat fotce effectiveness (utility) largely depends upon the human
decision prooisses which intervene at each level within the command hierarchy. If the technical support
provided by the C2 system is not matched to the particular human decision processes at a given command
level, then the C2 functions and resu ting force effectiveness are likely to degrade.
Any analysis of C2 system utility should include an investigation of the various human decision
processes supported by that system. This requirement is reflected in the key questions which emerge in
this type of study:
What are the key combat decisions to be supported by the C2 system? That is, what
major options are available to the decisionmakers involved, what critical conditions
must be achieved (or avoided), and what are those points in the dynamic flow of the
conflict where critical choices must be made and carried out?
;ur each key combat decision, how is the decision likely to be made?
Are the key
decisions instantaneous, or do they emerge gradually through stepwise commitments to
an idea or plan? Is the decision process highly structured with known alternative
courses of action? Or is the decision process somewhat unstructured because of
certain unique features of the situation? How does the decision process account for
uncertainty?
What types of information are uonsidered relevant to each key decision process?
What types of information strongly influence the structuring and outcome of each
decision process? What types of information only moderately influence each decision
process?
What
contribution does the C2 system make to each key decision process? Does the
C2 system provide the decisionmakern with relevant information in a timely manner?
Does the C2 system allow the deoisionmakers to sequentially refine their
information requests or obtain additional information, as necessary?
Given the range of possible decisions which could be made at each critical point in
the conflict, what difference do "good" decisions make?
What is the range of
possible consequences at each critical point? 2 Whet subset of consequences Is
attainable because of the support provided by the C system?
In addressing these types of questions, the analyst attempts to understand how the C2 system serves
the particular nceds of the associated decisionmakers.
The form of this research can be either
2
descriptive or normative, depending on the type of C system under investigation, For existing C2
systems,
the analyst is most likely attempting to describe the current manner in which the system is
used, For proposed additions or modifications to a C2 system, the analyst is probably |uore intorested
in exploring ways of improving the decision processes.

I.
14

,

One tool available to assist, the apalyst in C2 system research is the simulation model.
Such models2
portray 'an accurate representation of both technical and human elements within a C
however,
must,
system. The simulation of most techioal elements in a C2 system is relatively straightforward, given

the mode!. developer is provided with sufficient details of these elements.

In contrast, the

of human elements has presented a great number of problems for the model developer.

simulation

As compared to questions of technical performance, model developers have found most aspects of human
behavior difficult to structure and represent in quantitative terms. But wherein lies the difficulty?
Are the complexities of human behavior and thought processes completely resistant to systematic
.understanding
and modeling?

..

To some, the answer to this last question appears to be "yes".
Accordingly, many analysts have
ignored human elements by adopting one or more of the following simulation approaches:
Assume the C2 syatem operates so as to always maximize the combat effectiveness of
the force.

kI

F

,

largely
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Assume

:

that the combat forcos operate acoording to fixed procedures and/or scripted

Scenarios.
Account for C2 errors or limitations by assuming degradation

factors

for

combat

force effectivenessa.
Another group of analysts have chosen to utilize human geamra to simulate docisionmakers via man-imahine
In taking this approach, these analysts have
interfaces
with their computer-driven conflict models.
they ohoose to
concluded that human elements can, at beat, be represented as "black boxes". That is,
merely use the results of these deoiionmakere rather than attempting to understand how they operate.
Yet another group of analysts have aligned themselves with the fields of computer science and knowledge
To many of thes
analysts,
engineering in an attempt to directly model human decision procesasa.
nothing is beyond the realm of mathematical description,
Hence, within the past several years, a Sreat debate has arisen among those who would ignore human
behavior in models, those who would say ýuman behavior must be represented by real people, and those who
claim human behavior is susceptible to mathematical description. Who is right? Who is wrong?
In an attempt to shed light on this debate, the remainder of this paper is devoted to disoussing the
general nature of tactical decision processes and to contrasting the strengths and limitations of using
human gamera versus mathematical models to simulate such processes in conflict simulation models.
A Brief Survey of the Cognitive and Behavioral Scienoe.
The cognitive and behavioral suiences are rich with research pertaining to various aspects of human
decision processes.
This research extends from the elementary or neural level of infrmation processes
to the level of higher mental activities for both individuals and organizations. The past five or six
years has seen a rapid burgeoning of information processing models of cognition and even computer
2
simulations of these models, [SIMON, 1979) Hence, it would seem natural for those analysts studying C
systems to take advantage of what has been learned in the oognitive/behavioral fields,
Becausa of the wealth of material which has emerged from these fields, no paper of this length could
It is important, however, to
begin to present a complete discussion of human decision processes.
briefly survey a few key concepts which may assist the development of improved simulation techniques.
The discussion of these concepts focuses on the following general questions:
Should we view man an completely rational in his deoisionmaking,
more appropriate descriptions of his behavior?

or are there other,

Should we view men as exhibiting only one type of decision process, or are there
several types of decision processes involved?
Is it

possible to state m general model for human decision processes?

Is man completely rational?
In their book on decision support systems, Keen and Scott Morton dess'ibe what they consider to be
[KEEN, 1978) They are
main perspectives on decisionmaking.

five

the rational view of decisionmakLng,
the "sabisfioing" and process-oriented view of decisionmakcing,
the organizational process view of decisionmaking,
the view of' deciuionmaking as a political process,

and

the individual Oifferenoes view of decisionmaking.
The rational view of deoisionmaking steom from the classic theory of mLcroeoonomics where man io asnaed
to be completely rational, well-informed, and capable of matching utility prefereanes againat a
precisely defined goal or objective.
This view of man as a rational and axplioit docieionmasker aligns
itself closely with the traditional field of systems analysis. However, many researchers reject this
view as being too impractical and ideal. While rationality remains a dominant influence in classical
economic analysis, many other areas of docmionmaking are subject to incomplete knowledge, ambiguous
"utilitymeasures, and imprecise goals, Hence, in many instances, man is incapable of exercising
completely rational judgement.

1 |a

,.•

The "aatisfioing", process-oriented
limited knowledge and skills. Rules
in n search for a solution which is
rules of condition and choice which
situations.

•

view of decisionmaking focuses on how dcisionmakers best use their
of thtab (or heuristics) are said to be employed by dP.. Islonmskers
The heuristics are simplified
"food enough" instead of "optimal".
allow an individual to deal with more oomplex problems and

The organimational proceos view examines both the deoisionmaker and the system within which he operates.
This view states that systems (or orgenizations) evolve standard procedures for dealing with most
operations. Decisions withfn a particular system are largely determined by these standard procedures
which constitute its institutional memory and store of knowledge. In actual practice, a syshem may tie
this
Hence,
made up of many subunits, each with their own set of standard procedures and activities.
view also stresses organizational rolet., relationships, and communication.

................................................
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The political view stresses the degree of power bargaining associated with many organizational decision
processes.
Bargaining occurs as the various subunits within a system compete with one another for power
and influen"e.
tence, the contents of many decisions are viewed as less important then the process
by
wlioh they are made.
The
individual
differences
view of deoisionmaking
focuses on the tnformation-prooeosing
and
proble,-solving behavior of the individual deoisionmaker.
Individuals are seen to.vary significantly in
their ability to deal with problem complexity and information lead.
One theory argues that there is
an
optimal level
of information input for any one individual and that too little
or too much information
degrades performance.
This view of decisionmaking also stresses the importance of individual cognitive
style (analytical versus intuitive) and the need to match information input to that style.
The various theories just presented should not be interpreted as contradiotions to one another.
Rather,
they are more likuly to be simultaneously true in varying degrees for any given system or organizadton.
The relative dominance of any one theory would depend upon conditions existing in the partioular
system
under study.
For a tactical
2 system, it is easy to i'lustrate aspects of each theory.
The rational view of deociionmaking best fits the traditional, doctrinal image of the commander who is
supposed to flexibly and optimally employ his combat resources toward the achievement of a prescribed
objective.
In actuality, the imprecision of many military objectives and the limited knowledge of the
commander/battle staff/support staff are likely to produce "satisfioing" type decisions.
Although it is
difficult to elicit the exact heuristics employed in such decisions, the existence of such simplifying
rules of thumb is hard to deny.
2
Standard operating
procedures also exist for most aspects of tactical C functions and they can be
found reoordes, in the many operations manuals published by each military service.
Although these
procedures do not always specify the exact process by which certain decisions are to be made, they do
serve as a unifying influence over the tactical 02 system,
Hence, it is
possible
to predict
(with
some confidence) the general outcome of many tactical decision procesesa.
Training and field exercises
are also seen as a means for refining these procedures and insuring their uniform implementation by the
various commanders and staffs.
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Anyone who has witnessed inter-service
debates over combat roles, missionas and interoperability
requirements will not dismiss the existance of political bargalning.
The degree to which this
bargaining process
persists in
wartime varies from instance to Instance,
Evidence from Wor-ld War II
that even close allies are not above such practices,
Individual decision styles for commanders are an accepted fact within the military, even though the
relative importance of this notion is not always emphasized in the operations manuals.
The oclassical
view of the military holds that a certain amount of intuition and innovation is
expected from its
commanders.
At the same time, most military commanders are a product of schools which stress analytical
problem-molving
styles.
Clearly,
there is
need for both intuition and analytical thought; but, the
exact role played by each in combat is a function of the individual,
Does man exhibit onn•oe" type of decision process?
Much of the basic cognitive research ý,odate has focused on the mechanisms involved with solving
well-structured
problems.
Models desoribing such processes have reached a considerable state of
development,
Research in more complex areas of cognition such as semantic (or long-term)
memory,
learning, motivation,
and emotions have failed to produce similar progress.
There is evidence to
suggest, however, that the human mind involves more than one type of problem-solving or decisionmaking
process.
One
concept,
referred to commonly as right and left brain processes,
distinguishes between
verbal/Iogi jal/linear p'ocesses which are said to occur predominantly in
the left hemisphere
of the
brain and the nonverbal/intuitive/holistio processes which occur predominantly in the right hemisphere.
As suggested by Straouoh, this distinction
is
important in
many decision or assessment processes.
ESTHAUCH,
197•1
On the nonverbal/intuitive/holistio
level,
the brain deals with concepts, spatial relationships, and
analogies as a whole process or Gestalt*.
It is at this nonverbal level where intuition operates,
arational thought occurs,
and feelings or emotional values find significance.
It is also at the
nonverbal level Where decisionmakers construct their own "internal model" of the problem situation or

environment.
On the verbal/logioal/lineur level, the brain deals with language and its literal meaning.
Language as
defined
here inclmdes both natural language
(such as English or French) and mathematicnl language
(numbers, symbols, and functions).
Hence, it is at the verbal level where communication
with other
humans takes place.
Speech, mathematics, logical argument, and quantitative analysis all belong to the
verbal processes or the brain.
The digital computer (with its
mathematioal/loeical
foundation)
is
merely an external extension of this verbal thought process.
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While these two levels of thought are complementary to one another, they are still
distinct processes.
Hence, we are unable to precisely define nonverbal/intuitive/holistic thoughts in
verbal terms,
For
example, we often find it difficult to verbally express a precise notion or internal image.
Conversely,
Is
we listen to others verbalize an idea, we can suddenly produce a "flash of insight" as our nonverbal
thought process discovers a familiar paradigm or image.
Image communication can often transmit ideas
which are difficult or impossible to verbalize (sudh as "a picture being worth a thousand words",),
Perhaps,
a more profound implication for the systems analyst is that we are limited in our ability to
mathematically model nonverbal decision processes. Mathematics,, itself being based upon left brain
thought processes,
may inherently be Incapable of representing right brain thought processes.
If so,
this ooucluaion haa great signifioance for the simulation model developer.
Indeed, we might have to
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await the developent of a completely dit'ferent computer (one based on image processing) before we can
successfully model aspeots of right brain activity.
To complete this discussion of the various modes of thought,
authors have to say about this subject. In their book on
Kontorov suggest that decisionmaking involves several mode3
and uniqueness of the problem situation, [DRUZHININ, 19723

.t is interesting to review what Soviet;
decisionmaking and automation, Druzhinin and
of thought, depending upon the complexity
These modes are defined as follows:

Empirical thought - orientation and reaction according to simple, ready-made
patterns., The observed problem situation is identified with a paradigm stored in
memory.
In response, a stereotypical reaction is selected and realized.
Empirical
thought represents the accumulation,
systematization,
and
organiration
of
experience.

Axiomatic thought - reaction according to a system of rules (or axioms).
The
observed problem situation in tested through the application of appropriate rules.
A response is logically derived from the application of these rules. Each rule
reflects a concentration of social experience which is held to be true by the
deoilsionmaker,
Dialectic thought - the detection and resolution (or synthesis) of a basic
contradiction in the problem situation. Dialectic thought represents a threshold
transition or qualitative jump to a new creative idea, It is a process which ococrs
unconsciously.
Stored knowledge and pattern recognition are both involved to varying degrees in each mode of thought
presented by the Soviet authors,
Empirical thought makes the most rigid use of stored knowledge and
pattern recognition while dialectic thought makes the mosat flexible use of each.
A deoisionmaker is
capable of employing each mode of thought,
usually selecting one on the basis of the degree or
familiarity and complexity in a given problem situation.
In comparing the Soviet views with those of verbal and nonverbal thought, one sees some similarity. For
example, axiomatic thought involves predominantly verbal/logical/linear processes while dialectic
thought involves predominantly nonverbal/intuitive/holistic processes. Empirical thought may involve
either verbal or nonverbal processes, depending upon the degree to which experience has been assimilated
into the subconscious (a reflex),
-Isthere a general model for decision prooessas?
As mentioned earlier, much of the past cognitive research has focused on problem-solving models for
well-structured tasks. That is, the problem space or domain is assumed to be fairly well conoeptualized
by the deoiaionmaker.
In addition, these problem domains were relatively simple and required little, if
any, specialized knowledge,
Heoently, this work has been expanded into semantically rich problem domains.
[SIMON,
1979] A
semantically rich problem domain is one which requires specialized knowledge, as well an for general
problem-solving skills. Much of this recent work has focused on the organization and storage of "expert
knowledge" in long-term memory.
A significant view which has emerged from this research is the concept of the "produotion system"
A
production system is a set of instructions called productions.
Each production involves a condition
statement and a corresponding action.
The action (which may be a conclusion or judgement concerning
some aspect of a problem) is executed whenever the condition is satisfied.
Conditions generally relate
to some feature of the problem dcmain.
Reoent experience with studying deoisionmaking in chess, medical diagnosis,
and other specialized
knowledge fields suggests the importance of production systems in storing "expert knowledge".
The
oondition-aotion pair in productions have been related by some researchers to the stimulus-responm
theory.
Unfortunately, historical experience suggests that it is often difficuY.t to extract expert
knowledge from people in a Vyntematic manner. Considerable interaction between the expert and the
analyst is required to elicit a robust set of productions from people who are not used to conaocously
thinking about their own problem-solving heuristics,
(WATERMAN, 1977]
A second branch of problem-solving research has dealt with problem understanding or description, Unlike
the well-structured problems studied by many earlier researchers, problems in real life are not always
well defined.
Hence, before specific knowledge and problem-solving procedures can be employed, a
deoisionmaker must often first determine what kind of problem is faced.

"Some psychologists

have defined this initial step as an attempt to resolve ambiguities in the
That is, a decisionmaker must first make sense oV his situation
decisionmaker's perceived environment.
before he can propose and assess alternative courses of action. In "making sense" of his situation, the
In doing so,
deoisionmaker is comparing his perceived environment with previously stored experiences,
he is ceeking to recognize analogies or problem inomorphs which will either suggest a solution to him
or, at least, define the nature of the problem he is faced with.
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Accordingly, a decisionmaker will seek additional information about his environment (or will test his
in order to resolve any remaining ambiguities in his perception. Only at the point where
further problem resolution is impractical will the decisionmaker rely on pure judgement.

"environment)
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Several authors have suggested that it is important to oapture this aspect of the decision
procem in
any attempt to model deocisionmaking.
Dreyfus and Dreyfus discuas this environmental perception stap in
their informal model of dociajonmaklng.
(DREYFUS, undtdj They contrast the need to first establish the
onntaxt-dipendent aspects of the situation with the contrary assumption in Oormal decision models that
these aspects are already known.
A second pair of researohera, Aldrich and Levit, describe much the same idea in
their development of
"frame
theory" as a model for dooisionaaking.
[ALDRICH, 19781 In this latter work, based on a concept
by Minsky, these authors describe how dciaionmaoker soeek to establish a framework for each problem,
[MINSKY, 1975] Bach framework (or action frame) contains the following unique prooedu: al information:
Activation conditions which determine when to adopt the frame
Types of information needed to support the decision process
Procedures for developing alternative solutions
Procedurvs

for evaluating alternative aolubions

Procedures

fur selecting among the evaluated solutions

Procedures for implementing the selected solution
Keen and Scott Morton also allude to a similar concept when they discuss the degree of "structure"
associated with a given problem situation,
"Structure," as defined by these authors, predetermines the
procedures to be invoked, thn types of computation and analysis, and the information to
be used.
Unlike their "rational" deutsionmaker who approaches every problem in the same manner,
Keen
and Scott Morton suggesm that problems can vary significantly in structure (or be unstructured).
Hence,
decision processes are highly variable,
depending upon the degree and type of problem structure
perceived.

* Iproblem-solving

Per simulation model developers, these various research findings suggest that most decision prnoeaees
can be viewed as a two-stags activity.
In the first stage, the decisisnmaker is attempting to define
his environment and identify the context in which he is to make a decision,
Having identifiod this
context (or structure), the decisionmaker then invokes a predetermined set of problem-solving procedures
or heuristics to arrive at a desired course of action,
For decisions involving uncertainty and risk (a characteristic on many teotical combat decisions),
production systems and frame theory may prove to model human behavior very closely.
Recent
investigations of deoisionmaking
under uncertainty suggest that humans systematically violate the
principles of rational thought when attempting to assess likehood, make predictions, or otherwise deal
with probabilistic
tasks, [SLOVICA, 1976] The notion that heuristics and biases significantly influence
probabilistic judgements has gradually replaced the concept of Bayesian behavior in
humans,
These
heuristics and binsca are based on perceived similarities of events and pe'oceases, familiarity of
events, and the adoption of initial perceptions or judgements,
Before concluding this topic, it should be pointed oui• that there may still
exist aspects of decision
procesees which are not completely described by, two-stage activities and production systems,
The
earlier discussion of nonverbal/intuitive/holistio thought suggests that the brain is capable of image
processing,
as well as symbol processing,
The general subject of pattern recognition (which is key to
frame theory) involves aspects of semantic memory which have not clearly been defined.
Thus, in reviewing the existing research, one is
capable of constructing only a partial model of
deoisionmaking,
Increasing interest 'n this field of sciance, however, suggests that future research
will add to our understanding and modeling of decision processes,
An Illustration of 4aoh Simulation Approan h
human thought and
The discussion now turns to the 2lternative approaches defined for representing
response in conflict simulation modls.
To illustrate the essential charauteristios of each approach,
examples of their application to two different USAF simulation efforts are briefly highlighted,
These
two examples illustrate the
simulatirn of essentially the same conflict situation,
A principal
differenoe between the two simulation models is the method used to represent human decisionmaking,
,,'oica.Air/Land Operations Simulator (TALON)

A.

TALON is an interactive simulation model of combined air/land comnbat operations.
[USAF/TWC,
1978] It
Is
essentially a computerized extension of a manual war game, with tactical decisions reserved to human
amaera and all bookkeeping tasks performed by the computer,
The original version of TALON was
introduced as a USAe
methodology by the Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and Analyses.
Continued
development remponnibility has now been transferred to the USAF Tactical Fighter Weapons Center.

.k

TALON portrays (in its present form) a two-sided, theater or corps-level ground conflict situation along
with the associated air strike and reconnaissance operations provided by a tactical air force.
around
unit resolution depends upon
the scale of conflict. elected (eg.,
battalion-level resolution is
for a corps-level conflict).

•provided
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The TALON ground war module slmulates moveaent and attrition of maneuver/supporting ground units.
Ground combat attrition is derived from modified Lanohester equations calibrated to the results of
mioro-simulationa of battalion-level operations.
Unit strengths are expressed as "tank equivalefltt"
to
provide the human gamerm with an intuitive notion of ecLh unit's potential killing rate agi•nst enemy
unittm.

Air strikes (close air support and interdiction) are not modeled in their entirity, Instead, the TALON
air attack module focuses on the end-game details of ground target aoquisition and air munitions
Air attacks against ground units serve to reduce unit strength and cause movement
delays,

"effectiveness.

Air reconnaissance operations simulated by TALON include both data-gathering and data-fusion activities.
The data-fusion activity provides a oonsolidated perception of the battlefield for the human gamers.
The sacuray and 'completeness of this perceived
picture of the battlefield ý.a a function of the
frequency, coverage, and quality of the airborne reconnaisseance sensors portrayed in TALON.
Gainer interactions with TALON are depicted in Figure 1.
Tactical decisions'provided by the huima gasers
are organised according to air strike planning, ground operations planning, and reconnaissance mission
planning,
Those tactical decisions are input to TALON at predetermined intervals during' the execution
of the simulated conflict,
Air strike planning
involves matching available air sorties to specific enemy ground targets.
Ground
operations planning includes the specification of path-points for unit movement and the assignment of
fire support to maneuver units, Reconnaissance planning involves the scheduling of sensor overflights
for enemy target areas of intarest.
Through intaractive graphics displays and a sequence of structured questions/responses, the TALON gemers
can request a variety of information displays and input a variety of planning decisions,
Information is
displayed in both tabular and map form.
This offers the gamera a variety of information sources and
formats to assist them in forming a perception of the conflict situat~ion,
For air strikes, TALON offers an automatic sortie allocation feature which relieves the gamers of this
decision task.
The automatic allocation may be overridden by the gamers, if they so desire, For ground
of the simulation run.
operations, unit path-points are generally prespecified at the beginning
Adjustments to these movement plans may be input, however, if warranted by the conflict situation.
Reoonnaissanoe flights may be scheduled individually or recursively throughout the simulation run,

t I

Great emphasis is placed on the use of human gamers within TALON.
Although specific elements of the
the
gamer
represented,
the consolidated
hierarchies
are not
air command
ground
eneral and
perceptions
and problem
situations
faced
by real planning
staffs.
The
lacktasm
of ais exposed
detailed to C2
system architecture in
TALON prohibits its
use for studying issues involving distributed decision
processes,
The model does provide, however, an opportunity for the human garners to
use their total
cognitive capabilities to influence the course of the simulated conflict.

*

To date,
TALON has been employed in support of various studies dealing with combined arms operations.
TALON's utility has teen demostrated by the first-order insight it provides to issues involving the
value of air strike and reconnaissance resources and the synergism between land and air forces.
, TAC ASSESSOR

!
9

TAC ASSESSON is
also a simulation model of combined air/land combat operations,
'USAF/SA, 1978)
The
ground and air operations are simulated in much the same manner as those portrayed in TALON.
In fact,
both models are derivatives of an earlier simulation model, Tactical Warfare Simulation Program (TWSP),
2
Thi unique feature of' TAC ASSESSOR is the C structure overlaid onto the ground and air combat model,
Thik Ci structure embodies production systems and other computer science techniques to axplicitly
represent the tactical decision processes of the various C2 elements.
Development responsibility for
this USAF model resides with the Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and Analyses,
TAC ASSESSOR portrayes a two-sided,
corps-level ground conflict situation plus the associated air
missions of close al" support, battlefield
interdiction,
reconnaissance,
and defense suppression.
Oround combat, air strike, and reoonnaissance relationships are essentially identical to those simulated
in TALON.

The

ground

force

C2

structure

is

explicitly
2

portrayed

for corps headquarters down thrcugh each

battalion headquarters,
The air force C structure is explicitly portrayed for eeah elemelnt of a USAF
Tactical Air Control System (TACS).
These various headquarters and control elements are illustrated in
Figures 2 and 3',.
Prime emphasis
in TAC ASSESSOR is placed on the use of production systems, signature tables, directed
relational graphs, and other computer science techniques to model varicus aspects of tactical
decimionmaking,
The model
user is
provided with a generic decision structure for each ground
headqiuarters plus a flexible language with which to create production systems.
Figure 4 illustrates
this generic decision structure for a typical ground headquarters,
The user may acoess and modify the production systems for any particular ground headquas'ters via
interactive graphics displays.
L, this manner, the user may test and refine various heuristics sets
which describe the behavior
of each headquarters.
A typical set of heuristics and corresponding
production system are illustrated in Figure 5.
Another decision modeling technique extensively employed in TAC ASSES-OR is
the signature table.
A
signature
table extracts
important information about a given problem domain by examining meaningful
combinations of problem features,
This versatile technique (a generalized
form of decision logic
tables) can be used to represent skilled deoisionmakers who focus on combinations of key problem
features (called a signature).

L

figure 6 illustrates a typical use of signature tables in TAC ASSESSOR.
The example shown represents
one step inthe complex process of updating a perceived battlefield picture when a reconnaissance
mission detects a new enemy ground unit.

In this step, the newly detected ground unit

is

compared

to

........

here the .oomparison is made on
nearby units already identified from previous reocnnaissanoe reports.
the basis of observed vshiole types within each unit. 1he output of the signature table is a subjective
assessment of how nearly matched the units are (by vehicle type).
Other tables are used in hierarchical
The total met of
form to make other types of comparisons (e.g., unit location and unit velocity).
tables simulate the likely decision process of a skilled intelligence officer determining whether he
has detected a new unit or has just seen a previously identified unit which has relocated.
Also simulated within TAC ASSESSOR are the communication nets which link the various- headquarters
sensors, and airoraft flights.
These oommunication nets must exist in order for
control centers,
messages and reports to flow among the various decision centers,
It is the flow of mesmages and reports
which trigger the individual decision processes throughout TAU ASSESSOR,
To date, TAC ASSESSOR has been used to investigate the extent to which tactical decision processes *an
be mathematically represented.
As such, the model represents a major break from traditional oonflict
simulation.
Its developers will continue to toot the behavior of TAC ASSESSOR's simulated
headquartaers
and control centers in %n attempt to refine and augment bhe various decision processes repreented.

Advantages and Limitations of Each Simulatton Anoroaoh
A comparison of simulation models like TALON and TAO ASSS-SOR reveals that each simulation approach has
relative advantages and disdvantages.
Hence, it is not the purpose of this paper to generally favor
one modal over the other,
To explore these advantages and disadvantages in more detail, the discussion
focuses on the following attributes of C2 representation within thin class of simulation modeli

,

.Scope and resolution
Transparency
Consistency
Fidelity
Technical risk

Scend Resluio
Scope is defined here to mean the extent to which the total C2 system
simulation model.
That is, how many command echelons of each force
2
model? Resolution refers to the level of detail provided for each C
to whht degree are the individual C2 elements explicitly portrayed in

is represented in the conflict
component are accounted for In the
echelon represented.
That is,
the model?

L
tperienoe
suggests that the use of human gamers to simulate taotical deosuionmakera is expensive in
terms of both facilities and personnel.
The limited availability of. gaming facilities and qualified
personnel will generally tend to reAtrict the number of places where human Zamers interact with the
2
computer simulation.
This, in turn, restricts the scope and resolution of the simulated C
system
since decision processes must be aggregated, simplified, or ignored to correspond with available gamer
resources,
for supporting
The use of computer science techniques to represent decision processes reduces the necd
gaming facilities and personnel.
Hence,
the use of such techniques
makes possible (at least
2
potentially) the study of distributed decision procesres in large C systems.

Transparency is defined to mean the degree to which C2 processes are explicitly observable in the
simulation model,
For example,
can the analyst trace the influence of combat information on the
management of forces by a given command echelon?
With the 2 use of human garners, the analyst can, at best, only indirectly observe the Internal operations
of the C system.
Questions involving the match between tactical decision processes and the technical
support provided by the C2 system can be addressed only through inference.
The use of computer science techniques
for representing decision processes provides an explicit
decript~on of tho C2 processes.
Consequently, the analyst is able to directly trace the effects
of
2
the C system's technical support on C functions.
S..Consistency

Consistonoy

is

eefined an the ability of the model to produce repeatable and congruous behaviar over a

range of appropriate conditions, Consistency is essential to the comparison of simulation results
produced during different executions of the model . In pirtioular, the analyst must be assured that
variations in model output are due to intended changes in
modal parameters and not because of
unexplained deviations in the decision processes.

4

There is no guarantee of consiatei1 oy when human aramers arP umed to represent the deci~on processes in a
conflict simulation model.
Changes in
gaming personnel are likely to introduce noncontrollable
Evan if
there
deviations in model output through the influence of gamer personality and skill level.
are no changes in gaming personnel, the analyst must contend with the possibility of learning effects.
That is,
the behavior of the ganers may vary over time as they become more familiar with the setting and
operation of the simulation,
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One technique used to provide conaistincy over a litaited set of conditions

involves the recording of
.gamer decisions.
In certain simulation models, a standard set of tactical decisions made by the garmer
This teohni~ue is applicable only in
subsequent, executions of the model.
may be repeatedly used in
in
aituationt where changes to other parameters and operations would not have normally resulted
different decision outcomes in each step of the simulation.
The use of computer science techniques provides a consistent framework for representing decision
Behavior is completely specified by the model develbper
processes within a conflict simulation model.
If variable or stochastic behavior is desired, this
through mathematical expressions and formulations.
production systems, signature
can be produced through deliberate modifications to the appropriate
tables, and so on,

Fidelity is defined as the extent to which tWe oehavior or the simulation model matches the behavior of
the real world.
That Js, the model should faithfully reprodvos real world behavior over an appropriate
The model should be robust in that it does not produce absurd results,
range of conditions.
It
would appear that the use of human gamers has an advantage over the ust of computer s~ienoe
teohniques in this regard.
Quite simply, nothing represents a human decisionmaker as faithfully as a
real person.
Our limited knowledge of human decision processes and owr limited ability to model
difficult to achieve with computer
different aspects of those processes suggesatathat fidelity is
signature tables, and so on are the products of historical
Production systems,
science techniques.
New and unique problem circumstancea may arise which do not fit
experience and problem understanding.
Hence,
the user of such tmohni.ques must continually test to insure that the
existing conceptions.
underlying conceptual founoations have not been violated by new conditions.
The use of human gamers, however, has its own set of fidelity problems. There are several factors Which
Among these
influence the ability of human gainers to faithfully represent combat deoisionmakers.
factors are the level of tactical skill and experience possessed by the gamers, the motivation of the
In short, the analyst
gamers, and the level of psychological stress provided in the gaming environment.
must take positive measures to achieve a reasonable level of fidelity with both approaches to
repreaenting decision processes.

*

Technical Risk

*

Iprocesses,
*i

defined as the degree of difficulty likely to be encountered in developing a
Technical risk is
Given that a particular approach is selected for representing decision
satisfactory simulation model.
what is the likelihood of producing a useable model?
risk in the initial development
The ume of human garners to represent decision processes entails little
With this approach, the model developer does not have to bo concerned
of a conflict simulation model.
However, the model developer may later be faced
about the internal details of the decision processes,
with problems of scope, resolution, transparency, or consistency, depending upon the intended use of the
Thus, some risk may be involved with achieving a model which completily sa3:&sfies the analyst's
model.
needs.
On the other hand, the use of computer science techniques to represent decision processes entails risk
The development of robust decision models depends upon a comprehensive understanding of
from the start,
in
Our limited knowledge of decision processes
the problem domains and decision processes involved.
Indeed, one
semantically rich problem domains makes this task arduous for most tactical situations.
Thus, the risk involved with
does not even know the extent to which dtoision processes can be modeled,
rnot greater, with this approach to
is more directly visible, if
a satisfactory model
producing
representing decision processes.

Observations and Considerations for the l,'uture

"As summarized

in Figure 7,

each approach to simulating tactical decision processes

offers

the

analyst

The use of human garners in conflict simulation models offers greater potential for
relative advantages.
fidelity and incurs only moderate risk, The use of computer science techniques provides the analyst
with greater potential for increased model scope, resolution, transparency and consistency.
It would seem attractive, therefore, to ueek ways in which these different advantage.,j could be exploited
Accordingly, the remainder of the paper provides come thoughts on
to serve the needs of the analyst.
how both modeling approaches could be combined into an experimental teatbed facility for the study of
2
the human component in tactical C systems.
can be observed that several
Returning for a moment to the cognitive research discussed earlier, it
2
interesting theories have emerged to guide our understanding of tactical decision processes in C
systems,
For example, the work of Keen and Scott Morton cuggests that it is important for the analyst
Results
to understand various aspects of deoisionmaking, not all of which fit the rational man image.
of other research imply the existence of different types of cognitive processes, only one of which fits
the complexitiea of
Still additional research has begun to explore
definition.
the analytical
semantically rich problem domains and the behavior of man in dealing with those domains.
A major premise held by the author is that the simulation model developer, can both exploit and assist
The model developer can exploit this research by using its
the type of cognitive research just cited.
theories and findings to build a more robust conceptual framework for modeling and studying the human
2
The model developer can assist cognitivn ocience by providing a convenient and
C .
aspect in
realistic environment for applied research.
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One approach to linking the simulation model with -cognitive research is
the develop•ent
of an
2
experimental C
testbed.
The essential features of this testbed include a basi conflict simulation
model, gaming facilities, and a flexible softuare language for developing decision models,
2

The conflict simulation model would provide a realistic problem domain for
the tactical C
system,
much the same as provided wlth TALON or TAC ASSESSOR.
The conflict simulation model would perform the
general combat accounting functions necessary to keep track of
logistiocs, movement,
and attrition
2
aspects of the air and ground operations.
An air and ground C structure would overlay this conflict
2
model; however, the internal operations of each C element would not be rigidly specified.
in fact,
each C2 element would
be desined to aesept eithek, human gamers or computer science models for
representing its internal functions.
2

r;
stbed offers the opportunity to use human garers and
By providing generic C elements, tcomputer science techniques in
aerative fashion.
Human gamer.
could be used to initially
investigate the functions of, a cpeol,.o 02 element.
As more is learned about the decision processes
and heuristics involved,
analysts could construct realistic decision models for the C2 element.
Subsequent simulation exercises would then rely on the computer science models to represent the C2
element.
A return to the use of human garners would occur when the decision models failed to provide
robust behavior (under new combat conditions) or when the analyst .asired to study the C2 element in
more depth.
The iterative use of human amiera and computer science techniques would systematically evolve a greater
2
understanding of the decision processes involved in
each C
element.
Requirements for gaming
facilibies and personnel would be kept to a minimum by focusing their use in only one or two Ce
elouments at a time.
!he richness and fidelity of a distributed decision system would be obtained by
allowing the human garners to interact with the deulsion models provided for other 02 elements ii the
simulation model.
¶

After several months of operation, it is anticipated theat many of the lower echelon C2 elements would
be voepreactted
by fairly robust decision models,
The degree of structure associated with many of the
lower echelon decision processes would facilitate this development.
Thu usc of human garners wiold tend
2
to predominate
at the higher echelon C elements since theme denision processes are lass otruotured.
2

If properly constructed, the C teetbad would meet a variety of requirements for both operational
and
analytic rowmunities.
For the operational community, the C testbed would provide a realistic setting
for taotical battlestaff training and a flexible tool for defining detailed operational requirements.
2
2
For the analytic community, the C teatbed would provide a research vehiole for investigating C
functions and a high fidelity model for evaluating new concepts, procedures, and hardware.
2

-

Above all,
the C testhed would provide an excellent communication mediz between the operational and
analytic communitien,.
The oonflict simulation model would provide a ocmaon language 01d Conceptual
setting for discussing C2 issues and exchanging ideas,
This potential opportunity for improved
communication betwoen operator and analyst would be unique and hard to duplicate in any other setting.
A Final Word
Advances in
cognitive science nnd simulation modeling offer great potential
for systematically
2
increasing our understanding of the human component of C . This, in turn, offers improved tools for
2
disaussing, analyzing, and defining the utility of C systems to tactical combat forces.
Progres.
ýill not be achteved easily, or by accident.
Knnwledge from several disciplines must he
organli
j, synthesized,
and integrated
in a program of applied ree--w".
This
crossing
of
discipline/experience
boundaries has not always been an easy task f'o .
nalysts.
Aoocrdingl7,
success in this endeavor will depend as much on philoocphica!. commiment
n
..,
he research as on a
financial commitment.
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF AVIONIC SIMULATIONS

"Sabina

H, Saib
General Research Corporation
5383 Hollister Avenue

PO Box 6770
Santa Barbara, California 93111

SUMMARY
Avionic simulations require verification and validation so that the simulation results can be applied
reliably to actual avionic systems,
This paper discusses software design methods as well as currently
available automated aids for verification and validation.
Reverification and revalildation of a simulation
after changes are made will be presented.
Simulations can be designed for ease of verification and validation,
Guidelines will be presented to show
how simulation software can be developed with verification in mind.
The most powerful techniques require
additional statements known as assertions.
The assertions can then be used to check the validity of the
simulation.
Some automated verification and validation tools are available today.
The appliabiliky of these tools to
avionic simulations will be disckissed.
The future directions that are seen for such tools will be
presented,
Finally the reasons for change control will be presented, and a solution to the problem will be proposed.
Since most effort in a simulation is devoted to changes for improvement in the system, it is important to
verify what the chAnges affect,
Techniques which automatically detect powsible side effects due to a
change will be discussed.

1,

•

INTRODUCTION

Digital simulations of avionic systems are being used and will uontinue to be used to test now concepts
The
end to subject systems to test anvironments which are costly or impractical to actually use.
necessity for digital simulations has required acceptance of simulation results which are produced under
conditions where previous practical experience gives little
or no guidance,
As a consequence, simulation
A recent well publicized error in a
reaulte have been accepted as correct when indeed they are arroneous,
simulation of earthquake stresses caused the shutdown of five nuclear power plants in the U.S.
It is
conceivable that a similar error in an avionic simulation could result in a lose of certification for
aircraft or avionics equipment.
Simulations are subject to many sources of error,
Errors can be made in the assumptions made in deriving
the models, in the hardware on which the simulation operates, in the data provided to the simulation, and
in the interpretation of the results.
This paper is concerned with another source of error, one that is
of serious concern - merors in the digital simulation software,

"These

errors are removed in a process called verification and validation,
The most common techniques
currently used in verification and validation are based on exercising the complete simulation through a
large variety of test conditions.
The teots, while comprehensive, depend on toa ingenuity of the teeters
to detect the errors present in the cntire system.
While the use of th(, complete system is necessary to
obtain measures of system performance, there are certain problems in using this approach to perform
verification and validation.
The primary problems are:
1,
The verification and validation teata are not repeatable.
Another group of individuals may
perform a different set of tests or the same group at a different time may choose another set of tools,
2,
The verification and validation tests are performed late in the life cycle of the project.
This
results in costs not only to fix the error but in costs dun to the additional delay in the project and due
to the need for retesting what had been tested before.
Errors are corrected under pressure and side
effects due to the changes are not well understood.
3.
the test,

The verification and validation tests do not provide a quantitative measure of the goodness of
They are often designed to find errors but not to yield a measure of cnrrectness.

4.
Experience has indicated
thoroughly verified and validated,

that

errors

are

found

in

simulations

even

after

they have

been

However there is a set of
There is no one single answer or a complete solution to this set of problems.
approaches, techniques, and tools which can help alleviate the problems as they exist today.
We expect
these wilt be improved as more experience end data is gathered on the use of the currently available
solutions.
2.

DESIGN ASPECTS

A trained electronics engineer can examine a radio, a television, a radar, or a guidance system and in a
very short time give a judgemunt on how easy it is to test, to change, or to maintain compared to another
design of the same system.
Any (ngineer will agree that the ability to teat the system is based on the
original design and results from early design decisions.
It has not been until recently that it was recognized that software verification and validation is also
dependent on design decisions and that a design from one source can be far easier to test for correctness
than another design that claims to perform the same function.

4

Achieving simulation software which is easier to verify and to validate than the average simulation can be
Some of the restrictions
done by imposing restrictions during preparation of the simulation software.

require management review, for their enforcement.

Others can be imposed by automated techniquus

which

produce reports on compliance.
An example of such a restriction, is the requirement that meaningful names be used such as TINS, SPEED,
HEIGHT instead of names such aa Xl, X2, X3,
We would not expect a test pilot to be faced with examining
Likewise we should not expect a testive to examine a software
instruments which are not clearly labeled.
simulation with abstract names.
A nice feature of using meaningful names is that very little
computer knowledge is required to impose this
restriction.
A manager can pick up any simulation, ask a programmer to point to all the variable names,
and give a rapid opinion me to whether the denign contains meaningful names.
While no known current software analysis tool yields this judgement, one could envision a tool which looks
up all variable names in a dictionary such as is used in current spelling checkers and yields an index of
the number of names found versus the total number of names as well s a list of names which were not
found.
An mecuse uhich is often given for the use of meaningless nameu is that the programming language restricts
names to 6 characters or less.
The use of such languages should be restricted to non-critical
simulations.
They severely impact the ability of anyone to verify and to validate the software although
cross reference lists to meaningful names can help alleviate the problem.
Every variable used in a digital simulation has A finite range.
In the days of analog simulation it was a
challenge to scale the range of each varible to the linear ranges of the analog devices.
At least than
checks were made on the actual ranges of the variables and the variables were clamped to maximum or
minimum values.
Often the only check made in current simulations is when the variable overflows or
underflows a computer register.
When the correct range of variable,, is required to be specified in a
design, this knowledge can be used by a tester to generate checks and to generate reasonable teat data,
A good design requires the use of a specification which gives the maximum and minimum possible values for
variable to check that all inputs and all outputs from each part of the simulation are within the
specified units,

*•each

Every design engineer is taught to
equations and in conversions.
This
While a manual analysis is possible,
has been implemented in at least one
variable such as:

use dimensional analysis to verify that correct units are used in
powerful technique is not used in software testing of simulations.
it can be tedious.
Automated dimensional analysis is practical and
test tool.
It requires that the designer specify the units of each

VELOCITY: REAL UNITS METER/SECOND;

TIME: REAL UNITS SECONDI
DISTANCEi REAL UNITS MILE;

METERS TO HILE: REAL UNITS METER/MILE;
Then a equation used in a simulation such as:
DISTANCEt OVELOCITY TIME*METERS TO MILE;

MITE SECOND .L~
SECOND . METER
MTLE
can be checked to determine that the units of distance are inconsistent with the units
time times the conversion constant.

of velocity

times

In a simulation, software designers are faced with at least two different types of arithmetic in the
computer program.
The decision of which type of arithmetic to appropriate is a decision that should be
made be the designer.
An example of what not to do in a simulation is the following:

10
x 2dt
*"

C
An integration procedure based on
10

*

xxAx where tAx-0.1

will result in a significant error if the implemientor usee steps of 0.1 to decide when to terminate
sum inwtead of counting the number of steps.

"|

the

Names are used to represent functions, variables, and constants in a simulation.
If the use of each name
in known to a verifier, it can aid the testinR process,
For example, if it is known that a name
represents a rnnetnntn,
nuttomtic chcchn ai. possible to determine that nowhere in the design is that name
assigned another value.
If the order of each function is specified, automatic checks on the correct order
of invocation can be performed.
In addition checks on whether the variables and constants for a function
are used as inputs, outputs or as local variables can be made.
This use of names should be specified in a
design so the tester or test tool can check whether the implemented progr.m satisifea the design.

*."

*. e

In a design, it is a common practice to oue the same name such aa X, Y, or Z to denote different
For example, Z may at one time be the altitude above ground level and at another titae be the
quantities.
It is far better to use names such as:
difference in altitudes between two aircraft.
HIEIGHT ABOVL GROUND and DELTAALTITUDE
The comion practice of using the
Separation of inouts and outputs in a design allows for easier testing,
same name for inputs and outputs means that the program has a feed back loop as shown in Fig. 1.
When inputs are separated from outputs, stronger tests can be applied; and fault tolerance techniques
One of the strong tdsts is that inputs are tot
which depend on restoring input values are made simpler,
When 'the inputs and outputs are the same, a
altered and that outputs are altered only at interfaces,
tester cannot derive the response of the system.
An aid to a tester which oan also be used in a formal design review to aid communication between system
designers and implementors is a natural languo:ge presentation of the formal design.
Ideally the natural
language phrases come from the requirementu for the design.
These phrases are combined with the key words
of the programming language to document the design of the program,
The keywords show the control
structure and the natural language shows the processing and decisions that are performed,
An example of such a description is:
IF the aircraft altitude is less than 100 meters
turn on the ground proximity buezer

END IF
The keywords IF and END IF point out that a decision is to be made,
The natural language phrases describe
the decision and subsTequ!e'nt processing in terms that are more easily understood than the program that will
be implemented.
Logic errors can be caught more easily with this type of description than a pure natural
language description.
Design checks against a requirements

3.
SIt

document generally are done via manual analysis.

IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

is far easier to verify a small simulation than a large simulation,
The number of problems that must
be corrected appears tn be an exponential function of simulation site,
Although it is not well understood
exactly why breaking a simulation into small parts helps the ciae problem, it is known that a restriction
on the sixe of each part or module of the simulation simplifies the verification and validation of the
program,
A reasonable restrintlon on the module else appears to be the number of lines that can be displayed on the
face of a scope or printed on a page,
When this restriction is imposed, the verification and validation
of each module is simplified.
Each module can be tested for a large seL uf testcases,
While a large
simulation cannot be tested for all possible combinations of paths or values, it may be feasible to at
lemst exercise each module individually through each path and for most input values,
Verification and validation is also aided by the use of simple control scructures instead of complex
control structures.
It has been shown that only three kinds of c.ntrol structures are necessary to write
any computer program, that lass time is required to write, tn t:est,and to maintain a program using simple
control structures and the use of such techniques is considered a substitute for flowcharts.
However, in
the absence of an automated tool to test whether structured control constructs have been used, a visual
inspection of the flowcharts can verify that the simulation attucture is correct such as shown in Fig. 7.
Even a small module can contain an unnecessary number of paths.

Each unnecessary test adds greatly to the

testing effort since complete testing is proportional to 2 N where N is the number
Reorganization of the implementation can often reduce the number of decisions,

A,

of decision

points.

Data structures can dramatically affect the algorithm that is needed to operate on the data.
Algorithms
exist which can reduce the complexity and efficiency of a simulation.
Since an efficiant algorithm allows
Lmore test cases to be used, the various data strucures available for data representution should be traded
off during implementation,
The trade off should consider program size, number of oecisions, and execution
time.
These all effect the verification of the program.
On the other hand, while data structures are powerful simplitiers in a program they introduce potential
of error for a verifier.
The data structures must be protected from illegal access. The best way
found to provide this protection is define a small library of well tested functions which can test for
correct accesses as vell as provide access.
Access to data structures should be by single integer
variables or constants, never by expressions.

"sources

.,•

Particular attention should be paid to loop structure.
The best type of loop is oue which nomputes a
fixed number of iterations.
If this is done, infinite loops are prevented,
Within loops, it is best to
have as few decisions as possible oince loops have the effect of multiplying the number of paths in the
program,
Thus it is beat for verification purposes to iterate a series expression 100 times instead of iterating it
a variable number of times based on the truncation error.
Also loops should count using integer
arithmetic instead of floating point arithmetic to avoid erroneous counts based on approximate arithmetic.
A good practice for all programs is to declare all variables, and the types of all variables.
A method or
tool should check that all variables are used and that the types are not mixed in expressions, acrose

...........

.------

----..-

,.--

modules, or across statements.
These practices known as strong typing prevent unexpected errors due to
date type conversions or incorrect data representation,
Tools exist which can check that these kinds of
errors are not present.

*

A significant problem area in simulations is the pert that performs input and output.
Although not a
solution to the problem, isolation of the places that perform input and output to a small number aide
verification and validation.
It allows this potential problem area to be tested separately and if the
machine, language dialect, or operating system is changed, the modules which will be most affected will be
known.
Tools presently exist which pinpoint where input and output are performed.
Missing initializations are a common source of error.
Explicit initialization of all variables known
throughout the simulation should be performed in a special module.
Variables known in just one module
Tools are available to perform this checking, but expicit
should bo initialized by that module.
..
initialisation at designated points is superior for understanding by the tester; .....

4.

AUTOMATED AIDS

Automated aide are available to automatically provide verification and validation for programs written in
several of the common programing languagest FORTRAN, JOVIAL, and PASCAL.
Future aide will be developed
for COBOL and ADA.
Tools that are currently available can provide for static analysis, dynamic analysis,
and configuration control of very large simulations.
Static analysis is provided in automated aids to check for common programming errors without requiring
program execution.
In a language such as FORTRAN which performs few checks on data types and modules,
static analysis is extremely valuable in detecting errors which compilers do not locate.
Even in a
langusge such as PASCAL or ADA, many of the verification teasts are useful.
An example of a static analysis technique which is useful in any of the current laneuagae
is set/use
analysis.
This analysis ensures that all variahles are set before use end that all variables are used
after being set.
Set/use analysis detects uninitialised variables, dead variables,
and mispelled
variables,
A very large number of errors can be detected by this technique,
From 15-25% of all semantic
errors ere due to this simple misusage of variables, especially in programs which use a large global
database.
Another static analysis technique which can be applied to simulations vritten in

any of the common high

level languages is loop analysis,
Loop analysis can detect certain classes of infinite loops.
This
analysis uses a combination of graph analysis, data flow analysis, and symbolic execution to locate
conditions which will cause improper loop termination.
An exemple of improper loop termination is when a program does not alter the loop control variable on all
paths.
Dats flov analysis of loop control variables over all paths in a luop can check automatically for
loop variable alteration.
Another Pxample of improper loop termination is
loop forever,
WHILE I>N DO
FLIGHT [I]:"DESTINATICI

an incorrect

loop predicate which will cause the loop to

[I];

END WHILE,
By symbolically executing the loop control variable, I, on each path in the loop and using the loop
predicate I>N it can be shown that this loop will never terminate mince 1-I
I.
This automatic analynis
can be performed currently for loop variables which are altered monotonically.
Future

loop analysis may also include tests on proper loop structure such as requiring:
control variable intialization before the loop
control variable alteration within the loop
tests on the control variable to exit the loop
and proper nesting of loops,

*,'It

Mode analysis is useful in simulation languages which do not have compilers which perform strong typing.
$,@ particularly valuable in FORTRAN since most FORTRAN compilers produce no wernings about mixed mode
expressions.
It is also valuable in checking for interface consistency between separately compiled
programs.
Besides mode checking,

interface consistency checks which are powerful are-

checks for the same number of parameters between formal
and actual parameters
checks for the input/output consistency between the
invoking program and the invoked program
checks for the physical units consistency between
the formal and actual parameters

1•Interface

consistency

is

one

of the most

common

problem

areas

because

different people

different parts of a simulation.
By eliminating interface problems at an early
analysis, the simulators can concentrate on the functional aspects of the program.

A

I ,

stage

often work on
through static

6.5
The functional aspects of a simulation must be verified and validated by dynamic testing.
However there
are tools which cin aid, tilis testing.
These tool.1 are designed to complement the normal test envirunment
by autona ically adding probes to the program.
The most common sie to testing is the path test analyzer. This type of test tool puts probes in a program
w.•decision points. Then wiien the program is executed, thQ probes collect data when the path is executed,
After execution, the test file is available to analyze what parts of the program was executed, how much
time was saont in each part, and bow many test cases were rut.,
This can be done whether the program
terminates normally or ',iot.
It proviucs management with infermnrtcn as to how throughly s simulation has
been tested.
Future path test analyzars will provide information wnich will be used to give a quantitative estimate of
simulation reliability. This 1will require analysis of currently collected data to determine the number of
paths tested out of the total number of possible paths asid the number of data values tested out of the
total number of possible dato values.
Another aid to dynamic testing is the assertion analyzer,
a simulation such as

Assertions of o-hacks which have Wuen placed in

ASSERT HEIGHT > MINIMUM ALTITUDE;
can be instrumented so that assertion violations e~ause the automatic generation of error messages,
In the
future, such assertions may be used for automiat~c tent dtta generation for large numbers of test cases to
better validate programs.
In any simulation, changes are constantly being made. Any practical software tool must be able to check
changes to a program without requiring reanalysis of the entire program. It addition, the aid should also
be able to detect the parts of the program that are affected by the changRo and report on the parts that
need retesting.
One approach to this problem stores a description o: the interface -f each part )f the program.
The
interface includes the parameters, global variables, and assertions oiithese variables, Any time a part
of the program is changed, a new interface description for that part is created, The new interface is
checked for consistency with the internal source of the changed part and with the other Interfaces in the
system,
"5.

CONCLUSION

The verification end validation of avionics simulations starts with th• design of the simulation.
Standards for design and implementation can aid automated analysis and eti•iinate common errors at at early
date, Tools are currently available to perform automated analysis atid tu aesist program testing.
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OBJECTIVES FOR BUILDING AN EXPERIMENTAL CCIS

Ingrid Hollinde
Forschungsinstitut flir Funk und Mathematik
Werthhoven Konlgstrasse 2
D 5307 Wachtberg

SUMMARY
Building ADP-supported Command and Control Informationsytems (CCIS)
is d complex
process which' needs special development strategies. One of the aids in this process
is an experimental CCIS, which helps the military commander to understand the possibilities of CCIS and which supports the dialogue between potential user and developer.
One of these experimental CCIS Is the system EMFIS, which was developed by the
Forschungsinstitut fUr Funk und Mathematik in cooperation with the comipanies Bunker
Ramo Corp., and Siemens. The system was developed from 1969 - 1974 and was lately used
in WINTEX/CIMEX 79 to clarify the preconditions for the use of ADP-support in the
.Ce-process.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper I would like to
state the problem of inteýjrating CCIS into the C2 -process
- say some words about feasible strategies to develop CC1S
derivate from the above the necessity of experimental CCIS and give a short description of the experimental system EMFIS developed by our institute
describe experlencps of preparation and performance of a test in exercise, i.e.
use of EMFIS in WINTEX/CIMEX 79.
-

2.

INTEGRATION OF CCIS

2.1

Man-Machine Interf1 ace

Let me start with the conclugion, of a paper presented
feratlce of the Bundeswehr (Eberhard, H., 1978):

at the

2 2 nd

Commanders Con-

"When the military commander wants to make effective use of technical means, hC
needs a high sense of responsibility to use all possibilities and not to exceed
the limits. Therefore I have summarized the requirements, which derivate frnm my
considerations in the order I have stated them.
Of -ssential importance are:
the interface problems need special attention
the use of technical means must be reasonable and clear
training must lead to complete control by the military user and overstrain must

"--'

be avoided

above all stands the education *to be a responsible commander,

fal.

II

When all this is taken into consideration, knowing that a system cannot be more
intelligent than it was preplanned, bit that it can enlarge the human intelligence,
then it is clear that the area of human decisions will be reserved for all determining decisions
Therefore I
should first

F

,

all

decisions

dependent

on

situation

and

all

improvisation.

would like to complete the requirement, that the military commander
be trained and educated to be a soldier by the addendum that the edu-

cation to use and control

the technical

means cannot be separated from the military

education."
This quotation states the main reasons for the use of experimental
avoid malfunction in operational employment:

F
-

•
-

in order to

to recognize and solve interface problems
to demonstrate technical means and to rouse understanding
to serve as a training system
to prove how well technical means can be integrated into the C2 -process.
Steps of the C2 -process

2.2
It

CCIS,

is

investigate the C2 -process,

advisable to

where and how technical means like an
ADP-supported CCIS may support this process (Fig. 1). There are various, but similar
2
ways to group the C -Process by "steps" (Wust, H., 1974),
r

Some of

these

steps

can

be totally

or mainly

taken

over

by

an

CCIS,

ADP-supported

collecting and displaying information. Other steps can be supported by such a
system like to analyse information, to propose measures, to issue orders. But some of
these steps stay mainly or completely in the responsibility of the commander like
evaluation and decision. The degree of automation will also highly depend on the
e.g.

,

mission which is supported.
The more predictable
higher the degree of automation will be.
3.

the

types

of

processes

3.1

C2 -process

the

Development Strategies

Several
:978),

the

PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT

Besides the problem of integrating an ADP-supported CCIS into the
problem focuses in the cumplex process of developing these systems.
*

are,

devel opmea
The first

t strateg ies were cr eated in
approach

is

course

the insular approach

of time (Fig.

which solves

2)

(Wagner,

K. H.

singular prob'lems,

so
that mostly clearcut projects can be defined, interdepencies will be neglected, difficul ties in conpetonce do not occur. The projects are managnabl e, ý.nalysi s Is done for
this single project only, times of development are relatively ohort, But interoperab'I ity with other systmrns is normally lacking, integraLion of systems mostly impossible.
Priorities are defined by elbows and not for the total
The contrary

approach

is

the total

systems

anpruach

organisatiuri.
which may have

the

goal

of

one

centralized information system or a distributed system. ThiS approach tries to avoid
"the disadvantages of the insul ar ap,'rnach , for the pl anned system should be opt lmi zec
over thE total organisatIon and should quarantee integration. However, this approdch
shows other disadvantages like requiring a detailed analysis of the whole oganlsation
which either has to be d,)ne with an enormous effort of personnel and coordination, or
will become a never ending task, while the living organisation is changIn5, so that
the analysis might be outdated before the project is finished.

...'

--
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insular approach tries to find compromises. The approach needs a general
concept which considers the financial and organisational possibilities and states
p'iorities. This concept is based upon analysis of organisation and missions. Within
this framework surveyable projects can be defined at focal points of special need and/
or ADP-characteristics. The interoperabil ;ty is not guaranteed per se, but can be con..
trolled by the management which also has to direct this aligned approach. This leads
to the essential problem of this approach, fer it needs a capable management, which
The aligned

controls the single projects, solves the inLerface problems and guarantees Interoperability throughout all competences. Without this management the approach will degenerate to the former insular approach with all its disadvantages.
3.2

Systemconcepts

Sometimes you

for CCIS
the

find

opinion

that

integration-

and

development

problems

can

be

3). But they should consider that
reduced by acquisition of a proved system (Fig.
systems are supposed to support special missions and fit into existing organisations.
When mission and organisation are identical or at least strongly similar this way is
feasible, but in most of the cases these conditions cannot be fulfilled. Considering
the fact that mission and organlsation define the requirements on which the system
concept is based, then it becomes obvious how questionable this way might be. Does
this mean now that for any mission and/or any organisation own ADP-supported information systems have to be developed or is it feasible to find compromises?
When the

S* ,

analysis

of mission

organisation

and

of A and

B shows a high

commonality

then it is feasible to enlarge system A in urder to cover the requirements
is especially possible when the systemn structure is modular.

of B. That

A further result of analysis may be that mission and/or organisation differ quite a
lot, but that certain functions show common features, e.g. message handling or graphical situation monitoring. When these functions can be separated then dedicated systems
can be dev~loped for commcn use.
If neither total system concept nor the dedicated one is feasible or reasonable, then
it will be necessary that a system A and a system B will be developed. But in order
to come to interoperable systems, a strong control functioi. has to observe and control
the single projects

ind especially the interfaces.

The most favourable system concept in our opinion is a combination of dedicated and
interoperable systems. Assumed the analysis shows that the requirements ha'e special
systemfunctions in common like message handling, graphical display, event monitoring,
data storage, dialng functions and security handling. Then it might be feasible to
develop a common operating system enlarged by these systemfunatione which can form
the nucleus
3.3

for the individual

I.

Phases.

Development

Normally there

but interoperable sytems for A and B.

is

no discussion

about the

they are nameJ differently. I will
German MoD (BMVg/Sts/Org,
1973).

use

sequence of development

here the officially

These are the phases
-

•-,,
¾

.

Preliminary Phase
Concept Phase
Definition Phaie

-Development

-

Introductiom

Phase
and Operation Phase.

phases,

determined

even 6hen

phases

of the

The figure

shows

the development

sequence

a linear

of ADP-supported

which

feasible

is

CCIS is not

simple,

for

simple

projects.

but rather complex,

Normally

which makes

feed-backs unavoidable.
Here the experimental
cess of integration,

system will be involved,
but the development

In the preliminary phase experimental

which should not only support the pro-

process as well.

systems may serve to gain the

undestanding and

motivation of the potential user and to make feasibility studies. Before the final
system goes into operation the experimental system will serve as a training system
and for test of the necessary procedural and organisational rules.
of the operational

When a modular extension
port the

system is

planned,

experiments

-

4.

sup-

,ntegratton of new modules without disturbing operation.

Let me summarize the reasons for using experimental systems:
they accompany the development phases
they serve to clarify the organisational and procedural preconditions
-

will

for the

use

of CCIS
they serve as training systems for the future users
they allow system comparisons and feasibility investigations
in an interim phase they may become operational on selected areas.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMFIS-SYSTEM

I would like to present now an example of an experimental system.
EMFIS is supposed to serve as an experimental Command and Control Information System
for the Supreme Command Bundeswehr. It was developed by the Forschungsinstitut fUr
Funk und Mathematik in cooperation

with the companies Bunker Ramo Corp.

and Siemens.

EMFIS consists of a system part which is user-independent, except that it was strucof which
tured to serve in static HQs, and of a user-oriented application model,
several versions for different user groups are existing.
4.1

EMFIS Systemfunctions

The essential systemfunctions in EMFIS are:
the actual gathering and updating of data
the relatively easý connexion of files by
-

user
the dialogue between

user and system,

predefined

transactions

mainly in parametrized

form,

started by the
with formats to

be filled in. This makes It possible to have an extensive check for errors and
inconsistencies, to prevent an incorrectness of the actual data base. The parame'trized dialogue also supports the user in formulating the updatipg reports as well
as the queries
I 0the multiple access allows to read and/or write at the same data base from different
terminals. This makes it necessary to control transactions for possibie conflicts
the data base recovery by back-up and restart routines as well as system readiness
under reduced conditions
-

access control which meets the special security regulations for handling classified
allows the necessary flexibility
material in the military area, in a way which still
display of information in alphanumeric form, e.g. in tabular form and in graphical
form as charts,

dlagrams and situation

mnaps.

! IIII I I I I
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4.2

EMFIS application model

The main application model in EMFIS has the objective to show the combat readiness of
own forces focusing on crisis and tension. The combat readiness of own forces will be
mainly represented by the status of alert, mobilisation, personnel, logistics and deployment. This will cover the information requirements of the Supreme Command Bundeswehr only partially, but represents an essential model In the sense of the experiment.
5.

EMFIS-TEST iniWINTEX/CIMEX 79

With this experimental system we participated in WINTEX/CIMEX 79 for a test under exercise conditions, Why was this participation decided, which did cost time and money?
5.1

Objectives for Test In Exercise

The first reason is to incritase the military (and civilian) user's understanding for
ADP and CCIS. That includes the realisation of the facilities and limits of these
technical means, as well as the pulling-down of barriers of non-existing capabi,lity
and good-will. In theoretical and even practical instructions we still make the experience that the potential users are still sceptic towards the "black box to which
they do not want to surrender".
The investigation and evaluation of the technical functions of a systemn towards comnpleteness and effectiveness as well as integrability inMto0
C2 _procost undLr real
conditions is a further objective.
Perhaps the essential reason is the determination of the precon(IitionF. to guarantee
an ef fective and smooth performance. These precondi tions incl ude orgai sat oion,
procedures (e.g. security procedures) , legal problems (e.g. the privileges of the PTTs)
as well as mnethods and extent of training for system personnel and users.
The obvious objective is the ovaluoat ion of i nfo rmati on requl rement a and the 1miph emen-

tatlon under real world conditions,.
5.2

Exercise Preparations

The preparati ons started

in summer 19781 and lasted till

then lan ;

1ifi ltl

before begin

of the exercise in March 1979.
After financing was cl1 r1 f ;ed based on the prepl ann i g of ha rdwareeand so ft wtre niecessities the actual preparations could start.
Because there was no ceerc I so, equli pmlent availI abl e, most of Lhe hordwitre hadI Lo he procured i n and f or a short t june. Procurement of the cen tral hardware %Yan no prohl em,
because we coul d use the computer of our 1nsti tute. But to got, the equr 1parent f or the
5 termi nal s was d rather big pro)l em, espec iallIy under the short-I.- Ifi- coniMIt ions. To
get the cryptographic diev ices for the secured commununi cation I Ines was ron i bl a, heCarUSe
of an existing pool in the Ge rman MoD. Bulit fur ther rilUlr le wereO f ore ~d t.o rent carrioni cation lines froin the G~erman liundespost who loas rnot quite willing t~o iwl r~ch the lines
fur only one mtonth.

VA
1.
~

As far as the system and the dati h~man is concerrined,

Lhere i'i I.,

_)y that w(' 11,1dth"p

EMFIS systeml software availdble wohich is i'l~jto rel lablo. lo 1:1: ;ho
thu
software and its preparations is another story. There was ittostei ;.ror

hut organi sational and procedural changecs in the irea whichr

illld lc~itlior
xistin-j,

slruiorI~bi± suljl utedi iade

it necessary to adapt the programs within a short time. In addition the data
initial situation of the uxercise had to be put into the data base.
Personnel

for

the

exercise

for

an

around-the-clock-operation

had

to

be

for the

found

and

trained. Operators came from an operators platoon of the Air Force and neaded only a
short instruction.
The Job of the systemcontroller was taken over by experienced
EMFIS specialists,
because this Is an important function for system readiness and
security. Advisers had the function to help the users at the terminals in this first
employment of the system.
All these people had to be trained especially systemcontrollers and users. For these
two groups manuals are existing which had to be updated. The 3 systemcontrollers had
the chance to get trained in test and practical instructions. The training of the
users was quite shortcut, consisting of one theoretical and one practical instruction
and 6 hours pre-exercise. But the manuals ard the first days of the exercise helped
them to get skilled,
There is really no necessity to mention that security plays an important role in military systems. All personnel had to be adequately cleared, the electronic security of
the computer centre of the institute had to be measured end stated as well as the
security of the communication lines and the cryptographic devices. Security procedures
had to be worked out.
5.3
*

Exercise

Hardware Configuration

The exercise hardware configuration (Fig. 4) consisted of the computer of the institute, a Siemens 7.748 with data transmission control.
In the computer centre there
was one terminal for the system controller with visual displays unit (VDU) and printer.
Remote terminals were with user A and User B at the German MoD in the first
phase of
the exercise and in the bunker of the government in the second phase. User A had a
terminal with VDU and Printer, User B a terminal with VDU and teletypewriter for here
a punchtape had to be prepared which was compatible with the normal Bundeswehr teletype network, so that orders could be distributed. The terminals were connected with
the Centre by rented data lines reap. teletypelines secured by ELCROBIT or ELCROTEL.
The lines were rented from the Bundespost and switched when the users moved from MoD
to headquarter.
5.4

,,

Exercise Experiences

The main

experiences

The system was

made

in

this

test

in

exercise

used parallel to the conventional

can

be

summarized

procedures,

as

follows:

so that a comparison

was feasible between conventional and AUP-supported Information flow. The ADP-supported information flow and situation monitoring was faster, but what was more
important,
The

time

it
in

was more precise and free of errors.
which

the

user got accustomed

to the

think this was due to the formatted inputs and
procedures were implemented in the application
reasonable.

I'd

system was amazingly

short.

We

to the fact that the conventional
software as much as possible or

There was an unexpected high number of indirect users, I.e. users which needed the
"information as Infoees and which could better be supplied than in a conventional
systeili.

Especially the objective to gain understanding for the use of ADP-supported CCIS
could be reached because there were opportunities to demonstrate such a system
under real conditions to several groups of visitors.
and Software worked well through the whole exercise.

-

Hard-

-

The systemfunctions of EMFIS proved reasonable, especially that of the systemcontroller, I.e. to have human function highly uomputer-assisted to control system
readiness and data security.
Negative experience was the quality and stability of the communication

-

lines which

we got from the Bundespost. This escalated up to complete destroy of a line by
road construction. The best ADP-supported CCIS is only as good as its communication
lines, Positive result of this was the flexible reaction of the system EMFIS
towards these malfunctions.
The

-

test

has ensured our conclusion

that application

process needs continuous maintenance,
dures has an

impact upon software.

to the C2 -

software adapted

because any change in organisation

But only this way

or proce-

allows an effective

support

to the C2 -process.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

I have started this paper in quoting some conclusions about man-machine
C2 -process and would like to extend these conclusions by my own.
-

interface in

2
The support of the C -process by computer is a complex problem, which leads to a
complex development process. This makes a continuous dialogue between user and

developer necessary.

*i
-

In order to break the
necessary to have
en tati on.
in

-

complex process down to

a long-term concept but

reasonable

a short-term,

0"1y pragimiatic proceedinU rouses understa-iding

development
step-wise,

steps,

it

is

modular imple-

and motivation of the military coim-

anLcer.
The developmlent of ADP-supported CCIS is connected with the development of adequate
But do nut forget to consider that in the past communication-

communication systems.

systems were rather determined by engineering progress and were offered to the
mili tary commander, whereas the development of CCIS should be marked by the fact,
that it needs the close cooperation with the military coimmander.
All people working in the development of ADP-supported CCIS sometimes come to the conclusion that it is a nearly unsolvable task. But the deluge of information as well as
the fact that reaction time becomes shorter and shorter, force us to find the right
way to solve these problems.

'*

I
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SIMULATION OF OVERALL AIR DEFENSE COMN.AND A CONTROL
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Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH (IAPG/SOL)
8012 Ottobrunn
Germany
SUMMARY
The scope of studies and simulation techniques in the area of Air Defense (A/D) broadly
reaches from detailed technical simulations of system components (e.g. radar detection,
missile flyout, aircraft vulnerability) up to theater level air defense war games. Only
few activities are known which try to comprehensively include Early Warning and Command
& Control (EW/C 2 ) into closed operations analysis type air defense simulation models.
This paper describes the achievements of a study which is tasked to provide a computer
model that quantifies the effect of EW/C 2 in terms of active air defense Measures of
Effectiveness (MOEs).
The model discussed includes the main technical and operational procedures which will be
followed in air defense in case of an air attack
information acquisition on hostile targets and counter weapons
evaluation of the tactical situation(s)
(air picture and own status)
weapons allocation decision(s) and control
. evaluation of results.
,

The model in rather aggregated, highly input oriented, independent of specific systems
and doctrines and thus offers flexibility of application to various technical and operational questions. The development status of the models is discussed as well as the main
problems faced during the design and those still
ahead.
1.

GENERAL SITUATION

'1.1

History

The core effort of analysis as described in the context of this paper is the development
of computer models to simulate the operational and technical behaviour of air defense
command i control systems. With respect to brevity, emphasis in this paper is concentrated
on the operations analysis part of the described task. Development and application of
tools for the evaluation of technical feasibility of systems or systems components and
for the generation of input data for the OR-Model are running in paralleJ with comparable
endeavor. The history of operations analysis and research demonstrates a slow but continuous progress towards the modelling of more and more complex systems, system mixes
and system structures of highly interdependent individual system units. The basic steps
which were passed throughout the last 10 to 15 years can be summarized by
. models for individual systems
(1 on 1 or one on few engagement models)
•

i)

models for multiple systems
models for system mixes

:•
I

!theater

level modole including weapon systems and command &control systems and their
Interactions.
aFig.
1 tries to models.
give a qualitative indication on thA increasing complexity of the problems
and associated

"'i

Numerous
models have been developed providing adequate tools for the preparation of
decision support dt the various stages of the development and procurement procevs of
"cmatriel,
with one major exception, which is the integration of command 6 control into
ataking
"closed
Several problems have been faced which discourage us from underthissimulation".
effo~tt

•'
•'

•

S'
S.

•,

,•;

•with

.Complexity:
The complexity of a systum such as the Integrated Air Defense and the impact of C2 are
not well enough understood by analysts.
.Uncertainty:
The uncertainty about the commander's decisions cannot be modelled.
Significance:
The question whether or not results of a "Command & control Model will be significant
with respect to the uncertainties named above can only be answered by experimenting
such a model.

Measures of Effectiveness (MOEW:
Simple MO~s (e.g. averaged radar ranges) are not adequate to evaluate
the effectiveness
of Early Warning and C2. Complex MOEs (e.g. contribution of C2 to the number of hostile
tarqets killed and to the numbuiý of own assets surviving) require the inclusion of all
A/D elements and their interactions, which leads to extremely large and expensive models.
Theory:
There is no theoretical basis available on Early Warning and Command & Control.
Resources:
2
Lack of computer resources prohibited models of size and complexity adequate to the C
problem.
A study of this complexity offers a relatively high risk with regard to cost and
success.

Study Policy:
A study which ultimately quantifies the effect of command & control might
question the
benefit of existing or planned systems and the validity of existing C2 doctriines.
1.2

At Present

Only few activities have been recognized which try to provide quantitative measurement
of air defense command & control effects. However, the time appears to be mature for this
step forward.
Extensive on going and past weapon system analyses provide a sound data base and good
E
experience for the engagement part of an overall air defense model.
. Size aiid speed of computers available promise economic handling of complex problems.
2
. Increasing expenses in the air defense BW/C
area more than ever demand the quantitative
proof of the effectiveness of those systems.
1.3

Outlook

The study activity presented in this paper is a promising approach to simulate the
integrated air defense within one self contained simulation model. It will include all
basic components of ground based and airborne weapon systems and EW/C 2 systems und
functions. A first version of the model is presently in the final development phase.
_

2.

DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

2.1

Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs)

The keys to the structure of any OR-Model ultimately are the degree of detail desired and
the measures of effectiveness to be used. For complex systems, however, one MOE only will
not be adequate to answer all potential questions to be investigatea. In our case, the
MOE(s) must serve the purpose to measure the effectiveness of EW/C in terms of the
effects on air defense performance. Frequently used terms such as radar ranges, track
quality, completeness of the air picture, reaction times, etc. can be used to analyze and
optimize subsystems, as these MOEs express the performance of components, however, they
do not measure the effectiveness of the total system. As for the latter the classical
MOEs for air defense can be applied:
number of hostile targets killed, total and by target type
number or probability of own air defenses and assets killed
• number of red and blue weapons expended, by target type
number of uneffeotive engagementsj reasons for failure, etc.
For complex problems more than one MOE must be applied in order to gain a complete picture
of the effectiveness, and the problem remains usually with the customer, how to combine
these results to higher aggregated numbers or decision variables. E.g. killed A/C are
hardly comparable to the tactical value of surviving command posts. Even higher aggregated
and more pretentious MOEs can be defined such as:
.
endurance of a defined minimum air defense power over a certain time period
contribution of air defense C2 to the FEBA movemint
deterrence effects.
To find numbers for this kind of parameters, however, is either impossible or requires
extensive and extremely sophisticated and expensive war gaming techniques. A closed
simulation, thus, will be restricted to a selection of those "classical" MOEs for air
defense as listed above (killed A/C etc.). If, however, a simulation model, including
command & control, can provide a quantitative measurement of the effectiveness of C' by
MOEs this can indeed be considered a step forward in analytical evaluation
techniques for military systems.

* ,these
,

Above that it seems to be impossible to define the "ultimate purpose" of the C2 system,
yet, the ultimate purpose might vary from one conflict type to another.
1

4This

i4W P-

C2 .

leads to the discussion of some critical points in the task of modelling air defense

---

Specific Problems and Restrictions

2.2

Although the 2 conditions as they developed throughout the last years are promising with
have to be analyzed and understood.
respect to c modelling, some major problems still
A first
"Integrated Air Defense Simulation" will still
suffer from some shortcomings and
of all on the overall structuring
restrictions since the task has to concentrate first
of the problem and on the basic approach rather than to try perfection at each individual
module.
It

was well understood,

that there was no exact definition of air defense C2 available

which could be taken as a baseline for the approach. As will be explained later in more
detail, the methodology developed is a rather pragimatic sequenceing of the major technical
and operational functions of air defense and its CA, which are supposed to be:
"surveillance/target detection
* aquisition and update of target information
* processing and distribution of air picture data
amalysis and evaluation of the threat
.monitoring
and evaluation of the status of own air defense systems
*alerting of air defense systems
* allocation and coordination of weapon systems engagement
.
monitoring and evaluation of engagement results and consequences.
This approach, consequently, excludes the simulation of high level political and strategic
decisions. They will be merely regarded via input such as status files, weapon resources
available, etc. at the beginning of an anticipated conflict.
The simulated time slice of a conflict must be limited to an interval which allows
redevaolyment and reorganizing of the air defense resources off line between individual
computer simulations. This is necessary, as no dynamic redeployment algorithm could be
developed up to now.
*

•There

is almost no value in modelling air defense without including at least the basic
types of countermeasures. However, the step from benign to an even rather simple ECM
environment considerably increases the complexity of the model and the cost and manpower
involved. Simulation of an ECM scenario may multiply the number of computer stitements
to be executed by a factor of 10 to 50 as compared to a benign environment.
A similar degree of complexity offers the IFF problem. Neither theoretica.l nor experimen-

tal data are available on the reliability an0 the dynamics of future IFF systems when
operating in dense scenarios including ECM. The approach to the IFF process in
theater level air defense models is necessarily rather simplistic. The logic of threat
evaluation and hostile target classification will be explained later in the course of
the model discussion.

*'

Another uncertainty which has to be faced is the high degree of freedom vested in the
commander during the evaluation of tactical situations and at the events of decisions:
Only preprogrammed decision choices can help to reduce the variety of possibilities.
It is, however, hardly impossible to define a priori effective doctrines for future
weapons and C2 systems, whose technical and operational characteristics may differ
considerably from those in use today. Only a qualified judgement together with iterative
or interactive use of the simulation wJll lead to a limited set of doctrines corresponding to future systems.

*

3.

THE MODEL

3.1

Basic Principles

A variety of technical and operational functions of anEW and C2 system can be subject to
evaluation. Some examples of evaluation at the "information acquisition level" are:
. performance of alternate sensors
capacity of data links
c
.

degree of integration or netting of individual sites etc.

On the level of "information analysis end utilization" other evaluation
interest, such as:

areas are of

logic of threat evaluation
l
.

T1

alerting procedures
doctrines of engagement coordination etc.

Many more subjects can be defined as will be seen later. In the sense of evaluation,
common to all of these - very different - elements is the demand to be ultimately

measured in one or few terms of air defense effectiveness equivalents.

Th~s postulates a highly flexible computer simulation tool which must follow some basic
principles:
Independence
The overall model as well as its subparts must not be tailored towards specific systems
in the sense of systems hardware and software nor with respect to rules and doctrines.
None of those will be "hard wired" in the model.
Completeness
As already mentioned before, the model must be capable to simulate and evaluate all
important components of air defense C2 and leave the actual application to the choice of
the user. The same principle applies to the output parameters.
Flexibility
The 7mdel must be capable to simulate mixes of different land based and airborne weapon
and C systems, including their interconnections and interactions.
size
Ony the simulation of rather large and complex scenarios is adequate to the evaluation of
Air Defense CZ systems.
Consistency
The individual modules of the model must be of balanced resolution. Only for special
purposes a program module with a degree of detail higher (or lower) than the remaining
parts should be inserted.
Handling
Input and output of the model must be easily changeable in order to allow quick variations
of the simulated systems, scenarios and doctrines. The turnaround (generation of input,
computer run, evaluation of results) must. be short and sufficient numbers of statistical
replications must be produced at reasonable cost.
An experienced defense analyst giving a first judgement to these postulations will conclude that at least some of them are contradicting or even excluding each other. The key,
however, to the compromise of a first approach is to limit the complexity of the "integrated model" and to strictly separate between this model and the resources and models
required to generate the input data.
By the way - the complexity of the overall task requires a rather heterogeneous team of
analysts of very different disciplines. Hence it is sometimes more difficult to force the
study team members to stick to the principles of the approach rather than to define the
model itself along the lines of these principles.
3.2

The Model Structure

The overall model structure follows the lines of the "classical" functional process of
air defense operations consisting of the three main blocks (see fig. 2)s
air situation
*allocation
* engagement.
In figs. 3 and 4 the blocks of air situation and allocation, respectively, are broken
down into their progra• modules each of which is representing a major function within the
air defense EW and C system.
These individual submodels are controlled by a general frame program. It exclusively
executes organizational tasks. It provides input routines, output monitors and data
management service, and the control of the individual submodels.
Regarding the variety of air defense C2 systems and the different nature of their sub-systems to be included in one model, the cuntrol of each of the submodels was decided to
be optionally either strictly time step oriented, event oriented or mixed mode.
This allows the realietic and economic simulation of periodic proc~esses (e.g. radar
rotation, cyclic data transfer) as well As asynchronous events such as engagements and
kills, waiting queues, etc. The internal feedback loops of the model are not shown in
the figures.
Returning to figs. 3 and 4 the following chapters give a short description of the model
modules (left hand column in figs. 3 and 4) and the associated types of input data and
methods of input generation (right hand column).
3.2.1

The Scenario

The Red scenario is composed of up to 250 "flights" of targets which can be either single
A/C or formation targets. Each flightpath is a polygon of legs with variable flight
parameters (altitude, heading,velocity etc.) per leg. A/C or formations are further
characterized by their radar cross section,number of A/C,and jamming status (ESJ and SSJ).
In addition, racetracks of stand off jammers (SOJ9), ground based jammers, and chaff
areas can be deployed.
On the Blue side, up to 30 ground based Early Warning radars and5 flight patterns of
Airborne Early Warning radars can be simulated. Each of the radars is usually but not
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necessarily-co-deploy~d with a C2 site. Data ýrocessing capacities and communication
networks between EW/Cz sites themselves and C to weapon systems communications facJlitieo
and their capacities are defined by input. Certain areas of responsibility for track
maintenance and croastell - so called track production areas and track continuity areas are assigned to each site.
The terrain model is based upon probability distributions of target unmask ranges asn
function of target altitude. Different distributions can be input depending on the
category (rough, flat etc.) of terrain surrounding the site.
The Blue air defense weapon systems - the various classes of ground based air defense
systems, and fighter units - are characterizes by their deployment, the readiness status,
the control state, and by their performance data as far as required for the weapons
allocation process.
3.2.2

Target detection

Depending on th# actual application task, the detection can be simulated in two
optional ways which substantially differ by the degree of detail.
Both, the "Multi Radar Model" as well as the "Simplified detection by Area" can be run online within the overall simulation.
The Multi Radar Model uses the detailed technical data of the radars and calculates the
physical detection process (signal to interference ratio) of each individual target
regarding the target data and its electronic and geographic environment. The output is
basically the single scan detection probability and target resolution status.
AS they include the physical effects of main beam and sidelobe interference of active
jammers, clutter and chaff effects and the accuracy of measurement, these results are rather
exact and realistic, however, at the price of relatively high computer cost.
The detection by area assumes that in specific environmental areas, e.g. in the foreground
of chaff, within the spoke of an SOJ etc. the average detection probability by radar can
be expressed as a function of target radar cross section, its distance to the radar, its
altitude, and a few other target and radar parameters.

*

t
.

These parametric data of single scan detection probabilities are precaiculated by the detailed radar model for those parameter combinations which actually occur in the scenario.
Detection probability envelopes calculated for test scenarios proved this approach to be
fuasible (see fig. 5).
This method allows the precalculation of the history of intersections of the flight paths
with the boundaries of the different detection areas in advance of the combat simulation
for each target versus each radar (see fig. 6). The detection simulation itself is
reduced simply to finding out the actual set of parameters for the simulated point in
time and for each radar/target combination and to drawing a random number against the
corresponding detection probability.
Jamming targets, when covering the radar's frequency band generate a jammer strobe as
soon as they are in radar-line of sight and as long as burnthrough cannot be achieved by
the radar. The strobes are maintained in the strobe file for further processing.
3.2.3

Tracking

The tracking model is a fast running tracker which includes all degrees of freedom of
real tracking logics with the exception of the detailed mathematics of the filtering
process. Implementation of filters into buch a model is not propuoed for two reasons.
First of all, the flightpath input data do not desciibe the target trajectoriej in
sufficient detail and secondly, modelling of filters would exceed the desired grain of
the overall model. Similar to the principle applied to the simplified detection simulation, the filter performance will be regarded by so called reduction factors which
are calculated off line by detailed programs represenfing the tracking logic of the real
systems to be investigated.
Input to the tracking model is the sequence of target plots per radar and target as
generated by the detection model. The type of traclt initiation and track maintenance/
track quality calculation logic can be specified by input.
As the result the so called track quality matrix specifies for each tracking site, which
target is

in the initiation process or in the system track file and which quality is

sassigned to it at the simulated point in time.
3.2.4

Data Processing (DP)

and Data Communication (DC)

The task of this model is to
simulate the behavior of data processing and communications
equipment. The network of C2 systems is specified by the so called communication matrix
and its associated link and data processing capacities. The data generated by the
detection and tracking model is transformed into the workload of the communication net
and its processing centers which requires further information on message lengths, overhead procedures, processing times per track etc., which have to be provided to the model
from off line analysis or - when available - by measurements at the systems considered.

L-.

The DP and DC modes are processing the following types of information or messages:

.
*
*
,

system tracks
tracks in the initiation process
strobe tracks
crosstell inputs and outputs
(ground to ground, ground to air, air to ground)
C messages
. overhead factors
* basic load profile for memsages/processss other than those above
occurring in the cronstell network by a~queueing and filtering logic. Main emphasis is
paid to the track data croastell and the update process of the air picture at the sites
participating in the network.
For each processing cycle, the DP model accumulates the actual workload generatse by the
elements listed above. From the past and momentary load of the processing units, delay
times particularly those of the air picture data are determined.
The DP/DC model finally delivers the air picture as it develops in all sites and centers
of the SW/C 2 system simulated.
3.2.5

Jammer Strobe Processing

At present, the strobe tracks are maintained as part of the air picture file. Sophisticated techniques for ranging the jammers such as triangulation and correlation procedures
cannot be modelled yet, since no sufficient experimental nor theoretical experience is
available about this problem. Mathematical approaches to simple Jamming situations are
relatively easy. Solutions to the problem of larle, Jammer rich scenarios must still be
developed, which must combine the mathematical/technical support (triangulation) with
tactical judgement and measures in this jammed areas,
The data base for a first "Triangulation Model" will be time delays, load factors for DC
and DP, probabilities for positive ranging, and probabilities of ghost targets. For a
specified radar and its computer, all of these data mainly depend on two factors. The
absolute number of Jammer strobes and their relative density.
3.2.6

Air Picture Analysis and Threat Evaluation

The analysis and evaluation of the air picture is the interface between the passive part
(information acquisition) and the active part (coSunter actions) of the air defense. The
problem of this part of the A/D game is that it is impossible to include the judgement
processes, the experience of commanders, and all their objective and subjective aspects
into a simulation, except by a man - in the - loop model. Many different empirical threat
evaluation formulas are available from specific air defense systems, but they are not
applicable to a general air defense model.
The closed general simulation model hence, must be restricted to the combined assessmen•t
of the most important parameters of the air picture. The model offers the basic evaluation
and decisioni methodology. The evaluation parameters, however, must be selected by the
user as must be the importance (weighting) of these parameters and their logical combination.
Some of the usually regarded parameters are e.g.
target position relative to the FEBA
target altitude
target velocity and heading
total number of targets
number of hostile targets
concentration of targets ^to.
Other factors such as strategic situation, availability of own forces, knowledge about own
deficienco.1 es etc. might - more indirectly - iontribute to the threat evaluation too.
In order to leave this flexibilLty of choice and combination of parameters to the user,
the decision table principle was selected as a general purpose methodology for the threat
evaluation model. As can be seen from fig. 4, three different steps of threat analysis
were isolatedi

Evaluatign by hostile criteria:
In this usually rather early step of evaluation, each target is checked whether or not
it meets the so called "hostile criteria" such as number, position, heading, etc.

Air picture evaluation:
The assessment of the overall air picture must include the adittional criteria:
Total number of targets, concentration of targets, political asuumptions, etc.
This evaluation phase results in decisions on the alert and readiness status of own
air defense forces.
Threat ordering:
Another target by target evaluation must be executed in order to judge the threat which
can be expected from the individual targets of the attack, resulting in target priority
numbers or alike. This phase provides the basic evaluation of the threat as an input to
the weapons allocation process.
An example of a decision table input and some decision alternatives for the threat ordering
evaluation is shown by fig. 7.
All the three threat evaluation routines are called periodically by the frame program. If
desired or reasonable, the time period can be different for each routine or it can even
vary throughout the simulation, which allows an assessment adaptive to the actual situation.
3.2.7

The Alert and Combat Readiness Model

The core of this part of the simulation is the decision table discussed already. Each
decision center is responsible for the command of a certain area with its air defense
weapon systems deployed. The number of centers and the size of the area is a first order
means to determine the degree of control centralization. The model monitors the readiness
status of the weapon systems and provides the transition from one status into another one
if so decided, The readiness status can be structured the same way as the presently valid
Defense Readiness Postures or differently, which will be particularly necessary when
future weapon systems are considered.
Furthermore, the model monitors the availability of the weapon systems resources which
depends on one hand on the alert status and on the other hand on the actual engagements
and engagement results.
3.2.8

Engagement Allocation and Coordination

Up to this point of the simulation, the two elementary resources for the weapons allocation

process,

the evaluated air picture and
status and availability of A/D systems
have been prepared.

i

In addition, the performance data of the weapon systems (range, rate of fire etc.) and the
communication facilities from the commbnd centers to the weapon system units must be input
to the allocation model. The allocation model has to best utilize these four types of
information in order to serve the chosen measure(s) of effectiveness. In principle, one
could think of the possibility of analytically optimizing the allocation of Blue vs. Red
forces
trying
to maximize
objective
function
which in
generally
has
the bysame
dimension
as the orMOEminimize
applied.theit respective
was, however,
realized
that there
no
straight forward optimisation possible,for the following reasons:
At the time of allocation decisions, the result of the decided measures are not deterministically predictable, as the situation may change during the execution of the
decided action.
A sequence of decisions which are ontimum at the individual points in time mpy not necessarily
lead to an overall optimum effectiveness of the air defense battle. E.g. a high initial
engagement ratio can result in a maximum achievable number of killed targets (which
might be the temporary objective function), however, there might be no reserve available
to cover a second attack wave (which might contradict to the overall objective function).
It must be possible to evaluate optional,predefined allocation doctrines. An optimization
algorithm would prevent this flexibility.
Although at the closing date of this paper the allocation model wah not completed yet, the
basic approach, has already been defined (see fig. 8).
The model must provide a basic software which allows the execution of various types of
allocation rules and restrictions, selectable by the user of the model. some examples of
rules are:
engagement by area (e.g. fixed weapons engagement zones)
low targets preferred
no simultaneous engagement of the same target by fighters and SAMs allowed

only one (two ... ) engagements per target
engage as many targets as possible
Combat Air Patrol (CAP) policy, etc.

..i .. • ...
-•

......

Using the status files and the air picture as input,
potential allocations

is

calculated.

first

of all, a series of alternate

This calculation mainly regards the engagement

volumes of the weapon systems in question and, in case of SAMe, their rate of fire and
misjiles available. In case of fighters, the operating ranges and the available numbers
of 'jurties are regarded. This general allocation part also accounts for the dominating
p'zlicy rules which must be specified in advance of the allocation, e.g.
.

prohibited areas

. diatrtbution of fighters to certain rules (CAP,

GC! etc.).

These restrictions will already limit the total number of potential allocation combinations.
From these alternate allocation tables, an algorithm which regards the specific tactical
rules and restrictions as listed before,and the available communication lines, selects at
least one "reasonable" set of allocation decisions. These are affected by the decision
delay times and are finally executed. As it is in reality this will be only ona of various
possibilities, the effects of which must finally be analyzed off line and manually be comparod to the air defense objective function, whichever it might be, for the scenario
envisaged.
The described method suggests the repeated use of the once generated general allocation
tables
(which
timerules
consuming)
running
overall
modelin again.
Applying
different
sets isof rather
tactical
in the without
later part
of thethemodel
results
an accordingly
greater number of allocation variants which provide a broader result basis for final
evaluation.
The present model version does not simulate the engagement of the weapon systems. The
outcome of the engagement is rather estimated from the rough performance data which were
input to the allocation model. It is but left to the user"of the model, to apply the
engagement decision data as input to off line weapons engagement simulation models if
more accurate effectivencse figures are requested.
3.3

Limitations and Improvements

Most of the modul limitations and restrictions have already been discussed in the course
of this paper, particularly in chapter 2.2:
. no dynamic redeployment during one simulation
. ECM is limited to noise jammers uf the various types, and chaff
. only parts of the different IFF procedures are modelled.
The size of the scenario is limiteA but appears sufficient for the study questions
expected.
Besides testing,experimenting,anA
cant modification and improvment

actual applications of the first model version,
efforts

will be successively undertaKen,

centrate on the following areas:
modeling of triangulation
inclusion of new technologies
(phased array-, multi static radars, multiple radar tracking etc.)
emission control of sensors as an electronic countermeasure
implementation of a group track routine
refinement of event and queueing control of the DC and DP modnl

signifi-

w!:ich will con-

• refinement of the terrain model.

Problems are still expected with the acquisition of input data, as soon as specific air
defense systems will be named for evaluation. Three types of resources will have to be
utilized for input data generation or acquisition.
Inhouse ca ab4lity
Techn~ical
flino simulations, particularly in the area of radar detection, tracking,
strobe tracking end triangulation, data processing, and data communications are partially
available, others still have to be developed. They serve the purpose of input generation
for the overall model on one hand and on the other hand these vimulations provide
valuable tools for the evaluation of technical performance and feasibility of syste'ri
or system components, respectively.
Industry
r systems in the conceptual or the development phase the detailed technical characteristics will be requested from the responsible companies.
Measurements
From simulated or rea' axercaies or from testing experiments, life data of fielded systems
such as delay times, loads of components, tactical decisions, etc. provide an additional
data base for simulation or model verification purposes.

Areas of Application

3.4

Due to the principles as discussed in chapter 3.1, the model presented offers a wide range
of application areas, which are orientated, of course, towards the overall model
structure:
* radar types, deployments, mixes
processing and communication
Sdata
systems alternatives, network structures etc.
* threat evaluation doctrines
Ee__.aon
procedures, engagement and coordination rules
mixes ofsystems
weapon alerting
and C systems
modes of control and integration of weapon and C2 systems.
In these areas studies of different type can be supported by the methodology developedt
. feasibility studies
sensit.vity analyses of technical and tactical parameters
• comparison studies of alternate systems
.
trade off studies of iifferent subsystems against each other.
The measures of effectiveness can be chosen within the range of the classical air defense
measures, as described in chapter 2.1. Output standards have not been settled yet. They.
will be developed within the course of further model improvement efforts.
4.

CLOSING REMARKS

The challenging
work undertaken, the development of a tool which quantifies the effectiveness of EW/C 2 in air defense, includes a relatively high risk of failure because of the
complexity of the overall problem, and because predecessor efforts of this type are only
available in some specific areas. So far it could be proven, that there is a possibility of
modelling C2 in the overall air defense in a general way. Yet, it has not been substantiated in which areas the application of the model can deliver results significant
to the question and where not. A broad interest of users has been indicated for applying
the model to actual questions arising in the planning process of air defense Early
Warning and Command & Control systems.
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Abstract

The needs for a single, flexible model that credibly simulates the critical
elements/interactions in theater air defense are many and varied. The need begins
with the advanced concepts planner who needs to know the first order "theater
effectiveness" of an advanced system. The need continues with the high level defense
planner who must make a critical decision on alternative systems to develop or
manufacture.
The need typically ends with the military user who is looking for the
major theater tradeoffs as he attempts to best plan the employment of his resources
against the threat. TADENS-C 3 is a theater air defense model/methodology development
whose goal is to timely (Nov 80) produce a "credible, agreeable, and usable" model/
methodology to address tactical (strategic) theater air defense and its associated
problems/issues.
The model development scope is designed to address NATO theater air
defense. The minimum goal is to be able to addross the NATO Central Region to include
all allies. The management approach includes a single modol manager (HQ USAF/SA) and
a process whereby the analysis centers, system developers and tacticians of the
several military/civilian services have a means to affect the credibility of the final
model.
It is this "process" that will hopefully make the model "agreeable" to the
entire air defense community and potentially result in a single model/methodology
"useable" by all greatly simplifying the study/analysis approach for the systems
decision process. The nature of theater air defense dictates that the models
methodology "credibly" address such key interactions as follows: explicit CO, ECM
terrain, weather, airspace control, inte oýperability, procedural techniques, IFF, etc.
The model is being built to address these interactions with a fle:uibility to not
include a given interaction (and not pay the associated computational price) if the
interaction i.snot wanted or needed.
Specific attention is being given to methodology
to model andgame attrition of flight on flight and flight on SAM/AAA array to make it
as realistic as analytically practicable.
The paper contains the need for the model,
the model/methodology management
approach, a description of the model interactions
3
(specific attention on C modelling), a list of typical problems TADENS-C 3 can address
and the status/schedule of model development/use.

Introduction

Observations

1

* Technology is driving weapon/system development to more sophisticated,
and costly weapons/systems.
*

lethal,

Riigh lethality with its potential for misuse (against both foe and friend),
dictates the need 3 for higher level, more effective, command, control and
communications, C .

'~flhI*4L~

J
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o High coat of new systems, given budget constraints, implies fewer resource
numbers (most likely opposed by a quantitatively superior threat) which one
cannot afford to miIemploy but needs to be "multiplied" by skillful allocation
through effective C•.
o

But C3 systems are also very costly, some very vulnerable, and one might
potentially overspend on CJ when he should be buying more resource numbers.

This uircular logic leads to some interesting questions if one assumes the "law
of diminishing returns" (see Figure 1).

Ouestion

o

Which weapons systems?

How many?

3

o

How much C ?

o

Is more resource numbers with less technology better?

o

What is the comfortable size of the military budget to at least assure a
neutral outcome (i.e. where are we on Figure 1 which is very difficult to
quantify?)?

o

What can the analyst do?

The Analyst Contribution

Because the worth of a military system must be measured in terms of its military
utility/effect on battle outcome, the analyst is faced with modelling the large scope
battle, its key interactions, and the contribution of military systems to those
interactions.
In essense, the analyst must quantify, within reasonable bounds of
confidence, the tradeoffs implied in Figure 1.

The Analysis/Model/Methodology Approach

*

L

Systems Versus Learning/Llsues Versus Interactions

The operations analyst is regularly faced with quantifying the military worth of
a system (or several alternative systems) which is often related to a military defense
"issue." As such, analysis and models can easily be heavily weighted to the system/
issue at hand. The systems requiring study are often five to ten years into the
future, involving high technology, with ill defined operations concepts and requiring
answers now.
As much there is little time for model development during a study and
the anallat is often faced with making use of the limited tools and information at
hand.

In the beat of situations, the analyst has #ime to amply explore the system,
issue and their interactions in relationship to the total military force; he also has
a flexible total force model that has a "basis" (like a vector space) to capture the
key interactions of virtually any system to "e placed into the total force. A model
with such a "basis" of interactions looks to the future and has a long lifetime of
utility with limited need to modify the model or evolve it over time.
It also is a

*

A

model that allows one to study the military worth of an element in the basis (i.e.

what is the military value of more "information" in theater air defense?) without
reference to a specific system. Thim "shede light" on the importence of the element
and all the systems whose major contribution is that element.
It is a model that
promotes learning about the importance of key interactions.

Credible/Agreeable/Useable

'Since total force analysis outs across many military organizational responsibili'ties, functions and disciplines, there is a real need to coordinate and get major
agreement on the followings
e

The model and ito interactions

.

Database for the model

The model also must afford a transparent, easily described structure to specify how
military forces are deployed aad employed. The end result is an *agreeable* analysis
tool with many users.

However, to be "agreeable" (producing acceptibility of results) the model/
analysis must be believable.
This "credibility" of model analysis results is brought
about by a verification process peculiar to operations analysis:

e

A credible whole model is the sum of its credible parts and their interactions

a The model/analysis results and trends must make sense and cause/effect must be
traceable

.

Model results need to compnre well with limited scope test results

The first, results from a model development whose origin begins with a thorough
examination of the problem, its parts and potential interactions. The second, results
from a good database, a model with sufficient/flexible output, and keen analysis of
cause and effect. The last is a bonus, if one is fortunate to find a good documented
"test case.

And finally, to be "useable," the model must not be overburdened with unnecessary
detail that requires one to gather a difficult database and that dictates very long
computation time.
3
process has been strongly guided by the above principals
with The
muchTADENS-C
emphasis development
on the following:

e

A thorough Pxamination of the theater air defense problem/interactions and
definition uf a model with a "basis" of key interactions.

e

Coordination on the model development with a broad spectrum of military/defense

organizations involved in air defense.

The model is planned to be available Nov 80. only time will tell if the model management process produces a result that is credible, agreeable and useable.
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Theater Air Defense Problem

Problem Scope

The nature of theater air defense interactions and the questions being asked to
be quantified, dictate the need for a thoater level model with the following key
interactions:
*

Defensive counter air (DCA)/Offensive counter air (OCA) operations

e

Coalition DCA/OCA over a broad geopraphical area (i.e. NATO Central Region)

e

Environmental effects (terrain, weather, electronic counter measures,
effects)

*
*

Interoperability of forces of diverse nature
Explicit-procedural C3/information

*

weapons

S stems (surface to air mismilep-SAM, short range air defense-SHORAD, antiinterceptors-FI, identification friend and
artillery-AAA,
navigation) and fighter
deployment

aircraft
~foe-IFF,

l
*

Logistics of SAM/FI

*

Identification/airspace control/fratricide

6

Tactics/procedures/employment

i.

TADENS-C

3

Model "Basis"

The TADENS-C 3 model is being designed to include the aforementioned broad "basis"
of interactions to provide a model for learning. A basic one-sided "mirror image" of
the force model is shown in Figure 2. The computer programming of the interactions is
such that a given interaction can be taken out of the model, through input, and not pay
the associated computational price if the interaction is not wanted or needed. The
level of detail in an interaction is such to capture the essmnse of its effects yet
keep model computation time to a minimum. As the model is used, and learning occurs
on the importance of interactions, some interactions may be taken from the model input
to improve computation time.

41

C3 Model "Basis"
Figure 3 shows the "basis" of interactions included in the C3 part of the model.
Input is flexible to allow the analyst to build whatever C3 system/network in needed.
The following additional "basis" of interactions are defined and planned:
* Capacity of sensors,

links, nodes

e Content and quality of information (messages)
a Terrain/ECM/kill interruptions
a Node level of command
.

Link data/message restrictions

*

Separate networks/fusion at common nodes

from sensors/units

'6%

2
(Lynch, U.H.D., 1979) is the definition of changes to an eaisting model DADENS-C
that in currently planned to provide the fra~mework for TADENS-C . A portion of this
reference in provided as an appendix to this paper to provide the reader with a sample 3
description of the level of detail defined for the "basis" of interactions in TADENS-C .

Quantifiable Tradeoffs

The following is a list of foreseeable, qucntifiable tradeoffs inherent in the
TADENS-C 3 "basis" of wndel interactionst
* Military worth of more C3 versus more resource

(i.e. SAM/FT)

* Military worth of more timely, accurate information on air defense
9* Impact of tCM-resistant,

interoperable xFF on identification

_

Changes in PI fratricide under different (procedural vs close C3 ) airspace
control techniques

e

Mix of FIl (mobile/flexible but C3 and weather dependent) and SAMs (lethal,
quick-reacting but not mobile)

9

Key ground-air resource survivability (C2 centers, AWACS, etc.)

e

Impact of ground sensor netting for SHORADS

*

Impact of ground sensor turnoff (increased survivability) with AWACS capability

a

Interoperability of FT with base logistics in NATO

,

Impact of not sensing real killers (bombers?) in a massive attack

e

Point defense versus area defense

* C3 system capacity/saturation effects

""
e

Impaut of holding SAM/PI resources in reserve for better force utilization
over time
Impact of satellite relay/navigation

(more survivable?) on force effectiveness

over time

a

Stockpilwsa of weapons needed/use rate in a massive attack

Model/Development Status

Model Framework
SThe Divisinnal Air Defense Engagement Simulation-command and Control (DADENs-C2)
in an existing model whose framework (75,000 lius
of code, six modules-500,000 bytes
largest module) is a candidate for the TADENS-CJ model. As of July 1979, DADENS-CA is
completely user documented, mathematically verified with four structured and documented
test cases,and operating on an IBM 3032 computer. The model capabilities have been
compared against the desired theater air defense Nbasis" of interactions and the
required changes defined. A powerful model in its own right, DADENS-C2 tanes about
three man-months to train an analyst to use and interpret. While TADINS-C§ is in final
development, DADENS-C will be used to 2 study specific problems for which it is credible.
Documentation on the existing DADENS-C model is at refarence(BDM Corporation, 1979).
Results of the test cases, and model "useability," is currently in analysis at the time
"of thip paper. An evaluation of the DADENS-C4 model and the defined changes will be

"-

-!-----*et-

9"6
done by a broad spectrum of US military/defense organizations in early August 1979.

Tentative Schedule

Proyided the DADENS-C 2 model is chosen as the model framework to modify, the
capability should be available by November 1980. The decision point 3
TADENS-CJ model
Current information on TADENS-C
on DADENS-C 2 development is planned for August 1979.
development status will be verbally reported at paper presentation.

References
Sponsored by HQ USAF, ACS/SA
Feb 1979,
BDM Corporation/W-77-476-TR,
Sumnary"
"Volume I DADENS-C 2 Executive
2
"Volume III DADENS-C2 Planner's/User's Manual - Input Data"
"Volume IV DADENS-C Functional Documentation"
Lynch, U.H.D., July 1979, "Theater Air Defense Engagement Simulation-Command/Control/
Communications-TADENS-C0 Change Definition," HO USAF, ACS/SA.
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Appendix

I

DEFINITION OF ECM/ECCM INTERACTIONS

1. ECM Generators
a.

Threat Types - Standoff jammers

(GDJ) will be modelled.
as follows$

(SOJ),

escort jaspers (ESJ),

and ground jammers

The ECM threat will be attackable by Blue defense resources

~ECM

SOJ

ESJ

SAM

X

X

AAA

X

X

GDJ

Defense

!I,

X

Artillery (BM)
x

DCA FI

X

Blue Strike

x

x

Blue OCA Cells

X

X

Blue strike escort jammers, ground jammers and standoff
A capability will be added to
The Red
designate a variable number of the 63 FI/SAM defenses in DADENS-C• as "Red."
defenses will interact wijh Blue strike/OCA aircraft in like manner as the "proposed"
Blue defenses in TADENS-C . A portion of all current threat cells (typea aircraft also)
other than Blue strike, will have the capability of being identified in the input
(and in the IDENT AIRSPACES) as a Blue OCA strike force.
b.

Defense (Blue) Types

-

jamners will be simulated in like manner as para l.a.

&

,•

•

*'•

As much, Blue ground jammers shall be targetable and vulnerable to all current
Blue SOJ shall be vulnerable to Red SAM/AAA and Red
Red threat types and vice versa.
SOJ (i.e.
cells with an alternate mission to sense and attack Blue (non-reacting)
Red defenses (i.e. SAM/C 3 network) shall have
similar to Red KILLER threat to AWACS).
the capability to sense a Blue AWACS and attack. The converse shall be true for Blue
Strike/OCA cells and SAMe against the Red AWACS.

2.

RCM Equipment

types

All Red/Blue FCM threat types shall be capable of carrying the frilowing
variable number) of ECM equipment:

(in

uNoise Jam
Carrier

Barrage

__

Spot

SOi

X

X

ESJ

X

X,

GDJ
A/C Coll

X

Deception
SSJ

Smart

Chaff

Flare

Electronic

X

X

X

X

X

x

Each ECM carrier shall have input to define several fixed time intervals to
turn ECH equipment on/off. The noise jammors on carriers shall be modelled by
standard jamming power/range equations constrained by coverage geometry dWfined

relative to the carrier.

3. ECM Environment. Generator Module

t iearth

The time dynamic ECM carrier/equipment definition in para 1 and 2 shall be used
to compute the SCM environment (i.e. jameer signal power in a variable frequency range)
at any point in 6pace. Terrain masking shall not be currently considered but near
line of might constraints shall be considered for ground jamnmers.
A precomputed (PEG like) ECM environment generator (fixed timn interval) stored
on disc/tapa shall be examined as a means to save computation time for a specific
threat/defense scenario. Knowledge of ECM generators killed, on/off, at a sposcifio
time can be used to compute the ECM environment at a specific spatial point. Since

,inherent
T

both Red and Blue ECM threats are considered, self Jamming of Red/B ue defense will be
in the ECM Environment Generator Module.
4.

3CM Effects
ECM impacts on Red/Blue defensive elements shall be:
Noise into radar antenna/IFV equipment/navigation
1. Jamming of iommunication links

A.

C.

Deception/degradation of radar infomation/quality

D. Degradation of launched weapons
a.

Radars
(1) All ground sturveillance radars shall be subject to impacts A and C.

Consideration will be given to a means to model
model for SAM/AAA units. All individual ground
capability/option(determined by input) to sense
radar. An option shall be added to turn off/on

fixed at input.
(2)

impact of A and C on the "simple" radar
radiating targets shall have a
ARM attack and automatically turn uff
individual radars at time intervals

Air Surveillance

AWACS and satellite radars shall also be subject to impacts A and C. The
ECM Module shall be constructed in a way that includes modelling jamming of individual
F1 radar (see pare 113c5).
(3)

ECCM

Command and control techniques/procedures shall be examined/modelled to
simulate the capability of C' centers to triangulate or allocate a resource to fly
down a strobe.
b.
Communication Links

All ground/air communication links (explicit, implicit, or implied) shall be
subject to impact B.

The major s±tevt will be a relationship between S/J ratio and

message error (i.e. no information, partial information, message repeat).
C.

'

+

units.

IFF Equipment/Navigation

Several types of IFF equipmont will be modelled to place on all defensive
A match of IFF equipment shall be required for a potential correct IFF response.

IFF on all aircraft shall have the capacity to turn on/off by prespecified input time
IFF equipment on aircraft shal have defined interrogation geometry for a
intervals.

-.

.-

potential correct IFF response as a function of interrogation capacity and ECM

envircanent at sender and receiver.
d.

For navigation see para I2.

Weapon Effectu

All weapons (SAM, AAA, BM, RPV, guided bombs, ASM, ARM, etc.) shall be subject
to degradations (i.e. reduced CEP, SSKP, etc.) resulting from the ECM environment
through which they must transverse.
5.

Model Change Mechanization

As much as possibl, all model change shall be made in a manner that tha interacotion can be eliminated through model input and not impact the model configuration/run
time/efficiency.

I1

DEFINITION OF SENSOR/INFORMATION QUALITY CHANGES
1. Visual Model
An additional visual model will be added and capable of being attached to the

following entities be they Blue or Redi SAM, AAA, DCA fighter interceptors, OCa
aircraft. Ten (10) types of visual models will be capable of input, any one type which
can be attached to a given resource entity.
Two range inputs, for each entity (ground
or air) capable of being acquired by the visual sensor, will define the model as
follows:
Information at each range

Distribution

Default

"type" entity identification
number of entities

uniform
normal

perfect
perfect

If the entity, having the visual model, is in a weather airspace (see para 11)
specified visibility range, this latter range will limit the visual model.
2.

of

Navigation Site/Sensor Model
A navigation capability will be modelled which can be attached to any node of

a C3 network. The model will be a l/R2 signal strength, line of sight transmission
model constrained by azimuth/elevation limitations. There will be the capability to
have up to five (5) types of navigation systems. The accuracy of the system will be
modelled by normal distributions, on position and velocity accurac of update, as a
function of number of received signals. The node navigation capability shall be lost/
damaged in the same manner as the uode. Entities in the scenario shall be capable of
receiving navigation updates provided they are characterized as follows:
•

Entity has a receiver on board of the navigation system type.

•

Signal strength required to receive a signal is available from the source.
(Navigation link susceptibility to 1CM jamming will be included in the
model)

a

Minimum number of received signals needed are available at the receiver.

3. Radar Models (all current types in model)
a.

Information Quality

Physical acquisition of objects by radars will be modelled as currently
done. However, the information content/quality at acquisition/during tracking will be
a function of range. A variable number of ranges will be input for each radar type.
At each input range, the following inputs will characterize the content and quality of
the acquisition/tracking information:
Information Content

Quality/Distribution

Default

"type" entity identification

uniform

perfect

number of entities

normal

perfect

position of entities
velocity vector

normal
normal

perfect
perfect

"Type" inform;ation above will be added to the IDENTIFICATION airspace logic.
L,

Low Level Clutter/Multipath

A separate vlume shall be defined for each positioned radar in which
acquisitions are degraded due to Llutter/multipath. Acquisition information content/
quality within this volume will be characterized by a different set of inputs as in
para 3a.

c.

Radar Model Capacity

1) Aircraft Types - A capability will be added to allow (or limit) a
radar type to see any and all type. of aircraft, which must finally be classified as
HOSTILE/FRIEND/UNKNOWN in the CJ network per logic of the IDENTIFICATION airspace.
2)

Track Production Areas (TPA)
A fixed airspace (TPA) will be associated/attached to each radar.

Though the radar may acquire objegts outside the TPA, the radar does not send an

acquisition message through the CJ network unless the object is in the radar's TPA.
3)

-iSbeginning

Track Capacity

An input will be added which limits the number of tracks that a
handle within its TPA. A saturation message will be sent to the PCC at the
of saturation and at its conclusion. Objects determined as FRIEND will be
dropped from this capacity accounting.

"radar can

4)

Satellite/Sensors/Communications

Position of satellite/sensors shall be capable of input (latitude/
longitude or UTM) as a function of time. Communication link. between satellites or to
the ground shall be limited by LOS/Earth constraints. Current radar model and navigation sensor (see para 2) will be associated/carried by a specific satellite.
5)

Aircraft Sensing (Radar) Model

In addition to the visual model (pare 1), a radar model will be
added to each airaraft type for acquisition. For each type entity which the radar can
acquire, the following inputs will be posoible. relative range at which entity is
sensedl positive relative altitude limitj lower relative altitude limit. AS such, a
range and altitude check determines if the aircraft acquire an entity. No information
other than the relative position of a potential target is to be implied by this
acquisition. Degoadation of the radar range by ECM will be modelled (seo para 14a ).
III

WEATHER MODEL DEFINITION

A weather airspace (a) will be defined by centerline (two points), width and
altitude band (two points) inputs. Within this airspace a visibility Lange will be
modelled as a function of timn and linearly interpolated. The visibility range in
the airspace will limit the visual model of par& 11 I. Knowledge of weather at PCCs
will be perfect information but delayed by a time interval defined by input.
Iv

COMMUNICATION NETWORK CHANGE DEFINITION
1. Communication Network

Links between nodes (senders/receivers) will be associated with a specific
network name.
Information on this network must be transmitted over links defined
for this network. Multiple links, between nodes in a network, shall be limited (by
input) to specific message "types/numbers." A flexible switohing logic shall be
constructed at a node having multiple links to another node. A node will have a
capability for data "fusion" (by input) between different networks at the same node.
Several communication link routing logics between sender and receiver (i.e. shortest
time, minimum links) will be implemented.
2.

Unit Status Information

Unit status information, which is used in the decision process of resource
allocation through command and control, will be integrated into the information flow
modelling of the model.
3.

Links

A capability to disconnect/reconnect a conmmunication link (i.e. at any roint
on a path from sender to receiver) based on time wilJ be constriicted in the model.
Air to air and air to ground links will be LOS/Earth constrained (not terrain).
Explicit jammable links will be defined to and from aircraft within the CV network.
4.

Command and Control Centers

a. Message "type" priority for processing will be defined by input for each
C2 center.
Because TPAs (see pare 113c2) may overlap or because a Cl carter may
receive several tracks (of different quality) on a single threat, a track correlation
(uniform distribution on perfect track correlation knowledge) model will be implemented.
On those tracks which do correlate, a "track quality" model/decision process will be
employed.
A workload/capacity model will be constructed Zor the C2 center decision
process.

b.

Tactloal Network Control

If a radar below the PCC has been destroyed (assume perfect information),
the PCC shall have the capability to assign the TPh of the destroyed radar to another
radar in its network (i.e. assign alternate TPAs to radars at input) after a fixed
decision delay'time. A PCC in a DEFENSE shall be limited to control specifio resource
types/locations defined by data input. PCCs at a lower level in the CJ network will
send messages to a PCC at higher level on force allocation to targets., The PCC at
the higher level will send messages to control/interrupt the resource allocation of the
lower PCC based on the information it has available.
New command and control messages
will be defined (see pare VII) for a high level PCC which will be limited to flow
over ,peoifio links (see pare IV 1) to lower level PCCs.
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SUMMARY

"

*

This paper describes the air defence system simulation model in use at the SHAPE Technical Centre.
The
model comprises detailed submodels for airborne and ground-based early warning sensors, command and
control operations, ground-controlled intercepts, multiple air combat engagements, ind electronic countermeasure operations.
Modifications in hand will include the simulation of. surface-to-air missile systems
and will permit the interactive running of the model as a one-sided wargaming system with a battle
manager commanding and controlling his air defence force via graphics displays.
The computer corfiguration
used in running the model is described and also the specific software methods employed.
A threedimensional graphics facility was developed to facilitate the 4volution and validation of tactics for
modern fighter aircraft and future missiles.
Additional validation methods were applied, such as the
correlation of model results with live flying trials.
The paper closes with a brief account of past and
possible future applicautions.
1.

,

[In

INTRODUCTION

1975 the SHAPE Technical Centre, The Hague, Netherlands, initiated the development of a theatre-level
model for the simulation of integrated air defence operations.
At that time it was realised that the
operations analysis community in general and SHAPE Technical Centre in particular were lacking the tools
for the credible sassessment of the operational performance of air defence systems.
An air defence
system may be considered as being composed of several subsystemsi
An air surveillance subsystem
,,An air resource allocation subsystem
A weapon control subsystem
-,A
communications oubsystem

-

-

Weapons systems.

in reality, the first four components are combined into the "Air Command, Control and Communication System".
ýt

The air defence uystem is extremely complex, with many intoractions between its subsystems at various
levels of cummand.
Because of this and because of the lack of experience in the design and validation of
a model describing such a large system, it was dacided that the process of developing the model should be
split into several phases and that the scope of each phase should be dependent on the uxperience gained in
previous phases,
As a result model development is a time-consvming evolutionary process extending over
several years and interrupted by production periods when the evolvinqg model is in use.
The first phase in model development was concerned with establishing a framrawork and structure f;r the
complete model with some parts being fully implemented,
The product of the first phase of development is
the "COMO Interceptor Operations Model",
Particular emphasis was placed on the final stage of the
intercept procesY, the interactions between groups of opposing aircraft, as it was determined that statements
on the factors affecting the outcome of air combats were virtually unsupported by hard facts or credible
analyses and were mainly governed by subjective and very often oontradicting personal opinions of fighter
pilots.
It was felt that the effectiveness of air defence systems could Isedetermined only if the final
stage could be represented credibly.
It was decided to implement the detailed engagement tactics of m versus n aircraft because only one-versusone simulation programs and simulators were available and this appeared to be completely unrealistic Fince
no air force in the world wotO.d send one fighter on a mission.
There were no means for ext-apo),ating
from the results of ons-versus-one simulations to those of many-versus-many.
This paper is split into five parts: the first part contains a dercription of the current operational
status of the interceptor model, the second and third parts g~ve an outline of the cumputational techniques
used, tne fourth part is concerned with the validation methods, and the fifth and final part deals with the
modifications in hand to convert the interceptor operations midel into an air defenc'e system simulation
model.

.
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THE COMO INTERCEPTOR OPEKATIONS MODEL

2.1.

Description

The COMO
Interceptor Operations Model is a theatre-level air combat model for the simulation of the ground
and air operations of a force of air defence fighters against multiple raids,
The model design was a cooperative effort of the General Research Corporation, Huntsville, and the SHAPE Technical Centre, The Hague.
model includes simulations of the functions of:
-

-

-

Ground-based and airborne early warning sensors
Command and control
Airbass operations
Ground-controlled internept mission profiles
Airbovne targtt detection, acquisition, and selection
Airborne missile launch computer,

-

The human decision-making process of selecting aircraft manoeuvwrs
Aircraft manceuvers
Missile lock-on
Mi6sile launch and fly-out
Missile end game effectiveness function.

The conceptual model structure of the defending side is shown in Figure 1. The defence elements consist
of airborne and ground-based sensors, track files, and airbases linked to one of several possible Command
and Control Cohtres; fighters artrlinked to their respective airbases and each fighter can carry one or
two types of missiles.
The conceptual model structure of the attacking side is indicated in Figure 2. Medium bombers, fighter
bombers, escort fighters, self-screening jammars, escort jammers and stand-off jammers may be the elements
Escort fighters and self-screening jammirs may carry one or two missile types.
of an attacking formation.
Figure 3 indicates the sequence of modelled events.
-

-

-

¶

A typical example of the events simulated is:

Formations penetrate into an area to be defended
They may or may not be detected by early warning sensors
Tracks are built up on targets detected and resolved
Interceptors ore allocated and dispatched against the threat
Interceptors fly on a GCI course and search for targets
Upon target detection the interceptors try to manoeuver themselves into firing position
and deliver air-to-sir weapons
After missile launch the interceptors may engage other targets or return t( base if
their fuel or missile stock is depleted
Attacking aircraft search fnr interceptors
Upon deten ion of interceptors, fighter bombers run away and escort aircraft engage
in air combat by trying to manoeuver themselves into position to deliver air-to-air
mipjiles.

The feat,.rz. modelled are elaborated in the following paragraphs.

,

Sensors report plot information on detected targets to the Command and Control Centre, which is supposed to
represent the combined intelligence and computer power of the Ground Environment System,
In reality, the
task performe4 by our single Command and Control Contre would be performed at different levels of command
and at different locations.
For the simulation program, however, this does not make any difference, ex.cept
for the time delays which are represented in the model.
The Command and Control Centre correlates the plot information with tracked targets and uses it to update
target tracks and to build up new target tracks if the plots do not corre-ate with any tracks already
available.
In the book-keeping for a suite of track files a target count is performed, the count depending
on the resolution oapahility of the sensor in questicn.
Tracking errors resulting from system parameters
and target behaviour may be superimposed, as well as any electronic countermeasures affecting the sensors,
The effects of triangulaýion of targets in heavy ECM conditions can he simulated, but the well-known deghosting problem is asLumed to have been solved,
There is no deg:'iosting algorithm in the program, and
there are no tracks built up on ghost targets.
After target tracks have been established, the Command and Control Centre~allonataq air resources by comparing available fighters on airbase and on cembat-air-patrol (CAP) patterns with hostiln tracks.
Fighters are allocated according to specified criteria, for example, to attempt to minimise enemy penet, ation,
to attempt to maximipe aircraft range, and to achieve a desired fore,, ratio against targets countud.
Due
tc erroneous target counts caused by limited sensor resolution or ECM it may happen that an insufficient
numbtr of fighters is allocated against the threat with the possible consequences of ir effectiveness ind
a high loss rate,
If, on the other hand, the number of flghter, z' _,ated I- 'ore tnan suffiiient, the defendin,,A 11
•iiy
prove to have illocateO. a sigilficant proportion of its whole fighter force against a fow ýa&,•'ts, and
does not hive bnough resources left to counter a second or third raid l'enetrating possibly some vimo later.
This brief and over-simplified account of, iome of the difficultius associated with intelligent resource
allocation of fighters against the air threat nmakes it clear thac thiu is a problem of enormous complexity
which is very diff~cult to solve by "canning" resoutrce allocation policies into At,algorithm,
It is in
this area that the intelligence, pattern recognition capability, and intuition of a real-world battle
manager comes into play,
Th~refore it is only logical thaý the next version of the interceptor model
should be run Interactively with a man-in-the-loop to cake care of the resourc allocation on the basis of
information on the tir picture and the resources available, pruouintod t,z hitn by graphics displays,

*

Now,

independently of how good c, bow bad the selected resource allocation policy may be, the Command and
Centre everitually deoidea onl the nillnhets and locations of fighters tu be deployed and passus its
oders to fighters al.ready airborne (for example, circling i~n CAP patterns) or to alrbanes which, after a
given scrambling time delay, launch the desired number of aircraft, provided the aircraft are available,
The aircraft fly in formations assumed immediately after take-off,

"Control

The Command and Control Centre guid8e
a specified GCI mode, which may be:
-

Close control
Loose control

Broadcast control.

the interceptor formations to the desired kill point according to
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The attack tactics to be used are strongly dependent on the weapons carried by each of the participants.
Tactics incorporated in the model include:
-

Cut-off tactic (for all-aspect weapons)
Final turn lead collision course (for rear hemisphere infrared weapons)
Pursuit course (for example against targets being triangulated)
Single turn tactic with a predefined track-crossing angle.

Interceptors search for targets using airborne detection devices such as A/I radar, FLIR, TV, or the
human eyeball.
The pesformance of the sensors is represented by detection ranges, single scan probability
All the variables can be made dependent on weather
of detection, detection cones, or scan time.
conditions, ECM conditions, speeds, altitudes, and other system-dependent or target-dependent variables.
Aftor target detection, a fighter becomes autonomous and there is no link to the Cosesnd and Control
Centre.
The fighter is now "in air combat".
Each aircraft in nir combat passes iteratively through
an air combat decision and manoeuvering logic at a fixed time step.
The air combat decision and
manceuvering logic comprises:
-

-

A target search and detection logic
A target selection logic
A manoeuver selection logic
A missile in-range computation
A missile launch logic
A missile fly-out model
A logic which implements the manosuver selected and performs all integrations and
updating of all aircraft and missile state vectors.

The target selection logict Each fighter selects one of several detected targets, depending on specified
criteria, and continuously updates this selection, switching over to a "better" target If there is one.
Such a selection could be based on an estimated time-to-kill and time-to-be-killed with respect to ouch
detected target, and the target chosen is that for which one of these is a minimum,
Another basis for
selection could he geometrical properties such as distance and look angle, from which measures of
position of advantage or disadvantage could be derived for the possible targets.
All these logics have one fault in common: they assume perfect knowledge of each of several possible
targets.
Another assumption is that a pilot would be capable of assessing the value of and the danger
represented by each of several detectable opponents and would finally choose the "best" opponent as his
target.
It is well-known that the numbar of "channels" in which a human operator can think is limited.
Additionally, the time available to perform such an assessment is extremely short,
Thus it seems unlikely that a pilot would really select the "best" target.
This consideration immediately leads to the
assumption of a random target selection logic.
A reasonable target selection logic probably lies
somewhere between the two extremes.
There does not seem to be a way out of the dilemma, because of the difficulty of modelling human behaviour
and decision making under conditions of very high physical and mental stress.
For obvious reasons, there
cannot be a single "correct" target selection logic.
In this situation we took the usual operational analysis approach of trial and error.
We made a sensitivity
analysis, and implemented and tested different target selection logics.
Fortunately, the overall results
indicated that - although different logics resulLed In more or less different absolute xe'dults of single
simulated air combats - the trends extracted from a large number of simulation runs tend to be independent
of the logic chosen anJ other factors such as force ratio, fk.rmation build up, missile performance, and
iFF situation seem to be of higher importance than an "optimum" target selection which is in any way uncurtain.
The combat manoeuver logic: The combat manoeuver logic Implemented is comparable to the equivalent parts
of well-known and well-reputed one-versus-one models,
Depending on relative geometry and weapon performance, one of a suite of offensive or defensive manoeuvers is selected against the current target.
Due to the target selection logic implemented, target switching may occur during a specific manoeuver.
In this case the 'nanoeuver is interrupted and another manoeuver is initiated against the new target,
In addition, specific tactics for the delivery cf medium range air-to-air missiles were implemented at the
request of a NATO Working Group.
These tactics include:
-

The extension tactic for delivering medium range semi-active missiles
Stand-off tactics for delivering fire-and-forget missiles.

The missile in-range computation: At regular time intervals the program checks the firing opportunities
for each arcraft in the game.
A missile may be Vired if all the following conditions are fulfilled
concurrently!
-

Seeker head is locked-on to the target
Look angle to target is smaller than the off-boresight capability of the missile
Target is within kinematic range
Turning rate of line-of-sight is smaller than the maximum slew rate of the seeker head
Target has been identified as being hostile.

Seeker head lock-on i.angv may be described as a function of system-dependent and target-dependent parameters,
for example, thrust setting, speed, alLitude, and aspect angle for ar infrared seeker head, or radar cross
which may be dependent on the aspect angle for radar seeker imeads.

•section,
A

*
S

F

A simple method of identification is simulated:

an aircraft is considered to be identified if any other of

-

l
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its opponent aircraft manages to close in to a distance smaller than the identification range specified.
In this way,.cooperative tactics for visual identification can be simulated: the first fighter identifies,
Alternatively, the identification range may be replaced by a set of curves of
the second fighter shoots.
The kinematic range of a missile is
probabilities of identification as a function of distance to target.
input as a table dependent on parameters such as aspect angle, speeds, altitudes, or as a subroutine con'talnlg the software of an actual missile launch computer - if that information is available and releasable,
The missile launch losic: If all the necessary conditions are fulfilled a missile or a salvo of missiles
The missile launch logic generates the missiles after a given time delay
can be fired against the target.
and takes care of any appropriate book-keeping such as a reduction in the number of missiles an aircraft
carries or reductions in the masf and drag of an aircraft.

F

The missile fly-out model: The fly-out of each individual missile is simulated to a degree of detail not
The essential aerodynamic properties and control limitations
usually encountered in this type of model.
As the missile passes the target at close distance a Monte Carlo
are reasonably well represented.
decision on the target kill is made on the basis of the missile kill probability, which may be a function of
If a target in killed it is removed
end game parameters such as relative' speeds and track crossing angles.
from the game, and survIving aircraft continue searching and attacking new targets until their fuel or
In this case aircraft re-link themselves to the Command and Control Centre,
missile stock is depleted.
After landing on the home base,
which takes care of their recovery and guides them to their home base,
aircraft are put into a queue for reloading and refueling, and are available for new missions after a given
time delay.
Airbase operations are essentially modelled as serving the queues of aircraft to be repaired
The appropriate stocks of weapons and fuel
on the base, to be reloaded and refueled, and to take off,
The sortie generation capability of the airbase can be made a
are reduced as aircraft are serviced.
function of the damage level of the airbase, which again may be a function of the number of bombers passing
Airbase attack and airbase vulnerability are not, however, explicitly
over the airbase during the game.
modelled.
Attackinz sidet The attacking side is described in a simpler way than the defending side because the
Attacking aircraft fly in formations of
ground environment and airbaae operations are not simulated.
These formations follow a specified track, leading to the target to be attacked and
up to 31 aircraft,
returning to a "go home" point.
Attacking aircraft search for interceptors using their on-board detection devices such as A/I radar, FLIR,
If an interceptor is detected, escorting fighters accept the engagement and start
or the human eyeball,
The air combat logics for escort fighters are identical to those for interceptors,
to close in and attack.
The missile
Escorts try to manoeuver themselves into firing position and launch missiles if they can.
fly-out is simulated and a Monte Carlo decision on the effect of a "missile explode" event is made.
Fighter bombers try to avoid engagement by interceptors by running away if an interceptor manages to come
If the interceptor still continues closing in, fighter bombers drop
closer than a critical distance.
their weapon load and try to avoid being shot down by performing evasive manoeuvers.
Medium bombers are non-responsive to any attack by interceptors: they continue flying on their predefined
track and are easy targets for interceptors which manage to break through the screen of escorting fighters,

*

If escort fighters or fightel, bombers survive to be engaged by interceptors they continue flying to their
next trackpoint or return home if their fuel stock drops below a critical value.
Elements of each formation may be defined as ýammers.
-

There are provisions for three types of jammer:

Escort jammers
(ESJ)
Self-screening jammers (SSJ)
Stand-off jammers
(603).

The effects of ESJ and SSJ are modelled primarily by denying th* ground environment the capability of
The Ungagement of a jamming formation is
counting the number of targets flying within a formation,
initiated only if the formation is detected by at least two sensors so that strobe triangulation is
The
Additionally, detection ranges and kill probabilities can be made a function of jamming.
possible.
aggregate effects of all Jammers in the game for each sensor are determined for the current line of sight,
Burn-through and
osthat specific sectors of sensors degrade and black out dynamically during the game.
sidelobe jamming are neglected.
2.2
'j

,,

Input Data Required to Drive the Program

Input data are required to describe:
-

The scenario

-

The function and performance of the Command and Control System
The aircraft performance
The missile performanco.

-

All data are input by a special free-format input language (COMIL), which is very fast and flexible and
The input
allows the definition of scenario, tactics, and performance to almost any degree of detail.
file drives the program.

I

Several
The scenario is described by a set of data defining attack routes and threat formation build up.
aircraft types in different numbers can fly in the same formation, and the performance of each ot the airEarly warning sensors have to be defined with respect to their
craft types has to be defined separately.
The tracking capability of the system has to be
position, detection cauability, and terrain screening.
Allooation rules resulting
described by maximum number of track files, time delays, and tracking errors.

**-*~4.-.

in policy or strate:gic decisions are defined for the Command and Control System.
Airba:s: are defined
with respect to their position and aircraft servicing and sortie generation capability.
Different
interceptor aircraft types may be deployed on different airbases.
Some aircraft may be airborne and
circling in combat air patrol patterns at the start of the game.
Aircraft performance is described by
means of drag and lift co-efficients and thrust as a function of Mach, Pititude, thrust setting, wing
sweep and so on.
Initial fuel load and specific fuel consuinption as a function of different flight
Each aircraft may carry up to two air-to-air missile types, the perparameters have to be defined.
formance of which is defined by the acquisition performance of the seeker head as a function of systemdependent and target-dependent parameters, thrust profile, drag characteristics, lateral acceleration

capability, and end game effeotivonees.
A medium size scenario with a few attacking formations, several
sensors, airbases and interceptor types may require between some hundreds and some thousands of input
values to be defined, depending on the degree of detail desired and the level of aggregation being played.
3.

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION FOR RUNNING THE MODEL

The computer configuration is shown in Figure 4.
The model resides in memory in the CDC CYBER 173 computer.
A graphics terminal is connected to the CYBER 173.
During execution of the model the position
of all participating combat units is displayed on the screen of the graphics terminal at chosen time
intervals (for example, every ten game seconds the positions of the combat units are displayed).
The
user can monitor the progress of the game and control the running of themodel.
A set of output commands enables the following information to be stored on disc or given am listed output
of the running simulation:
The history contains X-Y locations, height, speed components,
acceleration components and variables of which the value changes in the course of
the game, e.g., fuel on board, number of missiles available, number of missiles
fired, name of the target.

(1)

History of the game,

(2)

Results of the simulation run.
Contents are: name of an aircraft which launched
a missile, name of the target, name and type of the missile, speeds of the launching
aircraft and the target, look angles, closing speed and thrust levels at time of
launch, etc.
The results include the outcome of a "missile explode" event, indicating

,

whether it was a target kill and if
(3) Debugging and testing aids.

not what was the reason.

They contain memory dumps, check listings and maps.

Output stored on disc can be post-processed and statistical analyses with plotted information may be
"made automatically or controlled through an output control terminal.
Another command forces the running model to write history-like information on a magnetic tape.
This
tape can be processed and run by STC's graphics facility to give a detailed view of the game on a largescreen three-dimensional graphics display similar to a moving picture,
Additionally, the graphics
facility can be driven by the CDC computei'.
Example output generated by the model control graphics terminal is presented in Figures 5 - ' which show
a sequence of thrue hardcopies taken from the terminal at several game-minute intervals.
This run
simulated an attack by approximately 150 aircraft at low altitude in close formation; the aircraft
diverted to various air defence installations in TWOATAF.
Airborne early warning was provided by an E-3A
aircraft circling over the Netherlands.
Fifteen CAP patterns with a manning of two aircraft each were
deployed over the area,
Aircraft positions are displayed every ten seconds.
The information which can
be extracted from these hardcopies is limited but they illustrate the capability of the model to handle
theatre-level analysis and still simulate each sensor, aircraft, and missile to almost any desired degree
of detail,
4.

SOFTWARE TECHNIQUES USED

The COMO simuLaticn system was used for the implementation of the interoeptor model because of its highly
flexible and efficient input and computer resource management system.
COMO is a combat simulation system
developed by the SHAPE Technical Contr' and is a tool for the generation of critical-event combat
simulation models.
Tho framework of the COMO simulation system includes the features which are common to all simulations of
this type.
These features include book-keeping, sorting, scheduling, and provision of functions which
are frequently used in combat simulations, such as searching for targets, weighting of detected targets,
calculation of velative speedr and geometry, and so on.
Thus, the designer of a combat simulation program
does not need to implement these common features each time he writes a simulation program.
He can concentrate on the essential features of the weapon systems simulated provided he ensures that the interface
botween the weapon system simulated and the COMO frame functions as designed,
The routines describing
a weapons system must be written in FORTRAN, according to specific rules which permit the weapons deck
routines to be read in as input and processed by a run file assembly processor.
The processor generates
the code that has to be added to the COMO frame to give a complete simulation program.
This rather
complicated process of generating a simulation program is fully automated, and the designer of the program
has merely to insure that his weapons system description conforms to the conventions.
This process is
,i

,.

shown in Figure 8,

Although COMO has been divided into several overlays to save storage, a medium-size weapon deck and a
scenario with a few hundred combat units participating simultaneously in the game would require a computer
with a memory size well above 150K memory locations,
It was recognised early in the development of. the
COMO program that the vast amount of input data required to define a scenario and the variables required
to describe, update, anti integrate the changing properties of combat units participating in the game

0wouldoccupy a large proportion of the memory ava3lable and would limit the simulation capability of the
software symtam.
An example may illustrate this problem: assume that one of the changing variables describing a combat
unit, say, an aircraft, is a flag which is set if this aircraft is attacking a target and reset if the
aircraft is no longer attacking a target.
This flag is a cwitch which can be represented by one single
bit.
In normal FORTRAN coding the flag would require one single word of memory comprising 60 bits
(for a CDC computer).
This is a memory utilisation of only 1.7%.
To keep storage requirements within reasonable limits, an extensive pack and unpack facility was included
in the OOMOsimulation system and this facility resulted in a significant reduction of memory requirements.
Input data and data changing during the game are stored (packed) several items per word, according to
certain packing rules which have to be defined for every variable,
The unpack procedure extracts items
aco,.*,ding to the same rules.
kaoking and unpacking adds to the overhead of the simulation program and of course requires run time.
To keep the additional run time to a minimum, pack and unpack routines are written in Assembly Code, and
are optimised for minimum overhead.
*

An example taken from the COMO interceptor model illustrates Lhe reduction in memory requirement Ahen
packing and unpacking is used as compared to conventional storing of data items in arrays,
In the interceptor model an aircraft is described by 53 data items which may change during the game.
These 53 data items are packed into 8 words.
In normal FORTRAN coding 53 items require 53 words.
The advantage of packing is reduced by the overhead required for packing routines.
Figure 9 shows a
comparison of the memory slie required for storing the 53 changing properties of an aircraft as simulated
in the interceptor modal for normal FORTRAN coding and for packing in COMO,as a function of the number

of combat units in the game,

A bias of 2200 words for packing overhead is taken into account.

It is

assumed that all the FORTRAN coding would be done as efficiently as in the COMO system.
rigure 9 shows
that packing/unpacking becomes economic if there are more than 55 aircraft involved in an air combat
simulation.

5.

VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

Validation of such a compJox model is

5.1.

extremely difficult and has to be split into several pa.its:

(1)
(2)

Debugging of the program
Validation of the submodels which describe automatic systems

(3)

Validation of the submodels which describe systems with human interaction

(4)

Validation of the complete modal with all submodels playing together dynamically.

Debugging

The debugging of the program is an obvious but non-trivial job,
The task of debugging is to ensure that
the program behaves as intended by the designeru of the program.
All the usual debugging methods have
been applied to the program and the designers of the program are quite confident that the program is
mature.
However, it has been argued in the literature that there is no way of proving that a non-trivial
program is totally bug-free.
Consequently, we cannot prove that there is no bug hidden in the program.

5.2.

Validation of Submodels Describing Automatic Systems

The validation of submodels describing automatic systems is a relatively easy task.
The response of the
modelled system is compared with that derived from real-life measurements or from detailed models that
have already been validated.
The following subsystem models have been validatedi
-

Additionally,

Sensor operations
Track build-up and maintenance

Airbase operations
A/I radar detection
Aircraft mission profiles
Aircraft response on manoeuvers initiated
Missile in-range computation
Missile fly-out.

the function of visual detection and identification was validated in that manner.

"Validation of
J.

Submodels Describing Systems Involving Human Interaction

The validation of submodels describing systems with human interaction is a far more difficult job.
Human decision making varies for each individual and there is no way of establishing a sangle "correct"
algorithm describing human response.
Nevertheless, human decision making has to be simulated in the
type of model we are describing here and-the best we can achieve is a "reasonable" algorithm found by trial
and error.
The areas in which human decision making becomes very critical in an air defence system are:
-

The air resource alloaction
The airborne target selection and air combat manoeuvering.

When air resource allocation algorithms were tested it

was found that the consistent application of the

algorithms to minimise target penetration iay lead to engagements of low effeotiveness and to high
attriteon rates because of lack of coordination in the timing of the withdrawal of interceptors from
This
different combat air patrol patterns or the scrambling of aircraft from different airbases.
absence of coordination means that single interceptors or single pairs of interceptors sequentially
engage a numerically superior threat, with disastrous results.
Obviously, a mass attack ehould be
countered by a mass defence.
As the tests show the low effeotiveness of a possible air resource allocation subsystem the next step is
to cotsider the manual override capability.
Very little is known about how a military battle manager
would allocate limited resourcec in the presence of uncertainty.
The only way to find out is to make
experiments with the man-in-the-loop, and this is in fact the main step in the model and facility
development described in the final part of this paper.
The problems of airborne target selection and air combat manoeuver selection were discussed earlier,
The implementation of reasonable algorithms was performed by model design and validation with support
provided by experienced weapon operators.
A comprehensive pseudo-three-dimensional graphics package was developed at STC which made it possible to
view a simulated air combat as a moving picture from any point in space including the cockpit of any aircraft involved in the combat.
In this way, experienced pilots were exposed to the display of simulated
air combats and, based on their comments, the algorithms and tactics were modified until a satiafactory
state of model development was reached,
Several iterations of this process were made.
The graphics
display yastem waw used as a commnuniodauna link between fighxter pilots, tho computer, the model
designers and so served as a model design tool.
Examples of hardcopies taken from the display are given
in Figures 10 - 24,
5.4,

Validation of the Complete Model

The validation of the complete model has not yet proved possible because of our lack of knowledge of.
human decision making with respect to resource allocation,
It was possible, however, to validate a major
part of the model by a comparison of its response with data collected during a major US flying trial.
Output produced by the multiple air combat part of the model, including submodels for airborne detection
and identifliation, target selection, manoeuvering, missile launch, missile fly-out and missile end game
effectiveness, was compared with statistical data obtained from a major US live flying trial.
The
correlation was excellent,
1

*.

f

*However,

even excellent correlation is no proof that the model is 'correct".
It is merely an indication
that the model response is "reasonable" and that this part of the model is mature enough to be used for
production runs.
-6,

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS OF THE COMO INTERCEPTOR MODEL

The COMO interceptor model has been used intensively during the last two years - approximately 8000 air
combat simulations ware performed In total - and the main strong and weak points have been identified.
As a result of this experience, we decided to split future development into two directions:
(1)

"(2)

Higher degree of detail and more resolution at the expense of computer resource
requirements
Higher degree of aggregation at the expense of resolution.

The more detailed model will be a development of the multiple air combat part of the interceptor model.
It will be tail.'red to study weapon systems effectiveness and new tactics adapted to new weapons systems.

"*

The more highly aggregated model will be tailored to reduce the weak points identified in our current
air defence system simulation capability,
As explained before, the weaknesses identified are not
necessarily model deficiencies, but are due to our lack of knowledge of the behaviour of the individual
human elements of the Command and Control System.
The extensions being developed should give SHAPE and
ourselves a better, understanding of some of the operational problems, especially in relation to thj human
engineering aspects encountered in current and future Command and Control Systems.
The program and model
structure will be left unchangedý iL has proven its.flexibility and capability,
Some modules, however,
will be modified and simplified and new modules will be added,

.

As the current model is extended to simulate a real air defence system, the ground-based air defence will
"be incloded by the inoorporution of medium-range and long-range surface-to-air missile systems such as
NIYXE, IHAWK, and PATRIOT.
Low-altitude short-range air defences (SHOPADs) which include guns and short-range SAMe such as ROLAND
and CHAPARRAL will be described at the appropriate level of aggregation.

I'
Sl"•increasei

IFF will be simulated as realistically as possible and fratricide will be simulated for, cases of
erroneous identification,
The very detailed model of the manoeuvering of each individual aircraft and
missile in close combat is hoped to be replaced by a more aggregate model designed by the Institute for
Defence Analyser, US.
ECM simulation will be further improved and will also be applied against communications links, resulting in
transmission time or loss ct messa-e, depending on the signal/jaisning ratio of the current linkjammer geometry.
For low-altitude attacks, the effoets of terrain line-of-sight interruption mey be important,
A terrain
preprocessor will, be used to compute visibility patterns for each individual sensor in the game by direct
access of digitized terrain data.

A

Decision logics for implementing strategies will be based on algorithms similar to those already
implemented
to manual
override
graphicalcommunication
input/output,links.
As theIngame
will be basedor onsubject
available
information
and byavailable
the progresses
interactive decisions
version,
available and confused information will be presented at runtime in the form of an air picture at a
graphics display and onu or more alphanumeric displays will provide information on the status of the
defence force.
Deuisiona on resource allocation will be made on the basis of information available to
a battle manager sitting in front of a screen and controlling his forces.
The whole system will be set

up as a one-sided wargaming system where one battle manager controls his own forces in the best way he
can to defeat an attacker with a predefined stilateoy which is,

however, unknown to him.

This wargaming version of the air defence system simulation will be yet anothor development phase and
experience gained in this phase is expected to lead to a better understanding of reasonable strategy and
resource allocation algorithms, and possibly to the design of better algorithms.
The most valuable application of the wargaming model might be the study of man-machine interfaces in

Command and Control Systems by the measurement of the performance of different battle managers when
playing with different options of command and control systems.
7.

FINAL REMARKG

A model possessing unusual flexibility and growth potential was established at SHAPE Technical Centre.
This model contains as a submodel the first operational multiple air combat simulation model available

within NATO.
The program has been used during the last two yoars to study the combat effectiveness of
a set of current and possible future air-to-air missile systems and associated tactics.
The main
operational and technical factors determining the outcome of air combats were identified and measures
recommended which would - when Adopted - alleviate some of the major problems associatud with airborne
air, defence operations in Allied Command Europe.
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The experience gained during the Last few years emphaeiues the relevance of the human element with its
unequalled pattern recognition capability,
Consequeoitly, model evolution and application in the near
future will centre around this focal point.
Air defence system simulation must give the human element
the credit it deserves in a complex and quickly changing environment,
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SIMULATION
WITHIN MILITARY AIR DEFENCE SYSTEMS
FOR TRAINING AND EVALUATION

"Hans-Jochen Wunschmann

NATO Programming Centre
Blaarstraat 99
B-3700 Tongeren/Belglum
SUKMARY
Within automated air defence systems "simulation" is used to support "war aaming" and as a technique to
study complex operational (real-time) software functions.
UIlthis context simulation has the rather specific meaning of the generation of a synthetic radar picture
which is input into the Air defence system's hardware and processed by its software.
Such simulation systems enable war gaming for operational training and evaluation purposes for which the
use of live aircraft is excluded .
intelligence, cost, safety or geographical reasons.,
To enerate the simulated radar picture, which forms a variable model of the current air threat, computer
proIrams separate from the system's real time software are involved.
These programs utilise flight-path models using known aircraft performance characteristics, as well as
modelling of weather, terrain and radar receiver characteristics,

*

The different phases of war gaming within air defence systems are described, and finally the question of
analysis and performance evaluation programs to permit the assessment of the performance of the system or
"its components achieved on a simulated scenario compared to that expected is addressed.
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INTRODUCTION
1.
Within automated air defence systems "simulation" is utilised to support "war gaming" at different
tactical levels of the air defence organisation.
In line with the theory of games the combat between
air attack and air defence can be viewed as a two-person-zero-sum game.
In principle there is one
attacker who seeks the greatest possible gains (the destruction of targets) and a defender who attempts
to make these gains as small as possible.
The attacker has a large choice of possibilities he must
choose i
- the targets for the attack
- the type and number of aeroplanes
- the flight profile (manoeuvres), route and flight tactic
- the weapon yields ; and
- the time of attack.
The defender has a more limited choice of possibilities, he can select
- the location of weapons and their tactics ;
- the distribution of his defence resources among the targets subject to attack
- the employament of his resources over time.
2.
The purpose of gaming in air defence is to serve i
- as a training and indoctrination technique I
- as an analytic tool by which different concepts or plans can be investigated i and
- as an evaluation tool for operator and system performance.
The "rules" for the games are normally the curr nt operational procedures supplemented by scenario
dependent additional information, (i.e. the enemy'a and own fcrces location, capabilities, intention
as well as the development of the political and military situation which leads to the conflict to be
11played").
In principle the games are run in a "closad-play technique", where uncertainty and intelligence are included, and the play is controlled and monitored by a "Directing Staff",
3,
Due to certain peculiarities, the "games" played in our present air defence system appear somewhat
different than the standard application of the theory of games.
The most important ones to be noted are
- The expected courae of action of the attacker is simulated by a predetermined computer generated string
of events forming a model of the air threat supplemented with chronological oriented scripts of tactical action events I
- The defender utilises the normal operational hardware and software functions of the air defence system
to react to the threat in accordance with current operational plans and directives,
(Fig. 1),
It should be noted as well that air defence personnel use the term "exercise" instead of "war Same", a
game" using simulated inputs is called synthetic air defence exeroice (SYNAD)PX,
4,
The type of analysis to be performed after the "game" is determined by its objective or purpose and
the tactical level of the "players",
In general an outcome-oriented analysis will be performed which
can be regarded as a summary of "what happened" in the course of the war game.
The events compiled
will serve as a data base for operator and system oriented performance evaluation and to draw conclusions
which feed back into the operational environment and into the objectives of follow-on gaming.
SIMULATION SUPPORT FOR WAR GAMING
5,
Within automated air defence systems "simulation" has the rather specific meaning of the generation
of a synthetic air situation upon which "players" from the planning and tasking level down to the
execution level of the organisation may take the same decisions and actions as for a real air situation,
and which will respond to these actions similarly to the real situation.
In contrary to the standard
application of simulation the system to be manipulated is retained and not replaced by a software model,
The inputs to this sytem, however, are simulated and represent a dynamic model of the air threat in the
form of a synthetic radar picture,
One may look at this configuration as a "People and Computer Model",
b•because both people and computer software and hardware are embedded in an overall model comprising the
own air defence system and its air assets as well as the opposing air threat,
(Fig. 2).
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6. The primary purpose of simulation in the air defence system is to play thoe, operational scenarios
which cannot be exercised during neacetime live activities and to exercise the system at low cost.
Fi4. 3 shows a broad example scenario.
In peacetime exercising of real air defelice operations are limited in number, duration, magnitude, and
contain many artificialities.
Particular limitations are due to
- national regulations and restrictions (i.e. limited supersonic flying, prohibited geographical areas,
air traffic control aspects)
- air safety constraints
- peacetime restrictions In using electronic counter measures (0CN) I
- impact of variables which cannot be controlled (i.o. weather, equipment status) I
- limited availability of aeroplanes (to represent the attacker) I
- costs involved, and
- security aspects.
These constraints mean, that war games utilising the "real world" have a limited value with regard to
operational analysis and system training i.e. i
- a model of the air threat (attacker) and the own situation and capabilities (defender) composed of real
elements does not cover the expected situation to the required extent
- "replays" of live games are expensive and will not reproduce the planned scenario to the extent required
to various variables which cannot be controlled,
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analysis purposes since they
To avoid design simplificatimes.
function of the system and direct attention upon available reaction
of war gaming the huge amount of data
tions that degrade realism and thwart valid analysis and evaluation
for the NATO Air Defence Ground Enviinvolved is processed by an appropriate computer program developed
of manual labour involved in producing the
ronment (NMAGE) system which in addition reduces the amoung
simulated inputs and analysis results,
-

analysing and evaluating site or sysIt must be stresi d that simulation is an important vehicle for
8,
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with
design
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Thi
tem performance.
training objectives.
current
the
with
accordance
in
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of
supplemented with a vaidety'
then be compared as a measure of
Performance.'pbserved duing war games of equivalent difficulty can
command
Depending on aim, scope and volume of the planned war game and the
tmprovement'or degradatiron.
The
purposes are different.
levels involved the information needs of the various users for analysis
methodology
therefore, must consider the analysis objectives and consequently the
The scope and configuration of the simulated air situation
of the analysis and evaluation programs.
and analysis requirements.
and the simulated operational environment must he tailored to the training
And control inputs to
The aim of expanding the scope is to increase the number of actual information
for simulator
The larger war games in scope and configuration, the less the requirement
be prcnessaed.
the system elements
personn'l, i,e, those who are required to simulate the actions and responses of
In a large scale war game, the only simulated inputs
that are ,.ot directly involved in the exercise,
list prepared by the exercise
are the sensor data and events (stress inputs) as injected from an incident
planners,
THE NAnGE SYSTEM AND ITS ASSOCIATED SIMUIATTON HARDWARE AND SOFTWARV

"exertisedesigners,

systems of France and the
The NATO Air Defence Ground Environment system together with the national
9,
This complex syetsm
United Kingdom form the air defence system for the whole of NATO Europe (Fig. 4).
i
consists primarily of
- radars,
- computers,
- electronic date transmission facilitien, and
- communications.
following a continuous
About eighty sites are netted with the data links for air track data exchange and
This system is directed by the different NATO
North-South sweep from Norway through Germany to Turkey.
Air Defence Command levels and provides continuously t
- a recognLsed (identified) overall air picture, and
- capacities for the control and monitoring of air defence weapons,
Included in the hardware
The sequence of functional and operational events performed are shown in Fig. 5.
These support realistic war gaming
and software functions of the NADGE sites are simulation facilities,
in the form of exercises using simulhtod ,nputs. The war games may range in scope from site centred
exercises to a system-wide scenario involving the appropriate ,actical comemnd and control elements.
software
With regard to system-wide war gaming it must be pointed out:, that hardware and operational
The programs available
ere specific to the particular air defence systum tor which they are procured.
of the parin the NADGE system to generate the simulated sir picutre are to a great extent, independent
be displayed
ticular automated system since it is often a requirement that the simulated air situation
simultaneously with units with differnet systems.

irk
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10. The NADGE simulntion System comprises three major elements I
- off-line software to generate simulated air track data, jamming and chaff on magnetic tape, which to
input to the hardware Zor war gaming ;
on the operator's data display consoles, route the
- hardware to produce simulated radar reaponcee
simulate rlitainto the main procesaor and control the simulation functions I
- on-line (real-time) simulation software, which time-shares the central processor with the operational
(real-time) software and in conjunction with the hardware processes the simulated data inputs.
11. The NADGE 'imulation System will primarily produce a simulated threat and operational environment
In the design of the on-line (real-time) simulation softwar. ,every effort was
for the system aperators.
made to permit the system to operate in a simulated environment in the same way as it' does in the real
f
For this purpose the real operational dat,% bass of the system is used in almaair defents environment,
lated ope,:-tions.
In addition the processing of simulated radar plots by the correlation and tracking
software i4 - as mentioned before - the same as for real plots. This feature - outside war gaming would allow, for example, the ,evaluation and optimisation of different tracking logics using defined
simulated radar inputs.
12,
The overall NAMGE simulation software package utilises i
- a dynamic model of the current intelligence air throat scenario which includes existing aircraft kinds
and numbers, their tactics, profiles, sortie rates, targeting, and performance uharacteristics as well
as the application of electronic warfare (ECHM)techniques (electronic jamming and chaff), and some
weather daoa (winds aloft)
- d
odelso I the performance and tactics of several NATO air defence Interceptor aircraft
stasmodels of the performance of some NATO surface-to-air mTaxIs (SAM) 'systems '
- comprehensive static model& of the tnchninal charaoteristics and detection capab'litiss of all NADGE
air defence ground radars=nri.ding some form of simulating the effect of jamintg.
13.
The general concept in geoerating a &imulated air picture (Fig. 6) is to have a library on magnetic
tape ofall kinds of friandly and hostile flight path models which are derived from the latest intelligeirce
" may be updated continuously and contains several thousand individual
Information.
This "target 1ib.'
Depending upon the purpose and objectives of the
flight paths covering thm whoip area of NATO Europe.
With this information
wai' game, the uxer selectt )tit of this library the flight path models required,
and the desired activation times of the selected flights, a "master flight path tape" is generated conDuring this process the
taining the overall iir situation of a war game as it develops over time.
appropriate
ci-we calculates for all radarsites participating in the war game where and when each
Track loads exceeding
individual simulated flight path is within theoretical radar coverage of a site.
From the "master tape"
the computer track store capacity of the partleipatlng sites are thus avoided,
the individu&I air situation of each mite is split off using a model of the real radar coverage.
These magnetic tapes (called "raid tapes") then form the simulated radar inpuit for war gaming,
PHASES OF AIR DEFENCE WARGACMES

"14.

The war gamas or exercises "played" within the air defence ground environment include, as mentioned
In addition it must be
before, the human player and depend, therefore, on human judgement and decisions,
emphasised that these games serve more thn purpose of training and operational analysis than of scientifie research. This means that the large number of political, economic, and logistic factors which influence military operations play more the role of background information than of active inputs into the
game,
In principle there are four phases involved in the gaineactivity which are design, production,
play and analysis (Fig. 7 and lig. 8).
15.
Th: design phase starts witI, the definition of the purpose or objective of the game which dictates I
- the aelection o thWe geographical lotction, duration of the game, and the weather
- the composition, location and state of readiness of the defender's and attacker's forces
the development of the air threat and targets to be attached i
equence and timing of tactical event inputs (i.e. development of the alert status, tactical action
sresults)
- the definition of a fictional political, economic and logistical scenario that led to the confrontation
its further development over time,
Having developed theme simulated inputs the rules of the game, tailored to the perticular game situation,
be elaborated,
These rulsa include any restrictions, attrition factors and all kinds of "planning
In general terms the design reflects all events and factors required to satisfy subsequent
factors",
In the Air
analysis and evaluation purposes I it muat, however, as well ensure a challenging play phase.
Defence Ground Environment most war games are designed to test tht efficiency of the system and its operators against the predefined threat scenario which represerts a model of the real threat expected.
The simulated threat inputs, therefore, should be tailored by the designing team to trigger answers to
those analytic questio'ns upon which operational analysts or evaluation teams will base their findings
after the game,
Thesu questions are normally, for example, along the following lines i
- How early did the system pick-up targets ?
- How man7 and what kind of targets remained undetected or were lost
- Was track identification (i.e. FRIEND or FOE) correct and in time
- Dit the system allocate targets to defensive Peapons and achieve "kills" before the defended areas have
been entered ?

"and

Swill

I'

The answers to this kind of questions then lead to findi•gs about the efficiency or dtficiency of i
Systm operations personnel from the Command level down to the console operators.

S-

- Operational procedures,

and

- The system's hardware and software functions involved,
16. In the production phaso the design specifications are transferred into formats acceptable by a
special simuI•iTn preparation software. These computer programs have been developed by the NATO
Programming Centre (NPC) and are in field use to generate the simulated sir situation on magnetic
tape and utilising the threat and radar models explained before,

*

17.

Typical, for the play phase of a two-sided air defence game (ur exercise) is, that the attacker's
action is preset by simulated inputs from magnetic tapeo, but that the friendly team is
allowed to play free in acoordanxe with the development of the simulated threat and the defender's
estimate of the situation, The gime is started by an intelligence briefing for all participants
which describes the general and special situation and events that Initiate the conflict. All moves
made in the game are monitored by a Directing Staff which clarifies any confusions, enforces the
rules, evaluates and assesses the result of each move, initiates subsequent event inputs and injects
tactical action events as dictated by the design. All actions taken by the players (defender) as well
as the development of the air situation are recorded on magnetic tape,

"course of

18. The analysis phase of war games performed within the NADGE system is supported by a computer
program package develoed as well by the NPC, This software has been dosigned to handle the great
volumes of recorded operational data and to enable evaluation teams and system analysta tot
- analyse and evaluate operator actions and system functions I
- test the performance of the NADGE operational (real time) software 1
comile
p- a data base which allows derivation of evaluation criteria.
The output of these analysis programs is straight facts in a convenient and easy to read format, while
Sevaluation programs in addition compare these results to defined standards and, if desired, to past
performances.

-

THE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION PROCESS

"

19. The operational date recorded within the NADGE system on magnetic tape may be processed after the
jasga
by the NADGE analysis software which provide for flexibly selecting and organiaing this data in
the forms most efficient for the user. One fact to be observed is that the information needs of the
various users are markedly different and call for providing varying levels of detail, The major
functions of the overall analysis and evaluation process are i
- to present objectivoly all significant air track related events, operator actions and system functions
- to produce figures of how much has bien achieved compared with the expected am presented by defined
simulated data input or approprintt cvaluAtion criteria.

,

20. During the design phase of the evaluation software those data elements contributing to system
and operator performance had to be identified from the huge recorded data base, Although skilled qlystem
analysts and programmers with knowledge of the real-time operational NADGE programs and its asaociated
recording system can perform funotional analysis of system activities and information flow, they can
at best formulate candidate analysis and evaluation measures and output formats. It was left, therefore,
to those personnel Mt-h-d'iect experience in system operations to provide oltimate judgements as to
design requirements, identifying data needed, and finding evaluatIon standards.
iThe
problem of determining whether the mission performanc of arn Individual unit or r syntem was "good" or "bad" is compoundvid
by
- the complexity of the interrelat~ounship In factors of the air rlefonice system's environment
- the complexity of the NADGE system designi
- the definition of evaluation criteria and standards.
It is felt, therefore, that perfection in evaluating airt defene. systems and units by comparing recorded
events to absolute and stringent standards which antisfy all aspects can hardly he nchih,'vd,
The apprnach
taken to find a fair solution was to prosent "facts" and leave it up to the selr to define standards for
comparison with the resulta (facts) achieved, and to "weight" the inter-play of complex factors and
variables in an operati,onrai onvironment.

'

21.
Furtheriaore, it should be noted, that 0te interrelatiouship between the variables of the operational
environment and mission perforniance can neither be fully prod cted nor strictly controlled by a play
scenario and a directing staff. In other w.ords; even with a stnndard game design there will be no war
game exactly tilte another. The impact of these factors cannot be measured by the machine and the user
must take care of proper weighting. The figures produced automatically cv, theryforer form only part of
the overall analysis anti evaluation prucesa. It remains up to the comttan analyats personnunl involved to
interpret the results and frarw tire correct conclusions fronr themr and initiate feed hbacl Into tire operational environment as well as the purpose and objectives of subsequent war games (Fig. 8).
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22.
As mentioned before the operational data recorded during the "play phase" contains a compilation
of straight facts gathered during several hours of "play timn"
for hundreds of different air tracks.
The analysis programs developed in principle compare and correlate the recorded events on a t•-kck by
track basis with the prescripted simulated tats which wis real time input into the system during the
"play phase" of the war Same.
The expected sivtation and what the system proea'ced after processing
this input is thus represented (Fig. 9).
The result of this comparison produces obJa:tive figures
of what has been achieved during the "play phase", and which may be arranged in the foym of easy to
evaluate diagrams.
The answers to the analytic questions defined in the "design phase" may thus be
answered.
Some example diagrams using iictitious data are shown in Pigurea 10 to 13.
CONCLUSIONS

23.

War gaming within controllad environmental conditions and bamed on carefully designed simulated

inputs is considered a powerful and challenging vehicle by which to train and analyma an automated
air defence system or parts of it.
The system desutibed, which is in field uce throughout the NADCE
system, can highlight problem areas in site operations and system functions. Dopending on the type of
problem encountered, one can investigate posAible cauues or design further sperial war ganes to discover
whether the problems encountered are repeated or to collect more data.
In any case the strength and
weaknesses of site operations or system functions must be takest into account in the design of future
war games or anal.yeis schemes.
The small expenditure of manpower that is requited to obtain results
from the analysis outputs in a form of immediate use to evaluation personnel and system analysts seems
to be a small price to'pay and is irrelevant when compared to the cost and planning time required for
live flying activities.
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Although real-time simulation can gather'certain trpe. of evidence which can be obtained in no other way,
it cannot validly be applied to numerous problems in large men-machine systems. Real-time simulation
oan be viewed an one of several techniques in a hieraz'chyl the mimplest techniques us. paper and penoil
methods and the most elaborate require real-life operational system". The existence of large and
expensive re'~1-timo simulation facilities has belped to promote their ov'eruse. The paper appraises
real-time simulation as a technique, with particut.ar' emphasis on its limitations..
1.

HISTORICAL BACOKRONDW

Real-time simulation has beoomAs indispensable in the devitlopment of complex operational system.. This
paper discusses real-time simulation am a technique, drawing oxiamplos mainly from air traffic control
and air defence systemns in the Uniited Kingdom,
Real-time simulation in its present form originated in simulations of aspects of air defence systems
during the Second World War~ (Naokwortht 1950). in this', studies, many~ techniques which are still currentr
were first developod, and attempts were macds to explain the findings from real-time simulations in terrs
of psycohlogical theories of' the day, in order to establish their generality and permit their extrapola-.
tion.

A

Vbe

These early attempts at real-Utme simulation marked a change in research philosophy. Before them,
measuree of man-machine systerms, uuing techniques such as tines and motion study@ sought to increase output rather than to &#messa the effecta of the system on the man, but in thae@ early attempts, man bega to
treated as an element or component of the sys-tem. It became apparent that the effeotiveness of any
complex system depended on oharacter'istiou of its operators as well as on characteristics of the system
itself. The pioneering work of Ci-aik (1943) and of Hiia%, (0947) on the performaxce characteristics ot the
operat'or began the taskc of expressing human characteristics in mathematical or engineering terms oempatible wit'i tho~se used to specify oi4her system components and their functions. This approach encouraged
the use of real-time simulation which had the advantage of being able to integrate man and machine and
measure them together wider rijoroualy controlled experimental conditions.
Theme first attempts to interpret the findings from real-time simulations of air defence or air traffic
control oyatemm in terms of psyl3halogioal theory were nev~r totally sucooesfull even though the rationale
for trying to do so remained attractive, Sever'al explanations can be offered in retiospeatl

;t*

1.

the theories were wrongý

2.

the concepico had 'limited applicability;

.

I

4.

real-time simulartion was not an appropriate technique;
there wan too large a discrepancy between thr. real-time simulation sand
the laboratory
experiments from which the theories originatel.

The paucity of alternative techniques and the apparent eucoewo of real- ti.me simulation perhaps made
inevitable the unriortical over-extension of real-time simulation as a te,.hnique.
As real-time simulation became entrenched, specially devised simulation uomploxee for air-defence or air
tra~'fioc onfirol rcystems were built. Maeny of the'es have been described by Parsonra (1972). Their construotion an~d
maintenance were expensive, end ea..h represonted a miajor commitmnen of resources which had
to be 6ustified by high inilisation. This had two oonmecgusnoeas. Firstly, the simulation facility,
beoe~ume it wee available, was sometimes used to st~siy qvestion. although the applicability of real-time
sim~dlation as a technique seemed dubious. Secondly, Oi~e questions to be studied were modified until they
fitted the roal-time Nimulation facility.
THE2
PTV13JETY OF REAL-TIME SIMdULATlION

2.
¶

The rviige of thomas which real-time simulation studies of air traftic control systems in the Uniited
have ionxicdered is illustrated in the following list of headings and examples, An examination of
rial-time nimculation studies of aspectis of air defence systoms 'would produce a comiparabl~e list, 'It seems
unlikely thAt the teochaique of real-cims simulation could be to robust that it is equally suited to all
thoe. themes.

~Kingcdom

I'?f

1.

Major Re-atructuring of an Air Traffic (Jovtrol Region. This involves re-casting the
air traffic control methods, facilities and procedures within a region.
An example is
the comparative evaluation of t~hu four possible sites proposed a few years ago for a
third Lcr~don Airport (Ward-Hunt et al., IT70).

2.

Revised Pivisions of Airspace. Simulation studies may neek to explore all the effects
of' proposed changes, or be concerned only with their consequences for at designated
region or sector. lixampiris are the upeoificrtion of the optimum geograpnical region to
be covered from a control centre in relation to the needs of' adjacent sectors
(Goorgo ot al., 1971), anid the effects of ohangsu in sector' boundaries on the control of

idY&,6,,&A44M,,AI
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traffic within a sector (Crompton & Hopkin, 1975).

I
ID

3.

Co-ordination and Liaison.
Thea. factors can be gre&tly affected by proposed changes,
and yay ultimately determine their practicability. One simulation study was concerned

with a requirement to interweave crossing traffic through the flow of aircraft along an
airway (Thayer at al., 1973).
4.

The Allocation of Tasks and Responsibilities. These topics are linked to manning levels,
the grouping of teaks and the possible amalgamation of funaotione. One *xa&,ple compared
alternative air traffic control procedures and divisions of responsibility to facilitate
the training of militar student pilots (Thayer et al.t 1972). A second example considered the height level at which air traffic control responsibilities should pus from
one controller to another (George et al., 1972).

5.

The Provision of Computer Aisistsaioe. An aid intended for general application may have
such wide end diveane implications that they have to be studied by a series of related
simulations. An example concerns the benefots of radar data processing. In studying
this, baaic data were qollected Lir•t (Crompton at al1, 1974) and then civil (Webber
et el., 1976)t and military (Churchill at ai., 1977) applioatlonm were examined

separately.
6.

The Improvement of Traffic Handling Capacity or Safety., The main purpose of an aid say
be specificl
if so, it must be evaluated acoordingly. one study evaluated an auto-alert
facility to indicate whenever an aircraft is straying froit its planned flight path
(George yt al.i 1973). Two Studies of oomputer-easistad approach soeqning of aircraft
on final approach to a single rutway (letPo & Nopkin9 1975) or to parallel runways
(mVwsett at a3-, 1977) constitute a further exemple.

7.

Feasibility Studies. in these, the simulation exercises do not follow a fixed exp•rimental protocol, but evolve in order tý,explore problem• rs they-are identified. The air
traffic control problems of a group of adjacent contro;. sectors have been extmined in

this way (Yearn et el., 1973).
8.

V, •,

,

3.

The valuation of Technological Innovations. often these were not devised originally for
air traffic control, but an application of them to air traffic control is sought, An
"examplI is the use of light emitting diodes .n a distance fros touchdown indicator (Cooke
et al., 19t77). A further example, th miubject of numerous simulations, ocnuerns the
coding of air traffic control computer genserted information in oolour (Hoplkin, 197).

R',L-JIM, SIMULATION IN

IMLATION TO OTHER TECHIUWS

Real-time simulai.on belong@ to a hierarchy of tohnigues for the study of men-maohine nystems.
range from studies with very simple apparatus to measureis of real-life systems.

They ca

Studies with simple apparatus, or @von with paper and pencil, are intended to explore and define general
or specific human abilities and limitations. They permit the exadntition at'a few viriables at I time,
no that their effects on performance and the interactions between them can be established. Such studies
ma suggest whether abilities could be improved oIr limitations overcome, Tki'vcan provide evidence on
tasks that are suitable for stu•1 by real'-time simulation, on appropriate levels of difft oulty, and on
measurable aspects of performance.
The next logical step is to conduot more ez•ensivi invstigkations to establish whether the findings can
validly be extrapolated from static to dynamic conditions. Controlled dynamic laboratory experiments can
help to define the most critical events and circumstances end indiocte the probable opabi lity of the mar
to do the tasks envisaged in the real-time simulation. Without -,sioh
experimieto, the validity of the
findings of real-t'me simulation nay be disputed.

As the complexity of dynamic experiments increases, they normally incorporate moc.t of the features ot
real-time simulation, such as representative teaks, realistic workepes, and plwsioal environmeaztal
oondition., Thare is no clear dividing line betwmeen a complex dynamic expertim#nt and & simple real-time
simulation. Criteria for differentiating between them include strict adherence to an experimontal design

with full control over,ho
have been replioated.

t•

-

.

_ ,h.

'To

variables, end the extent to which all relevant features of the real-life task

Real-time simulation, the main theme of this paper, should be preceded by static and dynamic experimental
studies. It should be followed by verification of its findings in real-life. Comprehensive and systematic measuree ire difficult to obtain in real-life. Real-life data are seldom as structured and
oomprehonsive as data from real-tims simulati,.ins. A fuinamental weakness of real-time simulation is that
ultimately the credibility of tts findings dApands on real-life -verification which is rarely abtempted
and inay be impraotinal.
4.

RAL-TIE SINULATIW AS ANINVESTIOATIVE T•h•RNIQW'

4.1.

Detiiled Planning

be effective, real-time mimulation muat not only be used c..irreot1y in relation to other techniques
.'utmust also be introdutid at en appropriate stage in the system development (Meister & Rabideau, 1965).
Ono major
sfit
oO rwal-time simulation, an incidental product of it which @elmn to be consistently
of
si"derestimted, is that in order to plgi end conduct the simulation it is essential to speoifý thoroihly
and in detail exactly how A'he tyutem will funotion. Without real-time simulation, this may never be done.
The construction )if
samplus for real-time simulation entails clarification of the problems to be studied,
m... of the methods and measures to be employed. The funotioning of the system has to be envisaged in

detail before the hardware and software for real-time nimulation can be speoified. Am a result, before
the real-time simulation begins, many of the 'questions originally posed will have been partly answered.
The conduct of the real-time simulation often puts quantitative valuem on theme more intuitive answers.
The fact that the process of real-time simulation demands this preliminary thinking is a major
advantage.
4.2.

System Inputs and Outputs

Real-time simulation is generally system orientated. Input variables typically controlled are the umbers
of aircraft or targets. keauures attempt to relate variations in these input umbers to measured outputs
from the system. In order to gain an umderstanding of how the system funotions, it is neoesea-y to
control inputs, define outputs and explore their interactions carefully. A recurring finding- from realtime simulations in that attributes of the operator, as distinot from aspects of the system, greatly
affect system outputs through operator proessming (Older & Oamaron, IW2). In any event, real-time
simulation miet take acooomt of attributes of the operator am well an those of the system. Although
questions oan be posed in terms of targets that an air defence system can handlL in a given time or the
maximum rate of aircraft movements per hoiur that an air traffic control system can deal with, it does
not follow that real-time simulation can provide a valid answer to such questions or even that a sensible
is that it
answer to much quoetions uxists. A potential advantage of real-time simulation as a techniqu•
The perfor"aoe of spocific
does not have to be exclusively system orientated, though it usually is.
tasks can be measured not only in relation to system variables, but also in relation to the demands which
they impose on the operator and to individual differences between operatort.

k

In a typical real-time simulationg the inputs to -he system are specified exactly, the consequenoe of
specified changes in them are quantified, and the simulation design is derived from the findings of
preliminary laboratory experiments. This approach ii sensible, and indeed is the best one for many purposes of real-time simulation. But it in not the only one, beoaumse real-time simulations can be
exploratory. A useful role for real-4ime simulation is to try out now ideas, with sufficient realism to
establish whether they are worth serious consideration and further development.

¶

4.3,

Comparative Assessment.

Once it has been established that a new idea is feasible, then real-time simulation can be used to make
Often the essential evidenoe is not that a neow idea in practical but that it is better than
comparisons.
what it would replace (Orr & Hopkin, 192). There are difficulties in making this kind of comparison.
When real-time simulation is uned to compare a now and existing idea, the expected advantages of the new
idea are already) to some extent, known, and the real-time simulation is designed to demonstrate these
expected advantages. The disadvantage. of the new idea have never been considered with equivalent
thoroughness, and therefore simulation msa fail to reveal them.

rh
,

As a general principle any oha•e, particularly in a system context, brings both advantages and disadvantages. Both should receive equal atteltion in a comparative simulation (Hopkin, 1970) , A r"Jor
benefit of real-tim simulation as a technique is that it allows in principle the impartial investigation
of advantages and disadvantages.
A further source of bias ca arise when real-time simulation is used to compara automated and manual
methods of performing flaotions, There may be the implicit assumption that the automated method must be
better. Am a result, if the automated method proves inferior to the manual one, much effort is expended
on improving it until it is u good as or better than the manual one, whereas if the automated method
is already superior to the manual one, oomparable effort is not expended on improving the manual method
An optimined machine in compared with a nonuntil it is as good am or better than the automated one.
optimised man.
Normlly any change affects the kinds of error which can occur. A main reason for replacing equipment
However, whatever is introduced in its
omy be the removal of uncoep-table errors associated with it.
stead will have its own characteristio errors, For exaqmle, the replacement of spoken messages by
transponded data which appear on displays replaces phonetic confusione with visual misreadings. Realtime simulation must therefore seek to establish which errors actually occur. Further current examples
concern the errors introduced by oblour coding of dimplayed information (Hopklnt 1977), and the errors
which automated speech synthesis and speech recognition mey generate (Connolly, We7j,

4.4.

Choice of Subjects

The ohoioe of subjects can have a crucial influence on the findings of real-time simulation.

.:

L•

T

,.

one com-

petent operator participating in a simulation may be sufficient to show that an idea is feasible.
Usually the aims of real-time simulation are more ambitious and incluie the assessment of individual
"differences between operators by representative sampling , The extent to which those chosen to partioipate are truly represmentative influences the findings.

,Naive

One solution is to employ subjects whose main job is to participate in simulations. Their performance
and opinions may be helpful and full of insights for simulation purposes, but biased beoause of their
familiarity with simulation. An alternative solution is to employ as participants in the simulation
those who fulfil an equivalent role in existing systems. Using their speoialint knowledge, they can
point to the aspects of real-life which have been inadequately replicated in the simulation and whioh
may therefore render the findings invalid. Their familiarity with the equivalent functions in real-life
may bias their performance and opinions. Further difficulties arise in choosing subjeots for compaWaExperienced subjects are already
tive simulation sturies, where the new and familiar are compared.
practised on the familiar equipment far more than they can be on the new, which introduces a bias.
subjects, for whom the items being compared are both new, may never become fully proficient within
the practical time limits of real-4tme simulation. Furthermore, the training methods are known for the
familiar equipment but have to be devised for the new,
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5.
5.1.

PACTORS PRCBlDIJ
OUUPJIT HLKUAN
ANlDT

The Introduotion of Computer Assistance

A omamon application of real-time simulation is to examine various forms of computer easistance. As
automation progresses, the list of functions which can be considered in terms of whether they should be
performed by men or by machno increases. This is a matter of technical progress and not of human
factors (Benoit, 1976). A consequeno is that the man may be left with the tanks which have proved
difficult to automate rather than those for which he is particularly suited. For example, he tends to be
cast in monitoring roles where he is imnffioienit or in supervieory roles which he has difficulty in
Real-time simulation can establish whether the men will actually
fulfilling in highly automated systems.
be able to fulfil the roles assigned to him (Hopkin, 1976). It can also be used to exaimine the practical
skills which he will need (Whitfield & Stammers, 1978).
5.2.

The Measurement of System Capacity

Real-time simulation is often used to tr and assess system capacity (Pareons, 1972). The capacity of
the system relates to the system as a whole, but the findings of a real-d4im simulation are influenoed
by the behaviour of the individual operators participating in it.
Therefore this technique cannot
provide answers to questions of system Oapaoity which are divorced from oharacteristios of the operators.
Real-time simulation can never reproduce faithfully every aspect of real-lifes
for instance, the
emotional climate tunder which the work is done and the state of learning and profioiency an different.
The effects of such operator oharacteristics on system napacity are uncertain. In simulation it is
neoeesary to retain some control over the permitted sources of varianoe in order to gather moauingful
qusantitative data. To the operator, this constraint often engenders an artificial smoothness and prediotability in the simulation exercise., with indeterminate oonsequances for system capacity measures.

*

S5.3.

Workload

There is a great demand in air defence, air traffic control and other systems to ssess operator workload,
but it is difficult to do so validly using real-time simulation, Confusion often arise, if workload in
equated with the demands which the tasks impose upon the operator, since workload depends also on his
individual characteristics. Workload is a multifaceted concept, affeoted by an operator's knowledge,
experience, profioienc, attitudes, training, aptitudes, understanding, age, vto (Moramy 1!79). Varioun
attempts to measure workload using real-time simulation have been made in air traffic control
"Ergaonodmi•, 1971). These generally treated workload as a single mariurable dimenuiono which it is not
"Moray, 1979). A•sessments which claim to measure workload along a single dimension should therefore
be treated with scepticism. The appraisal of workload, insofar as it is possible, almost certainly
requires numerous kinds of measure. Real-time simulation can however be used to establish task demands,
and assessments may be made of whether theme demands are exmosoive for partiotlar operators. Task
demands should not be equated with workload.

5.4.

Stress

Real-time simulation has also been employed to assess stress (Orump, 1979). Varioua studiies have tried
behavioural, physiological, biochemical, or subjective measures. The susceptibility to streas may be
related to personality characteristics which cannot be expressed by system measures but only by asmessments of the individual. Some stresm-related effects of the system on the man am long term and beyond
the scope of real-time simulation. Insofar as stress is construed as a product of exceasive demands on
the man, real-time simulation may be wsed to ssess the effects of certain proposed system changes on
stress indirectly in terms of task demands.
5.5,

Boredom

Boredom shows evser sign of becoming a more serious problem in future syseome as an urewanted incidental
oonsequenoe of further automated assistance. Its causes and effects are not well known (Hopkiu, 1979).
There is therefore a need to develop means for studying it in order to assmes its oonseqvanoes and
The participants
Real-4time simulation seems unlikely to be a suitable technique.
perhaps to prevent it.
in real-time simulations are placed in an unfamiliar and intriguing environment, for a limited time with
short work periods; such factors mitigate against the oootrrence of boredom. If, neverthelesm boredom
Oocurs in reuaJ-tiFu nimlxation, it may merely eand the willing collaboration of the participants.
5.6.

Sconditions

Attitudes

Attltudes towardo tanks may also be measured in real-Aime simulation. Such measures have to be treated,
with some caution since the attitudes developed during the brief exposure to a new task in roal-time
simulation may not be representative of the attitudes to the real-life task after full task proficiency
has been developed and the novelty of thu simulation has worn off. Noverthelosar subjoctive amosements
of the acceptability of the task rny be obtained during real-time simulation, Real-time simulation can
be used far more than it has been to explore what attributes if tasku, equipment and environmental
are acceptable to users and engender favoiuable rtitudes (Hopkin, 1975). Howevwr, its
relevance to the study of attitudie formation 1ii limitst peer presAure, for example, may 'trr'nglV
influence attitudes but not be amenable to study by real-time simulation methode.
6.

OC•O•LIQS

Although in this paper real-time simulation has been &ppraised in relation to large man-esachine ayntomm,
and particularly to air traffic control systems, most of the •ommantu made nppeocr to b3 true for realtime simulation in general and therefore may renain valid in other contexts.
Real-lims simulation has been Inadequately integrated with other available toconiques, with thocretical
concepts on which it could be based, with exploratory studies which bhould preoede it, and with
F

I

i

verifications
whinh should follow it.
Sometimes
it seems to have been used not beoamue it is the best
method, but simply because it was available.
The divers.ity of ito aprlioationa •1'gGLt8 that its umsas
hasbeen somewhat mnoiitioal; this diversity ales points to great (though misplaced) f'aith in real-time
simua..ion as a technique.
The tendency to adopt real-time simulation as a tochniqu" for trnkling
sever problem owxmot be :iuntifi,4d on scientifico grovnda nor in relation-t•o the finding-u which have
&almost,
been obtained hitherto by, using it.

:':
;• '

Rea.1-time simulation should never be an tnd in itself; its valve crnno. be judged in isolation. The
P.LwPose of simulation is to gain insight into the funotions of a proposed ro-l-lifc system or to try and
replicate aspects of real-lIfe in order to aludy them whore variablws can be properly controlied.
The
findings from any real-time simulation are therefore of limited, interest in their own r.ght; 1'.eir
interewt depends partly on shuwing their relevance to real-life systems.
Reoul-time simulation can never
replicate exaotly every relevant aspect of real-life.
It in doutful if some topics, much ma system capacity end workload, Am be studied validly by real-time
simulation.
Other topics, much as peer preowure and boredom, seam beyond its scope altogether.
7

'iievaluations,

Real-time simulation can neverthelses be an effeotivw aid. Some kinds of information can 'be obtained by
no other means.
It can verify the suitability of physical environment, and workspaoes,
It can establish
the intrinsio feasibility of new ideas and methods, and assist tbwm to evolve.
When properly used, it
can provide desoripl'ions, insights, and explanations of h.. a system is functioning bocause variables can
be defined and isolated so thut their direct effects and their intoractiono can be d•isentanglad.
It can
be used to explore, and to make oomparisons.
It can be used 'tu correct inherent souroes of bias in
ad to reveal the kinds of error to be expected.
The above reasons lead to the general conclusion that ui a tsohnique real-time simulation is

both

indispensable and overused.
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SUMMARY
The autonomous operation of several air defence weapon systems often leads to a simultaneous multiple fight against the same target, which in most cases effects an overkill. Coordination of target allocation multAplies the efficiency of air defence systems. For the
fire coordination this presupposes the unambiguous knowledge oZ the air situation. This air
situation is acquired by a surveillance network consisting of up to 20 mobile radar posts.
Communication bet,'ai the posts in a meshed network requireg the soltution of control
p:obleas, such as data correlation and reduction, and feedback filtering. If communication
is performed by HF-data links, like in the system described, radio transmission problems
eri3e aaditionally. R&dio range, transmission reliability# and chonnel coding for the
correction of ocLrunted data become an important factor for system operation. Vor thc purpose of obtaining both , a complett radar coverage of the surveillance arva and a multiple
meshed network, the determination of the radae post locations h,%s to consider radio and
radar rangen near the e'rth's surface with respect to the topigraphical environment. tor
"avoiding mutual jamming, the Ladio and radar frequencies of &ach post have to be courdinatod with those of all posts within radio oi radMr range, reapeiti-roly. Tracking algoa~jl]rithms, performed by the tracking computer at each post pro,%de for automatic track ini"Utation and tracking even of jammers. Their design has to consider the reliability of
radar-derived data, that clutter and hostile radar jamaing do not confute target tracks.
In order not to restrict the high mnbility of tha radav pomts, the algorithmi have to cope
with network Cailures and reconfiguritions. The operation of the surveillance'network and
of the weapon systems, inolujing the coordination of their allocation, raises a lot of C'pwoblems. This paper deals with the problems themselves and with an approach fo their
as followst

*'.•
•,solution
¶

modelling of air situations, radar sensor features, weapon system features, and imitation
of data links
design of tracki.ng and allocation algorithms
simulation of network operation, accompanied by itezative improvements of the algorithbis
simulation of weapon system operation, including coordination of target allocation
testing the system performance by means of radar-derived data,

-

*
-

-

The approach described has enabled a cot-effective nlution
of the problem3
indicated.
The
is
of the sykitem
development risk has been reduced to a level at which implementation
guaranteed.
1.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The radar network consists of 10 to 20 mobile posts with overlapping rmdur coverages
(Fig. 1) to at.tain a good system detection probability for extremely low-flying al.rcraft at
"terrain following or terrain avoidance flight profiles. The variable positions of the posts
will be primarily chosen wi.h the aim of a complete radar coverage of the entire area of
interest with special regard to lowest level flight profiles /I/.

.4

Since the network requires no central coordinating and procaesing stitt~on, a broad spectrum
of possible system configurations can be handled. Ir. order to avoid rectrictlons on syJte|t
flexibLlity, and to be resistant against failures of radar poste, neighbouring posts are
interconnected by Hr-data links (Fig. 2). Tracking is performed idoaticall." in each radar
post. Each radar post has to accomplish

I

-

~%nit.

L

display of air sa.tuation

According to these tasks, vach post is equipped with (Fig. 3)

i.lý

"I

target detection
data extraction
data correclation
track deterainaLian
"-datadiotribution and

-

a radar sensor including a data extractor
a communication set (transmitter/receivers,
a tracking computer (TC)

-

a display unit

coding/decoding units)

Computed track Information is transmiitted and simultaneously displayed on a dLgital display
Thin enables the operator to check trackiýng results and, on demand, to classify
targets (friend, unkno'in, mass approach, jammer). Due to the requirement for targe'-"allocation to weapon systems, tracks must have a maximum life time and minimum data ageing.
In the best case, the data age is less than 1 second. The track update rate varies between
1 to 4 mussages every 3 seconds.

A

p..I

Because the track information at every post reflects the same air sittiatifin, useLS can tune
their receivers to any post which is most convenient to them.
PLANNING OF SYSTEM OPERATION

2.

The EDP-bamed procedures for operational planning of the surveillance system aim at
adapting the planning methods to the mobility of the surveillance network.
New planning procedures must mainly be employed for the fo.lowing tasks:
radar post location planning (radar coverages)
network configuration planning (radio links)
frequency coordination (radio and radar)

-

2.1

Radar Post Location Planning

The objective of sensor position planning is to determine those locationn for the individual radar posts of the network which enable a maximum complete total surveillance. The
principle of generating rudar acquisition diaqrams is to determine the respective rad4a
lines of sight a. a function of an assumed target altitude for the total 360 sc&n
(Fig. 4).
Up to now, radar acquisition diagrams were generated manually with the help of terran
profiles obtained from maps. For the purpose of obtuining a result in this procedure In
infinite time, the angular resolution was chosen to be relatively coarse (Fig. 5).
EDP-based procedures rely on a digital terrain data base and are capable of generating
radar acquisition diagrams of a much better resolution and within considerably shorter
time.
The following aspects have to be clarified in the course of simulation activities for EDPbased sensor position planning:
- optimum structure of the terrain data base. At a coordinate resolution of 250 m, and at
an elevation resolution of 1 m, the data base contains about I M byte per area of
100 km x 100 km.
- optimum procedure for determining new positions for the radar network within a short
time,

,

-

suitable manner of representation of the acquisition diagrams, especially of the representation of the total network coverage,

2.2

Network Configuration Planning

Keeping the radar post on the locations determined in the preceding workstep, network
communication planning is required to obtain the best possible conuunication network. Ito
objective is to determine multiple redundant radio links between neighbouring posts,
regarding the following conditions:

- each post transmits information at a single frequency to neighbouring posts, with
omnidlrectional characteristics
- each post receives up to three neighbouring posts on three receivers; the reception of
2 neighbuuring poets shall be possible in any case.
*

The procedure of networh configuration planning provides for an initial classification of
all possible radio links between neighbouring posts with regard to their transmission
performance (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7).

Essential parameters regarding the performance of a radio transmission path are - in
turrain
distancei.nand
characte.'istico
to the equipment
addition
of Lho terrainl- the
is covered
an the
approximation
profile between
thhespoetas performance
The influence

solution with the help of the "shadowing height". The "shadowing height" will be determined
via the digital terrain model.
Radio links to be provided will be selected according to the following approach:
- in an initial. step, those posts are ioleated, to which only two linking possibilities
with noighbuuring pouts exist. Depending on the case, also radio links of lower quality
have to be used in cornnection with these posts.
- in step no. 2, additional tadic liiks with good transmission performance are selected for
each post.
•

.,•

Z-

I

-

in step no. 3, the network configuration is completed by the selection of additionally
possible radio links, with a limit of three receiving channels for each post. This
completion effort may contain unidirectional links.

4

3.

COMMUNICATION

Data communication is realimed by transmitting track data omnidirectionally to every
other ralar post within radio range. Three receivwrs At each post permit the configuration of a multiple-meshed network with the advantage of multiple redundant data transmission. In most cases, data links between two posts are bidirectional. N unidirectional
data link is given, if at one of two communicating posts all receivers are tuned to
other posts or if radic disturbances of the received frequency are present.
The tracking computer distinguishes between:
- Target reports from its radar
- Track messages containing a preliminary track number
- Track messages containing a Ainal trank number.
Target reports contain the following:
target position
target altitude (3D-radat only)
o m•aurement
- -date
type of
target.

S•

messages contain additionallya

I•!Target
E,•diftribution
'
i.tracking

d

beTrack

- track number lpreliminary of final)
- target velocity
"ptrack quality
nreports themselves will not be distributed externally but they trigger the
of track messages. Track messages containing a preliminary track number are
~~~distributed
as quickly as osietoalposts
in order to shorten the preliminary
l
t
phase (see 4.1.5)osil
Figure 8 shows the ridar plots derived from four radars, detecting three targets. Each
radar/tr&cking post has to process all radar plots from its own radar and all track
messagis from the three other posts.

SRegarding

the data reduction task, it has to be pointed out that each post has 4 data
input channels (Fig. 3V, but only one output channel with a capacity equal to each input
chann6l. Therefore, on an average only a quarter of all reportel massages can be relayed.
For reducing the quantity of messages circulating in the network, each post forwards
messages only, if the oorresponding registered track is being updated or if its track
number is being change! by that message. in this way, feedbacks are recognized and
eliminated.
The transmission capacity of the specified hardware limils the message rate per target.
Therefore only those meseages are forwarded that prolong a track by &t least k seconds
(k a I s/message rate) with respect to the last message. The forwarded message ie updated
and contains the most recent smoothed track data. In order to reduue ageing of messages
on their way through the network, radar returns get priority above messages received via
data link in ttiggering new messages (Fig. 9). Fortunately, the rotation rate of most of
the radar ontenneis in the system is twioe of the message rate required for each target.
Consequently, each radar, which detects a target causes the TC to trigger its message
clearance at every other antenna rotation. So, aiuing of messages occurs almost mxclusively at stations which do not detect the target concerned. In the case that a target return
is missed, the next available message - from radar or via data link - will trigger the
transmission of tho new message.
4.

SIMULATION OF THk SURVEILLANCE NETWORK

7n multiple radar networks, where the dispersiun of the radar posts is dense with respect
to their individual radar coverages, an incoming target may often be detected be several
radar sensors almost simultaneously. When the network consists of radar posts with
collocated tracking facilitios of equal .uthority in order not to require a central
processing station, while the capacity uf the data links and of the track data processoru
are limited, track initiation, tracking and management cannot be performed effectively by
conventional methodn.
4.1

Trackinq Algorithms

Tracking is ivealieed simultanecusly in each radar post, even if itt own sensor does not
detect the target. Tracking algorithms provide for a unique track with an unambiguous
track number at all posts eor every target entering into the systen, surveillance coverage,
eiven if it is detected by seve•:al radars simultaneously. The system track numb&r is kept
unambiguowu even if target trajectories are crossing. Tracking of target formations is
.'Ainited only by the resolution capabilities of the radars. In the presence of jammers,
their beorings will be tracked and their positions will be triangulated. Fig. 10 shows
the combined evaluation of bearings, plots and tracks.
4.1.1 Data Procesning
Taroet data delivezed by radar and track messages,

p

.

which have been received from neigh-

bouring posts via data link have quite different features. Radar-derived data are most
recent, but they contain les iniormation (Fig. 11) and are less reliable than track
messages, which are already filtered. For evaluating both kinds of information in an
optimum way, two separate filters are implemented in the tracking computer.
The plot filter correlates exclusively target reports derived from the radar of the post
concerned, and initiates and maintains sensor tracks by alpha/beta-filtering.
All sensor tracks of one single post form the sensor-derived air situation of this post.
The total of all tracks of the surveillance network forms the system-derived air
situation. Sensor track messages contain the same amount of information as system track
messages.
The track filter correlates both, sensor track data, and system track data received via
data link, with the registered system track data to update the syitem track. This is performed by an alpha/beta-filter with dynamic coefficients depending on the track quality.
Parameters for the determination of the track quality area
- the age of a track,

-

the
the
the
the

track mtatus (preliminary or confirmed),
amount of associated and correlated target reports from the collocated radar,
amount of correlated track massages received via data link,
time elapsed since the last updating.

There are many advantages in filtering radar-derived data separately from the other
system track data received via data link /4/, /5/.
Firstly, all radar-derived data from one post have a constant systematic bias. By corralating only target data from the same radar the bias does not effect on plot associations.
This increases the probability of a correct association of successive target reports.
Secondly, the constant bias and the adequate sampling time of the radar antenna improve
the computation of the target velocity. If track positions received via data link were
utilized for the velocity computation instead, two problems would ariase
- different biases of detectiiig radars would run up,
- by utilization of messages one shortly after the other, the radar measurement error can
be of the same magnitude or greater than the distance, the target has flown in the
meantime.
Both problems result in an error of the computed target velocity followed probably by a
wrong asmociation.
Both advantages, i.e. corrcr!t assoqiations coupled with improved velocity computations
lead to a smoothed track (i iood quality and high reliability.
4.1.2 Plot Association

*.

J

Every target detection by radar is reported to the tracking computer which tries to
allocate the target report to a suitable existing track (7ig. 12). For the association of
radar plots to an existiag sensor track, positions, altitudes, velocities and measurement
dates ara checked. Information about the target's identity /2/3/ is compared only to
disentangled track coneusion due to crossing trajectoriec etc. If the reported target is
positioned within thw expected window of the predicted registered track, it will be
associated. If there ir no correlation butween the reported radar plot and any registered
target track, the trackting computer (TC) tries to initiate a new track. It stores the
reported plot data into a track register •TR) (Fig. 13) for a possible association with a
plot, expected during tawe next rotation of the radar antenna. In the absence of the
expected second plot report, the plot is assumed to be a false target report, and its
data in the TR will be eliminated. If thi used radars have a small detection probability,
a third antenna rotation can be tolerated for a second detection of the target. If the
radar does report suitable plots in consecutive antenna periods, they will be joined to a
potential trpck.
After thc association of three plots within three consecutive antenna turnarounds, a
track mesosa'e with a preliminary track number is externally distributed initialLy. For
each association check, the plot data derived from a 2D-radar will be slant range
corroctud. The nlant range error is the difference between the measured slant range to
the target and the length of the line of eight projection onto that horizontal plane,
which containL the radar's position (Fig. 14). At large ele-ati~n angles, the slant range
error may amount to 30 % of the slant range. If height information is missing, the
measured slant range must be interpreteu as the horizontal range. This may result in
shifts of the computed target position and in bendings of ths track. If the slant range
error is large enough to iffoct ausociation, a new track will be initiated, so that the
same target is tracked twice. For slant range correction, heigth information from any 3Dradar or SSR-informatiun cai be used.
4.1.3 Track Assr.ciation
Each tracking facility, which receives a track message, checks whether that track is
associable to n track which is already stored in its TP (Fig. 15). At first it looks

'J
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for the reported track number. -f the P'Cfinds it in its TR, it checks whether the
reported targat belongs to the stored track. Itf the TC cannot find the same track number,
or if there .is no correlation between the tracks with the same track number, it checks
all registered tracks to correlate the *•eceived track information with the most suitable
track. In ordrr to enhance the survivability oZ confirmed tracks, they are preferred to
preliminary tracks, for the asso-iation. If there is no correlation even to a preliminary
track, the received track message is added to the other tracks in the TR and forwarded
via data link to all neighbouring eouta. In the uaie of an association of two trao?.s with
different track numbers, a trac::: number harmonization procedure provides for an unambiguous final track number - n'" racking posts.
Associated track data wilA oe used to update the appropriate track, provided that the
received target information is more recent than the stored track information. Older messages will be disregarded. After updating, a track message contalniig the most reoent
track data is transmitted to neighbouring posts in accordance with the track rnporting
procedure (see 3).
'racks will, be carried on in all posts as long as the targat is de4stect
by at least one
radar, After a target is misted for a fixei time period, the track will be terminated
(Fig. 13). This time period is determined by the slowest antenna turn rate of the radars
used, in orde;: to give the collocated TC a Uhance to continue tracking in spite of
missing a target once. It is not expedient to walt any longer for a radar plot, becavuse
the prediction quality decreases rapidly and the track-window for the expected plot
position would have to be enlarged accordingly. In a dense air situation this increases
the probability of a false association.
Sin

4.1.4 Jamner Tracking
thie presence of jammers, the radar-derived beariiigs are tracked autonat.cally. Bearing
association and tracking is performed similarly to regular echo target tracking with
different parameters. since all posts distribute their tracked bearings to all other
posts, the jammer's position can be determined by intersectizo calculations (Fig. 10).
intersections, not every interaection repreBecause n bearings can generate max.
sents :ýjammer, even if only few Jamisers are present. Ghost targets are eliminated by
demanding a minimum of intersections being close together for the definition of one
single jammer. Because of inaccurate bearing measurementp, intersections can accumulate
aocidentially at wrong positions. Special methods and algorithms are u'Led to determine
the correct jammer position, The calculated jammer positions are evaluated like regulai
echo target plots for track initiation and tracking. If intersections are located near to
a regular target, it is assumed to be a jammer.
4.1.5 Track Number Management
Track number management provides for identical track numbers for every target track in
each radar post. It is activated in two casest
-.

'-r harmonizing different track numbers concerning the same preliminary track
r rechanging final track numbers in a predefined way in all posts if numbers of contirmed tracks have been exchanged by mistake.

Harmonization of Preliminary Track Nun'bers
Due to the overlappinq coverage, many incoming targets are initially detected by several
radar sensors at almost the same time. Each radar post, which detects a target three
times in subsequent detection cycles, distributes a track message with a preliminary
track number. Each post has a specific prefixed pool of track numbers, so preliminary
track numbers assigned by different posts are always different.
If a post associates two trackn which are identical but have different preliminary track
numbers, the track management e .ects the smaller number to survive., The track message,
which is forwarded contains the most recent track data but the smaller track number.
Depending on the network deployment, a message needs a certain minimum of time to reach all
posts. A periid of twice of this time (pre-phase period) is sufficient for the harmonization of different track numbers, related to the same target. At tnn end of this period
each message concerning this partiaular target conLains a unique final track number.
Rearranging Ambiguous Pinal Track Numbers
A puzzling situatkon arise& in every tracking mechanism when targets fly crossing
ttajectories or whun taryetr split up after flying in close formation. Consequently,
track-numbers tend to bo swapped (track A, number A and track B, number B change into
track A, number B and track B, number A
Lracks with the same numberl, or tracks
,,dmbers)
For restoring the unambiguity
harmoitizing track management procedure,

respectively) , or tvack numbers are doubled (two
will be doubled (one target, two tracks with two
of final track numbers, each pobt induces a
which rearrange track numbers in a prsdetermined

way,
If the radar accuracy is less than the separation of the targets, neither the radar data
eitrnctor nor a human operator can decide, which of the reported radar plots belongs to

"which target.

In view of this foot, targets flying closely together or flying crossing
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trajectories are tracked separately with different track numbers, but the unambiguity
cannot be guaranteed. This lack is not critical for system operation, since the overriding point for a simultaneous track data processing Js that all posts keep the same
number for the identical track, even if targets are exchanged. Recognizing this,, a very
simple changing procedure is chosen to save computing time. Examples of simple changing
criteria are as followst
- the target flying the most Soufhern track gets the smaller track number,
- if both targets fly at the same latitude, the target flying the most Western track gets
the smaller track number.
4.2

Models

4.2.1 Air Situations
In accordance with the demanded system performance, the surveillance network has to cope
with more than 100 targets. Most of the targets are assumed to manosuver with lateral
acoeltsations up to 3 g at speeds of about Mach I and at very low altitudes. Aircraft at
higher altitudes are assumed to fly at a maximum speed of up to Mach 3. Som• of then, are
friendly, others are of unknown identity. Jammers are of stand-of (SOJ), self-screening
(SSJ), and of ecort (ESJ) type. The jammed sector in front of the jamming aircraft can be
varied.
Three basic models were developed. In order to simulate a wide spectrum of air situations,
each model can be modified in its parameters. In some simulation runs e.g. some targets
became Jammers, or single targets were substituted by formation flights with various
numbers of aircraft.
A fourth air situation modl of the STC was tested with regard to its usefulness, but it
was proved that it requires less comfortable algorithms than the first three ones.
4.2.2 Radar
In order to detect all targets, in low level flight and in the upper airspace,
types of radar sensors with different performance are combined.

different

About 3 mobile, 3D-phased array radars are used to survey the whole area of interest. The
azimuthal scan is performed mechanically. It has a theoretical range of 100 km, which
causes an antenna rotation rate of about 6 r.p.m. The good target resolution of this
radar enables the discovery of single aircraft flying in formation with the advantage of
a quick and distinct track reaction upon splitting up formations.
Because of the earth's curvature, extreme low-flying targets at distances greater than
40 ki are hidden behind the radar horizon. Therefore, additionally, a lot of highly
mobile, mechanical scanned, 2D-radars is dispersely located to detect aircraft at terrai:,
followinq or terrain avoidance flight profiles. These radars are designed especially for
lowei airspace surveillance within a range of max. 30 km. For clutter ouppression a
doppler-type radar sensor was chosen with alternate pulse repetition frequencies (p.r.f.)
at consecutive antenna rotations. The radar model pays regard to this f ct by providing
different blind velocity ranges dependent on the p.r.f. The radar antenna rotates at
40 r.p.m. Targef resolution and data accuracy are smalicr than in the case of the 3Dradar.

*

Radar-derived false alarm plots, which are uniformly dispersed over the radar surveillance coverage are added to the radar output according to rates stated by the radar
manufacturers.

SUnfavour&ble

positioning of the mobile radar posts may reduce
the ground to a few kilometers (Fig. 16). This circumstance is
different radar coverages varying in height level and azimuth.
area of interest can be used to compute exact radar coverages

*

4.3

the acquisition range near
considered by modelling
A digital model of the
(see 2.1).

Simulation Steps

The simulation was perfoimed in three steps. The first step was to prove the ability of
thlialqorithms to track targets of modelled relevant air situations. The second step
proves the realtime iapability of the tracking algorithms implemented in a process
computer. Finally, models of the air situations and of the features of the radars are
replaced by real air situations acquired by radar sensors under real conditions.
4.3.1 Proving the Algorithms

V.

"I

In order to prove the principal function of the tracking algorithms, the surveillance
network and relevant air si'uations are modelled by means of computer programs and are
implemented in a large-scale computer.
The following failures of radar post components have been anaiysed with respect to their
effect on surveillance system operation:
- receiver failure (post transmits solely sensor track messages)
- radar sensor fai.lure (relay function remaining)

---------------------------------------------

total failure (network splitting possible)

-

The simulation results are plotted graphically.'
During the simulation runs, algorithms wore improved and parameters were adjusted.
end of the runs,

it

At the

was shown that

all tracks are initiated in spite of false target repovts as well as expected,

-

the amount of false tracks due to false target reports stay within the required
limitations of less than 1 %,
the track quality increases rapidly after initiation and remains high even at confusing
target manosuvers,
-

track numbers are managed unambiguoualy,

-

difficult air situations, such as crossing trajectories, formation flights, and temporary hidden terrain following flights are controlled successfully,
operational constraints during build up, change or decomposition of the tracking
network, such as net splitting and reformation, or the connection of additional
compatible networks are practicable during system operation and do not causa any
confusion or operational restrictions,

-

. the sensitivity of the surveillance system to failures of rAdar posts or of components
of them is very small.
Figure 17 shows the tracking of two targets, flying crossing trajectories at equal
altitude. The first intersection is rectangular, the second o=6 is at an angle of
45 degrees. Track numbers do not change in spite of crossing. Due to the great number of
sLmulated false radar echos, some false preliminary tracku appear but terminate after the
fiest repcrt, with one exception, which is reported twice (track number 2073).
Figure 18 shows an air situation with three formation flights of four targets. Each
15 radar posts are in operation. After a certain time at least three tracks are established for each formation. Since target discrimination by the radars differs from rotation to rotation, the updating of the separate tracks vari2s.
4.3.2 Realtime Test
The size of the tracking computnr in each radar post is limited in its dimensions aipower consumption. Some of its properties are

its

- fixed and floating point *aý,-hmgtic
- 16 hit word length

- internal memory 128 K Byte, with provision for expansion
-- directly
addressable
no auriliary
storage 64 K Byte
sufficient number of 16-bit registerb

-

- operating speed
-stored
program:
-

of approximately 200,000 operations/sec.
the operating system needs about 30 F byte, the user program up to
80 K byte an. rore, depending on the jammer tracking capabilities
program languago: high level language for algorithms, a,4mamb.er for 1/O-procedures.

For checking the realtime capability of the designed tracking algorithms performed by a
relatively small process computer, three AEG 80-20 computers, similar to the expected
tracking computer were interconnected (Fig. 19). The data links were not modelled but
simulated in their most characteristic parameters. A central control computer imitated
three radar sensors and supplied the three tracking computers with target reports correspending to synthetic air situations, To get comparable results from the large-scale computer simulation and from the process computer simulation, identical air situation models
were used. It was shown that this computer can handle about 13n targets, if the algorithma
described above are employed. Simultaneous tracking of six jammers was simulated successfully.
4.3.3 Real Input Data Tent
The input data for the demonstration of system function and for the real time test are
derived from a synthetic air situation and modified according to the radars concerned.
'Soth, the air situation and the radar characteristics are modelled by ESG with respect of
particularities, specified by the German Air Force and by the manufacturers of the
radars. To ensure that differences between the models and the real air situations or the
real radar performances, respectively, do not effect the tests positively, real air
situations were acquired by three radar posts and recorded simultaneously on tapes. The
flight profiles for 21 jets and 5 helicopters are planned undt the responsibility of ESO
in accordance with the GAF and German Army pilots.

The recorded data of the three radars were filed chronologically and prepared for the
replacement of the synthetical data. The same configuration of three interconnected
tracking computers as for the realtime test was used to prove the effectiveness of the

.....
..
.

tracking algorithms. The central control computer surplied the tracking cocmputers with
real radar data as if they were acquired in realtime.
The most important results of the simulation rxins aret
- the real flight profiles were easier to track that the synthatical onrms,
- because of the lack of radar resolution, tracking of format:ion flighhe is not as
crit~cal as expected,
- clutter is a severe probleml it has to be eliminatcd by filter algorithms - e,.qclutter mapper - before tracking,
-

wrong manipulations of the operators at the radar posts, such as an insufficient false
alarm suppresuion or an incorrect input of the local coordinatea have to be taken into
account when defining the algorithms and the operators manual.

5.

SIMULATION OF THE FIRE CONTROL

The optimum coordination of fire between the weapon systems that uan be employed ib an
essential system function. This task is performed at the lowest command level, i.e. both
threat analyses and tarqet allocation for the associated weapon systems - ponsibly of
different types - tuke place at battery level (Ti;. 20). The ojeoctive of fire coordination is to avoid overkills of individual airborne targets and to cbtaon an optimum fire
distribution at a very low ammunition consumption in the case of several aircraft entering.
5.1

Approach

The sequence of the simulation activities provides Eur two worksteps, 1..e. "simulation by
large-scale computers" and "process computer simulation" with the following objectives:
Simulation by large-scale computer
o functional proof of algorithms
o parameter definitions
o determinat,•n of the effectivity
o optimisation of procedures
Process computer simulation
o realtime testing of functions/operational sequences
o determination of the procedure efficiency
o determination of radio link load
o determination of operator strain
o determination of computer workload
5.2
Models
Fig. 21 shows the overall model for the simulation of the fire control. nssential components thereof are as follows:
-

Air

;ituation model

The air situation model covers both the actual air situation to be referenced for
evaluation purposes, and the system air situation, acquired by the sensor network,
whioh is received and evaluated both by the fire control vehicle anO by the weapon
systems.
-Fire

control vehicle model

The procedures covering threat analysis and target allocation were realized by the fire
control vehicle. Essential parameters in the strategy of target allocation, amoqg
others, are as follows:
o behaviour of the incoming airborne targets
o performance of weapon systems
o status of weapon systemu, e.g. availability,
-

ammunition supply etc.

Weapon system modul

The weapon system model includes the following:

-i

o
o
o
o
o

surveillance radar, including terrain shadowing
action in the case of lock-on (probability to obtain a lock-on)
weapun release (e.g. orodel on salvo sequence)
determination of hit probability (inclusive impact on air situatioa)
weapon system failure behavioux (status), inclusive ammunition supply.

Additionally, models for simulating data transmission (time behaviour, arising of interruptions), manual interventions, and for varying the deployment have been implemented.
1

5.3

Time Sequences

The situation in the timely sequence of threat analyuis and target. allocation is shown
in Fig. 22. Incoming targets are entered in the intruder log as loon as they are within a
minimum distance to the weapon systemn.
I.'they, are determined to be a threat during further surveillance - as a result of
analysing their course# speed and manocuverability - they are entered in the allocation
log. In Lhe remaining time until allocation of the target to a weapon system# the
optimum weapon system for fighting it has to be selected according to the strategy
program. The time of target allocation must -consider both the weapon effectivaty range
and the weapon system inherent reaction time including the proeoct'ile time-of-flight,
Figure 23 shows the data flow in the simulation system. Whilo the procedures in the fire
control vehicle are fully realized for simulation purposes, various sequences in the
weapon ave'ems have to be simulated by way of models. The lattar case applies in
particular to the function. of the search radar,. lock on and determinat ion of the hit
performance.
5.4

Results

Figure 24 shows some results with regara to quality. The diagrams clearly show the
increase in weapon system effectivity and the reduction of the amnunitioa to be used when
afire~ coordination is employed. The possible increase in effectivity obtainable by
the system via early reconnaissance and proper weapon system operational guidance
offers improvement factors of >2.
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SIMBOX : A GENERAL PURPOSE DEFENSE SYSTEMS SIMULATOR
B Davy
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment
Great Malvern, Worcostershire, UK

SUNHART
This paper describes a simulation tool of sufficient flexibility to most most of the simulation raquire=mnts for a large variety of systems. Conceptually SIMBOX provides a box into which a user can insert
objects typically found in a defense environment, such as aircraft, ships, sensors and weapons.
These can
be controlled by the user and the data generated as a result of interactions between objects (ag Plots,
tracks, messages) can be extracted, in real time if required,
This data can be logged for off-Line
analysis, analysed on-line, or passed to external processes or devices where interfacing to real or simalated system elements is required.
The paper discusses the design principles of SIMBOX, outlines its
capabilities, and gives some examples of its application.
1.

INTRODUCTION

SIIBOX is a general purpose simulation system giving a user facilities for setting up and controlling a
scenario of sensors, targets, weapons, communication systems and other objects typically found in a defense
environment, and monitnring events as in a real system. Areas of application include

i

System integration

Siii

Man/machine investigations

•,,iv

Inter-system interopstrability testing

iv

Operator training
vi
vii

.

System element design and testing

•iii

Performance assessment
War games

SINBOX is not a simulator in the sense that it simulates any specific system or answers any specific
question by itself.
Rather it is a kit of parts which allows a user to build a simulator to suit his own
requirements.
To do this the user must supply an interface program containing user calls which tell
SIMBOX
what to create, what data to output, and how to control events.

SThe

'

SIBOX anivronment is built up from "objects" such as aircraft, ships, sensors and communicattion
devices, which are created in a simulation box (normally of dimensions 1000 Km x 1000 km x 100 kl), in
response to user calls.
These objects interact. producing data streams appropriate to the nature of the
interaction and the atate (as a function of time) of the objects and their surrounding environment.
For
Sexample, a radar may interact with an aircraft, to produce a stream of data consisting of radar plot
details, taking into account the state of the radar (power, beanm hape etc), the state of the aircraft
(echoing area, velocity etc) and other relevant details such as atmospheric attenuation, terrain screening
and the effect of janmrs.
Similarly a communication receiver can generate a data stream consisting of a
sequence of receiver messages, and so on.

*

The STMGOX user can request output of thems data streams, is he can obtain a copy at the user interface of
datea pertaining to significant events occurring inside SIMBOX. Additionally, output can be directed to
store for data-logging purposes.

"backing

Similarly, the user can make calls requesting output of data such as the current spatial co-ordinates of an
object, or its real-time state.
Other calls allow him to control SIMOX operation, by steering or launching objects, or changing their parameters, and to schedule user procedures in which user calls can be
placed, and output data processed.
At a higher level, the user can ask SXHBOX to integraLc simulated sensor outputs into a common database, so
simulating a dpta handling system.
Further, these data handling systems can be drawn into a data comiuninet, with modelling of net protocols and operator actions.
Activity at various interfaces of these
high level structures can be monitored.

"cations

SIMBOX is
rORAL 66,
2.

specifically designed to allow simulation of complex systems in real-time.
and implemented on a DC system 10 machine.

It is

DESIGNI PRINCIPLES

The fundamental principles around which SIMBOX is
1.

Past run time

2.

Ease of modification

deslgned may be sumarised as follows:

...
. ...
...

written in
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3.

Simple user interface

4.

Appropriate accuracy

5.

Processing options

Each of these will *ue considered in turn.
2.1

Fast Run Time

Inmany applications, where SIMBOX is interfaced to real hardware or man/machine interfaces, it will be
essential for it to run in real time. Very fast processing is required if complex systems and large
scenarios are to be modelled. A first requirement is of course an efficient high level language and for
this CORAL 66 was chosen. Secondly, data structures must be carefully designed so as to minimise the
overheads associated with accessing and updating date. SIMBOX uses packets exclusively for the building
of data structures and for passing information to the user or between procedures. These packets are linked
into chains, giving very fast acceas and largely eliminating the need for run time searching of data
entries. The structures also allow dynamic storage allocation, with no problems associated with garbage
collection.

*

Finally care must be taken to prevent unnecessary processing. An example of this in SIMBOX is the use of
"lifetimes" in association with some complex calculations, where a calculation is inhibited if the result
of a previous calculation of the same typo is still valid in practical terms.
*

2.2

¶•SIMBOX

Ease of Modification

is .dosigned.to allow simple modification and enhancement, for example the introduction of new object
types, to meet the requirements of future systems. This is largely engineered by a very extensive use of
Macros, some 1000 of which are currently defined.
2.3

Simple User Interface

A user communicates with SIHBOX via a "user program" ie a set of procedures containing high level user
calls. Facilities provided by the latter include
i
ii
iii

vi

User program scheduling

ix

"x

Data logging
Trace and debug options
Packet handling facilities
Utilities such as file handling and data print-out routines

Some of these facilities are further described below. In all cases thesuser calls are very flexible allowing a wide range of users to be catered for. These may range from those who are content to use SIMBOX on
a black box basei, with perhaps scant knowledge of programming techniques, to those who wish to control
every nuance of operation. It is possible to get hands-on experience very quickly and with little effort.
This is very important if potential users are not to be frightened off by the inevitably long user guide.
In all but the simplest of situations the output of a system simulation will rarely be what the user
expected, and the tool will always be suspected. Thus analysis aids are provided, with data print-out
facilities designed to build up the users confidence in the model. Also important is- the need to protect
the user from his own errors. Extensive error detection and reporting mechanisms are provided, together
with trace and debug facilities.

*

2.4

V.e

Real time parameter control
Data I/o requests

"viii

j

Steering control

iv

vii

*

Object creation and deletion

tIt

Appropriate Accuracy

is considered adequate that the accuracy of the data produced by SIMOX is typical of that which would
be produced by a reel system. For example the quantum of range measurement is 1 metre. This allows the
use of integer data represention with a consequential increase in processing speed.
2.5

Processing Options

Various options are available to allow tailoring of SIMOX processing and the depth of simulation to suit
the task in hand. If for example SIMBOX io being used to assess the performance of a radar, say in terms
of probability of detection of a target as a function of target range, then sophisticated simulation of the
radar may be requested. on the other hand, if plots are being generated for output to a display to test
operator functions then a very simple radar model may suffice, and SIHBOX can he instructed to avoid
unnecessary processing.

3.

OBJECT CREATION

An object in SIMBOX is described primaily by an object code. containing various fields such as type
(aircraft, ship, radar etc), subtype (submarine, tanker otc. for ships), role, national identity and so
forth. An object is further described by a met of real time parameters.
In the case of a radar for
these will include the current prf, aerial pointing angle and so on.
Real time parameter values
may vary with time an a SgMox run progresses, either in response to user requests or as a result of
SIMDOX internal activities.
SINDOX contains a library of objects incorporating object codes and real time parameters and a user can
describe an object in a creation request simply by supplying the library name. At the other extreme the

"sexample

user can specify an object completely by supplying a full set of ob.ect code field and real tim parameter
In between these extremes various miess of user supplied end library supplied values can be
values.
requested.
New object descriptions can be added to the library, and henceforth called by use of a library
name.
Groups of objects are generally linked in tress which denote a "carrying", "carried by" relationship.
An
example of a tree structure is shown in Fig 1.
In fact the tree is the basic unit of construction for a
A tree can be of any complexity and there is
user; a single object is a tree containing one object only.
no logtcal limit to the number of trees which can be created.
When SIMBOX is asked to create a tree it
must be prevented with information desctibing the objects in the tree (most simply the library names) and
the tree structure.
Inside SIN•OX the tree structure is morrored by cross links established between the
data structures describing the individual objects.
Datasets describing object trees sre held in disc-based
files called "scenario files".
In effect these are tree libraries, and a user can call for the creation
of one or more trees simply by giving SINDOX a record number and/or filename.
Facilities are provided for
interactive inspection and modification of the libraries.

4.
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'stearina

STERIPNG

object trees are steered through the simulation space according to instructions held in "steering packets"
which may be generated at any timo. and attached to a chs-in held by the tree. Conceptually thart are two
types of steering packet.
In the first, the packet describes a simple manoeuvre and the duration of the
mnoeuvre, either directly or by specifying a terminating condition.
For example, the description might
man "continue existing climb rate and execute a Ig turn clockwise until heading is greater than 70
degrees".
On completion of the manoeuvre the next packet on the steering chain will be picked up and
obeyed if there is onel otherwise the object will maintain constant velocity until such time as a further
packet Is supplied.
In the second type the packet describes a continuous pattern, such as a
raistrack oL a sequence of random turns, which the steered object will follow until a new steering packest
is supplied.
A wide range of options is

available to the user as to how he exercises steering control.

He can fill

out

and plant steering packets himself at one extreme, or at the other he can enter interactive dialogue to
request SIMNOX to handle the details for him. Steering information can also be incorporated in scenario
file descriptions.
5.

OBJECT CO-LINKING

As new objects are created, SIMBOX automatically generates links between the new data structures and those
corresporninig to previously created objects as required.
In particular, "interest chains" are established
for each object, to define a limited environment of interest to that object. For example, ships, aircraft,
and Jam•r'rs on the appropriate frequency bend will be of interest to a rndar, while sonars will not be of
interest.
In fact there are two typeN of chain, interest chains which define the environment of current
interest (eg for a radar, targets having a significant probability of deo'ection and in line of eight) and
possible interest chains which define other objects hich may in tim become of currant interest.
Tha'e
chains form the basis of scheduling activity inside SIMBOX and are a powerful mechanism in preventing
unnecessary proce:oing.
Co-linking ant the aqLuciated scheduling of processing activity takes place only
as require.t,
If
-r "example a tree is re•eted consistting of a ship carrying an aircraft which in turn
carries & i.ador, then ccOlintking
t'the radar environment and calls for the radar simulator will not
normally be made until the aircraft is launched from the ship.
User options are available to allow tontrol
over the co-linkitig mechanism if required.
6.

OBJECT NAIMS

.IMOX
14K
meratea a unique name for each object which it creates.
This is returned to the user either
directly or via various search routines which are available to the user. The name is used subsequently in
user calls which Lequest some operation on an object, say a request for output, or the planting of steering
information.
Atso, a user can attach his own names to objects. He may wish for example to attach a common
name to all members of a group of objects, nay all objects launched at various times from a comun carrier.
Or he may wish to tag an object inside 81,.ZOX with the identification of an external element, say an
external track number, or the code number of the operator r'eponsible for steering the object.
A user nane
may ba supplied in two ways.
In the firtit the nam ie.s associated directly with a specified object.
In the
second the nam', is applied to the view of one object as asen by another object; eg for a radar/target pair.
the noms will be associated with the r !%r plot or track list entry associated with the target, rather than
thn target itmelf.
7.

)ITA OUTP'UT

Output of itiformation from SIMBOX can be c. ganis,:d in t,"rious ways, iicludingi
(a)

*e_

-

Single shot oi t:put of data etvch as time or

ovc,,ct

spatial co-ordinastes.

(b)

Repetitive output at user selected intervals of data such as object
co-ordinates or real time parameter values.

(c)

Output at the time of significant events, such as the output of a
radar track list entry whenever the entry is updated.

Daos can be output directly to the user program, directly to peripheral devices, or both.
If output to
the user program, the data is packed into packets which are linked onto user data chains, in time order.
Separate chains are maintained for each object for which output has been requested, with access via the
object name. If output is to peripherals, the data is annotated according to a user specified verbosity,
and written directly to a user specified file,
In all cases, output is controlled by a simple user call specifying the ndture and format of the output
required. There is no logical limit to the number of parallel output data streams which can be obtained
from the various object interfaces.
A user may also wish to organise ,output from his own user program.
A set of high level calls are provided
for this purpose to relieve the user of the need to know the details of I/O channel utllisation.

8.

COMMUNICATION NETS

SIMBOX currently can model a Link 11 data net,

Other data nats are to be incorporated.

if an object has object type aircraft, ship, airfield, port, land vehicle, land weapon site or land op
centre it can become a Link 11 PU, providing that it carries a Link 11 receiver and transmitter.
A user
call LINK 11 INITIALISE is used to draw objects into a net.
This names the objects which ,ra to become PUs, allocates
track number blocks, PU nuehars and command responsibilities, defines net operating details such as baud
rate, and specifies the polling sequence.
A PU thus formed is allocated an "integrated data base", into which data received from its own Link 11
receiver and data received from its own sensors are integrated.
Actual message transmission starts after
the user has made a second call, LINK 11 START.
The PU nominated as net controller than polls the net in
accordance with the previously given polling sequence.
Polled PUs transmit massage streams appropriate to
thu contents of their integrated data bases.
Massage content, transmission frequencies, allocatiun of
reporting responsibility etc follow the Link 11 rules as defined in the STANAG end SOPs.
Massage transmission is simulated in terms of time delays and garbling due to propagation effects or
Jamming.
Whether or not any message (including control massages such as picket stop) transmitted by a PU
actually arrives at the receiver of another PU dopends on the state of affairs at the time of Message
transmission, taking into account the transmission range, the current transmitter power, the jamming
situation etc.
As parrt of the description of the Link 11 receivers and transmitters (real time parameters) provided at the
time these objects are created the user supplies (or calls from the library) a description of the Link 11
implementation In terms of the recognised massage catalogue, the implemented fields of each message and the
interpretation to be placed on field values.
He can also supply details of filteos fur application to the
receiver and transmitter message streams.
These details can be different fov each PU.
The user can obtain copies of messages appearing at various points in tht system, using the output facilimentioned previously. Calls are also available to allow inspection or modification of the integrated
data bases.

"ties

*

A user may wish to interface to an external data handling system, or to a simulation of such a system held
in his own program.
In this case he can create a PU inside SIMBOX but inhibit the interntl data base
integration for that PU. User calls are available which thou allow him to interface te the external system,
while SIMBOX still
simulates the rest of the net.
9.

a

THE USER PROGRAM - AN EXAMPLE

An example of a typical user program is given in the appendix.
The example chosen is one of radar tracking
assessment, the program printing out the probability of tracking a target by allairborne system as a
function of target range.
The procedure USER SETUP is called by SIMBOX at clock time zero to allow the
user to set up the initial scenario and 1/O requests, and to uchedule any other user procedures.
In this
example a user procedure is scheduled to be called at ý.nterval& corresponding to the rotation period of the
radar aorial to allow a count of the number of radar track l1(t entries updated in the preceeding scan.
The example is given primarily to illustrate the typically small size of a uscr program in relation to the
overall simulation taskt.
In deriving the output data SIMBOX will take into account factors such as aerial
beamshape and other parameters of the radar, the engagement geometry, the effect of a curved earth, atmospheric attenuation and diffraction, targeL echoing area fluctuation, and the parameters of the tracking
algorithm.
10.
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APPLICATIONS
2 to 4 illustrate various applications of SIMBOX.

In Fig 2, a radar performaoce in being assessed,
iThe user program makes user calls requesting sceuario
creation and radar track output, which Is analysed in the uaer program.
This class of application is
exemplified by the program shown in tia
appendix.
The range of applications like this is virtually
unlimited; examples are data link loading studies, investigation of track correlation p'oblems, the affects
jammeing and Fa, )n.

Fig 3 shows SIMGOX interfaced to a teal system element; in this example u tracking algorithm software
package is being tested, The user program seas up a radar and target scenario and requesto plot output
The latter (actual target position) can be co"rfrom the radar and navigation output from the targets.
pared with the tiacker derived position to assess tracker performance.
Fig 4 shows SIMeOX interfaced to a data handling system.

SIMBOX simulates the entire envirrinment whi-ch

would be seen looking out from the data handling system interface: is own sensors and carrier, other net
participants with their sensors targets, jsmmsrs etc. Data from the simulated own sensors (including
received comunication messages) is passed from SIMBOX to the data handling system. In the reverse
direction go comunicetion messages from the DHS and sensor controls resulting from operator actions.
SI•0OX can be similarly connected to a number of real system. to provide a test bed for studying inter"operability problems.
11.
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CONCLUSION

nSIMOX hau proved an effective tool in support of a major system development project. It has been used
:nsively for display simulation, radar assessment and the study of various aspects of tracking, correlation and data link operation.
In a typical user application SINDOX may load up to lO.K of program (36 bit words) together with 150K of
data. obviously there are problems in gaining user acceptance of a prugram as large and complex 'as this,
and in fact a substantial. proportion of the software is devoted Lo the task of *asing these problems by
supplying comprehensive analysis and diagnostic aids. in practice, user acceptance has been good.
to give performance figures without being specific about the nature of the scenario and
the application. As a guide however in an application such as that shown in Fig 4 a peak scenario of 800
targets can be handled in real time, with a typical mix of aircraft carrying jasuers, aircraft carrying
At least twice the performance can be
1FF equipment, and so on. This figure relates to a KTIO processor,
expected from the more modern KLIO processor.
is difficult
"it

It is envisaged that SIMBOX will form the basis of many test rigs and training simulators in a variety of
syyteillN the advantages to be gained in term of compatibility, standardisation and resource sharing are
obvioua.
¶
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APPNDIX.EXAMPLE USER PROGRAM.
'CORAL'
'P tOGRAM' SIMBOX;
'LIBRARY' ("SY$IiUSECOM. CRL");

'SEGMENTIEX6;

G EI~
R ADAR NAMENA14E,AC NAME;
•!'

ummm................
tPROCEDULR'USER
SETUP,

(ammmmm

mm

_COM4ENT'CREATE AEWSYSTEM (TREE NO 4 OF Aws SCENARIO FILE,
THIS
,:AS
STANDARD PATROL RACETRACK PATTERN);
AG NAME: -INPUT TREE("AEWSLIE" ,4,OFP) (DIALOGUE SWITCHED OFF)
"I
COMMciT' SEARCH FOR THE NAM OF THE RADAR IN THIS NEW TREE
AND REQUEST OUTPUT FR(M IT (I/O CODE B-TRACE UPDATE DATA);
FOR TREE OBJECTS (AC NAME, AlROMPFT, RADAR,AZWNANE) ' DO'
'BEGIN'
RADAR NAMEs-NANE;
REQUEST OUTPUT(RADAR NAM4,ADARRTIO,8,0,ON)
'END';

-

'CGG4IENT'NPUT SCENARIO FILE CONTAINING 100 TARGETSDIALOGUE
SWITCHElD ON TO ALLOW INTERACTIVE SETTING OF VELOCITYTHEADING ETC;
INPUT SCENARIO(" PAID.LIP",ON).
ICOIMNT'AEW RADAR WILL RAVE 10 SECS AERIAL ROTATION PERIODb
ARRANGE FOR USER PROI 1 TO PICK UP THE REQUESTED RADAR OUTPUT
ONCE PER SCAN;
SOCIEDULE(10 10000,10000);
'END';
-- • I

~~~(

u.............
'PROCEDURE'USER
PROC11;
nmamum~~

m

'BEGIN'
'COMENT'fCOLLECT REQUESTED OUTPUT DATA FflOM RADAR'S USER DATA CHAIN.
COUNT OF NUMBER OF PACKETS WILL GIVE NUMBER OF TRACKS IN TRACK LIST;
'INTEGER'N,P;
'FOR'P:tTAKE
'BE GIN'
i'

'END',;

TO PACKET(RADAR NAMEO)lWHILE 'P'NE'O'DO'

RELEASE PACKET(F)

NL;
TYPE("REV NUMBER "); TYPEOUT(CLOCKTIME/IOOOO);
i .

.

' END' ;

i

'E•ND'

StlNISH'

TYPE("'

NO OF

a'R(,SIN TI K LIST-") iTYPEOUT(N);

S
S
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THE APPLICATION OF MODELI/4G AND SIMULATION TO rHiE DEVELOPMENT OF TrHE E-3A

('

AR. Shanuhsn
The MITRE Corporation
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730

SUMMARY
The E-3A Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) is a newly developed and sophisticated alrhortr.,iar, communications, and

command-and-control system, It has been designed to perform a function never before possible: all-atiikttw. iurveillance of large volumes of airspace in the presence of severe ground clutter which results from operation over land, The drvseoh,ýwent of this advanced
technology system has been difficult but successful, Modeling and simulation have played an imtporttfit role in this success.

Modeling and simulation served a variety of functions throughout E-3A development, They assisted in designing key subsystems such as
the radar, integrating the overall system, developing the operational compiiter software, predicting system perlormnance, projecting mission effectiveness, and advocating the system and its capabilities. Rather $han describe any one of the many E-3A simulation models in
depth, this paper focuses on the modeling diversity required to satisfy various E-3A program needs during different stages of system
development. Thumbnail sketches of several representative models are included. This case history reveals that models and simulations
were necessary and important tools in the development of the E-3A. Their contributions were both substantial and widespread, Several
valuable lessons were learned in the process,
I.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview

Modeling and simulation havje been applied liberally throughout the E-3A program, Even before there was an E-3A program, they were
used extensively to establish the system's theoretical feasibility and to bound its performance requirements, Io the early days of system
development, simulation aidid Inthe actual subsystem design, most notably of tho radar subsystem, Later it was applied to tile prohlem
of' determining the appropriateness of various hardware and software designs over arange of operational situations, The design of an
effective target tracker was one of the more noteworthi, development hurdles during this period, Accurate radar performance prediction
then became the critical concern, and a family of moi,s were developed to perform this function, These models were developed in an
Iterative fasidon as system flight test data became available over time.

*
I

Modeling artd simulation were extremely valuable in the early- to mid-seventies for addressing tlie systena.advoeacy issues of die times,
issues that could not be addressed by flight test until years later. In one instanLe an "obvious fact" was shown by simulation to be a
falsehood,
A representative sampling of the mnany uses to which simulation has been applied and the contributions it has made to V-3A system
development is presented in Section 2. In general, all of the models and simulations used on the E-3A program have been deterministic
or Monte Carlo mathematical formulations written in the FORTRAN programming language for various high-speed computera, Their

sizes have ranged from afew lines of code to several thousand, As an example of ucurrent application of simulation that benefits tile
operational E-3A fleet today, a brief description of tile E-3A Mission Simulator isalso provided,
Several valuable lessons concerning nmodeling amid simulation have been learned over the course of h-3A development. These legso is
highlight certain important truths about modeling that must be understood and aceourmmtedt for when developing any avionics or C
system. These truths are discussed in Section 3.

1.2

E-3A Program Summary

The E-3A is the result of almost fifteen years of concerted ulf'ort. In the mid-1960s the Overland `atdhi Technology Program was ustab-

lished by the United States Air Force to determine the fearsibility of overland radar techilques for long-range surveillance of low-flying
identifying two promising. pulse-doppler rudar techniques, one by
aircraft, As a result of tis feasibility program, which succeeded him
Westinghouse and one by Hughes, the Air Force prepared a Concept Formulution Package for the E.-3A Airborne Warning and Control
S,,sten (AWACS) program, This package was approved by tile Department of Defense in late 1967, The Contract Definition Phase was
authorized in 1968 with the stipulation that a full-scale radar demonstration be given before full program approval. The Boeing Coom-

puny was awarded the prime contract in July 1970, The contract was divided into three phases: Brussboard, full-scale development, and
produciion.
The purpose of the Brassboard phase was to demonstrate that an airborne radar could have an operationally us1ful overland surveillance
capability. From March through August 1972 a competitive fln-off was conducted between the two pulse-doppler radars under consideration, and in the fall of that year Westinghouse was selected as the E-3A radartontractor, An airbome tracking demonstration was
tihen conducted with the winning radar in late 1972. This was followed by several additional duenonstrations in tile United States,
culminating in the first E-3A demonstration in Europe it, April 1973,

The first segment of the full-scale development phase, the System Integration Demonstration (SID), was successfully completed in

r

/ h•Successful

a,

September 1974, The Brassboard aircraft and radar were retained and production prototype%of most of the other E-3A mission avionics
equipments were added. This formed a singio.thread system to demonstrate the basic functional capabilities and to show that the various
mission avionics elements covld be integrated into a smoothly working system. Following a wries of special tests In the United States,
tthe SID E-3A was deployed to Europe for a demonstration to senior NATO defense officials and military peronnel In April 1975.
completion of the SID test programn demonstrated that the principal high-risk factors had been resolved and production
ututhorization was recievedi
Tile remainder of the development program dealt with tile system testing and qualification of the production configuration which was
developed in 1975-1976, Three test aircraft for this phase underwent rigorous testing in 1976-1977 with participation by Air Force and
contractor personnel. rthe first production aircraft was delivered to tire USAF Tactical Air Command at AWAC Wing Heudquarters,
Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, oil 24 March 1977. As of September 1979. nineteen of the total progra~mmed force of 34 E-3Ak have been'
delivered.

IL|
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The production E-3A system avionics (figure I) include a surveillance radar and IFF processor; navigation equipment; a high speed data,
processor; nine multipurpose and two specialized display consoles; and a variety of UHF, VIIF. and HF communications equipments.
The airframe is a modified Boeing 707-320B, With a mission crew of thirteen, the I-3A is designed to provide timely detection, tracking,
and identification ofaircraft within its surveillance volume, data communication of this information to external elements, and military
command and operational control of friendly aircraft.
An E-3A enhancement program was established in 1974 to augment the E-3A's already substantial capabilities. The currently approved
prograni consists of the incorporation of a Joint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) capability for hi~h.eapacity, jam-

resistant digital communications, amaritime-surveillance uaplability for detecting and tracking ships, an expanded C capabfility Involving
the addition of aeveral radios and central-processor capacity, end other minor system enhancements and prodtct improvements.
NATO is procuring eighteen enhanced E-3A systems as part of its advanced Airborne Early Warning force, Delivery of the first NATO
E-3A Isscheduled for early 1982, with subsequent deliveries over the following three years.
2.

APPLICATIONS OF MODELING AND SIMULATION DURING E-3A DEVELOPMENT

2,1

Detailed Subsystem Design

The heart of the E-3A system and Its greatest technological ahicevensent is its surveillance radar, which must pick out low-flying aircraft
from ground clutter over an area of thousands ot square miles. Key advances were made in developing the radar In the areas of ultra.
stable signal generation and digital processing, In addition, the narrow-beam signal with its low antenna aidelobe characteristics - which
arc necessary for accurate target detection oveiland - was achieved through a significant advance in the design of the radar antenna.
Lastly, the low sidelobe characteristics of the transmitted energy pattern and, hence, the high performance of the radar, were sustained
through the use of a sophisticated antenna shield or radome designed to very precise tolerances. Several special-purpose computer simulations assisted substantially In thie process of designing these major subsystem comporients,
2.1.1

Radar Subsystem Design

In the design of tile Westinghouse radar, much of the general design approach (figure 2) from the receiver through the signal processor
to the radar data correlator was defined in the late sixties by &L-sign tradeoff studies using detailed contractor simulations, In 1968
several individual simulations of parts of the radar were combined Into one end-to-end simulation program, appropriately called the
Long-Fornt Radar Simulation. By simulating, pulse-by-pulse, the entire radar signal processing sequence front RF input to digitized,
correlated output, the Long-Form simulation was used, first, to explore the various hardware design alternatives, then to refiote and
optimize the design alternative chosen. This design-and-reflne process encompassed both the hardware configuration and the target
detection algorithms that would reside In the radar subsystem software.
The Westinghouse Long-Form simulation was, as one might expect, a very large program. It was programmed originally for the UNIVAC
1108 computer and took 100-200 time!, longer to run than the radar takes to operate in real time. It has been updated over the years,
converted to newer macltines, and even now is used in tile continuing effort to extend and optinfice tlse radar's capabilities. Parts of
the program have been borrowed for other uses, such as cost-reducing design tradeoff studies and production-unit performance evalua.
tion, replacing certain time-consuming and costly acceptance tests,
2.1.2

Antenna Design

In the design of the lowsidelobe antenna, a detalled perfortnanoi simulation was developed by Westinghouse to determine what the
antennu's electromagnetic and mtechanical properties should be, The antenna (figure 3) consists of a planar array of slotted waveguides,
or "sticks," mounted horizontally across the aperture. These sticks are then manifolded through a series of waveguide coupling devices
bhcK to a comnimon input port. The dimensions of the sticks, tihe contiguration of the array, and the nsanifold couplingt design determine
the distribution of radiated eoergy and, consequently, its mainheani and sidelobe structure. Tile antenna simulation model was used to
specify the optimum dimensions, configuration, and coupling design to a very high degree of accuracy. It utilized propagation theory,
circuit modeling, and other analytical techniques to achieve the required accuracy. The inclusion of electromagnetic coupling effects
among the waveguides was the hirgest single contributor to the subsequent agreement hetwven predicted and measured pattern results, It
wus also largely responsible for the cost-effle.tive antenna design program.
In addition to the analytical design simulation, u mechanical deslin simulation was developed to follow through In the manufacturing of
each antenna to ensure confornmity with tie stringent tolerance requitensents, liven the mauchthng process was controlled by computer.

-
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Radome Design

In the design of the radone, or protective bubble for the antenna (figure 4), a ray-tracing computer model was developed by The Boeing
Company to predict the radar signal transmission, reflection, absorption, and ptsase delay resulting from various radome designs. These
are the principal factors atffting thmeradar sidelohe levels and, ultimately, the performance of the entire radar subsystem. The design
parameters included lInthe model consisted of rudosne shape, size, wall construction, antenna configuration and location, operating
frequency, and several electronsagnetic design constraints. One of the most obvious issues to resolve during this time period was whether
to
mount
the tilradome/antenna
over the fuselage
or on was
the derived
tall. Through
usesubsequently
of the ray-trucing
model (and
extensive
wind
raldiation
pattern[
fin 1970the
and
verifiedcomnputer
by scale-niodel
acceptable tliselage-nmulnted
raotini
tunnel
tests)
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nl~~easuremlen ts.

_This original radome was of uniform thickness. Conthiued study, sinsulation, and pattern miensurevnents resulted It,an improced versionm
lin 1972 that was tapered discreetly in thickness, Whes in 1975 it was found that residual radar sidelh v clutter it certain regions was
still highei. than desired, a radar simulation developed hy MITRE the Air Fiorce's System Enigiuner for the 1-3A -. was used to isolate
the calls,!. Measured radiation patterns represeiting the antenna alone and the antenna with radonse were separftely fil int o the 8110la-W
tion, and the additional sidelobes were found to result tfromn
specific areas within tlie radome. Ultinmately, this led to a radone -lisl prove.ment prograw which, when completed lis 198,1 will yield a 90 percent reduction In the radar signal losses attributable to the radomne.
This, in turn, will resulit in a significant Increase in the l-3A vurveillance capabillty.
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15-3
Radar Performance Prediction

Especially during the early phases of system acquisition it was important to he able to predict how well the radar would perform. The
radar was the largest single technical risk; look-down surveillance over land was never before possible. There wt, some skepticism that
this latest attempt would be successful. Yet performance prediction over a sufficiently broad range of operationai -ituations was no easy
task - in fact, without sinmulation it was not possible,
Two types of simulation :yere requiveo to allow adequate performance prediction, One was the dntailed simulation of the phenomenology involved in tran •mitting larSe amounts of radio frequency radiation through the atmosphere, onto the ground as well a lowflying aircraft, and back through the atmosphere into the receiver, The second type of simulation was a higher level, shorter version of
the Long-Form Radar Simulation that would permit extensive anAlysis and assessment of system-level performance in larger, scenario.
type simulation models,
22.1

Phenomenology Models

In the phenonmenology area, several models were developed. One was an atmospheric refractivity model, originally developsd to study
propagation effects on surveillance coverage. Another was a ground clutter prediction model for studying the various types and mechanIsms of radar signal backscatter. A third was a cluttes transient model for studying tile potential effects of transient waveforms at various
filters in the receiver. These models, or key parts of them, were then incorporated into several subsequent models%most importantly, the
system contractor's Surveillance Function Simulation Model, which also utilized the second type, the Shurt-Form Radar Simulation,
212.2

Surveillance Function Models

The Short-Form simulation was designed by Westinghouse to be the functional equivalent of the detailed Long-Form program, However,
it would run rapidly enough to provide scan-by-wcan radar output data that could be used as direct input to an 1-3A central processor
-modelof extended system functions, such as tracking aircraft over many minutes of real time, Westinghouse used the Short-Form simu
latlon first to optimize the operational radar parameters that would reside In software, suoh sa the beam pointing anglej and the angular
offset between the pulse-doppler and pulse beams, Secondly, approaches were explored for managing in the software tile many different
radar modes that can be selected fur use in different surveillance directions (or sectors),
Boeing used the Short-Form simulation to define and optimize the interface between the radar and central processor subsysttms And to
develop target tracking algorithms for use in the eventual airborne operational computer program. There were minor feedback effects
"frontthtse system-level studies on the radar hardware and software design, as the overall performance of the target tracker was Iteratively
brought up to specification levels,

*

Boeing's initial tracker choice during the latter part of tile Contract Definition Phase in 1970-1971 was oalld a "p,O" tracker, because
the principal state variables used were target range (p) and azimuth angle (0) relative to the E-3A. Target speed and heading relative to a
fixed reference direction (i.e,, North) were also used, r'his approach was used because it allowed straightforward integration of the target
tracking functions. Studies using the Surveillance Fimc-tion Simulation, however, Indicated that this approach led to some fairly complex
Qcomputational algorithms. For example, eight different smoothing coefficlenti were required, itstead of the four required In the old
U.S, Semi-Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) system tracker. In addition, the ten unique elements of the filter covaliance matrix
would have to be updated each time tile track was sntoothed or extrapolated. A Cartesian ("x,y") approach was found to provide
superior performance while imposing less demanding computational requirements, These and other modeling studies resulted in an euly
decision by Boeing to dis,.ard the p,O tracker in favor of the x,y tracke-, Continued modeling studies over the next few years resulted in
additional refinements to the tracker design.
21.2.3

Radar Performance Prediction Models

Boeing's Surveillance Function Simulation was needed for radar design tradeotf studies and operational software (e.g., tracking) development amid validation, At the same lime, the Air Force (through MITRE) needed to predict surveillance performance to better auess tile
system's potential contribution to Air Force operations. A variety of simulations which could accurately predict E-3A radar performance in terms of detection range against various radar cross section targets were developed, improved, and refined by MITRE, beginning
w(th some theoretical models in 1968.
The first of the E-3A radar performanse prediction programs to be developed were a group of Airborne Moving Target Indication (ApTI)
programs developed in the late I960s. Their purpose was to permit performance prediction for a variety of potential pulretdoppler radar
designs against a variety of aircraft target types and under a variety of simulated operating conditions. The program design approach was
to develop groups of subroutines, or modules, that could be celected to operate with any of a group of main programs (figure 5). Sevven
malt programs were developed to prvvidc the analyst with flexibility and selectability for assessing various radar design techniques, some
more sophisticated than others.
The premise was that if thle reflected radar energy from the target, the reflected energy from other sources (i.e., clutter), and the receiver
noise level were known, a fairly accurate prediction of the probability of target detection under these conditions could be made, The
factor with the greatest uncertainty In such a prediction
the amount of clutter energy that would compete with the target return
signal, Since there was no test radar then with which to was
accumulate flight test data on the expected clutter levels
over various types of
terrain, the AMTI chltter models had to be totally theoretical. Nevertheless, performance predictions using the AMTI programs were
reliable enough to provide valuable insight into the general levels of performance that could be expected with various radar designs under
various conditions.
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In 1969 portions or the AMT1 programs were incorporated into an E-3A/target aircraft trajectory simulation program to predict E-3A
radar detection capability in various mission scenatios. The theoretical clutter models were still required and, consequently, the accuracy
of the simulation results was somewhat unclear,
The radar performance and trajectory program was revamped in 1972-1973 when E-3A Brassboard Program flight test data became
available. The data was gathered and tabulated to provide target .. etion probability as a function of target azimuth off the E-3A
center~ine axis, target velocity, and signal-to-noise ratio for flight over different types of terrain. In essence, the effect of actual ground
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clutter was built into the data and realistic and accurate performance prediction was, for the first time, possible. After adding what
amounted to real clutter data on a "standard target," which could be scaled analytically for any target at any range, more improvements
and sophistications were made to the radar performance prediction program over time. Better models for estimating atmospheric losses
were incorporated into the analytical portion of the simulation. Also, radar cros section routines for various Soviet and American aircraft were added for estimating radar performance apnast specific aircraft. Simulation results were found to be quite close to the corresponding flight test results that could be obtained.
The radar performance program was again improved and updated in 1976-1977 when development program radar flight teat data became
available, increased aophlstlcation was incorporated into the program in tem&of radar modes, calibration and sealino constants, system
losses, and minute beam-spreading and refraction effects caused by the radome. This Increased sophistication was made possible by com.
paring the simulation results with the flight test data and refining the simulation design,
Even now the radar performance program continues to be improved and updated, The latest improvement has been the Incorporation in
one version of a series of field measurements of antenna/radome gain variation with izimuth. Work Is also ongoing to refine the astimates of certain range- and altitude-dependent system losses for even more precise performance prediction.
2.3

System Advocacy

A number of critical issues have arisen over tile course of E-3A system development, In addition to early uncertainties regarding the
viability of an effective overland surveillance capability, there were concerns for the survivability of such a system In a wartime environ.
ment, Its etTeetiveness, resistivity to jamming, and the force size required to satisfy worldwide needs were questioned, In addressing
these concerns, flight tests or exercises were not possible because the system was not then develope, Analysis supported by simulation
arid modeling was the only available alternative,
2,3,1

Survivability

In 1971 the U,S, Department of Defense (DoD) directed that a study be made of the survivability of an AWACS in a European conflict
situation and that the sensitivity of the results be related to radar performance against likely threat aircraft, Three computer models
were required for that study,

,

As expected, the radar performance model was a key one, During the initial phase of the study, before the Brasaboard radar data was
uvailable, theoretical radar performance against representative threats was all that was available, Consequently, the study emphasis was
on the warning time and defensive suplport that could be reaiized over a broad range of aircraft detection ranges, After Brassboard results
becmne available in lute 1,172 und 1973, specific detcutloo predictions were made and the corresponding warning times and defense levels
could he estintated,
A second, rather simple but effective model, which assisted in illuminating the Issue ot' defensive fighter support for the E-3A, was the
Fighter Conmit Envelope Model, Requiring only a dozen lives of code, this model used the geometric relationships of distance and time
between constant velocity vetors reprcsentingt a hostile pinei rator and friendly fighter to determine the locus of points in the horizontal
plane where the defentding fighter could reach a terminal engagement situation on the penetrator before tile penetrator could reach a
terminal engagement situation on the F-3A (figure 6), The appeal of the approach was that the size of the envelope depended primarily
on the E-3A detection capability aituinst the penetrator, rather than on the weapons capabilities of the respective aircraft, which were
subject to debate. Because of the eventual predictions that the E-3A detection capabilities against threat aircraft would be substantial,
and that the resulting areas, or commit envelopes, from which fighters could be drawn would be large, it was recognized that the E-3A
could provide tile single most Important Ingredient both for its own defense and the defense of other friendly assets in thie of attack:
warning thie to react,
iFor those who insisted on quantitative estiniatec of the probability oe E.3A survival against attacks by various numbers of hostile aircraft
when defended by various numbers of friendly fighters, a Probability of E.3A Survival Model was developed. This short mathematical
model of a ccuepie dozen FORTRAN statements required estimates of the cunmulative kill probabilities of hostile aircraft against an E-3Asize aircraft aLd friendly aircraft aguainst the hostiles. Since published data oin such probabilities tended to be overly specitic and not
totally upplicabic, the model was programmed to generate results parametrically over a range of probabilities. In the end, because few
could agree on the kill probabilities that should apply, the parametric approach proved most appropriate.
2.3.2

Mission E'ffectiveness

In the genseral sense, mission effectiveness has been a top-priority Item In the design of the E-3A system from the beginning. In 1973,
however, I)ol) specifically asked for assuranee of system
teffectiveness in the European environment before system development could
continue, A large-scale air-battle sinsulation model, culled TAC PENETRATOR, was selected by the U.S. Air Force staff for analysis and
assessment of E.3A mission effectiveness, The slinslation was ran wvith and without tlhe EI-3A to sllow Inprovemtent resulting fro.i., it0
superior surveillance, commin
iunicaitions, and cohnnlmd-ald-control.
The I'AC' 1FNFTiRATOR model is an expected value model that uses a series of 53 sinsultuneous differential equations to compute tile
intera-tlons and outcome of a tactical air battle. The motel uses a notional approach and describes a group of RED aircraft attacking a
group of BLUE assets defended by a group of BLUE SAMs and a group of BLUE fighters (figure 7). The major simulation output Is the
usual treasure of effectiveness of RED bartbers on BLUE targets, in addition to statistics regarding RUD aircraft killed, BLUE aircraft
killed, aind SAMs and (C2 centers destroyed,
At tle risk of ulstaging one oft Ihe lessons learned hi applying modeling and simtulation, comspreihensive air battle sihn ulations like this onie
have generally lucked credibility for u tnintber of reasotns to be et scussed later. li this particular case, however, the results obtained were
considered adetluate for addressing the concerns of the then Deputy Secretary of l)etfnse because the model had several &ajorconservative assuinsptions built into it. lFor example, there were no hostile uircruft aborts; there was effective RhD ground-control-intereept (GCi)
covwrage in BLUE territory; and RED kill probabilities against BLUE ground targets were unity. The conclusion was that, since the
prediction.s of' itlispovesicitt were so conservative, they were that miuchi isore believable.

2.3.3

Electronic Countermeasure Resistivity

In 1074 the U.S. Cenate Armed Scrvice Committee Report on the FY75 Authorization Bill requested that the Secretary of Defense
appoint a group of independent ra lar and electronic countermeasure (ECM) experts to examine in detail prior to any production decision the ECM resistivity of the E-3A radar. In response to this request the Director of Defense Researn and Engineering (DDR&kS)
appointed such a group iii August and directed that the ad hoc committee report be completed and submitted to the Secretary of Defense and to the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC) by the beginning of December, Air Force/MITRE simulation
results were a significant factor inthe Committee's favorable assessment,
A radar performance in ECM simulat t on was developed by MITRE to produce target detection range plots as a function of azimuth angle
for one or more E-3As In asenario containing multiple noise jammers, Fixed and moving jammers could be specified, with the detestion range results recalculated every so-mnsny minutes. An illustration of a typical simulation output is provided infigure 8, The model
assumes a constant (nose-on) vross section for the target class and rietermines the effect of multiple noise jammers on E-3A detection
range by an algebraic formulation involving the detection range without jamming anti the jammer-to-noise power density ratio, Although
the theory employed in the model is stra&ihtforward, the program itself is fairly large, with one main program and eleven subroutines to
determine the precise value., to be used in the formulation, The model's prediction capability has been confirmed by a number of
Jammer flight tests that have been conducted since the time of its development.
The radar performance in ECM simulation mlodel has been used extensively since 1974 to evaluate additional ECM threat projections,
The model results have provided keen insight into the relative effects of alternative jammer tactics and the merits of various electronic
"cot
onter-corsntcrmeasures that may provide protection against such tactics.
2.3,4

Force Sizing

The number of E-3As required to support various surveillance missions has been difficult to quantify precisely without a foroe si,.ing
computer model. In the late 1960's, during Contract Definition, 64 E-3As were planned based on Air Force paper analysis of the number
required to do substantial perimeter surveillance of the continental United States for air defense and to do limited tactical surveillance
worldwide. In 1970 the t ital number of~ E-3As was reduced to 42 as part of a DoD-wide budget cut. In addition, the Air Force had to
rethink the allocation or E-3A resources because the ftocus o1 E3A employment was shifted from U.S4 air defense to general purpose
worldwide applications, Lack of an adequate analytical tool for providing DoD and congressional decision-makers with insight into the
need for a force of this size may have contributed to another cut in the E-3A program in 1973 to 34 hircraft, It was In 1974 tihat the
first E-3A Force-Sizing Model became available for Air Force studies and analysis,
Trie E-3A Force-Sizing Model is a Monte Carlo computer programn that determines the number of E-3As required to provide various levels
of ott-station coverage. 'rhe program nmodels a scenario consisting of a ground operating base and one or more airborne orbits (or sta.
tions), The simulation includes the fly-out from base to station, tile on-station coverage, the return to base, and the ground refueling and
maintenance prior to another mission (figure 9), In-flight aborts, as well as the variability in ground turnaround time, art modeled statis.
tically. The program outputs the on-station coverage that can be expected for the given base-to-station distances as a function of E-3A
force size, In recent years the model has been generalized to project force-sixing requirements for any aircraft of known characteristics,
The Force-Sizing Model has been used in design-tradeoff studies of reliability and mnintainability, in employment studies to detersine
the number of aircraft per orbit to satisfy varlous mission requirements, and in basing studies to assess the effects of various fleet basing
alternatives oit force-sizing requirements,
Thte Force-Sizing Model proved to be a valuable tool In 1975 when the NATO Supreme Allied Comtrander, Atluntio (SACLANT) expressed Interest In the E-3A as u NATO Airborne Early Warning system, One of isis concerns was whether tile E-3A could fulfill specific
surveillance coverage requirements with the allowable number of aircraft. Force-sizing model results helped convince him that it could.
2,4

Dispelling an Early Fear: Terrain-Screening

Another timely application of simulation showed that a seemingly obvious tact about an airborne radar was actually a falsehood, that on
early fear and potentially serious concern were unfounded, The issue arose in 1907 when a cursory attempt was made to estimate the
effect on airbur•L radar coverage of screening by terrain, The single case of a stationary E-3A looking in one azimuith direction was
considered, TIte conclusion was that the line.of-sight range to a target aircraft would be reduced as much as 40 percent for the situation
where It was terrain-following through mountains, Nafurally, this result was disappointing and concern arose regerding the utility of airborne radar In mountainous areas, This concern was p;irticularly insidious because many people accepted the conclusion without question,
believing It to. be rather obvious, Portunately, not everyone accepted it because it was not based on any detailed or extensive analysis of
terrain-screening effects over real terrain,
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In 1970 a Terrain-Screening Simulation Model was developed by MITRE, The model approach was to determine whether a point at a
given range and atlntuth isscreened from an observer position (on the ground or in the air) by terrain along the line-or-sight. The terrain
distribution was alplpruximated by dividing ageographic area into a large number of grid rectangles with sides of constant latitude and
longitude. At etch corner coordinate the.heigl,t of the terrain was apecified as a terrain data point read in by input card, The size of the
gridt rectantgles cotild to.varied, depending on the accuracy desired and the irregularity of the terrain. The height at any location was
determined by finding whiet'

grid rectangle the point was in and employing a lines. estimation technique based on the terrain heights of

ttis four corner points. Refrctivity of the atmosphere was approximated by a 4/3 earth radius.
The Terrain-Screening Model was applied satisfactorily to the mountainous terrain issue in 1971, Detailed analysis was conducted for a
number of potential penetratiun routes into the U,S. over mountainous terrain. The terrein height in the appropriate areas of Alaska and
Canada was determined from terrain maps. The results indicated that there were nio penetration routes that would result in as drastic a
reduction in surveillance as the 40 percent projected by the 1967 stationary observer analyris. The reason was that the motion of an
E-3A resulted in rapid changes in the terrain distribution, and continuous screening along a given penetration route was not possible,
Another result was that the amount of screening was reduced dramatically as the target height increased, Thirdly, the study results
slowed that any effects of terrain-screening on long-range, low-altitude target detection could be minimized by computer analysis
of the best E-3A orbit locations with respect to a specific mountain range, Lastly, it was effectively shown that multiple E-3As with
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overlapping coverage reduced the effect of terrain-screenlng substantially further to the point where the impact would be minimal,
In essence, what was considered to be an 6bvious truth and an unfortunate fact of life for airborne radars was shown to be false at
a time when program efforts had to be focussed on other more important concerns and system development issues. Subsequent
experience during E-3A flight tests in the vicinity of mountains tells us that the Terrain-Screening Model results were correct.
Over the last several years more precise terrain height data for certain parts of the world has gradually become available on computer
magnetic tape from the Defense Mapping Agency, In 1978 the capability to read and sort this data was built into the Terrain-Screening
Model. Other improvements and refinements were also incorporated in the model design. It is now possible to use the model for high
resolution terrain.acreening analysis of geographic areas for which data is available, such as Central Europe. An illustration of the kind of
output than can be obtained Is piovided in figure 10, The case analyzed was for points on the ground, rather than for ai:craft above the
ground.
2.5

An Operational Application: The E-3A Mission Simulator

A current application of simulation on the E-3A Program is the Mission Simulator, The simulator is a facility at the E-3A Main Operating
Base at Tinker AFB (figure I1) wherein E-3A mission crew members may be trained as an interactive and entire crew in an operationally
lifelike environment, It consibts of an instructor area with three multipurpose consoles and four communications simulation consolcs,
and a mission crew area with nine multipurpose consoles, a computer opetator's console, and other display arnd processor equipments,
laid out like an E-3A aircraft, The instructors control'the data being displayed on the trainee consoles and provide simulated voice communications with the external environment. They also monitor and assist the trainees In their development,
The simulation software consists of the major portions of the E-3A Airborne Operational Computer Program (AOCP) for processing
mission data and operator switch actions, and a full repertoire of simulatcd deta: radar and iFF reports, navigation data, digital 0ornmunicatlons information, electronic countermeasure information, and a number of selectable scenario data bases for added realism.
The Mission Simulator is used to train new crew members in as controlled an environment as possible, under close monitor supervision,
prior to actual flight training onboard an E-3A aircraft. It is also used to replay and analyze actual mislons; data from every mission is
recorded on magnetic tape In-flight. The simulator has even greater capability in one sense than the real thing because the c ton can be
frozen in time for analysis or explanation.

"*

In addition to the Mission Simulator is an individual position trainer (IPT) facility, which is used to train operators in the use of the
multipurpose console before being graduated into a full crew environment.
,
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3.

LESSONS LEARNED

The many applications of modeling and simulation over the course of E-3A development have provided opportunities to recognize
several important truths. Perhaps the most important is that, no matter how realistic and accurate a model is, it will never be as believ.
able to decision-makers as actual system tests or demonstrations. As a result, simulation plays a less Important role the further into a
program It is, as more test data becomes available.
The many applications of modeling and simulation have also taught several important lessons, Three are most significant:
I.

Large models are not necessarily better than small models and small comprehensible models are always better
than large incomprehensible ones,

As discussed In the area of survivability, asmall and rather simplistic Interceptor availability model was perfectly adequate In the early
19701 for showing that the E-3A could be protected with interceptor aircraft. Data on the respective kill probabilities of hostile and
friendly weapons systems was subject to debate; consequently, modeling the eridgame was inappropriate. The effectiveness of this
approach was in sharp contrast with the ineffectiveness of a separate attempt in those days to use the output of a large, detailed intercept simulation to make the same point, This model had been obtained from a contractor and it provided very detailed results. The
problem was that each model run also produced certain curious results, and an inordinate amount of time was required to determine how
they could be rationalized. Eventually the model had to be discarded.
A pitfall of using large-scale simulations is that they may give the illusion of modeling things to great levels of detail when the input data
is not adequate to justify such detail, This is similar to the problem of significant figures, where the result of multiplying several numbers
together is only as precise as the least precise number being multiplied. Sometimes detailed simulation is not even possible. Occasionally
not enough is known about the cause-and-effect relationships Involved in some process to model It, Perhaps most difficult is recognizing
this sittuation and biting one's modeling tontuue. A better approach is to develop a number of smaller models for those parts of the
process that are well understood, The results from these models can then be tied together as much as possible tinder the circumstances
"by the reasoning power or common sense of the analyst.
2.

Irk

Application of large, existing models to new problems is usually difficult and must always be done with
great care,

Usually, the larger the model the more specialized it is, no matter how hard the model developer attempts to make it general, In 1973,
for example, a large-scale computer program simulaUng a European air war was obtained and adapted for some E-3A effectiveness
studies, It was discovered in short order, however, that the program would have limited utility for the task at hand because major
programming changes would be required to add a second E-3A to the simulation,

"Thebest hedge against

overly specialized simulations is to make them as modular as possible. This was done effectively with the E-3A
Long-Form Radar Simulation and the Radar Performance Prediction Models, beginning with tie AMTI routines mentioned previously,
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Parts of the Long-Form program and several of the AMTI routines are still In use today. Rather than attempting to force a now problem
to fit an old
model,
the more
effective
hasspecifically
been to develop
specific executive
modules,
some
of which
may have
to heapproach
developed
for the4 problem
at hand. or main program that will call all required
A cardinal rule for developing simulations that are to be saved for future use is to document them fully. Many models are developed by
people who leave the project or, worse, the company, without documenting their work. These models are then useless unless someone
can be given time to explore them thoroughly and document them, If this Is even poulble, depending on the transparency of model
4esign,
3.

Large, inulti-system effectiveness models are the least credible of all models beause they are the most
difficult to apply correctly.

Of all the models and simulations used during the E.3A program, the large-scale, multi.system effectiveness models had the least utility.
One or more of the requirements for successful application of this type of model were usually violated,
One requirement Is that all model constraints and assumptions be well understood and the caveats advertised widely. Also, the sensi.
tivity of the results to changes In the assumptions must be known for the results to be meaningful. One analysis of E-3A effectiveness
conducted in 1973 at first encountered criticism because enemy,ECM was not adequately modeled, Upon further analysis, however,
this was found to be a conservative assumption in terms of the model's measure of effectiveness: the improvement in surveillance and
C3 due to the addition of the E.3A. The reason was that the E-3A is far less susceptible to ECM than other systems of its class that
comprise the C3 network, Surprise, concern, and debate could have been avoided by widely advertising the model grouttd rules and
assumptions.
L!

Another requirement is that every model mechanism and algorithm be understood and Judged appropriate. Sometimes the inappro.
priateness of a particular algorithm in a model, particularly in a large model, can go unnoticed, i.e, ,if the results are not contrary to
common sense, In this situation the analysis is worthless, but no one knows it, In most cases, fortunately, the process of varying the
input parameters and conducting sensitivity analyses uncovers those hidden lapses from reality. In 1972, for example, a large.ssle
war game simulation was used to determine the improvement in the outcome of a battle as a result of the introduction of the W-4A,
To everyone's surprise the outcome was worse. It seemed that additional warning time was not a good tihing, More detailed analysis
revealed, however, that the Interceptor allocation algorithm was inappropriate, Consequently, the greater the warning time the sooner
the allocation and the worse the outcome,
Perhaps the most fundamertal requirement for successful use of systems effectiveness modeling is that the model's measures of effectiveness be appropriate to the problem at hand. One E.3A effectiveness study, for example, was substantially handicapped because the
model used measured the C3 effectiveness of an isolated E.3A versus that of the ground C3 environment, The proper measure should
have been the complementary effectiveness of a combined E-3A/ground environment capability versus the capability of the ground
environment alone.
Another effectiveness study employed a model that listed as one of the key measures of effectiveness the number of hostile fighters
killed versus the number of friendly fighters killed. Addition of the E-3A In certain scenarios resulted in a decrease in the number of
hostile fighters killed and an increase in the number of friendly fighters killed, By the above measure of effectivent~s, this would have
meant addition of the E-3A was counterproductive. It turned out, however, that the number of hostile fighters killed decreased because
the more effective surveillance and C2 provided by the E.3A permitted more friendly fighters to avoid Intercepting hostile fighters to
conserve their weapons for use against hostile bombers and fighter-bombers, The number of friendly fighters killed increased because
considerably more of the fighters were brought into the conflict as a result of the earlier warning provided by the E-3A, Toe measure of
effectiveness, therefore, was misleading and inappropriate.
4,

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented just a sampling (summarized in figure 12) of the various applications of modeling and simulation to the developmcnt of the E-3A, Many truths concerning the modeling and simulation process were made appsrent and many lessons were learned.
Yet the most enco tpeasing truth clearly stands out - models and snmul,.tions are necessary and important tools in the development of
any avionics and C system,
They can be used for such diverse applications as subsystem and system design, performance prediction, system advocacy, and even
crew training. If used carefully and prudently, modeling and simulation can provide a crucial service ir.time system design process and,
in addition, fill many of the knowledge gaps encountered along the development path.
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Figure 4, Close-up View of E-3A Radonie
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"E-3A NAVIGATIONAL COMPUTER SYSTEM
REAL-TIME ENVIRONMENTAL SIMU•ATOR

D. Healy

iiThe

Analytic Sciences Corporation (TASC)
Reading, Massachusetts
Samuel Newman
Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT

--

The Naval Air Development Center is developing a software life-cycle rupport
facility for the E-3A Navigational Computer System (NCS).
The heart of this facility is
&areal-time environmental simulator which is used to simulate both E-3A avionics and the
operational environment so that software problems with the included AN/ARN-120 Omega Navigation Equipment (ONE) can be investigated and that the impact of software changes can be
assessed by a simulated mission refly. The ONE contains a 16-bit embedded minicomputer.
connctedThe environmental simulator is a hybrid system hosted in two digital computers
connected by a specially designed real-time digital data link. Real-time simulation software performs two distinct functions: provides computer-controlled analog and digital
input data to the ONE and respond to ONE guidance outputs, and provides "truth-model"
aircraft data which can be used as a precision navigation reference.
The paper presente preliminary experience related to the design and construction
eo
the
f envirnmental simulator for the software life-cycle support facility, describes
some of the practicae problems encountered in developing the simulator, presents interim
resolution and potential long-term solutions, and discusses current status. Particular
emphasis is placed on describing procedures used for implementing the simulator development
guidelines: maximum flexibility and minimum essential design,
S1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The E-3A Navigational Computer System Software Life-Cycle Support Facility

The E-3A Navigational Computer System (NCS) is an integrated multisensor navigation system consisting of dual Delco AN/ASN-119 Inertial Navigation Equipments (INE), a
Ryan AN/APN-213 Doppler Velocity Sensor (DVS), and a Northrop AN/ARN-120 Omega Navigation
Equipment (ONE).
Three embedded computers are used in the NCS:
two inertial computers
(one per INE) and an Omega computer in the ONE.
System integration is performed in the

ONE using a 24 state Kalman filter.
Fig. I (Iorthrop, 1975).

A functional flow diagram of the NCS is shown in

The primary purpose of the Software Life-Cycle Support Facility (LCSF) is to
provide support to the U.S. Air Force in maintaining the operational ONE proraw. (Support
if the operational INE programs is not a responsibility of the NCS Software LCSF.)
The
software maintenance task involves developing the capability to detect errors in the operational software, to change the software and test the changes, and to produce fieldinstallable versions of the software.
These capabilities represent the design goals for

the NCS Software LCSF.

The NCS Software LCSF consists of two separate facilities: a Program Generation
Facility (PGF) and an Environmental Simulation Facility (ESF).
The PGF will be used to
,modify source code and assemble new program versions. The ESF will be used to test the
software in a dynamic environment similar to that encountered in an E-3A, The power and
flexibility of the ESF is derived from the real-time environmental simulator (ES): a
hybrid system hosted in two digital computers connected by a specially designed real-time
digital data link.
1.2

Relationship of the LCSF to Air Force Requirements

The F-3A system development is managed for the United States Air Force by the
E-3A System Program Office (SPO), Electronic Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command.
The user is Air Force Tactical Air Command (TAC), and maintenance responsibility ultimately
rests with Air Force Logistics Command (AFLC).
As part of its development mission, the
E-3A SPO entered into ,an agreement with the Naval Air Development Center (NADC) to design
and build a software LCSF for the E-3A NCS.

S
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Development of the LCSF began in 1976.
Since the beginning of the development,
the design and development of the LCSF has been reviewed by E-3A SPO, TAC and AFLC representatives.
Current plans call for NADC to assist in the transition of the LCSF to AFLC
by 1984.
1.3

Organization of the Paper

This paper is organized into four sections.
Section 1 presents an overview of
the LCSF and its relationship to Air Force requirements.
Section 2 discusses the principal
goals of the LCSF, its hardware organization, and the software organization of the environmental simulator.
Section 3 describes the development of the facility (with primary
emphasis on the simulator) and discusses problems encountered, their solution, and lessons
learned,
Section 4 contains a brief summary of the development and describes the current
status of the LCSF.

2.

SOFTWARE LIFE-CYCLE SUPPORT FACILITY

2.1

Objectives
The E-3A NCS Software LCSF is designed to provide the software engineer with the

capability to perform specific software maintenance tasks,
functions have been identified:

Sfacility

From this perspective,

six

SProblem

Report Evaluation - determine
from a system deficiency re ort whether
a specific problem has a software remedy

0

*code,

Algorithm Modification and Program Generation - make a specific change to an algorithm in the ONE software, chan,6a the

and produce a now program version
*

Software Change Verification - test the
change to ensure it meets specification
and provide capability to debug new software

*

Baseline Verification - perform automated
testing to ensure old capabilities are
not lost and new errors have not been
generated

*

Change Tape Production - produce a field
installable version of the new program

a

Configuration Control and Documentation
provide rigid control of user and LCSF
software.

-

The environmental simulator plays an important role in problem report evaluation
and software change verification, and it is the orimary tool for baseline verification.
The relotionship of these steps to the overall system problem resolution sequence is depicted by the shaded areas in Fig. 2.
2.2

Hardware Organization

The LCSF uses two computers in addition to the ONE computer:
a Hewlett-Packard
HP-2113 is used as an interface processor and a Control Data Corporation CDC 6600 which
hosts the simulation software.
The HP-2113 controls all data flow within the LCSF and
handles seven interfaces:
two simulated INE interfaces, the control for the Canadian
Marconi Company Omega signal simulator (which simulates the radio frequency Omega signal),
a simulated DVS interface, the instrumentation (telemetry port) interface to the ONE, the
data link to the CDC 6600, and the operator interface (through peripherals).
All of the
simulation software executes on the CDC 6600.
Ntransfer

2•

transferThe LCSF has the necessary hardware to add a real INE for interface and data
(Mission refly cannot be accomplished with the real INE,
testing with the ONE.
because it is not possible to reproduce anything but a one-g static field in the laboratory.)
Additional peripherals provide the capability to generate field-installable prorams on cassette tapes and communicate with a remote International Business Machines IBM
170 computer which hosts the ONE assembler.
The hardware configuration of the LCSF is
summarized in Fig. 3.

2.3

Software Organization

The real-time simulation software resides in the CDC 6600 computer and can be
divided into five functional categories

SThe

*

Simulation Control

*

Trajectory Generator

•

Inertial Navigation Model

a

Omega Signal Model

*

Doppler Model.

data flow between these modules is depicted in Fig. 4.

"Because of the architecture of the host computer, the simulaLtion control function
includes both normal simulation executive functions and input/output f-mnctions.
It synchronizes the simulator software with the 200 usec cycle of the interface processor, schedules
simulation events and invokes necessary modulas to complete the 10-sec major simulation
cycle. Simulation control. also handles the data transfer to/ from the interface processor
at a 200 msec rate.
The trajectory generator (Berry, P.W,, 1979) provides all-latitude simulation of
the E-3A aircraft and includes a guidance function to handle simulated pilot steering,
vaypoint steering normally accomplished I< the ONE-selected preferred IRE, and pattern
Csteering in response to ONE steering commands.
It contains earth and gravity models and
computes a specific force profile for use in the inertial navigation model.
The trajectory generator provides truth-model navigation data for evaluating ONE performance.
*The

inertial navigation model simulates the navigation and alignent functions

of the INE and functions inithree modes:

ground alignment, inflight alignment and navigate.
To save simulation time, the ground ali gnment mode may execute an accelerated alignment
sequence. Two distinct INEe are modeled in the inertial navigation model,
,mitting

The Omega signal model supplies amplitude and phase data for eight Omega trans-

stations on the three primary frequencies (10.2 kHz, 11.33 kHz and 13.6 kHz) which

correspond to the simulated aircraft position, Atmospheric noise data is also supplied
in this model, and Omega anomalies (phase and amplitude biases, and solar flare-induced
Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances and Polar Cap Anomalies) are modeled. To save development
effort, the propagation portion of the phase model is a version of the U.S. Coast Guard
propagation model, PROP2 (Morris, P.B., 1974), and the amplitude model is derived from an
Air Force VLF amplitude program, POWERFLUX (Lewis, ELA,, 1975).
Both programs were modified to execute in real time,

The doppler model simulates DVS inputs to the ONE and operAtes in two modest
over-land and over-water.
It transforms trajectory generator data to the proper coordinate
frame.
The simulation software is summarized in Table I according to these functional
divisions. The table lists approximate program size in lines of source code describes
the major characteristics of algorithm development, and summarizes additional software
characteristics.
(Program size data do not include storage requirements for large data
arrays.)

!

3.

FACILI1Y DEVELOPMENT

3.1

Development Approach

Development of the LCSF is a team effort. The Navigation Systems Design Branch,
Communication Navigation Technology Directorate, NADC has overall responsibility for the
LCSF and acts as both system engineer and development engineer for interface processor
applications.
The Systems Simulation Department, Systems Directorate, NADC serves as
simulation consultant and is responsible for developing the simulation software. TASr.
serves as technical consultant on the E-3A NCS and on LCSF usage: TASC also designed the
models for the ES,
Computer Sciences Corporation is developing software for the interprocessor.

•face

0
F

,

D(;sign of the ES software emphasized maximum use of existing software with minimal
new development effort. As indicated in Table 1, approximately 40% of the simulation
software is a modification of existing software.
(This includes the relatively high risk
models for Omega signal amplitude and diurnal phase shifts.) These modifications were
designed to provide equivalent data in useable format in real time, and the original, software provided excellent verification tests for the modified code.

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF SIMULATION SOFTWARE
T-1920
MODULE
PROGRAM SIZE
FUNCTION SOURCE
(LINES CODE
CO )
FUNCION

ALGORITHM
CHARACTERISTICS

SOFTWARE
CHARACTERISTICS

Simulation
Control

4200

New Design

Approx, 2:300 Lines IIO,
and
1900 Lines of Assembler for
Interface Processing

Trajectory
Generator

1300

Moderate Modification
to Proven Design

Modular; All IIOL

Omega Signal
Models

3700

Minor Modifications
to Existing Design

Five Major Submodul.es; All tIOLExcellent Tests Available

Inertial

2200

New Design

Four Major Submodules; All l1Ol,

Utilities

600

Doppler Model

300

TOTAL

*HOt,
3.2

12,300

Includes Data Formatting; Mostly
HOL
New Design

Two Major Submodules; All HOL

Team Development Effort

Mostly 1OL; High Degree oE Modularity; Executes in Real Time

High Order Language (CDC Fortran)
Problems,

Solutions, and Lessons Learned

Numerous minor problems arose during the design and initial development of the
and additional "opportunities to excel" are anticipated.
Four specific problem
areas and their solutions are described below.

"LCSF,

The moat serious problem faced by the Air Force was scheduling.
The decision to
construct a software LCSF was reached after the software was provisionally accepted by
the Air Force and while initial deliveries of the E-3A were being made to the user. Therefore, the LCSF was "late" the day the decision to build it was made.
The solution to
this problem was to construct two ES facilities:
the final version described above and
an interim facility with limited simulation capability that could be ready sooner.
The
interim simuiation facility uses all of the interfaces needed for the final facility, is
hosted only by the interface processor, and, therefore can be used to perform most of
the systems integration testing before all of the final simulation software has been coded
and tested.
Documentation of the hardware interfaces to the ONE is less than adequate for
the design task faced by NADC.
In particular, design decisions and supporting rationale
and motivations were missing from the package delivered to the Air Force.
The problem is
not that the equipment contractors did not fulfill their responsibility in the context of
developing the E-3A NCS -- they did; rather, the problem is the chanting scope and purpose
to which the contractual deliverables were applied.
Only partial so utions nave been
found, and the interfaces still
represent a risk item in facility development.
The lesson
learned from this experience is that all interfaces to embedded computers must be thoroughly documented and understood at the time of hardware/software acceptance if the software maintenance task is to be accomplished by an external agency.
Two pieces of limited production Special Test Equipment (STE) were used by the
equipment manufacturer in developing and testing the E-3A NCS.
This equipment was not
purchased by the Air Force to support the NCS during its life-cycle.
Instead, special
interface cards have been designed for the interface processor to provide visibility into
"the ONE software and eliminate the need for this equipment.

.1
, '•

The device used to load the ONE program in the field was supplied as Government
Furnished Equipment (GFE) to the prime contractor.
As such, a single, largely undocumented
procedure for generating cassettes containing the load module of the operational program
using the STE was the only method available when this effort began.
The problem was to
eliminate the requirement for the STE and provide a more efficient procedure for generating change tapes. A solution was achieved in close cooperation with the equipment prime
contractor, but substantial manpower resources were committed to the problem before a
solution was achieved.
The lesson learned from this experience is that the prime contractor
"must be made responsible (and compensated) for ensuring that adequate documentation exists
"for all software an( equipment necessary to produce new program versions even if GFE is
involved.

Although these problems were encountered, development of the LCSF is proceeding
according to schedule and will contribute to successful accomplishment of the Air Force
support mission for E-3A. It is anticipated that the first NADC-generated software change
to the NCS program will be fielded in 1980.

4

SUMMARY

The E-3A NCS Software LCSF is being constructed at NADC to support the ONE software. Part of the LCSF is an environmental simulator: a hybrid system hosted in two
digital computers connected by a specially designed real-time digital data link. Simulation software is used to generate a realistic, all-latitude aircraft trajectory enerator,
models for two INE. which simulate three operational modes (ground alignment, inflight
"alignment, and navigate), a doppler radar model, and models for calculating Omega signal
amplitude, noise, phase and propagation effects under nominal and disturbed propagation
conditions.
meet sTo
cheduling requirements,

the LCSF will be constructed in two
stels
and will provide the capbili tyto test the ONE software as we 1 as exercise all of the facility hardware interfaces
The final configuration is scheduled for completion in July 1980.
The first

stAge, an interim simulator, will be completed in December 1979,

The Air Force/Navy interservice arrangement for constructing the LCSF has been
ery productive in providing the expertise and tools necessary to build the facility according to the tight schedule.
It in anticipated that the capabilities designed into the
facility will provide a cost effective procedure for producing and testing new software
for the ONE,
Applyin analytical insights about ONE operations to the task of designing
the
alreadythat
demonstrated
costwill
savings
the design
the simulation
ftware,
and LCSF
it is has
expected
the benefits
becomein more
apparentof when
the LCSF becomes
fully
operational.
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-AJTIDS PERFORMANCE MODEL FOR THE E-3A
James 0. Taylor
Boe ng Aerol•ae Company
Seattle, Washington, USA

This palr describes the communications link performance model de/eloped to preditt performonce of JTIDS
:(oint Tactical Information Distribution System) links between the ET3A and other aircraft and ground
stations. The JTIDS is a time division multiple access system operating in the radio freqiency band 962
to 1213 MHz end employs spread spectrum techniques.
The model is unique as it includes the performance effects on the JTIDS wideband frequency hopping receiver due to both the E-3A dual antenna system and specular and diffuse multipath signals.
Laboratory tests were conducted which provided receiver performance data for signals routed through dual
antonna and multipath simulators.
This simulator approach was also used in similar tests conducted by
SHAPE Technical Centre for NATO. The results were essentially Identical In the tro test programs.
A flight test progtlm was conducted which validated the link performance model. This validated model has
greatly reduced costly E-3A flight testing and has provided predictions of RTIDS performance over a
variety of communication link scenarios and flight conditions.
-,I,

NTRODUCTION

This paper describes the communication link performance model that was developed and used during the USAF
sponsored program that integrated the JTIDS (Joint Tactical Information Distribution System) Class I
terminal Into the E-3A (AWACS) aircraft. The JTID$ is a time division multiple access communication
system, which operates within the radio frequency band 962 to 1213 MHz and employs spread spectrum
techniques, I.e., pseudo-random bit-encoding within each Information pulse and pulse-to-pulse ,frequency
hopping. The JTIOS as Installed in the E-3A utilizes a dual antenna syste,
one antenna in the nose
radoe directed forward, the other In a tail cone radome directed aft. The two antennas are soearated by
a nomnal 126d avelengths and therefore produce interfarometer lobes at bearing sectors nominal y
centered at 900 and 200P.

*

A communications link performance prediction model was developed to predict JTIDS link performance between
the E-WA and other air and ground terminals. fhis model was developed because of the necessity to provide
link performance predictions for a multitude of link types, link geometries, aircraft he•dings, aircraft
altitudes, terrain tygps and atmospheric fade situations. The alternative method was flight testing which
would have been phi
ly expensive If all parameter combinations were tested.
The communications performance model Is unique because it includes rnot only effects of the common link
parameters such as transmitter power, receiver sensitivity, antenna gain, cable losses and atmospheric
fade losses; but also performance effects on the JTIDS wideband frequency hopping receiver due to the dual
antenna system and specular and diffuse multipath."
This performance model was validated by verifying that the nerformance predicted using the link performanceI
model compared favorably with measured performance derived frum flight test data collected during the E-3A
flight teat program,
2.
E-3A RTIDS SYSTEM
.JTIDS is a joint services tactical communications system. RTIDS terminals will be provided on the E-3A,
and other military aircraft and ground stations. The first Implementation of JTIDS was on the E-3A,
JTIDS users transmit and receive on a common channel. Thus, all users have access to the same Information
in real time. The JTID$ Is nodeless; i.e., no communications center is required since all users transmit
to all other users. Thus, loss of any one terminal or groups of terminals will not prohibit communication
within the other surviving users.

".t

,•.
O

f

The JTIDS basic time division Is the time slot (duration 7.8125 ms)t there are 128 time slots per second.
The next higher level Isa cycle which has a duration of 12 seconds or 1536 time slots. The highest level
isan epoch which is 64 twelve second cycles or 12.8 mInutes. Figure 1 provides a pictorial view of the
time division architecture. A user can be assigned for transmisson a m'ntmum of one time slot oar epoch
and a maximum number depending on the transmit duty cyclealmtations imposed by transmitter design and oy
electromagnetic compatibility considerations. The number of transmit time slots assigned to a user depends
on the function of the user. In a single JTIDS net only one user can transmit during a singlo time slot.
Multinet operation Isalso possible.
The JTIDS operates in the TACAN (Tactical Air Navigation) band, t.a., 962 to 1213 MHz. It is a spread
spectrum system which utilizes pseudo-random bit encoding on each transmitted pulse and seudo-random
ftvequency hopping on a pulse to pulse basis. A message includes a synchronization pree tle,
four track refining symbols, and 109 symbols of data. A synbol consiats of two 6.4 Psec pulses separated by 6.6 psec
and contains 5 channel bits.

. . . .

'.

E-3A JTIDS Systm (Continued)

Reed-Solomon forward error correction encoding is used to reduce transmission errors In each 225 information
bit formatted message. The basic Reed-Solomon codeword Is a (31, 15) codeword containing 31 five bit data
symbols of which 15 are information symbols and 16 are parity symbols, Three of the. blocks form the 225
bit message. the message header Is a (16. 4) codeword (a shortened (31, 15) codeword) with four information
symbols and 12 parity symbols.

*

I

The E-3A JTIDS uses a dual antenna system; one horn antenna Is located above the weather radar In the
forward radome and Is directed forward. The other horn antenna is located in a tail cone and is directed
aft. This antenna system was Implemented to provide high and low elevation angle coverage and to provide
optimum electromagnetic compatibility with other on-borrd systems. The two antennas are located approximately 126 wavelengths apart; hence an interfeaometer lobe region exists on both sides of the aircraft
(Refer to Figure 2). The Paecing between nulls of the Interferometer lobes Is approximately 0.4o. The
antenna radiation pattern0 Ftgure 2) was taken using an 1/7th scale model E-3A and depicts the gain profile
at an elevation angle of 0 . The measurement was made at a scale RF of 7000 MHz. which is eQuivalent to
1000 MHz. This pattern is typical of the antenna radiation characteristics throughout the band.
3.

LINK PERFORMANCE

The communication link performance prediction model defines link performance as a function of many communication system and propagation parameters. The measures of performance Include message error rate (MER),
range, link availability and link margin. Link availability Is the probability that the mesSAge
Aulity
(HER averaged over an appropriate sample period) meets or exceeds an HER acceptable for the uaer (one percent for JTIDS). Link availability includes the normal statistical fluctuations due to atmospheric fading
(Longley, A.G., 1968) and the effects of other fluctuations in received signal level caused by changes in
range and variations in antenna gain, The latter are due to aircraft heading, altitude and attitude
changes. Link margin Is the difference between the received signal level and the signal level required to
provide the des red HER.
The uni us features of this model are the inclusion of the dual antenna system rudiat-lon pattern, effects
of the dual antenna system on receiver performance and effects of specular and diffuse multipath reflections
on receiver performance. This model also includes the usual communication link parameters; I.e., transmitter power, coaxial cable losses and receiver MER versus signal level characteristics, Atmospheric
absorption and atmospheric fading loss aspects are based on a Boeing developed propagation model
(Livingston, R. C., 1971) which is conceptually similar to the Lonl ey-Rice (Longlftv, A. a., 1958) propagation model.
As discussed in paragraph 2., the antenna radiation pattern consists of maWor patti"'n lobes in the forward
and aft regions and lnterfarometer lobes in the broadside regions (Figure 2). Sca,e mudel a~tmuth radiation
patterns were taken for elevation conics In three degree elevation angle Increments from -15 to 15
relative to the aircraft canterline. Both maximum and minimum gain values *4ere taken from the radiation
pattern in two degree azimuth Increments. The difference between the peak antenna and the minimum gain is
the peak gain to null depth ratio (in dB).
The models which describe the effects of the dual antenna system and specular and diffuse multipath are
discussed In paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2. Tho accuracy of the prediction model (excluding atmospheric fading
and terrain multipath aspects) was validated by an extensive flight test program (paragraph 5.) Flight
time was not available, however, to validate the terrain multipath model.
3.1

Dual Antenna Model

The antenna gain of the JTIDS dual antenna system cannot be determined at all azimuth angles In the conventional manner due to the effect of the antenna system on the performance of the receiver. As noted In
paragraph 2., the antenna radiation pattern In the fore and aft azimuth sectors centered at 00 and 1800
is similar to a conventional antenna pattern (no Interferometer nulls) and the effective antenna gain is
the peak gain of the radiation pattern at the particular azimuth angle.

4

However the receiver interacts with the antenna interferometer lobes which occur at azimuth sectors
nominaliy centered at 900 and 2700. Hence, a different antenna gain model was developed for the interferometer lobe regions. The receiver-atitenna system interaction is described as follows. The azimuth
angle of each tnterferometer null varies with chinges in radio frequency (RF).
When the incoming JTIDS
signal direction of arrival (BOA) iswithin the Interference null region, the antenna gain will vary from
pulse-to-pulse as the RF hops in a pseudo-random manner throughout the JTIOS frequency band. Since the
terminal utilizes Reed-Solomon error correction decoding and processes entire messages, the antenna gain
will depend on the following: the signal DOA, the antenna gain variations with RF, the particular hop
"frequencies selected and the processing capability of the receiver.
The resulting antenna gain is larger than the minimum gain (the null depth) but less than the peak gain
becauve of the receivt -dual antenna system interaction, In Figure 3, the peak antenna gain is reduced
by a factor AS1 (for peak gain-to-null depth ratio of 10 dB) due to this Interaction. This reduction In
antenna gain or receiver degradation In the presence of interferometer lob$e is a function of azimuth
angle and peak-to-null ratio and Is determined by the laboratory measurements described in paragraph 4,1.
These measurements provided data for MER versus signal level curves similar in nature to Figure 4.
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3.1

Dual Antenna Model (Continued)

Figure 4 Lontalnh a reference curve which Indicates the reneiver performance at the peak antenna gain with
no interferemeter lobeo. The other curves show receiver performance operating in an tnterferometer channel
witi, peak-to-null ratios of 5 und 10 dB. The curves indicate that an increase In slOnal level above the
reference level is required for the receiver to operate in an interferometer channel at the same MER. This
increase insignal level In dB, e.g., AS1 (10 dB peak-to-null ratio), Is subtracted from the peak gain
(dWi) to determine the effective antenna gain (del).
curves of tse type presented in Figure 4 were generated from laboratory measurements (See Paragraph
Each curve was based on a combination of azimuth angle and peak-to-null depth as derived from the
antenna radiation pattern data, The azimuth a:gle Is an Important parameter as it directly affects the
time delay between signal arrival at each of the antennas.
Ma

4.1).

At each azimuth angle in the interferomater region, the peak gain and peak-to-null ratio are taken from
the antenna pattern and the time delay is calculated. The increasein receive signal (AS) required to
operate in the interfercemeter channel is obtained from the MER vs signal level curve for each particular
time delay and peak-to-null ratio. Then the effective antenna gaints the peak antenna gain minus the
increase inrecaiver signal level, AS.
3.2

Multipath Model

The previous sectiun described the model of the Interaction between the dual antenna system and the
receiver. This paragraph will discuss the E-3A JTIDS multipath model,
It is widely acknowledged that many narrowbend communcation systems are very
to multtpath
degradation. An Important performance feature of the wideband spread spectrum susceptible
JTIDS receiver is that it
inherently provides good performance in a multipath environment. To validate this premise, the ITIDS
multipath perfomancewas measured in the laboratory using JTIDS terminals and specially developed
,multipath simulators (see paragraph 4.2). These laboratory tests demonstrated that JTIDS hat very good
multipath performance.
The multipath model was developed by first predicting the multipath environment and then measuring JTIDS
receiver performance in this simulated environment, The multipath environment consists of path delay
and reflection attenuation as a function of aircraft altitudes, range, terrain type, terrain roughness
and terrain electrical characteristics.

.1
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Differential path delay (hereafter referred to as path delay), i.e., time dela between the dirct and
reflected signals, is an important environmental parameter bacause the receiver multipath performance is
"sensitive to time delay, Path delay was related to aircraft altitudes anO range by using well known
geometrical relationships. Figure 5 presents the time delay between the direct and reflected silnals as
a function of altitude o0 one aircraft and range between that aircraft and the E-3A when the E-3A was at
"an altitude of 30,000 feet.
Reflection attenuation was determined as a function of aircraft altitudes, range between the aircraft,
terrain type and terrain roughness through a specially developed co uter program. The program considers
the effects of the widebeom JTIDS antenna sysem as it Illuminates tie earth's sueface and calculates both
the specular and diffuse reflection components. These components were used to calculate the specular to
diffuse power ratio and the total reflected power.

.

The reflected signal was judged to be entirely specular when the specular tp dif•fuse power ratio exceeded
10 dS and entirely diffuse when the ratio was less than -10 dO. Specular and diffuse multipath were each
simulated separately in the laboratory,
Figure 6
presents the reflected power attenuation for rolling hills as a function of one aircraft altitude
and range between that aircraft and the E-3A when the E-3A was at an Altitude of 30,000 feet. The rolling
hills had average ground electrical properties and an ms height variation of 40 wavelengths.
This very
rough surface produces an almost totally diffuse reflected signal.
The values of multipath time delal
and reflection attenuation used in the laboratory tests were based on
those values In Figures 5 and 6 that were within the JTIDS E-3A communication range and altitude limits of
the other efrcraft.

1"

The laboratory tests provided MER as a function of signal level for these values of time delay and reflection attenuation. An example of this multipath performance characteristic is plotted in Figure 7.
Note that the signal level must be Increased in a multipath environment inorder to provide the saoe MER
as achieved in a non-multipath environment.

,*
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Using the laboratory data, multipath losses at a message qualty of one percent MER were determined as a
fu nctIon of time delay and reflection attenuation. This data was coibtined with the data in Figures 5 and
6 to pioduce multipath loss contours as a function of one aircraft altitude and range between that aircraft and the E-3A, when the E-3A was at an altitude of 30,000 feet. Figure 8 shows the multipath loss
contours for rolling hills when the 1ER is one percent. The multipath loss contours in rolling hills do
not Include the attenuation effects of vegetation on the ground reflection signal, Hence the contour
values may be reduced if vegetation is present. Unfortunately, reliabla models do not exist at 1000 MHz
that allow prediction of that attenuation. Hence resulting JTIDS diffuse multipath degradation predictions
tend to be conservative, i.e., are upper bounds.

/
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4.

LABORATORY SIMULATION

The techniques used to stculate thi E-JA dual antenna system and multipath In order to determine theil
effects on the JTIDS receiver performance are discussed in the following paragraphs.
SHAPE Technical Centre (STC) conducted independent specular and diffuse multipath tests using the vTIDS
terminal (Schmel, R., 1978). The STC multipath simulation was implomented in.a different manner than
the Boeing simulator. Both STC and Boeing used coaxial cables to provide the required time delay. The
delay In the Boeing tests was provided at the JT!DS radio frequency. However, the STC test configuration
translated the operatinfrequency to an intermediate frequency where the time delay was Implemented and
then up-converted back
the JTIDS operating frequencj. The results of both STC and Boeing tests were
comparable.
4.1

Dual Antenna System Simulation

The dual antennm system was simulated by splitting the signal into direct and delayed paths and recombinIng them prior to the receiver (Figuroe .). The direct signal simulates signal arriav at one antenna
while signal arrival at the second antenna is delayed and reduced in amplitude relative to the first
antenna depending on the signal DOA. Various time delays of the signal at the second antenna were
achieved by using coaxial cables of different lengths. The peak-to-null ratio was adjusted by setting an
attenuator In the delayed signal path. For example, if the attenuator were adjusted to provide
equal loss in both direct and reflected paths, this would provide the situation where the gains of both
antennas were equal (nominally, off the E-3A wings) and would result In.a very large (theoretically
infinite) peak gain to null depth ratio. The JTIDS frequency hopping will cause a random variation In
the phase difference between the signals In the direct and delayed paths and results in interference
nulling corresponding to the actual antenna system nulling.
Azimuth angle sectors were defined and the time delay corresponding to the sector midpoint was determined.
Appropriate peak antenna gain to null depth ratios were determined for each angular sector from the
measured radiation patterns of the antenna system mounted on a 1/7th scale model of the C-WA. Receiver
performance degradation curves, i.e., MER versus signal level curves similar to Figure 4, were then
measured for' many combinations of time delay and pesk gain to null depth ratios.
4.2

Multipath Simulation

As discussed InSection 3,2, both specular and diffuse multipath were simulated in the laboratory. The
multipath simulation was similar in approach to the dual antenna simulation but covered a wider range of
time delays. As indicated in Figure 5, the time delay can range from 0 nanoseconds to greater than one
microsecond as a consequence of the possible ranges between the E-3A and another aircraft and the possible
altitudes of that aircraft. Therefore, multipath time delays of 0, 100, 200, 300, 450 and 600 nanoseconds
were used, The various time delays were simulated by using coaxial cables of appropriate lengths.
The reflection attenuation was provided by setting an attenuator located In the reflected signal path.
attenuator values were 0, 3, 6, 9 and 12 dB.

The

The specular multipath simulator included a direct path and single reflected path, Hence, the simulator
configuration was the same as the dual antenna simulator (Figure 9) except for the different set of time
delays.
Diffuse multipath reflection from the earth'% surface can be characterized by a sum of many replicas of the
same signal with different delays. The replica sum has a Rayleigh probability density for the signal
magnitude and a uniformly distributed phase angle. To provide a model .that is a reasonable approximation
of these conditions, the signal is split into a directand a delayed path. The delayed path is further
divided into N paths with each path Including & random phase shift device (Aranguren, W, Lo, 1973 and
Schwartz, M., 1966). The N paths are then summed and delayed before passing through an attenuator. The
signal statistics at the output of the attenuator will have a Rayleigh distributed envelope.
Rather than using random phase shifters, the basic signal properties of JTDS were used to provide random
phase. Properly chosen delay lines to provide operation over the JTIDS bandwidth were used which resulted
in a uniform distribution of phase angles when the output of these delay lines was combined, The random
phase for each fixed time delay was provided on a pulse to pulse basis as a consequence of the JTIDS
frequency hopping. The use of six delay lines, i.e., N.6 paths, closely approximates the desired Rayleigh
distribution. Time delays of 8, 10, 15, 19, 26 and 38 nanoseconds produce the same effect as if random
phase shifters were used: i.e., six signals are provided which have statistically independent, uniformly
distributed random phases. Figure 10 shows the multipath simulator used In the Boeing tests.
In developing the multipath simulator for the
"the simulation and the tolerances required of
simulate terrestrial multipath determines the
Computer simulations of 26 3, 4, 5 and 6 path.h
Sapproximation
to Rayleigh statistics. Figurn
ideal Rayleigh distribution. A larger number

JTIDS terminal, it was important to evaluate the accuracy of
certain components. The number of delayed paths used to
accuracy of simulating the Rayleigh characteristics.
revealed that six paths were required to produce a good
11 Coares the magnitude of the six path simulator to the
of paths would produce an even more accurate simulator.

The tolerable variation of the simulatbr output due to different attenuations of the different lengths of
cables used to simulate the various time delays was also examined, It was determined that variations in
output level up to 6 dB did not materially degrade the accuracy of the Rayleigh simulation. Since the
cable lengths were short and had attenuation differences less than 2 dB, the output varibtions were within
6 dB. Hence, the different cable attenuatiorms did not affect the accuracy of simulating the Rayleigh
distribution.

5.

MODEL VALIDATION

The link performance model described In the preceding sections was validated by comparing link performance
derived from flight test data with performance predicted using the link performance model. An' E-3A flight
test program was Implemented which provided flight test data to determine link performance as a function
of range and signal DOA. The fligilt profiles were designed to provide short range communicatlon links in
order to insure clear line-of-sight propagation paths and to minimize effects of atmospheric propagation
anomalies. All flight profiles were designed to have straight line ground tracks and zero aircraft roll
angles in order to enhance flight profile repeatability.
The flight test program used a JTIDS configured W-3A transmitting to a ground facility to collect air-toground performance data. Flight profiles were chosen to provide data when 1) the E-3A nose and tail were
oriented toward the ground station and 2) the Interferometer lobes in the broadside regions were oriented
towards the ground station.

A small but important change was made to the JTIDS ground station configurations An attenuator was

inserted in the receive path prior to the first radio frequency amplifier. The attenuator was used to
reduce the signal level at the receiver input to achieve massage error rates at or near the specified
level of one percent. The value of the attenuator setting is the link margin, i.e., the difference between
the signal level at the receiver and the signal level required to provide the specified HER. Thus, the
attenuator provided the means to determine the Incoming signal level at the receiver. The use if receiver
AGC or other conventional means to measure the received signal level are not practical for the wideband
spread spectrum signals utilized inJTIDS.
The E-3A to ground link was the test link and had the attenuator in the receive path at the ground station.
The ground to E-3A link was not attenuated and therefore was a reference link. The reference link wa,
monitored to insure that the JTIDS terminals ay~d the link were operating properly.

*

The flight test profile used to determine link margin and HER in the forward or aft direction of the E-3A
is shown inFigure 12A, A straight line ground track was used; the aircraft either flew toward the
ground station or away from the ground station. As the E-3A flew toward or away from the ground sIto, the
attenuator was varied at the ground receiving terminal and the resulting MER monitored In real time. The
goal was to provide an attenuator value that would result In a one percent HER at some range, The attenuator was first adjusted to produce an HER within a value of 0.4 to 0.8%or 2 to 10% If the aircraft flew
away or toward the ground site. As the E-3A flew away from the ground site, the range increased which
increased the propagation path loss. Since the attenuator setting was fixed, the increased loss caused
the HER to increase to one percent or greater. Conversely, when the E-3A flew toward the ground station,
the range and therefore the propagation lobs decreased. As the attenuator setting was fixed, the reduction
in path loss caused the HER to decrease to one percent or less.

I
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This process was repeated several times during each pass. The most meaningful data was collected at ranges
greater than 50 nmi as it was essential that the elpvation angle of the E-3A relative to the ground station
Mddnot appreciably change during the measurement period In order to minimize changes in antenn gain.
Changes in range were compensated duri n analysis of the data by adjusting the attenuator setttng by the
factor 20 log R/Ro where Ro s any convenient reference range. An example of a measured HER characteristic
is plotted inFigure 13.
The flight profile used to obtain data on JTIDS performance for signal DOA within the Interferometer region
is presented
in Figure
12B.the Asroll
indicated,
straight
line ground
trackprocedure
was flowncould
and the
with
good success
to keep
angle at a 00.
Th above
attenuator
not pilot
be usedattempted
for thei
broadside flight profile shown in Figure 12B, because the antenna gain changes rapidly with changes in
azimuth angle. Hence, the following procedure was required. The attenuator setting was held constant
throughout the entire round trip from position X to position Y and back to position X (Figure 128). Then,
three additional passes were made, each at different attenuator settings. HER was measured every 12 seconds,
i.e., once every JTIDS cycle, throughout each pass. The data was then available as a function of attenuator
setting, range and aircraft azimuth angle. The azimuth angular region over which the data was collected
was divided into angular sectors of two degrees and the data allocated to the appropriate sector. For each
angular sector, HER versus attenuation setting was plotted and the attenuation setting corresponding to a
HER, e.g., one percent was determined. Generally, two to three data points were usetul in an
specified
azimuth sector, because as expected, some of the HER's were either 0% or 100%.

,*

For each 12 second JTIDS cycle, the following items were measured or calculated; HER, range, aircraft
attitude, ground azimuth angle, aircraft depression and ground elevation angles. As part of the broadside
data analysis, all ranges were normalized to 50 nmi and the attenuation values corrected accordingly. The
HER versus attenuation data was examined to verify that it was monotonic, i.e., that the HER increased with
increasing attenuation. Very little data was discarded for being non-monotonic.

The link margin for these flights was predicted using the coimmunication link performance model, The prodi ctions were based on the exact geometries and aircraft attitudes experienced during the flight tests.

A link performance prediction was made for every 12 seconds of flight testing using actual geometrical and
flight data, I.e., E-3A attitudes, range, altitudes, and position, that corresponded to each JTIDS 12
second cycle.
A".l,

,

Finally, the predicted link mergin was compared to the link margin derived from flight test data. This
comparison was based on the evaluation of many independent mieasurements and indicated that the prediction
model was conservative, i.e., the actual margin was generally greater than predicted (See Table 1).
Hence, the model can be used to provide high confidence predictions of link performance for different
IInks, altitudes, aircraft attitudes and geometries.

TABLE 1.

COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED LINK MARGIN

E-3A ORIENTATION
TO GROUND STATION

6.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PREDICTED
AND MEASURED LINK MARGIN IN dB

NOSE
TAIL

.4
+1

RIGHT SIDE
LEFT SIDE

-4
-5

CONCLUSION

A J.TIDS communications link pbrformance model for the E-3A has been described with amphasis placed on the
unique capability for predicting performance of a widebend frequency hoopinq spread-spectrum transmitter/
receiver operating with dual antennas in a specular and diffuse multipath channel. Laboratory measuremints of JTIDS receiver perfomance in the presence of a simulated dual antenna and simulated multipath
channel were conducted. This data was comparable with the data collected during Independent STC testing.
Descriptioni of the dual antenna and multipath simulators were presented to ass st other olganizations in
developing their own simulators.
The perfornance prediction model (excluding the multipath portion) was validated through collection of
JTIDS E-3A to ground station link flight test data and comparing the measured link pepormance with predicted link performace. Details of the flight test program and test data analysis procedures were
presented.
The method of using an attenuator to determine received signal level was presented. This technique Is
applicable
to other communication systems wher conventional received signal strength measurements cannot
be made.
The validated JTIDS performance prediction model has provided predictions of JTIDS link performance over
a variety of communication scenarios and flight conditionb and therefore has eliminated the necessity for
additional costly E-3A flight testing to determine communication performance,
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A MISSION TRAINING SIMULATOR FOR THE NIMROD MRMK2 AND SOME ASPECTS
OF THE DERIVATION AND VERIFICATION OF ITS SYSTEM MODELS
K. WELLS

SIMULATION GROOJP MANAGER
Marconi Space and Defance Systems Limited, Hillend, rife, Scqtland

SUMMARY
This paper is divided into 1:w,".Lepar-kte and distinct soct.ona. The first section outlines the
function and facilities of a Mission Training Simulator for the Nimrod MR Rk. 2 Aircraft and the second
section relates to the derivation and verification of the system modules for suc:h a Simulator.

1,

A MISSION TRAINING SIMULATOR FOR THE NIMROD MR M4K2

1.1

GENERAL

The traditional roles of the fixed wing MR (Maritime Reconnaisseance) aircraft are varied,
i.e. maritime surveillance, RSW, search and rescue, etc. During these roles there are often periods of
intense concentration requ.ired from the crew members during which complex and subjective data, from a
variety of sensors, must be speedily and aocurataly interpreted and correlated so that the correct
taotical decisions are made. In order to maintain a high level of concentration, both as an individual
sensor operator and as a member of the crew, each crew man must be totally familiar with current target
sensor information as well as current tactics. Intensive training must be directed towards this total
crew capability - the Mission Training Simulator fulfils this role,
The initial requirement for the mission simulator was formulated in the mid sixties prior to the
ititroduction into servioce of the N~.mrod Mk. 1. Three Nk. 1 simulators subsequently entered service with
the Royal Air Force in the early seventies.
J
1 l

Each simulator provides the capabil.itias for integrated crew training in all operational
missions. These missions range from tboe basi. to the moat complex, and the crew may be trained in a
complete mission covering the full range of operational roles applicable to the Nimrod. This capability
is available for not only the a&binitio trainee but also for the experienced operational crew in
continuation training.
The simulator provides a high le',yl of simulation of most environmental and target effects$
the training being carriedout under the control and surveillance of a team of instructors.
The simulator comprises a fuselage, the interior of which provides an accurate representation
of the Nimrod Sensor and navigationa. area. Within this area, sensor, communications, navigation and
tactical/weapons systems are reproduced. To achieve the proper psychological involvement from the
trainees, there is no 'over the shoulder' instruotion! instead, instruction is undertaken from an
externally situated instructor console,
Currently, the simulators axe undurgoing a major avionics refit to reflect the changes in the
RAF's Nimrod MRMk. 2. This refit necessitates the modification to 1k. 2 standard of the two prim
sensor systemsa
acoustics an6t radar. in addition, the navigation and central tactical systems are
being updated. The modifications both to the acoustics and to the radar will be discussed in gome
detail in this paper.
The acoustics equipment consists of two identical ietel each set, comprising control, processing
and diaplay facilities, can process and display data from a wide range of monobuoys either singly or in
various mixes. System operation is based upon a digital computer sub-system in which is resident high
level language implemented software. mach operator is provided with a CRT display, chart recorders and
keyboard facilities for the control of processing operations. Data received at the system is synchroniaed
with aircraft referencen befure being gain-normalized, digitised and filtered. The data is then
suitably formatted for conversion frum the time domain to the frequency domain for display. At each
operation, the operator nas control over all processing parameters sujh as sampling rates, filtering
"bandwidth, magnification factors, integration time constants, and so on, Target data such as
identification and tracking can be transferred to the central tactical system for correlation with other
sensor data.
The radar is a ligh tri'olution, eaiti-submarine radar with a long range surveillance capability.
Sea Clutter performance is achieved by the use of frequency, spacial and temporal characteristicn of
asa clutter and by the automatic creation of a threshold reference to the background clutter. The
resulting decrease in false alarms presented on the radar display enables detection of stiall targets in
high sea states without impairing long range performance against large targets. Processing is digital
computer based allowinq ttacking and classification of detected targets. The processed video is scan
converted and presented on a raster msan type display which gives the operator the choice of a number of
display presentation modes, including standard PPZ, B scope and high resolution A scope. Two secondary
radars are integrated into the nrimary radar system, these being an IF'' and an I-band interrogator. The
coded replies received by the secondary radar are presented on the primary radar display.

-

Simulation is based upon the use of unmodified avionics systems inclading the associated
- all
the receiver
starts and
at the
Thus the
flight tosoftware.
operational
things 'external'
and including
the acoustic
receiver simulation
being simulated
all. output
things of
'inwards'
being as
aircraft. In a similar manner the radar sllnulation produces signals corresponding to the output ot
the F1 dntector of the dispersive unit.
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The Aimulation involves the modelling of a large nuraer of facilities associated with both the
it can be s-rnaised as the provision to the
avionios systems ar.A tla,.r operational environment.
trainee operators of appr(.,riato visual and audit stlAuli, each of which reacts in real time in a
realistic manner in acczd.c.ICS with the dyna,•miclly changing exercise scenario as initially specified
Thos,; stimuli comeprise target and environmntal
and subsequently uontro!,ýed by the instuntar.

characteristics which are controll,,

by the ihAtructora.

An outline of the functions of the Simulator for Nimrod MR Nk.
the following paragraphs.
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1.2

ACOUSTICS SIMQJLATION

1.•2,1

Target Ulaulatton

2 Acoustic$ and Radar is

given

Target signals contain information which allows the skilled operator to classify and locate his
target of interest. Those si"als comprise broad band noise and sets of discrete frequencios.
Xt is
the characteristics of these signals which allow the operator to determine the classification of the
target under surveillance.
Complementary to these target characteristics are other, usually more subjeotive# audio effocts
the presence, and in some cases the absencep of which aide classification. Typical of these effects are
cavitation, engine and propeller associated noises.
These audio characteristics reflect the appropriate
changes of the simulated targets' manoeuvring parameters.

1.2,2
-

avirouemental simulation

The environmental models take into account audio propagation and environmental noise characteristics
different models are used depending upon the particular type of sonobuoy in use.

1,2.3

lonobuoy Simulation

Target and audio signals are processed in accordance with the characteristics of the sonobwy
being monitored.
The signals are modified to take into account specific sonabuoy characteristics such as
hydrophone frequency response, beam forming capabilities and so on.

1.2.4

Receiver - Tramsmitter Simulation

This represents the final stage of the simulation chain and comprises the routeing of the
incoming signals to the correct aircraft equipment channel and the modelling of effects relrtad to PF
transmission/propagation and reception.

1.3

RADAR SIMULATION

1.3.1

?arget lilulation

Signals comprising video signals appropriate to the output of the radar IF detector in
dispersive unit are fed into the avionics system for presentation and display to the operator.
video returns are generated to represent a wide variety of target types including aircraft,
helicopters, various surface vessels, submarines and oil rigs.

the

The generation of the correct target responses involves the calculation of the respective
signal level taking into account system variables including transmitter power, antenna gain and polar
diagrams, transmitter frequency, electromagnetic and weather attenuation and target scintillation.
The
target responses are appropriate to the operator display mode relection. Secondary target effects
are associated with target-borne secondary radar IFF and I-band tranaponder replies.
In the case of
IFr, these coded video returns contain information which provides target status data. Additional
target-reiated effects aze simulated such as the effect on the radar of target-borne electronic
uounter measures.

1.3.2

Invirommental Simulation

The effects on the radar of such environmental reflectors as land mass, cloud mass and sea.
clutter are included, the video corresponding to land and cloud returns being produced using flying
spot scanner techniques.
Thus it is necessary to take into account the variation of video retutna
with a large number of variables such as sea state, wind, transmission polarisation, aerial tilt
and spacial, temporal and frequency correlation characteristics.

1.3.3

Receivor - Trausmitte,/Scanner Simulation

The operation of the primary scanner aerial, transmitter and receiver systems, and the
secondary IF? transmitter/receiver and the 1-band interrogator, are entirely cimulated.
Operational characteristics of the transmitter/receiver aiad scanner aerial avionics units
(e.g. trfnsmitted power, polar diagrams, etc.) ure implemented entirely by computer software and
are utilised in the target and environmental program models.
The primary radar scanner platform
is simulated by means of a hardware electronic scanner which, under control of the Simulator
computer, will produce the appropriate azimuth position indication required by the avionics radar
processor.

One
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2.

DERIVATION AND VERIFICATION OF THE SYSTEM MODELS

2.1

GENERAL
Whereas the first part of this paper outlined the facilities of the Nimrod MRNk.

2 which

were required to be simulated and the methods which have been utilised to achieve this aim, the
second part desorlJbeu the general methodology adopted to derive the models required to meet the
objoctives. It defin.s the initial requtrement of such models, relates realism with training
objective, determines the need for flexibility an well as expandability and goes to some depth into
the implementation and verification phasex.
Throughout this paper the term 'model' is used to denote the total system, comprising both
hardware and software, which is required to simulate the aircraft avionics symtema. in real time
in accordance with a training soenario an specified ano controlled by the instructors.

2.2

* '!'systems.
*

DEFINITION OF REQUIREMENT

The first question to be answered is the apparently simple one of "what is it that we are
trying to simulate?" If this question is asked of the eventual user, the anower is a simple one am MR Nk. 2 Nimrod. This to him fully defines the requirement even thought at the time at which the
question is asked., he has no clear understanding as to what an MR Mk. 2 Nimrod qomprisem since,
of necessity, the question must be asked at a very early stage in the deVelopment of tie aircraft
This simple statement of requirement must first of all be translated intu an explicit and
quantitative statement of that reqtir.ment. Thin involves not only a definition of the aircraft
systems but also a definition of the training requirements.
The definition of the aircraft systems involvei, detailed engineering discussion with the
prime system manuf•oturers. At this stage there is usually a f&ir Amount of prime system requirement
design data available. This data, howevex, is pruduced to define how the avionics systems are to perform
in their airborne environment juid is, by definition, a statement of design intent rather than design
achievement.
l two are sometimes at variance and Lt is often in the very areas of this variance that
significant training requiremont exists.

¶

Training requirements are defined in conjunctior. with the RAYPpecialized training branches.
With theme organiksations such questions as "how is the simulator to be usned in it's tramining roleop
what are the velative importances attached to the different aspects of the training requirements?.
what is the role of the instructorn and what controls do they require,. how many and what types of
target must be simulated?", and so on, are discumned. This procels is very much a two way dialogue
involving cost effectiveness assessments.
During both these phases, additional support and information is obtained through discussions
with the appropriate apecialized qovernmtnt research establishments. These are the organisations which
are directly involved with the development of the prime avionic systems and which are also concerned
with the collection and analysis of 'targets of interest' characteristic data.
Defining the requirements is thus seen as a process of collecting a very large amount of data.
Much of this data is irrelevant from a simulator point of view and it must all ba very carefully analysed,
filtered and condensed into a definitive dtatement of the requirement. This requirement, in the form of
an operational requirement speoifioation, is agreed with the end user.

2,3

MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

Having produced an operational requirement specificatiun, the next step is to produce an
engineering implementation spscificationi.
It i, at this stage that the process of the derivation of the
system models begins. Any model used must have specific characteristics which are directly related to
the nature of the simulator. The required modAl characteristics are discussed below.
2.3.1

Realism

GCeat care is taken in the simulator to achieve, as far as in cost effective, a totally realistic
environment fur the trainees. This is necessary to induce the appropriate psychological involvement in
order that effective training transfer can take place. However, this realism, like beauty, is only skin
0dep in that, irovided it appears as the real aircraft to the human senses, it is good enough. This may
2.3.1

Realism

Great care is taken in the simulator to achieve, as far as is cost effective, a totally realistic
environment for the trainees.
This is necessary to induce the appropriate psychological involvement in
order that effective training tronsfer can take place. However, thin realism, like beauty, in only skin
deep in that, provided it appec•i as the real aircraft to the human senses, it is good enough. This may
simpl.ify the modelling task in ,.'.. a very high degree of sophistication in the model, such as might be
required for predictive modelling, is not required. However, careful attention must be paid to the
provision of much unwanted sJUnils as noise and artifict since this is very often of significance from a
traini~ag point of view.

J."
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2.3.2

Flezibility/Sxpendability

The requirement for a highly flexible and expandable modal is a result of a namber of factors.
By its very nature the training simulator is one of the first items in the total aircraft development
programme to be required in service and yet it is usually the last to be specified.
The implementation
tLmescales can be compressed only so much and simulation system complexities are now such that significant
lead times are unavoidable.
In these time frames it is inevitable that significant changes to the
aircraft systems will take place. At the coimsncemsnt of system modelling, it is therefore necessary to
attempt to predict in which areas these changes are likely to take place and build in a flexibility to
the corresponding model.
This is where the experience of both the simulator manufacturer and the prime equipment manufactirer,
can be pooled to good effect.
The end user becomes more and more familiar with the aircraft system,

this being en inevietabl

learning procepa during the aircraft develcpment phase. Thus, his initial tentative ideas at the
commencement of the operational requirement. specification may significantly change as a result of this
learning process.

modelling.

This change will inevitably influence the simulation philosophy and consequently the

A similar requirement for flexibility arises from the fact that all simulators after a

relatively short in-service operatinn require a fairly extensive modification.
Many of the effeoto being simulated are of a very highly subjective nature, for example, it is
very often difficult, if not impossible, to define in a quantitative manner such effects as target
generated audio effects on acoustics and processed sea clutter effects on radar. These effects in the
early stages c€n be defined only in a relatively broad manner.
it is therefore important that# from the
onset, the simulation is implemented in such a way that a largo number of adjustable parameters are made
In this way the system can be 'tuned' to match live trials data as it becomes available

"available.

further downstream in the aircraft trials program.
-

S..

,data

By their very nature there is often a significant training requirement for operating equipment in
possibly rarely encountered environments.
For example, it could be very important to train an operator to
interpret essential information and take appropriate action w0en the system is performing against elemw
transmitted counter measures.
Inevitably, the exact performance of the equipment in such an environmsat
is often ill defined - mome high degree of prediction being required at the modelling stage. Thus a high
degree of flexibility ir required for subsequent adjustment of the system to match trials and operational
which may not become available until a long way into the simuLator lifetime.
2.3.3

""/

general Purpose

The fact that many of the target associated characteristics which are to be simulated are of a
very highly classified nature, influences the model used. One of the prime functions of the acoustics
system is target identification.
This identification is based largely upon recognition of the frequency
characteristics of the target emitted signals.
By the subjective nature of these signals, proficiency
in recognition requires continuous and repetitive exercising. Also, by their nature, these exact

frequency contents are highly classified.

To circumvent the requirement for a detailed knowledge of the

exact frequencies, the simulation has to be capable of generating signals each characteristic
amplitude) of which is operable within hroadly defined limits,

"frequency,

(for example

The user in-service specifies the detailed and specific parameters which define particular targets
of interest. This allows him continuously to update his simulated targets throughout the operational life
of the eJ.muLator and the aircraft. Effective training can consequently be carried out utilising fully up
to date intelligence sources,

.2.3.4

Real Time Operation

Thlat the model must be operated in real time may restrict or even preclude the use of the models
with which the prime systrme have been developed for the aircraft.
In conjunction with the expandability/
flexibility requirement this very often dictates the hardware/software model partitioning.
Thus, required
signal data rates which would normally suggest the use of dediucated hardware )ay, in effect, need to be
implemented by software in areas where a ftiure high degree of changeability is anticipated.

2.3.5

Predi•otive

Little operational experience is available until the alrcraft is fully operational and that is a

-

long way downstream as far as the simulator development is concerned.
At commencement of esmulator design
it is necessary to extrapolate from known charactei*istica, based on existing sensor performance, to
possible future characteristics based upon predicted senuor performance.
To illustrate this there is a
wealth of target acoustics signature information availahle based upon existing sonobuoya and processing
sytems.
New sonobuoyas and processing systems in development improve the system parameters, thui there is
an extension of the frequency hand, and improvement in resolution and threshold values.
It is necessary to
try to predict how known target characteristics might be changed and also what new characteristics might
become apparent as a result of the changed system parameters,
2.4

MODEL

IMPLEMENTATION

The requirement, as expressed in terms of an operational specification and a set of modnl
- haracteristics, must now be engineered.
It is at this stage that such design considerations regarding
the extent to which the avionics is to be modelled and the hardware/software partitioning are answered.
As far as the former is concerned the answer is very largely dictated by the required implementation
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programme. Thus the required in-service date oý the simulator relative to the aircraft Imposes a tight
simulator development timescale. The degree of complexity of the avionics systems together with the fact
that they are quite often subject to significant and rapid changes during the aircraft development

programme, precludes any attempt at their direct simulation.
simulated.

Thns avionics are fitted rather than being

The exact extent to which the aircraft systems are fitted to the simulator and at which point in
the aircraft signal processing chain the simulation, per m., starts, is decided largely on cost
effectiveness grounds. Thus both the acoustiwe and radar simulations produce simulated signals corroisponding
to receiver outputs.
The hardware/software partitioning is arrived at, taking cost conwidsiations into account, by a
balance between system data rates and flexibility. Where high data rate might normally be implemented by
a dedicated hardwaru it may be decided to implement it by software in areas where a high probability of
future change is predicted.
The simulation might be based on information which is either theoretical, empirical or a mixture.
The empirical sources are used, for example, to specify target acoustics characteristics. The use of
theoretical sources is not quite so straight forward or productive as it might seem at first. The radar
is designed primarily for operation in the maritime role and its prime processing function is the
elimination of sea clutter effects in accordance with operator selected thresholds. To give the operator
correct 'feel' it is essential that the simulator provides truly representative see clutter effects to
the radar processing system. At first sight the implementation appears to be simple - use the same model
for ase clutter which was used for the specifications and development of the prime equipment. However,
investigations show that even among the experts there is no agreement as to the details of this model;
it would appear that there is no such thing as a 'universal model' for radar sea clutter, One is again
in the situation of requiring to use a highly flexible modal based upon the prime model but which can be
adjusted at a future date to meet the changes tequired to match airborne performance.

YL
:the

2.5.

MODEL VERIFICATION

An essential part of the design and development process is the actual modal verification, during
which process there is a continual and repeated reappraisal of the following fundamental design criteria:
(1)

Is the operational requirement being met?

(2)

Has it been correctly engineered?

As far asas a the first question is concerned, there is a continuously changing design baseline for
the simulator
result of aircraft development and user experience. The second question
'elates to
establishing whether the hardware/software models have been engineered correctly to mset th operational
requirement.
During thia stage the use of both software and hardware, prototypes, is invaluable. There is often
an extensive phase of actually deriving the exact software model during which a whole succession of
prototype models may be evaluated and modified or even completely rejected and rewritten. This evaluation
process involves comparison of the software model wiih design source data either theoretically or
empirically derived. Prototype hardware is also built. In the early stages this is evaluated step by step,
module by module aqainst design data. As this evaluation process proceeds, the prototype is gradually
built up in terms of complexity and size aiming towards the final total configuration. Eventually the
hardware and software are combined to formn a total systetw and the evaluation and co,.arison has to be
"against live data rather than engineering test data. It iu at this stage that the use of the actual
avionics systems is essential. As an example, the acoustics avionics system is designed to process
"signals from a very low signal-to-noise ratio environment$ the simulator must Lherefore be capable of
operating at corresponding levels. The only piece of test equipment available to operate at such levels
is the avionics rystem itself. Therefore. in this stage, the avionics equipments are used as a met of,
albeit highly specialised, test equipments for the evaluation of the simulatioh. This evaluation is
signals as obtained during live airborne trials. As necessary, the software and hardware are 'tweaked' or
modified to match the trials data. Zt is at this stage that the efficacy with which the flexibility/
expendability of the model was implemented is appreciatsu. Through this iterative procedure the design
and implementation are perfected.
One of the major difficulties in this verification phase is associated with tla highly subjective
nature of many of the simulated systems. While there may be little of a subjective nnture to actual
trials information, and it is possible to set the simulator exactly to match the trials data, the data
will have been produced for a limited set of system variables. There is usually neither the money nor
the time available to trial the system against all possible combinations of system parameters and
consequently it is necessary to interpret performance between the trials points since the simulator must
attempt to operate within all combinations. It in this process of interpretation which can be very
subjective and makes life so often difficult for the simulator designer. In the final analysis, despite
all objective tools used in the Jnterim, it is the assessor's subjective s~nues which apply the final

S

Aacceptability

criteria.

!i.
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3.

CONCLUSION
It might be worthwhile noting one area of spin-off where useful lessons might be learned for

As mentioned earlier in this paper, the actual aircraft system is used as a
future such programmnes.
specialized set of test equipment for the evaluation of the simulator system.
Reflection will show that
this is the exact reverse of the process used during the development of the aircraft system. Thus during
the development of the prime system, there is a need for a signal generator (corresponding to the
simulator) for use in evaluating the performance of the aircraft system. The two evaluation processes of
aircraft system and simulator are exactly complementary to each other. This has been borne out on the
Nimrod program where the simulator has been used to generate known and controlled signals for stimulation
of the acoustics system for evaluation.
Had this capability been foreseen at a sufficiently early stage
in the aircraft programme the specific requirements for the aircraft system could have been designed into
the simulator and a much better and effective tool may well have resulted. The same might apply in the
case of radar for evaluating its performance against, for example, jammerm.
The conclusion then is that
although the benefits of early consideration of the simulator in the overall aircraft programme are

beginning to become apparent, further scrutiny might renp even more fruitful benefit.
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SUMMARY
The NATO E-3A Airborne Warning and Control System will include the capability to initiate tracks automatically on targets of interest, Due to the complex and interacting nature of the automatic track initiation
(ATI) proceis, development of a prototype ATI design must rely heavily on Monte Carlo computer simulations.
Adaptable computer simulations were developed which provide the analyst with a versatile tool for evalua,tion of ATI design alternatives and performance sensitivities. In addition to assisting the analyst during
dusign development, simulation strves the necessary function of augmenting live testing by providing
assessment@ of system performanco in target environments which are difir cult or impossible to reproduce in
live flight tests or in typical operational exercises. Although the computer simulation was used for the
E-3A ATI problem, it also has general application to the evaluation of overall. tracking performance for
the E-3A or for any track-while-scan system.

*

The ATI design w~ich evolved from this development effort utilizes a Kalman filtjr for track smoothing and
prediction. A Kalman filter not only provides rapid and accurate determination of target position and
velocity, but also provides estimates of trackinri errors which can be used to advantage in the d,.tsign of
optimal adaptive correlation wlndc.ws, maneuver detection thresholds, and track promotion/drop rules. Simulacion results have shown that the ATI design provides excellent performance over a wide range If target
conditions and target environments.
1.

'•t

r;good

*

INTRODUCTION

The NATO E-3A automatic track initiation (ATI) furction must operate effectively over a wide range of target environments and radar modes, The effects of close formations of targets, maneuvering tLrgetis, crossing
targets, as well as radar performance characteristics on ATI performance must be considered. Thuls, multiple
target computer simulations were developed to support the ATI design effort, The ATe function mwIIt contend
with the confliýcting requirements of initiating tracks quickly on real targets and minimiting LhQenumber of
false track initiations induced by false reports or by radar data contentions between adjacent tracks. A
balance must be achieved between these meaairss of performance to insure that the ATI functibn prov i.des
effective assistance to E-3A operators, This paper describes the simulation modele employed in tie development effort, the ATI design which evolved from this effort, and also presents a ,Lunpling of the pirformance
characteristics of the prototype design.
The computer simulation contains all the elements necessary to permit a thorough evaluation of prototype
ATI desilna, The simulation includes target and E-3A flight path generators, radar target detection models,
radar false reports, radar measurement errors, track correlation logics, pricrIty rules for resolvittg track
correlation conflictsa track smoothing logics, maneuver detection logics, maneuver response logics, and
track promotion/drop logics. A complete set of adaptable parameters are included to permit evaluatiln of
ATI design alternatives and performance sensitivities. Extensive dati reduction routines provide comprehensive summaries of pertinent aspects of track initiation and tracking performauce,
To maximize the effectiveness of the Ail degign in a dense target environmeivt, correlation windows must bo
small enough to minimize cross-Lorrelations between 4djacent targeta, yet large enough to provide a higk
"probability of correlating target reports when available. In this type of environment, adjacent target
correlation windows will frequently overlap, thus it is important to develop optimally shaped correlation!
windows augmented by meaningful priority rules for resolving correlation conflicts. The Kalman lilter
variances are used to advantage in sizing efficient adaptive correlation windows, and these correlation
windows are further refined to take full advantage of the fact that the E-3A radar provides very accurate
estimates of target- range and range rate (in some radar modes).
An automatic track drop logic has been
developed which makes tie of the maximum dimension of the correlation window and thus adapts automatically
to individual hit/miss patterns, target range, target report type, and operator entered speed/heading limits,
.his track drop logic offers a distinct advantage over conventional logics based solely on rigid hit/miss

f

thresholds,
2.

I\

ATI SIMULATION MODEL

The computer simulation developed to support the ATI study provides a general tool for evaluating various

tracking features of track-while-scan systems. The modular program design provides the analyst withthe
option to select and tailor program elements appropriate to the problem being studied. The simulation
model employs Monte Carlo techniques to generate scan-by-scan simulated radar reports based on true target
positions and radar performance parameters.
These simulated radar reports ere then passed to the tracker
model which processes the reports to produce corresponding system tracks. Dtsailed track histories end
events of interest are then recorded for evaluation. Recorded data is available to Lhe analyst in a variety
of output options including summary statistics and graphic representations as required to satisfy the objectives of thu patticular study.

I.
,,~

.The
,

simulation was developed using FORTRAN IV source code which was compiled and executed on an IBM operating
systeml. Graphic capabilities O,ere provided by a Zeta plotting system; however, the plotting program elements
are also compatible with other plotting equipment,
2.1

Computattonal Support

The simulation model was developed and utilized with an IBM 370/3031 operating system. The basic computer
provides 6 million bytes of storage and is ir.terfaced with a complete set of peripheral devices including
card reader, high speed drinters, tape drives, an extonsive riirect access storage subsystem for the on-line

storage of data, and display terminals allowing on-line acroess to the operating system.
operates ýjider the conitrol of IBM's Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS)
million insttrurtlons per second.

The entire system

operating system and can execute 1.2

A rime sharing option that allows the ussr to interac':ively access the operating system with an IBM 3278

display was used extensively during the ATl study. During the model development 1,hase, ,rogra~m elements
were composed, edited. compiled, executed and debugged entirely on-line using the time aharing option.
After development, program load modules and data sets were retained on disk' stojra&A, Simulation. production
rune were submitted for economical batch execution using the tin',sharing option.
The data available from the simulation model can be directed to a high speed printer for hardcopy and to a
magnetic tape subsystem. The data contained an a magnetic tape can be plotted usin4 the Zeta 6000 Plotting
System to pictorially represent simulation results In a.clear and concise manner. The Zeta system Is an
off- line unit which operates Independently of the central computer. The system Includes a 316Inch incremented drum plotter that operates atýspeeds up to 4000 incrementje per second with an incremenited usigaof
.0025 inches.

The key elements of the All simulation are tilescenario model, the radar model and the tracker mo~lel which
generate the true target positions, the simulated radar reports and the track data, respectively. Pi guir I
ahlows the relationship between those models and the data analysis routines included in the computer simulation, Execution of the ATI simulation program may be initiated by inputs to the scenario model or by a
tape input to a lower level modal. The input tapes in the latter option are obtained by recording options
which call save the outputs of any of the component models for subsequent use, For frequently used scenarios
or combinationns of scenarios and radar patrameters, this option permit" m~ore efficient use of computer
resou rces.

2.2.1
*target

ScenarioMoe

Tho scenario modcl generates scan-to-sean target and E-3A positions based on modal Inputs which specify
profiles. A typical profile that was used to support the ATI studies is shown in Figure 2. Tat-gets
aro Identified in the model by a uniq~ue number am showo In the figure. The scenario model generates true
target positions in range, iraimuth and range rate relative to the Ii-3A. Target. .nneuvars in speed and/or
heading are modelled in accordance with model inputs.
lIthough thle E-3A is assumed to fly a racetrack
pattern, thle moedl iniputs are general. enough to permit a wide rnnge of fl.ight paths, Including circul ar
ot-bits And constant velocity flight patterns.
2.2.2

Radar Model.

The radar model uses the data provided by the scenario model to gonerato simulated radar detectimts on real
targetri and falso reports. The simulation includes two rada.- modelsi A constant detaction probability (Pd)
modal and a range dependent Pdtmodal. The constant I'dmodel is generally used for maritime targets and the
range dependent Pd model in used for air targets.
The rangel dependen't riodeL used in the simulation is sh~own in Figure 3. Thie curvo is approximated in the
simulation by selected points and intorpolation hetween adjacent points is performed to determine Pdtat any
range. The targat range has btAtt nornislizvd by the range corresponding to n detaction probability of .32
which corresponds to a' cumulative probability or, .90 of detoct tog the torgut within 6 scans (1 minuto in
the case of the E-3A). The curve is based on theoretical conaiderations and it: adequately represents the
actual range depundenvy of aoy radar for a coinstant crose-seL-Lion target. Various target sizes can be
readily nimulated simply by changing the ralnge normalimation value.
Radar twlsiurclment errors are moidel led as i~nusstnn 6istributed errors in rangme, azimuth, and rnage rate (if
available), TIhe Teean and standaird deviation of each of thaea errors arc simulation inputs. TheVsttndard
deviations are latendud to represent the total composite random error in that particulir measurement. The
radar, of course, if., the eiiiiot contributor to these composite errors,
For purposes of thiis study, Ii-3A
bias errors (primairily rnavigation arrors) are not nnudelled because they vary slowly with time and thus have
on effect Lin All or tracking performance.
Simulated radar reports iiro generatod timing Monto Uirlo techniquos to determine if a target is detected end
to determine the taagniltudL oif the error in ea'hI of the radar meaauromonts.
Independont random number generatars are timed for measurement arrors and are activated even if It has beeni determlined that thle target
was -not detected during that, acan. By utilizing random number generators !n this manner, analyses of performiance sensitivities to various parameters are moreo meaningful. and can generally b,- accomplished with
algol fican U y less .Monte Carlo trials,

'areports

A'

1i

1lie radar model also includee a routine [or genierat ing false reports which are assitmed to he uni formly -dimtr huted throughout the aueve iiianiet a ron.
For purposies or the study, It Is only necessary to model false
In at relatively sma 11 square area wht ob Is in rge enouigh to foe 1ado thoe real. ta rgeatu.
The number of
false re poite with int such an I rea during at partilola r sCAnI Ia descrri bed by a Poisson dist ribut ion. Thus,
the number of f'ýlae reports to he. generatvd kN) vaio bo caJ rulatud byi

ave rag,, numbe r of a lav repo rtH in hle stiun re oren .eI,e,
tic rdt io (if
the sqtuare area to the surveil lance aren.
RN -randor!
nuimbilr drnw in the. interval (0, 1)

whoro , k-

the false report

rate multiplied by

If false reports are present during a given scan, the positions of these false reports are determined by
two random number draws in X and Y coordinates relative to a corner of the square.
If the report is to
simulate the radar pulse doppler mode, a range rate value is also gennrated.
Thi range rate value is
assumed to be Gaussian distributed.
Trackar Model

2,2.3

The tracker model uses the acan*-to-scan s~mulated radar detections provided by the radar model as inputs
to the tracking process.
This model includes all the elements necessary to initiate tracks automatically
and to perform all the functions inherent in the tracking process.
All the component features of the
tracker model arm described in paragraph 3.
The tracker model employs a variety of model inputs which control correlation window sizes and ATI promstion/drop criteria. The basic tracker functions of track initiation, Kalman filter initializstion, track
correlation, resolution of target report contentions, and track smoothing are modelled by independent
routines.,
Thus the tracker model can be readily reconfigured to evaluate alternative designs.
2.3

Simulation Model Inputs

"Model inputs

nra umed to tailor the simulation model to the problem being studied and to provide control
over key parameters used for performance sensitivity analyses.
Thesa inputs are stored on disk in a file
that can be edited on-line prior to submitting a computer run.
Some of the basic inputs to the 64imulstion
model are listed below:
Control Inputs
NMCR
NMAX
NSKP
MODS

=
-

number of
number of
flag used
flag used

Monte Carlo trials
radar scans to be simulated during each Monte Carlo trial
to control output optioni
to control radar mode simulated

Scenario Model Parameters
LENGTH, RADIUS, VA,
XTO, YTO
VT(I), HT(l)
ACCEL(I), TIHM(I)

HA

-

E-3A racetrack parameters and E-3A speed and heading
initial target position (X and Y coordinates)
target speed and heading at the start of each now leg
acceleration value used for each target maneuver and 3tart time for

the maneuver

"NTOT

-

number of real targots in the scenario

Sensor Model Parameters
PDO
PD(I)
S.•l,
SIGAZ, STGRD
FAR
FARBOX
XO, YO, VB, HB

.
*O
a
-

single scan probability of detection for the constant Pd radar model
table entries for range dependent Pd radar model
normalization range for range dependent radar model
radar measurement error variances in range, azimuth and range rate, reepectively
false report rate per scan
dimension of mquaro area within which talge reports are generated
position, speed And heading of the center of FAtMOX

Tracker Model Parameters

2.4

CM(t)

-

DRD
Vl, V2
Hl, 112
N2

-

NI
NRAX
RMAYP

-

-

-

various multipliers used to size range, aaimuth and rangi rate correlation windows for
potential, tentative and established tracks
potential track correlation window for ranne rate
assumed track speed limits entered by E-3A operator
assumed track heading limits entered by E-3A operators
number of scans without a correlation before a potential or tentative track is automatically
dropped
number of correlations required to promlote a tentative track to an established track
maximum radius allowee for the correlation window before a tentative track is dropped
same as above for potential tracko

ATI Model Outputs

ATI model outputs are provided by high speed printing or off-line plotting equipment.
Prin outs include mcanto-amin data and event histories, track summaries, and ATI performance statiotics.
The type of printed output
desired is specified at the time of program execution by appropriate input control parameters,
Four types of
printed cutput are available and examples of each are presented iii Figures 4 - 7.
An example of the plotted
output available is shown in Figure 8.
Theme exampies wore generated during a 100 scan simulation run using
the 20 target geometry depicted in Figure 2, target speeds or 500 knots,. and the range dependent probsbili~y
of detection radar model.
For each Monte Carlo run, the data shown in Figure 4 is available for every simulated radar vcan.
The data
is divided into two basic sections:
a target data summary and a track status summaty. The tar'get data
summery includes the actual target X and Y Loordinatea and the radar reported targot coordinates in X, Y,
and R. An entry of zero for a target radar report indicates that the target wrs not detected during that
scan.
Raul targets are numbered sequentially (I through 20 in this example) and this number is retained as
a unique identifier for the target.
False reports (if any) generated by the radar mre printed out imeediately below the true target reports (target ,umbher 21 in Figure 4).
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The first printed line beside the title
The track status summary is the second basic section in Figure 4,
provides a summary count of tracks in potential, tentative, established, or drop status.
Data is shown for
Track numbers a'. assigned sequentially, starting
each track currently in the system ordered by track number.
with one, as each new track is initiated. Track data in this summary includes the Initiation status of the
track (P - potential, T - tentative, E - established, D - dropped), the target number of the report used to
update the tracL during the current scan, and the target number of the report which was previouely usad to
update the track. An entry of zero in column 2 indicates that a target report did not correlate with the
track that scan, while an entry of 99 indicates that the track has just 'been automatically dropped.
These
entries are followed by trackiug errocs in position (X componenr, Y component, total position error), speed,
and heading.
The predicted reange, azimuth and range rate of the track rre printed out in the next three
columns.
If a report correlated with a particular track during the current mcan, its range, azimuth, and
range Tate are printed nut in the next three columns.
The remaining entries include the range, azimuth,
and viange rate correlation window sizes, the X and Y position of the predicted track, and X and Y measuremont residuals.
The measurement residuals are the differences between the reported target position and the
predicted track position.
In the example shown in Figure 4, track number 8 has just been promoted to established stat'us.
It should be
noted that its current correlation was with target number 14 and its pi'evious correlation wap with target
number 13.
This is an example of a false track reaulting from cross-correlations in the tentative phase.
Typically, such a track has a relatively large speed and heading error, and fail. to correlate consistently
with any target after the cross-correlation has occurred,
Figure 5 is
.xample of a printout which provides a cross reference of target and t'ack numbers on a scanto-scan basii.
This printout is provided for each Monte Carlo run,
The firnt column of the printout is the
scan number eitociated with each row of data.
Columns 2 ht'ough 21 correspond to target numbers 1 through 20,
respectively, snd columns 22 through 26 are for false reports.
The number entry appearing in a target report
cclurm
corresponds Lu the number oe the track which was updated by that partIcular target durinr, the currant
scan.
An entry of zero indicates that the target was not detected during that sean. The matrix reprseentation
show. in this figure ts especially useful because -the analyst can quickly determine how soon a track is initiIn addition, false tracks resulting from croasated on a target and how well the target is being tracked.
correlations between turgets can be easily identified. The example shown in Figore 5 shows two much false
tracks, namely track numbers 2 and 8. Track number B was promoted to an esttablished track during scan 6 after
correleting on reports from target numbers 12, 12, and 14, and track number 2 was promoted during scan 7 after
correlating on reports from target numbers 1 and 2,
•' ' •.
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The track data is ordered according to scan number (shown in column 1) commencing with the scan number when the
track was initiated as a potential track,
colurmt number 2 indicuter the current initiation status of the track
and coluitn 3 gives the number of the target which has updated the track.
A zero entry In column 3 indicates
The remaining information in this printout Le a subset of the data
that the track was not updated that ac.n,
shown in the track status summary section of Figure 4.
Figure 6 shows that a potential track was initiated on target 2 during scan 1, The tra.ýk was promoted to tentative status during scan 2 based on n correlation from target 2. The next correlation (scan 3) was also from
target 2 but the following correlation at scan 7 which resulted in promotion to established status was from
the adjacent target number 1.
The reason for the cross-correlation is that thi speed and heading errors are
rather large, duo primarily to unusually noisy radar measurements in the first two reports.
The large speed
and heading errors eventually cause the track to lone correlation tin its own targut and move close enough to
the adjacent target to result in a crons-correlation.
Summary statistics as shown in Figure 7 are available for each Monte Carlo run.
This sumetary includes the
number of false tracks, the number of lost tracks (i.e,, established tracka which are no longer being updated
by the target which initiated the track), plus pertinent information on the valid tracks initiated by the ATI
function.
Summary statistics identical to the Figure 7 format are also provided for the composite set of
Monte Carlo runs.
The track data generated from a multiple target simulation in sometimes difficult to visualize from printed
outputs alone.
Consequently, a t'outine was developed to provide the capability to plot tracks and radar
The output from the tracker model seved on magnetic tape includes all the track atid report data
required an input to generate a plot. The plot routine requiree additional input parameters to control the
scale of the plot, to aslect the scan of interest, and to select the tracks for which correlation histories
An example .f" a plot gentare desired along with the number of arcan desired in this corrilation history.
erated uring this '!Apability is shown in Figure 8,

"reports.

"All tracks

depicted in rigure 8 are tagged with their respective track numbers for easy identification.
The
initintion statue of each track in given following the track number (P - potontiial, T - tent.ative, 9 - *stablished, 0 - dropped),
Individuial, radar reports correlating with selected tracks during the seven previous
scans may also he plotted.
Fig:ire 8 depicts the report histories for the twi false tracks (numbers 2 and 8).
The
These repot a are connected by broken lines and labelled with the target number which they represent.
lbe vectora shown
numbers are subscripted with the scan number during which the target was detected,
as solid lines originating from each track position indtcate the track velocity.
The magnitude of the vector
is scaled to the track speed and the direction of the vector indicates the track heading,

"target

.

2.5

Timing and Sizing Estimates

111o simulation toodel which wos generally used during the ATI studies had a 20 target capacity, although a 100
The 20 target simulation model required 120,000 bytes of
target capacity jm•del wao also used to Some extent.
,torage on the tBM 370/3031 computer (8 bits/byte) while the 100 target model required 150,000 bytes of

'storago.

"...... .

Th, execution time for an ATl simulation run in a function of obvious parameters such as number of targets,
nunber of scans# and the number of Monte Carlo runs. Execution time varies linearly with these parameters.
However, the selected printout option also has significant impact on execution time. Table 1 presents the
execution time for the three available options (which are various combinations of the printout examples
shown In Figure 4 through 7). The times shown in the table correspond to a 20 target scenario, 100 scans,
and 10 Monte Carlo runs.
Printout option A includes the track/target correlation matrix shown in Figure 5
plus the summary statistics shown In Figure 7. Option A produces 2 pages of printout per Monte Carlo run,
This printout option is usually sufficient to evaluate performance of a mature ATI design, During the
development phase of an ATI design, however, more extensive data outputs are often required and printout
options B and C are avai'ible to assist the analyst. Printout option B includes the output of option A
plus the scan-to-scan
it and track summaries shown in Figure 4, Option B produces 102 pages of printout per Monte Carlo run.
eintout option C provides the output of option B plus the track histories shown
in figure 6. Option C
.;ally produces 140 pages of printout per Monte Carlo run. The processing time
tssociated with the sceuario model and the radar model is less than 5 seconds for the example shown. This
is attributed to the rather simple 20 target scenario considered. More complex scenarios with maneuvering
targets would require more processing time. For such scenarios, it is worthwhile to use the tape recording
options for scenario model or radar model outputs and save this processing time during subsequent cotouter
runs.

TABLE 1
TIMING ESTIMATES

3.

Printout
Option

Time
(seconds)

A
B
C

96
260
301

ATI DESIGN

The ATI design employs three distinct tracking phases, namely potential, tentative, and established.
A
potential track in formed from reports which do not correlate with tentative or established tracks, A potential track in promoted to tentative status if a report correlation is achieved within a certain time
period, otherwise the track is dropped. Upon promotion to tentative an initial track velocity can be calculated from the ground stabilized position coordinates of the target report pair. The tentative track is
promoter! to established status when subsequent correlations suggest that the track probably represents an
acua. target, A tentative track is dropped if timely report correlations are not achieved. A Kalman
filter is employed for track smoothing and to assist in sizing efficient correlation windows.
All pertinent algorithms and logics characterizing the ATI function of the E-3A tracker are described in
this section. A flowchart has been included in Figure 9 to assist the reader in understanding the overall
structure of the integrated ATI/tracker design.
3.1

E-3A Radar Operating Modes

The E-3A detects air and maritime targets in a variety of modes; namely, radar air mode, radar maritime
mode, and IFF. The radar oir mode produces two different types of reports, pulse doppler (PD) reports and
beyond-the-horizon (BTH) teports. The radar PD mode Is the normal E-3A mode which provides detections on
targets out to the limits of its detection range. The PD report includes estimates of target range, asimuth,
and range rate. The radar BTH mode augments the E-3A surveillance volume by providing detections on targets
beyond the range of the PD mode. The BTH report includes estimates of target range and azimuth. The radar
maritime mode provides detections on maritime targets within line-of-sight of the E-3A, and the report
includes estimates of targut range and azimuth. The 1FP sensor (its antenna mounted beck-to-back with radar
antenna) provides estimates of target range and azimuth, along with the associated IFF modes and codes on
all transpnnder equiped air and maritime targets in the E-3A surveillance volume,
Automatic initiation of
targets detected by IFF is considerably easier than for radar targets since IFF reports include mode and
code identifying information which can be used to advantage in discrimitlating between nesrby targets.
Thus,
the primary emphasis of this paper is ATI processing of radar reports,
It is advantageous to totally segregate the air and maritime ATI functions. This prevents unnecessary
degradation in ATI psrfnrmaaice due to targets or false reports of the opposite type.
Unique identifier bits
in the target report word are used to 'isintain this segregation. These identifiers are also used to key
other unique processing features in the AT! design.
3.2
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ATI Track Phases and Promotion Rules

The ATI function employs two intermediats track categories (potential and tentative) enrouto to establishing
new system track. Potential tracks are initiated on candidate sensor reports located it operator defined
ATI areas which do not correlate with tentative or established tracks, Candidate reports are determined by
the type(s) of reports selected by the E-3A operator for the particular ATI arae, i.e., radar (air mode),
radar (maritime ,sods), and/or IFF.
A pntential track is initiated at the location of the target report with zero speed, If the report is a mari"time target detection, the maritime Kalman filter is initialised and normal Kalman smoothing coamences with
the next correlation. If the report ti an air target detection, initialication of the air tracker is delayed
until the next correlation when a velocity can be cIculated.

S,.•

If a report correlates with a potential track during a subsequent scan, the track is promoted to tentative
status. For ai, targets, the tentative track is initiated at the position of the current report with a
velocity calculated from the two reports now available on the target and the eltised time between reports.
The air tracker is initialized and normal Kalman smoothing commences with the next correlation.

Tentative tracks are promoted io established status if NI reports correlate with and are used to smooth the
tentative track, and if track speed and heading (speed only for maritime tracks) fall within operator
entered limits. For maritime targets and for air targets detected in the radar PD mode, a value of two (2)
has been used for Nl. For air targets in the radar BTH mode, a value of three (3) is used for Nl. The NJ.
correlations must be achieved in a timely manner otherwise the track is dropped automatically. Track drop
rules for tentative tracks are discussed in raragraph 3.6, While in the tentative phase (also for the
potential phase of maritime tracks), track smoothing and prediction logics are the same as those used for
established tracks, but the correlation logic (described in paragraph 3.3 and 3.4) is somewhat different.
3.3

Correlation of Target Reports with Air Tracks

The dovelopuent of effective correlation tests for potential air tracks is difficult because thetr Is no
velocity estimate available until a pairing is achieved. The simplest correlation window which could be used
for potential tracks is a circular window centered at the track position with a radius determined by the maximum possible target speed plum an allowance for measurement errors. Such a window could be quite large and
thus require unnecessarily stringent track promotion/drop rules to minimize the number of false tracks. More
effective correlation tests can be devised by taking advantage of operator entered target speed/heading limits,
and target raport range rate (if the target is detected in the radar PD mode).
The use of target speed/heading
limits in shaping position correlation windows is discussed in paragraph 3.3.1 and the use of target range rats
for further correlation testing is discussed in paragraph 3.3.2. For tentative air tracks, the correlation
wuindow design takes advýntage of the fact that radar measurements of target range are very accurate in comparison to the azimuthal measurement and also makes use of range rate if available.
Correlation windows for tentative air tracks are discussed in paragraph 3.3.3.
3.3.1

Position Correlation Windows for Potential Air Tracks

"The position

correlation window used for potential air tracks (see Figure 10) takes advantage of operator
entered speed/heading limits. The window is sized as followes
if,
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the potential track correlation window, is sized as follows:
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The second term in the expression for AD and Ali is an allowance which compensates for measurement errors,
Only the effect of the azimuthal error need be included since it predominates. The multiplier, K, is an
optimization paramsfer and a value of one has been used.
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Range Rate Correlation and Compatibility Tests for Potential Air Tracks

In addition to the position correlation tests described above, air targets detected in the radar PD mode are
subjected to a range rate correlation test And a range rate compatibility test. The range rate correlation
test is simple to implement and provides effective discrLmination against nearby targets moving at different
Sspeeds and targets moving at the same speed but at different headings. The test simply requires that the target report tange rate be within a prescribed tolerance of the range rate in the ruport used to initiate the
potential track.

The range rate compatibility test provides effective discrlmination against nearby targets moving at the
This text is implemented by requiring that the target report range rate be within
eame speed and heading.
The test is
a tolerance value of the estimated rangs rate computed from the track velocity components.
implemented as folloset
If,
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potential track position, i.e.,
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the compatibility test ta-as the form,
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3.3.3

The candidate report is

Correlation Windows for Tentative Air Tracks

The track correlation logic used for tentative air tracks can be simpler than that used for established
tracks.
Established tracks use dynamically sized correlation windows supplemented by smaller non-maneuver
windows to perform track correlation,
Non-maneuver windows are used to determine if target reports are from
a non-maneuvering target or a maneuvering target. Non-maneuver windows are oriented in range amd asimuth
relative to the E-3A to take advantage of the fact that the range measurement is much more accurate than the
azimuth measurement.
These non-maoneuver windows are dynamically sized as a function of the error astitates
provided by the Kalman filter and the sensor measurement variances modelled in the tracker, With slight
modification to window multipliers, established track non-maneuver windows can be used for tentative track
correlation windows.
The multipliers selected for tentative tracks are 2c in the azimuthal dimension, 4o
in range, and 8o in range rate,
The correlation window is shown in Figure 11.
Larger multipliere are
required for range and range rate windows to maintain correlation on targets undergoing modest maneuvers.
These windows are adequate for most scenarios but initiation of targets undergoing severe maneuvers could
be delayed.
The 2o azimuth windows provie,:, a 952 chance of correlating reports from non-maneuvering targets.
For maneuvering targets, the probability will be reduced somewhat depending upon the magnitude and severity
of the maneuver and the time elapsed since the last detection.
If track correlation is lost on maneuvering
targets, the tentative track would probably end up being dropped or would jump to an uncorralated rsport on
another target.
However, Kalman filter gains are quite large during the tentative track phase and, therefore, the tracker has an inherent capability to follow many types of maneuvers without resorting to a
dedicated maneuver detection/response logic.
3,4

Correlation of Target Reports with Haritime Tracks

Maritime track correlation windows, like air track tentative windows, take advantage of the fact that the
range measurement is much more accurate than the azimuth measurement.
However, since maritime targets
travel such small distances between scans in comparison to radar measurement errors, an accurate determination of track velocity is not possible during the ATI phase of tracking. llence, maritime correlation windows
must be increased in size to account for the possibility that the maritime target is moving at very high
speed.
The correlation window thus used for potential and tentative maritime tracks takes the forms
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4o range window described in paragraph 3.3.3
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The second term in the equations for AR and AS is the tolerance which must be added to aceust for the fact
that the initial speed estimate of zero could be in error by as much as V.ax knots. It shoudd be noted that
"the use of this added tolerance will permit a better maneuver following capability in the potential and ton"tative track phases then is possible for air targets, The correlation window Lm shown in Figure 12.
3.5

Selection of Best Correlating Report

The ATI function selects the

n81gle "best" report for tracks except that reports eligible for correlation with
potential tracks will be limited to reports that have not correlated with tentative or established tracke. 2
best report is the report which is closest, in a normialixed sense, to the center of the correlation window.
The measure of closeness is calculated as follows:

TQ.(A R) +
o2
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where, AR, 60, A represent the measurement residuals.
In addition, the ATI function does not permit a report to uipdate more than one track. Target report contentions are resolved using the TQ value calculated above to w.alect the beet track/report pair, Tentative and
established tracks have equal priority in the'best pair a.sction logic.
3.6

Track Drop Rules

Potential sod tentative tracks shoald be dropped when it is determined that there is high likelihood that the
track will not result in a valid track, Logics used by exint.rng systems with AT! functions use hit/miss
ratios as a measure of track quality, However, a Kalman filter tracker, through its covariance matrices, provides an in~herent capability to estimate track quality dires.tly and this can be tsed to advantage in developing

i

track drop rules.

As mentioned in paragraph 3.3.3, Kalman filter coveriances and measurement error variances are used to six*
the range, azimuth, and range rate tentative track correlation windows. The behavior of the air track
azimuthal
correlation
(for ina measurement
errorandvariance
that produced
by theTheradar
PD mode)
&'function
of time windows
is depicted
Figures 13, 14.
15 for equal
variousto hi./mias
patterns.
hit/viss
patterns ave shown in the ligend where "x" corresponds to a correlation and "o" corresponds to a missed correlation. Figure 13 is for a tentafiVe track initiated at scan 2 as a result of 2 successive reports on the
target. Figure 14 is for a tentative track initiated as a result of 2 reports on the target in 3 ecans, and
Figure 15 is for a tentative track initiated as a result of 2 reports in 4 scens. The reason that the storolation windows in Figures 14 and 15 are smaller is that the 2/3 and 2/4 tentative track pairings permit a more
accurate velocity determination than the 2/2 tentative track pairing and this improvement is reflected as a
reduced expansion rate in the correlation window, The range and range rate correlation windows would very in
similar manner to the azimuthal window,
For maritimt tracks the corresponding correlation windows would be
smaller than air track windows by about a factor of two.
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A key faector in minimizing false tracks is to insure that correlation windows do not let too lsrge. This muggests login
that which
tentative
tracks shouldforbe tnntative
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correlation
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moma predetermined
limit. window
The
was implemented
tracks
compares windows
the larger
dimension
of the correlation

"(azimuthal dimension in nmi) with an input value KHAX. It thia value is exceeded, the tentative trtack is
dropped. The comparison is done after track correlation, hence the correlation window is allowed to exceed
SMrX for one scan. A value of 6 nmui has been selected for J4HA. It is prudent to override the R14MX
track
drop rule after a relatively large number (say N2) of sucoessive misses, thus tentative tracks are dropped
after six successive misses even if the correlation window is laes than 1•MX.
Given this value of 142end a
detection probability of 0.3, only about 10% of the tentative tracks on real targets would be dropped prematurely.
ht higher detection probabilities, the percentage of prematurely dropped tracks is insiguLficant.
Farly simulation testing suggested that the RIMAX
track drop rule described above could also be used to advantage for potential tracks. In this case, the correlation window dimension used for comparison Lis
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usLin thv ,otation in ptaragraph 3.3.1. Since H1 and It2 are fixed for a ATI region,
expresstvi need be calculated only once.

the sine function in tha

In order to better appreciate the effect of the RHMA
track drop rule on potential air tracks, consider some
example'i of correlation window sizes as a funct.ion of time since track initiation. Figure 16 shows the potentiol track correlation window dimension (D in equations above) for operator antered upper speed limits (V ) of
1000 and 2000 knots, for a target at fighter detection rango, for the PP azimuth measuremnt error vartangs,

"andIfor

various operator entered heading limits.

So, for example, if RMAX - 6 nai and AN - 450, up to two

mieues would be permitted for V2 - 1000 knots but no misses would be permitted for V2 - 2000 knots.
Tha ATI track drop logic described above provides an optimum control logic which insures that false track
The logic offers A disinitiation rates are relatively constant as target and sensor conditions change.
tinct advantage over conventional logics based on hit/miss thresholds, because It adapts automatically to
individual target hit/ails patterns, target range, target report type, and operator entered speed/hoeding
limits, The values of N1 (number of hits to establish) and RMAX were selected to provide the desired balance between false track initiations and valid track Initiations. Once established, this pair of numbers
provides an optimum balance for a variety of target geometries and sensor characterlsticv.
In addition to sizing potential track correlation vindows, operator entered speed and heading liiLti (with
appropriate tolerances) are used as a final check on air tracks before promotion.
If promotion rules have

been satisfied but the track is not within appropriate speed and heading limats, the tentative track is
dropped.
For maritime tracks only a speed check is made to drop tracks which are moving faster thea the;
maximum expected maritime tirget speed.
Early simulation results have shown that this final check Is useful in dsterd4ing acme of the false tracko which result from cross-correlations in t-e tentative pha.,.

Cross'c'orrelecions In this phase usually result in velocity distortions which are severe enough to place
the track outside speed and/or heading limits.
Obviously, some real tracks could be dropped by this test,
but simulation vesults have shown that this is a rare occurrence.
3,7

Track Smoothing

The ATI function employs decoupled 2 x 2 Kalman filter, (X, * and Y. i coordinaten) for smoothing AT! tracks.
The Kalman filters are identical to those used for established tracks thus -amuring a smooth transition of
ATI tracke to estabieshed status.
For air targets, a track it initialised upon promotion to tentative status
using thievelocity computed from the two reports on the target,
The air track Kulman filters are also initialized at this .ime using appropriate variances.
For maritime targets, the track is Initialised at smre speed
and its Kalman filters are initializoid when the potential track is initiated,
Track smoothing.commences at
the time of the next correlation.
Track Ptadiculrn

3.8

Track prediction is performed in standard mannar by linearly extrspolating the X and Y track position to the
time of the next expected target report *-ming the current estimate of track velocity.
The corresponding valus
of predicted range, aximuth, asd range rate most take into accoutit the fact that the E-3A is moving. Extrapolation of the most current E-3A navigation data yields the estimate of Z-3A position necesanry to cda'oulato
these predicted values. Since more current navigation data ip avaliable at the time nf correlation and
smoothing, errors introduced by E-3A maneuvers are minimited.

,

3.9

Established Traok Processing

The only basic difference between eutablished and tentative track proceasing logics is that established tracik
employ a dedicated maneuver detection/maneuver response function.
Non-maneuver windows nupplemented by larger
correlation windows are used to perform the maneuver detection function. When a maneuver is confirmed, a
maneuver responsa logic is employed to update thc track.

"special
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SIMULATION KESULTS

The AT! design described in Section 3 was evaluated using s variety of non-maneuvering and maneuvering target
raid formations.
A sampling of initiation performance is presented In this section,. The behavior of the ATI
design Is controlled almost entirely by the values for Ni (number of correlations in Lentativs phase required
to promote), N2 (maximum number of inisses allowed in potential at tentative phases), and RMAX (drop criterion
based on correlation window size). Recall that a potential or tentative track is dropped after an unsuvesasful
corrml.ition attempt if the wider dimension of the correlation window exceeds FMAX nmi. The standard values
used in the simulation wert,:
N2 - 6
M•X - 6 nmi
The results presented are for the 20 target formation ahown in Figure 2 with target spenings of about 5 nmi,
All target. in the formation move at the same speed and heading thus presenting a worst case situation fos the
ATe function. For air targets, the radar model depicted in Figure 3 was used and the initial target ranges
were near a normalized range of 1.0.
For maritime targets the constant singlu scan detection probability radar
modul was used Lnd the initial target :anges were near line-of-sight range to the horizon,
4.1

Non-Maneuvering Air Targets

Figure 17 depicts initiation performance for 500 and 2000 knot fights: target formationa,
The performance
sensitivity to target azimuth (9 in Figure 2) in also shown.
Performance is expressed in terms of percent
tracks initiated as a function of time since the start of the simulation, averaged over 10 Monte Carlo trials,
A target is considered initiated at the tine of promotion to established status, i.e,, after four correlations
on the target.
Thus the earliest possible initiation is at .67 minutes (four mcans) if four successive detecare made on the target.
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The higher speed targets are initiated faster because detection probability incteases faster than for low speed
targets.
As expected, speed of initiation is more sensitive to target azimuth at the lower target speýds, with
the 1800 target azimuth (i.e., tail chase geometry) being the worst camse.
For this animuth, closing speed on
the E--3A is minimized, thus the targut spends much of its time in the low, probabiliLy of dcr!ection region. At
higher target speed the speed of initiation Is insensitive to target azimuth.
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Other performance parameters of interest are shown in Table 2 below for each of the two target speeds.
The entry for #track
table entries represent averages over the five azimuths for 10 Monte Carlo trials.
initiation attempts" represents the average number of track initiation attempts on the 20 targets, thus 61
(81 minus 20) of the potential tracks initiated on the 500 knot targets were dropped sometime during the ATI
The reaseo that
phase versus 33 (53 minus 20) of the potential tracks initiated on the 2000 knot targets.
the number is so much higher for the low speed targets is that their lower closure rates with respect to the

2-3A results in lower detection probabilities.

These lower detectiorn probabilities in turn, require move

initiation attempts before the initiation criteria are satisfied.
The second entry in the table is the maximum number of tracks (sum of potential, tentative, and established tracks) which exist simultaneously.
This
number in important because it provides an Indication of the track storage required for ATI tracks over and
above the track capacity for established tracks. The third entry represents the percentage of established
tracks which are valid, where a valid track is defined as a track promoted to established status based on
of course, a key measure of performance for an ATI
detections from the same real target. This last entry is,

function because the number of false tracks (related to the complement of the entry) represents an added workload for surveillance operators.

*
*

TABLE 2
OTHER ATI PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS (AIR TARGETS)
Target Speed
500 Knots

2000 Knots

Number of Track Initiation Attempts
Maxtimum Number of Simultaneous Tracks

81
25

53
24

Valid Track Initiation Ratio (Percent)

97

98

'

4.2

Non-Maneuvering Maritime Targets

Figure 18 depicts initiation performance for maritime targets as a function of pruobability of detection (Pd).
The figure represents an average of high end low target speed performance since performance ts very insensitive to target speed.
Table 3 lists the other performance parameters of interest, The entries for "track initiation attempts" and
"simultaneous tracks" should not be compared directly to the equivalent entries for air tracks since false
roport rates are much higher in the maritime radar mod.e, Even with the higher false report rates, initiAtion
because targets move very slowly, thereby minimizing target intorfert,-icu offernts.

TABLE 3
OMTWMR
AT! PERFORMAN1CE PARAMETERS (MARITIME TARGETS)

.3

Pd
.5

.9

Number of Track Initiation Attempts

59

53

5,5

Valid Track Initiation Ratio (Pwrcent)

99

99

Maximum Number of Simultaneous Tracks
4.3

32

31

32
100

Maneuvering Air Targets

The correlation windows for tentative tracks must be large en'ugh to accommodate target maneuvers without
degrading the capability to discrimitnate against nearby tar;eta.
The correlation windows described in paregraph 3.3.3, i.e., 2a in azimuth, 40 in range, 8u in range rate provide a good compromise.
It was found that
ATt performance on maneuvering targets (Figure 2 geometry with 200 dog-legging maneuvers every 2 minutes) wae
virtually identical to the performance shown in paragr'4ph 4,1 for non-maneuvering targete.
Significant, dgre..
"dations in ATI performance are not expected until maneuvers begin to exceed 500 for low speed targets sad 250
.or high speed targets,

5.

CONCLUSIONS

A multiple Larget tracking Monte Carlo simulation model was developed to support ATI studies for the NATO E-.3A.
Tlhe simulation model was essential to support this effort, sincet performance of an ATI function ic very dependent upon the target environienv, the false repots environment., and the Inter-terfet dynarics.
'Th4 simulation
model is readily adaptable and can be used to oxpiore a variety of ATI design alttarnalivss
Furthernore, the
model has general application to the evaluation of all aspects of tracking performance for the X-3A ov for any
track-while-scan system.
The ATT studies have shown that cross-correlations between adjacent targets are a potantially oarl.ous problem

and cotnscious efforts meajt be made to minimize thetr necrurre~ice.

Cross-corteslatlions &ro the dovillant cause of

false tracks and they niso delay initiation of tracks on reel. targets, The ATI deI•ign described Jr thi, paper
employs several unique features which ,affectively minimize the effect of nearl.y ta 3etas.
The design aichieves
a good compromise !'etweoon teed of tx:;,,k initiation and Welse track initiation rates,
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ABSTRACT
Video disks are a new technology that provide inaxpensive storage (65€/disk) and rapid acceso (as little
as 1/8 mec.) to large numbers (54,000 pictures/disk side) of photovraphs.
For a typical airport, it ts
possible to store on a video disk compressed movies showing all runway, teke-off, lihitng, circling, and
approach paths.
When such a disk is viewed on a player and television coptrolled by a simple microproceseor , the pilot can vicariously fly himself around an airport, land, take-off, taxi and circle.
The
pilot sees on image with photographic realism, can choose his own path and ope3d, and can choose timsoof
day or weather conditions for the simulated trip. Such a system in one hundred times loss expensive than
a conventional flight simulator,
1,

INTRODUCTION

Video disk-based flight trainers were developed to provide the student with vicarious flight experience
and knowledge of the characteristics of particular airports.
The technology has advantage* over movies
of flight and of airports in that the student can choose him path and line of sight.;' The technology also
has advantages over conventional flight simulators in that the imagery has photographic rialis',
no costly
digital data base of the airport and terrain needs to be developed, and the hardware and software of the
video disk-based flight trainer is vastly less expensive than current color three dimensional display

"'

processors.
2.

S~two

BACKOROUND

Video disks are similar to audio records, except that they store pictures instead of sound.
Each of the
sides of a twelve inch diameter video disk can store thirty minutes of telov~sion, the equivalent of
54,000 still pictures (30 minutes x 60 seconds/minute x 30 frames/second).
A video disk player can show
the video disk as a movie, including capabilities for slow motion forward and backward, scanning forward
and backward, and stopping on a single frame. Withthe current technology in the marketplace, the surface
of the videqo disk is read by measuring the reflectance of a laser, and so the diok never wears out due to
physical wear.
In addition, the video disk player can randomly access any of the 54,000 framea on the
video disk in a maximum of three seconds and a minimum of about 1/8 second because each frame is digitally coded with a frame number, even though the picture itself is an analog signal.
The frame to be
found is defined by ksying a frame number into a control on the video disk player, or can be defined by
sending digital signals to a standard electrical connector on the video disk player,
Video disks can be made in a number of ways.
We begin with a 16mm film that should be considered a
sequence of still
frames rather than a movie,
In addition, 35mm film or video tape can be used *s the
original material,
It film is used, it is converted to video tape.
The final video signal is used to
produce a master video diuk, and this master in turn is used as a stamper to produce video disks in much
the same way that audio ýisko are produced.
Consequently, video disks cannot h' changed unless the
original material is edited, followed by the production of a master and new video disks.
When video disk players are controlled by a computer, the combination can be used to provide a viewer
A number of viewing options are stored on the video disk. and with the aid
with a personalized movie.
of the computer to locate particular movie segments, the user chooses among options to see what he wants,
Because of the rapid random search capability of the video disk player, an essentially continuous movie
can be displayed.
The problem with this approach to personalized movies is that the total capacity of the video disk, thirty
If, for example, the video disk
minutes on a side, does not allow for a large number cf viewing options.
contained ten viewing options. the user might choose a personalised movie only three minutes long.
pot
One potential solution is to store and display fewer than thirty frames/second for movie viewing,
some subject matter, such as very slow motion, many fewer than thirty frames/second can be employed and
For other action, such as the view out
appears to be of continuous ioocion,
the resulting display still
of an airplane, displaying many fewer than thirty frames/second produces the appearance of discontinuous
notion.
Fortunately, in this case the discontinuous motlon is not burdonsomu for the viewer and pieovides
the advantage of allowing the storage of hours of flight on a video disk and the storage of a nunber of
flight options.

3. APPROACH
We have produced a flight trainer for travel on and around a small, rural airport - Frederick, Maryland,
US.
We filmed views from the cockpit of an airplane facing forward, to the right, and to the left.
Simultaneously, we filmed selected instruments on the instrument panel. Frames were photographed every
teke-off and lending
Film was collected while the plane performed the following novementos
half second.
from each of the four runways, including travel to and from the apron; zircling at a radius of one half
mitl and a radius of one mile, at altitudes of 100 feet mnd 2500 feet; and trcnsitions sarong the
circlings, take-offs and landings.

...

.

A video disk wre produced, and a digital index was prepared that listed the location on the video disk
(frame numbers) ofeach segment of plane travel. Software in a microcomputer connerted to the video disk
player controlled the display of flight options and viewpoints, based on commands deliva ed to the microprocessor by the urur using a joystick end iunction button controls that did not attempt to simulate
realistic flight control&.
4. DISCUSSION
Movies are typically used to familiarise students with particular airports. The vidoo disk-based flight
Prainer perform this function, and gives the additional advautage nf allowing the student to control his
flight or taxi path, his viewpoint. and his speed. The flight trainer is more expensive than movie projection equipment, and evaluation is needed to determine whether it is more cost-affective.
An important
part of the calculation is that the flight trainer is apparently more attractive and "fun" to use than
passive viewing of a movie, and hence may lead to better learning, and more viewing end practice,
Flight simulators can substitute for some in-flight training in an effort to reduce trainrng costs.
Unfortunately, the display processors of flight simulatorm are quite expensive, and the construction of
a digital data base for an airport or other area is a major undertaking, At best, tho display .appars
cartoon-like. With the Inexpensive flight trainer the display has photograptec realism, no digital data
bsa describing the terrain and cultural features is needed, and ei expensive display processor is eliminated. Unfortunately, with the flight trAiner the student can choose among v modust number of prerecorded paths and views, e.g. fifty to one hundred options. With a flIght simulator the student can
choose among an essentially Infinite number of flight paths, including crashing, and hence experiences
more realistic dynamics, if less realistic displays. Hence the device described in the paper is termed
a flight trainer rather than a flight simulator, Evaluation is needed to datermine whethtr a flight
trainer using vidwo disk technology is more olees
cost-effective than a traditiovial fliaht Simulator.
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Cet expos6 trait. de la conception d'un simulateur do vol d'6tude adapto aux problimfts spaciflques des hilicoptbres militairos pour I&definition at nilse ou point d'uneavionique moderns.
11montro commesnt le basoin exact a Wt difini, on partIculior dans le cadre du devoloppmment
d'un nouveau programmen h~licoptire.
Les principales caract6ristiques d'un tel simulateur sont pr~sent~es ainsi qulune list. des
points jug~s critiques pour ce projet - Sommairo 1.Introduction - 2. Analyse pr4linminairo du
bosoin SDVEH -3. Contraintes du prujet
Organisation gOnfiraie at progreamme de d~voloppenment5. Points critiques - 6.Conclusion.
-4.

I. LNTRODU "TIO
Dans le domnaine des H61lcoptdres Militalres, limportance do laviorilque par rapport A la motorisation
at au v~hicul, crolt rapidement. Coci pout soexpliquer par

I
I*

,cortains

A.Le disir des Opfrationnols d'itondre ls champ d'applicatlon dos Hilicoptiros do deux lagons ditff-

Tout d'abord, 11 est demand# de pouvoir romplir des missions nouvellet d'appul anti-personnol,

dlescorte at do lutto air-air anti -hol icoptbro nic.,ssitant la ,ii'so
on oeuvro do 3ystbmos dlaynm
plus complexes.
D'autre part, 11ost domandf do pouvoir remplir certaines missions do jour cunmie do nult et dans
cas do mauvaise visfbilitO, ce qul nacossite le plus souvent, ls misc en oeuvre do moyans
optroniques sophistiqufs.
B.Ua necessitO do maiantenir~ I 'officaulti uparationnolls dus F~iiwpteris wis I 'avonlr en revalorisant leurs systemes cd'aona~.
l~es progkii real lsd,, on mdtibrl d6 "guerre Oloctronlque" impi iquont dl; malntenan

do twvoir des

wuyons anbarqufs 'Ic Contra-Metures Eloctroniquos. Par ailleurs, do nouveaux types d~interventlon

~~bases sur les acticins combinies, (example : as designations de vibles a l~aldd do moyens ,d'illu-

14

minatlon

it

do d~tfctlon laser) impliquent. I&miss on oo'jvre d'une avionique coliplexe.

W~nin, 1'avflnhnent des coimoandes 6loctriques blalse entrevoir do nouvelles poisibilitds promqtteuses on matibre do pilotage.

*
*

Cotte importance croissant@ de Ilavlonlque en rend !acon-:Qption itIamiss au point plus complexes
et plus longues.
Liens iecadre d'un nouveau programse, 11devient impiratif do lancer des etudes tires complitis do
'i1avlonique, des 1s debut du programseafin do respecter los dolias do divelopponent et d'Cvitetr des
modifications tardives de llavionique qul ris~uent d'Otre coilteuses ot do degr-ader Ilefficaciti opt-

*
.1
IEn
* I

offet, I&roomplexlte d~une avionique moderne en rand touts modification tris dil irate, Amesure
quo Ilon progress. dans so definition, en particuliar une fols qua Ilon a atteint Isstade des assals
en vol d'un prototype.
Far aillurs, ]as interactions ontre la cellule, I#motarisatlon et llasionique iont do Plus en plus
11i
devient n6cessaira do conduire Ind4veloppement des trols ontitis conjointement au
nivoau des Itudes do falon A assurer Line
integration r~ussl~,ý

Iiniportantes

Linsirnulateur sol permettant entre autre d'analyser Iscomportement en vol d~un equipage dlhhlicoptire
au coups d'une mission est l'un des moyons d~tuda adaptý pour risoudre con difficulths.
mwoen rentable
mnontre an outro qu'un siniuloteur a~aptabls aux problOmss posts est Lin
fficace ot parfois unique do minor certaines etudes (exemple : la else au poi', d'un system* d'arve

ILlexpirience

ja

dens diffirentes configurations do combat diffir,1lss A obtenir on conditiont rdobles dlessal ou
l'analyse do le charge do travail),
IL'objot do ce documesnt est do prisehter gin
projet do diveloppement dlun simulate'ur dlitude oon~u dons
cot esprit,
Cs projet slappelle Simulateur De Vol d'Etude pour Hilico~ibre.
V

2.ANALY$E P.RELMINAIRE DU DESRIN SOVEN

2.1. APPROCHE DY SLIN
Initialoniont, le SDVEH Wtait dil'ini commaeLune instailation capablu do simulsin an temps pool 19
vol d~un hilluoptere intigrant la participation effective d'un aquipage.
IlAitlt nicessaire do pr~ci sir cetto difinition avornL dmentreprandre tout. iniAllsation,,
La compbexite du sujet nous a conduit I adoptwr uni approche solom troii grands principes.
A.L.SEHdolt Wtrconsidini commagLun tout

ie

Coest-A-dir. no pas d~composer I priori
sflVEH an sous-onsonibles indfipondants pouvont faire
1'objet do d~flnitions indupendarites, uu dn~inir IsSDVEH on negligeanit certains do ces aspacts connie celui do so miio en osuvre par ses futurs utIlisateurs au profit do celui do con
objectifs d'ituds.
*

I

Le schema suivont illustre cette attitude do depart.

EUE

EXPERIMENATEURS

.-.EMPS REEL
-EQUIPAGE

B.LS.SDVEH dolt fitre resitud d~nAJon con1uxte gunrj

dns1.tepo

C'est-&-dlre analyser 1'nvlronnwemnt distude dans lequel slinscrit IsSDVF.H afin d'en priclsev 1tous igs aspects at fixer des objectifs concrets, fichelonnis dn stms
L'analyso des points Wulants eot 9ýsontielle.
obiectifs d'itudes
1. prclisor olil slagit do court, moyen ou long terms
.obJectifs de miss er oeuvre J
- comol~mentarltd du SDVEH par rapport aux autres moyans dfitude.
-

C.Le SOVEH dolt Atre co rnpipswsjjijto ccn~ neo~iI41~m~t
d 'unt q.rganjsooton

*dO

ninteraction

11convlont dletablir Itsch~ma fonctionnel at organique du SOVEN prOcisant Its diff6rents
tius-onsembles. Its relations intornes qul existent intro eux ainsi quo Its relations externis
avec des ensembles ne feisant pas partle du SDVEHi male en interaction avac ce dirnier.
Lo travail a 61:6 a~rnorc6
on d6finissant at analysant d'u',e part Its objectifs dlitude du olmulatour at d'autre part, lez objactifs pour sa mnis.
an oeuvre par sas utilloatiurs futurs.
2.1.1. 9.koietfs ditude'
QýtJectif.Ig~ni4rux
Lei objectifs dlitude ort d'abord At6 difinis d'un point do vue general, on considirant
les diffirentes phases caractirlotiques du diveloppement d~un nouveau programmee hGHcoptire et pour chacuna d'eli,, la fagon dont IsSUCEH pouvait Intervenir an Insistent
our les points suivants
-

-

-stade

N\

du SDVEH par rapport aux autres moyans d'atude disponibies dons cotta phase
de d~veloppainant do, la machine at de Pavionique dens cette phose.

-position

v,

....
....
.

La Planche 1 resum~e ls objectlfs Udn~iraux d16tude retenus.

*

On a en particulier mis en evidence que la conception et mise au point de lavionique
d~un nouveau progranmme induit des ttudes qul pouvent diborder do lour cadre habituel
correspondant aux phases de falsabiliti et de definition, it qul constituent des applications possibles du SOVEN.
Codi r~pond en particul tar A la difficult!i de miss au point des symbologies ou A l'lmpossibilita do reconnh¶tre cortains problintes avant do disposer d'une avionique complete-1
mont difinle ainsi qulau caactiro Avolutlf des systames doamin inodernes.
AbJectifa' d'Atudes sneifjl qus
Des obJectifs d16tudes sptc-ifiques ant 6t0 digages I partir des objectifs g~naraux en
considdrant des prograrmmes ou projets particuliors en cours ou a venir.
Chaque etude retenue a Rte dlfinlo dans I&mesure du possible par sos objectilfs exacts,
la date I laquelle ella dolt 6tre menlo et la phase correspondent* du prograimme dont sell
inst issue. Do plus, on s'est attache A la definition de ce qulil Otalt important de simuler pour valider les risultats do l'Otude.
2,1.2. Qbjectifs di miss en oeuvre
Les objectifs d~atudes ant Rte qomplOtfs par des objectifs de mise on oeuvre.
SOVEH dolt Itra un moyen d'etudo rentable, c'est-&-diru qu'il no doiN pas Itro plus
onireux que los autres mayens d16tudo disponibles pour un travail identique.

-Le

do dfiveloppement et de mise au point des logiciels - exuanple le maddle do
micanique du vol - dolt slinscrire dens un contextse plus global qus lour souls utilisetian pour le SDVEH.

-Leoffort

SDVFH dolt offrlr une bonne disponibilitd at 6tre d'un einplol facile pour sos utilisateurs potentials sans laide d'une formation splclal isie.

-Le

2.2. DEFINITION CONCEPTUELLULD!LSDVEH
Los rfisultats de cette apprache condulsent I ]adefinition conceptuelle suivente.
"Un simulateur do vol d'Itude pour htlicopt~re est un inaye-n d'jtdcabedreturenaip
ULIl 10evol vu it sent i paer
ljjq~ipagg d'un hol icoptlre dens son eay.ronnemkn. et avec tous las
moyens d'elds eu pil~otagequl sont 8 sa digposition'.
Par rapport 6 le definition initials, qul met leccont sur le fonctionnenient temps reel at la
presence d'un dquipage, on volt eppareltrs ici les notions compllmoritairos de 'vol vu it senti',
"denvironnement". "do moyens daide eu pilotaeg" et de "moysn d'6tude",
Los nations do 'vol vu et senti" st "denvlronnement" traduisent le rWe determinant, dans le
coimporteinant d~un 6quipags d'h~licoptlra. perticuliOreinent en vol tactiquo, dlinfarinitions
dirictos issues de la vision du monde extirleur it do sensations diverses de vibrations ou accallretions,
Li

En offet. is vol tactique tel qua le pratique l'Armle de Terra Frangalse, consiste A4valer au
plus prls du sal (hauteur de vol do quolques mltres ou dizaines do tnitL'eý au maximum) en exploitent hi relief it la vigdtetion pour 6chapper aux moyens do detection ennemis. Au cours d'un tel
vol, his obstacles 6 Oviter -sont iiumibreux it varies (erbrss, cAbles, pyldnes, felalse, etc ...
)

Le scul moyen de surnionter toutes ces difficultds pour l'equipago, consists actuel~ement a observer constanmment 1'environnement axt~rieur, pour d~finlr et contr6ler uris
trajectoire de vol
entre los obstacles.
La simulation d'uns tells vision do 1'snvlronnonent extiriour pose de nombroux problmhos et dlffironclo radical oment un simulatour Halicoptere d'un simulatour Avion.
Par afiloeurs, 11imports pour IsSDVEI4 do no pas n~glige.r Apriori, d~s informations qul pouvent
se r~v~lor docisives dans iecomportemsnt do 1'6quipage Al'occaslon de oertainos Iltudi at donc
indispensables pout, validor lss r~sultats.
Cette romarquo Gtabllt likdiffirmnce qui exists entre un simulateur d'Otud. at un sinrulatour
dlentrainaemnt qul vise A entretenir ou divelopper une aptitude pour laquelle cortaines "Simplifications" sont admissiblss.
La notion "de moysris d~aide au pilotage" traduit ian6cesssltil do replacer 1 equipago dans un
*

~onvironnamnint cabins tris proche do Isr6&liti pour l1analyse du comportement do l'Cqulpage dana
Is satisfaction do certaines fonctions, en particulier Ispilotags.
En outre, la notion I"dliqulpage" eat maintenue car actualionront aucuno mission hilicoptbr. W'est
envisagoo sans une 6troite collaboration do deux 6quipisrs du moins.
La notion do "I'oyon d'dtudell traduit I& n~cossit6 pour Is SDVEH d'avoir un caractier plurali~st
dans sos applications at d'&itrs capable, an particulior, d~une integration potontlello Aun
systmes d'ane on pr6voyant divorses relations at )aprassnres do fonctions spicifiques.
Le scht~ma s~ivant resume I&d~finition 6tablio. L'lnt6gratlon potentialle d'un systewne d'arme
est illustrie Par dif'flronts sous-orisembiss at relations sn pointilIC.
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1

2.3, SPECIFICATIONS MISE EN OEUVRE

Ca plus, des spicificat 4ons de mise en oeuvre ont 61t6
retenues
-

I
*I-

I

it

~banalis~s. La proaraimmation se fira dans un langage do haut niveau
Le Logiclel dolt Atre utilisable pour d'autres applications tam~ps ri-o ou non
-

*

Li slijulateur dolt otfrir une biunne fiabilitO at maliltenabilitli
Les moyens de dialogue entri le SDVEH at ovnutilisateur dolvent Wte souples, varl6s

L'oyianisation du siniulateur dolt Itre modulaire.

3.CONTRAINTES DU PROJET
*
*

La roalisatlon d'un projet iast
toujours soumise Itdes contraintis extarieuris, Pour le SDVEK, trols
prises en compto
contraintes maJeures ont 61:6
Concevoir un plan de diviloppement du SDVEH qul permette de l'utiliser a court terme dans le cadre
di programines ou projits er, courý;

*-

-

Limiter les coOts de doveloppemnent du SDVEH en exploltant en priorito les mayens frat;M-iels de simiulation du Centre d'Essals en Vol d'Istres

-

Choisir des moyens matdriels qul s'harnionisent parfaitement avec ceux des dlff6rentS uitilisateurs
polentiels.
Cecl influe en particulier sur Ilarchiticture genora~le du simulateur et stir
le choix des nioyens
informatiques, pdriphdriques assocl~s it diverses interfaces.

*

4.ORGANISATION GENER~ALE ET PROGRAMME DE DEVELOPPEMENT
4.1. ORGANISATION FONCTIONNELLE ET ORGANIQUE
Les conclusions de 1'analyse pr6liminaire ietdis contraintes expos~es permettent de d~finlr une
primitire organisat 4on fanctionnelle F~torganique du SOVEH. (Voir schema Planche 2)installle
au Centre dlEssais en Vol d'Istres,
*

*

Sur le plan organique, on distinque quatre 5ous-ensenibles principaux
-

la cab'

-,ttous !es instruments d'interface des postes d'equlpage,

-

l'unitit inn.r'niatiqu.e,

. le systime de restitution de ]a vision dui
monde ext~rieur,

I
*

I.

.La

-

la platefurme de mise en mouvaiient de la cabine.

-

La platefornie de mise e~n
mouvenient de la cabine dolt participer A la restitution d~une ambiance
de vol aussl proche que possible de celle d'un vol roel, en siinulant, en pnrticulier des sensations d'accll6ration.
platefornie cholsie est une plateforme LMT & 6 digres de llbertd. Soil
mouvement est du type
araigh~e 6 6 v6rins. LeS d6hattements maxinlaux sont de * 1,6 mi.Elle pout supporter une charge
de 10 tonnes at recevoir une sphhri de visualisation.
cabine, quant A l'organisatlon des postes d'equipage, est le resultat d'un niaquittage
dynamique pnuqso: elii est Iar~plique ixacte d'une cabi,le d'h~licoptbre, dquipae d'instrumints it.co~nviandps d'intirface r~els ou non, ca~ablis d'un fonctionnement simulO. Elle permit
des r~organisations dus pastes d'6quipage 6 i'occaiui de dlfferentes dtudos.

-Le

La restitution des efforts aux commandos di vol est prdvue. La prOsence possible de';dmlux
membres d'6quipage nicessite une itudi particuliere qvý dolt concilier lcý points suivants

Ax

Ii
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pour les objectlfs d'dtucle choisls configuration de la cabine et de liquipage. importance
de la vision exterleure jour et nuit pour les deux membreE de6quipage et possiblIit6 de restitution pc~ur
chacun d'eux. Les conclusions periettunt de faire un chuix intre une cabine biplace
ou deux cabinos monoplacos , Dans ce dornier cas, une synchronisation des deux crabines est
n~cessaire pour la restitution do la vision du monde ext~rieur at plus gandralement pour toutes
lea informations presentes aux deux pastes d'6quipage.
systbme de restitution de la vision dui
monde extdrieur comprond deux sous-ensembles prinCipaux, :il sous-ensemble do gdn~ration do limage ý't
le sous-ensemblo de visualisation aux
postes d'dquipdge.

-Le

Le systhme global permit principalement de slimuler pour un vol tactique, I&vision extdrieure
directi dont dispose 'i
'quipage on vol do jour itune vision du monde extdrieur A base de
camdra infra-rouge dans le cas du vol de nult,
Ilparalt difficile de couvrir ceb deux cas avec los m~mes mayens techniques. Do plus, ]a pr6since possible do deux membres deoqulpagi complique seriousement le problime dans la mesuro oa
inparticuller leurs utilisations respectives dn la vision extdrioure pouvont dtre totalonient
inddpendantes itparfois contradictoires, Comptc-tenu de css difficult6s itdu r~le d~terminant
de ce systbme dans le SDVEH, 11 importe d'adopter A son 6gard une organisation tris moduhire
perniettant do le modifier en fonction des 6tudas itde le fair-e 6voluer en fonction des pro*Los moyens do calcul temps reel sont organises autour do CacUlateurs type SEL 32 travaillant
sur 32 bits flottants,
Afin d'atteindre los objectifs fix~os, le Logiciel dolt Atre conqu de fagon tr~b modulaire,
En cutre, ilest acrit en FORTRAN afin d'en rindre la manipulation tras facile.
Li module di m~canique du vol dolt Otre programmal~le en fonction de 1'hal icoptaro Otudli. II
est capable de restituor le comportiment du v~hicule dans tout le domaine di vol tactique,
C' est-A-dire

¶

'1

-

aux basses vitesses
aux fortes incidences
aux forts dorapages

dans 1 effet le aol.
Li module du pilote automatique dolt 4tre interchangeable cn fonction do Vh~licopt~re ou du
pilote aUtomatique simule.
-

Le Logiciel comprend 69alement une s6rie do modules moti~lisant tout ou une partie des Oquipemints, capteurs et conunandes de vol.

4

De plus, ''int~gration d'ARRAY-PROCESSEUR ost possible afin d'augmenter la puissance di Calcul
tinmps reel du syst~me, en particulier pour I&simulation de. parties compleaxes d~un syst~mo
d'arme,

Li couplage des moyens informatiques A une liaison du type BUS iiumdrique embarqu6 eat possible.
Lhvciameliore
iespossibi~lits d'intogratlon d'oqulppments reels au sein du SDVLK.

*

.-

Les moyins peripheriques suivants sont pr~vus pour faciliter I 'exploitation des esaise
1 console graphique et al~-ha numerique
- 1 iniprimante
-1 locteur de cartes
-Plusieors
disques de 80 Mfig6 octets pow,' le stackage des progranmmes it des fichiers
-Des
bandes magnetiques de 800 it 1600 BPI pour une vitesse de d~filinient de 75 IPS
-1
processteur g~nerateur capable delaborer une sywbologie superposable A une image video

K

-

Des 6crans TV de contrdle de la vision du monde extdireur aux postes d'dquipage
Divers instruments identiques A ceux Installis aux poctq.s di6quipage.

-Des

sous-ensemblas sont privus pour rest-ituer las vibrations at UN. ambiancQa sonora en parti-

culiar.
I*plan fonctionnel, on reusrque 14 carr~ctre anthopocentrique du simulatour at son sauci
do replacer l'Iquipage dans une ambiance aussi proche quo possible de cells Won'~
vol Aoel en
envisageant tous les types do perception auxquals ilest soumis, sachant qu'alls Jouont un role
d~cisif dans le comportement d'un Aquipage d'h~llcoptirs.

-Sur

4.2. FONdTIONNEMENT SIMPLIFIE

On observe onfin la possibilits d'un "'fonctiornnement simp~lfWA1 du SDVEH, sans systame de restitution du mond~e extirlour at sans plateforme de miss en nmouvement. 11pout Otre utilis6 do daux
fagons diffdrentes
d'abord, lors do ]a miss au point du SDVEH

4-Tout

en exploitation normal* du hi.,wJatsur pour riduire le temps dliniuobilisation de l'ensemble
des moyens de simulatinn implantas au Centre d'Essais en Vol d'Istres,
En affet, ce fonctionnunant na mat en jeu quo des sous-ensemblas transportablas - IaLogiciel et
Iacabino (appal~s pour cotta raison Unit:6 Mobile d'Etude) - Tandis qua los systomas de rastitution do I&vision extdrleure at do mist en mouvement sont fixes, install~s A demeure A Istres
(Uniti Lourde d'Etuda),
-Puis

1~

Ilsera donc possible do mioux priparer una expirimentation avant de so prisentetr A Istres. D*
plus, 11 sera possible do maner alileours qu'l Istrwjs cortalnes 6tuduis pour lesquelles la presence
des moyens fixes nest pas Indispensable.

.,

Co fonctionnement dolt amiorar Iarentabilitd du SDVEH.
4.3. PROGRAMM1E DE DEVELOPPEMENT

*

ricents progris techniques susceptibles d'#tendre son chomp d'application, 11 a dt6 cholsi de
suivre un plan de dtveloppement du projet. progressif et respectant de's 6tapes elts,

~Ce

7

plan de d~voloppoment prevoit deux phases, elles-m~mes divisdes on procossus (voir Planche 4),
La premitre p~1ase a oan
caractOre diatude tandis qua Indeuxilme est une phase do rialisation du
SDVJEH qul W'est lancds qulapr~s anpelyse des rdsultats dei
la pronigre phasks et fivaluation des
coots.
4.3.1. Phase I

La premibre phdsoe ist une phase de definition at do conception du SDVEH qui dure douz.
mois. Ella comprend trois processust
-

4

-

4?

Procossus I FAISABILITL
Processus 2 DEFINITION
Processus 3 CONCEPTION

premier processus dolt permqttre de s'assurer do la faisabilitd ot de ladifinition
gdnlrali du cuntenu, de certains sous-ensembles du SDVEH en fonction des objectifs et
des cLntraintes cit~s.

-Le

Elle dolt 6galoemnt pavOciser la fagon de valider le simulatour et sos sous-ensembles,
A'ý

Los risultets de ce processus sont fondamentaux : us dofinissent les passibilites
futures d'otude du simulateur et son contenu matOriel.
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11L.

deuxiOnie processus est Il'6t&bllssement dt' cahler des charges dii SOVEH, fixant Proc-l
soment les fonctions de chaque sous-enuirble et les Aichanges ehtv'e eux.

-Le

trolsitme processus est l'Otablissomont des sp6citlcations techniques et des )-!asses
do plans pour entreprendre la r~alisation eff~ctlove du SDVEH 0d.I&notification do la
phase suivante.

-Le

4,3,2. Phase
La deuxi~me phase eat wn~phase de rialisatlon exploitant les risultats do IAPhage 1
a uls sont dfifinitiveinent acceptis. Elle dure 24 noils at comprand deux processusI
1 DEVELOPEMENT MISE EN OEUVRE DES DIFFEREN'TS SOUS-ENSEMBLES
2 INTEGRATION
premier processus eat consacr6 AIsr~alisatlon coniordte des diffirents sous-ensembles
at Alour contrdle sur las lieux do fabrication.
-Processus

-Processus

-Le

deuxilme processus pr~volt Ilasseniblage au Centra d'Essais en Vol d'!stres, des Oif'
f~rents sous-ensenibles aprbs avoir virifid leur bon fonctionnenient individual. 11I
comprend Ogalemnent le contrdle do bon fonctionnement de 1'ensumble,

-Le

5. POINTS CRITIQUES
Co proJet do SDVEII fait apparaltre un certain nombre do points jugds critiques pour 1'6yonir d~un tel
simul ateur,
1

La restitution do la vision du mnonde oxtirieur est essentiolle, notaimment pour 1'itude du vol
tactique. La quelito avec 'laquelle elle eat, restitude d~finit dans, une large mesure, 1 int~rlt du
SOVEH, t.e
ces de la vision de jour pserelt le plus dWicat A traiter,

2

Le moddle de m6canique du vol dolt fitre capable do restituer en temps riol Itcomportwnent du
vdhicule dens le domain. de vol tr~s varid du vol tactique,

3

La restitution des efforts aux cuntnandos do vol dolt Otre rdal iste siI'on ne veut pas d~aorienter
lea dquipages.

4

Les niouvenfents do la platefornie supportant la cabin. doivmnt 6tre reprftentatifs afin de no pas
fournir a Iliquipage une fausse information plut8t do nature a la troubler qu'a ierense'aner.

5

Enfin, on no dolt pas perdre do vuo que sans une bonne aptitude aux reconflgurations et AI intogration d'un systome d'arin, .leSDVEH voit son utilitd roduite.

6. CONCLUSION

En cunclusion, un tel projet r~sulto deolik
n6cessiti de so doter pour les annfies & venir, de moyens d'#tude
adaptas pour rdsoudre a temps les probl~mes quo posent principalement 1'avionlque c'sinslerOveloppemont d~un nouveau progrAirne ou projet Hdlicopttre.
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF FLIGHT SIMULATORS FOR MILITARY TRAINING
Jesse Orlanshy and Joseph Strirj
Institute for Defense Analyses
Arlington, Virginia 22202

SUMMARY
The cost and effectiveness of flight simulators used for military training are evaluated in this paper.
An analysis of rAcent cost data show: that modern' flight simulators
can be operated at costs that range from about 5 to 20 percent that of comparable aircraft,
Otth respect to effectiveness, many studies show that skills learned In flight
simulators can be performed succesifully in aircraft; this finding apples to a wide variety of tasks, aircraft, types of simulators and level of pilot training.
Using the
Transfer Effectiveness Ratio as a basis of comparison, it appears tnat pleots trained In
simulators use less fltght t
ometu
perform various tasks than do those trained only in
aircraft; the median amount of flight time saved is about half of the time spent in the
simulator.
There Is a wide variation in the amounts of flight time saved but the reasons
for this variation have not been studied.
Thus, the critical issue is whether the amount
of aircraft time saved is worth trie cost of the use of simulators.
The cost-effectiveness
of flight simulators for training has been examined only in a few recent studies; these
show that the procurement cost of simulators can be amortized in about two years.
Current research and develcpment on flight simulators center about the need for motion and
wide angle vtsual display systems.
1.

INTRODUCTION

"2 have alwcayseo.idered
the present mmthod of doing al the traintng on plane as
enttirely too asow and too expensive.
Zhore re certain things which the pilot must do by
reflea aotion without conscious effort,
From my exparienoe in teaching year# ago Z
more trainand more qwiokly on the ground..
better
i ound these things oould be do"#
ing in overcoming,...acquired reflex actions (*'.g , oontrozlt ng the airaraft
rudder in a

manner

eo
stertnp
tpposet a sled) can be had in ono minute on a gr;ound trainer than can

be had in an hour in an ingerentty eabZ#e aeroplane euoh as is

used today in

training."

Letter
from OrviZti
Wright to
(McFarland,
29?BJ p. 1216-1188).Charlee P. Kettering, Maroth Eli 1941,
/

!•,.•Flight
•Foruexample,

S~and

simulators have been available for alMOSt asilone as there have been aircraft.
the Sanders Teacher could be used for tra11ining Pilots in England In 1910,j
abot 70 years ago (Figure 1)s Modern fThiht simulators, with wi9 angle visual systems
moving platforms are, of course, much more complexftraining devices.
This paper ovaluates what is known about the cost and effectiveness of flinht simulators used for military training.0
A flight simulator can best be viewed as a training dsvice, It permits close observation of pilot performance and immediate feedback and thereby improves learning; it can
train pilots in many types of malfunctions not often encountered In flight; it is safe
and permits training independent of weather, air traffic and the avallability of aircraft;
it saves fuel, ammunition, targets, wear rind tear on airplanes and, above all
the lives
of pilots.
But a simulator also has some important disadvantages.
Even the most advanced
simulators have limited fidelity in their external vision, platform motion and flight
equationi; they cannot provide the stress and motivation possible only in actual flight;
and they are expensive to procure and to operate.
The use of flight simulators has increased markedly in the United States since the
oil embargo of 1973; about $300 million will be spent for procurement In Fiscal Year
1979 and about $500 million in Fiscal Year 1980,
2.

COST OF OPERATING FLIGHT SIMULATORS AND AIRCRAFT

The first
question about the use of flight simulators and aircraft for training concerns how much each cost to operate.
For this purpose, we consider only "variable
operating costs" which, by definition, include the costs of fuel, oil and lubrication,
base maintenance materials, and that portion of depot maintenance which varies with flying hours and replenishment spares.
Variable operating costs dn not include the costs of
We were able to
crew and student salaries or of amortizing the purchase of simulators.
find data on operating ccsts per hour for 33 aircraft and simulators, as shown in Figure
2.
The data are based on actual utilization of aircraft and simulators in FY 1975 and
FY 1976.
'In absolute terms, the costs of operating simulators range from about $10 to $275
per hour; the costs of operating aircraft range from about $60 to $3600 per hour.
For
the same aircraft, the ratios of simulator/aircraft operating cost vary from about 5 to

Thlis study was performed for the Deputy Director of Defense Research and Engineering
(Research and Advanced Technology), United States of America.
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Thus, It is clear that it costs less
The median value is about 12 percent.
20 percent.
This finding is not a surprise.
to operate a flight simolat6r than the comparable aticraft,
The cost advantag. of flight simulators says nothing about their effectiveness for training.
3.

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FLIGHT SIMULATORS

One way to evaluate the effectiveness of a flight simulator is to ask experhienced
pilots to Judge whether that simulator flies about the same way the actual otrp.lane
Since we were concerned wtth the
does. This Is the test of "fidelity of simulation".
use of flightsimulators for flight training, we were particularly interested in whether
That is called "transfer of
skills learned in a simulator carry over to an airplane.
For our purposes, we wanted to know how well pilots
training", which Is defined below.
trained in simulators perform the same tasks In the air compared to those trained only tin
aircraft. We also wanted to know whether training in simulators saves any flight time,
There are 33 studies performed from 1939 to 1977 which provide information relevant toi,

these issues.
The simulators used In these studies varied wvidely with respect to t pes of aircraft,

visual and motion systems, about half the studies were performed after 197a when more
modern simulators began to be available, The pHlots used in those studies vary with recThose studies
pact to level of experience; a wide range of flying tasks were employed,
show that pilots trained in simulators perform in aircraft as wel as those trained only
This finding applies
in aircraft, at least as measured by Instructor Pilot's ratings.
flying,
takegenerally
to such a tasks
as aosckptt
checko0ut,
procedures,
instrument
Soff and
eanding;
few recent
studies
extend flight
these findings
to more
acrobatic
maneuvers
and to air-to-ground gunnery,

*

Simulator training also seems to save flight time.

However, the results of these studies are not reported in
mits one to generalize on how much flight time can be saved by
Effectiveness Ratio (TER), as defined in Figure 3, can be used
flight time saved as a function of the amount of time spent on

L

asimulator,

a common format which persimulators,
The Transfer
to show the amount of
training the same task in

Its use for cnmparative evaluation was proposed by Stanley Roscoe (1971) in

1971,
Most stud 4ee of flight training in simulators, including the more recent ones, do
However, enough information was available in
not report Transfer Effectiveness Ratios,
22 studies feom 1967 to 1977 to compute the 34 TERs shown in Figure 4. These TERs apply,
variously, to instrument training, transition training, flight procedures, simulators
Overall, the TERs vary from -0,4 to 1.9, with a median
with or without motion and so on,
This may be interpreted as follows:
value of O,48,
Pilots trained in simulators use less flight time than those trained only in aircraft,
The median amount of flight time saved is about half (0.48) of the time spent in the simulator. There is one negative value (-0.4) which means that pilots traigtod in a simulaThis
tor In that study used more atircrat time than those trained only in aircraft,
finding has not been confirmed and there Is insufficient Information with which to explain this case of "negative transfer"; it may be'due to use of an inad.equate simulator.
any Case, It is helpful to understand that not all uses of flight simulators necessarily save training time.
These cases mean that more than
There are seven cases where the TER is one or more.
one hour of flight time was saved for every hour spent in the simulator, This result
should not be too surprising.
It Is possible to practice a task more often in an hour
in a simulator than in an aircraft; e.g., one doesn't have to go around the traffic pattern to shoot a landing; one doesn't have to take time to set up a flight condition As
In an airplane, because it can be set up instantly by the computer; one can get more feedback about performance In a simulator than In an airplane, and so on.
However, the high ositive TERs and the one negative TER are extreme values; the
middle 50 percent of aM1 values fall between 0.25 end 0.75; the median TER of the entire
distribution is 0,48.
The TERs shown previously were divided into three groups based on the experience
level of th3 pilots which, in effect, also describe the use of simulators for different
types of training:
Level of Experience

Type of Training

highly experienced

transition
flight procedures
transition
instrument
famillarization
instrument

graduate
undergraduate

A

As shown in Figure 5, undergraduate pilots trained in simulators for familiarization
and Instrument flying save more aircraf t time than more advanced pilots trained in simuHowever, it costs more per hour to
lators for transition flying an,4 flight procedures.
fly an advanced aircraft than one used by undergraduate pilots, but that Is not considerad here.

.......
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In a recent study, Tranrfor Effectiveness Rctios were determined for P4 different
maneuvers when the CH-47 helicopter flight simu~lator was used for transition training
"(Holman, 1979). The findings (Figur- 6) show that the effectiveaess of this simulator
for traininq varies widely among tlhe maiieuvers -ot which It was used in this study.
The
TERs range from 0.0 to 2.8.
Cleprly this simulator shou'id nvý be used for training on
certain maneuvers.
It appears that this r1wtulator hIs limitetions for trfining, probably
for tasks that depend significantly on visual rimulatton.
Based on these studies, the effectiveness of flight simulators mnay be summarized as
follows.
1. Simulators are effgcttv. for training pilots undir maney different cond'ti jn
Simulators have been showN1t1o"1be effective for traing
undergradUte and, graduate pilots,
for training on many different types of airc.raf.,,
and foe training on different ty pes of
tasks (eg., landing, instrument flight, flight procedures, flight ftnhiliarization)'.
This finding alSO applies generally to the effectiveness of s1nmulatore with.a variety of
performance capabiltites, e
with
ig., or without vision, with or without n;otion.
2. Effectiveness varieswidel.
There is a wide range in the degree of effectiveness reported with tne use of fllght' simulators,
Little systematic ettentton has been
given to examining the factors that may influence the effqct~iveness of simulators.
Since
most studies do not use common measures, it is difficult to understand the reasons for
the wide range in the effectiveness of diffprent t'yp'4s ol simulators or llm.t h.ir Use ,,or
training on different tasks.

,
I

*

3. Flight simulators save aircraft time. Virtually all studies (Il out of 22) 1htPw
that the use of flight simulators saves aircraft time.
Pilots trained on spccift¢ te'ks
in simulators need aess time to perform these tasks in aircraft then do pilots, trained on
the same tasks only in aircraft.
__,r

4, Effectiveness does not imply cost-effectiveness.
The fact that flight simulators
are effective for training does not necessarily imply that they are worth what they cost
to operate.
We turn next to the question of the cost-effectiveness of flight simulators.
4. COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF FLIGHT SIMULATORS
In order to estimate the cost-effectiveness of flight simulators for training, we
need data on the cost and the effectiveness of simulators and of aircraft for tra inng
pilots on particular maneuvers or tasks, Such data have been reported in only a few
studies.
A study by Povenmire and Roscoe 1973) shows exactly how the cost-effectivenesb of

SFigure

J

a flight simulator should be evaluated.
Student pilots were given either 0, 3, 7, or
11 hours of training on the Link GAT-I simulator before being trained in an airplane.
7 shows the number of hours needed by each group to pass the final flight check,
and the number of aircraft hours saved by the simulator )ihen compared to hours needed by
those trained only in the airplane.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the only study
erformed so far in which the amount of time spent in a simulator was varied systemeticalE
other studies tend to use a fixed amount of
call
m
tsimulator
time.
Figure 8 showsRatio
the as
Cumulative
Effectiveness
Increnental
Transfer Effectiveness
functionsTransfer
of the amount
of t'me Ratiu
spent awd
In the simul
4tor (CTER
is the same as TER).
Both ratios are reduced as the amount of time spent in the simulator
increases.
This is an important finding because it permits u; to deý,erminc when the marginal transfer effectiveness of the simulator has been reached.
A useful criterion is
the ratio of the cosis of operating a particular simulator and aircraft.
In this case,
the simulator/aircrhft operating cost ratio Is $16/22 pnr hour or 0.73. Therefore, training in the simulator is cost-effective until the Incremental Transfer Cffectiveness P~tlo
drops below the simulator/aircraft operating cost ratio.
This occurs at about 4 hours in
the GAT-l wheti It is used for training student pilots to pass the final flieqht check for
a private pilot's license.
The Piper Cherokee is a simple airplane and it is inexpensive to operate, i.e.,
$22 per hour. Many military aircraft cost far more to operate and, as reported earlier,
most simulator/aircraft operating cost ratios rango between 0.05 and 0.20,
If those
ratios applied to the present data, it would have been economical tu use the simulator
for longer' periods, perhaps as long as 10 to 20 hours,
The Coast Guard operates two helicopters, the HH-52A and the HH-3F (Isley, Corley
and Caro, 1974).
In 1974, it introduced the Variable Cockpit Training System.
This
simulator has two cockpits and can simulate either or both helicopters; each has a motion
The procurement cos. was $3.1M
base with six degrees of freedom but no visual system.
(Figure 9); operating costs of the simulator are very much less thin for, the helicopters.
Figure 10 shows the number of aircraft and simulator hours per pilot required to comp lete various types of training before and after Introduction of the simulator.
Aircraft
hours required per pilot were reduced in all cases.
The total cost of flight training
used to be $3 million per year; now the total cost of flight time and simulator time is
$1,6 million per year, a realized benefit of almost $1.5 million per year.

4
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There is also an additional (estimated) benefit becaus4 the simulator is now ised
instead of the helicopter in preparation for the check ride an4 emergency procedures
tests in proficiency training. This is estimated to cost $106 thousand per year for the
simulator but it avoids costs of about $1.1 million per year for the helicopters.
11)

Thus, the procurement cost of the VCTS can be amortized In either 2.1 years (Figure
or in 1.2 years, depending on which benefits are used to make this assessment.

In 1977, Browning, Ryan, Scott, and Smode (1917) compared the cost aid effectiveress
uf two programs for transition tritning of Naval pilots to fly the P-3C, a four-engine
turboprop aircraft used in anti-submar in
warfare.
The two programs involve the use
either of an old simulator (2FW9D) or a neo one (2F87F); both imulators provide Individuel and crew training for the pilot , co-pilot and flight engineer.
The same cockpit procedures trainer (2C45) is used in both programs.
Thes6 devices are described below:
" Cockpit Procedures Trainer
Device 2C45.
Provides training in power plant manageMantually
anfi
T'
emergency operations.
This device is
,'•,ctually a n o bsoleta P-3 operational flighte trainer from which flight dynamics,
motion, and utoneeded systems have been removed.
fpelrttional
O
Flicht Trainer, Device 2F69D, this trainer is a solid state analog
0deVlCe (T965 eya) Which simulates flig'ht dynamics, flight systems, navigation, and
communications for P-3A/B aircraft.
It provides motion (3 degrees of freedom) but
no visual simulation,
SOeoroticna F~light TraInerg
Device 2F87F,
-his trainer is a digital device which
simulates the P-3C Orion arcraft.
11-Lprovides motion (6 degrees of freedom) and
vision (500 wide x 380 high) by means of a TV model board system (1 wmin x 5 nmI)
for low-altitude maneuvers such as takeoff, landing, and instrument approaches.

It replacos the PF69D.
$

All pilots were newly designated first-tour Naval Aviators who possessed Standard
Instrument Cards,
All had completed undergraduate multi-engine training on the S-2, a
small, two-engine propeller-driven aircraft.
Hours given to training in simulators prior
to flight are shown in Figure 12:
22 hours in the old program, 40 In the new one.
After
training -in the simulator, performance was measured in the aircraft on 20 of the 45
tasks specified in the Familiarization and Instrument phase of transition training,
(e.g., engine start, brake fire, abort take-off, approach, three engine landing).
The
critical data were the hours required by each group to perform these tasks proficiently
in the aircraft, ie., as judged acceptable by the Instructor Pilot.
The control group
required 15 hours in the aircraft per pilot, the experimental group required 9,
There
was no difference between the groups in flight proficiency in the air,
These findings
are supported by more recent work at VP-30 (Browning, Ryan and Scott, 1978).

*'I
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The new P-3C simulator costs $4.2 million (Figure 13).
Compared to the control program, the experimental program is estimated to save $2.5 million per year (assuming a
projected load of 200 pilots per year).
On this basis, the procurement cost of the new
6simulator would be amortized within two years,
Ao analysis of investment costs also favors the n*w progi'am (Figure 14).
Based on
required flight hours, the control program would require 7 aircraft, the new one 4,2
aircraft (at $13.7 million per aircraft).
The investment cost of the new program is
$63.2 million compared to $98.7 million for the old one.
The 10-year life cycle cost of
the new program Is $81 million compared to $125 million for the old one.
for One airline provided an analysis of Its costs for the use of simulators and aircraft
for training In 1976 (Figure 15).
Simulators nre used for training purposes for 26,000
hours each year and, in addition:, aircraft for over 1,100 hours.
The cost of these trainIng hours was ;6.8 million in 1976.
This airline estimated what it would cost, also in
"1976, if all these training hours had to be performed only in aircraft. That total would
be about $32.1 million a year,
This airline estimates that its amnual training costs
"for simulators and aircraft are about 21 percent of what they would be if they had to
depend only on aircraft,
The flight simulators used by this airline cost $17.5 million (Figure 16) and the
At this rate, the procureairline estimates that their use saves $25 million per year.
ment uf flight simulators can be amortized In less than nine months.
These four studies of cost-effectiveness support the use of flight simulators
(Fig•,re 17).
Use of the Navy P-3C simulator and the Coast Guard VCTS simulator saved
5sufficient flight time to imortize procurement costs within two years.
An analysis provided by an airline suggests an even shorter amortization period.

S.

"Most simulator/aircraft operating cost ratios fall in the range of 0.05 to 0,20.
The range of
The use of flight simulators appears to save flight time In aircraft.
these values, expressed as Transfer Lffectiveness Ratios, varies from close to zero to
Thus, there is a clear implication that
well over one, with a median at about 0.50.
flight simulators can be cost-effective for training providing careful attention Is given
to their use for tasks and maneuvers where the transfer effectiveness ratios are greater
There is also a clear indication that
than the simulitor/aircraft operating cost ratios.
the incremental transfer effectiveness ratio decreases as training time increases; thus,
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itis possible to determine an optimum point at'which training for particular tasks
unly a few studies of cost-effectiveshould shift from the simulator to the aircraft.

ness have actually been conducted.

Here,

it appears that the cost of procuring flight

simulators can be amortized within about two years.

Some recent developments in flight simulators can significantly affect their cost
and effectiveness.
A six degree of freedom synergistic motiontglatform can coat up to
$0.6 million. A series of Studies since 1974 have showr that
are is no difference in
performance
in aircraft
between pilots
trainedandinRooe,
simulators
motion and
and Smith,
pilots 19741
trained without
motion (Koonce#
1974; Jacobs
1975;with
Woodruff
Gray and Fuller, 1977, Woodruff, Smith et al., 1976; Martin and Waag, 1978).
Although
more work remains to be done, it appears that modern flight simulators for center thrust
aircraft, with good visual systems, do not need platform motion,
Recent procurements of
F-16 and A-10 simulators by the Air Force do not include platform motion,
It is still an
open question whether platform motion is needed in simulators for wide bodied aircraft.
Incidentally, a concern with Improving the fidelity of flight simulators led to the
improvement of platform motion over the past 16 years.
It is, of course, true that phlots perform batter in simulators with motion than in simulators without motion. Until
Koonce's study in 1974, no one seriously questioned whether platform mot-Ion In simulators
contributes anything to performance in aircraft.
The answer So far seems to be "not
much",
These recent findings also suggest that, except possibly to improve pilot acceptance, the test of fidelity of simulation may not always give us a good answer,
New computer-generated visual systems can provide types of training in simulators
that have not been possible up to now.
They can present scones needed, for example, for
training in aerial refuelling, air-to-air combat, and nap-of-the-garth flying,
Visual
systems for flight simulators are very impressive devices.
So is their cost, which Is
now in the range of $6 to $8 million per copy.
The real question concerns the degree of
realism required to make visual displays useful for such types of training.
Very little
data are now available to help us specify the visual reql.lirements for this most expensive
component of a modern flight simulator. There is one study In which Air Force pilots were
trained in simulators to land a B-707 using one of three different visual simulation systems and then measured for their ability to land a KC-136 aircraft, the tanker version of
the B-707 (Thorpe,Varney et al.,1978).
The visual scenes were produced by a day computergenerated imagery (CGI) system, a day TV model board system and a night-only computergenerated imagery system.
Pilot performance on landing the aircraft was superior for
those trained on the two CGIs than for those trained on the TV model board; there was no
difference between the two CGI systems as far as landing performance is concerned.
If we
accept the results of this one study, the less expensive, night-only CGI is all we need
for training pilots how to land.
In all fairness, further studies on other maneuvers and
other types of simulators are needed before we can specify what type of visual timagery is
good enough for various types of training.
Here again, imagery with the greatest fidelity
and highest cost may not be all that necessary,
One final point.
It is quite likely that flight simulators will be found to be costeffective and as a result, there may be more pressure to reduce flying hours.
Flight
simulators, however useful, are not a substitute for training in aircraft.
Military
training must proceed from simulators to aircraft and there s some minimum amount of
flight time required below which one cannot go.
This is necessary to maintain combat
skills and to exercise support systems, such as maintenance and command and control, on
which military readiness depends,
More attention must clearly be given to establish what
these minimum flying hours should be.
6.

CONCLUSIONý

a.
Flight simulators cost less to operate than do aircraft; most simulator/aircraft
operating cost ratios fall within the range of 0.05 to 0.20.
b. Flight simulators save flight time.
Transfer Effectiveness Ratios vary widely,
with a median value of about 0.50,
This means that about half the time spent in simulators shows up as savings In flight time.
c.
The cost of procuring flight simulators can be amortized in about two years.
d. Research and development Is needed to improve our knowledge about the optimum
use of simulators for various types of flyinq tasks.
There Is a need to establish the

"optimum point, in terms

of effectiveness and of cost,at which training should shift from
the simulator to the aircraft.
There is also a need to examine the need for platform
motion in simulators for wide bodied aircraft and for the degree of realism needed in new
visual displays.
e,
There is a need to establish the mini•num amounts of flying hours needed to maintain combat skills and to exercise support systems.
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SU M HAR Y
Until recently, flight training simulator computers have generally been programmed in assembler
languages which have proven their efficiency. The computets currently available for flight simulators
are capable of being programmned in higher level languages such as FORTRAN which arm expected to
provide analysts with a more accessible data processinn tool.
During current contracts for commnericia aircraft flight aimulator&, LMT is writing simulation
programs for the same aircraft in both assembler and in FORTRANq. This experience has provided a
valuable insight into the advantages a~nddisadvantages of both methods.
This paper reviews the impact of each method on the analytical and prograrmming methods employed at
each stage of program writing# debugging and modification, The consequences of computing power and
memory capacity are also discusaed.
INTRODUCTION
La choix dlun langage de programmation dans leas yat~mea scientifiques tempa edal a toujoura Ati un
aujet trbis
tiontroversd. Do nombreux langagas dvoluga ont 6t6 ddvelopp~s, at utilis6G, maim aucun

*

Los aimulateura dletitralrnement au pilotage, pour des raisona goorkomiques, doivent uitiliaer des
outoulatours de Ia gamma dito "Mini ou industrielle".
L'uniti datraitamant d'un aimulateur doit uxdcutor cycliquameit un grand nombre d'4cquaLions
infarieur au retard perceptible par itn
pilota.
Cleat pourquoi ia pitiaaance deicalcul du aystime eat Ltoujours un 6ldma,'t predominant A considrera
lore de Ia conception.

I

*

Lo langage de programenation, par contra, pout qtre diffdrant auiviinL leeaepplicationa 6u lea C~ulets.
L'Arm~ie tinikr'caine dana un hut de atandardieetion itImpoag 1'utiliamtior' du iFOxTRAI4
pour lee
simulataura d'entralnement, Lesaiemulateura doavol rdelisda pour Ilen.i'atnement. des 6quipage3 de
Compiignioa Aldriannes utilisent dapuis plus de quiare uris de3 calculataul a nuer6rquos universels
progratmd68aen langage aseemblour.
*

ICan

calcutateursa nt toujours capendant possadd un tnp11r~tuur 11OW1RAN, langege laruenwnt r~pandu
dans Ia domaina aciantifique, a, particulier done la eimulati.,:- d'fitude.

Aujourd'hui ce langgge fait une offengive adripuca aur Is

marchd dei. alinulAtsuursa d'ovions
commarciaux, bien qu'il nWait pas encore r6uesi. A convuiitcrrj toub lea utilisateurs.

Laa Conpagnies Adriennect rllurnic
AtMontrilal 1e ILL Juin 197b (IAVA Flight, Simulato~r Technical
Sub-comniittee) ont poad pour la prereiLlro fols Ia question.
La comnitft
so mit d'accord pour consid~rar quo l'utilimation dlun laingege dvolue pourrait devenir
un standard doen lo futur, maais qu'&k ca stada Vwixpgvlanco £1 06'taiL pea prflt h ~ouiA~
l'utilleation du FORTRAN.
.Iusci't rcan derniL~rea antiges, len prograrmwas eerite en FORTRAN stir lea mini-coiculateurs Otaieint
peu parformanta compte tonu den calculsaen virgulas Elott~a.ites, duifoxtna* des mota do 16 bite. dea
difficultds d'adraasaga at d'un rdpartoire d'inetruction lieuitA.g
Soul la aevoir faire du progreelelaur at lee caleul.: en viirgule fixa pornietat~ient des tempa
d'exicuLion des p~rogrammeslo compaitibles aver In frftquetice dei rdpdririor. de.i celruls.
Malo Is complexit6 crolovantc doessysatmas h almular at:Icea airftliorutioiis domanddas par lea
utilisateurs ont acoru In puasgance dcmAndtle 11tie
vita quo IinrapidivC dee in~otres.
L'arrivki our to march6 da nouveaux ealculateurn, clasades dans In gamene"Mini" par let~r prix, e~ais
anyat, dos performianceo comparebica II c~l le des untculatioura rdnervfta prficddemmenr 4 doel Centrell
do calcul implcrtantes, (fornst do mota do 32 bire at opiretiuns on virgult flottlinte ayant des t-iepa
d'exdcution du mime ordre dn grandeur qua Lwllc eli virgule fixe), rýfelt robib-urgir le FORTRAN,
aldA par tine large ptbihcitC, felt. par lea conskrucealire annonqant dee coefficients de foisonnoeaint
(expenaicti due au Inngiige) stiffliimammeii fitibles pour Ptro convalincante,

.... ..
..
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Dane Its discussions outro '.*a fervents do langages dvoluds d'une part at du langago Assembleur
d'sutre part, s'opposont eJn6rzilemant des partisans farouchos do 1'uno ou I'autre tochniqqe,
adparis par una incomprdhantion mutualle. En effet, lea partisans du tangage fvoluui oat souvont,
utilied uniqucinont des lan~ltges Avoluds, at lee part~isans du langAge aseetableur oat una pratique
constants de ce type de langage.
t
Una cvomparaisori objective des eavntages at inconviniontariciproques d un langago assomblaur at
d'un langago Avolui pour un systin" donnA aet done difficile, car rares sent lot rialiestions
comparables offactudea avoc cne dauic langages, our un calculatour identiquir. k una mime Apoquo
at par Usr Squipes do nivoau ou do formation similairo.
Notre Division a nialisd rlcomment deux simulatours do lasvion Airbus A300, prograwmih l'un on
langaga Aisemblour at l'autreoin FORTRAN.
Le calonlatour utiliag oat to SEL 32/55.
Los conditions out done litiremplios pour vidaiser une ivaluation comparative des doux tmithodem.
Ce papiar rend compts d1un primier biJlan do cotta oxpdrionce.
Cotte Stude a dtf sntirepriso avec laid. du iMinistbris do l'Lndustrie,
CONFIGURATION DU SYSTMi

2.

ETVI3IE

Lea avantagos it inconvinionts d~un langaoo do programnAtion Stant apdcifiquas A I'application,
nous dicrivans lee caractlisitiques principales du aystdime pour laqual not conclusions sont
aipplicables. Le systame concerng oat un simulataur d'entratnomont au pilotage di l'avion AIRBUS
0300.
2.1

Entries-sortiesa
Du point do vue entrdes-norties industrielles, to systami doit pouvoir traitor par secondsoenviron
100.000 entrios-sortiss binatires it 5000 entr~e-sorties analogiques.
Le systime 16re igalemint an tamps riel une base do donates sur disqurn
utiliadi par lea instructoura pour intervenir sur is systim..

it

diux tubas cathodiqucs

Do plus 16300 mots sont ichangis par saccado avei un pracessour traitant dos probibmos do simunlation
di cotunandes do val1.
Cea chiffrei mantrent 4ue~cnntrairmment aux simulatours d'dtudes, lea prograemmes do traitisint
logique prennint uno place importante den@ to sysr.ama.
Capaciti m~moir.

2.2

Lea programme& do simulatio~n do syst~mes avions garits an Aseombleur reprdsenteat 62 Knots do
32 bits. Ca total out de 90 Kinots pour It enseenble dquivalent en FORTRAN.

I.

A chaque syst~me avion correspond un programme dont 1 importance pout varier do 0,5 K~mota k
8 Kinots (en assemblour), Cos progranmmes cummuniquant par "~nbloc do velours communes 0,DATA POOL)
de 4 Kmots.
Chitque progratmae eat lui-aflmo divisd an modules connuniquant par des valeurs communes qui lui sont
prupres (COMMON).
La capacit6 minoiro do l'unsombie du siznuleteur, incluant le loglolal do base du constructeur (RTj,
le moniteur tamps r~el opdcifiqtte A 1'application, lee programmeos du posts do 1 instructeur, ainsi
quo la m~moirosauppldinentsire prdvue pour les dventuelesa modifications at l'sxdcution dog tichos
diff~rdes oxdcutdos pendant les temps libres, pout varier do 128 A 240 Knaot ouivant lag options
et Is lanigago retenus.
2.1

RLQ~e do calcul
Lea tachas lea plus urigentes doi'ent 8tre ex~cutdes toutes lee 50 ins, cycle do calcul de base, at
taus lee prograimes do simulation doivont avoir CL6 exdcut~s au maein. 2 fois par seconds.
PARAIETRES INF'LUENCANT L8~ CHOTX DU FORTRAN

3.
1

ti~*3.

3. 1.1

k'ormat don denudesj
Calcula acieritiriques
Les vale'iis utiliaeos sont des nombres r~ols ayanL une partie entibre et une partie fractionnaire.
Le FORTRAN traf tO Les nombres obligntoiroinont en virgule flottante, Ausel an argument wouvent
ddvelopp6 on faveur du FORTrhAN, wit Pnminlioration de is pricision des calc~ulg grace A lu v'irgule
flottante,

Ix

Ce raisannempnt vient du felt qua dans las simulatours programm~ss an latigage aesomblaur, les
calcula sont effactudS en virgule fix. tifin d'optietisor In ten'ps d'exdcution des progranunes, des
Inistructi~ons en virgule flottanto performanntoa nexistant pas..

Loscalculs an virgule fix* raprisentont une viritable difficul~t6 pour 1. progremmour, los
recadrages Stant 1& bnurce do nombreuses, erreurs. Le format do 16 bits souvent utilies dans lag
mini-calouiateurs do is g~ndration priuddente, rendait critiques lea probiames do prfic'ision at
obligeait souvent A faire des ocalculs en double prdcision.
Avec lea calcolateurs flCtIV-18, ayant uinformat de doonnes Sur 32 bits et des instructions en
virgule flottanto rapid.., la programmiaition des calcula an format flottant avoc le langage
assemblour na porne aucuna difficult&.
La qualitt do la &imulation Weost donc pas amiliordes par 1. FORTRlAN, at en foit isglangago

assombleur laisso un plus grand choix dano le format doesdornnies.
En effet la virgule flottante n'a pas quo des avancages; done un simulateur, car lea antrdea. sorties
Sant naturellemsnt an virgule fixe, correspondent A des tensions Slactriques. Il Be poseoainsi un
probl~me de conversion Flottant/Fixe, Fixe/Flottent, co~taux an tempo do calc~ul. Una manuire do
rdodea probbme eant
do faire sxdcuter cornconversions par litrae
Noongalowont quo, mi'les instructious ciblieo en PORTRAIT sont relativoment porformante&,
ellas iont copondant nhttement plus lontos quo lea opgrations en virgule fixi..
3.1.2

Calcul logigue
Compto tonu du grand nombro d'nre-ote logiques, correspondent A des intorruptourg ot
voyants done I& cabina do l'avion, ohaque ontrde ou sortie oat roprilsontde par un bit, l'onsamble
dos bits 6tant rogroupids dans un not &fin dlutilisor au mioux les canaux doantrosa-sortios rapidos.
Loalangago assaimbleur eat bien adapt6 au calcul logique sut bits at It pregraimmour expdrimentl
tpourra optimiser cortaines sdquencea do programme avoc tinedispoasition adiquats des bits dent lea
mots, ou par l'adressage indirect, 11 pourra 6galament tester des groupies de bits par une soul.
opgration.
L~eFORTRAN n'offre gfingralomqnt pas la mime souplasse do traitomont du bit, en particulior done le
cat do tableaux do bits indicis, friquents dens lo probilme do simulation do logique pour de.
systlmes doubli~s, tripide 00 quadruplds,
En outra, les fonictions sur bit no saint
pae standards en FORTRAN ot inlexistent pas aur tout
let compilatcurs. L'identitg des d~clarations n'ost ,done pat assurfes quand Is posuibilit4
oxiste.

¶

Nous rovarronsasc
3.2

probllmo dons l'6tude do litfacilit6 d'dcriture at du coefficient do foisonnement.

Facilitik d'dcriture
it eat habituel d'entendre oti de lire quo i'avantage majeur d~ufl langago dvolud sor le langago
assembleur out litfacilitfi d'tnvriture des prograsnoes. Cleat on fait so raicon distre.
L~elangage Assembleur eat spdcifique dluti caiculateur, demiands one connanistance du fonctionnament
do ce dernier, at lea orreurs de codage sont nombrouses at pas faciloment ditoctablos on dahor"
des errours do syntaxo. Do plus, le programmeur dolt avoir on tite lea contraintes d'adresavag
at ý'izdexatioin,
L~eprogrammaur passe difficilemont d'un langage assembleor A Linautre maigrb one apparente
ficilit6. 11.vout g~ni~raloment app~iquer au nouveau calculataur des odquences particuiilrement
udaptdca au pr~cddent, at si le Jeu d'instructions eat trbs diffdrent, le risultat sera mauvais.
11 faudra dcnc une r~adaptation plus ou moins longue, et noubiec uinlattgoge pour on utiliser'
Linautre ot'ficacement. Auani tlutilisation simultange de plusieurs calculateure par uinmame
prograrimeur ii ucia influence nifasto sur In qualitd does progratmmes.
LEnfin beaucoup de langages Aasesibisur tie pouabdent pas do directive porimettant 1'Ecriture aisde
deo nomrbre fractiounaire on virgule fixo.
V~r contru l'otilisation do macro inutructions en aesemblour permet d'asi~liorer largemont IA.
pdnaliser In puiscance do systlac,
facilitg d'Ccriture. Stans
Lo FORTRAN eit uinlangaeg
utiling.

univnroel, thdorlquement etandard et inddlpendniit do caicolateur

Rares joint
lee calculateurs no possldant pat do con~pilatsur FORTRAN, at prosque tous les 6tudiants
on sciences et techniques tipprennont lea bases de ce langage A l'6colL.
LependanL ce trit~re de choi.i en favour du FORTRAN doiL Oetre modfir6 par le fait quo pour avi~liorer
lee posaibilitio des CoMpildroUrs FOPTILAN, lea constructeurs ddveloppent des options non standarip.,
at qu'un prog~ramme utilisant toutes los optionslen particultor d'on FORTR.AN dit 'terips rdel', cI'un
calcolateur tie aera pas transportable sur oin autre calculateot.
Enioutro si Lo crir0re il'fflcacit6 du cumpilinteur ontre en jeu, ot si be, coefficient do
foiaonnemeitt oat critique, alcors l'6criture d'un progrinmicoen FORTRAN devrit suivre des r~gles
strictes, diffdrentea poor chaque calculatour, al on vout quo le code gin~rd suit acceptable.

'a
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on glimineat souvent hfils les s~quences lam plus agriables
lours possibilit~s.

A 6crire

par Isapuissance de

Le r'progranmmur, pouir ddcouvieir cen r~gmet d'utilisation, que Is Lonstrlr-teut so lards bion de
comauniquer, devra elore dtudier 1. code gin~rd par Is compilateur, et donc connattre lo
langegt Assambleur. Ainsi done un systivm. ot Ia marge d. puusrnanco met critique, to progr#Mmut
pourra itre amend A rificrire plusisurs fois un programs.FORTRAN &tin d'optimiser Is cod* ginarA.
Ce n'ast qu'aprbs pluoietirs exp~riences qu'il pourra Scrit. on FORTRAN '0rdduit" un progesama
optimiad,
Le crit~ria "temps r~el", Iii I des factours d'diconomie, dimainue done La tacilitA d'4criture
FORTRAN, cs, problim. existent pour tous lam langagee Avoluds.
3.3

Coefficient do foisonnement
Un programs Scrit en FORTRAN prand on nombre do mots admoirs et on temps d'se-Acition plus
importantp qu'un programme Aorit en Aceembleor. Si cotta affirmation *at qualitativement
incontestable, Ia quantification d'on rapport d'officacitd ant tr~m difficile.
Nous appelons coefficient do foisonnement 1. rapport entre un chif fr. (nombre do mots ou temps
d'nxlcution) obtenuoen FORTRAN et Is correspondent en Assemblour.
Ce aritiroeact important pour un simulateur da vol dont l'environnement temps rdel conduit itun
facteor tamps d'exicution des programme critique. L'oxpansion de I& capacits mamoirs peout sembler
moin. critique compte tanu du prix des mimoires actual, Cepeadant, 1'augmentation du volume ingmoire
diminue L& fiabilit6 do syst~ms at pout amener k une organie.&tion plus complex., compte tenu Iee
probli'uas d'adreseage, Do tout* fagon, il exists one relation directs entre is omibre do mots
Mdmobve at Is temps de celcul.
Lore de Is conception d'un nouveau systtms en FORTRAN, I partir d'on systIme connu en Assembleor,
1: progtameour doit Stre capable d'dvaluer le coefficient do foieonnement. 11 utilise pour cela
Ia technique du "benchmark".
On ddsigne cous ce terme on programme d'eseai permsttant de fair* one Evaluation d'un systalyk
informatiqu.,-.
11 eat bion difficile d'obtenir des chiffres ui~nificatifa du constructeur de celouiateur,
conoernant l~ficct do compilateur FORTRAN. En offet leamrdsuitats d'un "Banchmark" ne
sont valables que pour des programme. similaiiree, et I'deriture d'un program*e FOkTRAN dolt tenir
compte du calculateur pour obtenir on code ginirfi optimisi. Aussi on programsn FORTRAN ecrit par
on conetructeur pour son calculation pourra donner des rdaultata vemenquablee done on cam
particulier, at des rdsultats trie mauvaie our le caLculateor du concurrent.
Peout Itre jVjnygr5e pourra-t-il as pmroduir* pour on autre programme, ou elamplemect en 4crivant Ie
meme progrmalme avac one technique difffirente.
Ausal Le "benchmark" univereel n'xit pen. at Ie progreemeur voulant Evaluer on systams dolt
Scrire lui-mimeseon prograsme, ce derniam devant 6tre le plus reprdsontatif do syttime ddfinitif.
Pour itre aignificatifs, lam "benchmarks" doivent uti~lisr on grand nombre d'instructions, 6critee
aone intention prdalable do ddmontrer Ilefficaciti oo 1'inefficaciti d'un compilateor donns.
Un example cLaseique d'un mauvais "benchmark" FORTRAN eat le suivant
D0

100

Z (1) -

1

1,N

X (1) so2

-

(A+B) ioY

100 CONTINUS
Le programeur aurait dO sortir Is calcul do (A+B) aY qui W'est pus indict

atin

d'amfiliorer Is

temps do caicul.

Or certains compilateure corrigent cette ermeur at d'autres pan. La compsraison des tempes
d* duto do "Benchmark" done Ce cas sera done fauesAs.
L'utiiicetion do "Benchmark" pour comparer on langage 6vo1ad A on langags assembleur af*n d'sn
diduirs on coefficient do foisonnement ent encore plus subtile.
Ds milme qo'on progremeour connaiseant bien let particulemitE's d'un compilateur Pout optimieer ie
code ginir6 cur on talculateur partiruliiit, on progmazmmaur expdrimenti so 4tsmembleuc pourra
optimiser plos oti moins une s6quence de programeation au d~triment do la facilitfi d'Eicriture, de
misa so point et de modification.
Aua'si lee chiffrss donnfic poor des programnae's de dimonstration, oo do courta sooa-pragrAMed
doivent Stre consid~rde avec prudence.
3.4

1~
~

Mite a'spoint des programice et modifications
Uimproeramm. de simulation comport* deux niveaux do mice au point. La premier consists I Alimmer
las erreurs de codage OL Iedouxi~me A mettre au point Iasrodglisation A l'aids des risultaet
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La promibre phase set importanto pour un programme 6crit en austembleur. Des orraurs de codage non
6Iimin~ee pendant Is promigra phase perturbont souvent In deuxigmo phate.
Les compilateturs dliminant ]a plupart dese rre-irs de syntaxe, la progranimation FORTRAN permet une
ndse au point tr~a rapide du premier niveau.
La technique utiliste pour la mice au point do Is maddli~sation eat I& mime an asssmblaur at an
FORTRAN.
Cepondant lea temps do modifications at d'exsais sont plus longs an FORTRAN dane la masure oille
programmil dolt Stro recoinpilA I cheque modification alore qua le langage assembleur pormot
Ilintroduction do oiquances provisoires tans aseomblage. Cette possibilit Goctparticuli~rement
appr~cige pendant lea tests an tvmps rdel avec la cabins de I'avion.
Copendant Is probabiliti d'errour par modification du code machine sans assemoblage act assez grand.
source tot quolquefois oubli~e ou difffirents de Ia modification
at Is.misc A jour du progreram
provisoire.
La mite au puint do Ia moddilation en FORTRAN sara done peut-Sitra plus longue main sera plus sOre,
3.5

Documentation
Dena tinprogramm on longage 'Aseambleur lea coimnentaires ac trcuvont our la mime ligne que
Ilinstruction.
Un. instruction comportant p~o dlinformations, la place Oct suffisente pour lst commontaires.
Capendant pour assimiler Ia structure d'enseeible du programsn, des organigroimnec ditaillie sent
ýindispsrsables.
Let ordres FORTRAN cent suffisammeont oxplicites pour qu'ils constituent eux-mimoc uue documentation,
Cepandant Is difficulti de compr~hension n'ost psn tent doen lea nrdras qua dans la signification
des cymboles des param~tras. Do nombroux symboles pouvant apperattre Sur une mOme ligue, et leg
ccmzentalras AtanL our des lignas rdsarv~es A cot usage. un prograimme FORTRAN bien conment6
comportera plus do lignas de commeontalrep qua do lignes dlordres.
La pragremmeur devra. faire un effort do miss en page pour que lea ordres FORTRAN no soient ipas
"noyis"l dane lea commentaires,
Las organigraimmos accompagnaut un programme VORTRAN pauvent fitre plus ginfiraux qua pour on
prograimme Assembleur.

4.

UTILISATION DU FORTRAN POUR UP SIMULATEUR D'AIRBtJS

4.1I

Int rodu-t ion
La stmulateur AIRBUS n'est pae notro premi~re exparience do FORTRAN mais cleat 1Iiplus complate
concernant en particulior lee problbmas do loglque,
Maus evont utilisb ce langege principalament pour offactuar des 6todes do simulat4on en centre
calcul, at pour r~a~lier des programmes utilitaires ou de maintenance. Per dilleursl des
aimulateurs de cantralts nucl.6aires sent rgelioae pnrtiallement en FORTRAN.

do

Le chapitre prkcident tiont cornpre do l'ensemble do notre expirience et des rechercheA (3ffectudoes
cur l0 sujot. Dans ce chapitro nkous examinone les aritai'eg vus prdc~demment pour le car, du
oimulatour d'Airbus.
4.2

Format des donndas
Tout lee calcule math~matiques aent offectude on format flottgnt cur 32 bits (REAL), eauf certainsm
calculs do navigation novlo double pr6cision s'ekt avfir~e nicoesaire, Neppolons que cur le SEL 32
la format REAL eat deola form~e
16-6 et. - 64 < (E - 64) <63 F Atant cur 24 bits et F Sur 8 bits,
X - F 4 16E-64 0O 1/16 -cF : 1
Pour des celculs at tents logiques, lee formats bits at octets sont ultilisic.

4.3

Faciliti d'Kcriture
Le progremmeur FORTRAN disposahc d'un document d'analyse, du programme assembleur at de Vassistanro
du programnour ayaLnt Ocrit le programmne aocamblaur.
Des rbglas de base 114mw aux problimee de conneimication entro programmnee ant 6t6 cionnfes
-

DATA POOL'.
-aleurs communes inter programomes dane on "COMM4ON

-

velours commeunes inter modules d'un progr'amme dane oin

-

donn~es conmmunes logiques cur octets.

"COMMON"unique

compil6 avev. chaque module,

hucune rý.gle restrictive n'a 6td !mposdo allprograneneur sous forme dlinterdiction, consid~rant quo
V'avantage majeur Plio lengage 6voluls oct do poovoir 8tro derit rapidoment d'unv mani~re naturelle.

L-
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Capendant un objectif a 6ti fixg quo 1. coefficient de foisonnement no dipas.. pas I* chiffr. do
1,2rstenu suits A l'exicution do "Renclimarks" particuliors at our I& base d'informatious faurnie.
par Is constructeur du calculateur.
Des recowaaandations ant ainei

tdrtaites

d'utiliser des calculi logiquec our bits at on pairticuliar des tableaux do bits indicial
con tris friquents does lea programes an Assotbleur.

-Eviter

-Effectuor

Is pasua.o, d'argumants A des nouu-prograomes par "CO10O~N".

Los programmes ant ainsi At& icrita plus rapidoment qu'an Assomblour, maim cortains programess
logiqua ant dflItre forits plusioute fait &fin do riduire I* coefficient do faisonnoinnt.

~do

*

Los prograimeurs interrogie our lour@ prifirancoo quant A 1'icriturn, an FURTRAN ou on Assamblour,
ant gindralomont dictlari qulils prifiraient Is langage Assembleur pour I*@ programme do logique,
at is FORT.,Ak4 pour lea calculi mathdmatiquem.
ta difficultik d'Scriture do programmeo do logique eantcertainement duo aux restrictions iomioose
concornant let ordres our bits.

*

L'avantaga du FORTRAN~ pour lea calculi eat principalaemnt dOlI It suppression des problames
do cadrago.
Certain. programmourt considbrent qu'an divelappant des macro-instructions adaptest a lour
I calla du FORTR,*AN.
C'eat Le cao on particulier do I& simulation du pilots automatique.

*comparable

11 set A noter, at ce curmaintair* eat basS our une grand. expirionce dot Langages Asmembleurm
portent mur do nombroux calculataurs utilisis pendant lee quinte dernillrei arnnios, quo It
langage assombleur du SEL 32 eat particulliroment facile I apprandra at I utilizer.

Lacansigne doanio aux programoursu
itait do ridulte 1. plits possible Is tomps do calcul, au
ditriment ivantuellament. du nambra do mots amamire.
11 eat in offet plum facile d'augmentor la capacit:i tomoire qua la puissance do traitement.
Cependant Ia mimoire d'un calc~ulateur devant 6tre limitdi A 128 Emots afin d'avoir un adriasage
direct cans pagination de I& mtnirndr, 1& cspacitdi mdmoire no doit pas Itre "gasplilli".
En moyenneo lea coefficient,, de foisannoment Indmoiro at temps de calcul mont A peu prile dquivalente
at 6gaux A 1,45.
4.4.2

Programme do calcul
Li FORTRAN *at bion adaptd A l'icriture d'expressions mathimaitiques at le coupilaetur gingre
un cod* machine presque 6quivalont A celui icrit an langahe Asserableur,. Li coefficient do
foisonniment so mitue entro 1.05 it 1,10 pour ta capacitd mimoire, at ',ore 1,30 pour lfýtemops do
calcul.
Citte augme~ntation du temps de colcul eat due aux instructions de traitenent en virgule flottante,

~Lea mouu-prugranmies (iscalcuLi standards toelquo minus,
~r66crits en Abjembleur avec une pricision Infdrieure sux

*
*

cosinus, racineo arrie, aet-.., ant 6rf
maue-progrotreee FORITRAN SEL afin do

riduire Is tempo de calcul.

11 en oat de mituo
des sour-programmes do calculs de functions cl'une ou deux variables par
interpolation linfaire, tras utilisda dane lee calculi airodynamiquos et motaurs.
Lea tables de functions prenneut doux fait plus do mats mimoire, lea donnfies itant sourdomi-maut
on Assembisur ce qui n'ost pas p asible en FORTRAN.

*

Lee programmeh effoctuant uniquoment does calculasecnt rares dans un simuleteur d'entra~noment
at repricontent I peine to X do 1 ensemble dos progranmuos.
4.4.3

Programm" do logiquvi
Aucun programme n'effectue quo des calculi do logique. Un grand nambre do progratmmes ant ceporidant
unwopart pr~dom~inante do traitements logiques.

V

(lea progranmmes ont at%nuyenne des cuefficiento do toisonnL'ment variant do 1,45 Ai 1,75 aver des
exceptions pour dQs modules ayano des truitementa de bits obligatoit-es. Ainsi un module d'affichagw
our indicateurs nuiu~r~quesa uitn
cuofficiont do fuisonnomout de 3 on temps do cal'ýul.
ti~~ne
des raisons do i'expansion du codeo gin~rir, nutre quo cello do to maniipuilation de bits, eat III
restlturetion des regintres Aichaque brainchurnont, Lrle sativent difficilo.

I4.5
4

Mime au point des programmes at modifications
Le programneur obtient tras rapidement an FORTR~AN un p-rogrammne opdrationnal.
La ph.ase de mise au point de~ lanalyse on centre do calcul. demande des moyens plus imporranta
qu'en Assembleur.
Le pragranneur tiouhaite pouvair compiler con programme lui-mime afiri L~etester rapidemennt une
modification.
Il eat alora utile, pour dviter lea mianipulations at lea portes do temps, d'avair le fiehier
source aur disque et des allocations de mdmoires centrales suffisantes pour faire une compilation
an maime temps quedautre prograuineurs mettent au point lour programme.
Dan* l'Atat d'avancement du prajet, il oat trap t~t pour porter un Jugernont aur la mime au point
on temps rdel.
5,

CONCLUSIONSB
Un simulatour d'entratnement au pilotage programm6 an langage FORTRAN sur SEL 32 dolt avair una
puissance do calcul at un volume mfimoira 50 2 supdieurs au mime simulateur progrsmm6 en langage
Assombleur. Ce coefficient auppose quo lee programmues moien~t derita avac un FORTRAN restraint,
Pan& faire appel. aux aoua-prograrmmea stanidards do I& biblioth~que FORTRAN.
L'incanvdnient majeur du FORTRAN done ce type de systbme est done la ngeeasit.4 d'ugmenter 1s
puissance du syst~rro informatique do manibre relativemant importante. Cat inconv~nient n'est quo
parcielienment compena6 par une faciliti do programmation mains 6vidente qua e10laiassrait penser
l'utilisation courante on centre do calcul scientifique.

*

Le constructeur du calculatour, conscient do ce prnbl~mi!, propose Actuallaeent u*a"accglgrateur
scientifique" permettant d'arndliorer do maniare itcportinte latitemps d'axacoution des
~sous-prugraimmaa de Is bibi .othbquo FORTRAN.
L'avantaga majour eat 1'universalit6 du langage, 11 aemble que cat divantage salt intdressant
surtout pour I'utiliautour qui aou~haite modifier les prngramnea de maniere assez importante.
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SIMULATION OF A NIGHT VISION SYSTEM FOR LOW LEVEL HELICOPTER OPERATIONS
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SUMMARY
Extensive research is being carried out in the United Kingdom aimed at improving
the all weather operation of helicopters. One facet of this work is the development of
night vision piloting aids to enable helicopters to operate at low altitude by night.
This paper describes an experiment which explored the problems and possibilities of a
helmet mounted display for such helicopter night piloting tasks, using real time simulation techniques.
The paper describes the development of the helicopter simulation,

and how the

various components of the proposed night vision system were modelled and incorporated
into the simulation, to provide an accurate reproduction of the proposed airborne system,
and an acceptable task for the pilot to perform.
The paper discusses the experimental
design for the trials
and how the limitations of the simulation were taken into account.

Finally, the results of the work are described and how these have helped from the basis
for the actual airborne system.

1

INTRODUCTION

The helicopter in its military role has the ability to undertake many types of
operational mission.
This inherent flexibility of operation, which is far greater than
conventional fixed wing aircraft, depends to a large degree on the pilot's
ability to
maintain good ground contact in order to recognise and identify features.
When this
ground contact is prevented by low scene illumination or poor visibility, the mission
capability is removed particularly for those missions involving low level flight at or
below the local obstacle clearance level.
So to make helicopter poor weather or night
operations possible, it is not solely a question of providing suitably processed flight
information, as is the case for some types of fixed wing aircraft.
Rather means must be
devised to give the pilot some direct or indirect view of the outside world to reestablish ground contact and retain the mission capability.
Some of the night vision systems currently proposed require little
or no aircraft
modifications, and because of this they can be assessed in an airborne environment at a
reasonably low cost.
Other systems are much more complex however, and to flight test an
unproven design may prove to be very expensive and also very wasteful, if the original

concept had a major design weakness.

It

is in this situation that the flight simulator

can play a very important role allowing as it does airborne
contrclled environment for a relatively low cost.

systems tc be evaluated in

a

This paper describes a night vision system evaluation and development in a
research simulator where complexity was kept to an absolute minimum commensurate with
ensuring an adequate test environment.
The night vision concept assessed was a visually
coupled system.
In the airborne system this would comprise a'platform mounted sensor,
a helmet mounted display which presents the sensor output to the pilot, and a head sighting system whose head angle outputs continuously direct the sensor platform to the pilot's
line of sight.
In addition the airborne cystem requires a waveform generator to provide
symbolic flight information to assist in pilot knowledge of aircraft attitude,speed, and
height etc and also to maintain orientation when flying on the helmet display.
The simulator basically consisted of a cockpit, digital computer and visual flight
attachment.
The only airborne components used in the tr iale were the helmet display and
head sighting system.
A ground based waveform generator was used to provide overlay
flight information and the functions of the platform and sensor were performed by the
visual flight attachment,
These latter
components are by far the most expensive and
complex of the airborne system, and this was where the major cost savings were made, apart
from the basic trade off of simulator flying hours against flight hours.
The great advantage of the visually coupled system over alternative forms of night
vision system such as a fixed forward looking sensor driving a head down display, is that
it provides the pilot with a look round capability.
It also has the added advantage that
the imageý of the outside world can be focussed at infinity and a 1:1 magnification is
possible whereas a panel mounted display normally presents a demagnified image and cannot
easily be collimated.
Passive night goggles, which are self-contained image intensifiers
mounted on the pilot's
helmet, also provide a look round facility, but their current
capability and long term performance development are ultimately limited by the sensor
size.
The effective aperture and therefore night vision performance of the sensor in the
visually coupled system is only limited by the size and total payload constraints of the
platform and vehicle.

...........................................................
. ......... ..

The most significant human factor problem of the visually coupled system is caused
by the present design monocular viewing systems.
This was the area where the flight
simulation was most effective in allowing an assessment of binocular rivalry and disorientatior.
Other nystem characte.-istics investigated were platform slew rate and
overlay fl.ght information requirements.

.
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OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the simulation experiment were to isolate potential problems and

develop solutions appropriate to flying a helicopter by night at low level, using the
visually coupled system as the piloting aid. The type of problems envisaged are:(a)

disorientation when looking off track caused by the limited outside world
peripheral cues and the monocular display;

(b)

asymmetric weight problems due to the monocular display being mounted on the
right-hand side of the helmet;

(o)

cable drag resulting in
equipment use problems.

restricted head movement and additionally any other

It was also a specific objective of the trial
to establish a suitable symbolic
overlay display of flight information to assist in the flying task and maintaining
orientation and to determine the required sensor slew rate.
A final significant area, where the flexibility of the simulator was used to the
full, was in the assessment of the level of aircraft stabilisation required to produce an
acceptable pilot workload when flying at low level.

3

VISUALLY COUPLED NIGHT VISION SYSTEM
In the normal airborne installation, the visually coupled system comprises a head

sighting system coupled to a slewable platform in the nose of the aircraft.
Within this
platform a suitable night vision sensor is mounted, either low light television (LLTV) or
forward looking infra-red (FLIR).
The sighting system measures pilot head angular
orientation in elevation and azimuth, and these signals are fed to the platform so that
the night vision sensor is looked to the pilot's
line of sight.
The sensor output is fed
to a helmet mounted display which presents to the pilot a collimated scene image at unity
magnification.
As the pilot moves his head, the platform follows (up to the gimbal

limits) giving a continuous vie* of the outside world, as if the pilot were looking

through the windscreen.
Typically, the system provides an instantaneous field of view of
400 with an area of coverago from the platform of I1000 in azimuth and +200 to -110 0 in
elevation.
Because of the elevation coverage, the pilot can actually "lookc through the
floor" of the helicopter vertically downwards.
Provided potential disorientation effects
can be overcome, the visual coverage at night is much greater than with passive night
goggles.
This can be very advantageous duritig search and rescue missions or when landing
in a restricted site.

.4

HELICOPTER SIMULATION
The assessment of the helmet mounted display system was carried out using a fixed

base digital simulation of the Lynx helicopter (WG 13).
The mathematical model was based
on the full flight equations of a Lynx helicopter developed by Ilestlands.
Although these
were originally written for an analogue machine they were found to be perfectly adequate
the present trials
after translation into suitable digital machine language.
The
digital computer used was the Redifon 2000A 24 bit machine which has an iteration rate of
18 Hz.
The flight programme only occupied some 2000 words of core storage
but gave a
full six degrees of freedom simulation from the hover up to 160 kn.
The digital computer

•,for

was coupled to an analogue to digital, and digital to analogue input/output interface
system which handled stick and collective inputs etc, and provided output drives to a
visual outside world presentation and the flight instrument displays,
4.1

Cockpit
The simulator cockpit shown in Fig 1 was a fixed base representative wooden mook-up

of the front of the Lynx helicopter.
This was sited in an area which could be darkened
to simulate night conditions, and which was isolated from the computer and oontA'ol room.
A representative intercom system was used to communicate with the pilot whilst he was
flying the various tasks.

•

!'trim'

The subject pilot flew the simulator using representative cyclic, collective and
rudder controls.
A pitch and roll trimming facility was provided by means of a switch on
the stick top.
Because the cyclic control was very simple comprising a spring feel
system with potentiometer pick-offs, operating the trim switch did not move the stick as
in the normal aircraft, but simply added a small digital increment to the existing control
input in the programme for each iteration of the computer.
This was a slight limitation
since the cockpit wau not fitted with trim gauges, and in consequence the pilot could
the helicopter to one end of the control run and run out of control authority without realising it.
The only instrumentation in the cockpit was a O.28m diagonal television monitor
which presented the simulated outside world terrain image, together with superimposed
flight information provided by a programmable symbol generator.
This head down display
replaced the normal. conventional cockpit instruments, this meant that a study could not be

made of the effect on performance,
to read the head down instruments.

when using the visually coupled system and attempting

Two press to make switches were installed in the central cockpit console for a fixed
route navigatoion task described in section 6.d.
One was to select a new waypoint, the
other to display, on the overlay flight information, the required heading to steer to the
next way point.
(The overlay display used at the start of the trial
is described in
section 6 and its
subsequent development described in section 7.3
4.2

Visual flight system

The simulated outside world was provided by a closed circuit television system which
comprised a camera viewing a contoured modelled belt, scaled at 3000:1.
Pig 2 is a photograph of the belt and camera gantry system.
This scaling was just adequate to provide
realistic contouring and reasonable simulation of airfields, towns, woods etc.
The belt

was 11.5 m long by 3 m wide

providing a usable scaled area for flight of 34,5 km by 9 km,

but because the belt was driven in a cortinuous loop, a numerous number of possible
flight paths over dLfferemt terrain were possible.
Fig 3 shows a map of the terrain and
the waypoints and navigation route.

Helicopter forward velocity was represented by a combination of belt speed and
camera lateral velocity.
Height was represented by camera displacement above the terrain.
The camera viewed the modelled terrain via an optical probe, which reproduced aircraft
pitch, roll and heading changes,
The inputs to the various angular and linear servo
systems was provided by ground axis transformation algorithms in the computer programme,
via the digital to analogue converter interfaces.
Because of the mechanical arrangement of the camera gantry and belt, the available
heading sector available for flight was only A900, This meant that complete circuits

could not be flown and that large off centre-track heading changes could not be maintained
very long without the camera reaching the side of the belt, Due to the design of the
camera optical probe, there was a limited full scale deflection of t200 of bank angle and
±250 of elevation angle.
The restriction in elevation angle prevented an assessment of
the "through the floor" capability envisaged in the airborne
visually coupled system,
but this d d seriously Uetract from the value of the experiment.
The closed circuit

television camera had a voom lens arrangement allowing outside

world fields of view from 600 0 to 150,

For the present trials, this system was adjusted

to give r field of view of 40 in azimuth by 300 in elevation on both the panel mounted
and helmet mounted displays, since this had been found from previous trials
to provide
an acceptable compromise of field of view and resolution for the low level piloting task.
At the normal viewing distance the panel mounted monitor only subtended 17.50 by 130 at
the pilot's
eyes, giving an image magnification of 0.44.
When flying on the helmet
display the pilot had a full 1:1 image magnification, which proved to be of some advantage
during the trials.
Despite the long depth of focus provided by the f/64 velative aperture of the
camera optics, an additional automatic focus facility was built into the system.
This
was driven by aircraft height to keep the middle foreground of the image in focus at all
times,
One particular feature of the simulator, which assisted greatly in the realism of
the flying task was the 'radio. height' system.
This was achieved by measuring the height
of the terrain on a grid system of 5 cm squares over the whole terrain.
Each height
value, together with its
X and Y position, was then stored in the digital computer.
Using the X and Y position feedback signa.s from the belt and correlating these with the
stored grid, the-computer was able to output a continuous radio height signal, wherever
the helicopter was over the terrain.
5

HELMET MOUNTED DISPLAY

The only parts of the normal airborne system which were used in the simulation wore
tho head sighting unit and helmet mounted display and associated drives.
The action of
the platform mounted sensor was simulated by driving the camera and optical pvobe of the
simulated outside world In a suitable manner as described below.
The head sighting system and helmet display were manufactured by Honeywell and are
illustrated in Fig 1 in position in the cook pit.
The head sighting system basically
consisted of two sensor surveying units (SSU) mounted each side of the pilot's
head which
produced horizontal fan shaped infra beams, which swept in an arc downwards through the
cockpit.
These
were detected by a pair of photo-transistors mounted horizontally
with
a separationbeams
of 150
n~uno,, one side ur tile helmet, together with a corresponding pair

:.

[

1

on the other side.
Each SSU p,.oduced two synchronised infra-red fans separated vertically
by about 100 mm.
The intersection of these beams with the phototransistors generated
pulses whose timing relative to the start of the scan was used to calculate the helmet
attitude relative to the SSU.
Axis transformation calculations were then performed to
convert the SSU referred angles to head elevation and azimuth angles relative to the
cockpit,
In the simulator, a further stage of axis transformation had to be performed
to convert these cockpit or aircraft axes angles to ground axes.
The ground referred
head azimuth and elevation angles were then simply added to the normal aircraft heading
and pitch angles respectively, ard then fed to the outside world camera optical probe,
Whatever the attitude of the aircraft, the optical probe responded as if it were a two
degree of freedom sensor- platform mounted
the aircraft.
With the camera output

'0
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pre~ented on the Honeywell helmet mounted display, the pilot had an instantaneous field
of view of 400 of the outside world at unity magnification, focussed to infinity.
The helmet display was mounted horizontally along the bottom edge of the right hand
side of the helmet.
The 25mm CRT contained within the unit was viewed via in-line
collimating optics and a reflector plate as illustrated in Fig 4. As with all current
designs this helmet mounted display was monocular, the outside world image only being
viewed by the pilot's
right eye.
This not only gave rise to asymmetric weight problems,
but also produced severe operating problems as discussed later,
5.1

Overlay flight information

It was anticipated prior to the start of the trials,
that it wo~id be extremely
advantageous for the pilot to have some basic flight information super.imposed on his
forward view of the terrain; not only to assist in the basic piloting task, but also to
aid orientation when looking off-track with the helmet display.
The basic overlay flight
information format investigated during the trial
is shown in Fig 5.
Pitch and roll
attitude were presented in the centre of the display by an artificial
horizon referenced
to an aircraft symbol with pitch and roll scales.
Radio height in feet and speed in knots
were indicated as digital readouts at the bottom right and left of the display, respeetively.
Aircraft heading was shown as a horizontal linear tape in 100 increments along
the bottom of the display, and vertical speed was presented at the right iiand side by
means of a thermometer read against a vertical scale, where each index from the datum
represented an increment of 250 ft/min.
The final primary flight symbol presented was
sideforce, indicated by the displacement of an ellipse moving against the heading marker.
As described in the following section, the pilot was given a navigation task as a
part of the trial,
and to enge the total workload, the navigation information was also
presented on the helmet mounted display as shown in Fig 5.
This consisted of the number
of the waypoint currently being approached, presented at the top left of the display and
immediately below this the rangein nautical miles, from the helicopters present position
to this waypoint.
Additionally, a heading to steer bug driven horizontally on the head-
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ing tape, gave a continuously computed readout of the heading to steer to reach the waypoint from the helicopter's present position.

The drives to this navigation system were produced by an especially written software programme which sought to emulate the function of an airborne Doppler navigation
computer.
The programme only occupied some 300 machine instructions and relied for its
operation on the knowledge of aircraft present position in X and Y, from the belt and
camera feedback system, and the X and Y positions of the 18 different waypoints.
Knowing
the waypoint selected, a simple geometric algorithm was used to calculate the range and
bearing of that waypoint from the aircraft present position, and output these signals to
the waveform generator.
The overlay display was produced by a cursive proerammable waveform generator which
had a 1000 word 24 bit programme store and a 1000 word d bit symbol store,
The primary
display symbol drives were provided by the main computer via a digital to analogue/
analogue to digital interface unit,
(Direct digital drive was not possible in this case
because of incompatibilities in the digital word structure between the two machines.)
The main programme capability in the waveform generator was used to perform datum and
scaling functions and to call up the required characters from the symbol store,
The
output from the waveform generator was presented on a cursive head down display which
was viewed by a nuvicon television camera to provide a scan converted raster output for
mixing with the video signal from the model terrain camera.
This composite mixed video
was then fed both to the head down monitor in the cockpit and the helmet mounted display.

*

6

*

Due to the limitations of the simulator, (is lack of motion cues and limited modelling of the normal aircraft instruments), it was realised that the successful outcome of
the trials depended to a great extent on the experimental design adopted.
To minimise
the effect uf simulator limitations a comparison exercise was carried out between the
head down display (for which flight trial
results were already known) and the helmet
mounted system.
Additionally, great care was taken to ensure that the pilots were
thoroughly familiar with the simulator and the task to be performed, before the trials
started.
The subsections below describe in detail the techniques adopted and the measurements taken to provide a sound basis for any subsequent trials of the equipment,
6.1

I-

EXPERIMENTA1. DESIGN

Pilots'

briefing and familiarisation

Prior to the experiment, each participating pilot was given a written brief which
described the helmet mounted display and overlay data, and gave an outline of the experiment, its objectives and an indication of what each task entailed.
They were also asked
to study a comprehensive questionnaire, to be completed after the experiment
given a
copy of the navigation route (FIg 3) and a Cooper Harper rating sheet shown in Fig 6.
Initially a period of time was spent in allowing each pilot to become familiar with
the equipment.
Thia involved flying the helicopter on the head down display with and
without the look round facility.
The pilots participating in the experiment had varied
flying experience and, of course, different learning curveu.
This ur'eaUd the difi1culty
of djciding how mucli practice time each pilot required to ensure that all of them were at
"the same level of performance before undertaking the tasks. Aa a simple measure of task

¾
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proficiency each pilot had to keep his height over the terrain to between 150 ft and
250 ft agl for 5 minutes, when flying the navigation task.
6.2

Piloting tasks

was a
There were two major tasks that the pilots were given to fly.
The first
reconnaissance exercise and involved flying the specified route shown in Fig 3, over the
In order
18 waypoints using the navigation information presented on the overlay display.
to make each waypoint readily identifiable a specific ground feature was modelled at each
one.
A list
of these is shown on the map in Fig 3.
To simulate a reconnaissance operation the pilot was required to spot and verbally
identify as many off--track targets, is simulated tanks, as possible.
By tape recording
the tasks, a scoring could be taken of the number identified.
The second task was a simulated anti-tank operation, which was to locate and then
This simulated a
fly to a specified number of tanks in as short a time as possible.
target search operation with no defined route.
The positions of the tanks for both
operations, are shown in Fig 7.
This information was not, however, supplied to the
pilots, prior to the experiment.
The purpose of both tasks was to make the pilot look
off-track, so that a study of the helmet mounted display in its major role could be made.
The 3000 to 1 scaling of the terrain model caused great problems in the modelling of the
tanks.
Tanks of the required scaling were so small, that it was not possible to make
them with sufficient detail to allow them to be identified when flying over the terrain.
To overcome this problem, the tanks were made double size to ensure that they could be
positively identified.
Although this reduced the authenticity of the trial,
it was felt
to be an acceptable procedure since it in no way invalidated the comparison between the
Both tasks were flown in the height range from
head down and helmet mounted displays.
150 ft to 250 ft using the head down display, the helmet display -,±thout the look round
facility (is simulating a fixed forward sensor) and the helmet display with the look
round facility.
By processing six pilots at a time, a 6 x 6 latin square sequence could be used on
the tasks to be performed.
This ensured that residual learning effects and any biases
in the results caused by performing the tasks in a constant specific order, were

"minimised.
u

6.3

Recording and analysis of trials results

This experiment was intended to be the first
in a series of trials
to study
visually coupled systems.
As such, it was felt that a primarily subjective assessment
of the helmet mounted display would give most feedback, provided that this was sought in
the most efficient way.
More objective trials
could then be staged which would concentrate on the important areas highlighted by these initial
results.
To achieve this feedback, a structured questionnaire was produced which sought pilot opinion on all aspects
of the system,
Although many of the questions in this were multiple choice, the p lot
was encouraged to add additional comments to amplify his answers.
In order to quantify the difficulty of each task, the pilots were asked to apply a
Cooper Harper rating to each one (Fig 6).
In this evaluation a pproach, which was
originally developed to assess aircraft handling qualities, a pilot selects one oi ten
categories of system acceptability, which most nearly describes his own view.
This provides a rapid assessment technique which can be equally applied to display system
selection.
7

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Most of the results discussed below were obtained from the pilots' questionnaires
and are set down in the sequence used for debriefing, starting with the simulation and
moving on to the individual tasks and then to the equipment itself.
7.1

Flight simulation

All participating pilots were unanimous in the view that the flight simulator was
adequate for the display system comparison task.
There were, however, a number of
deficiencies which detracted from the realism of the system, and which they felt needed
improvement.
In terms of the handling qualities, it was found initially that changes in collective pitch produced too large a change in longitudinal aircraft pitch, and that the rolling
moment produced by sideslip was far too small.
Once these cross-coupling terms were
modified, the responses of the vehicle to collective and cyclic control inputs were felt
to be reasonably representative of a Lynx type helicopter.

.•be

at
In terms of agility, there was found to be reduced response of vertical speed to
aft cyclic inouts at spends below 100 kn compared with the actual aircraft.
Th s meant
that when alproaching rising ground both collective and cyclic inputs had to be made in
order to crest a hill, and this imposed an additional pilot workload, which would not
present in the real aircraft.
The other important factor which contributed to the difficulty of the general
As discussed in
handling task was the lack of a representative trimming system.

4
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section 4.1, stick trim signals were added dlrpctly to the software control input, rather
Although this was believed to be a limitation, it did not
than by moving the stick.
seriously undermine the value of the experiment as will become apparent from the results
obtained from the trials.
The absence of other normal flight cues such as motion, noise and vibration
inevitably detracted from the realism and increased the task difficulty to some extent,
by causing the pilots to over-control initially,
due to the lack of vestibular phase
advanoe information.
Overall, however, it was felt
that the flight simulation was an
adequate assessment medium for the comparison exeroise, especially since the experiment
was aimed at assessing concepts and establishing prinoiples, rather than obtaining precise
quantitative data.
The only other significant problem related to the simulation, highlighted during
the trials
was the lack of texture in the image from the outside world camera.
(Texture
in this case means rocks, grass, small bushes etc.)
Because of the 3000:1 scaling the
reproduction of such detail was almost impossible, and sinoe a pilot normally relies on
such details to accurately gauge aircraft height, more reliance had to be placed on the
overlay flight information than would normally be the case.
The problem was particularly
noticeable when flying towards rising ground, and was further compounded by the fact that
the immediate fureground tended to go out of focus, due to the close focus limitation of
the visual system.
Although these criticisms were perfectly valid when applied to a simulation which
sought to accurately reproduce the outside world lack of texture, is lack of ground
feature resolution, is frequently a characteristic of night vision sensors, especially
those providing a large azimuth field of view.
Thus in this particular instance, the
lack of ground feature resolution made the simulation to some degree "ore representatiive
of the actual airborne systein.

* 'beneficial.

In aeneral, the pilots found the reconnaissance and anti-tank tasks both motivating
and representative of an operational task.
Some problems were experienced in the latter
stages of the navigation task, due to the waypoints being too close together and requiring
The other significant factors, which
large heading changes to go from one to the other,
The criteria
the pilots felt affected their performance were learning curve and fatigue.
pilots had surmounted
adopted for determining equal proficiency did not guarantee that all
the learning curve,
Because of this, soMe felt
that more practice time would have been
On the other hand the total task was found to be very fatiguing, so that in
many instances more practice time would have meant that the pilots were becoming tired,
before they had even started the proper experiment.

7.2

Display comparison

In the questionnaire the subject pilots were asked tu comment on a number of issues
which related to the ease or difficulty of performing the set tasks using the helmet
mounted display compared with the head down display.
Without the head sighting system in operation, the helmet display presented the
times.
In comparing these two concepts, the
same image as the head down display at all
pilots generally agreed that perceptually, both forms of display gave reasonably adequate
height and distance cues,
In isolation, the helmet display was preferred, because of its
collimated 1:1 image which was much more natural to view than the head down display,
This preference was off-set overall by two
where the image magnification was only 0.44.
that the helmet displny was monocular, which meant that
significant factors; firstly,
totally disparate information in two different focal planes was presented to each eye,
and secondly that there were occasional problems obtaining a sharp in..foous image which
caused additional image resolution loss.
The implications of these factors are discussed
more fully in section 7.6.
With the head sighting system in operation the pilots found that the problems in
the piloting and navigation task caused by the fixed narrow field of view were removed.
which improved with confidence,
It was possible to look into a turn before executing it,
When
and once fully famillarised, more $round features could be used for navigation.
approaching a way point with the aircraft off track, for example, the look round facility
With a fixed forward view, the particular
enabled it to be easily spotted and held.
ground feature could be lost completely, and in the actual airborne system a circuit would
"be required to relocate it.
With the head sighting system coupled to the simulated platform, the first
major
aspect which was discovered was that platform slew rates and accelerations were critical,
if pilot orientation was to be maintained.
In the simulator, platform motion was simulated by the optical serve system of the closed circuit television system, as described
in section 5.
The response of this servo could be easily altered to represent different
It was found that in order to prevent perceivable lag the platform
platform responses.
required a slew capability of 1200/s from start
to atop and had to be critically damped
to prevent overshoot or undershoot.
To meet this specification the platform required an
angular acceleration capability of 9OOO-lOOO°/s2.
A'
•-i

When system lags were present
the pilnt was forced to reduce his normal head
rotation rate to keep the platform In step, and this riot only added to the general task
level, but prevented the pilot identifying targets of opportunity.
This problem was
highlighted when flying Lt very low level, since small undetected descent rates could
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quickly inrcrelise, whilst the pilot was looking off-track, resulting at best in large
uncontrolled collective inputs, and at worse in a crash.
Even with the system optimised,
where platform lag for an off-axis glance at 900 was no more than 0.1 s, there was a
tendency for the pilot to instinctively increase height due to the lack of peripheral
vision.
Although this problem reduced with familiarisation, it was not minimised until
the overlay symbology was modified as described below,
Another important requirement established whilst determining the platform
characteristics, was the need for inner loop stabilisation on the helicopter.
The
simulation wap originally set up with a simple rate damping system.
With the relatively
low degree of augmentation that this provided, the pilot could easily induce an unintentional pitching or rolling moment whilst looking off to the left
or right.
This
problem was further compounded by the lack of motion cues or peripheral vision.
This was one area where the flexibility of the simulator was fully exploited, and
it was found that the provision of an attitude trim term in the stabI].Pter oontr,,l laws
minimised the problem, and gave the pilot confidence to look off track ao:.'frequently.
Although this may have also been solved by providing a continuous, P-,d-out of atuitude
wherever the pilot looked, this was found not to be acceptable as d, .Issed ir Uhe next
section.
Operationally, the pilot would have the motion cues not present in the simulator,
but would not have normal peripheral vision when using the helmet display.
Althoug) it
would need confirmation in an airborne trial,
it is believed that an attitude stabillsation system on th, helicopter would be mandatory when flying on the helmet mounted dMsplay at low level, in order to maintain an acceptable level of tank difficulty.
7.3

Overlay flight information

Apart from platform head following rates another source of disorientation when
using the visually coupled system was that the pilots had initial
difficulty in resolving
the differen.e between aircraft heading changes and head azimuth movements, since both
produced the same effect to the image presented to the right eye.
In addition when
looking far off axis, although the inside of the cockpit could be seen by the left eye,
the concentration on the display image was such that the pilot would be unsure which
position to return to, to establish the helicopter attitude.
When the over.lay flightinformati•un was added, (as shown in Fig 5) this resolved some of the problems, but there
then arose the question of whether the flight information should move with the head, or
remain boresighted to the cockpit in some manner,
It was quickly established that the
latter procedure minimised any disorientation efffeots,
Allowing the flight information
to move with the head overcame the objection described above, of not knowing the aircraft
attitude when looking off to the side, but compounded the disoriontation effect.
To implement the cockpit stabilised overlay display, the head offset angles in
azimuth and elevation were used to drive the overlay information across the CRT face of
tho helmet display to correspond one for one in angular subtense to the offset of the
optical servo on the camera,
To prevent the overlay information disappearing off the
CRT for large head offsets, the drive signals were limited so thac one edge of the flight
informatloin could always be seon.
In this way the pilot always knew in which direction
to move his head to re-establish the boresight.
The only refinement made to this concept
during the course of the trials
was that the aircraft radio height was not driven in this
way, so that it remained in the same position in the pilot's
instantaneous field of view
of the CRT.
With this height readout always presant, the pilot knew immediately if the
ground clearance was reducing when looking to the side.
In

general,

by the pilots,

the content and form of presentation of the overlay display was liked

The digital readouts for spoed anod height could be easily read, although

they lacked trend information.
Although not important for th, 81ieed readout, it was
suggested that a counter pointer height presentation would iml 'eve rapid appreciation of
changes in nlearance height.
The incorporation of the navig:.' Lon information on the
display did not give rise to any scan problems.
In fact, it
ias agreed that the total
format gave the pilot all the continuous information needed to fly the task.
7.

4I Helmet mounting

The mounting of the helmet display along the right hand side of the helmet gave
an asymmetric weight problem.
Although the unit was fitted just below the head
centre of gravity to reduce its effective moment, it still
tended to roll the pilot's
head to the right,
The compensatory muscle power needed to hold the head upright produced slight neck ache in some pilotu after an hour's sortie.
In a separate experiment
Iit wns found that compensating weights on the left side of the helmet improved wearing
comfort considerably, without increasing total head inertia to the point where rapid
azimuth movements became difficult,
Another problem which affected performance was
cable drag.
Apart from the normal earphone and throat microphone cable, the head sightIng and helmet display drive cables ran from the back of the helmet to their respective
drive electronics.
To prevent any significant restriction on normal head movements, the
cable weight was fully supported by rubber straps fixed to the cabin roof,
Operationally
this may be feasible, provided the design includes a provision for rapid release in an
emergency situation,

"rise to
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7.5

Ease of use

In order to minimise the weight of the helmet display, the size of the display
objective lens, intermndiate lenses and combiner glass were kept as small as possible
consistent with the 40 field of view requirement,
It was found in practice, however,
that the very small image exit pupil and eye relief that the design philosophy produced,
made it very difficult to adjust the display on the helmet, for particular subject
pilots, to achieve the full field of view without vignetting.
This posed particular
problems for the subject pilots who wore glasses, most of whom were unable to establish
a satisfactory adjvstment.
The critiodlity of this optical design would obviously
cause serious problems when the helmet display was used with any form of chemical or
biological defence mask, or under normal helicopter vibration conditions.
It should be
stated that the unit tested was early generation equipment, and that more recent displays
have a larger exit pupil and eye relief.
Nonetheless, to achieve a totally acceptable,
solution requires an optical design where the element nearest the eye has some optical
power.
One way of achieving this is to use the helmet visor, as this optical element
acting as a holographic lens.
7.6

i

Binocular rivalry

Helmet sighting systems which inject weapon or flight data into the right eye have
been in use for some considerable time with great success.
In this case, both eyes can
see the outside world and because the disparate flight data into the right eye is a
relatively small proportion of the total field of view and consists of low spatial frequency information, the brain accepts this without difficulty.
This is not the case for
the visually coupled system, however, where totally disparate information is fed to the
foveal areas of each eye.
This situation gives rise to a physiological effect called
binocular rivalry which proved to be the most significant problem found during the simulator trial.
In normal operational flying the pilot would be expected to view the image
of the outside world with the right eye and then switch his mental attention to the left
eye, when anything needed to be monitored in the cockpit.
In the simulator, the cockpit
was darkened to simulate night conditions and the display set to comfortable viewing
brightness of 2 to 3 ft lamberts.
After a certain period (which varied greatly from a
few minutes to half an hour, depending on the subject), the pilot found it more and more
difficult to concentrate on the outside world as the scene in tho left eye would keep
breaking into his attention.
The only way to stop this effect, once started, was for
the pilot to shut his left eye.
By experimentation, it was found that equalising the
light level into each eye caused the rivalry problem to occur fairly soon after the start
of the flight and the pilot woulld be constantly distracted by the left eye scene resulting
in severe pilot fatigue after a half hour sortie.
If the light level into the left eye
was reduced to a minimum by using a darkenod visor with a patch over the foveal region,
this increased the time to the onset of the rivalry problem, but then when it did occur
it was more dramatic, causing the outside worLd information into the right eye to he lost
temporarily.
Operationally, at low level by night this could be disastrous.
It was concluded overall from the experiment, that the visually coupled system was
viable provided that a bi-ocular or binocular viewing system could he developed to
overcome this rivalry problem.
The Cooper Harper ratings (Fig 6) applied to the system acceptability, ranged from
a figure of 6 (system has very objectionable but tolerable deficiencies) up to 8 (system
has major deficiencies).
In terms of demands on the pilot thin meant at best that
adequate performance requires extennive pilot compensation, to at worse considerable
pilot compensation is required to retain control.
When commenting on these figures, the
pilots felt that they could be halved 0o 3 or 4 if a binocular viewing system was
developed, and a higher level of stabilisation was incorporated into the simuIeted
vehicle, to minimise aircraft handling difficulties when looking off-track.
8

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the trials
on the visually coupled system described in this paper
have adequately demonstrated the viability of using an unsophisticeted, relatively low
cost flight simulator, without representative motion or fecl charas
eristics to detormine
the limitations and physiological and psychological problems of a complex avionics system.
Further, the simulator trials
hav- demonstrated the advantages of t:he visually coupled
system and established the desirable system performance and human factors irnerface with
the pilot,
It is believed that a simulation medium of this nature, where the system could be
dynamically tested albeit crudely, revealed a wealth of information which could not have
been established othur than by way of extensive flight trials.
In addition, the simulation allowed a large number of subject pilots to be exposed to the system, which is not
Lwuali.y thc case with flight trials,
where pilot participation is restricted due to
specialist
i
nature of the experimental vehicle and system, and the prohibitive cost of
flying hours required to give each participant adequate exposure to the system.
Finally, since the snmulator asser•ment provided an outline specification for the
most expensive airborne piece of equipment viz the sensor platform, it provided an
essential link In the system development from the design stage to flight trials,
which if
omitted could result at best in gross over or under engineering in this area, and at
worse in major design faults being included which could prevent any useful results being
ohtained.
In terms of cost saving, thOse factors alone Justify the whole of the interim
ground assessment.
Is,

Turning to the results obtained in this present assessment, it is believed thet the
trials have demonstrated the feasibility of the visually coupled system for piloting a
helicopter at low luvel by night.
It is concluded that tiie main advantage of the system
is that it provides the pilot with a complete look round capability, where the area of
coverage is dictated solely by the platform degrees of freedom.
Particular conclusions
on the present performance are as follows:(a)

to maintain pilot orientation the platform head following lag must be minimised, and in addition cockpit boresighted overlay flight information presented
on the helmet display image;

(b)

<"N optical design should be improved to provide much greater display image
eye relief and exit pupil, to cater for pilots with glasses and other forms of

head protection gear,

In addition, the asymmetric weight problem caused by

the helmet display on the helmet, should be overcome by balance weights
initially and in the long term by redesigninM the unit to give a better weight
d.stribution;

9

(c)

the present monocular system gives rise to binocular rivalry which could produce serious flight safety problems when operating at low level.
The development of a binocular or bi-ocular viewing system is therefore essential if the
visually coupled system is to be operationally viable;

(d)

the basic aircraft handling qualities required to provide an acceptable task
level for the pilot when flying on the helmet display should be such that
pilot compensation in not a factor in achieving desired performance.
In
practical terms, this would mean at least a low authority attitude stabilisation system in the pitch and roll axes.
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USE OF SIMULATION
IN
THE EVALUATION OF THE IFFN PROCESS
J. E. FRBEEDAN and S. H. STARR
Systems Evaluation Division
Institute for Defense Analyses
Arlington, Virginia 22202
USA
SUMMARY
An evaluation program has been initiated In the U.S. Department of Defense, Test and Evaluation (DDTE) to asess the
ability of the Indirect subsystem on the evolving NATO Identification System (NIS) to support the identification requirements
of selected air defense weapon systems, It is projected that the evaluation program will consist of two phasest 1) a simulation
phase, which will employ a teitbed consisting of operational units and manned simulators driven by a central simulation facility;
and 2) a limited field test phase, taking advantage of programmed field test exercises to validate the simulation phase, where
possible, and enhance program credibility, This paper describes the architecture for the proposed simulation testbed and
illustrates its potential utilization in evaluating the performance of a NATO Airborne Early Warning aircraft in support of
defensive counterair operations.
INtTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized in the tactical community that t.o inability of key users to discriminate
accurately and rapidly between friendly, hostile, and neutral aircraft may significantly limit the effective utilization of air defense weapon systems. Thisrecognition has stimulated activity within NATO to
This evolving system consists of two complemendevelop an effective NATO Identification System (NIS).
tary subsystems (Figure 1).
(1) a Direct Subsystem (DDS), which provides an autonomous identification
capability for individual users, the primary element of which is a question-and-answer oomponentj and (2)
an Indirect Subsystem (I55), which formula.es identification decisions, procedures, and guidance, and
disseminates them to selected users to verify the correctness of their decisions and enhance their 2 confidence in the decision-making process. The ISS is largely embedded in the command and control (C )
system that is dedicated to air operations.
The U.S, Department of Defense, Test and Eva uat 3n (DODT), is embarking upon a multiyear program to
evaluate the ability of the 1s5 to support the i ,ntification process in an operational environment, A
Joint Test Force (JTF) is being assembled to conduct the program with executive direction vested in the
U,S. Air Force. This paper describes that program, emphasizing the role that modeling and simulation
will play in the evaluation, The next section on Na4*rc of the Idaentqioation Prooeue places the identification process in perspective, focusing on the relationship of the 0 system and selected weapon
This p-cvides the basis for the I PN Evaluation Program,
systems in the context of the NATO environment,
1
whose objectives and structure are delineated in the next section, P ogr2awoti Peatwree, Here are
specified the types of tests that are to be employed t) accomplish the program objectives. The remainder
geographically distribof the paper is restricted to a discussion of the primary test vehicles a hybrid,
2
uted testbed consisting of a centroll simulation facility, manned operational C systems, and manned
mission simulators. The T•atbad Raqu•romente sectios, summarizes the technical requirements for the testbed and examines the considerations underlying their formulation. This has given rise to a preliminary
architecture for the identification testbed which is described under the next heading, £diantifioation
'aetbad Architecoure, To illustrate the potential utilization of the testbed, the Zuatrative Teat Desigpt
section presents an example of a test design that considers the subphase of the program where a programmed
NATO Airborne Early Warning (NABW)aircraft is employed in support of defensive counterair (DCA) operations, The Conouaions portion summarizes the major features of the evaluation program,

*

NATURE OF THE IDENTIFICATION PROCESS
LIMITATIONS OF THI DIRECT SUb•l:STEM

-r

•ADU
.

S'-weapon

It is well recognized that a reliable, accorate, and responsive DSS is L necessary component in the
evolving NIS, However, it is not in itself sufficient to support all of the requirements for users of
identification information. This conclusion follows from the fact that, for densely distributed air
defense systems that rely on an autonomous DeS to identify targets independently, the probability is high
that an overflying friendly aircraft will be exposed to at least one system that will err in identification. As an illustration, consider the groundbased air defense units (ADUs) deployed in the forward
division area (e.g., short-range air defense systems (SHORADS), low-altitude-missile air defense systems
There would be in excess of a hundred of these systems for a representative division. If
(LOMADS)),
these weapon systems were deployed uniformly, even low-altitude aircraft traversing the division area would
be exposed to many (e.g., an average of 10 or more) ADUs, Under the highly optimistic assumption that each
operator correctly identifies aircraft with probability 0.95, if 10 weapon systems were overflown, at
least one of the operators would misidentify the aircraft with probability 0,40 (Figure 2). The fratricidal implication of this misidentification would depend on the prevailing rules of engagement (ROBs),
It is left to the I55 to ameliorate this fundamental
weapon system performance, and target dynamics,
deficiency by disseminating identification information, airspace control procedures, and guidance to these
system operators.
C2 WEAPON SYSTEM RELATIONSHIP IN THE IPFN PROCESS

!.X

If an air defense weapon system is to be employed effectively, the operator must detect a target,
2
identify it, and then make an appropriate engagement decision, The C system should play an important
role in influencing the ability of the weapon system operator to perform each of these functions (Figure

3),

2

o Dte•otion. The C system can influence the ability of a weapon system-overator to detect a
target in progressively more detailed ways:
(1) promulgation of advanced states of alert (e.g.,
placing all forces on advanced states of alert to warn of an impending raid); (2) tactical alert
(e.g., warning specific weapon systems operators of approaching aircraft); and (3) cueing (e.g.,
passing relative range and azimuth of a specific target, or set of targets to a weapon systems
operator).
These inputs, in conjunction with tht organic detect.on capabilities of the weapon
system operator, determine the probability that the operator detects a given target and the
temporal and spatial conditions under which detection occurs.
2

o Identification. Once the weapon system operator has detected a target, the C system can contribute to the identification process through the following mechanismst
(1) issuance of hostile act
criteria (e.g., defining a behavior profile of a hostile intruder that the weapon system operator
can use as a basis for evaluating his observations); (2) promulgation of airspace control procedures (e.g., defining a behavior profile of friendly aircraft by establishing a bound on speed
and restricting allowable spatial corridors or altitudes); and (3) indirect IFFN information
2
(e.g., passing the C system identification decisions to the weapon system operator),
The weapon
system operator must synthesize this information with his direct sources of identification data
to arrive at an IFFN decision,
Once he has reached this decision, the weapon system operator
2
might transmit the result back to the C system as indirect IFFN information.

*,

e Engagament,

The actions of the weapon system operator are influenced by the result of the identi-

fication process, inputs from :he C system, and the capabilities (or perceived capabilities) of2
The interaction between the identification decision and guidance afforded by the C
the weapon,
system is reflected In the RO~s under which the operator must function.

As a consequence of this confluence of factors, the weapon system operator may perform one of the
following actions (Figure 4):

U'

-

i •,

Valid action:
(1) Engage and destroy an enemy with probability of kill Pk, depending on weapon
capabilities, enemy countermeasures, and the dynamics of the encounterv or (2) not engage a
friendly or neutral aircraft,
Degraded actiont
Buffer reduced effectiveness in engaging enemy targets because of time
delays
2
(arising from detection, weapon setup time, identification, or coordination with the C system
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and other weapon system operators) or maldistribution of fire,
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This action may still

delayesec

contrib-

ute to the a~ir defense process if the engagement causes the hostile aircraft to be less effective in performing his mission (i.e.,
-

"virtual attrition").

Invalid action:
(1) Engage a friendly or neutral target and (a) commit fratricide with probability of kill Pk or (b) fail to destroy the target, but degrade confidence in the system and
waste ordnance; (2) fail to engage a hostile target, even when engagement is authorized under
the prevailing ROEs.

These observations reveal that the I'FN process is imbedded in the broader engagement process and is
2
inextricably linked with the C system,
Hence, the IFPN evaluation program will assess the impact of the
identification process on the capabilities of a weapon system in the context of the associated C2 system.
Although this is an undertaking of exceptional breadth, it has been extended still
one step furtherl
since the identification process is inherently a two-sided process, encompassing attempts of opponents to
deceive, exploit, jam, or destroy key elements$ the systems and procedures of both projected combatants
are included as integral components of the evaluation program.

T

t

r

DISTINCTIVE ASPECTS OP T1H CENTRAL EUROPEAN THEATER

The central European theater is of extreme interest to policy planners in the United States and constitutes a bounding case for nany of the parameters of interest (e.g., numbers and densities of aircraft and
ECM).
It is perceived by many that solutions which are proven effective in NATO will prove adequate in
less demanding environments.
Accordingly,

the IFFN evaluation program is

placing emphasis on analyzing the identification process

in the context of a projected conventional conflict in centra] Europe.

The major factors in that region

that are being considered in the evaluation program are summarized below,
9 ThPaat Conditiong. In a projected conflict in the NATO Central Region, in excess of a thousand
aircraft could be airborne, simultaneously, at altitudes ranging from tens of meters to tens of
kilometers.
Since much of this air traffic would fly in formations, even radar sensors with an

extended view of the battle area (e.g., NAEW aircraft) would probably perceive no more than
.. •

several hundred radar tracks,
The performance of most sensor and avionics equipment will probably be degraded by extensive employment of chaff and jammers carried by standoff and escort
aircraft.

e Ambiont Conditions.

The proliferation of many electronic systems that are potentially selfjamming (e.g., Mark X) suggests that electromagnetic interference may significantly degrade
1
the performance of key systems in the NATO Central Region.
These problems may be worsened by
poor visibillty and terrain shielding, which are characteristics of the meteoro.ogy and the
topography of the region (e.g,, low-altitude clouds and fog and intermittent masking of lowaltitude targets to ground-based sensors),

* Nonhomogeneous Attied Aircraft Mix. There is a broad mix of Allied aircraft types and avionics
gear that compounds the problems of both visual ahd electronic identification.
IThis is exacerbated by the fact that many of the modes employed by Mark X are incorporated
Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) which supports civilian air traffic control.

in the Air

The C 2 system associated with air defense in NATO is a unique, complex combination
of NATO facilities (e.g., the control and reporting centers of the 412L system in the southern
region of the Federal Republic of Germany) and nation'l systems (e.g,, the U.S. Air Force's Air
Control and Warning (AC&W) component of its Tactical Air Control System (TACS); the U.S. Army's
TSQ-73 Missile Minder, for the control of Improved Hawk and Nike-Hercules).

SC

Stru••ure.

The evaluation program is further complicated by the fact that the identification process is evolving
in time as a consequence of programed and planned changes in several areas:
a Deployment of new weapons with longer range and enhanced lethality (e.g., Patriot, a surface-toair missile system designed around a phased array radar; the advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air

missile to replace Sparrow),
2
e New and updated C systems and procedures (e.g., the programmed deployment of the NABW system,
the generation of a modified NATO Central Region Airspace Control Plan).
Accordingly, the evaluation program will establish baselines of performance where that information is perceived to be edifying, and conduct exploratory evaluations of selected ptogrammed and proposed equipment,
procedures, and doctrine,

PROGRAMMATIC FEATURES
This section identifies the objectives of the IPPN program and the approach that is to be employed to
realize theme objectives. It recounts prior relevant simulation activities and the lessons that have been
derived from those programs.
OBJECTIVES
The major objective of the IPFN Evaluation Program is to assess the ability of the ISS to support the
identification needs of tactical aircraft operators and high-altitude missile air defense system (HIMADS)
operators in an operational environment,
For the purposes of this paper, the ISS is viewed as the equipment (eg,, sensors, computers, displays, communications) and personnel at key nodes of the C2 system
that supports air defense operations,
The key C2 systems of interest for the control of tactical aircraft and 1IIMADS &re depicted in Figure
, for the Fourth Allied Tactical Air Forces (4ATAF) region1 of NATO in a mid-1980i time frame, The major
components of the ISS include:

I

e
Confrot and Reporting Centers (CRCa) of the German Air Defense Ground Elnvronmant

(GEADON).
bunkered systems will constitute the 4ATAV component of the NATO Air Defense around
The identification officers (IDOs) in these facilities are the focal
llnvironment (NADGE).
points of the ISS,

"These fixed,

o,•,

a C•ontrol and Reporting Potsn ((.'IPo)
of the UVS, Air Porou Ia 486b Byetem. These transportable facilities will be able to exchange digital data with GEADGE through the Message Processing Center
(MPr).
Assistance in the identification process may be forthcoming from its Movements and Identification (MOI) section,

a NATO Airborne Earty
WarnIng (NAEW) Airavft.
2

These aircraft will augment the air picture of the

ground-based C systems and have the potential to support limited control functions if
ground-based facilities are inoperative or saturated,

selected

a Group and Battation Operations Cantera (GOCs and B0Ce) "lmptoying the U.S. Army's
'.SQ-73.
These
transportable facilities are equipped with two displays to support the C2 of HIMADS batteries,
The group level is primarily charged with coordinating and managing the air picture while the
battalion manages the local air picture and allocates and monitors fire unit performance.
In order for the controllers in these facilities to assist weapon system operators in the identification process, they must be able to perform a sequence of functions:
(1) detect and track targets; (2)
correlate identification information with these tracks and synthesize it into a correct, timely identification decision; and (3) disseminate these identification decisions to weapon system operators and validate
the weapon system's association of that data with the correct targets.
To realize this objective will require the evaluation of two levels of figures of merit. As an intermediate level, data will have to be acquired under operationally realistic conditions to characterize the
detection and identification performance for selected controllers and weapon systems operators, This will
includet
. Detaction:
S

Temporal and spatial conditions when detection occurs.

ordentho#t'soeart
- for those targets that are detected, the percentage that are identified

S~-

for those targets that are identified, the percentage that are correctly identified
- the temporal and spatial conditions when identification occurs,

""This

region includes the southern sector of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRO).
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As an overall figure of merit, it is necessary to relate identification performance to weapon system
effectiveness, This will be characterized by computing thelikelihood of each event depicted on the tree
in Pigure 4 for specified environmental conditions.
The initial assessments will establish a quantitative baseline of performance aRainst which proposed
improvements to the identification process can be measured, Emphasis will be placed on determining the
conditions (e.g., aircraft numbers, ECM levels) where the ability of a controller to perform the subfunctions in the identification process degrades appreciably,
Subsequent assessments will determine the potential improvements in ISS performance that are achievable
through several different levels of development.
o "laak Box'"IZrovements. Upgrading or developing new sources of identification information (e.g.,
developing a new question-and-answer system to replace Mark X/XII).
o Subsystsm Rnhanoemaent.
Improving the automated data processing equipment that supports C2 controllets, One important subissue is the evaluation of the effectiveness of fusion algorithms that
have been proposed to facilitate the synthesis of identification information into a decision.
o System Nodifioation.
Enhancing the interoperability of tactical data systems (i.e., enabling
them to exchange digital track data in real time),
Although this capability has been demonstrated,
no attempt has been made to quantify its impact on identification performance or weapon system
effectiveness, Assessments are also required of the impact of proposed chanlges to the airspace
control procedures in the NATO Central Region.
Since the evaluation program will require either operational units or prototype systems to carry out
the assessment, the program will be limited to systems and procedures that could be operationally employed
in an early 1980s time frame.
STRUCTURE
In order to realise these objectives, it will be necessary to identify appropriate test vehicles.
These potential vehicles fall into two broad classes: simulation and field tests, If the vehicle is to
serve the needs of the program, it must be capable of incorporating the distinctive aspects of the identification process that were described in the Nature of the *rdentiftoation Prooe.e section, In addition to
these attributes of operational fidelity, consideration must be given to such factors as constraints imposed by safety and resource availability, controllability of test conditions, data collection problems,
and cost, After these factors were considered, a program was fashioned that focused on the creation of a

simulation testbed consisting of operational units, manned simulators, and computer emulations,

Inview

of the complexity of the total system of interest, an essential element of the program was to define a
sequence of subphaaes that progressively considered increased level of C2 system integration and complexity,
This progression is described under the next heading, loetbed Raquireme••e.
To enhance the credibility of these simulation results, it is deemed desirable to validate the performance observed in the 2 simulation testbed for limited conditions that can be reproduced using live aircraft
and the operational C system, However, since it is not feasible to reproduce realistic operational 4oaditions in peacetime (e.g., limitations on aircraft numbers, trajectories, end SCM), a complete validation
of the simulation results cannot be performed using field exercises or a dedicated field test. Instead a
limited validation will be sought by demonstrating that the results from the field exercises are reproducible in the teStbed, An assessment of ongoing exercise series is currently in process to determine which,
if any, field exercise could be employed to support this limited validation process,
RELEVANT SIMULATION EXPEKIENCE
The decision to employ a simulation testhed as the primary evaluation tool is based, to a considerable
degree, on the experiences of the tactical air control system/tactical air defense system (TACS/TADS)
interoperability program. The purpose of that program was to test and certify the technical compatibility
and interoperability of U.S. TACS/TADS systems in joint military operations. Participating systems were
selected from the four U.S. Services which manifested the following characteristics:
(1) mobile, (2) automated or semiautomated, (3) deployed worldwide, and (4) users of selected tactical digital communications
linkst Some examples of these systems are (1) components of the ACW subsystems of the U.S, Air Porte's
TKCS, (2) the Army's TSQ-73, (3) the Navy's Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) end Airborne Tactical Data
System (ATDS) 'nd the Marine Corps' Marine Tactical Data System (MTDS),
In order to realize their objectives, a distributed teetbed was assembled consisting of the actual
participating data systems under the control of a central simulation and monitoring facility, The current
mission of the testbed is to support configuration management activities, In October 1980, this configuration management task is to be transferred to the Joint Interoperability for Tactical Command and Control
System (JINTACCS) program, JINTACCS is to expand the scope of the TACS/TADS program by testing and certifying the interoperability of tactical data systems that support intelligence, fire support, amphibious
operations, operations control,

*

and air operations.

The TACS/TADS testbed 2established the feasibility of creating a geographically distributed facility
consisting of operational C systems linked via leased lines,
It also demonstrated the feasibility and
flexibilit,, of the centralized control concept, which employs a Central Simulation Pacility (CSF) as the
focal point of ull test activities (i.e_, generates all stimuli, coordinates and monitors the testing).
This concept is proposed for the IFFN testbed also, although other approaches are still
under consideration.
Tho TACS/TADS testbed, while providing a firm basis for the IFFN evaluation, had a different orientstion to its purpose and scope,
The IPPN testbed requires significant extensions in the following areas:
iTactlcul Digital Intelligence Links (TADILS)
cations, respectively.

A and 8, which provide roll-call and point-to-point communi-

--------------------.,..,~
I
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s
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* Participa'.Ing7 C Syetams: To assess the ISS of the NIS,
for selected NATO and Warsaw Pact C2 systems.

,

it

is necessary to incorporate surrogates

* Participating W•apon Systana:
Simulated tactical aircraft and SAM weapon systems are to be incor2
porated to evaluate the interface between the r system controller and the weapon system operator.
* XVauaZton:

The TACS/TADS program was primarily interested in monitoring and ensuring the fidelity
of digital data transfer among participating units. The IFFN Evaluation Program is attempting to
establish the quantitative benefits that can be derived from the ISS by weapon system operators.

The remainder of this paper describes how these objectives will be accomplished in the IPFN evaluation,
teetbed,
TESTBED REQUIREMENTS
The basis for the simulation testbed is established through the formulation of a set of system requirements compatible with the critical issues to be evaluated.
These requirements should define the essential
characteristics of the testbed without unduly constraining the design realization.
This section of the
paper articulates these requirements and examines the considerations underlying their formulation in terms

of:
e Scope of the simulation (i.e.,
to be played).

geographical arena,

facilities represented,

the air battle scenario

* Representation methodology and realism (i.e., fidelity requirements, methods used to represent
facilities, sensors, aircraft).
e Provisions for test control and assessment (ie.,
data processing).

scenario preparation,

e Realization of the testbed (i.e., modular evolution,

stimulation, monitoring,

flexibility),

SCOPE
The nature of the ISS is

such that the testbed must simulate!

a A significant volume of the central Europe airspace.
e Numerous facilities and sensors of various types,
e A large variety of air operations,
The facilities simulated must encompass both the NATO systems and the opposing Warsaw Pact systems,
Moreover, these must include not only facilities directly executing air defense operations (see Figure 5), but
1
2
also any air defense planning facilities and offensive air operations facilities whose actions indirectly
in'pact the identification process,
Not counting interceptor aircraft, there are almost 50 individual nodes
2
that must be represented.
These compose more than 15 types of C centers and weapons systems.
Supporting
these systems are an array of over 100 individual sensors of 35 types,3 However, it is not necessary to
cover this entire domain at a uniformly high level of detail,
Accordingly, it has been visualized as consisting of two components:

e The simuZation core

-

comprising the facilities and airspace of primary interest.

s The simuZati•n baokgpround - comprising peripheral elements, of interest only because of their
effects on the core.
The simulation core is a subregion of limited extent.
It constitutes the smallest slice of the systems
and airspace necessary to include all primary identification interactions and their consequent operational
impact.
This slice will be aligned to cover a particular portion of the forward battle area, where (1)
air activity is expected, (2) the full variety of generic system types are employed; and (3) the
full spectrum of identification situations is anticipated.
The focal area will be represented to a high
level of realisa--using live units--and will be extensively instrumented to obtain the required measures
of performance,

"intense

The simulation background covers a much wider set of facilities and a broader airs pace area, encompassing the entire environment surrounding the simulation core,
It is required because actions taken within it
can affect events in the simulation core.,
However, it will be represented at a lesser level of realism,
Vigure 6 depicts the approximate geography of the airspace corresponding to the above-described components, with the cure shown as the black inner region, and the background area depicted as the partially
shaded outer area.
As depicted, the total area to be covered includes a subset of the Central Region of
NATO centered in the PV11forwarl area.
The extension beyond the political borders into Warsaw Pact airspace
accommodates early warning systems and allows for the play of the Warsaw Pact systems,
The evaluation issues related to battle intensity and system loadings require that the testbed be capah-b of supporting a high-intensity air battle scenario. This would correspond to the air activities
IPor example, ATAP Airspace Control Center (AACC), Air Defense Operations Center (ADOC),
2
Por example, the Air Tactical Operatiors Center (ATOC) which supports the tasking of offensive operations.
3
9ame of these are of similar generic type and include existing and new sensors.
"4ror instance, adjacent air defense facilities situated in the background area may provide early warning
alerts and cueing to a facility in the core area.
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expected during the early phases of a full-scale conventional Warsaw Pact attack, The full variety of
Pact and NATO aircraft, encompassing upwards of 35 aircraft types, will need to be modeled. These will be
executing the full range of offensive and defensive missions in a high-intensity ilectronic warfare environment. This scenario also implies that the testbed should have sufficient capacity to provide simulated
air traffic comprising up to 500 flights in formations of 2 to 16 aircraft, occurring over a 1-hour time
window.
V
REPRESENTATION OF THE AIR BATTLE ELEMENTS
For the identification testbed to be credible, it must represent each element of the air battle in a
sufficiently realistic manner, A variety of simulation methods of varying fidelity are available which
might be used,
In each case the choice must be made by balancing cost and feasibility against the level
of fidelity judged to be necessary,
The term fidelity refers to the faithfulness with which the various components of the system are to be
represented.
The fidelity issue is very important to the credibility and eventual acceptance of the findings of the evaluation program,
While achieving high fidelity is a desirable goal, the cost of doing so
can be quite high. Costs accelerate rapidly as ever-higher levels of fidelity are approached, particularly
in the areas of hardware and software. Moreover, there is a diminishing-returns effect, so that beyond a
certain point further improvements to fidelity have a rapidly diminishing influence on experimental results.
The goal, then, is to establish testbed fidelity requirements that exhibit a satisfactory balance between
cost and fidelity.
It is difficult, however, to determine exactly where this balance point lies, To do so
would require a series of special experiments designed to compare system responses for emulations having
varying fidelity levels, The expense of doing this is justifiable only for certain critical emulated elements, where the cost impact of enhanced fidelity is potentially high,
In other less critical cases, where
the cost impact is low or the emulated elements are in the background area, the approach will be more judgmental, relying on the prior experience of persons doing the planning and industry estimates,
Also, calibration checks on the fidelity will bi built into the tost design and accomplished early in the test program.
The identification teetbed will be a hybrid in that it will employ a combination of methods to represent the full array of systems it encompasses.
Figure 7 details the application of the various representations for the NATO forces portion of the testbed,
The methods of representation can be classified into two
general categories:
live participating units and computer models.
The term Zlve paurtiipating unit (LPU) refers to the mode in which a system is represented by having
personnel man either actual operational or surrogate equipment for that system,
The testbed will emphasize
LPUs as the primary means for representing the air defense systems within the simulation core that are
directly involved in identification,
The reason for this is that computer models, though economical and
easily controlled, become unrealistic for man-in-the-loop systems.
In systems of this type, human interactions occur for which rulationships butween stimuli and response are unknown,
This situation exists at
a number of critical points in the ISS of the identification process,
For example, the IDO in a CRC must
interact with his own automated devices and must frequently consult with other persons (e.g., other IDes,
weapons controllers, air traffic controllers) in his own facility and in other facilities.
Weapon system
operators in turn must synthesize identification data from the DSS in order to reconcile discrepancies with
the indirect data furnished by the ISS.
Therefore, to satisfy the fidelity requirements, the simulation of
these positions must be accomplished with LPUs.
When LPUs are used, the manning of the operator positions becomes an important question,
As the number
of manned positions rises, so do the difficulties in test control, expense, and risk of confounded results,
Consequently, it is important to keep the number of manned positions to tho minimum necessary for experimental fidelity, The approach taken will be to have separate positions only for those individuals who either
perform or frequently support identification as a major function,
Combined positions will be used for those
individuals who are not primary players and who do not frequently support identification positions.
Steps
will be taken to ensure that realistic workloads are placed on the multirole individuals so that the response delays are realistic,
The testbed will employ computer models in cases where well-defined physical processes are to be
modeled or where the fidelity requirements for representing the man-machine interaction are less severe.
These models fall into two categories:
interactive and noninteractive,
eXlnteraote models (in real-time) react dynamically to perceived changes in the air battle situation.
They may receive inputs such as data link messages from the other models or LPUs and may initiate
messages either on their own or in response to stimuli. The execution of these models is unpredictable and is conditional on the specific dynamics of the air battle, The applications for interactive models will be as follows:
- Sensor models:
these must react to events such as aircraft kills, removal of jasmers, and
selection of operating modes,
- Missile endgame models:
real-time interactive missile models will be employed to accomplish
real-time removal of killed aircraft.
- Man-in-the-loop system models: these will emulate manned systems where fidelity of represen1
tation is judged to have minor impact on the testing results.
-

Dynamically controlled aircraft models: these will represent those aircraft in the scenario
whose flight trajectories and actions must be dynamically controlled.

IThese constitute facilities that only indirectly support identification--being either neighboring systems
located in the simulation background area or higher echelon and peripheral facilities that are infrequently
accessed,

a Nonminteractive moduet do not react to the air battle dynamics. They are u less complex class of
models and simply generate selected messages and actions at preprogramed times according to a
script prepared prior to the test, These models are considered suitable for emulating those
facilities that do not dynamically interact with the identification process, but that provide
orders, procedures, and other information on a one-way basis. This would apply to certain higher
echelon planning facilities.
Noninteractive models will also be the means of representing those
aircraft following programmed flight profiles.
TEST CONTROL AND ASSESSMENT
The complex and distributed nature of the identification process makes controlled testing a very demanding task.
The test conditions will entail executing a highly complex scenario involving operations with
many human participants at dispersed locations,
Provisions must be made for adequate control and monitoring
of the test execution, as well as extraction and processing the necessary data. This includes the ability to
,

,*

Prepare and edit scenarios.
e Support the training of test participants in now procedures to be tested.
* Synchronize,

coordinate, and distribute the stimulation of all test participants.

e Perform real-time removal of killed aircraft,
Monitor the status and readiness of all testbed elements,
M
* Monitor, in near-real-time, key parameters and test events occurring at all participating testbod
facilities,
o Extract data from all teotbed elements to obtain:

(1)

as a first priority, data to permit recon-

struction of all events affecting each simulated aircraft;
data for interpreting why actions were taken,

(2)

as a second priority, diagnostic

* Coordinate all data extraction and recording activities, occurring locally and remotely.
a Provide sufficient quick-look analysis of test data to determine
achieved,

if a successful test run was

o Provide adequate data reduction and automatic analysis capability.
THSTB8D REALIZATION
The realization of the testbed must conform to the strategy planned for the progressive evolution of
the evaluation program and the modifications and expansions anticipated over its lifetime.
As noted in the Programmatic' Yaturee section, the evaluation program is structured to examine progressively increasing levels of system complexity ranging from a fully autonomous and decentralized operational
mode to the fully intact centralized air defense system, This progression is based on the principle that
it is easier to go from a simple to a complex testbed a each testing stage benefits from the experience
gained in the prior stages.
This testing strategy implies a progressive expansion of the testbed occurring
in six steps as follows:

I.

"II,
III.
IV.
V.

VI.

Autonomous SAM battery
Autonomous SAM battalion
Group control of SANs
2
Generic USA-USAF ground-based C system
NARWaugmentation of ground systems
a.
Augmentory sensors mode
1b. Backup CRC mode
2
Full NATO C system
2

The required phasing of the testbed buildup, in terms of the C facilities and air defense weapons to be
represented, is shown in Figure 8.
The development and implementation cycle must be geared to this progression, meeting increasingly demanding requirements at each step,
The testbed should be designed to facilitato the required series of modular expansions to the final full system configuration.
There are several reasons why flexibility is

1.

',•.

required in the identification testbed:

* Impreci•e definition of the air defeneaayytem, The IPPN Evaluation Program will focus on the mid1980s time 3eriod, assessing the identification capability that might evolve by that time if current
trends in C system and identification sensor-development and deployment continue according to projections.
Some of these systems will be only vaguely defined at the time of the earlier stages of
the testbed development.
Therefore, frequent revisions can be expected.
a Necassity for inoorporatingpropoeed system improvements. There must be sufficient flexibility to
allow the new software algorithms, sensors, display concepts, etc., to be incorporated,
This will
include items such as Mark XII improvements, new identification sensors, automatic data links, and
now switch actions and display formats.
Other enhancements such as trial algorithms for fusion of
local identification data sources and correlation of ISS data will need to be integrated into the
operational software of the various tactical data and weapon systems participating in the testbed.
o Aooornmodation of tenting variante. The testbed must be able to easily change the various environmental factors and must be reconfigurable to represent various disruptions to the C1 system expected
under combat conditions.

a Unantioipatedmodifications.
the teetbed will be desired.
these improvements.

-

As the testing progresses and experience is gained, improvements to
The testbed should be capable of being easily modified to implement

The need for flexibility as detailed above, dictates the use of a high-level computer language and a generalpurpose computer operating system.
In addition, provisions should be made for inclusion of adequate software
development aids and future hardware expansion.

IDENTIFICATION TESTBED ARCHITECTURE
Several alternative architectures are potentially capable of satisfying the requirements identified in
the preceding section and are under active consideration. These embody varying degrees of centralized testbed management.
The final selection uf an architecture is the prerogative of the JTF and will be based on
the findings of cost and feasibility studies now underway. This section briefly reviews the essential features of the one option that tentatively appears to be the most well-suited--a centrally-controlled distributed
testbed concept patterned after the approach used in the TACS/TADS teetbed.

OVERVIEW OF TMS CENTRALLY-CONTROLLED DISTRIBUTED CONCEPT
This section provides a brief overview of the essential features of the centrally-controlled distributed
concept and its underlying rationale,
The centralized concept employs an array of geographically distributed test facilities with a central

simulation facility (CSF) providing strong centralized control. This CSF directs and monitors all testing
operations and is the source of allstimulation for the entire testbed. This concept represents a middle
grMund between a fully unified testbed having all facilities and resources concentrated at one installation,1
and a 2fully decentralized toetbed composed of locally controlled, widely dispersed facilities coordinated by
voice.

The tradeoffs among these various architectures are the extra development cost, time required, and risk
of creating special centralized facilities versus the savings they produce in facilitating the actual test
operations. The final decision will be based on the total cost, risk, and time required for the entire program, which is the sum of both the development and test operations phases. 3 The centralized control concept
offers effective control of test operations at reasonable development cost and therefore appears particularly
well suited to the above criteria.
To ensure that the simulated inputs driving the various participating systems will be standardized and
controllable, the functions associated with simulation and control will be physically and logically segregated
from the live systems being evaluated. A common simulation system, specifically developed for the identification evaluation, will be employed. Under this approach, the built-in simulation features currently available in some of the systoms under study will not be used. This is to avoid problems that could develop from
using a variety of simulators, each developed to satisfy different and often unknown criteria.
The teetbed facilities will be divided into two functional entities: (1) the various live participating
units (LPUs) representing the main NATO and Warsaw Pact tactical data and weapon systems operating in the
simulation's core region; and (2) a simulation control system used to stimulate, control, and monitor the
testbed, and also to emulate systems in the simulation's background region.
The general architecture for the centralized control testhed concept is shown in Figure 9. With this
concept, the simulation control system will consist of three componentst (1) a CSF that will support and
control all teetbed operations; (2) a series of satellite simulation units (SSUs), one servicing each LPU
site; and (3) a data processing support facility.
The SSUs will act as interface buffers between the LPUs and the simulation control system, To minimize
cost and programmatic risk, the live units required for the testbed will be assembled from existing facilities.
iodifications to these facilities will be minimized by taflorint
each SSU to the Peculiarities of the LPU
it services. Since
tost
facilities that are to be used for the LPUs are not available full time or are dUfficult to relocate, they will remain in place and will be connected to the testbed via telephone lines. The
identification teetbed will therefore be geographically distributed.
Use ofbea distributed
architecture
makesboth
communications
an important factor.
As control
indicatednetwork
in Pigure
there
two networks,
eachandincluding
voice and data
test
over 9,
which will
all monitoring,
control,
stimulation
information
will channels:
be passed; (1)
and a (2)
an operational
network
comprising the operational circuits that normally interconnect the various air defense system nodes. The CSF
will be the hub through which all communications are routed (Figure 9). This routing allows (1) all opera2
tional message traffic to be monitored and recorded at the CSF, (2) rapid reconfiguration to any of the C
configurations required, and (3)control and stimulation to be centralized and conducted from the CSF via the
test control network.
SIMULATION CONTROL SYSTEM
This section provides additional details on the attributes of the simulation control system.
The simulation control system will support the following testbed activities:
e Software checkout and modification
IThe Federal Aviation Administration's air traffic control simulation facility at the National Aviation
2 Facilities Experimental Center in Atlantic City, N.J., is one example of this approach.
The NATO Programing Center's NADGE simulation exercise concept is an example of this approach.
3The development cost is estimated to be considerably less than the manpower costs for the test operations.
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Test preparation

q Test operations
a Post-test evaluation
The processing tasks associated with these functions will be divided among the CSF, the SSUs, and a data
processing support facility. The general approach will be to strive for a high degree of centralization
of all testbed functions at the CSF. The degree to which full centralization is achieved in practice will
be governed by tradeoffs between factors such as cost, technical risk, and schedule constraints,
To keep CSF costs at an acceptable level, those tasks that demand large computer resources but can be
done offline on a low-priority, non-real-time basis, will be considered for implementation at the support
data processing facility, This support' facility will be a batch processing computer center located in the
vicinity of the CSF site, As another example, functions that might create excessive communications loads
if implemented at the CSP may be offloaded onto the SSU minicomputers (e~g., recording of large amounts of
extracted data, modeling of sensors feeding a particular LPU).
As the build-up of the testbed progresses, the CSF will include the software and interactive programming aids to support development and debugging of software modifications and modular expansion of the
system to new levels of capability. To facilitate this process, the CSF will be developed using commercial
minicomputer components. All applications programs will be written in a high-level language (e.g., FORTRAN).
A commercially available computer with a real-time disk operating system having interactive editing, file
management, compilers, loaders, and debug aid features, will be used, 1 The CSF hardware will include CRT
display terminals, medium/high-speed printers, disk memory, and tape drives.
The simulation control system will include a package that provides the capability to generate and
modify testing scenario tapes. A scenario tape will consist of aircraft flight events, scripted avionics
actions, and other programmed events. An interactive keyboard and a graphics display terminal will be
included to permit an operator to modify quickly an existing scenario using fast-forward or reverse scanning.
A threat
library of attack profiles and aircraft operating characteristics will be included in the data
base. 2 With this library, the operator can efficiently assemble any desired air battle using only a
qualitative description of the scenario entered,

*

!events

The relationships between functional elements associated with the test operations are shown in Figure
10. The CSF will originate all testbed stimulation, ensuring that proper coordination and timing are maintained throughout the entire testbed, The basic stimulants will be preprogrammed air traffic and scripted
read from the scenario tape, The capability to supplement this as necessary with overlaid dynamic
inputs--entered by operators using the set of interactive display terminals shown in Figure 10--will be
available. These operators can play the role of pilots, controlling the actions and flight paths of simulated aircraft.
A family of interactive software models will represent the sensors, These will act on the merged
programmed/dynamic vir truth for the aircraft flying within their coverage envelope, determining the sensor
response to the input stimuli, injecting measurement errors consistent with the electronic environment, and
synthesizing a sensor data report for each detected true or false target, To minimize communications costs,*
sensor models will reside at the live or emulated facility they are feeding, Thus, some models will reside
in SSUs while others will reside in the CSF. Also, in cases where raw video signals are required to drive
radar processors in the live units, video generators will be incorporated into the SSU to provide the required
analog signals for the LPU. These generators will be driven by the software models.
To save communications costs, air truth data will be distributed to a LPU only when the aircraft is
within coverage of that unit's sensors. This condition will be determined in the CSF computer using prestored coverage maps, incorporating both local terrain masking and radio horison effects. Moreover, only
events (e,g., the occurrence of a maneuver) will be distributed, thereby avoiding the necessity for highrate, periodic transmissions of absolute position updates. The actual positional computations will be
performed at the SSUs using analytical flight models installed in the SSU procossors, These will integrate
event data, using a prestored aircraft flight characteristics data base, to predict the exact position of
the aircraft at the time of the next sensor observation, These outputs will activate a set of sensor models
residing in the SSU which represent the LPU sensor array.
The package of models designed to represent those facilities in the testbed that are not being played
live will reside in the CSP.
All the positional computations and sensor modeling for these emulated facilities will also be performed there,

4

In the cases where emulated facilities are required to have a communications interface with a live
facility, the following provisions will be made. I~f only a data interface is required, it will be accomplished via an actual operational data link. Where a voice interface is also required, the concept of
operations depicted in Figure 11 will be followed, With this concept, a multivole operator from the testing
staff will act as the speaker. He will control the operation of a number of models, listening and rexponding to the voice contacts and initiating voice transmissions on cue from the models, A display terminal
will provide prompts and other data as necessary to assist him in performing the above functions.
Real-time removal of killed aircraft will be accomplished using missile endgame models residing in the
CSF, which will be executed whenever an "onSageo action occurs at any of the represented weapons.
If the
aircraft Is indicated as kiled, further dissemination of its air truth will be inhibited.
The CSF will include circuit switching, buffering, and forthat translation equipment to permit it to act
as a central switch point for the operational communications network, This will allow dynamic reconfiguration to any of the Cz modes of interest to be accomplished quickly, The communications processing package
ID'.gital Equipment Corporation's RSXII-D operating system is an example of the capabilities required.
2

The NATO Programming Center's throat library is one possible source for this data base,

"-
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will allow all operational and test control data messages to be monitored and recorded on tape or disk.
The CSF will serve as the central command post for the testbed and will Include a number of control consoles and voice communications outlets dedicated to this purpose. This equipment will display the status
information, provide the switch actions, and provide the communications for the test director to assess the
testing situation and take appropriate actions.
Data extraction is another important function performed in the test operations mission. To meet the
requirements delineated in the Taatbed Requiremmnte section, the data recording design goal will be to provide, at a minimum, the data necessary to permit time-ordered reconstruction of the system's perception of
any aircraft in the scenario and all actions taken affecting that aircraft. In addition, as mch diagnostic
The recording of diagnostic data will be selectable dependdata as is reasonably possible will be recorded,
ing upon the loading conditions in the test. To minimize the multiplicity of data tapes, the data recording,
will be centralized as much as possible depending on the data communication costs affordable for this function. It is expected that all data items flowing through the CSF will be recorded there. This will be
supplemented by selectable portions of the participating unit data bases, transmitted to the COF for monitor-,
ing and recording, In addition, the organic recording facilities of the LPUs themselves, augmented where
required by SSU recording capability, will be used to record the local data base to the highest feasible
level of detail and sampling rate.

I;',

Post-test data processing will consist of two types of capabilities: quick-look evaluation and extended
analysis. The quick-look evaluation will be performed in near-real-time using the data processing hardware
capabilities of the CSF. To meet this need, the CSF will be able to provide aggregated summaries and filt6red
playbacks of the data extracted from its own internal dita base. These will allow indication of a successful
test and preliminary assessment of results,
The extended analysis capability will employ more extensive resources offered by the support data proceasing facility. An existing facility that features extensive peripherals, interactive terminals, and
graphics capability will be chosen for this purpose. It will merge the multiple extractor tapes from the
various LPU sites with the CSF tape to produce a master merged data set. This master data set will then be
chronologically ordered and sorted into a set of distinct files, each describing the timeline of all events
for an aircraft played In the scenario. A library of automatic data analysis programs will be developed to
process these files and extract the measures of performance requiredto resolve the critical issues. In
addition, an extensive set of interactive diagnostic analysis aids will be made available. These will enable
a data analyst to filter the Jata base by time, by air target number, by target classification, and by
facility. Data can be selected for either tabular or graphic display, The amount of hard copy will be
minimized and will be provided only for specific records requested by the analyst.
Figure 12-shows the layout envisioned for the CSF, It comprises four areas: a testbed command center
where observation, control, and monitoring would occur; a computer room containing the data processing hardware and peripherals; a software development area containing a number of CRT terminals; and an interactive
emulation area where the simulated pilots and the multirole operators of the emulated facilities models
would be located. Figure 13 is an artist's rendition of the teetbed comnand center showing the large screen
display, status boards, test control consoles, and an observotion gallery, The size and component elements
of a typical SSU are indicated in Figure 14,
Due to its Lnique requirements, the CSP is the only portion of the teetbed that cannot be provided by'
an existing facility. However, there are available a numbeL of off-the-shelf simulation systems, of more
limited capability, that could provide a starting point for creating the CSF. This would reduce the cost
and risk as compared to starting afresh. These systems are being reviewed to dstermine which of them offers
the best initial point for a buildup to the CSF requirements--at a minimal cost and in the shortest time,
The location of the site selected for the CSF in relation to the LPUs is highly important to the management and successful execution of the test program.

A number of factors must be weighed in this selection:

* Communications costs
e Travel time between CSF and LPUs
e Proximity of an adequate support data processing facility
e Availability of necessary facilities (e.g., billets for JTF staff)
o security provisions
* A'/ailability of support personnel.
*

I•.

A study is being conducted that will consider these factors and reconsend a site.
LIVE PARTICIPATINa UNITS
The LPUa constitute those air defense systems that will be "live players" in the teatbod. Under the
centrally-controlled distributed testbed concept, these units will be assembled from existing systems in
the United States and connected to the testbed, Where possible, the LPUs will be actual ptoductior. tunits.
As a second choice, a trainer or an engineering simulator for representing the system witl be used. When
neither of these are feasible, a general-purpose simulation facility will be modified and used as a surrogate.
A survey of all known U. S, air defense facilities was conducted to identify and characterize those
that could potentially fulfill the needs of the teetbed. Figure 15 summarizes the survey results, showing
tic

such as availability, interface requirements,

location, and supporting facilities.

The need for brevity

precludes a review in this paper of the tradeoffs governing particular facility selections for all the LPUs.
However, to illustrate how the various types of facilities (i.e., production unit, trainer, general-purpose
simulator) will be employed, three are discussed:
the Battalion Operations Center (BOC), the NATO Airborne
2
Early Wnrning (NAIW) aircraft, and the Warsaw Pact (WP) C surrogate.
A number of DOC (TSQ-73) production units are based in CONUS.
The system at Port Bliss, Texas, is cur.,
rently an active participant in the TAOS/TADS teetbed.
Therefore, an interface to another similar remoto
simulation center should be relatively easy to accomplish.
An operational BOC can be readily interfaced
with the simulation control system by switching off its live radar and feeding simulated radar video signals,
generated by the SSU, to the radar input channel.
Software modifications to test new automated identification aids and to provide additional data extraction ind recording would be required.
However, these can be
incorporated into a special vorsion of the operatioijal program that would be loaded prior to the start of a
test. A further consideration is that the system is owned by the U.S. Amy, which has a high interest in
the success of the evaluation.
These considerations suggest that the use of an operational TSQ.73 as the
DOC participating unit is an attractive option.
A number of operational 9-3A aircraft, the U.S. forerunner of the NADW, are based in CONUS.
However,
these systems are heavily utilized and, in contrast with the BOC, are unlikely to be committed to the testbed as this would constitute an inefficient use of a large aircraft.
Fortunately there are a number of
E-3A simulators that are potentially available: two used for crew training and several others for development purposes.
Interface with the testbed would occur through a digital interface, with the SSU supplying
The simulator would copy the TACS/TADS teetbed interfaces
digital radar reports to the NABW processor.
with the B-3A, currently under development.
As in the case of the BOC, a special operational program version
will be developed for use during the testing. These considerations point to the use of one of the 9-3A simulators as the most viable choice for the NAEW participating unit.
2

The WP simulator LPU will represent key Pact frontal air defense C elements defending a slice of the
Pact territorial airspace in the NATO Central Region.
It will include only those elements that could potentially influence the NATO identification system, for both defensive and offensive operations.
A number of
facilities would be involved in this role, but these could be represented using a single simulator that was
appropriately partitioned.
Since the evaluation focus is on how the NATO operations are influenced'by the
actions of the Warsaw Pact, the fidelity requirements for the WP simulator LPU are considerably less severe.
Thus, little
disadvantage would result from employing a more aggregated C2 representation of this system. 2
Consequently, a generic C2 simulator facility Would appear to be the best choice for representing the WP C
system.

"ILLUSTRATIVE TEST DESIGN
In a simulation testing program, the effort directed to the formation of the testbed Must be supplemented
by advqoate planning for meaningful experimcnts with the resource being created.
This portion nf the paper
addresses the important question of experimental design and provides an example of how this is being incor.
porated into the planning of the overall evaluation program,
The example presented pertains to the portion
of the test program that examines identification when an NAEW, acting as a backup URC, is supporting defensive counterair (DCA) operations.
This example was selected because of the particular interest of the
conference in applications to airborne systems.
These experiments are planned for Stage V of the testing
program, at which point the NABW simulator and the airborne interceptor simulator will have been incorporatod
into the testbed.
The segment of the air defense system that will be represented and the testbed facilities
involved are indicated by the shaded elements of Figure 8.
URNER•AL PROCEDURE
The general procedure being used to develop the experimental designs can be summarized as follows:
o Obtain familiarization with the concept of operations for the facilities involved.
* Specify the identification issues that are to be examined and the criteria by which they will be
assessed,
* Identify all direct and confounding variable factors and their possible variants.
a Design a matrix of experimental conditions to be tested.
, Derive a testing schedule based on the experimental design.
NAEW-OCA CONCEPT OF OPPRATIONS

*

*

In a typical air-to-air encounter involving a DCA interceptor under NAEW control, the following events
could occur,
The NAEW aircraft would be positioned in an orbit and would Provide early warning of intruding
aircrtft, at a range determined by the orbital altitude and position, the SCM conditions, and the size and
altitude of the aircraft,
These aircraft may be hostilei, or they could be homeward-bound friendly aircraft
returning from offensive air support missions.
The actual configuration of the NADWcreTw has not yet been
specified. However, if it is compelled to function as a backup CRC, it is pc~stulated that the NARW crew will
include a surveillance operator who will initiate and maintain tracking of detected aircraft, an identification officer (IDO) who will assign an identity, and a weapons controller who will direct a fighter to the
vicinity of the threat.
The IDO will utilize both d3.rect identification aids and any indirect infurmation
available to him to arrive at an identity decision.
Fur simplification, the scope of this testing phase will
limit the indirect information to nonreal-time alerting of the presence of enemies or friends in the general
area.
The NAEW aircraft's direct aids will consist of selected organic active and passive identification
devices, flight plan data, and knowledge of airspace control procedures,
The NAEW aircraft may also have
automatic decision-making aids imbedded in the operational computer program that perform the fusion of all
indirect and direct sources of identificatinn data Into an identification decision. Using these "black box"
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and system aids, the IOO will attempt to provide timely discrimination between friendly, hostile, and
neutral aircraft.
If the assignment is other ths. v• tend, depending on the tactical situation, the weapons controller
may dispatch interceptors to attempt
.j;,,ý*ertain
or confirm identity, and if necessary to counter the
threat under one of three modes of co, ,',:
broadcast, loose,or close control.
In broadcast control,
autonomously operating interceptors pat,.aling the area are alerted to the presence of hostiles or unknowns
by means of broadcasted position information--no interceptor vectoring is performed.
In the other two
modes, the controller pairr available interceptor resources to the threat. In loose control, the interceptors are given range and bearing to tho general vicinity of the threat; the individual pilot assuees autonomous responsibility for the intercept and tactics in accordance with the rules of engagement (ROEs).
In
close control, the controller continually vectors the aircraft until contact with the threat is made.
It

is beyond-visual-range (DVR) engagement that is of most interest to the identification program. In
when the interceptor pilot finally assumes control, he must acquire and lock onto the target,
identify it using his direct onboard identification aids and any indirect identity information available,
position his aircraft within the firing envelope, fire and guide the weapon, and then execute an escape
rmaeuver. The outcome will depend on the missile flyout, target vulnerability, and countermeasure actions
taken by the target.
DVR conditions,

When a pair or more of interceptors are encountering multiple targets, the initial period of the engagemint is crucial to the outcome. During this period, in addition to the usual piloting tasks, tho pilot must
(1) perform coordination with his wingman, (2) interpret his own onboard radar and identification aids data,
and (3) correlate his own data with indirect data pravided from the NAEW aircraft. This constitutes an
extremely heavy workload for the pilot.
ISSUES TO BE EXPLORED AND CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENqT
The Air Force Avionics Laboratory is embarking on a simulation progrsau to evalute the identification
performance of autonomous airborne interceptors and the impact of improved identification performance on
interceptor effectiveness. The IFFN Evaluation Program will not duplicate these analyses but will extend
them in the following directions. To assess the utility of the ISS, a baseline will be established to deter-

mine the o.avoZ. of interceptor effectiveness when it is subject to alternative levels of JVAEW
control ('e.g.,
olooee, Ioos., or broadcaet oontrol),
In particular, an assessment will be made of the extent to which the identification oapability associated with the NAfW-PCA eyeter rastrcts airborne interceptor effe••caeneso.
To establish a bound on this
issue, performance can be evaluated for two cases: (1) identification is assumed known for a target, coincident with detection (i.e., "perfect" identification performance); and (2) the NAEW-DCA system must identify
aircraft using available sources of information.
These results will provide a baseline of system performance and suggest the potential improvements that
can be obtained by enhancing identification performance.
If it is demonstrated that enhanced identification
performance can significantly improve interceptor effectiveness, a sequence of exploratory experiments
should be conducted to assess proposed techniques Zor upgrading the identification function, This raises
the following subissues.
9 To what extent can Identification performance and interceptor effectiveness be enhanced by:
- "Mack-box" enhancement (e.g., an enhanced Mark XII; deployment of an Electronic Support Measure
(ESM) System on the NAEW aircraft).
- Subsystem improvements (e.g., sensor synthesis algorithms for the airborne interceptor and NABW
aircraft).
-

System modifications (e.g.,

use of a digital data link, with relative navigation properties, to

support the exchange of information between the airborne interceptor and the NAEW aircraft).
Ab noted in the Progranatic Featua
section, these issues will be assessed by evaluating two
levels of figures of merit. At an intermediate level, data will be collected to characterize the sequence
of steps loading to a controlled engagement.
Emphasis will be placed on characterizing the detection and
identification process by the participants (e.g., temporal and spatial conditions when the function is performed).
As an overall figure of merit, the likelihood of alternative engagement outcomes will be computed
(Figure 4) for specified environmental conditions,
'

,,VARIABLES
The exploratory evaluations cited in the prior section give rise to a significant number of independent
experimental variables. For the two participating systems, these include variations in (1) the black boxes
composing their direct subsystems to support identification, (2) personnel experience, (3) identification
fusion algorithms, (4) level of control (ranging from close control to procedural control), and (S) level of
communications between the two systems (ranSing from unsecure voice to a secure, ECM-resistant, digital data
link with a relative navigation capability).
A conservative estimate of the number of test configurations
of interest exceeds five thousand.
Each oi these test configurations may require evaluation over a broad spectrum of environmental factors.
A representative set of these environmental factors is summarized in Table 1. It can be seen that if all
possible combinations of system configurations and environmental p-ir-meters were to be assessed, it could
mandate enormous numbers of experimental runs.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SCHEDULE IMPACT
Since the number of possible test conditions of interest is so large, it is obvious that a full factorial design (i.e., one that tests all possible conditions) is unrealizable. Therefore, it is important to
find a way to select a relatively small subset of test conditions that can be run within the time constraints
on the testing, but that will still provide valid conclusions on the issues. To achieve this, a combination
of enlightened judgment and efficient experimental design techniques must be used to isolate and examine
only the most critical factors.
Prior to the onset of testing, filtering techniques including analytical studies, fast-time computer
simulations, and expert judgment should restrict the factors for lt,itial consideration to a reasonable number (between 15 and 30). Then efficient experimental design techniques, espicialiy those making use of
sequences of fractional factorial experiments 1 , could probably be used to syrtematically identify and study
those factors having largest effects, With autch designs, a relatively large -umber of factors can be examined using a relatively small number of test conditions. However, there is a penalty aosociated with using
an experimental design that is made up of only a portion of the full set of exnerimental condifions. Since
not all conditions are run, not all effects (both main effects and interactions) can be evaluated.
For a
given experimental design size (i.e., number of exptrimental conditions to be run) only a certain number of
effects can be examined, so the tradeoff is between the number of main effects which can be estimated (the
number of factors which can be considered) and the number and order of interactions which can be estimated
(the number and complexity of relationships between factors which can be considered).
Thus, when many factors are examined using fractional factorial designs with a small number of runs, unless many effects are
truly negligible, results are likely to be misleading. A way to avoid this difficulty is to have the number
of runs be adaptive to the number of significant effects discovered,
An example of one adaptive testirg approach under consideration is the usage of fractional factorial
designs in a multi-stage adaptive testing cycle. In this cycle the first stage is a wide-coverage screening
"experiment where a relatively large number, N, of factors (say, N between 15 and 30) are examined with a
relatively small number of runs (possibly as small as N + 1). The hope is that many effects considered will
actually prove to be negligible so that common sense can be used to interpret initial results and enable
selection of relatively few factors and effects for further study. If too many effects are large, additional
runs will he necessary to make sense out of the results. The number of additional runs required could vary
from a few (2 to 4) to a larger number (say, 256 if N n 15) if thore is reason to suspect that all main
effects and two-factor interactions are large. Typically, however, a total of 2N to 3N runs will be required
to become reasonably comfortable that the most important effects have been identified.

*

*

Further stages of the adaptive testing cycle could proceed in two directions.
First, factors identified
as critical in the s.;reening experiment cculd be studied further, especially by investigating optimal and
break-down conditions for quantitative factors, Second, new factors could be added as the test bed expands.
Systematic use of fractional factorials and other formal experimental design techniques could be especially
useful when adding factors since each new series of runs contributes not only to understanding of the new
factor but also to increased understanding of all other factors under consideration.
That is, formal experimental design provides a fe,'amewurk for analyzing test data not simply within a particular teetbed configuration
but within a total data base where each run complements every other. Purthermore, since many of the measures
of effectiveness under consideration are essentially averages of many observations taken during a run, the
probabilistic assumptions (ospecially independence and normality) necessary to make statistical infore:,ces
using analysis of variance are likely to be satisfied for much of the test data, Thus, very standard
statistical techniques are likely to permit justifiable confidence statements about test results.
It is estimated that the above-described testing program applied to the NAHW-DCA phase of the identification evaluation would require about four to six months to complete for a full scientific exploration
of all factors. This time could be reduced if the number of factors were arbitrarily restricted.
CONCLDIONS
The air defensa' systems that womuld be employed in a large-scale intense conflict have grown so complex
and extensive that it is no longes feasible to evaluate them fully using live field tests. The tremendous
expense involved, the numerous peacetime restrictions on airspace and electronic emissions have constrained
the practice of large-ucale field besting to the point where simulation mow offers greater potential for
realism. Even so, using simulation as an evaluation tool he- dangers, and its potential will not be realized
unless:
(1) The simulation concept employed is adequate for examining the critical issues which need to be
studied,
(2) An adejuate experimental design is prepared and followed.
(3) Steps are taken to make the simulation findings credible to the user community.
This paper has described how these standards are being applied in the case of the evaluation of the
identification process.
It has reviewed the comprehensive approach being taken to define the testbed, and
described a proposed distributed trstbed with contralized control, This concept offers high flexibility,
controllability, makesmaximum use of existing resources, and has the potential to offer the lowest overall
program cost,
nxperimental deiign is another major conside',ation in this evaluation where there are a large number
of factors influencing the effects and consequently an enormous number of possible test condititrs, Since
it is unfeasible to test every condition, experimental desin techniques such as fractional facturial design
must be employed to economically screen out the less important factors. As an illustration of how these
IA full treatment of this and other design techniques can be found in "Experiments:
J. A. John and M. H. Quenouille, Macmillan, 1977.
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tools can be used, the paper described the experimental design efforts for a portion of the evaluation
program of particular interest to this conference (i.e., the NA•W used in the backup CRC mode in the DCA
mission).
Although, simulation has the potential for fewer artificialities, it suffers from a credibility gap
relative to results from field tests. This gap can be narrowed, but never completely eliminated, as the
reason for using simulation paradoxically precludea any complete validation (because we cannot afford to

create the some conditions in real life), The IPFN program plans to attack this problem by perfomiing
calibration checks against data from limited field exercises in the hope that, by demonstrating that the
tastbed can duplicate these results, confidence in it will be established.

The IFFN Evaluation Program is still in its early stages of definition with testing scheduled to begin
by mid 1981 and extend over a period of two to three years. Therefore the description of the program
preosnted in this paper should be considered as tentative and subject to revision.
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Goetz .Wunderlich/Roland Braun
Industrieahlagen-Betriebegemellechaft mbH (IABG/SOL)
8012 Ottobrunn
Germany
SUMMARY

Since 5 - 10 yeav' various one-versus-on,. air-combat models exist in several institutes
and companies and are used mainly for corapirison studies and trend analyses in the area
of aircraft and weapon evaluation. Recent events (Southeast Asia, Middle East) have
demonstrated clearly that there are usually more than two aircraft in the combat arena.
"Therefore German-MOD decided to develop a multi -. ,il-model which considers the aircraft,
its avionics, armament and the pilots behavior. Of great importance is the attachment
algorithm that allocates the opponents on the basis of active and passive threat values.
Another very important part in air-to-air engagement is the phase prior to combat, consisting of fighter allocation, combat air patrol (CAP) / ground controlled intercept (GCI)
capability, influence of early warning etc.
To gain a high amount of flexibility a "two-stage" solution seems to be most promising.
Preliminary computations based, on certain scenarios will be performed with CAP- and GCImodels (step 1), producing data concerning geometry, fuel- and armament status, altitude,
apeedheading, knowledge of enemy strength and capabilities etc., which will be used as
input for the combat models (step 2).
1.

INTRODUCTION

An important factor in airborne weapon system evaluation, especially in the early definition phase, is the calculation of probabilities of survival and success with respect to
an expected threat. Therefore producer and user of combat aircraft and armament are
looking for appropriate methods to calculate the qualification for combat, in other words
the ability to survive an attack of a hostile fighter and to counter the enemy.
Despite many existing 1-vs-1 dogfight models and manned simulators it was found to be
attractive to develop a m-vs-n air combat model which includes airplane, avionics,
armament and pilot behavior and also taken into account the pre-engagement phase, i.e.
fighter allocation, CAP/GCX-capability etc. These methods will be described in the
following paper.
2.

GENERAL INFORMATION

As mentioned above both, allocatiun and combat phase, should be covered by this'method.
To keep the instrument flexible a "two-stage" solution seemed to be most promising.
Preliminary simulations based on certain scenarios will be done with CAP- and GCZ-models
(step 1), producing data such as geometry, fuel-, and armament status, altitude, speed,
heading, information status etc., which will be used as input for the combat model
(step 2).
2.1

Fighter Control

2.1.1

General

Before starting the simulations (Fig. 1), assumptions and data concerning threat, early
warning, airbase statue and allocation planning have to be defined as input for the
tactical employment procedure. The informations about the enemy are mainly gathered by
autonomous detection or early warning messages. Search and detection may happen either
in the pro-engagement phase or during the aerial combat itself.
Flying a GCI-mission the fighter will be guided to the point of potential air-to-air
detection or a favourable weapon release point by groundbaasd or airborne control units.
The fighter will activate its radar only when advised by the fighter controller and
usually when detection or launch is promising. In contrary during a CAP-mission with
various preplanned pattern the fighter operates its sensors permanently and searches for
hostile targets autonomously.
2.1.2

Ground controlled interception

A GCI-computation for example, transfers the assumptions and dnte of fighter, target,
airbase and allocation into suitable flight-profiles resulting in a certain final
situation including or excluding detection. Those final situations are input to the
.m-va-n air combat model SILKA.
* ,An

example (Fig. 2) may show how the GCI-model operates: Assuming an air defense fighter
base, aircraft and armament performance data plus early warning informations, consisting
of geometry and time delays. Various target tracks at the beginning of the simulation
result in various target and interceptor positions at the missile launch point or
detection point. These locations depend obviously on the early warning distance. Different
early warning zones result in different interception zones. Those areas define the inter-

,.....
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cept coordinates and the position, altitude,

looking and aspect angles of the opponents

calculating all possible intruder courses and various early warning distances the result
is an early warning zone with a corresponding interception envelope. That means, GCI from
this airbase in on;.y possiý,le in thin particular interception area under the condition of
certain early warrnng dittances shown in the early warning (EW) area.

•

The combination of the results of separate airbases in combination with varying EWdistance and alert times ends up in corresponding geographical intercept lines which
demonstrate how deep an enemy aircraft may penetrate under certain performance and
information assumptions.
Besides the geographic situation it is of great interest how many interceptors can arrive
at a certain location depending on EW-information and airbase situation as shown in Fi7. 3
as a function of EW, target altitude and geographic coordinates. The columns representing
possible number of fighters are to be considered as excluding each other. Each column
represents one potential solution.
To show the application of GCI/CAP in the combined evaluation first let us have a look at,
aGermany.
typical red counter air attack against targets in the vicinity of the western border of

S~their

A rather big formation is penetrating over German territory. Fighter bombers are escorted
by a number of fighters. A stand-off racetrack jammer pattern is established to prevent
early detection
targets. of the formation. At the splitting point the intruders are heading for
In this example (Fig. 4) four blue airbases are considered as fighter resources available.
However,
Neuburg in the south
too tofarmeet
away.
Hopsten came
and Pferdefeld,
the
remaining
are isable
the Wittmund,
threat. in
from
Hopsaen interceptor
and out of abases,
CAP pattern
deployed
from
Wittmund
are this
resulting GCI
in missions
beam approaches,
those from Pferdnfeld in a head-on attack.
2.2

Combat Modelling

The GCI- or CAP-calculations result in a set of geometrical conditions together with data
on fuel and detection serving as input data for the combat models, especially the m-vs-n
model SILMA. This model was developed during the last three years as a common activity of
German aerospace industry and IABG.
2.2.1

Assumptions

The model is based on certain assumptions

(Fig. 5).

Two assumptions which drastically effect the computers storage-capability and the
computing time are related to time interval and number of participating aircraft.

!;!•

Time intervuls
Based on the experience of one-on-one models a time interval of one second is used, i.e.
once per second the pilot makes a decision the aircraft performance and the geometry is
calculated. Possible is also a separate time step for decisions (1 second pilot, 1/10
second missile) and flightpath (1 second aircraft, 1/10 missile)? this option is in use.

Number of airorafte
Based on the consideration that fast alerting, take-off and guidance of many fighters
simultanously, very high take-off rates, coordinated take-off from various air bases
seem to be unrealistic the number of blue interceptors was limited to four.
A red attack formation may consist of many aircraft, but it is assumed that a segmentation
is possible. in this case not more than 26 aircraft (any escort/fighter-bomber combination)
are involved in the simulated part of the' air-to-air combat.
The segmentation for example allows to include escort fighters belonging to the following
formation if they already detected the blue fighters or are called in by the engaged red
formation.
Due to t~e rather small number of aircraft a relatively detailed modeling is possible.
Splitting the number of engaging aircraft and skillfully changing the position (for
examplei result of the first simulation - input for the next simuLation - next blue
formation enters combat) the simulation of scenarios with many aircraft can be achieved.
Resultsi
The model is deterministic, for example, to pilot's decision and stochastic with respect
to detection and missile effectiveness. Therefore it is necessary to run about 30 - 50
simulations (found by sensitivity teats) for reliable statistical results.
2.2.2

M versus N Allocation

The most difficult problem in m-on-n air combat - in reality as wall as in the simulation
is the attachment of the participating aircraft. This will be explained in the case of

,.

three intruding red formations consisting of escorted fighter-bombers when attacked by
4 interceptors.

--_----

-
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The task is to split up the initial
"many on many situation" into very short "one versus
one combats" with changing opponents. This is possible by using so-called "active* and

"passive"
(Fig. 6).

threat values to allocate the aircraft to an attractive or threatening opponent
It has to be pointed out that the entire situation is calculated new every

second and the attachmefit in updated perliodiclly. That moans that the primary opponent
can change every second if the resulting threat to or from a new hostile aircraft is

greater than that in the step one second before. The resulting threat mainly consists of
geometric and weapon threat (Fig. 7)1 The RANGE-THROAT,

OFF-BORESIGHT- and ASPECT-ANGLETHREAT. The value is ranging from 0., that is "no threat at all*, to 1.# that is a
"deadly throat".
Fig. 7 shows a possibility to define those components.

In this example a linear increase in range-threat was assumed from the detectLon range R.
to the shooting distance RS and with a smaller increase finally to a certain value at
zero range.
Regarding the off-boresight-angle (OBA), there is an increase from 1800 to kP9 that means
to the max. OBA for a certain weapon. From now on OBA-threat is 1.
The off-the-tail-angle (OTA) threat is similar except that there is already a certain
amount at 1800 if the weapon has all aspect capability. The dashed line shows OTA-threat
for a different weapon with no front-hemisphere attack capability.
The variables RD, RS,
PS etc. are special data for a certain missile.
The total threat is defined by multiplying those three components. The resulting threat
is achieved when the tendenuy is calculated, depending on increasing or decreasing threat.
This weighting method simulate.

the extrapolation capability of the pilot.

To perform any type of defensive or offensive manoeuvre, the pilot has to select an
appropriate opponent. This selection is made by evaluating the "threat matrix".
Fig. 8 shown a closer look at the blue threat matrix in that special example.
There are 4 blue AD-fighters, 4 escort and 3 fighter-bombers (va).
For an offensive behavior we are considering the active threat, written in the horizontal
lines.
Regarding the maximum active values for the first blue fighter, we find 0.8 against red 3
and red 6. Blue 2 sees 1.0 against red 6. Blue 3 0.7 against red 2 and blue 4 0.6
against red 7.
It is extremely important for a pilot to estimate the threat from the opponents against
himself. We call this the passive threat. If it reaches a value in excess of a predefined
threshold, the pilot gives up his aggressiveness and performs a defensive manoeuvre.
The passive threat can be read vertically in this matrix.
Blue 1 finds that of all the red A/C, red i threatens him most of all. Blue 2 looks at
red 3. Blue 3 is anxious against red 5, and blue 4 against red 6.
But all the blue fighters have to consider that some of the red A/C may not be visible.
So if we overlap the detection matrix, generated every second by the sensor subroutines,
we see a substantial change in the active and passive threat relations.
The model pilot as well as the human pilot is actually able to remember the latest
position of his target for several seconds. So it is not possible to "forget" the position
of the target from one second to the other.
As mentioned before, the threat values are compared with certain predefined threshold
values. These values affect the decision of the pilot, and are ranging between 0. and 1.0
for events ouch ami
- emergency bomb release

-

fighter-bomber defensive manoeuvre with bombs on board
fighter-bomber defensive after offensive
fighter defensive after offensive
secondary opponent possible.

This last mentioned threshold is explained as follows:
Usually a blue fighter has a primary opponent e.g. the red escort. It could happen that
the active threat against a fighter-bomber is equal or greater than the defined threshold.
In that came the blue A/C switches to the new target that was originally of secondary
priority.

1.

Finally the splitting into I versus I duels is achieved. The mutual attachment of the A/C
of the two parties is possible.
A very important problem is the selection of the proper weapon. Fig. 9 shows that if both,
the short range (OR) and medium range (MR) missile could be selected, the SR missile has
priority.
The maximum of medium and short range missile threat is weighted and called the resulting
threat. To select the proper weapon the essential question is Is a preselection defined?
In the case of a semi active missile launched, succeeding radar illumination of the
target is necessary. After the pilot is able to select a new weapon due to a new resulting
threat,

2.2.3

Output

Besides the printout SILKA data concerning air combat history and missile events are
written on tapes as input for off line programs. Especially in the development and test

phase of the program plot and screen were very useful tools, becauie failures and unfortunate decisions of the model can easily be located and changed.

The example (Fig. 10) generated by the SILKA plot program shows the history of a combat
of 4 blue interceptors, 4 red FB and 4 red escort-fighters. To achieve a sufficient
combat time, the kill probability of the missiles was artificially reduced to 25 5.
The initial phase of that particular fight is shown on Fig. 11 demonstrating the screen
output on a graphic display. Around the 3-dimensional combat air space which is possible
to be rotated around 3 axes, various details of the combat are visible, for example range,
eTA, OBA, threat matrix, attachment matrix etc.
25 seconds later the lower part of Fig. 11 was taken from the screen. Demonstrated is the
rotation of the 3-dimensional space, the flight history of the surviving opponents for the
last ten seconds, the present geometric data and some additional details of the fight.
2.2.4

Application

There are many types of results offered to be used depending on the individual study
purpose, e.g. missile specific trends or air combat attrition etc. In many cases, for
example (Fig. 12) the launch geometry is an interesting result for a missile designer as
well for the operator as they can be utilized to define max./min. range, off-boresightand all-aspect-capability, inrange computation etc.
On the other hand combat attrition is the most important result. During first studies it
was found out to be very helpfully not only to look at a "final result" i.e. result at a
certain time limit, but also to look on the time history of the engagement to get an
impression how attrition rates decrease or increase during combat time. This is shown on
Fig. 13. There is an engagement Ofb/D-flghters
4
with a threat consusting of 4 fighterbombers
1.corted
by 4 fighters. Obviously the blwe side had a
cuperiour armament. This
is shown by two factso First the relatively low blue attrition compared to red and second
the first launches which correspond with the time starting the red/blue losses. This
combat ends with about 30 %blue losses. If we make the assumption, that, due to the fact
that they are over enemy territory and relatively short on fuel, red escorts will not
continue fighting if blue fighters want to leave the arena, it is possible to get a rather
different type of interpretation: if the blue side would terminate the engagement at 10 1
blue losses for example, they would gain nearly the same escort losses, about 70 %mission
kill (compared to 90 % in the other case) and about 30 % fighter-bomber loosen (compared
to 70 5).

That means they may optimize their decision of terminating the engagement.
Fig. 14 shows the effect of force size: The red force has increased from 4 PB + 4 escort
to 10 FB + 10 escort. This increase results in the indicated loss changes. Blue losses
increase rapidly by about 200 %while red losses, mainly the fighter-bomber kills decrease
in the same percentage. Again the effect of "optimized" engagement termination is shown:
After T - 110 sec red attrition only moderately increases while blue losses change from
50% tt 805.
Corresponding to attrition curves Fig. 15 show the missile consumption, i.e. missiles
fired and missiles lost that were still
on board of shot-down-aircraft. In this case it
came out, that in the medium range case about 40 % of the missiles were fired, about 20 %
were lost on board and in the short range area about 25 %were fired, about 25 %were
lost. Increasing the red force both missile firing and losses increase rapidly.
The next example (Fig. 16) shows the effect of a red stand-off-jammert Red losses decrease
by about 10 5, blue losses increase from about 10 % to 25 %, i.e. an increase by a factor
of 2.5.

3.

CONCLUSION

The models now have reached a first status to be used in production runs for studies.
Before application a lot of tests, including sensitivity tests, force size/force mix tests,
missile and avionik specific tests (multiple-target engagement capability, various inrangeoptions, active/passive fire control etc.) were performed. Furthermore it is planned to run
validation tests in comparison to flight trials to increase the confidence level of a very
new evaluation instrument. Up to now the program was used for in house purposes of the
German aviation industry and at IABG for two missile-specific utudies of the Federal
Ministry of Defense concerning to-day-missiles, avionics, and next generation missile
concepts.
It will be used in future air-defense studies as a flexible tool opening the possibility
to evaluate the effectiveness of airborne air-defense systems concerning the influence of
aircraft., armament, avionics, guidance, missions etc. in multiple air-to-air engagements.
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THE MITRE INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS ANALYSIS PROGRAM (MICAP)
John M. Ruddy
The MITRE Corporation
Bedford, Mamchusetts USA
SUMMARY
The MITRE interactive communications analysis program (MICAP), a user oriented computer program, can provide complex
communications system performance and cost analysis. The program output, an "instantaneous" graphical presentation of the data,
permits system synthesis and modification through rapid and easy system parameter iteration to obtain a desired system performance
measuro,
Satellite, airborne, or fixed relay communications systems can be analyzed, Software development has emphasized satellite communications systems analysis and synthesis, the primary use,

MICAP is designed to be used by communications system engineers through interaction with a set of program control, system
definition, and analysis menus, which are defined in a hierarchical fashion, For nxample, the engineer can create a satellite communications system description by defining the terminal(s), satellite(s), signal structure, and propagation environment. The terminal(s) are
defined by their location, motion (if any), and radio frequency and signal structure parameters, The terminals can be fixed, airborne,
or shipborne, The satellite(s) are defined by their orbit(s), and transponder radio frequency and signal structure parametors, On-board
signal processing as well as translating repeater satellite transponders can be analyzed.

SThe

paper describes the program structure and capabilities, which in addition to tile aboyv, include cost/performance tradeoff
analysis, Examples of modeling and prediction of atellite communication performanre are presented, Applications to cost/performance
tradeoffs and evaluation of architectural alternatives are discussed,
INTRODUCTION
The MITRE interactive communications analysis program (MICAP) is being developed to provide satellite communications system
engineers with a convenient, easy-to-use, system analysis and synthesis tool. The primary driving forces InIthis effort are threefold,
First, there is a need to approach the satellite system engineering process wilh a holistic viewpoint, That is, the space segment
(satellites) and the terminal segment (earth stations) should be treated together In order to define cost-effective systems, This leads to
the second consideration, namely, tile need for Including the system cost In performing system analyses, comparisolsli, and trdeofl'fs,
Finally, there is a very real need for fast responsze In systen analysis in order to meet schdule demands,
MICAP is a user oriented interactive program which is capable of complex system perlormanwe and cost anslysis, The nature of
the program output, graphical presentation of tile data In the form of coverage naps and performallnce curves, also permits system
synthesis to occur, This Is accomplished by means of rapid Iteration of system parunicters Inlorder to obtain a desired sysitemt perf'ormonce capability, Although MICAP is also capable of analyring airborne and ground fixed relay communications systems, the primary
software development has been focused on satellite communications system performance and cost analysis,
MICAP h•as boon specifically designed for use by communications system engineers through interaction with a set of program control,
system definition, and system performance and cost wantlysis menus, which are defined In a hierarchical fashion, Tlhe engineer can
create a satellite ¶ommunmnicatlon system description by delitng the terinal(s), satelli,(s), signal stracllv, and propagation onviron.
ment In englineering terml. MICAP then provides. for a specified time or time Interval, systitem geometry factorb, such tassatellite
ground track, visibility contours, and elevation and azimnuth angle from a specified terminal location, Many of these geometry factors
can be associated with a variety of map projections which are selectable by the engineer, Performance analysis parameters, such as time
delay, signal-to-nos ratio, Rcomp, Doppler, data rate, or system link margin can be provided is aIfunction of time, Any of the per.
formance anuly,•ls p~arameters cat be plotted on a itmilp projection as a constant performance contour. For example, contours of- onstant
signal-to-nolise ratio (e.g., 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dlB) could be plotted on a cylindrical equidistant map projection of Europe for a specifie d
satellite system, In addition to performance analysis, MICAP can perform rudimentary terminal cost analysis and tradoofl's, Time
satellite and overall system cost analysis capabilities have not yet been installed in MICAP,
This paper describes tile overall MICAP software structure and analysis capability, A brief example of system modelinig and prO*diction of satellite communications performance IRincluded to illustrate tile MICAP strLictUre and capabilities,
MICAP SOF'TWARE STRUCTURE

4

MICAP software has been developed with user needs and convenience high on the list of priorities, The user Interacts with the
system by sitting at a graphics terminal and communicating with MICAP through the keyboard as in figure I, All communications are
presented on the screen in alphanumerics and/or graphics, The graphics terminal used in tile present implementation Is a Tektionix 4014
configuration,
In addition to the terminal, there is a Tektronix 4031 Hardcopy Unit and 4923 D)igital Cartridge Tape Recorder, The terminal is
connected via hard wired modems (4800 baud) to the MITRE Corporution's IBM Model 3031 central procersing unit (CPU), which has
approximately six million bytes of storiige. In addition, approximately 2400 millioni bytes of memory are available through the use of
on-line disk drives, MICAP comprises approximately 40,UO0 lines of code and utilizes ump
to one million bytes ol main memory. Operation is on-line uising the genOral purpose Interactive Thie Sharing Option (TSO) of IBM's Multiple Virtual Storage (MVS) operating
system.

It

MICAP software, which hats been coded in PQ~I, Isinteractive, non-real time and menu driven. It has been designed in ahierarchical
fashion. This hierarchical approach, with predetermined software interfaces between the control program and other program options,
permits the easy addition of now capabilities. This is shown representatively In figure 2. The user Interacts with MICAP using the key.
board to access the control menu option, There are four basic types of menu option: (I ) the control option menu, (2)file option menu
(permanent and temporary), (3)display control option enunt,
and (4) computational or analysis option menus.

i

MICAP Isdesigned to interact with a set of program control menus which are defined inathierarchical fashion (treet structure),
The top level tree Isshown in figure 3. The default file, ditiplay parameter options, environment parameter option, and link parameter
option are used to Initialize the system parameters and conditions. The analysis parameter option contains the various analysis and
computational auboptions which interface with the other options in order to perform the specified analysis routines. The user accesses
the appropriate option by selecting one of the numbers associated with that~option, asihown Infigure 4. Figure 4 (which corra.
spoei~ls to figurc.3) is exactly what the user sees on the graphics terminal sczrsn when the MICAP program Isloaded, Figure 4 and other
Ainilair figutes Inthis paper are hard copies of what appears on the graphics terminal screen, They are obtained through the use of an
attached Tektronix hard copy unit, A discussion of the various option and suboptions and their implications follows,
Figure 5represents the next level down of the default file, display parameters, and environment parameters option meanus,
DEFAULT FILE
The default file permits storage or paramoters required to initialize aparticular problemý Thus, the user needs to enter the dat in
the relevant mienus only once, The set of'completed menus Isentered into adesignated file by name. The entire fille may then be re.
cilled and modified, as necessary, (luring subsequent sessions with the terminal,
DISPLAY PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
'usa
figre
mnu) iermta ne o:(a), set up 3-lieninsionaI displays, such as tie cost graphi,,(b) drive a remote drum plotter
rather then uie. the hard copy unit; or (c)obtdin atlisting of the tabular data points used to generate any of the graphical displays (plot
data edit option), The Yzero indicates waisat
un'uption is not heing used, whereas aonec Indicates that it Is.All graphs and plots are autoanaticallv seatled and labeled.
ENVIRONMENT PARAMPETiRS & OPTIlONS
This meonu

(figure 7) 1sused to itesvrIbe t1we
orbit dlynamics environment atad ritdio frequenmcy (RT) signal environment.

rite orbit prograaei Include the capability to handle atnoii-sphierical earth geopolential up to the J2term., They do aol yet handle
online, luni-solar purtuarbations, but this cain be accomplished withI an extensive off-line capability.

Ground noise can lie mpecif`Wd by the user and Included Inthe computation ol satellite guin-to-noise tormpi;ruturv ratio (GfT), The
effect of dry atneosphorta on signal attenuatlion and noise toen poru tLire Is,included, using the so-called Dutton model. The effect oi rain
attenuation hits not yet bV0en
leacluded. Solar noise is included by treating the suita
Lisablackbody radiator anti comnputing It efl'cvt on
systemn noise toniperattire when the sunit
14in an antenna's lieId ul view, The run's emphonieris Iscompu ted as a tfunction at' time,
Cosmilc utanie effects may Malsbe In1cluded.
:'r

aa~igu~z~ire 8 represeonts the next lower lovel at' til

link parameoters & option menu and the analysis parameters & options

LINK PARAMETER~S & OPTIlONS
Trhe men mashown lasfigure, QiI4 tasd to define the system parameters for thte part icular commaiunications pro 1,1m being analyzed.

Antennsa Pattern File
Thils cinun
permits the crtiation andi time of ~tdinisoilslefu aspatterns bused upon measured or coasaputed data, As an extmple,
a 2-d ineaionalnl polmar
plot ol a rotistlonally sy nimetrlc patterti Isshown In figure I10.T'iis INthe avtotal D~efense Satellite (Cnnlmnunleslions Sys1tem (l)SCS) ItI area coverage receive elaterinat pat tern, atsmueasured, Thmis 1,1
Ic isused when mit hasevatical represni tat ion oft:%
liariaboIN lie
o lix mantensna
Is not approp~riate,
4ýjLI~r rnlo Character; iics File
tlaits

li101ca1
pe ranill tihe use of' actuald
tranaspondler gaein charticteristics, re a ylivQitmax inumo repeatter triansmiti power, In hn ecad-toend linek coau utatalion, rTheim,(3 11charoel 2 tranasponder gains
Isshiown in figure I I The t raaasimo
adr gain hiciudes the nominaal
uplinik aiateiima gain and Isre-lative to thme
outpuot Lrnnsiailtior powor level sneccitled,

Teremlinal (Number)
Thete mau tc~ioare
usced to escribe iva~t lout, dtynaaanilea tiuizvtior, andw
RI maramaeters of up to

fi

tIcr inials Ini a msannimer which thlen
I3 . and 14. thfe uppier

CamlIhe
Lmscal
direvt ly by the varaiaus aanalysia rouat ins, I ýAtirplvs oheceapleteal anealu. ieaishown In fIgures 12,

boumnd of' I ta etweraalK
sIlis arbit rally aend Qcmii
he Increasa-i If neceisaary.

I

Terminal Parameters. Used to name terminal, indicate whether terminal is to be included (1) or not included (0) in analysis, and
to so further down menu hierarchy.

Terminal Location & Motion Parameters. Used to fully describe the terminal location and motion at a specified time (epoch),

/

Terminal RF Options & Parameters. Used to describe RF transmit and receive channels for terminal as well-as modulati type
The program permits: (a) traveling wave'tube (TWT) backoff in case of multi-carrier operation; (b) Doppler tracking if J. cid
;
(c) terminal antenna tracking or fixed pointing direction with the two pointing angles (azimuth and elevation) defined by the user;
(d) use of an analytically computed parabolic dish antenna pattern, a helix antenna pattern, or a table look up (antenna pattern file);
(e) choice of either analog (1) or digital (2) modulation class, phase or frequency coherent or non-coherent (1, 2, 3, 4) type, and 2-ary,
4-ary, etc. (2, 4,,..) order. The program also allows the user to specify the overall system receive noise temperature or permit compu.
tation of system receive noise temperature using the actual or specified receiver chain noise temperatures, gains, and line losses,

Interlink (Number)
These menus describe up to 16 relay platform locations and their dynamical behavior (Lie,, orbit or flightpath), type of repeater,
and RF parameters in a manner which is directly usable by the various analysis routines, Examples of the menus and sample data are
dhown in figures 15, 16, and 17, Again the upper bound of 16 interlinks is arbitrary and may be Increased,
Interlink Options & Parameters. (figure IS) Used to name interlink or relay (satellite, aircraft or fixed); indicates whether Interlink istob•n•luded in analiyss, ýw7hether Interlink Is satellite or airborne relay (fixed), whether interlink repeater is a transponder type
(translating) or regenerates signal (the transplexer option is not yet defined); defines transponder channel gain; and permits access to
o, 'levels of menu,
Airborne, Permits definition of location and motion parameters associated with the relay platform in a manner similar to menu

shown-Tn-Tide 13,
Orbital Parameters, (figure 16) Permits complete description of orbit with respect to a specified epoch, which in our case is
referenced to the 1950 epoch January 0.0 The epoch line defines time of perigee,
Interlink RF Options & Parameters. Same definitions as for the terminal RF options & parameters (i,e,, "mirror" image) in
fgur i...........
ANALYSIS PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
The top level menu for this portion of tihc program is shown In figure 18, The first three lines (I to 3) are used to set the time
period over which solutions are desired, Thus, there is a start time, a stop time, and the time steps for the solution desired, One mAy
examine a problem over any time interval desired with as fine grain time resolution as deemed necessary, Setting equal start and stop
times provides a single time solution,
Calendar Function.
This menu is used to define universal time epoch in Julian days, hours, minutes, and seconds, given east Icngltude and local mean
solar tinit, The epoch is referenced to 1950 January 0.0.

Performance Factors
This meni is used to include the degradation effect on signal-to-noise when multiple terminals use the same satellite transponder
channel.

MapOptions & Parameter.
This menu (figure 19) permits selection of map coordinates: cylindrical equidistant (figures 20, 21), orthographic (figurm 22), or
polar, whether a map of the world, CONUS, or none Is desired; the viewing point in terms of latitude, east longitude, orientation angle,
1undaltitude; the size of map with respect to terminal 3creen; the latitude and longitude grid resolution; and whether terminal sites should
be delineated by i triangular cursor. Any of the map projections can be used in conjunction with the appropriate system geometry and
performance analysis routines,
System GeometryP Parameters & Options

Thit. menu (figure 23) providen access to system geometry options.
qrbit.Por!pective. (figure 24) Provides a view of the orbit over the specified time interval as viewed from an earth fixed point,
The figure shows three 12-hour elliptic orbits (64,30 inclination) plus two 24-hour (20 Inclination) orbits, Note that the observer last
an earth fixed point located above 450 N 1st. and -100 6 lat, at art altitude of 300,000 km. The apparent path of the satellites is shown
for a 24-hour period.
I.hterlink Ground Track, (figure 25) Provides a view of the subsatelilte trace as a function of time, This could be on any of the
three prole•otionvadcould be an airborne repeater "subsatellite" trace as well. T'he figure Is for the same orbit as in figure 24, The
granularity through perigee is dut io I -minute step time.
nh erlink Shadow Ground Track Provides a track of the solar "shadow" cast by the repeater liement as a function of time, This
can be a-n m,-t ti-eat-[-l~ti millimeter wavelength communications links,
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Site Penetration, (figures 26, 27) Provides (for any uplink or downlink terminal) an elevation angle history (figure 26) or azimuth/
elevation angle history (figure 27) of the satellite(s). The center of the azimuth/elevation plot Iszenith, the top of the plot Isnorth, and
the concentric circles and radial lines are 300 apart. Thus, the outer circumference represents the nadir, These figures are for the same
satellites as in figure 24.
Terminal Ground Track, Provides a ground track as a function of time for moving terminals on map projection of choice,
Ground Covere Pattern, Provides contours of constant elevation angle for a fixed time or for a series of time points on a map
projection of choice, a operator selectable. Figure 28 shows the 10 and 200 elevation angle contours for the four DSCS I stellites In
their nominal locations,
lnt. r

aircraft,

Look
~lnkAngle, Provides angular separation for two points located on the earth's surface, as viewed from any satellites or

a function of time,

Sun an4 Moon Ephemcjs, Providesaznlmuth end elevation angles as a function of time for sun or moon, given epoch.
Performance Analysis Parameters & Options
This menu (figure 29) permits the user to select which link performance parameters he wishes to analyze.
Performance Select, With this menu and selection of an uplink and downlink terminal pair, the user can evaluate: (a) up, down,
end-to-end_-tim-iy -(assumeszero proceslng time In repeater), (b) up, down, end-to-end signal.to-noise ratio (SNR), (a) R
for
the specified channel; e,g,) linear repeater, hard decision processing (HDP), soft decision processing (SDP), and decode-recodeDi')
processing, for M-ary orthogonal modulation, (d) DR 00 o, the difference in channel performance between HDP, SDP or DEP and the
linear repeater, (e) probability'of error bound associatedwlthmit Re
, (f) up, down, end-to-end Doppler, (g) up, down, end-to-end
energy.to.noise ratio (ENR) for a specified data rate, (h) probability of error given modulation, data rate, and desired margin, (I) data
rate given desired probability of error, modulation, and margin, and 0) margin given data rate, modulation, and probability of error,
Antenna Pattern Footrlnt, (figure 30) Provides satellite antenna pattern footprint on map projection of choice, antenna pointing
direoti'o•-o-fch'-oic-e'-and-lgain-o'ntrous of choice, In this case the area coverage receive footprint pattern (actual) of the DSCS II
Atlantic satellite is shown with -6, -4, -2, 0 dB relative gain contours,
Antenna Sk.lvrint. Provides terminal antenna pattern "skylirint" on elvation/azimuth polar plot, for antenna pointing of choice,
and gain contours of choice.
Performance Function FootprLnt, (figure 31 ) Provides contours of constant time delay, SNR, Rtcomp, Doppler, ENR, probability
of error, data rate, and margin oinmap projection of cholvu with contours of choice, Figure 31 illustrates contours of constant data
rate for DSCS II for a specific channel state, modulation, and bit error rate, Any of the performance measures can be plotted In this
fashion,
Cost Analysis Parameters & Opt i ons
TThis menu (figure 32) permits selection of various subnlenus In the cost analysis cectlon, At present this section can set up cost
data files, extract cost estimating relationships (CERs) for terminals, and examinu cost/performance lnterrelationshlps for terminals,
Vi.

'Cost

Data File, Permits user to rmad in extant files, define new files, review existing files, and extract any one of three forms of
i•ainsttaT-minpie data, An example of a low noise amplifier cost file is shown In figure 33. The three forms of CER in use at
"presentare shown In figure 34 and a sample CER extraction (form #3) for the low noise amplifiers Is shown In figure 35.
CER

Terminal Parameters & Options, Permits examination of the cost variation of a terminal as different engineering parameters are
allowo--6,V•r•-;vi, '
diis-An automatic search through this multi-dimensional cost space can be made to ascertain the lowest
relative cost terminal configuration. An example of it 3-dimensional cost sensItivity analysis Is shown In figure 36. This was done using
a specific terminal cost model and terminal configuration, Tite antenna size was two meters und the operating frequency was 8 GHz,
The cost represents only tile RF portion of the terminal, 'riTe sensitivity to low noise temperature rather titan transmit power level Is
apparent In the region of approximately 2000 K.
EXAMPLE
An example based on anlactual problem statement provides a brief exposition of ilie analysis capability of MICAP. It was desired
...
to
have a knowledge of where a ground mobile force (GMF) terminal could be located in Europe so that it could support either six or
twelve 48 kbps dighial telephone circuits back to Washington, D.C. The GMF tetminal is tile TSC-94 whose RF parmuctfirs are presented
In figure IA, The Washington, D.C, terminal Is an FSC-78 whose RF parameters arc presented in figure 37, Tihe satellite used is tile
Atlantic DSCS 11located at I2,5°W whose RF parameters are presented in figure 17, Other constraints were the u!0 of cisannel 2
which implies the usLeof tile area coverage receive antenna (pointed as shown hi figure 30) and the earth coverage transmit anttrnnu
The transponder gain state was specified to be -12 dB and tite modulatton was selected as uncoded QPSK, A bit error rate of ill and
a system iMargin of 4 dB had to be maintained. The basic result was presented in figure 31, which Indicates two contours of constant
performance for the conditions specified. The 288 kbps contour encloses anl area where at least six telephone circuits could be sus.
talned and the 576 kbps contour encloses aciarea where the twelve telephone circuits could be sustained, This entire comIputations
including logon, mlel0u1
conspletlon, anid analysis was acconmplished in less than ono hlour of connect time and less than 300 seconds of
CPU timel The answer to tihe question is provided In a form pre•:iseiy atsrequired by the liystem engineer, and Includes tile effeouts of
atmosphetric attenuation and tilt differential. If systemn changes, suci Le.modulation ciuages, different t, ansponder loadin'gs, tc., are
desired, they can be entered as simple modifications to the various nlenus where alppropriate. Tite now results call be very quickly
ascerttinied. Thus, by Iterating over a range of system alterations, system synthesis occurs, When the effects on terminal costsare
included, a preliminary Indication of cost/performaluce tradeoffs can be provided. MICAP titus permits cenginleering design syntthesis
and analysis to occur where pIreviously ite slicer inagnitmde of itheeffort would be prohibitive.

*"

It

CONCLUSIONS
MICAP provides rapid, repeatable, aind accurate communications system an•aysis/synthesis results for a wide range of s oellite (or
airborne or grouitd fixed) system prroblems, Key questions concerning system geometry and RF (electriciL) prformance can be
answered easily And swiftly without recourse to large amountt of manpower, Due to the interactive and graphical nature of the proyram,
effective system synthesis can be accomplilihed through systematti iterations of system parameterg. Comparisons of performance
effectivenes within a wide range of communicatins system altornatives can be made quickly, The ability to perform top level satellite
sys~tem performance/cost tradeoffs requi.-es further development and refinement of satellite and related life Cycle 0ost e0t.n1ating
algorithms, When complete, these algorithms will be simple to install because of the modular nature of the software, MICAP will not
replacebecietaiM~
system design
efforts.In greater
Its primary
purpose und utility Isto develop a small number of reasonable alternatives whiolh
would
then subjected
to analysis
depth,
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S EXIT
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)
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DISPLAY PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
0 NO CHANGE
1 V AXIS ANGLE (DEG)

63.00

2 Z TO X RATIO

3
4
6
S
7

,8

0.50

V DIRECTION LINES OPTION
FLOATING PLOT OPTION
X-Y AXES INTERCHANGE OPTION
CALOOMP PLOT OPTION
PLOT DATA EDIT OPTION
MITRE LOGO ANNOTATION OPTION

I
0
0
0
0
I

MAKE ANY CHANGES
*

1Fig.6

Display control menu
ENUIRONMENT PARAMETERS L OPTIONS
* NO CHANGE
DYNAMICAL
i OBLATE EARTH OPTION
2 LUNI-SOLAR PERTURBATION OPT

0
8

RF

A7

3 GROUND NOISE OPT L TEMP (DEGK
4 DRY ATM NOISE & ATTN OPTION
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6 SOLAR NOISE OPTION
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NO CHANGE
TRANSMIT POUER CKU)
NON-LINEAR OPT & ACIKOFF (D0)
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XMT DOPPLER TRACK OPTION
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12 XMT MODULATION ORDER SELECT
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I
I
3
4
5
*
7

13 DIPLEXER OPTION
14 ROY FREQUENCY (MHZ)

*

16
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17
is
19
20

ROV DOPPLER TRACK OPTION
RECEIVE BANDUIDTH (KHZ)
ROY ANT PH? OPT, ZD, AZ (DEG)
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Fig.14 Termiinul RF paraneter definition menu (TSC"94)

X"TERLINK OPTIONS L PARAMETERS

0 NO CHANGE
1 NAME
a ENADLEMENT INDICATOR
3 AIRSORNEo$PACEDORNE OPTION
4 CHANNEL TYPE SELECT
1/TRANSPONDER
I
8 /REGENERATOR
* 3/TRANSPLEXER
5 XMT AMP OPT, GAIN (DI) S NAME
6 RF PARAMETERS L OPTIONS
"7 COST tKS)

DSIOSe AT
I
1
I

0
0

MAKE ANY CHANGES
FIg, 5 Interlink definition menu (1)SCS 11,Channel 2)
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ORDITAL PARAMETERS
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NO CHANGE
MAJOR SEMI-AXIS (KM)
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PERIOD (HRS MIN SEC)
23 59 s3.8
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0.00
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2443987 0 0 '.0

MAKE ANY CHANGES
Fig.16

Orbit definition menu (DSCS 11,Atlantic)

INTERLINK RF OPTIONS L PARAMETERS
0
I
2
3
4
6
6
7
8
9
1S
11
la

NO CHANGE
TRANSMIT POWER (KW)
NON-LINEAR OPT & DACKOFF (DO)
TRANSMIT FREQUENCY (MHZ)
XMT DOPPLER TRACK OPTION
TRANSMIT BANDWIDTH (KHZ)
XMT ANT PNT OPT, ZD, AZ (DEG)
XMT PA' SEL (-u1P,m2aSm3/T)
XMT ANT DEAD EFF, ROUGH
XMT FEED LOSS (DO)
XMT MODULATION CLASS SELECT
XMT
XMT MODULATION
MODULATION TYPE
ORDER SELECT
SELECT

e.eSe
0
7400
0
1152.0
0
3
0.1
0.0
2
I4

0*.0
ANTDRXE
1..
I's

0e.0

a

?.ie

28.00

3
Sol
0.0
0.0
0.0

ANTD8RA
1.0

0.0

13 DIPLEXER OPTION
14 ROY FREQUENCY (MHZ)
15 RCV DOPPLER TRACK OPTION
16 RECEIVE BANDWIDTH (KHZ)

17 ROY ANT PHT OPT, ZD, AZ (DEG)
18
19
a2
21
a2

ROY PAT SEL (,h/P,=a/S,.3T?)
RCU ANT DIA, EFF, ROUGH
ROU ANTENNA NOISE TEMP (DEG K
RECEIVE FEED LOSS (DO)
ROU AMPLIFIER GAIN (D0)

83 ROU AMP NOISE TEMP (DEG K)

24 RECEIVE LINE LOSS (D0)
a8 RECEIVER NOISE TEMP (DEG K)
PS ROU MODULATION CLASS SELECT
a7 RCO MODULATION TYPE SELECT
23 RCU MODULATION ORDER SELEC7
a2 SYSTEM RECEIVE TEMP (DEG K)

9.S

0
B1is
0
5ees0.0

i00e.0
0.0
G.o
a
I
4
56,0.0

MAKE ANY CHANGEs
Fig, 17

Interlink RF parameter definition menu (DSCS 11,Channel 2)
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ANNALYSIS PARAMETERS L OPTIONIS
* DESELECT
START TIME U.T.
I JD MRS MINI SEC
STEP TIME
a MRS MNI SEC
STOP TIME U.?.
3 JD HRS MIII SEC

2443597

8443988

0

90 *.

0 1@

0.0

0

0.0

S

4 CALENDAR FUNCTIONS
6 PERFORMANCE FACTORS
6
7
8
9

MAP OPTIONS L PARAMETERS
SYSTEM GEOMETRY
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
COST ANALYSIS
COST/PERFORMANCENANALYSIS
MAKE SELECTION$

7I10

P13,18

Top level analysis control menu

MAP ONLY PARAMETERS L OPTIONS
S NO CHANGE
I MAP COORDINATE SELECT2
I/CYLINDRICAL EQUIDISTANT
*2/ORTH0GRAPHIC
*3/POLAR
a MAP SELECT1
- 0/NO MAP
a 1/WORLD
*2CONUS
3 AP GEODETIC LATITUDE (DEG)
4 MAP EAST LONGITUDE (DEG)
5 MAP ORIENTATION ANGLE (DEG)
S MAP VIEWING ALTITUDE (KM)
7 MAP RELATIVE SIZE
8 MAP GRID OPTION
9 MAP GRID LAT RESOLUTION (DEG)
10 MAP GRID LON RESOLUTION (DEG)
11 MAP TERMINAL SITE CURSOR OPT

2$.90
-90.00
20.900
299999.9
1.00
I
19.00
159.00

12 DISPLAY MAP

MAKE ANY CHANGE:
II

Fig. 19

Map selection menu
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SYSTEM GEOMETRY PARAMETERS &OPTIONS

-.

j3

I..

S NO SELECTION
1 ORBIT PERSPECTIVE
8 INTERLINK GROUND TRACK
INTERLINK SHADOW GROUND TRACK
4 SITE PENETRATION
6 TERMINAL GROUND TRACK
6 GROUND COVERAGE PATTERN
7 INTERLINK LOOK ANGLE
8 SUN EPHEMERIS
9 MOON EPHEMERIS
It WORLD VIEW

MAKE SELECTION:
Fis.23

System geometry control manu
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Satellite orbit perspective
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Elevation angle
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Fig.27

Azimuthi and elevation angle
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Ground coverage pattern (tot'r DSCS 11sIatellites)

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PARAMETERS &OPTIONS

9NO SELECTION
i UPLINK TERMINAL NUMBER
a DOWNLINKC TERMINAL NUMBER
3 PERFORMANCE SELECT
m 1/TIME DELAY
- a/SHR
* 3/RCOMP
a 4/DRCOMP
a 6/RCOMP PE
- 6/DOPPLER
m 7/ENR
w 8/PC
- 9/R
* is/MARG!N
4 ANTENNA PATTERN FOOTPRINT
5 ANTENNA PATTERN SKYPRINT
B PER FUNCTION FOOTPRINT
MAKE SELECTION:
Fig. 29

P'erformance anialysis co~itrol menui
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COST ANALYSIS PARAMETERS &OPTIONS
* NO SELECTION
i.COST DATA FILE
a TERM~INAL PARMiS
ý3 INTERLINK PARMS
4 COST LINK

CSTLNAC

MAKE SELECTION$
Cost analysis control menlu

Fig.32
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E!EXTRACT CER
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Fig.34
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E

0AI

a RNONIVEAMPIIR
OP
TEMACP
(DEC)
IN
3P
TERMIAL6I
00
FVSREQUENC AMPLZIE ?IPBiG)AND

TERMINA

RF'L

OPTIONS
RC PAAETR

5 TRANSMIT PANDWER

6 XMT
7 XMT
S XMT
9 XMT
10 XMT
it XMT
12 XMT

(KUZ)ia.

ANT PNT OPT, ZD, AZ (DEG)
PAT SEL (m1/P,&a/,S,-3/.T)
ANT DIA, EFF, ROUGH
FEED LOSS (DO)
MODULATION CLASS SELECT
MODULATION TYPE SELECT
MODULATION ORDER SELECT

13 DIPLEXER OPTION

*

*

Ge

0
I
18.3
-a.0
a
I

*,e

G.6s

4

0

14 RCY FREQUENCY (MHZ)
16 RCVI DOPPLER TRACK OPTION
16 RECEIVE BANDWIDTH (IKHZ)
17 RCV ANT PNT OPT, ZD, AZ OEG)
18 RCV PAT SEL (-i/P,-2/,S-3/T)
1$ RCV ANT DIA, EFF, ROUGH
0iROY AhfENNA NOISE TtMP (DEG K
at RECEIVE FEED LOSS (DD)
at~ RCU ANPLIFIER GAIN (DR)
a3 ROY AMP NOISE TEMP (DEG K)
B4 RECEIVE LINE LOSO (D3)
35 RECEIVER NOISE TEMP (DEG K)
afl ROY MODULATION CLASS SELECT
a? RCV MODULATION TYPE SELECT
28 RCY MODULATION ORDER SELECT
39 SYSTEM RECEIVE TEMP (DEG K)

7409
0

Ilse.*
0
I
18.3
90.0
-200
26.0
iSG.0
-0.2
isso.S
23
1
4

132.0

MAKE ANY CHANGE I

rFig,37
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FSC-78 terminal RF parameters
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SUMMARY

1'

The study of a radic-inertia2. guidance system warnin~itiated to Increase the acouracy of aircraft
guidance ulong the ILS bwams and to ensure continuation~ of automatic landing in the event of a localiver
transmitter failure (reference (1)).
New developmenntsn of the study ensure a new function, namely the detection of deviations of the Loe beam
centerline after an undetected failure of the mwciitoring of the tooe
axis alignment with the runway axis,
~In order to achieve Category III decisnion heights on Category'li'=~ Beam..
A digital simulation study has allowed un to demonstrate the system performance. Itwae based upon
different items1 firstly aircraft, auto-pilot, Inertial navigation system err~rs Loa beam perturbation
ocepared to the
modeling was studied. Later, after AIRUS A.300 flight tests, the simulation reaulta were
flight text results. Many automatic landing siftilations have allowed usnto know the system pornsibilitiesn
from the proosibilistic pointb of view with goo~d
accuracy. Certification of the system for usne by the French
domestic airline AIR INIS in in progress with the French Authorities.
NMATIONS
i Disatnce Measuring Equipment
i Flight Management Comput~t.,
i Instrument Landing System
i Inertial Navigation Systeam, Inertial Sensor System
i Loa Inertial Statistic System
t Pilote Automatique

Dt'E

MO

*

ILS
1?8, 185
1.155
PA
%(i

j ýy,
A

*A

i Ecart angulaire do l'avion par rap~port & Itsxe pie-to mesurd reupectivemont erntimd, vrai
aEcart mdtrique do l'avion par rapport h l'AXe pints mernurld reapeotivement eetlmd, vra~i.

gld Signal glide mernurd
i Altitude radio-altlm~tre
hRA
VNVNrAV.,jmt Composantes do la vitesse Nord vraie, respectivement, indiqude, errour de vitearne, ddrivo &alec
le temps
VEVEýAV,ýFa omposantex do I& viteaset Eat vraie, reaspeativement indiqude, erreur do vitesse, ddrive avec
le tomp"
V,,,&qA~ts Cosipomantes de la vitease tranleversale vraie, respeativement indiqude, errour do viteerne,
" "Tui
drive avea Is tempe
jR.
Routs, route indiqude par Ia centrale Inertielle
RHf
i Route do rdfdrence pour 1% projection don viteasso inertielle.
~Ro
t Eoart angulaire entre l'..xa moyon du faisceau Loa at I& rdfirence do proJection des viternees Hf
a ODoalage angulaire du faisceau Loa
met
t Cap gdugraphique do la pints
81
1iSensibilitd de l'daart Loo ( en yA/rd)
DI
Distance do l'avion par rapport & ld4metteur Loa, au. noull do plate
b~r~h
t Coanpornanten do la vitesse angulair.e de l'avion en roulis et lacet clana len si~er
do stabilit4
(India-. 3) at done Ion axos avion (indice 3)
i rdrapage adrodynamique et par rapport au mol
ar
i raqusges des gouverne. do Sauchiernement et do direction
i Vocteur d'dtat du filtre de Kalman rdel. puis estimd

9

/uc Veotour do mosrnin

( Y . 1Cc+ W), veaotur dlentrde du systliee

i Matrire do oovariance des erreurs d'entaitition ( X -')

Llwrndi~oration du guldage dlun avion on approohe firale par i'uiilivation do termesa inertiole a ddJ& fait Ilobjet do nombrouces dtudoo &fin do rdduire Its minima do visibili+d i~ods par le, nature does
dquipsmento au sol (IL,8). Cleat XLIi'natigtion do Is.ootpagnio adrionne intdrieure franguise AIR ZII1'
qu'uns ditudo a did entroprise *fl IM,~ Gous contract dos servioc officials* par Is sooidtd AIRO8PA'i'IAL
on collaboration &yeac1iscoidtid SAOEM.
Lee objeotifs Initbiaux 4tiaont lee cuivmnsic
it)Flltrajp des informtions LOCALIZER (LOC) &fin d'obteflir I&wdduction dais doarts do trejootoir.
latirale. doe mouvomonto do rouli aot lesot at des agitations des goAvernac.
b) Survi. du guidage k uno panne do Ildmettour Loa k bass@ altitude, 4,nparticulier do 100 ft Jiloqu'
k I'impaact cur doe installations ILS do oatogorie It au Iur.
TALsystibme mis au poiaut k partir do as@ deux objoatire a iii prdaontd k la confdronoo AOAJ¶/OoP do
Stuttgart on mu 1977 (rdf (1)) at a dtd ossayd an vol our l'ADTIDUS n8 t 3 on 1977. COponda~t,. ncn~r.1,a cortif ioatian du systbmea vea des minima do catdg'rio TII &love quo I I Ma n set quo do aatigorie 11 , lee Nor_
vlooc offilelsl fraNgais ant doemsndd quo Is systilme LOC Xnertiol L188 rdponds k un 3h objeotif pour pallier
Is wanque do surveilimnce des LOC do castgorie 11, k savoir
a) Dldtoetion dlun feleased LOC on moyenno dcalid do l'axe rdel de I& p5,.te, k Is suit. d'n panne
ddtactid du monitsur do survoillance do ItILS.
Lo mystimo prdsentd lei permot do rdpondre k cette nouvelle domsnds souc cortainom co'nditions. La
didtermination at i& w~lidatien des performance. du xcycibme an vue do son acceptation par lee services ofVioilol furent fonddes on grand@ partl. cur I**dtudes en simulation nuadrique at olost out aspect plus
particulior quo aaous silona ddvolopper.

*

*

jnon
22.1

PEZJIP DU 8MI1PE LISS
Prgltatrl
Le sytibmm do guidqoe hyoride radio-inertiel LISS sot un osloulateur qui c'insire entT4 lee rdceptoure
radio "t Is pilot$ Automntiquo. 11 fournit au P.A. un alg~al ^Ndo cme format quo Is signal LOC bruti
,
Zul roimplace a# dernior an dliminant au maximum lee bruitsat
ci
ntorsions du falccau Loc. nl regoit des
inforuation. radio at doc informations do vitocce Inamis d uric centrol. k Inertie
-signal
LOC brut incu du rdooptour MS en micro-caimbroe ( pA)
6111&Ia
signal. slide brut (aLS) en mioro-amphres
altitude issuu.du radio..altimlitxv
hA
-VN 1 I VEi
viteame par rapport au ccl projetde selon Ionacxon N'ord it get, Indiqudo par I% contraI* k inortie du type INS ou ISS.
Le fonotionnmemnt du filtro 1LIBS osi ddcrit rdfldronae (1).
PAppilons qu'ii eat beed aur 10 filtro do Kslinan-Ducy on profitant Aiufait quo lea doux esuurec iffeotuden
sent ontachdem d'erreurn do nature diffdrente (flgure .)1)
- Le rdcepteur LOC dillvr uncnifnal proportlonnel k Illdaartaaulairs intro I&droite avicn-dmatteur
LOC ai Qlaxe du fasieaou, On obtlent I icart mdtrique par rapport ,a 1 axe faioceau grloc k 1t oonnaicsanci
do 1s, distance avion-dimittour D at doI&isAenibiiitd du faimosau S1 t

*

"Y
es
otaYbi
null*.

-

81o

7

vrai

+

Ybruit lcc

1

oomprend doeebruits rsdio-dleotriquen at lots distorsiona du faimooaup dont Is.moyennoeact

lo

-La
coniraie h Inertle nous fournit, par projection des viteamie Nord at Eat our un axe parpsndioulairs k llaxe pinto, is ddr'ivde do 1'dcart latiral, clost-k-dire la vitemse isidlral* do ilavion y

*

.

(2)
tkon~ out llorrour do viteoss do tranaiverealo 40a aux orreurm conjusudes do projection ct do iU central*
h inartie.
2,2 -Varlablic didtat eatimits
Ii macit dono do former un filitre du type "filtre comcplimentalreo" untro coo doux informationn
c
a
i qui diabore Is.
position vraic d i'avion, par rapport k Vex*cmo~on du faiccisuqidoto'nl
dIr
aaal
ý
anuar
docart,
on
rctransformde
cct
ý
eatim~i
position
Cetti
pinte.
der avea 1 axe
rigdo yins I* pilote SautoraItique & is.place do I' inlormatiun LOC brute meI,
optimisation du fltro
noun a condiut k un filtrage statintique d'ordre 4, altat-k-diro quli
dvalue 4 variable. d'4tat i
I 'doart %ngulaire f±itrd (on mloao-amipbres)
IVT oVrriur constant* do viteses latdrale Inertialli
I& ddrlvi avea 1. temps do i'crrour do vito... iatdrala
o ltangle dlerrour do projection des vltonsi,, o 'ot-h-din* is diffdronoo intre 1& rdfdraooc
do projection at i'axe naoyen du falsoeau 1,00.

-

A

Oemvariables ddoouient dAumodbie des erriurm do viteame do Is controls J minrtia qul
Plus tard (of chip.6)
2.3

-

ewos.
explicitd

Mvaluation do Is distanoe

nfltut conraltro par ailleurs Is.diet-ani
entre 10avion et i'dsettour LOO pour fairs I& transform%(ou )
~ ~
o
o
)sr
t ago doarto .ndtriquoyeasv
tion~~~~~~
o ~crsaodie
Pour cela. uvkfiltre compidmentairo antre uno information do "distance radko" it ia Vitoesms longlitudirtalt do 1 avion dannds par Is centrals It irnrtie disbor. urn distance kbrbide V . TA "diatance redlo"
oat caiculda k partir do isiltituds moaurde par 16 radio-altimbtre, du signalgilde at des valoura Mcyonno* do I& sonsibllitd Slide 8S, do It pent. glide V~xit do I& distance entre id4motteur LOC it l'dnittour
glide 15 long do 1510e Pint* soit dgl.
La formula do ealcul eat I& suivant. i
distnce

+A

pa uraln.

rvnn dn
ur
Catitnepourrsit Wer dventuellqmoant rempiscod Pa
rvnn duaatesurce,
laitnc
par iexmple Is distance donndo per un Dt.E impisntde h~ ldMetteur LOO ou encore Is distance caloulds par us
msytims do navigation. do son* inalus dane un synthmi de gention do vol (MH).
24- Made d'lnitialigaaion at do reoonfiguration
-L'Inhtlallsation
du filtrago do I&distance a lieu quand Ilavion eat rantrd dam Is.
portion deaspace Al Is signal glide eat lindaire, o'eat-k-dire au pease on miode "masintien do glide". Quand Ilavion eat
en palier avant is captitre dAutsieaoau glide, I& distanoe esitmde eat I& "distance radio" tiltrds simplemont par un panne-baa.

too, ie
tilimto dAufiltrge do 11dcsrt latdral
-En

a lieu quad Ilavlon eat stablilld our

tx

oass do panno momentmnde do l'ILS ou do Is radio-sonde, Is pamosge au guiding. k l'shaed des sou-

Ioni±nfcrmationa inertiolloa rsoaldes do* orroura ddjk eatividem, a lieu. En doasous do 100 ft et en one do

J

panne M8, Is systmeo dolt Stre capable d'aaaurer Is guidage do Ilavion jumqu'k l'impact at, ml possaible,
Au dolk,
LetsynOtbs ddtsoto dgalament lea anomalies LAM d'amplitude aigniftoatiVe. En comparant I& ditfdrvnos dAusignal LOO brut
at du signal fiitrd V
un souil amiss important pour quo Ilon moit sUr
Que le 1151 O mi
A4r, on peasse disioment at guldagi Inertial on attendant quo l'ancmsllo dimparaids.Si lanomaihe LOC dure trop longtempa, Is iystbnoms
'asdoisreincompdtont at Is.signal LOO out
tranamlsasu P.A. Le tovr'q do survis oat d'ailleur. fonction dAudegrd do rkcalage des esimtnations, coeatW-ire du temps offootif do filtrap.
- n cam do panne do ).&
centrale k inertia, cu encore en casdo panne %uto-dd'bectde du oalculateur
L133p 1. yatime deviant "tranmparent", cloat-h-dire qu'il transamt dirsatoment 10 signal LOO brut k 1'
entrds d" pilate autcomatiquo.
2.5 -Princige de is aimulAtion numidriwug
Ci syatbmi a dtd min au point k l~aide d'unt simulation nusadriquo do Ileaoinsble do Is,boucle (9f fi-j
gure P) oempoido des dittdrentm mous-snaimbles i
- Il'vion aimuld pa~r lo@ dquationa lindats~'los du mouvement latdral,
- A. pilots autornstique, done Is modu atterviamage, o'eat-b-dire Iam phtases maintion do LOO, pul 'Adcrabs k psrtir do 30 ft Juoqu k 1' impaut sur I& plate,
Itls
diftdronta ddtecteura plsoda k bord de l1avion fournissant Ion donndes ridoessaires au ?,A.,
a'ost-h-diro IN rdoepteur fL.S, la central* & inertia (par-tie asp at vertical* at partic inortiolie) et
is radio-sonde.
Des entries extidrlurga k cotte boucle viennent porturber son fronotionnaemnt. Ce aont naucrestiviment i
- Is vent latdral ot lea turbulences atmosphdriques,
- lea bruita reouellils stir Is rdcerrtour 1.,8 (signal glide pour Is osloul do Is distanne at surtout
signal LOC),
-

I@ modble dlerreur do Is radio-sonde prinaipalement dC au profil d"uterrain suryold par Ilavhon,
modhie dearreurs do i& aentrais k inertia, on particulier lea erreura do vltesse horiwontal*
par 1'intermdoiaire do ne. deux: oompousntes melon lea axen Nard et Eot,
Iea caracztdrimtiquea gdomdtriquea do Is.plate it doa Implantations does mettiura TMj

- Is
-

a

Noun allona examniner sucoesmivemesit done lee ahapitrom suivants chaouri do caim ontrdos en ddtaillAnt.
Ismdthod* utillide pour la moddlieer.
La. 3imulation numdrique a did etfectude k l'aide dot asoysna informatiquee doI 'Adroaptae
I
Toulouse, It savoir un ordinsteur C EBi172 coupid ILun ordinatiur MC06600 (of rdt 3).
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DE MUMDET 2, TMM1LEFE5 ATMOSPHERISME

Mlndralltds

Ce chapitre no fait peasxplioitement rifdrenot & i'dtude Loo-Inertile puiaqui, du fait quo noum
nounsomomee impodsn do no pam modifier- Io Pilots Autonratique, I* comportement do i& boucle do guidagi do
Ilavion vim-h-via des perturbations atmoaphdriques n's pas did changd. Cpepomant, pour rdpondre k un marand d'6tudon accordd per Is Service Technique do l'Adronm~utiqua frangais (af rdfdrenoe (2)), une itude a
6td offteotude ItI Adroapatiale pour r-bchernoir un moAobl dos perturbations %tmaaphdriquem qiA molt asset
prooho do is rdlilti.

W
;"'. ..
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32- Anal~aa otatintique don ventsa rencontr~a
Un. antlyac statistique do 1.52 approohes do l'avion "C0MORDE" k Toulouue at k 3Br~tigny (Franc*) a
itd offootiids. A partir' don enresimtromonta an vol. ot des mesuros do trajeotoire, los vents auxquele V~
*avion
a 4Ud sowuis ant itd rooonatituds et analysas. Ce sont sesentilljemont lts vents vertiosux Wa
lonhitudinkux W.~
3.2.1 - W~oti~
dbd faitsi
diffdrents caloula our lon dohantillone retenus antt
Pour itudier Is vent vertical W
- soustraotion do i& mayenne non roprdsentativo d'un phdnombne rdel,
- caslul do 114aart-typo do Is turbulence vertiosal,
- calaul do I& fonation dlauto-oorrdlation, puis comparaison avoc Is.fonction diauto-ocrrdlstion d'
un bruit blanc filtrd par un filtre pause-pa. du b~r crdr.. En offet, il eat apparu quo l'dtude
fonotionn dlauto-corrdlation des ichantillona do vents menurds dtait plus prdiaic quo cellos don
spectre. i
Is fait quo lea enresiatrementom.oiont limitdu (do 30 k 60 second..) onLratno deg evweura impu(rtantea dana I. casoul du speatre, alorm quo ass arrours sont plus foibles aur I& fonction d'auto-oo~rdistion.

*dos

3.2.2

*

- /ent horivontft
L'4tud* doe vents horizontaux a fait apparattre un probibme psrticulier, colui ties
vents moytna ot
des grodshIets do vent, La figure _3o.
donna In vent WXoalouid au court d'une approche.
Noun constatons qul 11 existo une comfposante moyonne non consatants. Pour comparer Ion turbulences
rielles &yea leam
turbulence. ddcritoa dan. Ion diver. modbles offiaiel.. ii. conviont dono d'baoler cette
oompomante moaynne pour no Sarder quo Its frdqueosea plus Importariten. Coui nous permaottra, do plus, do
oomparor lea composantes moyennes aux gradients do vent propoads par lea diffdrenta modbles.
Dannasc but, Li a fallu trouver una mdthodo qui pormette do no &ardor quo lam hautea triquenooa dos
enregistromentas snorpour autant diphaser ou affalblir lea "rquencos voisinoa de Is,frdquence do coupuro. oar ninon Urs calculi moni fauamia,
Pour cels, plutbt quo d'utiliser un filtrago tomporol olsauique, un riltrago par Is,iidthodo do Is
tranaformde do Flourrier a dtd app:liqud. 11 pernut do fair. un filtrage iddal v soules Ion frdquenoes ddai~rdee sont clonsraeqdsw
man uoun afraibli..ament. La figure ýb pzrdsont lean rdaultats du filtrage pour le
vent traod figuri 3:1 d'un c8t4 15 composante moyenno, do 1 sutre Is.turbulence horisontalo.

mdthode ddjk utillad: porInvn vertical pout a1crs Stre :ppliqudekbL:I turbulence horisonttle
calcu
do l'doart type, da I&entndatocr~aina nfin dI&cnttsde tempo du filtre, du
butcolord qui approcho 10 mieuxz Il'nregiitromant dtudid.

*cL&u~
3.3

Comoranison avec lea Modhles ofticlals
Los rdouli~tat do i'anaiyse atatistiqus do. vents ant dbd comparda aux modblem proposda par Ion son.
vices officials smnricaina (F.A.A. j aircuisiro AC-20-57 A) at afglais (O.A.A. j modile do 1n. normsn
'D.S.S. 1.2).
La figure 4 donne l& corrdlation qui exiat* ontre, d'une part, lea doarts type du vent vertical ot
do l& turbulence horizontals at, dlautre part, Is vent moyon k une hauteur do 33 f~t, comparde, k callo des
modbiaa officials.
Nous en dddulmona lea poitnta suivantsi
-

vnt moyan luraque oalui-oi eat infdriour k 15 kt.

Ilie
mont environ do 1,5 kta pour W ot pour W

len'sunavgentont qiie
lorsque Is vent mayan ddpasto 15 Icto. tine combinaison don modblea FAA
et CA.A
parmot do i.prdsenter 1s phinombna,
- 1L14norgia du vent vertical eat ooncentrda vora lea botaom frdquenocs, Is pdriode do coupuro eat
do 6.5 sea on moyonne.
- La rdpartition du mpeatra don turbulence. horisontalee correspond k cellso doe niodbles FAA ou CAA.
- ILa componente moyonne du vent horizontal qu'il faut ajouter aux turbulence. horizontalam prdaento
una 6volution svoo I'altitudo, main aurtout elle prdionta doa dimoontinuitda qul no peuvent itre
ginirdim quo par un prooeiiua partiouiier. On procassus, du typo do Poesmon, set oarsaotriag par dos
saute h doe Instants &ldatoiros obdiasant ALune loi do W~syight, I'amplitude des rafalea 4tant aldatoirs,
rdpartia auivant une lol ~saausionne.
tModble utiulld dans 1ou simul!atons Loo-Inertiol
Noun avonae aorkldir6 deux cans diffdrenta do vent iatdral rour lea simulationa du guldage hybrideslrsdio-inertAei.
- tin vent moyen dont Is soula oamposante eat perpondioulalre h Is pinte at vaut 10 Icto.
- tin vent fort, dont Io module vaut 25 IXts, dirild do tells sort. qu'il maddoompose en un vant do
face do 20 kts at un vent latdral do 15 Icta.
C eat Is vent maximum aartit5l4 pour effeotupr un attatriissnge sutomatique.[
A ohaoun do ace vents connstants, nous avons aaaoci6 lea turbulenove teilsa
'uellea
-.
ont ddfinies
daia Is.airculoiro F'AAAC-20-57 A. Leur spootre ubdit dano a
10
ois

3.4
J.

-

4

avec

-

a" . 0,15 V

oh V eat Is aompomante moyenne du vent traveraler, et T

eat ia vitanme adr'odyniamique do Ilavik ii

-

ota T,

600 It et v
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4.1

BE= =OHD'uN NO

DES BRUl'

FOMtILLIS SUR I& =

mEF'ug Leg

Mo~lgeu gxistante
L'anrrexe 10 do In,rglementation OCTd (Organisation do l'Aviation Civile International) donna lea

-

ripioitioationa des installations ILS. Nounsaonmmo surtout conoornia par It modble du faiaceau LOC pour
l'dtude du guidag hybrids Loac-Inertial. La figure 5 priaonto Ion valoure k no pas ddpamaor avao un. probabiliti supdrleurs k 5 %an a*qui concerns lea coudes d'alignaemnt, des faisceaux LOC. Toutefols, Is dooument ACAI
no pricise pas Is spectre dos bruits. PAppelona qito
a*qui nous intdfronse lol eat Is bruit
global oompronant Ion distoralona apatialso ou tomporolloo du tainsoau, mais ausel. lea bruits radio delatriques reouelilie par Ilantemne LOC at Its bruits propris du rdooptour. to signal 1.analyser *at dunc
Is,diffdr.'nce intr* Is,sortie du rdcoptour LOO et 1e signal correspondent & Is position latdral. do 11
avion par rapport k Il'sx do la. plate.
4.2

Anala~s do auel2youo flimoeaux1,00
Noun prdsentons un example do bruit Loo r'oconstitud i partir des oalculi do trajeotoire figure 6. L'
onrigiatromont a dti a~pard on dowx ichantillona a&fin d1Etudier l'influenco do la distance suit les a&reactdristiques du bruit LOC. Noun donnons onsuito Ion ealculs do moyenns deart-typo at fonotion d'autooorrdlation (figure 6). pour a* mime taicosau. Du fait qu'ill exists uns trio bass@ frdquonoo dans I*
bruit Etudid, lee moaynnes dos doux ichantillonra sent diffdrentes.
Nous avons nnaulto, conme pour Ismodble di vents proposE au chap, ý, chorchd k trouvor Is filitre
passe ban du lor ordre quip ayant 1,son entrdo un bruit blenc, posubdt un. sortie dent lea caraotdrlatlquostsent aussl proohos que possible des camactdriatiquen r~allems. Pour cola, il faut uIdentifier la.
fonctbon dtauto-corrdlation avea i
-

tr eat 1& constants du toemps du filtro oherohd.

ob

*

*Du

L'Ebuds d'un total do 12 (alseasux LOC (doux faisesawc frangals fournis par Is Service Technique do
Is Navigation Adrienne frangais (STNA) at dix faimsoaux shricalro issue du rapport rdf (4)), nous a conduit aux conclusions suivantos i
t
-Oem fainscaux, d un. adndration ancients, no
rdpandont pas aux spdcificatlona des catigories 11
w 11, lour dcart type Etant trop important %15l pA au lieu do 2#5 pA). flo donnasnt cependawit
uno borme idis do Ia strmicture des faioosaux LOO.
- A mosure quo lion aldloIgSM
du scull do la. plnto, la. constants do temps du filtre passe-baa tol
quo lea fonotions dlauto-corrdlation solenkt proohom, augments, cleat-k-dire quo leo Mutes f(Nquences du bruit sont plus importante. k distatnce faiblo do l'dmstteur LOC flutet qulk distanas dlev~s.
fait quo :lemo
darts-type des bruits sent pratiquomont iEquivalents pour- d uno part Ion dahanitillons
loin do I& pit ot d lautre part lea iohantillona prds do I& pinto, Ion valeurs dA spectre du bruit LOC
pour lea basses "rquenoss sent plus iinportsntea k distance dievdo.
Le modile do bruits LOC mis au point (figure 7) tiont compte do ec rsrmsrques. TI nora. Ondr4 per
un bruit blano passmnt, au travers d'un filtro passo-bas dent la, constants do tem~po dipainue quand Is dintanos Au aouil do pntotdiminue, pubs multiplid par un gain var~iable aveo la. distance ot filitrE onf in
par un passe-ban do 0,5 moo do ons~tanto do tempo. En final, Is niveau du bruit blanc eot r~glE pour quo
l'Eoart type du bruit LOC moit do 2,5 pAau asuil do pinto, do tolls sorts quo lee velours OACT solont
roapoctdss.
En gin~ral, dana Ien simulations dtattorriamage sutomatique, on utilise. un bruit dont 1s spectre e.t
donnJ par l~qualuban (4)
avec
~ Q -2,5 ? A
it
T - 0,5 moo
Le nouveau modbls ddtinit dos bruits ob lsa haute& frdquennem cot moins d'importance. Lo niveau du
spectre dana Ia bande do frdqunon
de la rdmonnanoc do la bouoie dioguideng do Ilavion (pdrioder Tu30 soo,)
eat dono reolvE.
on nlattsiflt cllpendant pea lea valoura ma~ximum spdcit'idos par 11OACI pour Ie* distances 41ovdex,
Noun avonas malgrd taut, dona l'Etude des rdponsos du t'iltre Loe-Inerti*l awc diffdrentea courbures
do
t
faiscsaux, utilisd dos distortions h I laimits do la courbo OACI. Maini do tolls. courburem Wnon
panmesrvi pour loa oceaparaisons statintiquess
4.14

Modbrle do bruits do fincisoo
glide,
Nocun avons utilind 1* signal slide pour reoonstituer la distance k l'Eanottour LOC (Equation (3)). Ospendant, du fait que ai signal n'intervient quo coamms perturbation do cotto boucle do distance, la moddlisation du signal Slide nta pas EtE! itudide. lNiue
avons utilisd un bruit dont lo spectre cot donhd par 1'
Equation (4) avo cr 0 10 pA at T m 0,5 socondes, valours habitualisment utilisdom pour lea simula-

tions d'atterrissago automa&4qu*.
5

-

MODELE DE§ BRUMIf

RCOELMIi18 PAZlJA 2DARIL-po=

Noun utilisnori iai "bruits" au mons large, o'out-k-dire diffdrenco intro l'altitude mecurds par la
radio-condo it l'altitudo gdomdtrique r~ollo es o L~j~xon
lits k I&elatep le. r~f~rence EtAnt par example
I'altitudo du seull do 1&plate. Lea "bruits" incluent done 10 prof il du terrain murvol4, les perturbationa radio-Eleotr'iques do propagation do l'onde radio ot lee bruit. propres du rdooptour,

~

-j5.1

-

Rtoonnetitution_ du bruit de terriain

Cleat IL nouveau & partir do. valoull do reconatitution do Is tradootoire quian pout ofilouler Is
bruit reausilUi par Is,radio-sonde. A llai~de des meauros effeatuio. par lea oingthdodolites, dveratuel-

Ulomnt corriedea par filtrage avoc dos ln*'orneationa diaoodldratlon vorticale issue d'wun amntrae k inartie, on reconetitue l'altitudo do Ilavion par rapport au seull piato. On obtiont, &lore It bruit do terrain par acustraction avec 3.'lnformation do radio altitude. La figure 8 prmeonte lee profile do terrain
ainol calculds pour 2 plates k Toulauct.
5.2

- MoLhe d

bAlt. o

o1An,4

U bruit do terrain oat ulmuld par la magma. do doux fonotiona a
-Un bruit aldatoiro ddcorioeunt, k memure qujo Ilavion slapprooho do Ia plot* pour nmodd~lsor is falt
quo is terrain out on gindral plat aux abords du soull do plate.
-tans ponte moyonne du terrain. Nourn roparloroni do o~tte pont. anoyonnis dana I& ddfinition desag
craotdriutlquoe gdomitriquoe diam
installations (chap. 7) oar mill semra ocanbindo Aux autrom arroure
&fin quo Is caloul do I& distance D... (liquatioan W,) wait porturbd au maximum.
(o.Le spectro du bruit aldatoiro avant multiplication par 1t gain ddoroismant avoc la distiaos au souil
(o.figuro 9) ant colul donni dquaticn (4) avec
(. N O0 t
T w 5moo
6

-FlECIMGE

6.1
k

D' UN-MODT=

D'~EtDS DR I.A CE'LVJ= IMI~EUI'

do la gentrall inIortielle util~adg
Letcentrals inortiollo utilindo eat du typo I S 3 (ou I N S). AIR-flfME kachoisi In centrals MG a
30 do
eIAEM pour 4quiper sea AMBUS. Oo syatiims utiliac une plate-form. atabilledo k qua'wro axes do caran, aecervic h roster horizontals, L'uns dos caractdristiques do cc typo do centrals ant do prdaenter,
indiandaantdos mouveanenba du vdhioulo qul. I& porte, uno tondanoe h osailler avoo Is pdriodo dite do
"Bohitlar"l ddf inio par s
-Description

dsac mbRotI
u centre, do Ia torro at a Ilaoilldratlom do I& poavaaxtur.(6
A Is surface do Is,torro. on trouve TIw 84 minutes. Do a* fait, 1'dvolution des orrours h~risontalea do vitame$ prdeoaate une oscllation k.oett# pdriodo.
Igaute doe *rreurg do viooleg
T~esoul fait do naottro Is centrals nourn tension &lore que llavion route inwaobill au sol ddaleaioho
Ilosillaiondo Sohillor. Latfigure 10 doxn. lea dvolutione dos deux oompomantes do In,vitemse inlqjdiv
par la, aPntrale MOO )0 alore quo It vitae&*o relle du vdhiculs eat nulle. Nourn avona done direotemont
Itm orreurn do vitommo do Ua central*.
Nbus conatatona quo Ion erreurs our obmoun does 2 axes sent indlipondAntom Ituro do Ilautre, ot quo
amplitudes aunt aldatoires maim borndom. Ce. orroure correspondent tout k fait aux orrourm caabulies par simulation do Ista
entrals on introduismnt lea diffdrents typee dlerreurs des gromiltrom, des
acailldrona~trom ot dos orrours do calage des axes senmiblo. do oan inatrunents (of rifirenoo
5 )
Lee chIffree t'ournis par SAGMM pour I&MOC 30 dent 1. coralo d'dqui-probabilitd (CEP) eat do
2,5 NVS sent lee suivaeits I
erreur do vitosse a t 14 Ikt
~-d~riv* tomporelle do oetteoerrour a t I kt/amm (valours k 95 %)
6.2

*lours

I:

-

63- Modiloe rotony

fit~

Loin performances du filtre LISS dipemuant on grarido partio do Iamcaapaciti k rimorbor aem errourm do
viteomo, i1a sombid intiroasant do famirvarier, a'idatolrornent olim
valours avec uno rdpartition Saussieonno do moyonxa. null*, Loa doartm-type mont, Iee suivants a
errour do vitemse Nord ou Est Cr. 3,6 a/me
-dirive
tenaporello dos vitseass Nord ou Est CF. 0,0043 n/m2
ohacune does rroure sur lea skxom
Nord ou Rat itant nlona
orrdlios.
Conapt. tonu du f'ait quo Ia durde do 11approohe eat limitie via-k-vis do I& piriode do SoltUler (uno appruohe dure 5 h 6 minutes au aMximuft) on pourra ooraiddret, quo Ion vitemses inertielloa indiqudom peuvont a,'M
dorire a
VN
V N +AV N +
G

VEr 'V E +A&VE+
AV N

T_\

7

-

Dt:AVE

0

,d

Kr, t
sontb des oonatantes au oourm d'une approoho.

TIOM DES MM1URS 4&~
A&M
WISHTI~tE
"M 02 M UE0 PA 1A ENDT Mi~DE96 IM
Le terrain dlattorrlsaams oat d41'ini par lom di~ffrents paraijabtrou

(7)

1
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pente moyenne do terrain avant Is soull do plutso

-

ýgPont$ dU faisoeau Slide
o d)

(en y

aerulbiliti! du faisosau Loo

-

d181

distance ontre imetteur. loo at dmetteur glide oomPtde Is long do Il'e.e plate.

d

distanoo entre imet-Leur glide at meuil do plots

-S

monslbilltd au point do r~pbro 37S (mouil. do plate) *n~pA/m.
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do camcul.

,,

-Simulationi

des d~tootours

?our'complilter Is boucle do Suidago de Vavion, 11 no nocun reste plus qu'9\moddlim~r lee dii't~rents
d~teatuurs qui einvoiunt loursat
aigux auapilot* autohlatiqua, Souls co~u dont I& fonot~on do transf art.
fait apparattro Uno constants, do temps supirlouro k 0,1 moo ont iti simulgin par' un simple i'iltn'o
passe-

baa. Los diff4rorvtem aonatantom do tempo sont
0,1 men pour lox rdaoptourn Lao, Slide ot radio *and& *t pour'I lsrombtro do lonst,*..,
S0,15 mone
pour ltacgllg~rom~'trv lat4ral.

8. jn~taiiaatiori des variables d'4tat do l'avion.St du P.A
Leem tdifrontem variables d'dtat du pilot* automatique, sont initialisies do tell* corto quo I*
oyatbgma molt ani4quilibr'o h Ilinstant oti I* caloul oat initialtail.

variables d'dtAt do l'avion mont aumal calogiliom do tells aorta qua Il'quilibro aoit. rdalina
initialomiant. Alnal

*

-Los

obv

omt Is vent, mayan Ilo dirapago, advrodynamique sat doria
nul. ri neato loux variables k initia-

liver
A

tpooiticri latirals initials do l'avion par rapport btilaxe pints,
so
t~ 6nart 10 routo Initialo par rapport au cap g'&ographiquo

Coemvalour's ddpendsrit do I& qualiti du guidage o Vim
'vian avant quo no oomumencent !as calvulo, agent..- diro pendant Isaphase (iocapture du fainaeau Loa,.
Noun avorim ahoini unis Initialisation par tinuge aidatoiro avoc Unarisvpartition gaumusrifne do moyon-.
nio nUll. ot. d'docart-typo
pour
C.2
pour

R

I

a
AX~ION Dli P&IrE LQQ INSETM,
Toua lean lo~uln de rimulati.on ddoritm jusqu'h mairitonarit (aviani, pilots automatique, piriphidriqutm
rduP.A.) uiont den onirrulo tilintdigat ion d'dquatiann diffdrantlolles du prrior' ordre. Ile doivent donea
to faire nuoo urn pan do onrlaui asnno trilblo pour quo Is prdaision salt auffisarite. Noun avorim coloii un
Pam (to20 MMn,
POWr' 'mtiOfflr Un c'AlCUIatour rIUsirique avea uri autro caloulat~eur riusdrique, 11 mui'rit do ohoimir Is
pam do oaloul do I& simulation gdgal au pan deo alaul idol.A
En orfft, done am can. 1cm dquatiorim programmdsm dane Is oalaula~tour rdol sont k repr'ordro aunis rior
changer, tilou' qu'uno adaptation eat n~cemmair'a dariaI c&4oa ontraire.
Mu f'ait quo lea mntrdon rdovItesnar
Inertiallo merit rai'raichloo par I& centrols ii iriartlo toutom 1ea
0.u2nor, il gdtait logique do ahoinir rjopan pour Is oalorulateur LTSS. 11 faudra (Iona offentuor' lox oalcule
(to Itavion At du pilots automatiquei 10) foia avant doecalaulor h nouveau 1* filtro LT8S. Pendant. as tempo.
I Ontr~e
du F.A. sera conmstants (simulation d'un bloquour d'or'dr i'o dc).
9

1Rsppelonts rapiriomonL Ioa dquatioris du filtro dosKalman h observationsa dlsor~tem t
Iritdrationi do l'dquatlcri d'Atat oritre deux observat~ions
a6

o

ot I&
e'

ratbr

do transition du syst~me Olt

I&lmatri as rirent~rim.

*Intdgration tie I& mtloo do oovarianoo oorroapondtinte
ob

Q

eat Ia oovariarico du bruit Our ltdtat.
* oaul. (ti gain Iu f'iltro do Kalman

o0i F"Oost Ia onvariance dui bruit our l'oboervoiticnY4
Roclag den eat aticrs h l'liatant n f 1

XX

hj

(18)

(YIM4 xhi)
Kh1/.
X~
~~~
X
Rencalago do la matriattido ovari'anve h lIn'intant ni + I

(Iomont ceo tqa ti

4 k, T

dqirtioI .9,tautssifnolr

u+k+.~

(1ý,)
h 1)

ucars particuilar h 4Ivariables dldtat

rdle

nrnt

(ef chap. P2)qui ont 6t4 prograissis: on simulation. Dane Is can oti lenobser'vations

(19)

y,~(signal LOC) noe

*
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10 - APPLICATIN10P A SILTXON A LA Db~¶NOS=MI0N PIS
10.1 - M-kiiitia offortes Rar I& almulat~on
*

=EFRM&tS

dimonstratio., de la vai~iditd do I& *imulatjon, piusioura possibiliiftd sont
Afin do faeilitor los
offortes par lea progratmme do simulation. Ce sont
Is1traoct our papter BENSON do tout.. lee variables Interiocdiairos ndoetagsratro h des vdrifi-

I

-Is
possibilitd d'utiliser des ienrigistroments do wol cooin ontrdes do lo, simulation I par
example, on pout aprhs oale'tl do I& ýrajactaire do 1'avion au oours d'unt approcohe puis des bruits LOC at
don vents, rdintrcoduire coo derfliors dan ais imulation ot cooiparer avac lea rdeultats do vol.
ltioaioul au coura do i'approceo dlurce variable d'dtst do i'avion reprdoentant mastrajootoi-

re pao'tienialo I

~i~f

~ ~K

i

-(0

-Is
possibilitid'donohatnor piuuiour. approoahss itune k I& suite doei'Sutro avea don porturbationt rdpdtitivoe qul no ddpondent quo dt uns, suits do 10 nombres aidatoirem pour Vitiitialisation du
proomesaus. On pout done oomparer Is comportement doeIs boucle do guldage pour des paramktren do rdglage
dlffdront4, main via h vim do perturbations identiques.
- I* okloul do variables statiatiquon sur un certain nombre do simulations d'approohoo surgeaelves. 11 oat possible do calcular, pair exoamlpe, moyanne fitdoart-type do
* 4ar latiral & 100 ft, 1 15 ft at k 1imnpaot,
iassiatte latdralo it 11impaet,
l

d

laivitemse tranovermale duitrain h i1impaot.
Paraileuson oaloule dgalement tin parasnitre ddnoitWi
ftactur
doeI avion at du P.A. I suivre Un signal. Sa valour oat

A

ui esractirlae 1'mptitude

eu x eat Isvariable h 4tudier, par oxemple

*
*
*

eL n oat 1e nombro i'approaohs atimuldos.
3comptabillsoation diesapprochos ayant ontra%4 ni
la
ot Valluma
ge, don 4oarte oxcossifs
1
ICC0 C
>, 20 p A pendant plus do 0, 5 socondles) $oit l' allumage tta voyant AI.=OAI damandant I IInterrupt~ion doeiatter'rionage automatique (dt'~rto oxuessrm~ at I 200 ft).
10.2

-

11

DMO'~TIQN D'UN MrISCEAU LOC DE-CAL! DY L'X P,9

iclmo
ourlr
itJ oitrations qtatiatigues
A ahacune tien deux poselbiiitda doevent (vent moyen at vent fort), nous avons atisocid lea
tt'oin ras do longusur dIoplate, ooi~t done six oan ditfirents. CI"Aeun do css 6 coo a f'ait i'cbJet do 100 simulationa d'lattert'issage, chaque &pproohe Atant earaottdrliod par dies
turbulences atmosphdriques, coes
brults LOC. tdon errours do nontra~le, une sensibiliit LOC ot (let valourn dlinitiaiiaation do Is position
avlor toutes diffdrontss lea unee des autror at obdiarant aux lois difinies plus haut, Au tcotal 600 approcohs ouit
iti siMuldes pour td~montrer lee performanoos du guldag. hybrid* LISS par rapport h 600 approohos
offectuies clans lea mimesc ondit~ionsazet aver ilea
m~ines perturbations on guiriage h Vaide du signal LOO
brut (guidase LOC).
La rid~rence (1)douite lea powformeneoss comparies des doux modes diO guidage aveo tin filtriuge
Lon-Inertiol oorreaponidant aux doux objeotil'e In~tialemsnt fix~e, h savoirt liltrage des distorsions du
ltntsoau LOC et servis h une panne LOC. INous
shones aaintonant examiner lea nouvelles posmlbiblltds dlu filtrage Loo-Inertlel on ce qiulconaerne Is ddteotion (too cidoalagne (is I'axe mov'er
du fisreanot LOC.
-

11.3

-

Sjm~in

Objoetit' do is .idteotioia tiun didoalage do Vsienceau

11 alagit do permsettre h 11avlon titatterrir our uno plats iquipde on raidgoris 1I aver des
minlma do vialbiitit do catdgorie 111. L'Airbus eat cortitid4 ever tine hauteur tieddolsion (it15 I'tot line
portis visuolle Is pinst do 100 m even lea dqvipomsnta ndoseasiroa h un atterrisakge deo ategorls 111.
Le0but oat donec do pouvoir atterriri aveo cotte hAutour do ddiceion quo ia pinto salt agrddo
de ctatdgoris IT ou do oatdgorio III.
U~nIL.S
do catdgoris 11 eat iquipd d'un moul 4metteur LOC1 et d'uno surveillanceo do 1'dmission
dont lot captour oat plac4 AL
qugiqusa oentimbtres dies airisn3 d'dminviona, alorm qu'un TL3 do oatdgorie ITT
firangals a un imetteur normal, un dinetttour do secours avoc uno surveillance intorne, una surveillance do
1'6minsson tripide oven vote perrnmttant do changer d'ldmetteur. un tent opdrationno3. '1o morlitours tie
surveillaince afin do ddtooter leis pannes esohdrot. Pt Wn~in urto
atitro survelillance "lointaino' CIO1.14miasson
piaoeo doei'autre oetd tieis platle at qiti
sur'valllo is propagation our is plate.
Le but do Is d~toetion tiut axes
LOCI tdrcad N iaido du systitmo LISS ost done do rtdtabllr par
uno sur'veillance externe, le nivosu dl'int~gritd du signai 1,00 dnias par un 115 doecatdgorio '11, do tells
sort. quo lea probabilitds do panrinee achdoo solont identiquen. Par ailiours, is systbmo hybrids radioInertia permet, griceo h as runction survie, do rdtablir Is contftkuit4 du serviceoen naa tio pWin* de l'
dmettsur LOC qui Wn'et pas tioubld on cat~gorio 11.
Dlu falt q-ke aven, tn faisceati tIs oatL~gorie II, is hauteur isdotidelion tierun do eat rtupdrnlure

A
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AiIs hautour minimal. d'intorruption d'approahs (HMIA

- 15 ft), il faut dono ditactor h noup scir
un ddcalago du faiocosau qui ambnea'ait ).'avion h rencontrar tanobstacle auacour's do ItA romfi3e (Isgasnpulaqu'on
eat aqr qu'11 no tomohera pas le Bol, plat aux abor'ds iaan~diate do I& plate, to premier obstacle axistent eat I'antenno d'olmissiaon du Bignal glide. Cotta antenna eat vue depuls 1'ateanne LOC Boma tanangle
d environ daux ciogr~a par rapport k I'a&e m~dilan do Is, plate.

11.2 - Conditions ndoesal~r-ad'uno bonne idtaction d'un 2'aiaceata ddnald
11.2.1 - raxovoason rdo11orarw do viteass transversely
La viteamo lat~JrAls r4olle do llavion &at dorinde par Is. relation i

4S

co Yrit N'

'a
a
mi

me

(22)

alora quo call@ oalculde done Ie filtre LISS set I& suivftnte a

-V

NI * sin~Rf3)

con

Lea orraur's don vitosata Nord at Eat do la cientrale alexpriment par ailloeur's i

ev

.V

N

VE-v
Posons
qua Il'a",,

f' Tset

&R oat petit I
ev'

(24)
-

+ý

e

-

L'orrour do vitoesse tranevea'oale wit done, oempti terau du fait
1-R.{\4-v'),
t
+i ~-v.W'e~

evl'.81"ig

Cos NIevia)

o0iV
oat Ia vlteoce ].onsitudinale do Ilavicn V1 h llinstaaat dlinitialiaation (tee caloulas.
1.0
Ernapproonant chaoune clan errouvr da Vitterse Nord ou Eat par tiantermo tionatant ot uno ridrivo
era fanaticin duttemps (exPr'ear±oa1 (7)), oantrouve a

ev =~ A\4 +'~T

otiLAVr

' SR0

+&R,(.

v)

so-it doe tonnotanmax at (Vt,

-

V, )

oat 1'4cart (to*titeume par rappoet hIs
l

\,Itoosa
o t0 l'svion hit - 0

~~Cott*a udomomnuiticon

*

explique lea dit'ildronteo variablorn d'ltat oeatimiea par l~e Al1tre LISSl

Dana Is cam o4i1. iaisaoau LOC oat ddciald d'un angle
V tia1'ao ic
de l piate, o~nIdniont~re
I'acilemont quo I& souls Vaogn pour istaler as ddcalago tat quo I& rdfidroane do peoJectiora rims vtteoseji
Rollcid
f
exotmentAveon laap gdographiquo do Ia pinot
at
me
, On a lr

quo
1dcaatd
si
quoaaaret 'onvrt
11.2.2

*

*h
**~
*

-

-

(25) atontr'a
dgaleomont qu'on no potarva 1001cr 1 orr'eur g~o dutterm. constrant V,
1
.0 -ies
eat &mean important pour quola
estimationas Hi iltro slant u.

Influence dumniveata do. br'uits 1,0C

Lldvaluation du ddcalage du faisoeau LOC dolt 6tre Vlate avec une prdciulon assoxe grand.e Aft
quo 1s test ait tansoan.Commeion dolt avoir uno praobsbilitd trbn falble do ddtootir tan ddasalago do
faiecoau aloe's qua cc ddealage ntoxiste pasn,
naoo ausai du fait qulil taut ditoaater tandiah3age do 21
~avoe tangprobabilit4 volaino de 1.,nous avoara cholai Io ~itall h partly duquol 1s falsoosu soar&ug6 (Ida&14 11 . En arrivant h uno prioibion do l'oatiaration
te quo son 4oart typo aoit do 0,0A , noiam
7ti*
oonsars sore quo lea probabiltltds soront oorvecto.,
La rdglaGe du f'iltre basi our lee objoctifa do filtrogo at do saryji, dinonad rdglage 1
(rdf. (1)) out baad our uno livolution do Is covariaono du brukit LOC dorado figure 12. Los doarts typos
do lfestimation d~uddoalage do fainceau sent portdo figure 13 done pluslotars eas d'ivolution cisvitomat, cleat-h-dire plusioure cas do prooddure d approohe. On voit 4galemont 3.'inf3.uence du nivoou don
bruits LOG offootiveasent roncoratrda. Mourn conatatona queas
co adago no permst pas tans prdcalsion our4
suffisante.
Un deuxi~ms rr',1ago du t'iltro LISS eta 1. progrsmnatlon du bruit LOC
ant rlonnds figureo 12 a
done iti 6tudii pour arriver k tane prdoiilon suffiiianto. On s aporayoit star Isa figure
13 quo eioriglago
no dorna satisfaction quo dana Is can oti1s bruit LOC offoctivoment renonoatrd correspond k lIa
progammotion dutfiltro. II1eat done radeommairo dlimplarator, done 1. calculateur LISS, tan aircuit dosmesuro da
~~~~bruit
LOC iffentivemmnt reonontri, &fin do eavoir, quell* confianao saoo1r
daaod
kt
ouot
u
1. fliltre dvalui. Carcircuit oalculc 1'dcart.4wp dui signal ( V) me
) qui oant ano branno apparoximnation rflubruit LOC. La figuro 14 donno lo rioultat do as cairaul /done s call
rifts
daux bruits LOG ittadids
prdoddowaunt. Lo arnull ohoini pour 1* raiveata
duabruit LOG eat do3,A Au del&, on consid~arera q~uo is
faiscoata LOC oat trop bruitd pour quo laentimation dt idoalago do 1a-x. salt asses prdciso.

12 - M~hI EN ZM=R DU 811V=U L188 WJ
12.1 -Agtiona
do 1'douioagg avant Is ddbUt do llopqrachs

*

j
~hauteur

g
Fl

12.2

L'6quipage aura h sa dimpoeltion, sur un bottler apdaial t
un contaotour k 3 positi±ons, h savoir
'LISS "0""t ou guidazs LOC I ponaition 1
LISS JAdslage 1 "'Olt'
I position P
*LISS Riglage 2 t1OW1
positionsca
ponttn
gagap
ins
olotte k J4 digits pour avoir uno prdcislan do 0,1i* mtn 'fineI a 4gpl
quo do Is,
plate.
Avant I& capture LOC, Ii faudra dano chalsir Is. position du cortactour. Deam lea 2 promi~res pado ddoision sur un ILS da oatdgorie 11 set diminudo.

Oraniatio
j.dl
tat "JAC
LU(-p FAISMAU"
Co tost eat prdabntd figure 15. Dane Is 6as ota on ddairo une hauteur do ddoialon diminuds, piu$tours satione*I
51 nohainwrontl i
*.virifioation quo I* c.xp
gdugraphiquo do Is plate a bion dtd affichd avant Is dibut dos oslouim.
-

-V.,

5~,0 a ot tI*o temspado riltrago ad40

sse grand pour quo Its etimations soient corrootoa.

(V Un autre toot our It bruit LOC 4valud au court do 1'afproch4 permit do mavoir ui on pout faire
confianvo au dioaiage do faisooau ivaluea. Si un do coamtests n .set pas correct, urn alarm. prdviond.,a 11
dquipage pour quo I& hauteur do dloision salt reuontdo k &a velour nominal..
1k 100 ft, to&wt our )w dicalago do faisooau et allumkgo do l'alarmo "AVIWNA?" s4. 1* ddaalap
estinmd set supdriour k 11. Dp.na Is cam contrairo, Ilapproche *at pourduivi. jusqulk Ia hautom~r do dicisionj altitude i laquelle I* piloto fait Is ohoix ontro salt remettr. lea Sam, oolt continuer l'apprcbe
si Is. Ylaibilitd I# pormot.

¶ 7.

La simulation prond do plum on plum do place dine I& dimionstratian don performances d'uhamystkme embarqud. Cos avatitoag no sont Wa nigligoakalem tint pour I& faciliti do modification, I& pammibilit4 do faire don 4tudas comparatives, I&pommibiliti d'dtudior dos can limit.. qu'l1 strait difficilo do
renoontrev on vol. quo pour 1s coOt plum faible I i'dpoque otalea *seats on vol dovionnont tr~a' oo~toux.
Le but do cat expoad dtait do ddmontror quo Iidtudo dtun symtbnao nouveau pouvait ns fair. h 1'
aide do cot autil pourvu quo la simulation molt roprdoontative don phinombneo rdols, on particulior on
as qul concern* lea perturbations do I& boucle d'asserviumsomnt conaarndo
Lo systims hyrbrid* Loa-Inertial do guidage latiral d'un avion qwit you. a iti prdsenti rdpond aux
troim objeatifs fixio, olost-k-diro Is fIltrage dos distorsiono du faiaotau LUC, Is aurvis k ure panne do
idmettour LOC at onfin i& ddtootion d'un faimsoau LOC ddvid. Pour parmsttr la rialipation du 3a objectif, ii a dtd nicemsairo d'dvaluor on temps rdol 1s nivmau dos bruits LOC quo i'svion roncontro.
IS TOm'
poet d~n prooddure d'approche on ce qui concern* i'dvoiution do 1% vitexso at la distance do la, capture
LOC, permot dldvaluor Is,dicalago du faimasau LOC avec uno pricision sufflauints at d'an avorvir 1'dquipago. Une surveillance oxterno, totalemont inddpondanto do colls qui exists dane 1' ILS, pout done Stro axsurde ý,Ar 1* syatbino, qui pourrait ainsi, pormottre do. opdratjona do catdgorie III mur dos ILS do aat4garie IX.
Ultiriourement, 1t systwem pourrai'h dpiomont pormettre d'cbtenir uno hauteur fs ddeiciolon
nullo our don fL.S de catdgori* III pourvu qulil soct associi k un system do confirmation do la position
do Viavian pour malarurer quo I* guidago MSl a amend Vivian *u-dessus do Ia pints.
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-
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THE ROLE OF TBV AIRCRAFT MODEL IN AVIONIC SYSTEMS SIMULATION
J. D. BANNISPer( and R. HICKS
British Aerospace - Aircraft Group
KXinmton/rrough Division

Brough
North Humberside

~SUMMTARY

I

This Aper discusses the rilevance and use of the aircraft model in Aviotliom Systems imulation. It
is often required to study the interaction between elements of the Avionic System, the Vohicle dynamics and
the outside world and simulation provides a useful and cost-effective method.

*!

*

iModelling
I 'to
I

'indicate

of the outside world forms an essential part of any simulation and it is important to achieve
a representation which is compatible with the objectives of the simulation.
The outside world is considered
be that part of the simulation with which the system interacts to perform its function and a clear dies
tinction should be made between the operational system and the outside world.
An example is included to
the importance of making this distinction. In general, the simulation objeotives determine whether
the aircraft forms part of the outside world or part of the operational system.
The aircraft model is discussed in depth, to indicate the choice to be made in determining Lhe level
of complexity required to fulfil differing objectives.
Aircraft models of different types are deocribed.
Some algorithms and solution techniques are presented along with an indication of the limitations inherent
in the riodels.
Two contrasting simulations are then discussed in detail to show the significance of the aircraft model
it, relation to the avionic system simulation.
The first example illustrates ths itseof an aircraft model
in a GP computer simulation of the interception of invading aircraft. Thu second example discisses the
aircraft model used in a pilot-in-the-loop real-time simulation of the avionics system for an attack aircraft.
both examples practicel considerations are included such as processor requirements and simulatJon system
architecture.

'5, ,

"In
1.

-I

:flight

INTRODUCTION

The applicition of simulation to avionics aysteot
has traditionally concentrated on the development of
control systems and of flight deck simulators for the training of airline pilots. These applications
are as impo-tant now as ever because of the use of active controls for flight contrAl systems and because
of the necessity to reduce pilot work-load particularly during the landing and take-off phases of flight in
crowded airspaoe and during handling emergencies.
However, in recent years, Increasing complexity of avionics my oems coupled with the higher level of
integration of systems and the increasing use of software instead o0 hardware to define the syntems have

led tu much wider application of simulation.

Some of the problemw for which simulation techniques can be

applied include i-

*

i)

FlAght deck and cockpit ergonomic design assessment

2)

kvionic system inteogration and design verification

3)

Software and hardware proving

. )

Operational and effectiveness studies

5)

Pilot training,

both civil and military

Different levels of simulation ar• appropriate
astudies require I

S(i)

depending on the intended objeotives e.g. weapon aiming

General purpose computer simulation modelling of the seonaric to test concept* and ,stablish

Itfirt
U

order parsaeter valutes.
I

(ii)
(iii)

".

Fixed and moving base simulation to demonstrate pilot acoeptibility.
System simulation to assist in the design and verification of the systeim architecture and to
ensure Integration with the total vwi ti,'ssystem.
Of particular value is
the ability to
design sub-system software and to demonstrate its oompatability with the total system requirement.

When designing a simul tion activity it ir important to develop a clear undermstandIng of th simulation
objectives prioe to the design. Experience has shown that failure to do this at the outset can result .n
large scale modifications being, incurred.
Any attompt to use a.simulation designed around one set of objeotives often leads to time consuming changes to satisfy a new set of obJectivec.
However, over the life of
a large scale simulation, objectives can change for a variety of reasons and unless ad.quate proviion has
been built into the original design a stage is reached when it ip cost efrentive to start again. Perhaps
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the most suoceusisul approach to achieving a simulator to satisfy a wide rangi;g cqt of objectiveo is the
use of a modular construction of the software design with the intarfajes between the components !eJing as
simple as possible and clearly siecifies.
2.
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OUTSIDE WORLD SIMJULATlON

It is often required to study the interaosion between elements of an avionick system, the vehicle
dynamic- and the ouiside world and hence it is necasmary to embed the system simulation within environmental
models. The oveiull mnvironmental simulation includes validated models of airframe, scenario geometry and
atmosphere so that the system under test can receive realistic signals and produce results that can be
accurately assessed for functional performanne. Under diff'ering circumstances tne aircraft may form part
of the system simulation or part of the outoide world representation depending on the simulation objectives.
The au..ide world has been assumed to be that part of the simulation with which the system to be studied
interacts to perform its fuinotions. A clear distinction should be made between the operational system and
the outside world as the following example illustrates.
This example is an extreme case but it serves to
demonstrate the importance of establishing clear objectives at the outset and hence a satisfactory simulation design.
nimulatiun on a general purpose computer of a navigation technique for airborne vehicles is desoribed by J, W. Lyus et al, 1975 (ref. i). The navigation method uses ;orrelation between terrain data
as stored in the vehicle processors and terrain data as measured by the vehicle censors (ranring lIsAer and
radii altimeter).
For tha simulation it iu necessary to provide a representation of the terrain over which
it is intended to fly and which is astsued to be part of the SYSTE4 i.e. the terrain data stored in the
vehicle processor. It is also neoessary to provide a separace terrain representation as part of the
OUTSIDE WORLD simulation and which is sampled by the vehicle sensors (Figure i),
Olerly it is essential
that within the simulation the two requirements for a terrain representation are mainitained ooneoptually
distinot. This was achieved by setting up a basic terrain data base in the form of height ordinates at
points on a rectangular grid with 100 metre spacing. This formed the basis of the outside world terrain
"representation with interpolatior used to provide a smooth analogue representation. Ono of the objectives
of the simulation wAs an investigation of the nature of terrain representation that would be appropriate
for the vehicle processors to satisfy the navigation requirements.
The method used a reotangular grid
sysatem with height ordinates stored at 1.0 metre intervals, although 200 metre intervals were found to bn
satisfactory. These height ordinates were derived from the interpolated outside world data base after it
had been drawn in contour form. In this way the oma1,1 errors incorporated in translating from the real
world to the vehicle processor data, using standard surveying techniques, were included in the simulation,
Hence, a clear distinction between the outside world simulation and the system simulation was achieved.

3,

AIRORAFT MODEL

As stated previously the aircraft may form part of the system simulation or part of the outside world
representation.
The examples to be discussed show its use as part of the outside world when evaluation

of an aircraft cockpit is considered and as part of the system when the effectiveness of the total aircraft

concept (with the avionics as part of that concept) is considered. While the siriulation architecture is
influenced by this distinction, the basic modelling of the aircraft flight d-namius is not. The model
itself can be considered to be a module within the simulation. The model may be hosted within a general
purpose processor which serves the total simulation or it may be separate from other elements of the simulation by adopting a federated processing system. The choice will depend on the nature of +he simulation,
the type of processor(s) available and other loal constraints.

i
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In designing an aircraft model to roeet the needs of a particular application? the objectives of the
simulation should first be assessed to determine the degree of complexity required. Aircraft models can
vary from a simple moving point in space exhibiting properties such as radar cross-section, or infra-red
signature up to a full representation in which the properties of the airframe, power-plant, systems,
weapons and pilot are modelled as closely as possible.
The simplest aircraft models are useful !'or, say,
modelling of a total defence system in which the operation of fleets of aircraft are simulated. The simulation objectives could, for example, call for the primary effort to be expended on the siting and properties
of the air defence radar environment, and only the macroscopic aspects of aircraft operations covering
some hundrnds of square kilometers are required to obtain valid results.
The most oomplete mathematical description of the aircraft is required in simulations involving direct,
real-time, human interaction e.g. in the cockpit environment. Flight simulation of sxisting aircraft is
already a commonplace reality, but the simulator may also be used an a design tool to establish acceptable
pilot workload levels, explore handling characteristics of project aircraft, refine properties of active
control systems and to design new cockpit layouts with head up displays, novel control mechanisms, switchable C.R,T. displays and digital data highway systems.
Before considering such applications in inre detail, however, a brief indication is given of the
mathematical description of the aircraft.
The model itself is based on the solution of a set of simultaneous non-linear differential equations
which are used to describe the aircraft flight dynamics. These equations will be an approximation to the
physical reality with the simulation requirements determining the nature of the approximations which are
acceptable and the method of solving the equations.

"AL

When discussing the modelling of the aircraft in relation to its use in avionic simulations it is usually
a requirement to embed a representation of the aircraft flight dynamics within a total control system. In
this way the total aircraft response to pilot inputs is modelled. Then the aircraft flight dynsAics are
represented by a transfer function in a block diagram of the control system. The study of control systems
and their representation in simulation is a vast topic and is not discussed in depth here. The intention
is to indicate the method of obtaining the aircraft transfer function by defining the stability derivatives
which relate the changes in the aerodynamic forces and moments tcting on the aircraft.
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It is firstly necessary to define an axis syutom and while a number of axis systems could be chosen
it is conventional to define a system with its origin at the centre of gravity of the aircraft and its
axes fixed either to the aircraft, in order to avoid moments of irertiawhJob change with time - the Principal
Body Axes - or to the insLantaneous flight vector. Thic latter choice Is the so-.alled Aerodynamic Body Axes,
an orthogonal right-handed triad, in which the x axis lies along the instantaneous velocity vector with
the y axis along the starboard wing and the z axis downward as seen by the pilot. It should be noted that
in general the x axis is not aligned with the longitudinal axis of the aircraft but at some angle, a.
Fer small perturbation models an axis system is usually chosen which is initially aligned with the
aerod~namJi body axes at the start of the pcrturbatlon, and remaining filed relative to the aircraft body
Sdurin; the perturbation, This axis system has been called "Stability Axes."
The equations of motion are obtained by applying Newtons Laws of motion and in general it is possible
to make a number of simplifying assumptitons although their validity will depend on the applioationl
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•Examples

i)

It is usually safe to assume that the x and z axes lie in a plane of symmetry of the aircraft.

2)

It can be assumed in general that for the short period of time that is relevant to a dynamic
analysis the mass of the aircraft remains constant. Clearly this is not valid at and for a short
time after weapon release and if the behaviour of the aircraft at this time is an important, consideration this simplifying assumption cannot be made.

3)

It is awsumed for simulation purposes that the aircraft is a rigid body although again the validity
of this assumption is dependent on the objsotivus of the simulation e.g. harmonisation of the
"radar and 4.0. sensors with the HUDand inertial sensors requires to take account of structural
bending.

-)

It is assumed +,hat the earth is an inertial reference with the atrosphere fixed with respect to
the earth. This assumption is not valid for the analysis of inertial giidanoe systems but is for
the analysis of control systems and greatly simplifies the final equations,

can be shown that by applying Newtons Laws it requires six simultaneous non-linear equations of
motion to completely describe the behaviour of a rigid siroraft. ThMae equations give a full force and
moment balance acting on the aircraft. Such equations can be found in classical literature but the form
required for any application to aircraft model use depends upon the axis system which is chosen.
of the two types of aircraft model follow. The first, is a small perturbation model which
full three
the seoond
whilst response
derivatives
but in totwothedimensions
uses
full aerodyn•.Ai
dimensional
model but stability
using a simplified
approach
treatment only,
of dynamic
of is
theaaircraft.
In the simplest case, where the requirement is for a 2-dimensional, small perturbation, linear model,
the equations of motion can be written in the forts
a-
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where

u

forward force derivatives

w Xq

normal force derivatives

ZU, zwo Zq

E pitching moment derivatives

m , mw, mq

m., pitching moment derivative due to elevator deflection

"T

"non-dimensional" time

W

V 2 equilibrium aircraft velocity

w
P
i--t

- aircraft density ratio

t
g

E acceleration due to gravity

0 .Lift
iB

coefficient

B
Wt•

B

moment of inertia about y- axis

It

tail moment arm

S

-"aircraft reference wing area

W 5 current aircraft weight

The assumptions made in arriving at these equations are t-

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

disturbances are small, about the equilibrium condition'
the product of variations can therefore be neglected compared to the variations
small angle assumptiona are valid for angles between the equilibrium and disturbed axes
thu x axis is aligned with the velcoity vector while the aircraft is in equilibrium flight

These equations have been used in the simulation of a simple terrain following system where the obecrive was the study of the terrain following control system in the pitch plane. In such a simulation the
Seffects of turning flight have to be considered independently.
SFor many simulations a small perturbation model will not be adequate. It will be necessary tu simulate
,the full aerody-namo effects and engine performance effecte. Exampies of such simulations are described in
SSections 4 and 5. In particular the aircraft differential equations used with the close combat model are
given below.
This model usesa the uler system to define the angles in space, and makes use of both the Principal
Body Axis (P.B.A.) and the Aerodynamic body Axis (A.B.A.) systems in order to define the state of the aircraft fully,
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V cos a
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Swhere

T

-

)

p Vj SV
C

L max
D -

- p sin a

p
jp

V2 SCL max
V2

engine thrust at CurrcLt

SCD
Lhrottle setting

V Z velocity
p E roll rate
q

E pitch rate

r

I

a

.

yaw rate
angle of incidence

6, 0, 0

2

angle of pitch, bank and azimuth in aerodynamic body axes

@, 0 Y
X, Y, h

angle of pitch, bank and azimuth in principal body axes

2-

position in earth axes

W =2 aircraft weight
subscript 'w' denotes variables in aerodynamic body axes.
These equations make uge of the following assumptions s(i)

There is no appreciable sideslip

(ii) Values of Kit K2 and K3 can be specified for all Mach number, altitudes and 'g'

loadings

The functions :

(iWi)
II'

T

-

engine thrust

DO -

airort rt drag (or 0D in ocefficient form)

sfo -

engine specific fuel consumption

%

lift

".4

-

C max -

s

coefficient

maximum usable lift coefficient

uan be specified in tabular form with sufficient accuracy to give a good representation of the vehicle
properties. These functions are allowed to vary with the following independent variables as requireda
, and Engine throttle setting.
,L
Mach number, Altitude, a ,
A similar set of equations has been used with the cockpit simulation. A matrix approach was chosen
for the description of the aircraft'a aerodynFmic characteristics.
One of the important but time-consuming
tasks when setting up a simulation in in deacribing the aircraft parameters in a convenient forn and since
the extensive progragmming existid the inevitable overhead associated with the matrix approach was accepted.
The m•ehod p,'oduoed a full non-linear model which oombined the convenience of a matrix description of the
acrodynamics with the efficiency wiih which a conventional numerical integration can present non-linear
phenomena. This was achieved by representing the aircraft rigid body dynamics using a conventional numerical inteeration technique, therebr reducing the frequency with which the system description matrix needed
re-evaluating. ligure 2 shows the program structure.
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SOLUTION OFT HE AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS
In general, the requirement is to solve the set of first order simultaneous differential equations
which describe the six degrees of freedom of the aircraft motion. Ideally a method of solution is sought
which oonverges rapidly, requires a minimum of computer storage spaoe, is simple to execute (i.e. does not
require the computation of higher derivatives) and provides readily obtainable estimates of the errors involved. While there are a number of possible methods, there ame none available which satisfy all these
desirable oharaoteristios. The most commonly used approach is the use of one of the various Rurne-Kutta

methods.

They all have the diutinguimhing properties that

1. they are one stop methods i.e. the solution is obtained by using the values of the variables at
the previous point only. Hence they can be considered as self nterting techniques.
2. they do not require the evaluation of any of the derivatives, but only the functions themselves.
However, it is necessary to evaluate the funotions for more than one value within the step width.
Essentially this is the trade-off involved in avoiding the evaluation of higher derivatives.
One of the major disadvantages of the Runge-Kuttu methods is the lack of a simple meann fnr estimating
the errors. Without some measure of the truncation error it is difficult to choose a suitable step mise
over which to carry out the integration. An estimate of the truncation errors can be obtained with additional
computing but in praotioe the step width is often chosen on a trial-and-error basis and constrained by the
computing time available to achieve a solutinn.
-heThe most convenient Runge-Xutta method for this applioation has been found to be a fourth order method.
"The
equations are solved over the chosen time interval, then using half the interval and the solution
checked for convergence. If adequate convergence is not aohievedtho interval is again halved and the
equations solved. The process is repeated until adequate convergence is achieved or computing time for the
operittion is exhausted,

4.
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INTERCEPTION SIMUYLATION

As an illustration of the selection and use of appropriate aircraft models for simulation, two contrasting examples have been chosen. The first of these illustrates the use of aircraft models with different
degrees of complexity, and also it illustrates how the definition of outside world varies with the definition
the objectives.
The problem is to predict the effia'noy of a defence system when faced with an opposing invading forcoe
entering the airspace which is to be defended. A full simulation using actual equipment is often the subJeot of N.A.T.O. exercises, and clearly an extremely expensive undertaking.
Further, a full digital simulation of a defenco system as a whole is expensive - even if a large dedicated computer system could be made available to run such a simulation. & more cost effective approach
is to split the simulation into manageable portions, analyse the critical elements in any particular portion,
and then reoonstitute the interoeption from the constituent parts. The aircraft model is tailored to the
most appropriate form for each portion of the simulation.
The simulation of an interception can be said to cover three phases
(i)
(ii)

The acquisition of the enemy, followed by the take-oft (if
height and acceleration.

not on CAP.),

climb/descend to

The vectoring phase

(iii) The engagement.
The first phase tends to be a separate problem, atia gives the initial distance covered and fuel used
in gaining the desired height and speed (Reffrence 3).
In phase two, the aircraft tends to be at some cruise, or steady state, operating at moderate gIllevels.
It is the vectoring aspects which are under close scrutiny. Accordingly we uan use an aircraft model which
is simplified to use only parameters affeoting performance.
These parameters, generally supplied an a
function of spied and altitude, include fuel consumption, maximum turn rates and maximum acceleration rates.
It is the acquisition radar eyetenoand the oommunioationu to the interceptors, in an N.C.M. environment,
which are under investigation whether they are ground based (G.CI.), airborne (A.H.W. or A.W.A.0.S.) or
interceptor mounted (C.A.P.).
The simulation is partioularly aimed at finding out how the errors in the
acquisition systems affect the success or otherwise of the interception as a whole. These errors, generally
in some Kvuwn deterministic or stoohastio form occupy the major effort in the simulation, and it can be seen
that the aircraft model for both target and interceptor can be quite simple without affecting the validity
140
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the model.

Results of a typical simulation are shown in Figure (3), which shows the interception of an intruder
which can choose to weave or to press on with the attack by flying straight and level. The figure shows a
time history of the interception from the initial take-off to the final kill, giving major parameters
(fuel, speed, altitude) at key points of the trajectory.
The vectoring phase of the engagement can be said to end, either on releasc of long/medium rang
miseilec, or at the start of the engagement, which can be close combat, if the target aircraft have that
inolination or denial-of-escape combat should the target attempt to disengage. The former requires an
extensive missile program for continuation, whereas the engagement requires a model with full description
of the aircraft. The requirements for the aitoraft model in clos combat will be considered in more detail.
Denial-of-escape simulation needs similar aircraft modelling, but with the emphasis on missile parameters
rather than aircraft parameters, The modelling of missile flight and kill probabilities merits considerable

I,
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attention in its own right.
Here the emphasis is on the aircraft model. The complexity demanded by close-combat simulation is such
that the motion of the aircraft in space should be very fully reprosented, and the simulation incorporates
a mathematical representaton of aerodynamio properties, engine capabilities as well as airborne interception
radar, pilot and aircraft 'g' tolerance and weapon kinematic and aoquinition boundaries.
Figure

(4),

shows the aircraft model part of a close combat simulation program.

The model operate6

by integrating the non-linear differential equations over a finite time interval using the classical RungeKutta process.
The information available from this process will include those variables in Section 3 and in each case,
their derivatives with respect to time will also be available for use in other modules of the program.
The tactics routines operating to given decision rules determine the acceleration components input
to the aircraft model. The response is determined by the aircraft model, which also applies limits of aircraftand pilot performance when necessary.
There are also the basic properties of the aircraft and weapon system, supplied as data.
Full engine performance,

Theme include a

thrust and fuel consumption

Drag polars for the aircraft
Lift characteristics (including limiting values)
Structure limits.
These are supplied in tabular form, with the variation with Mach number and altitude predetermined.
Pilot Ig' tolerance is also modelled as a function of time.
The sensors aboard the aircraft - inoluding the pilot's own eyes - supply the inlormation to the taotics modules which in turn drive the aircraft model. Henco they should be simulated adequately, so that
the Information useW by each aircraft in the combat - which may include the simulation of errors in the
system - is representative of that used for tactical decisions and reflects air force practice.
(In fact
the taotice used often present the principal problems to the modeller). This information can include
the following parameters, which may be used with or without error simulation a Range, Look Angle, Aspect
Angle, Sight Line Spin.
Again, in each cave, derivatives with respect to time are available.

Variables may only be uned, of

course, when it is considered they are Available to the pilot in following the decision rules.
In a similar way, the flight of a missile or shell can be modellod to complete the interception simulation at the kill (or missy) in which case the missile on-board E-O equipment may be modelled to a similar
level.
The total simulation operates as a 'MI against 'N' contest, in which 'M' aircraft of one side 'fly'
against 'N' aircraft of the other side, where both IM' and 'N' are necessarily small numbers, less than
10, say. Each of the aircraft makes a 'move', i.e. makes a tactical decision on how to move based on his
knowledge of the state of combat, and is moved accordingly by the numerical integration process over a
single time step, All aircraft move to complete one round, and the process is repeated until a time limit,
or winning side appears.
Tlis is shown in Figure (s).
The decision rules built into close combat models are taken from a consensus of opinion of service
pilots, pro~ection of trends and experience from using the mod,'l.
Full input data for the aircraft as described previously are required to run such a simulation, with
the addition of a complete description of initial starbirg geometries, ind data to definA the decision
rules.
The weapon data are supplied as a table of launch success zones (L.S.Z.) &Sain as a function of Mach
number and altitude, and also target 'g'.
(It will be noted, however, that a weapon launched within a
L.S.Z. need not necessarily be successful, due to target evasive manoeuvre during the flight time of the
missile,) Acquisition zones are treated eimilarily. Gun capabilities are also modelled. Single shot kill
probabilities are assigned, to each type of weapon fitted. Thim factor is crucially important for deciding
when a kill has ooouzod and hence when a combatant is removed from the engagement.
Figure (6)

shows a plan view of a typical engagement.

To fully simulate an interception, separate programs covering all phases may be put together Mequentially to obtain full Interception simulation as shown in Figure 3. This gives a means or studying the
degree of success of the dofence system in intercepting intruders, and can help to nigh-light where there
are particular deficiencies in performance.
The interception programs can help both the aircraft manufacturer and the defence scientist to tailor
future aircraft to the needs of the defence system given a predicted level of threat. Parametric variations
of:important variables - in aircraft, weapons or avionic 3yetoms, for example - are ponsible,enabling the
programs to be used as a design tool.
COCKPIT SIMULATION
This simulation illustrates the most complex application of the aircraft model, with the inclusion of
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a pilot in the loop.
Here the requirement is to layout the cockpit
It concerns the design of a single seat fighter cockpit.
faoilities in auch a way that the pilot can fulfil the mission tasks. This requires that the pilot is
provided with just the information and controls that are necessary to enable him to carry out the tasks re-

quired of him.
tability.

In addition it is required to test the concepts developed and to demonstrate pilot accep-

Where new facilities or funotions are provided or where the cockpit departs radically from

current aircraft layouts, it

will be neoessary at a later date to familiarioe operational pilots with the

concepts and to provide a measure of initial training.

At the design stage it

will be necessary also to

demonstrate the engineering feasibility of the proposed arrangement and the integration of the cockpit
with the rest of the operational and flight control systems, making due allowance for tht occurrence of
failures and errors within the cockpit or systems.
These are among the reasons why it is virtually essential during the development phase of the cockpit
to use mookupe, space models, simulators and system rigs.
Traditionally the cockpit has been designed very much on an ad hoc basis with thc basic flight 'control

parameters being presented in front of the pilot in the conventional configuration if eleotromechanical
instrumen+..
Other displays and controls have been positioned depending on spaoe available, the designers
personal preference and 'twelve always done it that way." Controls and switches Iavw isen assooiated with
attempt made to integrate or rationalism relU& d funutiovh4.
The result
specific equipments with little
The addition of further systems c..
difioacior- during
can best be described as an "ergonomic alum."
the life of the aircraft has merely added to the chaos and the overcrowding.
This "design" process may have been adequate during the early years of aviation when the tacilities
that could be provided to assist the pilot were limited and when aircraft speeds were wore modest and therefore the pilot had more time to perform the mission tasks.
However, it is clear that this process is
.1'

thoroughly inadequate for the design of a modern cockpit. Technology allows us to present the pilot with
far move information and hence mission tasks have become far more demanding. The requirement is for
faster' and move highly manceuvreable aircraft. Hence the pilot has less time to carry out the required tasks.
Cockpit design therefore becomes a much more exact science (Reference 4) domanding the adoption of established ergonomic principles during the design process and the use of basic ergonomic test and measurement
Only then can a near optimum presentation of information and control facprocedures during development.
ilities
be provided in the limited space available and laid out in such a wwy as to make the pilot's work
load, tolerable.
During the cockpit development therefore, it

is

useful to check the basic configuration by nonstructing

a space model and by introducing into the mookup basic pilot tasks such as air-to-air target tracking
using a functioning flight control stick while requiring the pilot to perform normal in-flight switching

tasks.

A.configuration which allows these tasks to be addressed is showh in Figure 7.

Here the aircraft

The secondary task
model is hosted on an analogue computer which also serves to drive the target model.
is driven from a small micro-processor unit. The advantage of using aw analogue computer to host the air-

craft model is in eliminating problems in achieving real time response from the model. However, much
flexibility is lost and it proved necessary to use a simple linear 3-D model to represent the aircraft
During this process a
because of the difficulty of updating the aircraft derivatives during operation.
first
order definition of the facilities which should be provided to the pilot is achieved by eliminating
any that are not directly relevant to the pilotts decision making process or those that would certainly
overload the pilot. Hence we are in the situation where it is necessary to be highly selective in the
If the overall aircraft design is to be successful
fnoilitiew provided and in the manner of presentation.
it has become neoessary to design the operational systems from the pilot and his environment outwards
rather than by choosing the facilities which technology allows and hoping that the pilot will cope with
the highly sophisticated but ergonomically impossible system.
The next step in the development is the construction of a fully functioning cockpit with meaningful
outside world representation to allow ergonomic measurement to be made while providing the pilot with
representative tasks to perform.
At this stage it is not possible to eliminate entirely subjective opinion
but by introducing a large number of pilots to the concept in a semi-realistic environnent it is possible
In addition the cockpit simulator provides the basic facilities
to obtain a satisfactoty pilot assessment.
Obviously the degree of realism provided in the simulation
necessary to carry out tests and measurements.
ab this stage should be ruffioient to tempt the pilots to treat the assessment procerm seriously, while
sufficient flexibility should be retained to allow modifications and adjustments to be wade reasonubly
painlessly. Clearly this stage of simulation requires the design and programming of a basic aircraft flight
control system and aircraft model to represent the aircraft, elements of tl
avionic system sufficient to
cause the displays to react in a representative manner in response to swit hing aotlons etc., and an outwhich to assess the cockpit
side world representation to provide the pilot with meaningful tasks agai ,t
The major features shown include an
A possible advanced cockpit layout is shown in Figure 8.
concept,
articulating seat and side arm flight controller, electronic C.R.T. displays and switches for ease of
accessibility along the side consoles.
(Reference 2).

.

.

In setting up the simulation systen the aircraft model can be chosen to suit the assessment objectives.
However, since the requirements will usually demand a fair degree of realism a full 6 - degree of freedom
nom-linear model should be adopted.
Then to achieve the required real-time operation it is necessary to
The major time consuming element is the
consider carefully the speed of operation of the host computer.
updating of the aircraft derivatives emthe flight conditions change. The choice restp between updating
all the derivatives on a periodic basis or checking the sensitivity of each derivative to change in aircraft
operating condition and updating only when the derivatives stray from the allowable bounds, checks being
carried out each , rogram cycle.
It in important to avoid significant step ohancen in the derivatives which
give uneven feel to the pilot.
For reasons of simplicity the former method is desirable where sufficient
It has the disadvantage of being extravagant in time during steady flight ocnditions
time is available,
since update of the derivatives has to be carried out Pt a rate which allows violent aircraft manoeuvres
to appear realistic to the pilot. Mxperienoo has shown that when time is at a premium a suitable compromise
is to update the sensitive derivatives on a periodio basin and to check the others at a lees frequent interval.
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For the cockpit simulation previously described the configuration used is shown in Figire 9. This shows
the use of dedicated micro-oomputers to carry out basic system simulation and cockpit inLerfaoing funotions.
Further development phaies involve i(i)
(ii)

The use of a moving base simulator in which a further stage of realism is introduced.

(iii)

The incorporation of the cockpit into a system development rig to demonstrate the integrity of
the full system on the ground.
An airborne cockpit demonstrator to provide the final oonfidenoe check and (hopefully) minor
adjustments before the cockpit onncopt is incorporated in the design for a production aircraft.

6 CONCLUSIONS
The paper has discussed the basic representation of aircraft flight dynamics for use with avionio
simulations. No attempt has been made to address the separate issue of flight
Examnples have been chosen to illustrate the use of varying levels of complexity
indication given of the simplifications possible for different levels. Clearly
with a pilot in the loop, requires the most complex and accurate representation
It
7.

control system simulation.
of aircraft model and an
the cockpit simulation
of the aircraft.

has been shown that in general, the simulation objectives indicate the model to be chosen.
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SUMMARY
In the present inflationary economic environment there exists a highly constrained defensei budget which
severely limits the acquisition of new, higher performance Air Force weapon systems.
Therefore, system
Now weapon aystem
developers cannot pursue an independent, open-ended search for maximum performance.
developments must now be justified on the basis of improved cost-effectiveness for the entire system over
its projected lifetime. A solution to this task is found in the Avionics Evaluation Program (ASP) whichis a library of seven detailed avionics performance assessment models all driven by a cotmon interactive
The AEP provides an efficient means for performing trade-off analyses maoi.j cost,
software package.
The program was designed to be
reliability, maintainability, and performance of avionic configurations.
flexible end easy to use with emphasis on realistic consideration of the operational environment and the
generation of useful data.

i.

INTRODUCTION

The Avionics Evaluation Program is a collection of avionics performance assessment models developed for the
Development of the AUP was
uas of the Air Force Avionics Laboratory by Battelle'a Columbus Laboratories.
motivated by the need for a convenient and systematic method of asesasing the performance of avionic systems
in the mission environment.
The initial model development, begun in 1969, concentrated primarily on a mission analysis model for the
Subsequently, models for more detailed analysis of target acquisition, weapon
tactical air-to-ground role.
delivery, tactical data link communications, and anti-aircraft survivability ware added to the ARP interfro awork.
In 1975, an air-to-air version of the mission analysis program was developed,
Two
separate supporting programs have been added for deterministic analysis of air-to-air combat encounters.

.active

The AEP has been designed to be flexible and easy to use with emphasis on the realistiq consideration of the
operational environment and the generation of iaseful data.
The modular structure of the ARP allows independent
use of the supporting models as well as the use of the supporting modals to generate data for the mission
The modular structure also facilitates the addition of additional models and the
analysis program,
modification of the models.
In 1973, the AEP was implemented in a conversational interactive mode t6 make
the collection of programs directly accessible to analysts with minimal computer programming experience.
The resulting sophisticated software package has proven to be a valuable asset in making the models
available to a wide spectrum of users in government and industry,

2,

Air-To-Ground Mission Analysis Program (AEP)

The AEP air-to-ground mission analysis program evaluates performance of an airborne weapon system on
misnion which may involve multiple aircraft and multiple targets.
The program evaluates the operation of
a flight of up to four aircraft for n specified number of days of operation, including t'e ground turnaround process.
Monte Carlo techniques are applied to reliability data for the defined aircraft equipment
throughout the mission to determine which subsystem modes are functioning--resortinL to backup modes and
mission aborts as required.
Target location uncertainties and navigation system performance parameters
are combined to define the actual flight path relative to the true target location.
The sensor ground
swath for the search pattern is then compared to the true target location to determine if thp targut passes
through the sensor groLnd area coverage.
Probabilities of detection, target kill and aircraft survival
are sampled to determine which mission phases are successfully completed.
The model utilizes the best mode
still
available for each function at the time it is to be performed.
The following steps are required to set up a problem:
(1)

The mission must be defined in terms of the target,

(2)

The flight profile is

threat,

and weapons.

defined using waypoints to describe flight segments.

(3)
A suite of hardware (black boxes) describing the complete aircraft is
and maintenance data are provided for each black box,

itemized.

Reliability

(4)
The required mission functions are selected (typical functions include navigation,
navigation update, target acquisition, weapon delivery, survivability, communications, refueling, etc.).
(5)
For each function, the primary and backup modes of operation must be defined.
A mode is
defined by specifying the performance capability (if applicable) and assigning the hardware black boxes
required to operate in that mode,

4

The output is composed of statistics describing the mission events for the selected number of Monte Carlo
The outputs include targets destroyed, mission aborts, aircraft losses, targets detected, average
trials.
number of attack passes per target, mission costs, and a statistical summary of the ground servicing and

it.i
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maintenance activities.
3.

Target Acquisition

A comprehensive set of target acquisition models covering the unaided operator, TV, FLIR, radar, and
photogiaphic cameras are available in the AEP interactive system. The models, grouped under the acronym
ALSPH (Avionics laboratory Sensor Performance Model), were originally developed for the Aeronautical
Systems Division at Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio by Honeywell, Inc. These models were initially intended
for analysis of reconnaissance sensors but are equally applicable to real time target acquisition.
TItaddition to tite computer models, there is an associated library of data available from which the user
can select descriptions of the targtt, scene, and sensor. The target is characterized by type (isolated
element, linear array, or area target), dimensions, reflactivity, emissivity, or radar cross section, am
appropriate to the sensor spectrum. Similar data art required for the background in the immediate vicinity

of the targert

Scene data include characterizations of the weather and local terrain.

are used to compute tranamissivity and backscatter functions.
likelihood that line of sight exists.

The weather data

The terrain data are used to compute the

Sensor data include charactorications of lenses, filters, photosurfaces, electronics, displays, film,
radar receivers, etc. The data are used to compute the signal-to-noise ratio, target-to-bankgroLnd
contrast, and resolution an viewed on a display (or directly viewed by an observer).
The models c'mpute the likelihood that an observer can detect the presence of a target-like object(s),
reeogniso the class of target (e.g., wheeled vehicle, tracked vehicle, building), and identify the
target (e.g., T-62 tank, fuel truck).
Detection probability is based on target siae and contrast, signalto-noise ratio, time in view, and density of confusing objects. The human factors model allows iselection
of three detection probability algorithms--the Stathacopoulos Model, the Williams Model, or the Resell and
Wiloon Model.
ALSPM is continually being updated to achieve more realistic assessment of target acquisition capabilities,
The FLIUR and TV models have recently been updated to reflect the current approach to sensor performance

assessment and the latest in experimental data.
function analysis of the system components.
4.
q',
*

This update includes transition to a modulation transfer

Weapon Delivery

The weapon delivery analysis routine in a program tor determining the distribution of impact errors for a
weapon system utilizing unguided, unpowered bombs. The model in a single program providing for the
evaluation of most existing and future weapon delivery systems. The program is convenient t3 use with only
a basic understanding of how a specific weapon delivery system operates.
The routine can be operated in three m.dosi

(1)

The user can supply a weapon release algorithm in the form of a FOETRA

defined guidelines,
*•

stbroutine unLder

(2)
The u~ier can supply equations which transform the sensor measurements into ractangular
coordinate estimates of position, velocity, and wind relative to the target. Thirteen system implementations

using this technique are presently stored in the program,
(3) The third mode requirea a user-supplied FORTRAN subroutine duplicating the weapon release
algorithm as in Mode 1. This mode, however, applies to systems which employ filtering and for which the

user chooses to specify the sensor errors in terms of time varying magnitude and frequency characteristics.
To not up a problem, the user selects or defines an aircraft, describes the trajectory, selects one of the
stored weapons, and selects contributing error sources. Contributing error sources which can be selected
include sensor errors (e.g., air data computer, AHRS, angle of attack, doppler, inertial system, radar,
target tracker), pilot errors (e.g., pipper position, wind, sideslip, bank, steering), computer errors, and
post release errors (e.g., release delay uncertainty, ballistic dispersion).
The output is a listing of the contribution of each error source to along-track impact errors as well. as
the statistical combination of all errors into the total prohalv
e miss distance,
5.

Survivability

A routine for analysing aircraft survivability against antiaircraft artillery (AAA) is incorporated in the
"AEP. This program developed
by the U,.S

Air Force Armament Test Laboratoty (referred to as AFATL Program

P001) computes the single shot probability of kill of a target aircraft. Consideration is given to various
intrinsic errors in predicting an aircraft/projectile intercept point. Computation or the target aitcraft
attrition is performed over an entire flight path sne the probability of kill results for each increment of
the flight path (single shot) are accumulated.
can be presented in a graphical or tabular
manner as a function of several ustful parametersTheat resultA
the option of the user.
The major portion of the program is concerned with the analysis of all sources of random error which
influence the effectiveness of the antiaircraft artillery. These errors include prediction of an aim point
based on the present behavior of the aircraft, firing process errors, and uncertainties and perturbations
which arise externally to the weapon system, All of these sources of random error, uncertaintyt, or
perturbation, which in some way contribute to enterting the final distribution of projectile trajuctorles,
are anteased by the program in order to locate the vulnerable area of the aircraft withýn this total
distribution of trajectories end compute a probability of kill.
Each ground weapon complex is described by its location, number of guns,

number of barrels par gun,

...............................
..
........................ ,
-

projectile parameters, and characteristics of the fire control system.
parameters may be stored for
The flight profile generator
target aircraft is described
velocity.
Several of these
simulation.
6.

Several sete of sun and projectile

The flight path is entered as a series of waypoints.
use in subsequent analyses.
for the ASP mission models is used to define the aircraft time history. The
by a table of vulnerable areas which are functions of impact angle and closing
tables may be stored in the interactive system for use in the survivability

Communications

A communications analysis model is available for assessing the likelihood of communicating data over
telemetry, command-control, or wide-band video data 3inks, The routine, originally developed for asleesaing
communication links with remotely piloted vehicles ýIWV), is curran' ly being utilixed for analysis of the
vulnerability of tactical data links to enemy Jeaming.
Tactical elements considered in the model include tne control station/aircraft, launch vehicle, weapon or
For each of these
the RPY, multiple Jammers, and multiple enemy signal intelligence (SZOZHT) stations,
elements, the user can specify typical parameters of the trariemitters, receivers, modams, and antennas
(seg., power, frequency, barndwidth, modulation type, noise figure, losses, fade margin, antenna type, main
lobe gain, beat width, antenna dimensions, front-to-back ratio).
Characteristic data are stored for numerous
antenna types and modulation techniques.
Transmission is analyzed over two paths as the vehicles move along predaeigned flight profiles--control
station/aircraft to weapon and weapon to control station/aircraft.
For each path the following
sequence of calculation is made:
(1) Path lengths, depression angles, off-angles, line-of-sight existence;
(2) Path lossee; (3) System gains and losses; (4) Carrier-to-noise and carrier-to-jam ratios for friendly

an
enemy paths.

The model assumes that jamming can occur whenever line-of-sight exists to a SIGINT station and when the
SIGINT station receives a signal ,, a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 3db.
Jamming is directed only at
the source of signals received by the SICINT stations.
The model output consists of probabilities of communicating information over each data link versus time in
the flight profile.
7.

Air-To-Air Mission Analysis

The Air-to-Air AEP mission analysis program is a Monte Carlo simulation of two opposing aircraft flights
(up to four aircraft in a flight) through an entire mission.
As the flight progresses, it is influslicedby
hardware failures, refueling, communications to airborne or ground controllers, enemy aircraft detection
capability, identification requirements and weapon capabilities,
Modeling o" these functions varies
'considerably in level of detail based upon impact on mission success and initial modal development priorities.
Detailed visual, radar and infrared detection models are available for the target detection function.
When one side (Red or Blue) detects the other, that flight pursues an appropriate tactic and fires when the
weapon constraints are satisfied.
The encounter is considered only until both aides have detected the other.
At that time, tha relative positions and heading. are stored for output so that users can determine which
side has the relative advantage.
Kills occur only if weapons are fired before detection by both sidej has
occurred,
At the termination of the engagement, both sides return to the nominal flight profile for the
return flight.
Most of the features of the air-to-ground ASP mission analysis program have been retained.
A mission is
described by the vehicle hardware makeup, flight profile, and mission functions.
However, these must be
described for both Blue and Red aircraft,
All Blue aircraft (and similarly all Red aircraft) must be
identically equipped (Blue need nor be the same as Red),
The output is composed of statistics describing random variables and the uccurrence of discrete events.
outputs, available for both sidel, include target detection probabilities, targets detected, targets
identified, engagement data, aircraft losses, equipment failures, function/subfunction utilization, and
aircraft aborts.
Dogfight Analysis

B.

*1

The

Separate air-to-air dogfight programs have been incorporated in the ASP for analysis of the dogfight
encounter.
FASTAC, a one-on-one model adapted by Battelle from the Rand TACTICS II model, simulates an engagemeant between two aircraft.
Another model, PACAM, developed by Kearney Associates, allows for simulation of
one-on-one, two-on-one, or two-on-two engagements.
Both programs produce deterministic trajectories of the
dogfight encounter utiliZiug specific rules for maneuvering.
The programs are useful for assessing relative
acrodynamic and thrust advantages and for analysing air-to-air weapons and fire control systems.
To set up a problem, the user selects from the available aircraft, defines the initial
case of PACAM, defines tactical rules for the aircraft,
The FASTAC rules of encounter
based mainly on an attempt to maximize aircraft energy (speed or altitude) and achieve
the rear of the other aircraft.
In the case of PACAM, the user can select the type of
when two-on-one or two-on-two engagements are simulated.

conditions, and in the
are fixed and are
a closing position on
tactics to be used

A comprehensive on-line plot capability has been developed to support use of the dogfight analysis programs.
Users can plot numerous position, velocity and acceleration components in 2 or 3 dimensions,
These plote
can bi generated in either a fixed reference or any of the moving aircraft coordinate systems.
Thus, users
can execute one of the dogfight models and then view the resultant trajectories from any angular position
relative to the engagement coordinate system.

1'
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A separate program exists for analysis of the trajectories produced by the dogfight programs.
The user can
define firing criteria in terms of the minimum, maximum, and time duration Zor parameters like range,
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angle-off, range rate, etc., which must be satisfied for successful firing to occur.
Then, the analysis
program will examine the trajectories to define intervals in which the criteria are satisfied.
9.

interactive Graphics

The AEP programs have been incorporated in interactive graphics software packages to provide the user with
an easier means ofcommunicating with the computer.
Data are entered with simple formats using easily
understood acronyms for commands,
When a data set has been prepared for execution of one of the ASP models.
the processor examines the data for consistency, thus eliminating most of the typical keyboard entry
mistakes,
Extensive data storage is available as part of the interactive processor,
Thus, data that are entered for
execution of one of the models can be stored for later modification and/or re-execution.
Where input data
are extensive, it is logically subdivided and stored as subsets.
Thus, for example, users can separately
store hardware reliability data, function performance data, aerodynamic data, and flight profiles for use
in the air-to-air or air-to-ground mission analysis programs.
A very important "help" file and a complete on-line user's manual are available to aid the user in communicating with the processor and associated programs.
On-line help is requested by entering a question mark
in any portion of the interactive processor.
Available commands are listed and can then be described in
more detail if desired.
Formats for entering commands are provided along with typical examples.

j

The incorporation of interactive graphics was an important milestone in the application of the ARP.
Mathematical modeling of air weapon systems/subsystems is a very common activity.
However, development of
library of detailed avionics assessment models directly available (via telephone line) to design engineers,
operations research analysts, managers, and SPO personnel scattered throughout the DOD and industry is a
unique effort.
In addition, the use of interactive graphics allows rapid response answers to analytic
questions that arias.
Once an aircraft has been initially examined in a given scenario (and the associated
inpat data conveniently stored), "what if" questions can be answered in a matter of hours rather than the
typical days, weeks, or months. Thus, the models can become a useful tool of the planner/manager, providing
input to the decision-making process,

ia
*

"timely
10.

Conclusion

The ASP provides the Air Force and the DOD with a collection of well-documented, well-understood computerised
models for performing detailed trade-off analyses of air weapon system configurations,
The availability of
these programs to contractors as Government Furnished Equipment in support of specific DOD efforts,
significantly reduces expenditures for contractor and hence, for the DoD.
In conclusion, these programs
provide the Air Force Avionics Laboratory with an efficient tool for conducting in-house analyses of current
and postulated avionic systems in a wide spectrum of operational environments,
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SIMULATION FOR WHOLE LIFE DEVELOPMENT
R.J. MORROW and R. RICHARDS
BRITISH AEROSPACE,

DYNAMICS GROUP

GPO BOX No 77, BRISTOL 3899 7AR. U.K.
SUMMARY
This paper in devoted to a description of a special purpose, real-time simulator suitable for whole
Software flexibility, a current equipment
life development of complex avionics control systems.
selling point, demands a re-appraisal of previous equipment development procedures.
No lonlgr may a
control processor be assumed to have been fully developed vhen installed.. Rather an on-going whole
life development programme is needed. It is in this eras that new simulation tachniquas sen play a
significant part. Future problems with high speed information handling will occur during the
development of new digital controllers when used for comand and control, ROM end IV systems, The
need is to simulate those real world factors that load the information to the digital procqusing
system under development.
A solution is proposed.
The way forward is to simulate the multi-element
real world as a set of autonomous information generating sources ubing large parallel processing
arrays.
The demanded high information rates are achieved by multiplexing the output of the individual
elements in the array. When this is coupled with a simplicity of simulator control and a means of
software simulation of the individual scenario elements the solution har wide application.
Further
by simulating totally in the digital domain, direct interface with the physical processing equipment
may be realised.
In this manner whole life development my be achieved with the simulator in use
during the feasibility phase to test alternative software/hardware strategies.
Then during the
development phase to complement practical trials, and finally in the operational phase to revise and
improve software according to tactical dictates.
1.

j,

INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in the field of micro electronics offers a promise of better equipment solutions
to a wide range of military requirements.
The military avionics and weapon fields are typical in this
respect.
If viewed as a whole an aircraft has numerous reel-time electronic processing requirements
and it is self evident that military standard, microprocessor based structures will increasingly take
the burden of growth in system capability. This potential is already having an impact on the design
avionics for the newest fighter aircraft (Countermeasures, 1976) and in the research programmer
dealing with integrated avionics with high reliability (Dryet J.J,, Hopkins A.L., 1978), control and
display (Kopchick AN., Premselaar n.J. 1976) and electronic warfare (Doyle W.C. 1979). The future
use of computers will eventually radically change ideas about the design, development, manufacture and
maintenance of real-time control systems.
The current levels of research and development into the
hardware and software design of real-time control systems require a complementary intermst in test
and development equipment.
The revolution of the microcomputer has been complemented by the supporting
It is therefore judged important to develop increasmicrocomputer development aids (Lin W.C. 1977).
ingly sophisticated system level test and development equipment.

'of

Furtherto realise the important benefits of this new technologyt that of redesign by software update,
the system level testing must be thought of as a whole life function.
With these conuepts in mind the
design of a general system leel,
test equipment has been researched and equipment developed to
demonstrate the idea.

2.

WHOLE LIFE DEVELOPMENT
To place in context the need for new approaches to system level test and development facilities, the
theme of Whole Life Development as the basis for the procurement of future control systems using
centralisod or distributed control computers has been chosen. The hardware economics of microprocessor
electronics belie the true cost incurred through the design, development and test support needed to
produce the software product.
The traditional approach has used monolithic centralised control
structures, genecal purpose military standard computers and standard real-time languages in an attempt
to reduce the suftware development and maintenance overheads.
Alternative design strategies are
currently emerging where the problem is mapped to-an optimum joint design of the machine structure
and the supporting software architecture,
The driving force for alternative designs is for reducbd
complexity of the software task and in turn a reduction in the problem in validation and in-service
maintenance costs (Godon D., Spencer R.D., 1977). Unfortunately, the underlying objective of most
military equipment requirements is the transfer of complexity to the machine.
Thus it is anticipated
that the problem of system validation is going to increase as we strive to meet these requirements.
For this reason it was thought worth while investigating the problem of system test in detail. taking
into account the recent advances in computer technology.
extensive use of general purpose computers is an accepted appracch to the development of real-time
control system.
In the feasibility and project definition stages general purpose computers are used
to program and run system models of competing solutions leading to the definition of the control
algorithms.
Following this, during the development phase, general purpose computers are again used
to produce correct software and, during the course of system test, to simulate operational inputs to
the control processor.
Finallyý during the in-service life of the equipment general purpose computers
may be used for software maintenance and program update and test.
In the general course of events
this ad hoc use of computer facilities is not necessarily the most economic approach,
For this reason
it is scggested that the use of a specially designed, system level, development facility can offer
significant advantages.
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In terms of a real-tim control processor development program"
the following featuresa
4

Software simulation of the total problem,

*

Real-time trst date generation mode.

this facility would need to have

Direct-hardware interface to prototype control processor.

1*

Simple to uie operator interface for testing.

*

These features allco the facility to be used at all stages, including in-service software update,
this feature representing a dominant programme requirement for certain military system (Butland
R.N., Maher R.A.).
The economics of this approach have to be derived for each particular project.
These are presently based on the cost of using general purpose computer. facilities during development
and later when in-service, as opposed to the cost of procuring a single apecial-to-type facility on
which all the software can be developed.
This latter approach benefits from not being subject to
inflation and immune to cost escalation resulting from procuring additional computer capacity to meet
unforeseen problems.

"3.SIMULATION

AND SIMULATOR STRUCTURES

In practice reel-time control processors are used for many applications:
missile cuntrol systems,
ESM systems, ECM control systems, display system etc. For this reason a general control problem
has been selected to illustrate the chosen simulator solution.
It is left to the reader to infer the
relevance of the solution to particulax control system applications.

*

,

The generalised control system problem is shown in Figure 1.
The processor has a real-time control
strategy based on the use of sensed analogue information which is provided by one or more seneoru.
This information is digitised and fed to a central processor structure.
The control processor
responds to the sensed date to alter the platform flight profile and elemaete of the real world
referenced to the sensors.
Certain major parameters are displayed and updated for use by a humen
operator,
The simulation requirements are two fold
a system model and a data generation test model,
The
former is oharacterised by the relaxation of the requirement for real time plus the fact that the
control processor's operation my be incorporated as a system model,
In the case of the test model
the simulator must adequately represent all those elements except the control processor such that
the input and output data streams are representative of operational condition,
Further, in order
to have the necessary degree of flexibility, all major parameters must be accessable to the simulator
user with a simplicity of human interface to allow change and recording of test conditions,

Tht•design of a simulator that meets these requirements has to be approached with some caution.
Although flexibility is necessary - thus the choice of a computer based structure - complex software
and high development costs are not. Additionally, as a test instrument its standard oof reliability
and error dalgnostics must be high so as not to jeopardise any developmamt programe. In general
the standard fur choosing the simulator design should be as high, if not higher, than that for the
control processor structure.
One exception is the build standard where there is the freedom to use
commercial electronic products with their coat advantages.
The simplest simulator configuration is a standard general purpose computer and high level language,
In general the system model may be realised without difficulty, but a direct application to testing
is limited by the computer's maximum instruction rate and I/0 facilities.
In terms of commerciallv
available computers, a need for realism of simulation with correct I/0 rates inevitably leads to

main frome operating performance being required.

This occurs in many cases because the distributed

characteristics of the real world do not tap directly to sequentially operating coaputera.
Modular
distributed computer structures offer significant advantages in this respect.
Returning to the
problem illustration, Figure 1, parallel information may be said to exist ttt the environment to
sensor(s) and sensor(s) to control processor interfaces.
These areas are candidates for distributed
computer simulation,
In general if the global problem can be specified as a set of N elemental data
generators with defined input and output, then a set of N independent processors may be used, Figure 2,
This approach leads to a restatement of the problem illustration, as shown in Figure 3.
With this
form of distributed intelligence system, tasks assigned to elements in the multiple computer configuration remain fixed. when programmed, elements in the structure act as digital transfer functions
passing transformed input data to a subsequent stage of simulation, i.e. platform motion - environmentsensor(s) - control processor.
Platform motion is thus defined as the forcing function for the first
array. This data is required by all units and thus leads to the definition of a master-slaves
crganisation with Interconnection via a bidirectional highway. Such a configuration permits the
following functions to be performed.
16
S*
*

Simulation program loadipg.
Periodic flight profile update.

.

Monitor of states of individual simulation units.

The next stage of inttrcoinection is from che first array to the second. This simulates the sensors
interrogating the environment.
This is incorporated using a unidirectional highway under the control
,f the computers representing sensors.
The time conditions apply to the enesor(s) to control processor
link.
The potential benefit of this apprcach to problem reduction, where parallelism is stressed, is gained
through the low cost, size and power consumption of microprocessor based microcomputers.
Tt has been
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recognised that it may be more economical to use many pronessors than to upgrade to a faster
basic machine and formal approaches to problem reduction are under study (Dowsing and Daglees,
1979). With this approach to simulator design using a paralle. "Istributed computer structure,
the problems of real time simulation are overcome but not at the expense of software simulation
flexibility. Further if a goneralised modular microcomputer design is used the hardware
economics of the structure can compare favourably with the cost of solutions based on mid range
computers.
To investigate the operational performance of this approach to a general purpose simulator and
to establish the leval of complexity of the programming task e microcomputer array simuletor has
been constructed. This is designed to simulated control problems of the type illustfated in Figure 1.
The hardware build programme has centred on the design and build of an expandable microcomputer
array and its input and output interfaces. For the first stage of simulation (the input to the
erray), and the third stage of the simuation, (processing the multiplexed data output) coercially
available mini computers were selected. The overall feed-back loop is then closed via a link between
these mini computers to arrive at the equivalent of Figure 1. This configuration allows investigation
of all major hardware and software features of the approach, namelyt
*
*
*

Array program loading
Simulation house kesping
simulation software design
Parallel asynchronous operation
Real time data transfer and time orderinj

*
4.

Modular hardware design

A MICROCOMPUTER ARRAY SIMULATOR
One of the main criteria in the design of the simulator was that system elements should be independent
i.e. modification of any one element should not necessarily result in the modification of any other
system element. The baseline system requirements were 4

S~environment.

*

real time simulation

*
*

modular construction, hardware and software
overall system operating speed not to be

*

governed by slowest element
communication between elements

was undertaken into the size of array that would be required to simulate the typical
An investigation
It became, meanwhile, apparent that the clement acting an executive would be required
to he significantly more powerful than other elements in the array. The conclusions were that the
system should include up to 256 simulating elements (microcomputer) linked to a single dedicated
executive (mini computer) and a System output capability of up to one million words per second, Figure 4.
Executive Control
The function of the Executive is to provide an interface for the human operator and also to provide
system housekeeping. A standard minicomputer (PDPll) plus peripherals was chosen for this purpose,
Fig. 5. The choice of such a minicomputer system permits its uoe for microcomputer program development.
In this mode the minicomputer is supported by the RT-1I operating system and a cross assembler written
specifically for the purnose. The RK05 high speed disc system Is used for program development:
(replacing an original much slower paper-tape system) and storage of software models. A libraiuv of
models is stored on disc permitting loading into the respective microcomputer memory as demand"d by
Display information is output to a colour V D U using a V T 30
the operator, via the input bus,
interface card, Keyboard and printer are standard peripherals. The input bus is designed to permit
system flexibility. Data transfer is asynchronous, the handshake is software controlled, no special
purpose hardware controller is required at the Executive to undertake the bidirectional data transfer.
Simulating Elements

"The Simulating

Element has been designed as a general purpose microcomputer having the minimum of
Two I/0 ports are provided, each permitting parallel word data
hardware interface constraints.
transfer to maximise operating speed.
(Thomas A.T, 1976), This is
The microcomputers are designed around the Intersil 6100 microprocessor.
a IV bit processor in CMOS which recognizes the instruction set of the PDPB/E minicomputer. A block
diagram of the microcomputer is shown in Fig.6. Of the 4U memory directly addressable by the 6100,
256 words are in PROM (containing the loader) and the remainder in RAM. In fact 4K of RAM in fitted
but the top 256 words are not used. Each microcomputer is built on an extended double Eurocard and
the design autd manufacture has been completed by BAe. All the Simulating Elements (microcomputers)
The gain identity from their
are identical including the PROM software (but excluding RAM software).
The design
physical location within the system i.e. each hoard location is uniquely addressable.
permits up to 256 autonomous Simulating Elements, The Input Bus data I/O is controlled by a
Peripheral Interface Element (PIE), 6 Control lines are used for device selection and data fluw
direction. A second I/O port is provided, and, although configured as a completely general purpose
port, its use in the present system is limited to data destined for the system output bus.

Input Bus
The Input Bus Interface Board provides all the buffering and bus separation circuitry required for
It is designed to interface
interfacing the microcomputers with the DR1IC output from the PDPIl.
It
up to 16 cards (o0e card frame) and buffer those signals required by the following card fraem.
of the
also provides the latching and decoding required for board addressing. A schematic diagram
It is housed on a single p.c.b. of the saw size as a microInterface Board is shown in Fig. 7.
Bus data
computer board. The bidirectional input bus comprises 12 data lines and 6 control lines.
direction is controlled by the PDP-l1, and data transfer is on a word by word basis under control
of three handshake (11/8) lines. Data may be transferred in one of four modes:addressed microcomputer.

From Executive-Unique

i

data word is

loaded to uniquely

From Executive-Global

t

data word is

loaded simultaneously to all microcomputers,

To Executive Unique

:

Executive requests/accepts data from specific microcomputer.

To Executive Global

i a number of microcomputers have data for Executive which instigates
a non-ambiguous sequential selection process to accept this data.

A transfer ol data between the Executive and microcomputer can consist of any number of words as
The interface is designed for 12 bit data words, but the use of a general
determined by the software.
purpose (DRll-C) I/O to the Executive (PDP-11) enables the system to be relatively easily modified
to cope with 16 bit data,
Real Time Data Output
Each microcomputer
The system is designed to output real time data, with a timing resolution of I uS,
A data block is output at each interrogation, this block
is accessed for date on a sequential basis.
this time frame
Currently
represents data that ts to occur during a subsequent defined time frame.
By outputting data in blocks the ratio of the peak to mean data rate on the output bus is
is InS,
The output bus is 16 bits wide to cope with future system updating. Every microcomputer is
low.
interrupted each lmS Fig. 8, it must then generate the data descriptions for that time frame, time
tagging them to 1 uS resolution. This data is then read into one half of a double buffer store, Fig.9.
Whilst this data generation is performed the other half of the double buffer store (containing the data
Since all microfrom the previous I mS) is available for writing to the output bus when accessed.
computers may generate data autonomously and are accessed sequentially, the data appearing on the bus
To correct this, the data is read into the Sorting Buffer
is not necessarily in correct time sequence.
where it is time ordered (using the lug time tags and output in a perfectly ordered time sequence,
The system timing ensures that
The Sorting Buffer is 'also designed to handle time overlapping data.
Since there is a limiting value to the data
all microcomputer output data timing is synchronized.
Kate that any microcomputer can achiove, this synchronization is used to interleave data streams from
The
more than one microcomputer to produce a higher, composite, data rate from any one element.
system permits more then one Sorting Buffer to be linked to the Output Bus, providing simultaneous
Special purpose interfaces ire required
real time outputs to one or more Devices Under Test (DUT).
for different DUTS.
The DUT is stimulated by the input data and its output, if required, may bi connected back to the Input
Bus, Fig. 4. and subsequently to the microcomputers to produce a totally interactive system.

.1

Packaging
A modular packaging system is used, based on the Eurocard system,
Standard card frames house extended
double Eurocard size pcbs.
Each card frame contains card mounted power supplies.
This form of packaging allows for ease of maintenance (by replacement on site and repair back at bas&) and flexibility in
expansion And development.
5.

OPERATING PRINCIPLES
The choice of high or low level language depends on whether any specific program is to be run on the
minicomputer or microcomputer(s).
With leas than 4K of memory available in each microcomputer, code
compactness is important.
This factor, plus the requirement that programs are to be executed in real
time, dictates the choice of a low level language for the microcomputer software.
Thilat the use of
a high lerel language might ease the problem of finding suitable progriamers to write the software,
this advantage is more than offset by the (unrealistic) requirement to have an intimite knowledge of
the appropriate compiler(a) to predict storage and timing.
These requirements do nut normally exist when writing software for the minicomputer.
The program
currently being executed is held in coro, with access if r*,quired to data held on disc. i.e. storagel
efficiency is not critical,
Efficient Program Execution

1.

•'

/'

•represent
,

The generation of real time data from the miurocomputer array to represent the physical environment
osobserved by the sensors can result in programs that contain complicated mathematical routines.
The
execution time of such programs can be comparatively long reaulting in low maximum simulated data rates.
This is a function of the microprocessor chosen, the next generation of 16 bit machines offer only a
partial solution. An alternative technique that has been employed Is to use a table of values to
the function. This approach allows the mathematical routine to be efficiently evaluated
using a high level language on the minicomputer, and a Table constructed.
The table(s) then forms part
of the microcomputer program.
With this approanh the maximum data rate may be increased as a trade off
against simulation accuracy and microcomputer memory size.
Certain of the important concepts may be
illustrated using an airborne ESM problem, The solution involves representing each of the distributed
emitters as individual contributors to the multiplexed dota input to the ESM Control processor.
This

is achieved using individual microcomputers to represent individual emitters.

The time multiplexed
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to that input to the control
array is thus equivalent
output
data
at the and
Individual em~itters are defined
can of
be the
usedmicrocomputer
for development or test purposes.
processor,
using their main parameters, e.g. amplitude, frequency, pulse width, pulse repetition interval,
and are imple-mented an word generators,

parameters.

with each word containing the current value of these

The variation in time of the parameter value is a characteristic of both the design

of the emitter and its positional relationship to the airborne platform, The design of the emitter
is incorporated into the software emitter model. For example a radar's scan pattern can be defined
mathematically and hence the pulse amplitude envelope for a pulse radar, as seen at any point in
space, may be calculated using a high level language routine on the minicomputer. This may be
stored as a look-up table for loading with the emitter simulation program. As all emitters are
related to the airborne platform's position it is convenient to give periodic positional updates
In this manner the platform's position relative
from the minicomputer to all microcomputers.
to the radar's pointing direction may be calculated using the microcomputer program, and the
appropriate amplitude value selected from the pre-computed table. This amplitude value may be
modified according to the range to give a correct interpretation of the change in received signal
strength. Similarly values of frequency and pulse width may be selected from look-up tables. The
value for the pulse repetition interval is directly related to the time of occurrance of the data
as received by the control processor under test. This is achieved by týme stamnping the data at
source (microprocessor) and then, at the output of the multiplexed highway, ordering the data in
the correct time sequence.
With this simulation all major parameters are software flexible and the whole ets as both a system
level model and a real time test generator. The control processor strategy may be introduced through
Alternatively
the use of a second mini-computer coupled to the output of the microcomputer array.
the control processor itself may be included in the loop. The use of a minicomputer as the executive
control interface allows provision of standard peripherals to simplify the human interface. Typically,
visual display hard copy and magnetic disc storage allow a high level operator interface to be constructed providing in the case of this problem, options for I
*
emitter selection and deployment
flight profile compilation
f
real time display of major interactions

*

hard copy listings of both input set up data and run data

*

*

6.

repeat of test conditions

CONCLUSION
A versatile digital simulator has been constructed. This simulator takes full advantake of the low cost
of microprocessor electronios with a design based on the use of a large microcomputer array. This
approach simplifies the problem of implementing a coftware flexible, real time test data simulator end
offers the basis for a unified approach to system modelling, The results indicate that this approach
to computer simulation for system design, test and software maintenance may offer an economic alternative for certain projects wheru real-time process control is to be implemented using software as the
major element of in service flexibility. Software development and testing requires an investment in
system level tooks to take full advantage of the benefits offered by current and future processor
electronics.
This simulator is an example of the possible use of the same electronics but applied to

I':

i,

the construction of a test equipment.
T
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A SIMULATION SUPPORT SYSTEM
THE DEVELOPMENT TOOL FOR AVIONIC
SYSTEMS AND SUBSYSTEMS
John C. Ostgaard
Air Force Avionics Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

=,

=!'SUMMARY
As Avionic systems have grown both
port systems capable of validating
encompasses the simulation support
Avionics Ihformatton System (DAIS)
Wright-Pattersoit Air Force Base.

in cost and complexity, more emphasis has been placed on simulation supand verifying such systems ,rior to actual implomentatIon. This paper
facility required for the development and validation of the Digital
program currently being conducted at the Air Force Avionics Laboratory,

The simulation support system is composed of three main elements - simulation support hardware, simulation
support software, and a host simulation computing complex. The Support Hardware Systm includes those
interfaces required for the generation of a data signal environmen between the simulation and the DAIS
avionic suite. The Simulation Support Software is comprised of software necessary for the simulat•on of
"flight data, as well as those programs which monitor, record and control the data from both the simulation
and the actual flight hardw*!re. The Host Simulation Computing Complex generates the simulation mechanisms
necessary for the real-time emulation of airborne systems. The coordination of these three elements provide a flexible support system capable of control, simulation, monitor, record and analysis functions.
I,

INTRODUCTION

In the past, development or augmentation of avionics systems have required extensive Investment in upecial
purpose hardware and software necessary for the simulatior, support of these avionics sy:tems. The simulation systems have been point-designed to the actual avionics system requirements and have not included the
generic capability required for a flexible and easily reconfigurable Simulation Support System.

•,:

'.,the

The development of the Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS), which is a program currently being conducted at the Air Force Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, required a flexible simulation support facility capable of simulation, control, monitor and record functions. These capabilities
have been-used to verify and validate the system architecture, in both real-time and non real-time modes of
operation., The basic design of the support facility was based upon the requirements of the DAIS program;

systenm, however, is not limited to that specific architecture and has many features included within it

to gtvo it widespread usage. To allow for a better understinding of the Simulation Support System, a brief
explanation of the DAIS architecture Is includel.
The Digital Avionic Information System Is a syztem architecture which can be configured for various avionic
applications and missions, using core elements or building blocks, The purpote of the DAIS concept is to
reduce the proliferation and non-standardization of aircraft avionics, and permit the Air, Force to assume
the initiative in the specification of standard avionic systems and interfacus for future Air Force System
acquisitions,
Historically, avionic systems have been established along semi-autonomous functional areas such as navigaEach of these functional areas would hase a
tion, weapon delivery, flight control, comnmunications, etc.
digital system with its own processing, Information transfer, control inputs, and display set, There has
been an interface between each functional area only as necessary for interaction purposes, using non-standard
interfaces, The DAIS concept proposes that the processing, information transfer, control an d splay
functions be common and service all the previously described functional areas on an Integrated basis.
The DAIS architecture as shown in Figutre 1 consists of processors, which communicate with each other and
"with the sensors, weapons, controls, and displays through a dual redundant (MIL-STD-1553) multiplex data
bus system under control of mission software, The mission software is comprised of application software.
which performs the processing required iVora specific aircraft mission application, and the executive
software, which performs the system control and provides services to the application software,
2.

RRqUIREMENTS

The design of an integrated Simulation Support System must allow for six fundamental areas of flexibility.
These areas are depicted in Figure 2 and briefly described herein:
(1) Avionic System Support.

r>
1iY
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"(2)

Prototype System Software Support.

(3)

Prototype System Hardware Support.

(4)

Engineering Studies.

(5)

Maintenance Augme cation.

(6)

Training Assistance.

A simulation support facility must have the flexibility of supporting an avionic system design throughout
all
' stages of development. These stages include initial design analysis, prototype development (both
hardware and software), complete system definition/implementation, and verification and validation. Within
this entire development, integration procedures, system testing procedures and maintenance procedures
"should be defined and established. A system designed using such a facility should be capable of providing
the necessary documentation and data to allow for complete system integration within an aircraft with minimal
"risk. Furthermore, problems encountered during flight testing should be reproducible within the simulation
support system.
3.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The simulation support system provides a real-time simulation of a military aircraft performing an operational miiston. The simulation generates the interface signals between the simulatad aircraft sensor suite
and the DAIS system so that the avionic equipment is subjected to a data signal environment which is nearly
Identical to actual flight.
The support system required for DAIS is comprised of a Software Test Stand (STS) and an Integrated Test
Bed (fIB). The Software Test Stand is used primarily to verify the mission software resident In the DAIS
flight processors. The Integrated Test Bed provides the capability to evaloate the DAIS core elements which
include the mission ýoftware, the DAIS processors, the data transfer system, and the cockpit control and
displays. The Software Test Stand is currently a subset of the Integrated Test Bed, so for purposes of
discussion the Software Test Stand will no longer be included when discussing the support system.
The support systai and its relationship to the DAIS core elements Is shown in Figure 3. The support system
is comprised of a network of four computer systems, simulation interface hardware, and supporting software
which interface to the DAIS avionics via the MIL-STD-1553 Multiplax Data Bus. The Simulation Support System
Js partitioned into basic functional elements whiuh are distributed among four individual computer systems.
These elements include the DEC system - 10 Models, Simulated Subsystem Data Formatter System (SSDF), Performance Monitor and Control System (PMC), and the Evans and Sutherland (E&S) Graphics System. Thesec
,systems are interfaced via a direct memory access channel (DMA-1O) which provides the capability of shared
,memory.
4.

SIMULATION SUPPORT HARDWARE

The support hardware provides the interfaces between the simulation and the DAIS core elements. These interfaces Include: simulated multiplex bus misseas which drive the mission software, performance monitoring of
the multiplex bus traffic end internal operation of the DAIS processor, as well as control of the mission
software resident in the DAIS processors.
The Simulation Support System contains the following support equipment:
(1)

Universal Remote Terminal (URT).

(2) Bus Monitor Unit (BMU).
(3) Super Control and Display Unit (SCADU).
(4) Additional interfaces as follows:
(a) Four-Port Buffer Memory,
(b) PDP-ll SCADU.
(c)

RS 232 Processor Load/Control Channels.

(d) 'rcc Stick and Keyboard.
4,1.

Universal Remote Terminal

The Universal Remote Terminal (URT) Isa programmable interface device designed to simulate the responses
of any or all Remote Terminals (RTs) and their associated subaddresses on a MIL-STD-1553 multiplex bus
(Mux Bus). The URT Is comprised of four sections. The first section is the Bus Intorface Module (BIM)
which provides an interface between the control unit of the URT and the mux bus. The second Is the Unibus
Interface Module which provides the interface between a PDP-1 Unibus and a user's device. The third
section is the Terminal Control module (TCM) which provides the timing and control logic necessary to
implement the URT's control procedures. The fourth section is the Response/Mapping RAM Module (RAMModule)
through which the URT's responses can be specified. Commands on the mux bus are received by the SIM and
responses are initiated by the TCM. Data words are received by and tranumitted from the URT across the
.mux bus in response to the command received. This data Is mapped to and from the PDP-11 memnry space as
determined by the main RAM mapping address. Special RAMs are also implemented on the RAM Modula'to store
status, activity, message error, and last command information for each RT (0-31).

,,
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The URT is set up and controlled by the SSDF software resident in the POP 11/40 by loading the appropriate
URT registers and RAMs. In real-time operation, the URT performs the following operations: Transfers DAIS
multiplox data to/from the PDP-ll for each message operation, responds to mode commands In accordance to
DAIS multiplex protocol, simulates subsystems error and activity, and responds with predefined errors on
the multiplex data bus.

',
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Bus Monttor Unit

4.2.

The Bus Monitor Unit (BMU) receives, records and breakpolnts on selected messages on the OAIS multiplex
dAte bus.
The BMU when monitoring the data bus acts as a passive device and stores the received messages
In a POP 11/40. The BMU has the capability lo provide selective monitoring as follows:
(1)

Record the bus traffic beginning at a specified breakpoint and for a specific number of

(2)

Record the bus traffic beginning at a specified breakpoint and for a specific length of

words.
time.
(3) Record the bus traffic beginning at a specified breakpoint and until a second specified
breakpoint is encountered.
(4)

Record the bus traffic beginning at a specific breakpoint and until the end of the

(5)

Record all bus traffic, only control words, or only data words.

(6)

Transmit a message,

message.

The BMU also has a mianual control funttion directly controlled from the BMU front panel. This mode of
operation stores the last 64 designated words on the bus which means All words, only control words, only
data words, or only message gap times,
4.3,

Super Control and Display Unit

The Super Control and Display Unit (SCADU) provides the system programmer with monitor and control capabili.
ties of the Operational Flight Program in the AN/AYX-15 flight processor. The monitor and control functions
are performed In roal-time by the SCADU hardware without the insertion of special purpose software into the

operational software. The CADU isorganized into a Processor Interface Module, a Unibus Interface Module,

a Data Buffer, and the Control Unit. The Control Unit is further subdivided into the Main and Secondary
Control RAMs, the Data Comparator, Prog rammed Input/Output (PI/O) Control logic, the Discrate Control
Decoder, the wrap-around Self-Test logic, and various counters and registers for command, status, time-tagging,
etc.
• Iin

conjunction with the PMC softwure, the SCADU is set up to collect, store, and/or breakpoint on the data
received from the DAIS processor.
Once fully initialized the SCADU performs one or more of the following
monitor functions:
(1)

Monitor all instructions addresses.

(2)

Monitor specific instruction (Op-code).

(3)

Monitor all jump instructions which cause a branch.

(4)

Monitor all memory stores.

(6) Monitor all memory accesses.
(6)

Monitor all interrupt occurrences.

(7)

Monitor all DMA occurrences.

The SCADU may also perform one or more of the following cintrol actions:
(1)

Breakpoint (halt) upoi, occurrence of one of the specific functions above.

(2)

Log the data in SCADU buffer (trace) with a time tag.

(3)
and breakpoint.
(4)

Compare the function with user's specific value (fixed point or floating point numbers)
Halt processors and BCIUs.

Additional Equipment

4.4.

Other equipments used in the Support Syscem though not major hardware developments,
communication and data updates within the array of PDP 11/40 mini-computers,
r

do allow for easier

The Four-part buffer memory is a 4K slice of semi-cpnductor memory which can be shared by up to four POP
11/40 processors. All segments of the memory can be accessed by each of the PDP 11/40 processors.
,t.from

The POP
11 Super
Unit 11/40
is a device
a fourth
allows toforinterrupt
POP Control
11/40. and
The Display
the control
master POP
has ýhr-which
of up data
capability
to three
PDP of11/40s
and pass
to each
the
slave POP 11/40s.
The slave POP 11/40s can pass data to the master POP 11/40 and can also interrupt the
master if the master hasn't disabled the interrupt.

•

•
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and Backup Instruments System (CBIS) is the interface between the PDP 11/40 and the DAIS cockpit.
Information such as stick and throttle data is provided to the POP 11/40 and thus entered into the simulation.

"The Controls

The TCC stick and keyboard is an interface which allows the operator to fly the simulation from the Test
Conductors Console rather than from the cockpit.
The Console Intelligence Unit (CIU), In conjunction with an RS-232 channel,. interfaced with the PMC
POP 11/40, DVC-10. and the Hazeltine terminals, provides the means to control, and load/change DAIS processor registers and memory. The CIU is supplied by the DAIS processor vendor to support the debug and
test of the mission software under non-real time conditions.
.5

SIMULATION SUPPORT SOFTWARE

The Support Software is divided into two basic systems, the Performance Monitor and Control (PMC) system and
the Simulated Subsystem Data Formatter (SSDF) System. The PMC software controls those Interfaces required
for the monitoring and control of the DAIS avionic suite. The SSDF software is responsible for the routing
of data from the DAIS core elements to the host simulation system.
5,1

Performance Monitor and Control System

The Performance Monitor and Control (PMC) software has the capability to initialize, control, and monitor
for testing and evaluation purposes only. The PMC
the mission software resident in the DAIS processors
software is resident In a POP 11/40 computer and supports the system users in the loading, debugging, and
evaluation of mission software by allowing selective real-time and non-real-time gathering of data from
the DAIS processors (AN/AYK-15s) and the multiplex bus, The PMC is capable of servicing from one to four
DAIS processors at one time while simultaneously monitoring the multiplex bus traffic via the BMUand
recording selected DAIS system data for post test analysis. The PMC is capable of test set up to define
the processors and data collection for a simulation run. Through an interactive Interface the operator
can create a test control file correlated with the DEC-10 simulation, so that the collection of test data
can be mapped with the progression of the simulation. The PMC provides the capability to restart misslon
software, along with the simulation models, from a system snapshot point. This is accomplished by
dumping mission software parameters at a specified PMC breakpoint, and reloading these parameters to restart the system, This snapshot and restart capability is used for repeated testing or demonstrations from
a specific point in the mission profile.
The following list defines the non-real-time and real-time functions provided by the PMCt

*

(1)

Manipulate files on the DEC-10 and PDP-11,

(2)

Load or dump DAIS processor mission software from or to the DEC-10 or PDP-11,

(3)

Sot or reset program path breakpoints when the DAIS processors are halted.

(4)

Start and stop (halt) the DAIS processors and BCIUs (single step or continuous

execution),
(5) Set up and control the SCADU to collect, store, and/or breakpoint on the data received
from the DAIS processor, and then halt the DAIS processors and/or BCIUs, and Interrupt the PMC PDP-l1/40.
The PMC software will set up the SCADU for real-time operation by loading the SCADU control RAMs with
specific microprogrammed monitor and control actions.
(6)

Set up and control the bus monitor to record or breakpoint on qpecific multiplex data

bus messages.
(7) Display, print or log for the post run editor data collected from the bus monitor or
DAIS processors via the CIU and SCADU.
Provide capability to examine or modify DAIS processor registers and memory locations
(8)
either with absolute or symbolic addresses.
(9) Provide interactive capability with the DEC-10 to set up and run the simulation models.
5.2

I.

Simulated Subsystem Data Formattee System

The Simulated Subsystem Data Formatter (SSDF) software Initializes the simulation interface between the
host computing complex and the DAIS core elements. The SSOF software is resident in a POP 11/40 computer
and supports the system simulation b~ymapping data from the mission software to the real-time simulation
models executing on the DEC-10. The SSDF initializes and controls the URT, double buffers the data
received/transmitted via the multiplex data bus, and moves this Information through a DMA-lO Interface to
the simulation models within the DEC 10 complex. Basic throttle and stick control information is transferred from the cockpit through a separate Interface to the SSDF program which then formats the information
for utilization by the DEC-10 aircraft models. When operating in real-time, the SSDF software performs
the following:
(1)

1Kl•

Marks the start of each minor cycle when the minor cycle mode command Is received,

(2) Initializes the URT to transmit and receive data from alternate buffers in the four
port buffer memory each minor cycle,

(3)

Moves data In and out of the DEC-lO, DNA window from the four port buffer memory.

(4)

Sends an Interrupt to the DEC-10 simulation models to perform a computation cycle.

(5)

Inputs and outputs the CBIS data, converts the data to the proper format, and moves

the data to and from the DEC-10 DNA window.
conditions.

(6) Updates and displays minor cycle, uier's selected RT/subaddress messages and error

(7) Handles mode rommand interrupts which require SSDF software to configure the URT to
respond like a real RT.
(8) I:puts and outputs the TCC stick and keyboard data, converts the data to the proper
format, and moves the data to and from the DEC-l0 DMAwindow.
6.

EVANS AND SUTHERLAND GRAPHICS SYSTEM

The Evans and Sutherland (EiS) graphics system Is used to generate a cockpit out-of-window scene. The
out-of-window scene is controlled by the simulation software so that the scene viewed from the cockpit has
the correct dynamic orientation to synchronize with the simulated aircraft motion. The graphics interface
software transforms aircraft attitude and position data obtained via the DEC-la DMA window from the simulation software program into a form that can drive the E&S graphics system.
A typical display produced by the E&S graphics system is shown in Figure 4. These visual displays are
generated by a stand-alone general purposeL interactive computer graphics system which can display smoothly
moving pictures of two or three dimensional objects effectively in real-time. The basic components of
the system are a DEC PDP-11, and the following manufactured by the Evans and Sutherland Computer Corporation: hardware processing units which perform such functions as rotations, zooming, and perspective; an
8172-point Refresh Buffer; a Picture Generator; a Character Generator; a 21 inch Picture Display; interactive devicesl and the software to support the system.
7.

HOST COMPUTER SOFTWARE

The Simulation Software is resident Inthe DEC-10 host simulation processor (Figure 5) and is the real-time
simulation of the real world, the aircraft and the avionics sensor suite, The simulation software consists of a simulation executive and scenario generator& and a set of simulation models.
The simulation software Is programmed in Fortran.
language constrains the usage of the module,

Assembly language is used for modules if timing or

The simulation operates by executing computation cycles of 32 times/second.
ferred to and from the PDP-11 processors once each computational cycle.
7.1.

Input/Output data is trans-

Scenario Generator and Simulation Executive

The scenario generator provides the non-real-time interface with the system user during the initialization
stages of a simulation run. By means of Interactive commands, the user can select the set of models from
a library for the mission simulation to be executed. Also, the user has the capability to change the
model parameters individually or initialize all the parameters from a pre-defined stored file. During the
real-time simulation run, the user can inspect any of the simulation parameters.
The simulation executive executes the selected simulation models in r.fl-time and operates under the DEC-10
operating system. Input and output parameters from the simulation moduls are passed to the DEC-l0 DNA
window for the SSDF PDP-11.
The scenario generator includes the capability to specify model parameters to be recorded during a real-time
simulation run. The parameters, along with a time-tag, are recorded on a tape which can be processed by
the post run editor.
Also, the simulator includes the capability to record the complete state of the models at a PMC specified
breakpoint. This snapshot point is used to restart the models, along with mission software, for repeated
testing or demonstration from a specific point in the mission profile.
7.2.

A.-

Simulation Models

of thesensor/subsystem
real world simulations.
The
A set of models has been developed which represent various components
models, target
models,
models include earth model, dynamic air frame model, weapon stores
or IPmodels, environmental models ind weapon scoring model to perform the missions.
7.3.
Post Run Editor
The Post Run Editor (PRE) performs, Lhe final phase of tasting, the data reduction and analysis for the
support facility for both real-time and nrn-real-time simulation data. The post run editor provides an
Interactive interface with an operator to define the variable to be analyzed, the analysis routines and the
form of data presentation.

containing the data from various Fources.
Tapes
editor is Rough
run simulation
post from
to the
The input
This
includes
inputs
runs Output
collected
by (ROTs)
the PMC software, SSDF software, cockpit, and the
simulation models. Data collected isuser identifiable and Istime-tagged with major/minor cycle
to enable PRE to relate system behavior from the various data sources.
8.0

Future Efforts

To increase the flexibility of the Simulation Support System, three hardware developments are needed. With
the advent of buIstructured avionic systems, a multiplex universal simulation terminal is needed to provide the capability of controller, monitor and multiple remote terminals. Such a device would allow
integration of systems and subsystems without reliance upon any specific architecture. Another tool required for the system is a generalized control and display unit. This piece of instrumentation would
provide the capability of monitoring and controlling different airborne processors developed by different
Smanufacturers. A generalized test station which would provide the basic pilot interface is also required
so as to permit avionic system architecture evaluations without a specific cockpit system implementation,
This Simulation Support System and the planned enhancements provide the Air Force with a full complement
of simulation and integration support capabilities needed to support the spectrum of design and integration
Sactivities for modern avionics systems.
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FIRE CONTROL FOR AIR-TO-AIR GUNNERY

IN HIGH PERFORMANCE FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
by
Dipl.-Ing. Hans W. Pongratz
Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft mbH.,
8012 Ottobrunn, Germany

SUMMARY
The paper gives a short survey on new aspects in air-to-air gunnery which were
initiated by recent
improvements in gun fire control.
Then the simulation models used in the TKF simulation for gun fire control and gun
scoring are presented, followed by some considerations on the necessary and the possible
detail and accuracy of the implemented models.

I.

, 'approach

INTRODUCTION
The introduction of the digital computer and new, more accurate and ECH-rosistant
monopuls radar sensors with frequency agility give us the possibility to take a new
to air-to-air gunnery.
The digital computer gives the necessary compute power to install more accurate
ballistic models, elabmrate Kalman filters and other signal-processing features and more
elaborate fire control computations.
In applications like AFTI, F-18, and TKF, all or some of these features have been
included and thoroughly tested,
The net effect of these improvements in fire control can be an increase of the
effective gun range from the 1000-to-2000-ft. to the 3000-to-5000-foot regton for u
20 mm gun. A 27 mm gun with its shorter bullet time of flight can reach a still
greater
range.
This increase in rrnge provides new tactical capabilities like a true head-on capability and possibly an all-aspect capability with the guns.
Furthermore this increase in range closes the gap between maximum gun range and
minimum missile range and results in a greater kill probability on close ranges thin a
missile usually has in this range.
Developing and validating the full potential of these improvements in fire control
for air-to-air gunnery require a manned simulation on a simulator providing a realistic
In a manned simalation the loop from target image (optical and radar), fire control
Nystem, head-up display, pilot, aircraft, gun and ballistics to the score can be defined,
developed and evaluated.
Fur example, the information display for the pilot in the head-up display can be
optimized, or a fuselagr, aiming mode can be tested under realistic air combat conditions.
In these areas, IABG conducts comprehensive simulation work within the scor-

of the

TKF project,

2.

AVIONICS SIMULAT'ION MODELS FOR AIR-TO-AIR GUNNERY

2.1

INTRODUCTION

In our simulation work on air combat with the F-104, F-4F, F-106, F-15 performance
class aircraft and the TKF, a set of simulation models and programs for air-to-air gunnery
has been developed.

In developing these programs, we made some interesting experiences which seemed to
repeat themselves whenevur we started a now program.
-

-.--

I
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Whenever there is the possibility to solve a mathematical problem either in a
closed-solution one-step approach or in an iterative process, the latter usully is more
economical in compute time and often easier to install than the former.
Real-time programs should bo structured and written from the first line for realtime operation. It usually proves very difficult to convert batch programs into efficient
real-time programs and it takes more time than rewriting them completely.

*

*

Real-time programs should be written in a modular structure to keep them flexible

and transpartent.
When we can write

either a deterministic or a describing (stochastic) model, the
latter tends to take less compute time, while the former gives us the necessary insight
into the system.
In the following paragraphs, some features of the sensor model, a short description
of the gun fire con•trol systemt and the scoring model implemented in the TKF study, are
discussed.
2.2

OUTLINE OF THE REQUIRED SENSOR MODEL

In applications like AFTI and TKF, all the aiming of the gun is done by the firecontrol system. So bhe angle-tracking accuracy of the sensor becomes very important. In
the following only itradar sensor will be considered.
For clovq-in ranges, the bigqest angular tracking error is induced by glint. This
mainly divturbes the velocity and acceleration outputs of the Kalman filters.
These velocity and accele:ation errors also make the biggest contribution to the
overall error budget of the lead-angle computation. Therefore glint effects'have to be
simulated very carefully. A deterministic glint model which represents the target by a
number of betkscatterers and computes the resulling return signal, would be highly desirable, especially against hard-maneuvering targets, where effective glint magnitude
and bandwidth can be affected by target rotational movements.
,But this still
requires more
simulation. So a stochastic glint
is added to target position in an
the antenna and the break lock of

computing time than can be spent within a comple.'.
model is the remaining choice where calibrated noise
antenna coordinate i;ystem. The tracking dynamics of
the antenna also must be simulated.

A monopuls radar with frequency agility over a sufficient bandwidth and with a
pulse repetition frequency of a least serveral kHz must be chosen to get the desired
angle-tracking accuracy.
The readouts of the radar are azimuth angle, elevation angle and range,measured
in antenna coordinates. The readouts are fed into the Kalman filtur. To save computation
time, filtering is done in thegeodetic coordinate system. In the real aircraft, another
coordinate system may be necessary due to available data inputs, data rate limitations
induced by frametime, and accuracy limitations induced by limited word length in onboard computers.
The readouts of the Kalman filter are geodetic position, velocity and acceleration
of target, and steering commands for the radar antenna.
.;

'

Own-ship in~ertial navigation and airdata and Kalman filter readouts are fed into
the fire control computstion.

2.3.1 FUNCTIONS
The fire control computation performs several functions:

•

compute bullet time of flight
extrapolate target flight path until collision
23compute commanded gun barrel line for firing
compute aiming pipper position in head-up display
compute in-range conditions
The fire control system is a director sight syrtem, i.e. all informations on the
target are based on the radar sensor.
2.3.2 BULLET TIM"-OF-FLIGHT COMPUTATION
The bullet time-of-flight comipuation and conmpuation of bullet gravity drop are
based on the shooting Lables of tho ammunition used. The actual velocity time history
tor the given conditions of launch velocity, altitudes of launcher and target, and mach
number are approximated by two constant deceleration sections. The four parameters of

IA

• •b

• i

i

'
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•

•

this model are adjusted to the launch conditions by cirrection functions (App. A 2.2.1).
This velocity time history can be integrated directly up to the measured radar
range, giving the first approximation for the bullet time of flight (App. A 2.2.2).
In a second step, the target velocity along the line of eight is taken into oonsideration to get a better estimate of the lenght of the bullet flight path. (App. A 2.2.3)
Then the target velocity normal to line of si'ht is included, which already provides a relative accurate bullet time-of-flight estimate (App. A 2.2.4). Now the whole
bullet time-of-flight computation is repeated with the last estimate of the flight path
length as the starting value.

*•,

The accuracy of this procedure is good enough to meet the accuracy of the shooting
tables. The bullet time of flight is limited to 4 seconds.

*

2.3.3 EXTRAPOLATION OF TARGET FLIGHT PATH TO COLLISION POINT AND COMPUTATION OF
DESIRED GUN POINTING VECTOR

The extrapolation algorithm uses the position of the target in geodetic coordinates
from the Kalman filter and the bullet time of flight as inputs. (App. A 2.3)
To improve the effectiveness of extrapolation, the gradients of the target acoeleration algorithm.
Then the target position at impact is extrapolated in a few integration st~ps. This
allows to take into consideration movements of the target from its original plane,such as
barrel roll motions.
These combined features result in an improved firing capability against targets that
do evasive maneuvers.
From the target impact positimn, own-ship velocity vector, gravity drop vector and
medium bullet velocity we compute the dosired gun pointing vector.
2.3.4 COMPUTATION OF AIMING PIPPER POSITION IN THE HUD

The computed target impact point is the sum of the gun pointing veotor times the medium bullet velocity plus the gravity drop vector plus the own-ship velocity vector.
(App. A 2.4).
Whcvi the extrapolated target flight pith vector until impact is subtracted from this
value, we get the position of the aiming pipper in geodetic coordinates. The line of
sight from the attacker to this point defines the pipper position in the HUD coordinate
system.
2.3.5 IN-RANGE COMPUTATION

Maximum gun range is limited by two factors. The impact velocity at the target must
be above a curtain value to trigger the fuze, and the terminal velocity of the bullet
supersonic, otherwise the bullut becomes unstable.
must be ,till
The first limitation governs the tail chase cases, Lhe second the head-on cases.
The actual shooting ranges may be much shortes due to dispersion, and evasive
maneuvers of thu target.
2.4

SCORING MODEL

2.4.1 INTRODUCTION
F'Lrst the necessary detail in a gun fire scoring model is discussed.
The vulnerable area of an average fighter plane from the front or rear is about
3 m2 . Exactly from the side, thia goes up to about 2U ml and from above or below it
amounts to about 60 m'. So there is a factor of twenty in the exposed target area.
Furthermore the kill probability of a single round, given a hit, can vary more than
ten to one depending on its impact point and angle,

and the caliber used.

When there are multiple hits on the same area, the bullets at the end of the salvo
have a lower kill probability than the ones at the beginning. So a sort of saturatiun
effect must be taken into account.

.

All these effects combined can produce misleading results, if the actual shape,
size and kill probability distribution is not used for scoring. Some of these effects
hbut not all of them can be levelled out by an excessive number of runs.
model should go into considerable detail to avoid these pitfalls.

So a scoring

2.3.2 COMPUTATION OF MISS DISTANCE
Miss distance is computed mainly to give a measure of accuracy of the fire-control
system in the real environment. (App. B 2.1)
To reduce the storage requirements of the program in the fire control subroutine,
the extrapolated collision point is computed and stored in a ring
together with the bullet flight path vector at this point and the bullet impact time.
The miss distance then is defined as the vertical distance of the target center of
gravity from the bullet-relative flight path vector at the extrapolated collision point.
Because of the long frame time of 50 millisec, the target position at collision time must
be interpolated from the frame time values.
The relative flight path vector or impact velocity vector (App. B 2.3) must be
ken instead of the geodetic flight path vector to account for the relative motion of tathe
target and salvo at the moment of passing. in this way the computation produces the
smallest miss distance actually occurring independently of the time of passing.
2.4.3 COMPUTATION OF HIT PROBABILITY
The hit probability is computed for every frametLime from the actual target flight
path and attitude, and the actual gun firing data.
2.4.3.1 TARGET MODEL
The target is represented by a simplified model which approximates the shape and
dimensions of the actual target projeation into a plane perpendicular to the impact
velocity vector.
The model area is composed of some ten to thirty subareas. These subareax define
the shape and dimensions of the model area. Each of them gets its own capture area
and
kill probability value.

"2.4.3ý2 HIT

PROBABILITY

Now the average hit probability density for every subarea is computed from the diepersion function. From thin, the total hit probability can be added up. (App. B.2).
2.4.3.3 KILL PROBABILITY
By multiplying the individual hit probability of every subarea with its single shot
kill probability, and by computing the weighted total, we get the total kill
probability
per frame.
•'3.

CONCLUSION
,An
can be seen from the sensor, fire control and scoring simulation models as used
in the TKF study, the complexity of the simulation makes a quantum jump as soon as automatic firing modes are simulated. Expecially when automatic firing modus are compared
with manual firing modes there are very exacting requirements on the accuracy and fidelity of a simulation.
The outlined models worked well in the TKF simulation and compared favorably with
different studies on other facilities. On the other hand there are still a lot of factore not accounted for, such as special propagation effects and ECM conditionls, which
could lead to another quantum jump in the complexity of the required simulation models.
But this would require also a quantum jump in compute power, if it had to be done
in real time.

-4.
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APPENDIX A

SENSOR MODEL
SRADAR:

MONOPULSE
FREQUENCY AGILITY
"10FREQUENCIES (MINIMUM)
20MHZ SEPARATION

*

HPRF (10KHZ)
READOUTS: AZ,EL,RANGE

GLINT MODEL:

STOCHASTIC
(NOISE ADDED TO TARGET
POSITION)

ANTENNA:

TRACKING DYNAMICS,BREAK
LOCK SIMULATED, READOUTS:
DISTURBED AZ, EL,RANGE

KALMAN FILTER:

READOUTS: POSITION
VELOCITY OF TARGET
ACCELERATION
STEERING COMMANDS FOR
RADAR ANTENNA

-•I.

!,

-,

[K

-1 ,34-6

DIRECTOR SIGHT
1. SENSOR
TYPE:
RADAR
RANGE:
10 km PLU S
FIELD OF VIEW: -700 VERTICAL
(FOR TRACKING) -60° HORIZONTAL

2. LEAD ANGLE COMPUTATION
2.1 GUN RANGE LIMITATIONS
IMPACT VELOCITY (FUZE)
SAND BULLET TIME OF FLIGHT
(TERMINAL
SUBSONIC
BULLETVELOCITY
UNSTABLE)
-

2.2 BULLET TIME OF FLIGHT
COMPUTATION
2.2.1 VELOCITY-TIME HISTORY IS ADJUSTED

TO

LAUNCH VELOCITY, ALTITUDE, MACH NUMBER
V(t
'VEND

V02

B-1

--T,
ST

B
ST1

4sec

t

iI

i •

' +.L "

I

2.2.2,

INTEGRATION OF V Wt HISTORY UP TO
RADAR RANGE
STOIL(V 1-SQRT( V0 1 o2 -(2.* B IFW")))Bi
VEND-V@1-B1*ST

2.2.3

ITERATION INCLUDING CLOSING VELOCITY
VZL
ST"1'- ST'a.(STV'iZL)/(VEND -VZL)
FW--

VEND

/

I
ST(O

2..4

ST

ITERATION INCLUDING TARGET VELOCITY
V.0 NORMAL TO LINE OF SIGHT
TARGET VELOCITY
TARET/

PREDICTED COLLISION POINT

VZL*ST"'
VO *ST N

l)I

0
IFWOSQRT(FW

I.nT(WLF

FW

a.2+(VQ*ST("').2)

VN

34.8

COMPUTATIONS OF 2.2 ARE ITERATED
TWICE, FOR RANGES BEYOND MAX.
RANGE ST IS SET TO ST MAX.

2.3 COMPUTATION OF DESIRED GUN
POINTING VECTOR
-ST
(t) dt
dt

,:
TIP

:

•'

':'"-•

ITARGET

ST'

,

*LINEOFSIGHT 'OS

EK * VRELG*ST
GUN POINTING VECTOR-

1

•

'

tST

EK- Vf*LOS*tVT(t)dt -V-ST-G--

2

)

t
COMPUTATION OF TARGET IMPACT POSITION
(TIP) INCLUDES GRADIENT OF TARGET ACCELERATION AND BARREL-ROLL MOTIONS OF
THE TARGET

2.4 COMPUTATION OF RETICLE POSITION IN HUD COORDINATES
I;.

A) NOT TRACKING

.
.,

TARGET

,]

I

-

*.

I

,

,RETICLE

r/

.

d

AIMING PIPPER POSITION

ATTACKER
MANEUVER UNTIL RETICLE COINCIDES WITH
TARGET
1•

L.

r:-,

34-10[

B) EXACT
TRACKING
(MANUAL GUN ATTACK)
PRESENT TARGET
POSITION
FUTURE TARGET POSITION
-COMPUTED IMPACT POINT

*

;;OWN

•'.
S~

VELOCITY
-SHIP
~VECTrOR

d

RETICLE

I

"

P

GRAVITY

/

DROP

LINE OF SIGHT

REAL GUN
POINTING VECTOR

\

LEAD ANGLE

/

ATTACKER IN
"FIRING POSITION
i'

o

1
34 -1
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APPENDIX

SCORING
1. FIRST A HIT PROBABILITY IS
COMPUTED THEN A KILL PROBABILITY IS
COMPUTEDWHICH INCLUDES A VULNERABILITY MODEL OF THE TARGET

2. METHOD
2.1 TARGET MODEL
4:

TARGET IMAGE WITH
C,GTARGET

OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
OF TARGET
(EQUAL AREA)

MISS DISTANCE
CLOSEST POINT CAP,

B.

LIGHT PATH

2.2 COMPUTATION OF MISS DISTANCE
2.3 COMPUTATION OF TARGET CAPTURE
AREA
NORMAL TO BULLET IMPACT VELOCITY VECTOR
(V--•

V'•}50

IMPACT VELOCITY
TARGET CAPTURE
AREA

1SEC SALVO

FOOTPRINT

2.4 DISPERSION FUNCTION OF BULLETS
-SALVO
•'•iIN
DISPERSION
1919 (80% HITS)

8O0/0 100%,
"HITS HITS

'

r0

2.5 INTEGRATION OVER CAPTURE AREA

Iii

L OUTLINES OF TARGET IMAGE PROJECTED ON SALVO
FOOTRRINT
COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION TO GET CIRCULAR
SALVO FOOTPRINT
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OVER 18 MESH POINTS
LOCATION OF HITS ON TARGET AND ASPECT
ANGLE ARE AVAILABLE FOR KILL PROBABILITY
COMPUTATION
-

-

-

V.A

3. COMPUTATION OF KILL PROBABILITY
-- BASED ON A DETAILED VULNERABILITY

_,
"*

J*'

A.•

,l:

MODEL KILL PROBABILITY PER FRAME TIME
IS COMPUTED
INCLUDES:
-COMPUTATION
"-'LOCATION OF HITS ON THE TARGET
-IMPACT ANGLE Or HITS
-VULNERABILITY OF IMPORTANT TARGET
AREAS
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SIMULATEIIR POUR INTEGRATION

AVEC TESTS DYNAMIQUES DES

LOGIC IELS DE CALCULATEURS CENTRAUX EMARQUES

F. HOUTEORS

ELECTRONIQUE,?4ARCMI

D)ASSAULT

92214 SATNTI-CLOUD

* i

1WSLJM

Iia'git d'un syatbme conqu pour 3imuler l'anv'ronnament de calculateurs embarquds
11
eL fournir lam iioyens do contr~ile perirattant laimime auipoint at I& v~alidation des
logiciel", avant intt~gratian effective des calculateurs dans llneml dos Squipomacits rdals onviroonalftst.

La cract~riaticiue esnentielle du nyst~me eat de ajauler ces Aquipements environranta,nnn pias au niveau de louirfonctionnemmnt intrinmaque, main 4 cului do lour
interface avaczle calculateur clanslea aspects temporal, interactif at infor-mationriel.
La simulation se fait par fusion d'informations opgrateur at d'nomain

enre-

gixtr~em stir
bande mangn6t>jue. Can dernitrea siinulent lea diffdcentem phase# do vol
onvisasgks pour lea teaLs landls qua lee informations opgrateur recrdant en tamps
rlel lea actions duipilots at lee pannea d'dquipement.
Des posaibilitda do fonctionnement en ralanti at peask pen conf~rent ine officacit6
touto pac-tic'.tlitere A cotta simulati'n pour la mime au point; at In validation des
logicie Is.

j

ctwiAPI

I

INTRODUCTION
LIBLECTRONIQUE M4ARCEL DASSAULT (EMD) *at splcialiales dqnx I'dtbade, It d~volaPPeusn1t at lu fabrication
d'Squipaeents Alectroniquaa do pointa, teint dens 1. domains inlitairai qua dano 1. domain* civil,
L'offtaotif do l'SMIV tot do 2.500 personnes, dont I.400 ingfni Urs at cadres. L'informati.qta afrompatials
(odalulataisra, bus nur~riques, ayatbmoa digitauic, logiciols 44 baae at d'application) conatitus unt dea
25 2 du chiffro d'affuires *at Ethelo dens
activitia principalas do 1'ELECTRONIQUE MARCEL. DASSAULT $20
as domaine.
Depuli 1965, gpoqum A laquallu I'END m~ wonqt1. premier calcuiateur ambarquti surogdon utilisant des circuits
intigris, too missilea balistiques frangais saot dquipia do cililculateurs univsraols EMD, puts END-SAOEM I
In auite d'accords do coopirstion aigniA entra lea doux socid~4s,
En 1976, l'accro1iasment des besoina an matilre do puissance do calcul conduit V'END I proimouvoir an Franco
do nouvall~a technologies do campoaants at do circuits pour crtsr uns nouvelle gindration do calculateurm
universoehI~
-

1084 pour missiles baliatique.,

-

M182 pour avion# MIRAGE F1,

-

2084 pour avions MIRAGE. 2000.

Le ayatime. do traindsaisson des informations numgriquos A bard do coo avions a lui auasi its d~valopP6 rar
EMD
clogt 1t bus numdrique GINA (DICIBtiS).
L'END rialiso dg~ileant, tou. lea logicila

du base it, sous 14 mattriee d'oeuvre do sas clients, It plupart

des lagiciala d'4pplication concetrnant sea proprc i calcuhitaursa Llrospitiaux. L'introduction do I& nouvohli
qua calculataura principaux des aviona MIRAGE P1 it MIRAGE 2000
ginlration do calculateurs END in taint
ddlvloppe considlrablement certe activiti logicial.
Les lagiciela, doen leaapplications iivieuiquea, ont prAsentO deux c~ractfiristiques : d~uns part, un volume
4
at una complaxitil tr~A importants , d'antrr part, In rifcessitO do livror can log .Cield ttmpa Lied sans
disposer en usine d'un aystbme

Onlmplet

pour lit mie au point et In validation.

Pour faire face A cooitouvolles contraintes, lee efforts ant portd dear' deux diractionm

oncaina

symposium AGARDde OTTAWIA en Mai 1979 (exposE 53),
Is1dlvaloppomint d'outila de tests ot do vAlidation. Coo outils nyint pour but de periottro Is rourniture
do logiciela do trim grands qjualitS &rice b leur mime an oeuvra prlalable dcnis un environnament simulA.
Avant d,%dlorire la simulation do eat anvironnament, illest ndcesaaaha d'on prdciser Is contexts

d'una

part, lea fonictiona du calculateur princ'ipal dena un syktkme &'arines avionique, d'autre part, lea cantrain-

-*

~

'~

tee do rdaliusation d'un outil do teats dynamiques at de validation.

r.HAPtTRE, IT

CONTEXTE DEILA REALISATION DES SYSTEMES DF STMULATION

2. 1. FOCIN

UCALCULATEUR PRINCIPAL T)ANS IN SYSTERE C'ARMES AVIONIQUIIE

Le osytbrne do navigation et d'attaque (.3NA) d'un avion de combat nioderne pout itre tr~s xehdmatiquement OlustrA, dana sontprincipe ggn~ral, par la figure suivante

POSTES DE VISUALISATION
POSTES DE COMMANDES

g,5ngrateur

paaa

paod
I ovigatio'i

radar

C
A

armamentt

cen~ral

R
S

BUS NUMERIQUE

-

principni

de gpatlonj'

b-b-

isie:

CIRCUITS D'ARMEMENT
Parmi leo prnnrdpaux 6quipernents du SNA,

des capteurs
A

-des

-e

etaehinricnrl

postes do comnimide

c11
ircuits d'arnwments

on diatinguet
hydrodynamique , radar, etc. ..

pour In navigation, l'armement, te radar, etc,..

pour bombhes, canons, tmissilbs, etc.,

*1
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Bion quo tourn
corndquiposients comportont itnopart do plus an plus Braude d'61octruniquo numdriqurn,
c'oat-b-dire do processeura rnpfcixlisA aet trbrn
int~grirn au ieatdriet, lea calculi offoctuis y sont do
nature diffdronte do coux du calculateur piincipal :iii sont apfcifiques de 1'dquipomont, contribuent

~directomant

I

I see performances at no traitont gbngralemrnnt quo des donniern locales.

Au contraire, Is logiciel du calculataur principal intervient au nivoau global du ayettmo do fagon
relativemant indfipandanta darncaractdristiquarn particuligres dos Squiposants. 11 assure deux types do
fonctions

-

I2fl!4La!~I~

canralsie(6changes d'information, surveillance du fonctionnoeant

dlensembla)

I

Le schirna fait apparattre le A~le particulier du bus numirique ou "digibus" auquol sonL connectiAs
lasplupart des Squipaments du systbus dWarmas. Lop informations fichangies ontro corniquipaments
tranaitent our cette liaison acurn
forms nuinirique at rnuivant un mods do multiplexage temporal I
haute fr~quence. Los liaisons directern entre iquipaments contdo plus an plus ramas 1 il an subsists
encore qurniquas unarn
pour diffirantas raisouns (survivanco do techniques analogiquas, dibit d'informationa, saiuriti),
La gostion du bus numbriqu oantarniurie par Is calculateur principal. Vi myrntime pout aurnal stre
iquipi d'une unit6 aseondairo (USG) qui Sbr. 1s bus an cas do difaillance du calculataur principal.

ID~D!2~~i42 n!I1 i I partir dosndonn6os Al'~bordei par leascaptours at darnerdroo intromAnuellamant our lern
postorn do coummandos par Io piloto, to calculatour principal offectue un
-

~duits

*

certain nombro do traitoments pormattant d'aosurer lea misiions opdrationneilos do l'avlon : navigation, attaquo Air-Sol, attaque Air-Air; suivant I& mission, ~ortains risultata do calculs aent adres@finI des iquipsamentr camme torncircuits d'armsment, d'autr.es Infornationi sont prirnentisi au pilot*
our leu poatos do vinualisation. Dana qualquos cas, uno pevi is do cos traitonionts Got offoctuis par
dos colculatours implant$ds dana Is radar ou to vtsour par exomple. L'unitA do Seation sacondaira
(USG) Arneuro certaines do cai fonctions opgrationnolltsost jous ainal 1. r~le d'u d~uxigms calculatour principal.
2.2. CONTRAINTES DE LA REALISATION DTJN OUTIL DE TESTS DYNAMIQUES ET DE VALIDATION
contrainte orniontiollo eit to dulai qui oat t-tcore pluis
court que pout to logiclol unmbarquii. D'une
part, lea spicifications (matfiril logiciel) no aont rialirnablos quo toraque collorn N systamo avionique aent tormindes, d'tiutre pait, t'outil dolt 6tre dinpunible avant Io dibut dos teaso dynamiques
du togiciol embarqug.

-La

-Le

I

colit
ou I'6tat do divoloppomint des iquipoments riots du syottmo tund coo dorniurs indisponibles

chat lo fabricant do logiciat
-Enfin,

I

Io coOt du matdriol impose uno cortAina standardisnation duo moyona do tests ontro tea diffi-

rants praojts.
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L'OITIL DE SIMULATION POUR. I'INTEGRA'IION ET LA VALIDATION

DES LOGICIELS EMBARQUITS I LA HATE DE VALIDATION DR LOGZCIEI.
------------------------................................
a.....
L'outil ddvaloppi par END pour Ilintigration at Ia validation des looiciael

embarquis port* e .nom

do

"Baia do Validation do Logicial". P'arl& suite, il @or& roprdsanti par son sigle iBVIL.
3.1. OBJEL.TIFS
11 eagit d'abord do mattre au point doe fonctians conipibtes at do lee teoter deltalour configuration
temps ride.
Catte phato do mise au point viont aprils Ia phase do teats ststi.4ues qui a permit do virifier la
partie ulgorithmique du logiciel. Pour ces teats, il eat nicessaire do so doter do moyana d'invostigation plus glaborga quo lea moayns classiqucv,
*Los logiciols livriu doivmnt Stre an coriformitS dvac lea clauses techniques qui Kant appol~ss "sapeifioations d6taillfies du logiciel", Cette conformit6 eat assurde grice aux apdrations do validation.
Pour vallder, il.faut done fourair au logicial des ,Informationa confermen
h closle diarites done I&$
sp~Oifications d~taillden du logiciel. rJautrr part, il faut avoir des posmibilitds do visualination
p~our slos~urer do In conformitni
* I

des rdsuitats obtenus.

Let oporations d~critea ai-dessus daivant 6tre rfialis~e. par It fabricuint do logicial do ttani~re
outononie, c'est-AI-dira quo Is logiciol ne doit pas Stre tributaire du d~voloppaetnnt ou de I& disponibilitA dosa utria 6quipoments du systame avioniquo. Par ailloura, il serait mauvois do monopoliner
le banc d'int~gration do 1'avion pour I& mise au point du logiciol.
3.2. PRINCIPES (lENERAUX
*Le grand Principe doibase eat do faire exficutor, on tisino, le logiciel opfrationnel dans un calculatour embarquC r~ol.
Lee contraintes qui on rdsultent sent lea suivantea
- taut lea ninyens do contr~le et d'investigation doivent Otro oxtdrioura au logiciel opgrstionnel.
-

l'onvironnament simulO du calculateur doit refldter fidbloment l'environnonent opdrationnel.
lea chronogramcnea d'exdcution it d'Echanges d'intormation doivent Sitro
ausai preches qua possible
des conditions op~rationneilos.

11Lniofaut pa. perdro do vue qu'il s'agit do mise au point dleIs validation do logiciel. Lore do
lI'analyse do l'environnement A sirnuler, ii no faict done pa. c'attacher au fonctionueoisnt do cheque

*

Aquipement mali
.Enfin,

A see

relations avoc le logiciel A valider.

l'outil dievra 8tro commode omtsimple d'amploi, on particuller, 11 n'eat pas rechercho uns
La validation ant accurdo pinrl'opira-

corr~lation automatique avoc des r~sultats pr6-enregistrfos,

~~

tour qui a In posuibilit6 d'idaptor on permanence le nivoau do comitrdlo. duiplus global au plu, fin.

3.3. SOLUTIONS ADOPThESS
a) Simulation des informations an entfils
La bilan des informations am~ne I lea classer en doux typos
*informations issues do captours at Wass A I& mardhe do l'avion, (un!, cM 3 ,.,),
*informations aliatoires issues d'Squipsinnts ou do coinssndes pilats (pastes do comwande, Seats do

*.1

palmes....)
L'onasmble do too deux types d'informations set I restituor do manilra dyreanique at cohirents avec
lour format rdel.
Un fiohier sdquent del (bands do vol.) aontonant lam infartmations "capteurs" see crif on centre do
calcul. Los infatuations aldatoires mont gindres. an tempo r~el cur ta baie do vadilation du latiiule
par simulation dos pastes do acuoniade at des mate d'Atat. d'Iquipaownts.
b) Cantr8ls du ddroulasment du logicial
calculaLa contr8la du ddroulamunt du logicial tot fait dirsatement par action our I* inat~rial dii
tour ombarqui,
Co ciantrrle par Ismattrial parmet danc d'atrrter 1. calculateur sans affecter l'aspoet temps riel.
L'Iachells do temps dlimeintairs du mystilme (to cycle court a 20 me) constitus l'ElUment do base do Ia
simulatton. Cott* possibilitt permet d'arrlter ts proasseus (6dition do risultats, observation) at

*

do Is rmprandre on siquenas. En particulier, il Lout notor 1& posmibilitd de fonictionzior au

* 7ralenti

ou au pasmpas.

c) Moesdas~to

P
F

Deux types d'observation cant mis I Is disposition do l'uplrateurx
- ontr8ls par beran
L'avoitage, do as dispositif Oct do pouvoir surveli~ler Il'voiution dos pavatiltres an temps rdel.
1Ibcran &rice I un programme
L'apdrateur pout dlfinir lea Informations qu'Ll souhmito voir otir
convermationnal. Le contr~ls pout Stre rialisE au niveau global par observation des phinominnsi
tole quo lam voient Its utilisateurs opirat~ionnasl (viseur simuld, posts do cotmmends similE),
Lm contr~le pout Egalenunt me cituer au niveau des interfaces dlentrie/mortiem que l'opgrateur
pout Yimualiser.
Enfin, Is syst~nw pormet d'observer dos informations internet iiui n'ont pas d'eiristence physique
au nivssu des interfacso. En particiulier, uric lints do contanus mamoirs pout Stre observis on
permanence.
par imprimants
L'opdrateur difinit on convartationnel lam informations at ls forrest qu'il souhaits Editor. Dbux

-contr~ls

s'offhent I lu

Fpossibilitis

-

impression au memsnt qui comiii opportun at rednimrror en siquence.
dficlencihor uric
dficlencihor une impression sutometiqum A deq inmtanta prbcis ccinmignls done une table initialisE.,
par 1'opgrataur auid~hut duitravail.

.... .. ....

3.4. DESCRIPTION DUiMU'RIEL COMP)SANT 1A BAIR DR VALIDATIOW DR LOGICIRt.
La configuration mat~ri.elle a pour objet dot
'0

V-

-

transmoettre auc alculatour-avion In@ i~nfformations sous los formos r,,gvu.. an fonationnamont updrationfalu1
-pormottro
lee actienti-opiratours simulant lax actiolts-pilates.
*pormontre Ia vinualisation ot llimfpreasion do parawmtrao at rdsultats.
pormattte Is mine an oeuvre do lo DYL.

On petit distinguor quatre parties 2
a) Io calculateur do bait, qui Not un cal~culatour END atias 84, 6quipi do 64 K mote do ulinoirs, ot qui
rialiso tous lam treitettinta do simulation non otfectulo au contra do calcul (gindration du fichior
bands magngiiquo),
b) lam pdriphdriques do mimo on oeuvro do Isbaits
- uno imprimanto avoc ontvie/sovtia our cassetto permottant In fonctionnomiont hors tempo r6al, oni
particulior lea initialisotionii , ainni qua is charsonmnt do progvommaou.
- un loctour do ruben porford pormottant In chargoment dos progrom.so ot do I& m~moitti do l'Ccran,
-

uno face-avant porrottant is simulation d'itats ot Is dipantiago do Iabait,

a) Itsipdriphdriques do simulation do 1'environnt'ment-avion
-un ensemble Acran graphique avoc
clavier aiphanumdrique, clavier-fonotion ot crayon do disignation

do 1'doran. Cot ensemble psi-mot In simulation dam difidnants posts$ do commandos, dam vissurs, dam
discraos at pennes, lox affichaemo dam paramitres, at 1. fonctionneount en mouiluralonti ou pan I
-un

diroultur do bAndo magndtique permottant llaxploitation mdquenitieils du fichior do pArom~tval

gandri an contra do calcul.
-un
w,'shi aux axos pli.mottant Is gdnlnation do trajectoiros,
d) lox pdriphdriques do Iiaiwon avoc ii, cisiculateur control ombanqud.
-un oesomble couplour multimo~i, du bus standard (CJ'US) ot digibus qui sorf h l'dahangs do& dunnits
numdriquas. at qui permet Is simulation do tous lem abotnodo au digibus dont Is calculatour avion
act g6rant.
-. uno
unii (toe
codago dcdcadge qui osimule lax gynchros, lee tensions ainsi quo lax discrerns "fil
A
-un

ensemble do mlinu an oeuvre du calcuistour avian, compronant un bus parall~le 16 bits of un.

ligne airie do prooddurs ot do maintenance,
ti~ncoupleur pour simulation d'inforitation. cur bus ARINC,
Remarguos
CM1
pGEu ajouter V't~ow

r'.uplours do liaisons poitr simulation'

~lasn

afcl~o

La ddr~uuIur its bands magnitiqus sort aussi au nhargomont dam progranunes dons Is MVL of doen
calculatour-oviun,

T,

ntp

Is

avo

Facetyo

Bottleeven

ier
td
n Iopndai

Lopiclol

-

o cetr
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BVL. i& trajoctoire eot gindrde en temps rdel. Cette mAthoda pricento par rapport A I* prdsc-

dent. l~s avantagee suivants
ofilection/dSn6iection dos buts au choix,

riponee I une ici quolv~orqvo do pilotage,
possibilitt par roleotur. do la band* on raleuti do virifier instantandsmnt la qualitf du vol.
Ca logiciel ginkraieIsmimas parainitres quo I* prdoddent . 11 nicessite en outr. des modules do
gsttion do ilimprimante, do l'Scran grAphique, des clavier@, du mancho-2-awas at du dfirouleur do
bands, magnitique, 11 ant Senit partiallemont an LTR, l'autre pirtie Stant on assembleur.
La gingration des paramltras secondaires eat rdaliuie an centre do ealcul an reprenuant to fichier
primaire cr55 par une dos mithodes dicrite. ci-deuaus. Ca logiciel eat directoeont lid au type do
Ilavion.
On compu~te par let principaux paramitres auivants
- centrals adro I tompgratures statique at totals, Mach, vitesse conventionnallo, deneitf do l'air,
altitudes barovitriques at rielle...
-centrals
A inertia i rayons do courbure lbeaux eat at nord, incriments en latitude et longitude,
variations du vonder angle, vitehses at aocildrations an axes plateforme, $cart do route,.,.
- systims radar Isite, giusimet, Sl~vation do la cible, vitesses relatives, distance cible, rotations en axes avion do Ia droite avion-ciblo.,..
C. logiciel est Senit en PORTRA1N our IBM 370. $a sortie sot Is bands do vol exploltt our IVL lone de
la phase do tests dynamiquas. 11 penmet la gindrAtIon do partAmtrso cohdrents.
b)Loaieiel do simulation et do tost.
11 oat sipard
- Is losiciel
- Is logiciol
- Is logiciel

en
do
do
do

trois groupes
base
bait
simulation

Le logiciel do bass 1 11 slagit 11 d'un logiciel indipendant do is BVL, servant I d'autros applieations our d'autros matrinal. 11 so compose de deux parties
-sl
yotbme qui eat be programme do mise an oeuvre des baes ot caiculateur do la adris 84. 11 assure trois fonctions i
*fonction "pupitre" de gostion do Is faco avant do Is bale.
*fonction systhme d'enchatnemont des travaux (en convercationnai ou par lots).
*fonction surpervision d'intrieoc/sorties pour les p-rograinnoc alxctn
dano Is Calculatiun-avion
ou doenIs calculatun do bale,
- 1
monitean tamps riul, qui ant un produit compatible LTR it Aossmbleur 84. BSa fonctions sont. 1
Is gastion do. tiches
*I&gestion des Svdnements
Is &aoption
des nessources
*la gection des ontnios/sarties
Is1partaga du temps
Cest Ie moniteun temps riel qul contrdie tout Ie logioial BVL. 11 ust A note? quo cleat uii moniteur
identique qui supervise I* logiciel du calculateur-avion. 11otparambtridol anleIdptr
volume do se. tables do cheque application.
I u
emnr
dpo
L'oanaemble du logiciol do base do is B'IL
repnisents un volume m~moirs do 12 X moes do 16 bits.

.....
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Le logiciel do bale :cleat Ue logiciel apicifique BVL qui eat indipandant do l'application au

I

nivoati du code. 11 slagit des programas sulvants
geation dos interruptions t ceammodules ant pour principalas
-

I
-

*

.

*

et do rdaliser Il'eregistroemnt des valeurs loris de I&Siniration do trajectoires
synthitiqlue "aui
mAndhe"
gesti::odes chmmjes i il a'aglt duitraitement descentries/sorties via-I--via duica7.nullateur-avion,
cles-1-ire116mssin/vcepion
es isceteI'M
fil',doscollages at dicodages, letdu dialogue cur Is digibur via is CHES.

*geation do l'*cran graphique i *Ila comprond Ilneml doe prograueae rdaltsant I* dicodage des
commandos clavier ou photoetyle at I* branchouont duitraitement correspondent, at I'afflinhaga I

* F

~ I

l'dcran des difflrekntea images avec lour tafta~chisseuont cyclique.
.

V

geetion do It band* wegnitique t all* rialise Ilaoq-jiaition do$ diVeriP pareultnac poxsttent do

~simuler un vol,

I

*

fonction.

d'acquitter Lee demeandes dea divers pflriphlriques (bonde magnitIque, coupleur multimode do ban
astmndard, Saran cathodique, tilitype), ef in d'Alire lee divorcee tichee requises.
-do cadencer I l'aids, d'une horlogo programmable I** travaux cyoliques.
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CHAPITRE IV

CONCLUSIONS ET PERSPECTIVES
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CRUISE-MISSILE-CARRIER NAVIGATION REQUIREMENTS
George T. Schmidt and Roy H. Setterlund
Guidance and Navigation Advanced Programs Division
Advanced Systems Department
The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory,, %nc.
Cambridge, HA, U.S.A. 02139

ABST1RACT
This paper addresses the modeling, simulation, anduperformance predictions used in
determining aircraft avionics and transter-aliqnment requirements for a generic aircraft
that would launch cruise missiles over water, a consideraoo.e distance ~rnm a first
TERCOM update area. Stich would be the came for an undefended wide-body aircraft that must
remain far away from an opponent's air defense system. T~his longutandoff range presents
some unique requirements that are not present in a mission where cuise missiles are
slaunched "close" to the first fix point, as from a penetrating bomber. The methodology
used and system requirements results are described.

1. INTRODUCTION
J

4

During the pactiyear, the Air Force has been considering several existing U.S. aircraft as possible cruise-migsile (CM) carriers. Theme aircraft range from small military
transport aircraft to large wide-body commercial aircraft.(l) This paper describes the
methodology and results of a parametric study conducted to determine the navigation requirements for such aircraft.
Section 2 of this paper describes the methodology used in allocating the allowable
navigation errors between the CM guidance system and the cruise-missile-carrier-aircraft
(CMCA) avionics system. Prom this baseline error allocation, avionics and transferalignment tradeof studies were conducted. These tradeoff studies are described in Sactions 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, a total weapon-system evaluation from aircraft takeoff to CM impact is presented which validates the error allocation Df Section 2,
2. METHODOLOGY FOR BASELINE SYSTEM ER~ROR ALLOCATION
To initiate the CMCA avionics tradeoff portion of the study, it was necessary to
define a baseline mission for both the CMCA and the CM, and to allocate the errors between each navigation system to meet the total required accuracy at the first TERCOM fix
area. The baseline mission is summarized in Figure 1.
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The mission begins with r fast-reaction takeoff from the U.S. with the CMCA inertial-

navigation system (INS) dormant and unheated at takeoff.
During the next 30 minutes, the
attitude heading and reference system and a Doppler radar are used to dead-reckon to the
nominal site of the first
radar position fix while the CMCA INS is being powered up and
thermally stabilized.
Near that first
radar fix, the CMCA INS is initialized from the

dead-reckoning system and then begins navigating after the fix has been made, Nominally,
a total of eight equally spaced radar fixes are made during the overland portion of the
outbound flight so that the CMCA INS is satisfactorily aligned prior to beginning its
long overwater flight to the CM launch area.

During overwater flight, the CM INSs are powered up 45 minutes before transfer
alignment and calibration of the CM INSs relative to the CMCA IN8 are begun. The transferalignment/calibration sequence is perforased within a 30-minute period prior to launch of
the first missile.
The assumption is that only one horizontal CMCA maneuver will be used
during this 30-minute period to aid the alignment filter. Following completion of
transfer-alignmant and calibration, the CM is launched whi3i it is still a considerable
distance from the first.TERCOM fix point, The CM, immediately after launch, descends to
a low altitude and executes a maneuver to bring it to its proper coursel then it proceeds
to navigate to the first landfall map.
The calibration of the CM guidance set is a particularly important aspect of the
transfer-alignment mechanization.
Figure 2 lists the gyro and accslirqm@ter performance
parameters for the CM guidance set after a 2-1/2-year dormancy period. •I Even if the
CM guidance system were provided with perfect initial conditions by the CMCA INS, these
performance parameters would result both in a system error growth rate on the order of
16 nmi/h and in a totally unacceptable position error at the nominal first-fix point.
(A 0.01-deg/h gyro drift results in about a 1.0-nmi/h error growth rats.) Consequently,
the methodology of the study was to first evaluate how wall transfer alignment and calibration might be performedl then to allocate the errors between CMCA avionics and transfer alignment! and finally to perform detailed studies within each allocation to determine if the allocations could be met.

Sestairs.

The method of assessing the possible accuracy from transfer alignment is to perform
a covariance analysis based on a complete 40-state model of the CM navigation-syptem
errors, assuming an error-free CMCA navigation system.
Position differences between the
two systems are compared and processed in an optimal f.-ter to estimate the CM INS paramA full 40-state optimnl filter leads to optimistic results since, in practice,
only about 10 important error states would be implemented in the CM computer.
Consequently, a "consider-variable" approach is used in the analysis which allows a realistic
estimate of how a reduced-order filter mig1• •e;Corm; this approach alleviates the need
to actually deslgn a reduced-order filter. ýX,9, Figure 3 illustrates the considervariable approach.
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Thin tochnique was applied to the transfer-alignment problem.
Figure 4 illustrates
the results of transfer alignment and calibration performed relative to the assumedperfect CMCA inertial vys~am while the aircraft wma performing a horizontal S-turn maneuver during the transfor-alignmont period. Cases 2, 3, and 4 correspond to different
measurement noises in the posilion-match filter used for transfer alignment between the
INSs.
The measuremunt noiso would be due to local vibrations, bending,
tween the INS locations.
Case 3, corresponding to a noise of 1-ft rms,

Reference

6 contains a typical covariance-analysis program.

and flexure bewould probably
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exceed the levels to be expected in any of the aircraft considered.
Consequently, Casa I,
a CM navigation performance of 1.0 nmi/h (CEP) relative to the CMCA INS, was chosen as the
baseline performance that should be established as a goal for transfer alignment and
calibration of the CM guidance set.
Section 4 will consider the various aspects of transfer alignment and calibration

in detail in an atst' st to meet the goal of a calibrated CM INS whose errors grow at a

rate on the order of 1 nmi/h with respect to the CHCA INS.
Figure 4 also illustrates
that a key parameter is the azimuth gyro bias term that exists
after transfer alignment
and calibration have been completed.
Case 2 was rerun with a perfect azimuth gyro, and
the differences in porformance are quite noticeable.
Zn fa~t, as illustrated in Figure 5,
a significant error growth rate appears due to the azimuth gyro alone, if the gyro is
uncalibrated.
Consequently, for long-range air-to-ground weapons using this guidance
system, adequate calibration of the azimuih gyro is required if the l-nmi/h (CEP) relative error growth rate is to be met.
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Response to azimuth-gyro bias
of 0.1 deg/h (1c) flying northwest Vreat circle at 600 ft/s
constant velocity,

Given the requirements on navigation accuracy (CEPLP) at the first TERC9M map, and
using the expected CM INS relative navigation-error-rate performance (CEPRM) of 1 nmi/h
and the time the CM msust fly to the first map, it is then a simple matter o algebra to
determine
an approximate expression for the required CMCA navigational accuracy.
Equation 1 illustrates
the mathematics.

where
CEPLF

=

required CEP (nmi) at first TERCOM fix after CM launch

CEPRcM

-

relative error growth rate of CM INS (nominally 1 nmi/h)

tIF

-

time at firse TEACOM fix (h)

tL

-

time of CM launch (h)

CEPKCMCA

-

error growth rate of CMCA INS in nmi/h

tOF

-

time of last position update of CMCI INS (position update is assumed
pcrfect); tL - tOF is then the overwator Lime of the CMCA during which
there ere no updates

From this simple expression, the maximum allowable range of the CM from launch to
landfall fix can be traded off agdinst CMCA TNS quality for various overwatpr CMCA flight
times (i.e., time since last CMCA position fix); see Figure 6.
For the purposes of this

,

...

"
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paper, a nominal 0.5-nmi/h (CEP) has~been selected for the CMCA navigation system. This
performance allows several missile standoff ranges an a function of the overwater flight
times. In Spction 3, the avionics requirements to achieve that goal are presonted
It should be noted that this
study addressed only the position
error required to cross the first
NoM requirements were
TERCOM map.
studied for acceptable

1. CMOS
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PITAT PUII
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downrange or

crossrange velocity errors, azimuth
error., etc., at the first map, the
assumption being that an acceptable
fix could be made if the CM overflew the map.
3.

I
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METHODOLOGY OF CMCA AVIONICS
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TRADEOFFS
To select a set of C14CA avionics meeting the baseline error
allocation of 0.5 nmi/h (CEP) after
the last CMCA outbound fix, a
consider-variable approach was again
used. A 12-state subotimal filter
consisting of north and east position and velocity errors, three INS
attitude errors, three gyro biases,
and two Doppler errors was used
during the outbound CMCA flight to
perform CMCA in-flight alignment anrd
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Using the various avionics
suites for the overland outboundFiue6
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CAclbad
CMCA flight, the resultant error
iue6
CMrnevssCCAalbtd
flight
overwaler
for
INS
quality
propagation for three generic INSs
times from last CMCA outbound fix.
has been plotted in Figures 7 and 8.
It should be noted that for th6 cases
employing Doppler aiding, Doppler
aiding is shut off after the last outbound fix so thiat for all oases the INS operates in
the pure inertial mode (with the exception of altimeter aiding) during the overwater flight.
This avoids having to make modeling assumptions about ooean currents. The oaseg with
Doppler aiding refer to the use of Doppler aiding up to and during the position-fixing
portion of the bAseline mission.
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impact of avionics on
baseline mission.

The results presented point to an obvicou conclusion that the CMCA performance
after the last outbound fix is pract3.inally insensitive to Improvements in the positionfixing radar and [)opplet aiding botween fixes for the baseline mission. Thipt insensitivity is due to the fact that even with a moderately accurate position-fixing radar
(1,000-ft CEP), eight fixes are enough to estimate the illiqnment of the platform and to
trim the sehoor biases to the levels limited by random drifts and nonobservability.
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histories for the calibration of the azimuth error
Figures 9 afid 1.06how the timiii:
and north gyro bias, respectively, during the outbound CMCA flight using the 0.5-nmi/hCEP navigator and no Doppler aiding. These plots show that using a higher accuracy radar
allows faster calibration and align~ment of the platformn. However, givont a total of eight
outLound fixes, the end result remains the same.
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Figure 11 shown t6e impact of the position;fixing radar accuracy on C?4CA performance when the number o equally spaced outbound ader fixes is reduced. The figure
charts the CMCA CEP 8 hours after the last outbound fix for th3 generic 0.5-nmi/h'-CEP
nalrigator. Figure 12/is a time history of error propagation when a 2,000-ft-CEP radar
is uned for outbound position fixing. Noet that in both Figures 11 and 12, no Doppler
aiding is employed bi~tween position fixes
both figures illustrate the need for more
ancurate position-f~xing tadars if the time and number of ouitbound fixes is recducnd from
the baseline, it does appear, however, that as long as six outbound ifixes arc available
over a 1-1/2-hour Oteriod, adequate CMCA INS alignment oan be achieved using a 2,000-ftCEP r~ada'r alone./
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are not A~dequate to align the 0.5-nmi/h INS to the 0.5-nini/h (CEP) level using only radaL
fixes. Figu're 13 show. that the addition of Doppler aiding between foiir outbound 2,000ft rada'r ifixceo per.iitt further c~iiibration and alignment of the CMCA IN6 down to the O.5nmi/h (CEP) )r(jval. What Doppler aiding provides is beat illustrated in Figure 14, which
is u~ 1.lot of azimuth mnisalignmnent estimation during the outbound fixer. Doppler aiding
enables faster azimuth estimation, so that by the fourth fix, th2 steady-state estim.ation
level has teen reachedl whereas without Doppler aiding, two more fixes are required.
Similar results were oý3*erveri using a better quality 0.l-nmi/h (CEP) navigator.
The impact of reducing the time dnd number of equally *paccd outbound fixes for this
navigati~r is shown in Fig~ure 15. Again, the importance of Doppler aiding when the number of fixes is reduced iv o~learly shown. It io noteworthy, however, that by using the
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higher quality navigator, no Doppler aiding, and a 1,000-ft-CEP radar, an acceptable
error growhh rate of 0.5-nmi/h i(CEP) can still be achieved with four fixes. Thus, higher qulity navigators provide the flexibility of reducing TERCOM map widths or, as an
alterinative, may provide for reducing the number of outbound radar fixes, particularly
with Doppler ailing in use.
Figure 16~ illustrates the required~ TERCOM landifall map widths versus CMCA INS
quality. if the baseline map width is reduced by a faoocor of 2, 'hen the requirement an
the CMCA INS is on the order of 0.2 to 0.3 nini/h (CEP). There is an advantagn to using
smaller map widths, in that onboard storage aad computation is min'imized for the CM, and
it is also likely that many more suitable map areas with the appropriate terrain statistics over the entire TERCOM map wouid be available foi. use in fixing.
For the baseline CMCA mission, the requirements for CMCA avionics can easily be
met by state-of-the-art INSs, Doppler radars, aic1 position-fixing radars. Consequently,
technology issues are not the key issues in selecting the CMCA avionics suitel rather,
the key issuesa are cost, nuclear hardness, and commonality with equipment already in the
inventory.
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4.

TRNSE

-LGNMENT/CALIBEATION

ISSUES

Transfer Aliq~nment was addressed using a 10-state suboptimal position-matching
filter. The states were two horizontal per Ition errors, two horizontal velocity errors,
three attitude errors, and three gyro drifts-a11 relative to an assumed-perfect CMCA
INS. Some of the effects stud'ied included different types of maneuvers and maneuver
times within a 30-minute transfer-alignment period, longer alignment times, CM heading
sensitivities, and in-air gyrocompassing.

-

*.*for

Figure 17 shows the subsequent CEP error growth rate for three different types of
maneuver. occurring in the tranefer-ali~nment period of 30 minutes. it in apparent that
a l-nmi/h relative calibratior' requi~rement und for the imposed constraints, a 45degree-heading change maneuver in unacceptable for subsequentCM flight timse longer than
about an hour. However, Figure 19 show~s that if the 45-dare -hemuding change occur. at
the beL'inning of the alignment period, a near-acceptable error growth rate in achieved
sl3,ghtly over 2 hours. Figure 19 shows the results for longer align uent times up to
,or
60 minutes
using a single S-turn. Here it is noted that as the alignment times are increased, the single S-turn results in significant improvement in the CEP.
Figure 20 shows the results for the came of a single S-turn in a 30-minute transferalignment period where the C~M subsequently flies straight ahead after launch (trajectory
B), and for the case where the CM makes a turn after launch and then f~iieasatraight ahead
(trajectory A).
The ditference in the subsequent CEP error growth rate is due primarily
to the sensitivity of the inertial-systenm error growth rate to the final trajectory heading,. This in an effect commonly seen in lng-tern aircraft inertial-navigation problems
and it is an important effect for long-range air-to-ground missiles.
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The use of either single-position or two-position in-air gyrocompausing for extended
periods of time was alsu investigated. Possible benefits of in-air gyrocoompassing are
that better calibration of the CM guidance set may be achieved and that the potential
exists for eliminating maneuver requirements. Figure 21 ahows the results in terms of
azimuth mnisalignment of the CM gui dance met for the single-position and two-position inair gyrocompassing oases, an well as for the 8-turn transfer-alignment mianeuver previously
discussed. The ahimuth error in the latter case is significantly less than the in-air
gyrocompassing cases.
Figura 22 shows the resultant CEPs for all three cases. The 8turn transfer-alignment maneuver is clearly superior to in-air gyrocompassing schemes.
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5. BASSLINE-MISSIoN EVALUATION
The previous sections have described the tradeoffs conducted for the CMCA avionics
and for transfer alignment and calibration. The intent of this section is to present
some overall system-level results, including both transfer-alignment and avionics errors.

*

IFigure

*

The CM flight prof ile that was used in this study is shown in Figure 24. An 0-turn
transfer-alignment maneuver in used onboard the aircraft, and is followed by launch of
the CM. The CM then descends to low level, makes a 90-degree turn and flies for a considerable distance until Fix #11 it subseq'itetly makes five Moro fixes an its course into the target area. Each of the fixes updates the CM guidance system's knowledge of
position, velocity, attitude errors, and gyro-drift errors. Consequsfitlyi,the required
TERiCOM map widths decrease as a function of the number of fixes. The lamaller map widths.
allow more accuragy at each fix# until at Fix #6 the accuracy at the fix is actually
much better than the accuracy on target.
25 shows the nondimensional total CM croasrangs error after launch for
launches that occur at two different times after the last CMCA outbound fix. The dotted
lines chow the allowed 1-sigma orossrange error at each fix location. N4ote that the
allowed error dec~eases because the map widths decrease. As can be seen from this figure,
the error aliocation has resulted both In acceptabie errors at each fix time and in an
acoeptable on-target CEP. The final CEP is also a strong function of how far the cruise
missile must fly irom the last TERCOM map to the target.
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Figure 24.

CM flight profile.

Figure 25.

CH crossrange error
after launch.

6. CONCLUDING REM4ARKJ
A reresntaiveCMCA/CM weapon-system mission has been used to evalu'itethsyem
level error allocation, and it has been shown that a CMCA navigation error rate
sfstemnih(CEF) , or less, and a relative 011 navigation error rate of 1-nmi 1 /h (CEP) , or less,
results in an acceptable high probability of overflying the first landfall TERCOM map,
anwell an the maps enroute to the target. The key issues in implementing a CMCA navigation and guidance system do not appear to be peformance issues since the requirements
can be met by well.-known state-of-the-art avionis elements.
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A FLIGhT SIMULATION INVESTIGATION ON THE FEASIBILITY OF
CURVED APPROACHES UhDER MLS GUIDANCE

by
L.J.J. rIrkeleno
National Aerospace Laboratory NLR
Anthony Fokkerweg 2

1059 OX AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands
SUMMARY
This paper describes a simulation investigation concerning the possibilities of executing laterally our-

wed approaches with a wide body type of aircraft in'a MLB environment.

The ap~proach path variables worst

soonected the
viemint
final approach intercepo altitude and angle of the turn. An earth fixed circular
SupA flight director operating in the ILn tracking
straight preturn segen with athe final segment.apde,
plied with minor modifications in the hull bar drive, hin been sed as the prmary instrument for guidanoe.
Additional provisions have been made to enable the pilot to monitor the approach. A total numter of about
450 ourVtd approaches, perfored by three pilots$ have been flown on the sialator under various weather
IonditiorusC
In addition to tracking data, subjective information likg pilo'o ratings and commnents were gathered.

It

turned out t
curved
bat
approaches, with turnsetlen up to 180 can be carried cout afely provided thatahe
altitude at which the turn in completed im not lens than 30e m (1000 ft). Special provisionm
are needed with
respec( to the flight director roll bar drive, in order to achieve anourate trapkine on the curved setaeit
in strong wind econditions.
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From several investigations (e.g. Duning, KE.,
1973) it appears that curved approach paths, with simultaneous vertical and lateral curvatures, are less wuit-.i
for application in civil aviation,
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In the present investigation seven laterally segmoated approach profiles have been selected with widely
different values of the characteristic profile parameters
in order to include a wide range of approach paths with in
coverage of the MLS,

vertical path deviation
slant range between DME transmitter and

The aim was to establish limits with respect to the
turn angles and the final intercept altitudes for a slow-

tuns)
in excess of 1000 f•t/min or multi descents pathev only
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APPROACH PATH PROFILE GEOMETRY

2. 1 General
The investigation was restricted to approach paths being composed of three segments: a straight preturn segment, a circular segment and a straight final segment, whereas the angle of descent is constant
along the eiitire approach path.
A sketch of the basic geometry of the laterally segmented approach paths is presented in figure 2, as
shown the projection of the curved segment on the horizontal plane has been chosen circular.
The approach path is characterized byi
- the length of the final segment (xo)
- the turn angle (a)
0
- the turn radius of thu curved segment (r)
"- the angle of descent (yo)
To determine the aircraft's position relative to the nominal path the "along track distance" (ATD) has
been introduced. The ATD in representing the distance-to-go, measured along the projected approach path on
the horizontal plane, as illustrated in figure 2.
The position of the aircraft with respect to the approach path can be expressed int
- along the track distance (ATD),
- cross track deviation (n), being the horizontal distance from the nominal path, and
- vertical path deviation (s), being the vertical distance from the nominal path.
A mathematical formulation of the approach path, including a derivation of the formulas for determining
along track distance, cross track deviation and vertical path deviation is presented by Erkelens, L.J.J,
(1978). In figure 3 the computations have been summarized in a flow dia~ram
Selection of the approach paths for simulation
In the simulation program a number of seven different approach paths were chosen, Fixed values with
respect to turn radius and angle of descent have been established for all approach paths, being 2718 m
(1.$ nm) for the turn radius and 3 degrees for the angle of descent. This turn radius requires, at a speed
of 82.3 a/c (160 kts) a bank angle of approximately 14 degrees.
P,2

p

Furthurmore the various horizontal approach path profiles have been defined by combining three turn
angles (45 , 90° and 1800) with three lengths of the final segment. The length of the final approach negument
has been chosen in such a way that the transition from the curved to the final segment takes place at
altitudes of 122 m (h00 ft), 305 m (1000 ft) and 457 (1500 ft) reopectively, The 122 m height wau selected
because a curved approach, including a final intercept altitude of 122 m, might create a solution for the
noise abatement problem of runway 19 P at Schiphol airport.
The length of the preturn segment has been established on 2.5 nm, corresponding to a distance covered
during a flight of approximately one minute with a speed of 160 kts.
A summary of the characteristic parameters of the seven selected approach profiles is presented in
table 1. Figure 4 shows the horizontal profiles, depicted in the map of tho visual display model.
3

GUIDA14CE PRESENTATION

3,1

General
In order to determine the aircraft position relative to the desired approach path, the following ground
facilities must be available for an actual curved approach:
- a MLS elevation transmitter, yielding the elevation angle 0,
- a MLS azimuth transmitter, yielding the azimuth angle
- a precision DME transmitter, yielding the slant range p.
Both elevation and azimuth transmitters supply conical 0 and 0 planes according to the characteristics of
an actual MLO. For each arbitrary approach path, being within the space determined by the MLS coverage
limits, guidance can then be obtained,
The provided 0, * and p data will have to be transformed, by onboard computations, into aircraft position relative to the selected approach path, A derivation of the formulas for these computations is presented by Erkelens,

L.J.J.,

(1978).

The simulated MLB azimuth and elevation sites are assumed to be located on the normal ILS localizer
and glide path antenna sites, The DME is assumed to coincide with the azimuth transmitter. In the present
investigation the azimuth transmitter has been positioned on the extuided centreline at a distance of 305 m
(1000 ft) behind the runway end, whereas the elevation antenna has been located 305 m C1000 ft) behind the
runway threshold and ut a lateral distance of 120 m (394 ft) from the centreline. The simulated runway
length amounts to 3353 m (11000 ft).
3.2
A/.

~

A

Scaling of cross track and vertical path deviations
Along the segmented approach path the cross track and vertical path deviations, n ,and t respectively,
can be scaled to angular errors, corresponding with glide slope and localizer errors in the ILS case.
The requirements for ILS localizer and glide slope sensitivitias are provided by ICAO (1968). Application
of these requirements on the afore-hientioned runway length, azimuth s•tenna location and the specified approach
path angle of descent leads to the following sensitivities:
deviation
± 150
1.68 Udegree
for a 2-dots localizer needJe deflection, corresponding
- to
an the
angular
localizer
maximum
localizer
currentof of
A.
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an angular glide slope deviation of t 0.72 degree for a 2-dota glide nlope needle displacement, corresponding to the maximum glide path current of 15jA.
This angular proportionality will provide an increasing sensitivity as the aircraft approaches the touchdown point, which is in agreement with the usual ILS guidance practice.
-

However, when the aircraft is very far from touchdown it would not be rational to maintain a sensitivity which alters with distance. Therefore the angular error scaling has been applied only from a certain
ATD down to touchdown. When the aircraft is further away than this particular ATD, the scaling will be
related to fixed cross track and vertical path distances. For both lateral and vertical path errors
different ATD's have been established.
The maximum values for the off-track distances in this simulation investigation, have bean established on 400 m for the crosn track deviation and 150 m for the vertical path deviation. 'rhe scaling
has been depicted in figure 5.

Flight director
The flight director was programmed on an SAI 680 analog computer. The ILS tracking mode of the DO-10
flight director has been used for the basin flight director model. Block diagrams of the pitch and roll
bar drive are presented in figures 6 and 7 respectively.
The
modifications,
•
(Fix. 6)t compared to the original ILS tracking mode, were appliedt
pRitghfollowing
bar cha~nel
S3.3

j, t

During the turn the vermin* function, normally used in the localizer intercept mote was switched on,
supplying elevator commands tn compensate for bank angle during curved segment tracking.
rol bar hae
(I.
)
eil"When
the a roraft Is proceeding along the curved segment, tracking hla to be porformed about a biased roll
angle attitude. The roll angle bias in dependent on the aircraft velocity and turn radius, In the present
simulation the roll angle bias oo was determined originating from a fixed nominal airspeed of 160 kts and
a turn radius of 1.5 nmm, ielding
mon
14 degrees, During the turn this additional (P.signal was summed
via a low-pass filter with the lccaYizer error signal.
Transition from a straight to a circular path and reverse would require an instantaneous change in
roll angle. In case of an actual aircraft, the entry of a turn will take some time. So in order to deliver
the aircraft on the desired circular path with a roll angle, required for the particular turn radius and
speed, the roll command has to be initiated some distance before reaching the end of the preturn seement.
For the same reason the exit from the turn has to start before the final segment is reached, The distatmce
covered during entering or terminating a steady turn was determined; for the present simulation a distance
of approximately 185 m (0.1 nm) has been applied.
Initially only the two above-mentioned provisions had been applied to the existing roll bar drive.
During low cloud base approaches the pilots complained that the flight director did not bring them
on the desired final eppronch track after passing the turn completion point. It turned out that in the
existing roll attitude loop (see Fig. 7) a washout filter with a time constant of 60 seconds caused this
trouble. After the 'po signal is switched off the roll bar Signal will contain, due to this large time constant, a remnant roll signal for a considerable time. The problem was solved by reducing the time constant
to 15 seconds and be resetting the lagged roll filter (,c a 30 a) and the washout filter (t - I. u) arter
the po signal has been terminated by the turn switch.
After this modification had been applied no further remarks about this item were made by the pilots.
The discussed modifications are indicated by dashed lines in figures 6 and 7.
3.4
-

"-

Horizontal situation indicator
The horizontal situation indicator (HSI) could operate in two different mudes i
"nor4l ILS mode", In this case the position of the aircraft relative to the extended centreline of the
runway is displayed,
"MLS mode". In this mode the instrument indicates the position of the aircraft relative to the desired
track of the particular approach path.

In the left DMEwindow of the HSI the along track distance was displayed in both the normal TLS and
the MLE mode.
Pictoral display
"ATektronix 432 oscilloscope (acreen dimensions 10 x 8 cm) was used to display the horizontal and
verticau profile of the selected curved approach path, Moreover the picturo was supplemented with the momentary position of the aircraft, The image on the CRT was generated by the analog computer.
3.5

SIMULATED TYPE OF AIRCRAFT
S
Since an aircraft with high mass and inertia properti's may be expected to be critical with ronpect
to the curved approach capability, a wide-body type of ais -'aft was used in the simulation, having the
characteristics of a U-7117 aircraft.
The approach condition vith gear down and flap.4 fully lnflected was simulated. The simulated aircraft
atnd c.(ý. poSiLionl woI'e chosen ',265000 kg (maxivtsa landing ,oight) and 25 %mac (mid e.g. pnsition)
respectively. In that case the reference speed is 73.0 m/s (142 hts); taking into account a correction
for the cýn-ildrcd wind .'rnllti-ns, the final approavch speed becomes 82.3 m/s (160 kts).

HImass

This simulated aircraft was provled with a yaw damnper and an autothrottle.
F

z,I,

*

--..

Time histories of responses of the simulated aircraft have been compared with time responses of the
actual B-T77 aircraft derived from Hanke, RC. (1970).
A good agreement appeared to exist with respect to the dynamics of the simulated and the actual aircraft, both symmetric and asymmetric; also a comparison between the dynamic characteristics of the slmulated and the actual aircraft was carried out by an evaluation pilot, He considered the characteristics
and control forces in good agreement with those of the actual aircraft.
5

TEST FACILITY

5.1

NLi moving-base flight simulator
The NLR has at its disposal a versatile moving-base flight simulator especially designed for reseLrch
purposes. Sophisticated systems and components have been used to achieve a simulation of real flight as
realistic as possible in all the considered aspects.
The single-seat cockpit of the flight simulator was mounted on the four-degrees-of-freedom motion
system (see Fig. 8).
The Installed Singer/Link-Miles Mark V Visual System comprises a rigid three-dimensional model,
scaled at 2000 1 I, to represent an aera of 13.2 x 5.2 nautical miles including an airfield with Category
I1 lighting and a surrounding terrain. The model is viewed through a closed-circuit colour television
system,
Visibility effects such as clouds, haze and fog are introduced by electronically altering the terrain
image. The visual scene appearing on the monitor is collimated to provide infinity images throughout the
range of normal head movement.
5.2 Cockpit instrumentation
A picture of the instrument panel including the simulated outnide view is
presented in figure 9. As can be seen the normal instrument panel is supplemented by a pictorial
display, described in section 3.5.
Two additional instruments have been installed indicating the aircrafts azimuth and elevation angles
relative to the M1L sites,
6

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST PROORAM

6.1

Approach procedure
Eaoh appW'oach was started with the aircraft in the final approach configuration which implied that no
configur'ation changes (gear, flaps) had to be applied by the pilot while performing the approach.
Before each simulated approach was initiated the aircraft was released from an initial condition,
Which can be described as follows,
- aircraft trimmed for an airspeed of 82,3 m/s (160 kts) (Vrf + 20 kts) and the correct rate of descent
for a 3 degrees glide path. Heading corrected for the prevailing wind,
- aircraft positiont at the beginning of the preturn segment. An initial off-track deviation has been
applied of I dot on the deviation indicators right and above the nominal approach path.
The pilot initiated the start of the approach by pushing the "operate" button. One second before the
roll command on the flight director for turn entry was activated a turn annunciator on the instrument
panel was alluminated, warning the pliot that the roll command for' the turn was about to arrive. One
second before the roll command for the turn exit was activated the annunciator was switched off.
During the final approach segment no marker (e.g. middle marker) signals were simulated.
The pilots did use the flight director an the primary instrument for approach guidance. However, also
a horizontal situation indicator was available, which could operate in the normal ILS mode or in the modlfied (MLS) mode (see section 3.h), the selection between these modes was within pilots discretion.
For monitor purposes the pictorial dieplay and azimuth and elevation indicators were available. By
means of approach charts the pilots were informed about the altitude, along track distance, azimuth and
elevation angle at the nheck points TIP and TOP.
6,2

Meteorological conditions
The practicability of the seven selected approach profiles has been investigated under t 1hree different meteorological conditions w1 , w2 and w3 , which are specified in figure 10.
Au appears two numbers have been used for indicating the cloud base, This is due to the fact that
for cloud break simulation a transition range of 30 m (100 ft) ii used in the visual system in order to
account for a realistic presentation of the cloud break phenomenon.
The wind shear profile did contain shear gradients of 0.17 T (10 kts per 100 ft), whereas a fixed
m
wind direction was assumed. The present wind shear is based on the ICAO estimation that wind shears in
excess of 10 kte per 100 ft may be expected on 4 per 1000 approaches and teke-offs. It hag to be
emphasized that the applied shear gradient Is much stronger than the wind shear of . 07 Usm (4 kta ptr
100 ft) considered in FA Advisory Circular 120-29 (1970), with respect toflinht director end autopilot approval conditions. f3ince the runway heading was 2400, on final a left crosswind of 7.7 m/s
(15 kts) existed for condition vI an0 w2 (altitude > 6o m). Under condition w3 (altitude > 30 m) a right

.I,
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crosswind of 2.6 m/B (5 kta) was experienced.
The atmospheric turbulence generated during the simulation was based on the model of Jansen, C.J.
(1977). This model is capable of generating time histories which reproduce the quality of "intermitteney".
The non-Gaussian distribution of velocity differences in real atmospheric turbulence is connected to thib
quality. The intermittency can be controlled by a single parameter F, and was selected in this simulation
to a moderate value (F a 0.2).

6.3 Experimental design
The total experiment was divided into two programs. During the first program only two weather conditions were considered (w1 and w2 ), The first sessions for each pilot did concern ILS approaches so as to
become familiarized with the flight simulator. During the remaining sessione various MLS approach paths
were executed for conditibn wVIand w2 in a pseudo-random sequence,
In the additional program only weather condition w' Was considered. No ILS sessions were performed
and the sessions for the various MLS approach paths wvea also presented randomly to the pilots. Pinally,
it has to be remarked that under weather conditions wv and w2 the autothrottle was operating, whereas
under condition w3 the throttle was controlled manually.
Each session was divided into a familiarization part and a test part. It was composed as follows:
1 familiarization ILS approach
2 familiarization MLS approaches of the approach profile concerned
5 test MLS approaches of the same profile.
The weather condition was kept constant during one session. The pilot was Only informed about the cloud
base, runway visual range and surface wind, The impression was given to the pilots that wind shear could
occur randomly over the runs of one session, although the same wind shear model was maintained during
a session,
-

After each test run the pilot was asked to fill up a pilot rating card. After the session had been
completed a debriefing followed, during which the pilot was asked to fill up a questionnaire and to give
oral oomnents on several items, which were tape-recorded. Moreover he was allowed to give free comments.
Besides these subjective results also objective data were obtained. During two points on the approach
a number of parameters were recorded concerning the position of the aircraft relative to the nominal
a proach path and its vertical and horizontal speed. The data were recorded at the following momentas
I) when passing the turn completion point TIP, that is when the along track distance (ATD) of the aircraft
is squeal to the ATD of the TCP,
2) when passing the "100 ft window", that is when the along track distance of the aircraft is equal to
582 1 (0.314 nm), corresponding to a nominal approach path altitude of 30 m (100 ft),
Since 3 pilots were participating in the simulation experiment, and three weather conditions had been considerod a total of 63 MLS sessions were performed.

SIi

6,4

Pilots
During the test phase the simulated aircraft including the instrumentation was evaluated by a B-747

co-pilot of the KLM (Royal Dutch Airlines). This pilot did not participate in the further investigation.
Two other KLM pilots, a B-747 co-pilot and a DC-10 co-pilot respectively and an engineering pilot
of the RLD (Department of Civil Aviation of the Nothorlands), involved in airworthiness flight testing
and with DC-10 airline experience, participated in the simulation experiment.

7 TEOT IIEOULIS
7.1

Objective data
As mentioned in section 6.3 at two points of the approLch path, data with respect to aircraft state
and relative position to the nominal approach path have been recorded. These points are:

- the

100 ft point,

- the turn completion point (TCP).
Measured data, concerning the localizer and glide slope deviations for the simulated approaches at these
datunM points have been summarized in histograms.
Pur the purpose of airborne system evaluation by the FAA (1970) a definition is given for a successful
approach. Conoerniug glide slope and lovalizer deviations, according to this reference, a 3uccessfttl
approach is one in which at the 100 ft point;
- the deviation fion the glide elope does not exceed ± 75 MA corresponding to 1 1 dot on the ILS indicator,
- the airplane is positicned so that the cockpit ic within, and tracking so as to remain within, the lateral confines of the runway extended,
So far as the presertt investigation is concerned, the maximum acceptable deviation becomes t 25 pA
corresponding to ± dot,
Tho above nin-itioned deviations of 75 IiA and 25 pA yield the "100 ft window", as indicated in figure 10.
With respect to the path deviations at the turn completion point (TCP) a window has been indicated in
figure I I based on a deviation of ± 35 uA (i a.47 dot) on the indicators for both glide slope and localicor error. Tire value of ± 35 rA has also been derived from FAA ( 1970) and is related to the performance
for category 11 flight director approval.
The diriensions of both the 100 It and the TlP window are presented in the table of figure 11.
,

K

Oince the participating pilots after all did consider profiles I and 2 (TVP at 122 i (400 ft)) unacceptable with a view to standard airline operation routines, separate histograms were presented for
approach profilos having their TCP at 122 m (profiles I and 2) and profiles having the TCP at 305 a or
above (profiles 3 through t)
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Because of lack of data for the ILS approaches under weather condition w3
3 , in figures 12 and 13 only histoe w2 are presented for the ILD case.
gram for v and
Comparing the histograms
dition W and W only) it can
approachts are uibte similar,
Fig. 12). It appears that the
and w2 conditions.

of localizer deviation at the 100 ft point for ILS and M4LS
approaches (conbe concluded that the distributions for profile. 3 through 7 and for the ILS
whereas for profiles 1 and 2 the histograms show greater deviations (see
tracking errors for the w3 condition are much greateo than thoue for the vi

So far am the Slide slope deviation is concerned (Fig. 13) it appears that no significant differences
exist between the histogreas for the MLS approaches .and the histograms for the ILS approaches, poncernins
the wI and w2 conditions.
For the conditions w1 and w., where no shear effects are present at the moment of observation, the aircraft is generally above the nominal glide path. Moreover many data are exceeding the + 75 PA (1 dot) limit.
The distribution of data points for profiles 1 and 2 in the w3 condition differs considerably from that
of the profile series 3 through 7.
As is clearly illustrated by a mutual comparison of the glide slope deviations of conditions 1 and 3
(no wind shear effects at the msomnt of observation) and the conditi,.n 2 (shear effect present), the mean
value of the distributions for conditions without wind shear indicates an "above glide path" position,
whereas in the wind shear case a mean "below glide path" results,
Histogram of the data at the compl.e'ion point (TCP),
lassm.miied to the height of the TOP (122, 305
or 457 m), are preoentod in figures lh and 15 for localizer and glide slope deviations respectively. As' appears
from figure Iihalmost all data points are situnted on the left side of the localizer, indinating that the
aircraft ended the turn always on the inner side of the turn which is due to the fact that during the turn
a constant roll angle signal toowas added to the roll bar drive, leading to a turn radius oft
ra V2 groun
gS1an 1o

*

, •'

,

This yields the correct ground track in a no-wind condition, If winid is prseentd however, for an approach
profile having a W80 degrees turn, the aircraft initially meets a tailwind (n the circular segment wlhch
gradually changes into a headwind on the final part of this segment. '.he resulting variable ground speed
will move the aricraft initially to the outersido of the circular segment, due to the Increasing turn
radius. After the tailvind has been altered into a headwind the aircraft will move to the innerside of
the segment , due to the reducing turn radius.
The tracking errors resulting from the above mentioned deviations will generate additional roll angle sig.
nals for the roll bar drive.
The effect is presented in figure 16 showing the actual aircraft tracks relative to the nominal
track or approach profile 7 for the three wind conditions considered.
The presence of headwind on the last part of the circular segment explains the concentration of data
potnts on the left side of the localizer at TCP,

*

This unwanted behaviour of the simulated flight director, which can be solved by exchanging the
constant roll angle command, en applied in the present simulation, for a variable - ground speed dependent - roll angle command, is also clearly illustrated if the localizer devia~ion histograms for cornditiot w2 are compared with the pilots for w, and w3 . The wind during the greater part of the turn was
10 hts in the w2 condition and 30 kts in the W1 and w3 condition. In the w2 cane the localizer deviations
are uubutantially smaller for all considered profiles.
tThe effect of wind shear on the glide path tracking accuracy at ',"* can be observed if the glide
slope deviation plots for w2 and w3 are compared (Vig. 15). The wind ihear 4l' condition w2 (increasing
headwind) is responsible for the fact that the aircraft is Sencrally above tho glide path at TCV, whereas the shear of condition w3 (decreasing headvind) y1elds glide slope deviations at TU. in the opposite
direction,
As can be seen from the glide slope deviation at TCP for approach paths 3 through 7 the data points
are almoet aL1 within the 35 pA range, whereas a substantial part of the I.oints for approach paths I and
2 are outside the 35 pA range.
7.2

Subjective data

Pilot effort ratings
After each test run was completed the pilot filled up an effort rating curd to indicate the Pmount
of effort he had to spend on the following items|
- horizontal path tracking
- vertical path tracking
- airspeed control
- total approach execution
7.2,1

The individual ratings have been normalized eo as Lo enable a comparison between the ratings of the
three individual pilots.

--

WO
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The normalization has been carried out according to the formula:
PR
In figures 17 the normalized effort ratings for the total approach execution are presented.

As appears

Sno
obvious relation can be obtained between the magnitude of effort rating and the type of approach profile.
The relative high effort ratings for the 1LS approaches may be due to the effect of learning, because all
these approaches warm carried out at the beginning of the test program. On the contrary, the various curved
"?.US
approaches have been executed by each pilot in a random sequence.
If only the curved approaches are considered a slight trend of increased effort can be perceived forJI

the profiles 1 LnL 2 (TCP at 40o ft), in particular this is true for the effort ratings for the total
approach in the W3 condition.
Pilot questionnaire
A total number of 63 questionnaires have been filled up by the three participating pilots, In order
to provide a surveyable presentitlon of the responses to the various questions, incluling the relevant co'rl
comments, the results will be ronsidered separstely for the approach profiles finally considered "acceptable" (profiles 3 through 7) and "unacceptable" (profiles 1 and 2).
The score of the responses for each of the p questions has been expressed in percentage of the total number
of responses for the two series of approach profiles. The results are presented in the diagrams of
figure 18.
Each question will be discussed hereafter,
7.2.2

Question 1

"Preoturn segment
Did you have enough time to get stabilized on this approach segment?
In all cases for both acceptable and unacceptable profiles the ieaponsp to this question has been
It has to be remarked that in this simulation experiment the length of the preturn segment was fixed
at 14630 m (2.5 nm) and the aircraft was initially positioned
dot above and right of the nominal path,
Question 2
*

Curved segment
Was the magnitude of the bank angle required for tracking the curved segenti acceptable, marginal
able, too large?
The answers marginal acceptable, marginal acceptable/too large and too large mainly came from
who stated that in the full flap approach condition the bank angle is normally reptricted to about
grees, The turn in the curved approaches with an applied radius of 277.m- (1,5 nm) requires a bank
of 14 degrees at a nominal speed of 82,3 m/s (160 kts). However, due to effects of tailvind and/or
response on tracking errors the actual bank angle may become much larger.

acceptpilot 11,
15 deangle
of pilot

Question 3
Final seiment
Did you have enough time to get stabilized on this approach segment?
The response score in figure 18 explains why the pilots did reject the approach path profiles I and 2.
In the next question the pilots did express the amount of effort spend during final segment tracking.
Queution 4
Compared with the ILS approach, was the effort you did spend on performing the last part of the final
approachV
Apparently more
About the samo
hven less
The result, shown in figure 18, indicates that a rignificunt higher effort is required for tracking
the final segments of profiles 1 and 2 than for tracking the final segments of the remaining profiles. This
was also shown in the analysis of the effort ratings given by the p1lots for the total approach execution
(see Fig, 17),
Question 5:
""Total apvroach
Was this approach acceptable, with a view to standard airline operation routines?
The answers to Ithis quention wore given an followe:
Concerning profiles 3 through 7:
76 % yes, with the romirk that an improved flight director has to be available. After the flight director
roll bar improvement, discussed in uection 3.3 had been applied, no more complaints about the
flight director roll drive were given.
24 % yes, so far as the particular MLS approach procedure is concerned;
no, with respect to the megnitude of the bank angle during curved segmont tracking, This response
came from pilot II only, the large bank angle remark has also been put forward under question 2.
Jonuerning profiles 1 and 2 the result was untailmously: no. The comments given o-ithis item can be summarized asi
"-a final intercept altitude of 122 m (O0C ft) is too low, because too short time for stabilization on final
is available.
In particular, if at the final segment entry the aircraft ham a considerable deviation from the nominal
,..Tl.-"--,

--

-..

-

*----

.

.

.

J

track it is almost impossible to get the aircx :Jt ml.abilized before reaching the decision height.
Hwy of these simulated approaches would have ioa., during actual approaches, to missed approaches.
Question 6
What is

your opinion about this combination of iatercept angle/

approach intercept altitude?

Mo objections to this combination

-

Zntercept anol.e too large; altitude correct
- Inter apt altitude too low; angle correct
- Cmbination of both angle and altitude yields problems
-

Yor the profiles 3 through 7 the pilots answered in all cases that they did not have objections to the
presented combinatioti of intercept angle and intercept altitude. However, in case of profile 1 and 2 they all
0
were of opinion that the intercept altitude of 122 m(b400ft) was too low for both 115 and 900 Intercept angles

(Fig. 18). The pilots shared the opinion that with respect to stabilization the minimum safe altitude on
final shall be approximately 305 m (1000 ft).
Question T
Instrumenta44on
What do you think abovt the pictus al display?
- Very helpful

- I used it oces'-iona-l1y
- I did tot use it

very much

For all considerad MLS approaches the pilots did not use the pictorial display frequently,
from the answers given to this question.
The following percentageo of answers were yielded:
For profiles 3 through 7:
87 % I did not use it very much

13

as appeared

1I used it occasionally

For the profiles I and 2 these percentages were 94 % and 6 % respectively.
QueQtion 8
During which segment(s) was the pictorial display an essential support to your task performance?
The answer to this question was in nearly all cases: none,
The reasons for making no use of this item were:
- The approach profile geometry- weu rather simple so that the need for a monitor display was absent.
- The location o" the pictorial dioplay on the inntrument panel woc such that the instrument was outside
the scanning rwige of the pilot (see picture of Fig. 9).
However, the pilots did agrce that if in ease or a two pilots operation the pilot-not-flyins would
be able to monitor the approach on this pictorial display up to the final intercept, this instrument could
be of any supporb.
Another application would be met during the approach path interception. However,
a modified lay-out of the presented image.
i'.

Question 9
Do you consider the 4pproach equally well acceptable fol
and the basic flight instruments?

"director

Uhis would require

airline operations with only the aid of the flight

The result for profiles 3 through 'iwas64 % yes, provided that the modified flight director is available
W

36 % of the answers was no. It appeared tnat add .tional position information was desired. The pilot
comments on this question mairly contained the need for:
- a modified horitontal situation indcator, providing aircraft position relative to the nominal track,
- along track distance information,
- a turn annunciator.
The monitor display and the azimuth and elevatlon indicators were not considered to be necessary.
It will be evident that for the profiles 1 and 2 the answer on question 9 was unanimously no.

T.2,3

Summary of pilot remarks

Summarlzing the oral comments provided by the three pilots during the test program and afterwards,
the following notes can be madet

Avprnoauh onth acceptance
- The approach profiles

I and 2 (TCP at 122 m altitude) have to be considered "unacceptable" with respect
to standard operation routines. The most important objection to the procedures is that there is not
enough time to stabilize on the final segment. However, if a suitable flight director is available these
approaches can be executed safely after some practice by the more experianced pilot,

4

The opinion of the pilots was that possibly MLS approaches of the profile types I and 2 may be used
as an addltional support to existing curved approaches which are now to be performed merely visually. As
an example the Canarsie approach on Kennedy airport was mentioned. In this particular case the glide path
guidance could provide a guarantee that the correct altitude along the approach is maintained.
Due to '-he high e' fort the pilot has to spend on tracking this very short final segment, the approach is consider~d to be not applicable for merely noise abatement purposes,
-

.>

*

The remaining approach profiles unnimously have been considered "acceptable". The general opinion existed
that the magnitude of the interception angle was unimportantl the only decisive parameter was the altitude
at TCP, Hardly any practice is required to perform these approaches,

...-.....

.........
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One pilot did consider the bank angles occuring during the turn too large, while another did only
complain incidentally about this item.
The use of autothrottles is of essential "mportance for the execution vf curved approaches,
enabling the pilot to pay full attention to the horizontal en vertical tracking tasks.

thus

Flight director
- All three pilots did comment that the pitch bar was too slow.
- Initially the flight director did not bring the aircraft directly on the final approach segment. After
the additional adjustments were carried out, this trouble disappeared.
- The lack of wind compensation, during the curved segment, in the roll bar drive was experienced by the
pilots as inconvenient, however, they did accept this difficulty so long as there was sufficient time
to become stabilized on the final segment.
*

I

Additional Muidance inforpijtion

The HST6operating in either the "normal ILS mode" or the "EMLmode" was used by all pilots, There

was a slight preference for operation in the MIS mode. This was based on the fact that in that mode the
instrument provides "all the way" position information. In the IL mode operation the pilot is able to
carry out an usual final approach intercept, which was considered by one pilot to be very advantageous,
possibly influenced by the initial flight director roll channel problems,

$

The pictorial display van unanimously considered to be of minor importance to the approach guidance
support, moreover, the azimuth and elevation indicators were
considered to be- nuperflucus. On the
contrary the turn annunciator was experienced as a very useful feature.

*'
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CONCLUDING REMARK(S

In the present almulator investigation the itility of a number of seven late,'ally curved approaches
with vArious turn angles and final intercept altitudes, executed with a simulated wide body aircraft,
has been investibated, assuming that guidance was provided bj a Microwave Landing System (141). Three
weather conditions have been considered which inuluded moderate turbulence and strong wind shears, while
30.5 m (100 ft) vas the minimum cloud base used in the experiment.
A flight director operating A..nthe ILS traching mode, supplied with minor modifications in the roll
bar drive, han been used as primary guidance instrument, Additional provisions have bban made to enable
the pilot to monitor the approanch. These concerned:
a modified 1ISI,preseotiug aircraft position and heading information relative to the curved approach

"-

path,
- a turn annunciator, warning the pilot that the aircraft is about to enter or to leave the curved
segment,
- a pictorial display, depirting on an oscillosnope the horizontal and the vertical profiles ol' the
approach path, which has to be floun and moreover displaying the momentary aircraft position,
- an azimuth and elevation indicator, pracinting the
azimuth and elevation angles with respect to the
aircr,(t'n
,simulated NR1, tronemitters.
Originating from the approach path geometry and guidanco presentation, ad app1i ed in this Investigation,
the general conclusion is that the acceptability of a particular approach path only depends on the altitude
of the turn iompletion point (TOP). The angle of turn is not a decisive parameter.
Laterally curved approaches have to be regarded as impractiuable under IMC with respect to standard airline operation implementation, if the turn completion point altitude is much loss than 305 c (1000 ft).
Provided that the TO? altitude in at least 305 a (1000
t) the average airline pilot will hardly need
any practice, according to the participating pilots, to perform these approachee.
Although for IMC operations the pilots disapproved the approach paths with turn completion point, (TOP)
altitudes of laes than 305 i (1000 ft), paths with substantially lower TCO altitudes flown in ViIUunder
4ILe guidance are estimated to be very useful to support existing curved approaches, now being carried out
completely visually. A,.i an example the Canaraie approach on Kennedy airport was mentioned,
Depending on the type of autopilot and flight di•rector, provisions have to be made with respect to the
roll channel in order to avoid lurgs deviations during curved segment tracking. Tf a ground-fixed track
has to be followed, the roll angle bias signal for roll control end roll bar drive has to be made dependent on the ground speed,
Thn modified horizoital situation indicator (8IM), providing the aircraft position relative tLo the nominal
track, appears to be a useful instrument for monitoring. Also the presented along track distance, diaplayed in the DWE counter was very muach sflpr(cicd
.u ,ue the prenenco cf' tiheturn anjunciator.
If the above mentioned monitoring aids are available there is no need for an additional pictorial display,
cc far as the tracking of this very simple type or approach is concerned. However, in cane of more complex
approach pathe and moreover liring the interception phase of the present curvred approach paths a kictorial

V

display system will be very useful.
Furbher investigation is required in order to decide whether the approach profiles qualified "acoeptable"
in the present inveetut'rtion are still.
practicable if the interception of the MLS path and the configuration chanpes (flaps, landing getat')
are toalen into account.

-

-

,,'
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TABLE 1
Dimensions o; the selected approach path profiles

1

approach
profile
number

altitude
at turn
completion
point

final
segment
length

turn
angle

m (ft)

kin(nm)

deg

122( 4oo)

2.3 (1.3)

305(1000)

5,3 (3,1)

altitude
at turn
ini iation

m (ft.)

ATD
at turn
initiation

km (nin)

45

236( 775)

14.5(2.1)

90

350(1150)

6.7 (3.6)

145

419(1375)

8.o (4.3)

90

533(1750)

10.2 (5.5)

5

1,0

762(2500)

14.5 (7.9)

6

90

686(2250)

13.1 (7.1)

180

915(3000)

17.5 (9.4)

11

2

3
4

7

L'

f

angle of deacent

YO for all profiles 3V, constant along thp path

tu.-n radius

r for all profiles 2778 m (1.5 rnu)

~h
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MODELING AND FLIGHT SIMULATION

OF AN ACTIVE CONFIGURED AIRCRAFT
UNDER M.LS. GUIDANCE

by
A.DANESIO, S,SMOLKA** and UCHINAPPI***

Z-SUNMZRY

*
I

'I

A now mathematical formulation is presented to integrate the differential equations
modeling a vehicle automatically guided along a curvilinear trajectory by a microwave
landing system. The augmented linear state equation, representing the open loop vehicle
M.L.S. observer system, is given in standard phase variable form in which the altitude
perturbations from the reference trajectory and numbers of its sucessive derivatives
are assumed as state variables involved in a multi-feedback flight conitrol system with
gains fixed for a satisfactory vehicle transient behaviour in response to M.L.S. linkup commands. The state equation taken into consideration in system modeling will handle
separately the transfer function characteristics polynomial while the dynamical effects
of the system zeros are included iaithe algebraic output equation relating the actual
altitude perturbations to the esatate variables defined, Ln a rather fictitious fashion,
in a stats euation. The initial conditions to be imposed in the integration process
must be coneisteant with the physical initial conditions on the actual trajectory consi-

dered in
the problem at hand and for that purpose an oziginal mathematical solution to

th! problem of transforming the initial conditions imposed on the physical state variablen to the correspondent fictitious ones, is advanced. Using this transformation,,
performed with a numerical digital program, the phase variable system representation proves tobe very effective in trajectory simulation of a vehicle in which the
jinput
forcing function is defined in terms of the state variable constrained to the
automatic flight controlisystemi. The proposed mathematical procedure results particularly useful treating with activ controlled aircraft configurations as shown in the
I
conclusive numerical application.

*

I
1

~easily

2- FUNDAMENTALS ON SYSTEM PHASE VARIABLE REPRESENTATION
Let an n-order linear system described by a differential state equation:

where the components of the n-state vector x (t) are utated as some particularly chosen
vuyu~L v.ariablu y (t) and 1.1(n-,I) suc~cssiv
darivativois I.a.

1'.
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The components are consequently correlated by the differential relation:

S1L31
(3)

Consider the system transfer functions

relating the Laplace transform of the output and control variable y(t) and u(s), where
D(I) and N(s) are respectively the n-order characteristic polynomial and tho m-order
m(
i • n ) numerator polynomial defining the system poles and zeros on the complex plane.
At first N(s) is taken as an unitary scalar and using (3), the transfer function (4) is
translated in the time domain yielding a differential state equation in phase variable
form where the (nxn) state matrix Affs and the (nxL) control matr.ix B have the following
structure.

•'~~~

o1000-.

-:,"'

*'

o

o

". e

i

In the last row of the matrix A appear the coefficients of the first (nxl) power in s
of the characteristic polynomiaf D(a) with unitary coefficient for the n-th power in s.
In the above stated hypotheses for N(s), the equation (I) in the state vector x (t) defined in (2) assumes the phase variable form with the state and control matrices given
in (5) and strictly describes the dynamical effects of the system poles expressed in
To put into consideration the numerator polynomial NI(S) in this representation,
the procedure adopted will arise from relation (4) equivalently modified in the following form:

IfD(s).

LL
=

Swhere
•/,:differs
'•,

~

0

~

1D(S)
(S

G~

~

c)

(aI)io stated as the Laplace transform of a fictitious output variable which
from the original output variable y (a) for the fact that it in involved only
in the denominator dynamic.
The fictitious transfer function:

_.'

1~

~-

,

(,

in the time domain is represented by the phase variable differential equation (1) where
the state vector x (t) has to be referred to a fictitious output variable ( (t) instead
of the actual output variable y(t).
The fictitious state variable for the equation (4)
is defined:

I&n
(8)

The relation between the fictitious output variable
(t) and the actual one y(t) is
(
obtained translating in time domain the fictitious transfer function:

S)

yielding the following algebraic output equation:

weetecConneoth(10)

where the components of the n-row vector C are the coefficients of the m-order
numerator polynomial N(s) followed by zeros up to the system order, i.e. i

I0,
0

, o..

(m 4 n)

0,
7

The phase variable differential equation (I) in the fictitious state vector x(t) (7)
and the algebraic output equation (9) define completely the open loop system. The components of the fictitious vector x(t) are supposed to be constrained to a multiple
feedback branches through a n-vector feedback gain vector Kfb with values fixed to obtain a satisfactory behaviour of the actual output variable y(t) in response to an input forcing function. The mathematical representation of the system described by (•)
and (9) in closed loop configuration is obtained adding the control law:

w

'•

.4!

•

K

ro s

wher'2 r(t) is a scalar input forcing function and K n forward gain as depicted in Fig.
'Iwhere a phase variable feedback control system is represented,
Substituting (12) in
"() yiold3 the compact -losed loop representation:

x

8.
B, r&f)

Ac Pk

(t)

(13)

K'r
where:

A

A

A - Ks

C

Considering K* and Kfb already known by computation, the closed loop 3yetem reprelentation (13) is completely defined in terms of the coefficients of the denominator and numerator polynomial of the original transfer function G(s).
of the differptial state equation in (13) requires the knowlede of
itration
the initial condition vector x (0) defined:

d~tt

which is generally different from the physical initial condition state vector x (0):

referred to the output vector x (t) describing the actual dynamic behaviour in the
chosen primary controlled variable y(t).
The problem of transforming the actual set of the initial conditions (15)
ponden+ fictitious set (15) will be afforded in the next section.

3-

in the correc-

INITIAL CONDITION TRANSFORMATION

The method presented in this section allows to transform the set of initial condition
x(0) in the correspondent set x (0) referred to the closed loop state equation (13).
The linear transformation

T r
,

~(+)

T~t(16)

differentiating (n-1) times the output equation (10) substituting for
(t) the right hand expression of the closed loop equation (13) and ordination the resulting terms after having defined a new n-input vector:

Sestablished

(17)

--- )

The (nxn) state transformation matrix L has the following structure:

(AT)
[CT

T ..

(A_r"-'C7

which results to be the system observability matrix. If no pole-zero caicellation
oacurs in the original trarwafer function G(s), that is the system is completely controllable, the matrix L will be not singularl in such hypothesis premultying both sidetof
equation (16) per the inverse of L yields I

(19)

If the matrices L and T are given and the matrix L is not singular, the equation (18)
Ct).
(
allows to transform the vector x (t) in the correspondent fictitious vector
The control transformation matrlx T is obtained defining the auxiliary n-row vector M1

=[K,C1
*

and constructing the matrix1

1"~.A

KC, A,¢
e,""

IKjC(Ae)"S, 0,
o

3M.

0

Mg,

0

2-- MX

Imposing for t(O)

...

000

*...oo0

o
o

..

MS M,

t

.

o o1)
0 0 0

Me,., ti. 4

P.•

..

~

*.

conditions

to the following initial

I,.

i

0

it(to)
the fictitious vector

•o

• o

X(0)

(0) will be obtained using (19)
Ao4

"

now becoming i

T
Trco)

o' •-

(22)

For the common case where the system is initially not in forced state, that is a
R(0)

- 0

(23)

the transformation (22) will-be reduced in the form s
O(24)

Applying the transformation (22) or (24) the closed loop state equation (13) may be integr:ated imposing as initial condition the computed state vector l (0) for which the
state equation are written. The numerical computations involved In the linear transformation has to he performed by digital computer along with the observability check which
is essantial for the applicability of the present phase variable formulation. This
program may be inserted as a subroutine in a general purpose integration program which
will be entered in this case with the actual initial vector x (0)

4-

PHASE VARIABLE MODELING OF ACTIVE CONFIGURED AIRCRAFT

The phase variable mathematical formulation given in the preceding sedtions is particularly useful in modeling active controlled vehicles where a number of aerodynamic effeoin
tars are employed to minimize the wing root banding moments in flight maneuvers (2).
this case the state equation (I) is written for the open loop vehicle-autopilot system
with tha control matrix B sized (nxr) , where r is the number of the aerodynamic effectarm involved in the vehicle active control.
The control matrix B is partitioned along columns,i.e. i

8

.

.

n(25)

ii

-- '_;'•'effector

i is the (nxl) control vector relative to the i-th aerodynamics
1
where the i-th element
asserved t~o one of the r-multichannels autopilot. Since the state matrix A is e

Sequal

common tofor
the be
channel
equation,
mathematical
analysis provided for the came m
oneall will
repeated
for eachthei-th
single

channel consdering the correspondent

Bi element in the control matrix
channel may ha, written:

(25).

The state variable equation pertaining to each

In figure 3 is given the nymbolio state variable representation of a double channel syntem where the partial contribution of each single channel are summed to yield the global system response to the common forcing function r(t).
Writing the equation (26) in phase variable form, the control matrix Bi becomes equal
for all channels, so this nquation mty be rewritte:i:

!'i:.iX_•

(•l1 :

•<LI'A'

+

LJ.',•;C•

I

-,,.,r
C27 ý

In this equation the output vector C still
appears to be different for each channel
since the numerator polynomial N(s), reflecting the effect of the control terms, is different in each came.
Because of the system linearity and the particular phase variable structure of the equation (27), the contributions of all channel may be summed and defining:

)"

,I

(20)

AoA

the following multi-channel state equation for the system depicted in Figure 4, was derived :

"(29)

1.
•.1 "

A

(30)
4-

~

Ij

•:

"•

0

1](3

1)

S383.

in (31) appear the coefficients of the numeratio polynomial N(s)
trol channel.

defined for each con-

Observe that the feedback branches are originating from a point in the system where the
the chanfor all gain
is common
nalai consisquentely
feedback compensation
dynamic which
through
one forward
in
of the denominator
only Z,:ingle
are function only
:ignals
strictly
necessary to control the transient behaviour of the multi-channel output system.
Computing the forward gain KI and the feedback vector Efb in order to obtain a
satisfactory behaviour of the multi-channel output variable YT (t),
main defined as:

the control law re-

•4

(32)..

Substituting (32) in (28) yields the multi-channel closed loop state equationt

ar(+

Ac "r•T)

Ac.

At

+

8c r(4)

E-

(34)

Kj

_YT

with the output variable

(35)

It) expressed by (30).
(T

The state equation (33) may be in-

"tegrated imposing the initial conditiont

x•(0)

XTor

obtained by the actual initial condition,
X_T (0)

To

applying the linear transfornation introduced in

"5-M.L.S.

section 3.

TRAJECTORY SIMULATION

The ground derived microwave landing system applies to the automatic flight control system iiput the polar coordinates of the reference trajectory fixed by the air traffic
oontrol center.
In the longitudiral plane these are the elevation angle (aib and the
distance Rpfeom DME station. The polar coordinates (ado, RDmay be substituted by the
A,
I•

.

actual altitude hp
simultaneously wis

in respect to the 4.L.S. reference plane.
these information tv M.L.S. atations
( EL-I for the initial

proach segment and EL-2 for flare control- see (3))

ap-

provide, the emission of the corres-

pondent desired altitude funct'.on hD Wt)in the aircraft point position.

All these in-
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formations are sent via multi-plexed ground-air linking, in this functions the M.L.S.
plan, like a phylongitudinal variable
in the
motion
of the vehicle
ana observer
observed
acts
the same
measuring
feedback
system
input
appliedoutput
to the autopilot
isvehicle
coordinate
the desidered
while system
the sensor
M.L.S.asinsystem
byscal
In this sense
the M.L.S. transfer characteristics can be included in a feedback loop enclosing the
Generally the M.L.S. observer
vehicle-autopilot mathematical model in the forms (33).
transfer function Go(C) is positioned in the system forward loop adding a prefilter ahead the autopilot summing point to maintain the system equivalence and aggregating tb
to form the actual error existing in following the desidered trajectory.

it the M.L.S. - Autopilot Coupler transfer function GM(S) as depicted in Figure S.
forward loop transfor function hence becomes:

=ý

where GA(

Gm~

GoC5) C,

(

The

(36)

is the closed loop autopilot-aircraft transfer function selected for the

output variable:

(S7

W

and
In the M.L.S, lateral guidance mode the polar coordinate are the azimu4 angle
the distance R from D.M.E. station or the resulting distance y(t) from a reference ver-

tical plane containing the runway centerline.

In both cases the open loop system will

be closed by an ideal unitary feedback which represent the M.L.S. observer link-up.
Deriving the forward transfer funckion in phase variable form as indicated in the pre-

ceding sections the output equation will take care of the selection of the chosen output variable as prinwry variable in the trajectory simulation. The correspondent in-

put forcing function which describes the desidered trajectory to be followed by the vehicle on the entire landing procedure, will be applied to the summing point of the ideal
feedback closure transducing the actual trajectory information from the M.L.S. stations.

S~hiole-ML.S, The

global system representation is given in Fig. 5 where the closed loop autopilot-veobserver system appears to be forced by the control lawt

6- NUMERICAL APPLICATION

-0

The generalized digital program given in ReZ. (1) which includes the initial condition
state transformation subprogram hag been employed to simulate the M.L.S. trajectory in
a vertical plane of a configured aircraft treated. The vehicle in a large body transport aircraft for which two aerodynamic effectors moved by an optimized flight control
"system were provided to minimize wing bending moments in flight maneuvers performed
using the elevators as primary longitudinal flight controls. The automatic flight control system is supposed to opprate as a multi-feedback control system in which the altitude h(t) is considered as primary constrained variable. The altitude perturbations
due to the controls application and the dynamic effects of the actuating servosystem
and M.L.S. Coupler are described by the transfer function of the type (36) 1

h.

__

.>(I,3)

(i3?)

where the second order denominator polynomial Ni(s) aredefined for each of the three
contrail@ involved in the longitudinal maneuver, i.e. the elevators and the two active
effectors. The coefficients of the fifth order characteristic polynomial D(s) appear
in the last row of the state matrix A for the system described in phase variable form
as given below

0

0 0

Lo

o 3,656

0

0

10

i.0

0

Lo

0

0

4 0,37S• -1'753 -90.%6

Taking into account the multi-channel structure of the treated active control. system,
the state equation will be written as in (29) where the output vector* CT in obtained
Performing the operations involved in this expression
afp2.~ing the relation (31).

3C.5'Z~72,0 ,0, 07'
The autopilot forward gain K and the feedback vector Kf were computed in order to obaUf
tamn a satisfactory short period system transient behaviour to stop input command resulting ins

T

Using the above given data the system closed loop state equdtion (33) become available
to be integrated for trajectory study purpose
A typical M.L.S. landing procedure with
multi-slope trajectory in a vertical plane was' provided for a digital simulation carried
oat with the generalized numerical program given in Ref. (1). The initial conditions
wer. fixed at the trajectory point where the vehicle is crossing thu approach procedure
gat~e in a steady rectilinear flight path with a slope of four degreet. The vector of actual initial condition was established as follows

o

f0~(3Qq0

0.3J~

The fictitious initial condition vector
(0) 1: computed by the subroutine which is a
part of the main integration program (1) and the result is printed in the program output.

XT
-01o?1

~~7''

.

2

17qly

-It9'
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•The

forcing function applied to the. unitary feedback closed loop system depicted in
Fig. 5 is representative of thb trajectory commanded by the M.L.S. link-up multiplexing
which are supposed to obey in sequence the following desidered altitude hD (t) law
D**

I- For the intermediate approach segment (

(

2- For the final approach segment

~15G~t

~567

(Sec)

40

2.50

u)

101-.9

3- For the automatic exponential flare maneuver:

*.7

•

-

The exponential trajectory in supposed to be tangent to the horizontal plane located at
7.332 meters below the runway level to allow for a desidered aircraft sink speed (1.02
m/eoc) at the ground contact.

"The autothrottle

he value of 72
control is supposed to keep constant the air speed at ..
nm/sec along all the considered landing trajectory.

Considering at the initial time the desidered altitude and vertical speed coincident
with the actual flight values the condition (23) on thn initial unput vector R(O) applies so the simplified linear transformation (25) is automatically chosen inside the
integration program imposing R(0) equal to zero as input data.
In order to have an enlarged view of the dynamical behaviour of the aircraft in the terminal flare maneuver the closed loop system equation wan integrated supposing as actual
initial condition vectors

0

*

01,

with the correspondent fictitious vector resulting

T

c

~

Ct 0306,

0.0 5-03, 0,/3,!r7 -,23172J

The graphic results printed at the program output show,in Fig. 6 the complete OegrV4
and actual trajectories marked respectively with'R"and T letters while the eave identified by letter E gives the altitude error existing in following the c4 sire4 trajectory. In Fig. 7 the same representation is given for the flare portion of the landing
trajectory.

...
I,

....
..
.
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SYMBOLISM
A - State matrix
B - Control matrix
C - Output vector
D(s) - Characteristic polynomial
G(s) - System transfer function
Gz () - Fictitious transfer function relative to the denominator dynamic
G2(s) - Fictitious transfer function relative to the numerator dynamic
GA(s) - Closed loop aitoraft-autopilot transfer function
a,(&) - Overall forward transfer function
GO|) - M.L.S. Coupler transfer function

0O(s) - ML.S. observer transfer function

L - Initial condition state transformation matrix
N(s) - Transfer function numerator polynomial
M - Auxiliary vector in the initial condition transformation
KI - M.L.S. Receiver gain
*fbFeedback gain vector
K5 - Forward loop gain
T w Initial condition control transformation matrix
R = Input forcing function vector
di
Characteristic polynomial coefficient
n a System order

ni - Numerator polynomial coefficient
m - Numerator polynomial order
q - Pitch rate
r - Number of autopilot channels
a - Laplace operator

u a Scalar control variable
w System state vector
y a Output variable
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MODELING THE HUMAN OPERATOR:
APPLICATIONS TO SYSTEM COST EFFECTIVENESS
By
Norman E. Lane, Commander, USN
Navel Air Development Center
Melvin I. Strleb
AnalytIce, Inc.
Walter Loyland
Navel Air Development Center

Most attempt# to iMprove overall sya•tm performanoe in modern air weapon
result in ohangee to avionioc hard•are and softwae. Such ohanges are
designed to enhnce system oapabiZitiea in data proosaeingo in aoeumaoy and
quaZity of data inputs/output#, and in the ocasses of information auailable to
the operator. However, as the interdependenoe of system oomponente add#
oomplxeity, it oan no Zonger be aseumed that avioniou modifioatione wt
result
"inactual improvement in esytem perfornmanoe. The ability of the operator to use
now asetem features muet be oonsidered in determining their value. Total ayetom
perfz'manoe my inorease only minima?.Zy or even deoreaee if information provided
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not rel evant to the operator's requirements or if current task~loading precludes

timely appliaation of information. When eyetem
modifioation, both the intended purpose and the
signifioantly degraded. Previous approaches to
have focuaed primarily on hardware and eoftware
of realietio operator/o•eyem interaotions. The

Operator Interfaoe Cost Effeotivenees

performanoc ie not enhanced by a
coat effeotivanees of the sestem is
prodiating sysetm effeotivenese
modeling without incluaion
technique deser.?bed in this paper,

Analysis (OT•RC),

repraesnte an initial

attempt to overoome thia limitation. The methodology oombine# syatem modeling
with cost projeotions to evafuate the coet benefite of alternative proposed doeigna
within appropriate miasion contextse
Major avionics variablee are integrated into
a ooheaive approach which simulates hardware and software funatione and the
performance of an operator interaoting with these componenta, u•ing a modet waZed

the fiwnan Operator SiiauZator. 0109A allows for systemratic variation of key faotore

that influence effectivnenes, including degree and type of tak automation, ¶uipment
and human reliability, ee.narioe and taotical doctrine and operator oharaoteritice.
hin paper snumarizen the OZCVA methodoZogy and documents appticationa to avionion
and sonoor improvements on a fixed wing antisubmarine toa.rfar platform.
INTRODUCTION
Modern air weapon systems must respond to continually chinging threat conditions.
Each new threat
can give rise to the need to modify and update the avionics mardware and software in current systems.
With the increasing costs of these changes and the increasing need to demonstrate return on investmert,
techniques have beon developed in recent years to estimate the impact on system performance of proposed
updates. These predictions of future effectiveness, usually obtained through computer modeling of all or
part of the system, have involved the implicit assumption that increasing system capabilities will yield
a direct and comparable increase in system performance. Experience with the use of new and updnted
systems in the fleet has indicated that this assumption is not always tenable. Forecasts of system performance from conventional hardware and software models have overlooked an important system component
the operator. In particular human limitations impose a major constraint on the utilization of system
improvements.
Avionics modifications usually involve either new hardware or new software that increase the degree
and quality of automation, or improvements in the accuracy and sensitivity of sensor information and
other system input/output data. Conventional methods of performance estimation have either ignored the
operator or have used simple transfer function representations, without an adequate understanding of the
limits within which these functions are applicable. As systems have increased in complexity, it is no
longer adequate to assume that automation will necessarily produce increases in performance.
Inappropriate automation may,in fact, have the opposite effect. We can no longer assume that by giving
Additional or
the operator more sophisticated data, system performance will automatically be improved.
more refined sensor data, for example, will not improve performance if it is received during periods of
heavy operator loading or if the data exceeds the precision which the operator needs to perform a givLn
function. Proposed system changes must therefore be evaluated by considering how well an operator can
make use of the new capabilities provided by the proposed changes.
Evaluation techniques that do not
consider this factor in their estimates will be in error; as operator loading approaches saturation, such
estimates will become wildly optimistic.
Designers of current and future weapon systems must cope with several harsh realities that constrain
available design options. First, funds for development and deployment of systems are becoming limited;
pressures are mounting for more cost-effective utilization of fiscal resources, Design decisions must be
made on the basis of maximum contribution to the defense mission for each dollar invested. Second, the
human is no longer a low-cost component of systems; skilled manpower is becoming an increasingly scorce
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commodity. The effective use of available manpower nmust be a primary consideration in the selection of
design options; new systems must make effective compromises between the use of man and use of equipment
to accomplish system functions, with cost-effectiveness as a major criterion for choosing between design
alternatives.
The critical role the operator plays in systems effectiveness, in combination with the fiscal and
manpower constraints discussed above, Indicate the need for a new evaluation technique. The method must
provide realistic estimates of the configuration's performance, with operators of varying ability. Such
information, when combined with appropriate cost data, will permit choice among alternatiye design configurations on the basis of expected performance relative to expected cost.

"Operator Interface Cost Effectiveness Analysis (OICEA) represents an effort to develop such a costeffectiveness prediction methodology. The approach Is based on the Human Operator Simulator (HOS) model
(Strieb, 1975; Wherry. 1976), developed for evaluating system operability during early system design.
The following soctions present the OICEA methodology and its rationale, summarize features of the HOS
model and describe two applications of the technique. The first application deals with the non-acoustic
sensor station operator on an antisubmarine warfare (ASW) patrol aircraft; it corpares a current
system with several alternate configurations and demonstrates that OICEA can Identify known problems and
diagnose their causes. The second application, in progress, simulates the acoustic sensor station operators in an advanced (not yat operational) version of the same ASW aircraft. The simulation models
avionics that Include a highly advanced onboard signal processor and newly developid acoustic sensors.
The goal of this applicatloo is to identify potential problems prior to fleet tnt,-duution and to provide
a readily available mechanism for evaluating and correcting system deficiencits
acted during operational use.
APPROACH
Rationale
Differing system configurations that may vary widely in their actual operational effectiveness may
appear to be virtually Indistinguishable during early development stages.
It is normally prohibitively expensive to develop a hardware simulator or prototype for each alternative in order to obtain an
estimate of its potential worth. Therefore, there is a requirement for a methodology to assist early in
the system design proce's in determining the alternatives to be retained for development.
Digital
computer modeling has been a traditional and typically effective method for making forecasts under such
conditions. The OICEA technique combines digital computer equipment and operator models with standard
costing techniques to obtain data that enables alternatives to be compared with one inother and with
existi g systems on the basis of cost effectiveness.
Any model that is to be used to perform such an evaluation must satisfy several criteria:
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First, it must be inteorative. It must be able to simulate the hardware, software,
and operator system components within a single conceptual framework, along with any
external data sources such as sensor data returns and communications.

0

Second, the model must be flexible; it must be able to accommodate virtually any class
of manned system or subsystem-anprovide for straightforward modification of system
characteristics without extensive revisions.

0

Third, it must be sensitive to relatively subtle differences In configuration performance. This presupposes a level of detail in the model consistent with the use of
task or subtask level analytic data for operators and detailed specifications for the
equipment.

0

Fourth, the model must be dynamc reallocating its task priorities in accordance with
performance influences whtcY -maybe exclusively situation-dependent.

*

Fifth, the model must be parametric. Many of the quantities which describe operator
capabilities and performa-ce characteristics of equipment are not fixed values, but
can vary both between and within operators and between and within hardware/software
configurations.
Iterating A simulation with different values of potential key paral'etars can help to determine which of these particular parameters are important and
which parameter values provide the best performance. Varying such quantities as sensor return integration times, radar detection ranges, and operator characteristics can
yield valuable information both about design and training questions and about system
effectiveness.

*

Sixth, the model must be able to produce specific quantitative measures of system performance. There are, for any system, numerous ways of deriving numbers which reflect
performance.
The combiiation of measures into a single global assessment of performance mujst eventually entall obtaining explicit judgements of worth or utility for
each of these effectiveness measures.
The model must endblo the estimation of
separate performance indices that are specifically quantifiable and mission-relevant.
Variables such as time to perform a mission, ordinance or stores expended, number of
correct ship/aircraft identifications, and targets processed or probable kills are all
potential numerical reflections of system success. While the measures will change
from one system to another, effectiveness indices should be readily obtainable from
routine model outputs.
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The Human Operator Simulator(HOS)
HOS is a digital computer program designed to simulate the complex interactions between man and
equipment by modoling both the operating characteristics of the machine and the perceptual, cognitive and
motor functions of the operator. HOS Is a "generalized operator.'
It becomes a specific operator in a
specific situation when it Is provided with descriptions of the equipment to be used and the procedures
to be followed. Procedural instructions are written In the Human Operator Procedures Language (HOPROC), a
simplified English-like computer language; operator transfer functions or mathematical expressions of
hardware functioning within a procedure may be represented in FORTRAN, a Eubset of HOPROC.
HOS differs from other models of operator functioning in that times for task execution are not
supplied by an analyst or drawn from sample time distributions. Instead, HOS generates task performance
data in accordance with detailed human performance micromodels built into the HOS system. The HOS
operator is capable of performing seven 'primitive" functions:
*

obtaining information,

0

remembering information,

0

performing mental calculations,

*

making decisions,

*

moving a body part,

0

manipulating a control,

*

relaxing.

Every action that the HOS operator performs is a combination of one or more of these primitive functions. Internal decision rules within HOS automatically determine the function combinations that make up
a task, .'etermine the sequence in which tasks are performed, and calculate the time required to complete
them.
The detailed analysis of system events Is performed by another program, the Human Uperator Data
Analyzer and Collater (HODAC), which provides information on operator activities and equipmentstatus at
any instant in time during the simulation. HODAC generates statistics on operator time usage during a
mission, the sequences of processes executed, the fraequincy and total time spent in accessing each
control and display, and other summary reports.
HOS has several sophisticated features that make it particularly applicable to the simulation of
complex missions. For example, the 1105
operator is goal-oriented; that is, the operator will perform
actions necessary to accomplish a task, but will omit actions that have become unnecessary due to events
elsewhere
inthe simulaton. In addition, formal strategies or decision rules supplied by the analyst my
employ branching logic that may be dependent on system status at the time the decision must be made. The
task-sequencing algorithms InHOS are dependent on an original procedure priority (set'by the analyst)
modified by the time since that procedure was last executed. For procedures which Involve reading
displays, control manipulation, or instrument monitoring, priorities are also modified by an "internal
limits" factor which specifies the degree of precision required for that operation. Procedures with
small internal limits that must be executed more often have their priorities changed accordingly. Based
on all these factors, computed priorities are compared and the most critical procedure is executed.
Paramleters describing operator characteristics can be provided to the simulation to vary the charteristics of the HOS operator. The default values of these parameters are chosen to represent a trained
operdtor with "average' abilities. The HOS operator will perform assigned tasks with little or no chance
for error unless that error is specifically introduced and controlled by the analyst. This power to
control the characteristics of the operator provides a ready method of determining the range of operator
abilities for which a system is suitable.
HOS has been used to simulate a variety of relatively simple tasks such as reach performance.
multiple dial reading and mail sorting (Strieb, 1976).
It has been applied to assessment of operator
workload in a dual task situation (Lane, Strieb and Wherry, 1977) and to a complex operational mission
a simulation of the Air Tactical Officer in the LAMPS antisubmarine helicopter (Strieb et al, 1975).
HOS is described in more detail in Strieb, Glenn and Wherry (1978).
Useful analyses which discuss HOS
in the context of other operator models are contained in Pew et al (1977) and Greening (1978).
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Operator Interface Cost Effectiveness Analysis
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The approach to system evaluation described in this paper is not a new model, Rather it is a way of
using existing models to organize and answer questions about new systems or alternative designs. The
goal isto provide the best possible projections of the performance of those alternatives within the
of conditions likely to be encountered in fleet use.
Systems are rarely manned by perfect operators. While It is important to know the Werformance potential of a system with an operator who Is capable of handling every conceivable task in every conceivable
situation, it Is much more ritical to understand the probable
Ierformance aiven a typical operator with
human
limitations
in realistic
It ismore
not poorly
un.ommon
research
development
costs to
be invested
in a systemsituations.
which performs
thanfora substantial
system already
In theand
fleet.
Some new
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systems achieve distinct improvements In performance, but only with an unacceptable level of operating
and support costs.
New systems must be designed to provide Improved performance at a reasonable cost, Frequently
however, a consistent set of criteria are not considered when choosing among the various available ways
of Improving system performance. The objective of the OICEA approach is to make criteria directly
visible by the deliberate comparison of alternatives to a baseline performance level and a baseline cost.
OICEA is the systematic application of digital simulation to derive performance/cost data as early as
possible in the design cycle. Generally, this involves.
e

simulating a baseline system;

e

simulating one or more system alternatives;

e

obtaining appropriate performance measures for baseline and alternatives;

e

obtaining baseline and alternative cost dota;

0

generating cost/benefit tradeoffs based on these data.

To achieve a breadth of comparison using prototypes, dynamic simulators or functionitg mockups would
require excessively heavy Investments of time and dollars, and results would be too late to impact on
system selection. OICEA enables performance estimates to be derived quickly and inexpensively for a
variety of scenarios and tactics, with varied operator procedures and system configurations.
INITIAL STUDIES
Study Objective
The intent of the initial application of OICEA methodology was to determine if the technique yielded
objective data of the type that might have led to system correction had such data been available during
Savionics design. The Sensor Station 3 (5S-3) crewstation onboard the P-3C ASWpatrol aircraft was
selected for study. Chronic operator overload problems were reported to exist at this station during
certain missions. The operator overload was a lconsequence of requiring the operator to perform radar
intercept and navigation information tasks while detecting, analyzing and Identifying targets of military
significance. The discussion below summarizes the OICEA study thAt was undertaken to investigate these
problems. Further details are presented in Strieb at al (1978), Strieb and Harris (1978) and Strieb

S(1979).

Scenario
The SS-3 utilizes four non-acoustic sensors: radar, forward looking Infra-red (FLIR), electronic
support measures (ESM), and magnetic anomaly detection (MAD).
Three of the sensor"s (radar, FLIR and
ESM) ere used in the mission studied. The mission involved a surface search of an anchorage area off the
coast of a potentially hostile nation. The operator's primary objective was to confirm the presence or
absence of a specific ship within the anchorage area by acquiring ESM data from a target matching the
signature of at least one of the emitters known to be on that ship, followed 4v visual confirmation and
the acquisition of pictures of all contacts not positively identified as either neutral or friendly. The
tactical constraints were:
(a)

flight within a specified distance of the coastline was prohibited;

(b)

total time In the anchorage area was to be minimized,

(c)

a single direct overflight tactic was tn be employed,

(d)

the aircraft was to maintain a constant altitude and speed within the anchorage area,

(e)

vessels not in the anchorage area were to be ignored after their location was
determined.

Figure 1 shows the layout of the anchorage area with locations of targets and emitters. Thura were
ten surface ships in the primary search area (the square area shown in Figure 1). Of these, six
"(including the primary target) were targets of Interest. An additional twelve ships were located uutsite
the primary search area. The ships (both inside and outside the area) had a total of 34 emitters and
therm were ten more emitters located on-shore. Emitters varied in duty cycle and In period of emission.
The aircraft entered the arem and flew from target to target in turn, until all targets in the area of
interest had been examined.
rhe flight path minimized time in the area, within the constraints imposed
by the primary mission objectives.
Configurations and Tactics

"Three 5S-3
e

Sr

configurations have been used in the fleet:
Baseline -- The standard P-3C without FLIR.
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a

Baseline + FuR -- The Baseline configuration with the addition of a FLIR sensor controlled
by a JoysTIcIk

a

Update -- The P-3C Update IIwith an Infrared Detection System (IRDS),
'an---u omated trackino capability.

a FLIR system with

Operator tasks and tactics vary as a function of the equipment available in each configuration. The
specific tactics used for each configuration ware developed with the assistance of, and were &pproved are
by fleet SS-3 operators with recent experience in anchorage missions. In general, the operator tasks
organized into five categories:
I

Radar tasks -- requires plotting all targets and providing periodic navigation updates,
,ESM tasks -- requires evaluating and processing of emitter data as well as correlating
bearing lines with radar contacts;1

e

FLR -- requires FLIR tracking, image adjustments and recording-

*

Mission Planning -- requires target selection and flight path control-

a

Run-In -- requires performance of electronic Intelligence (FLINT) gathering procedures,
target type determination and mark-on-top procedures.

Results of Analysis
An anchorage mission is primarily an intelligence gathering exercise, where the Information to be
obtained Includes ESM data and FLIR pictures, in addition to the basic requirement of Identifying and
locating targets in the anchorage area. Balanced against the objective of maximizing information was the
requirement that minimum time be spent inthe anchorage area. This leads to two classes of performance
measures for the mission: the amount of information gathered, and the time to complete the mission. The
Information gathered ismeasured by the number of mitt*es correctly Identified and, in those configurations with a FLIR System, the number of FLIR pictures obtained.
D.-formance -- Performance for each of the three system configurations is shown in Figure 2. The
compaTris-on-7otime and effectiveness for the three configurations is striking, When the maned FLIR
was added to the Baseline, ESM effectiveness dropped from 100 percent to 82 percent, none of the possible
FLIR pictures were actually acquired and time increased by 7 ercent. Thus, the addition of FLIR not
only falled to provide an enhanced capability as intended, but in fact interfered strongly with the ESM
tasks. In the Update configuration, on the other hand, the automated FLIR maintained or Improved perlormance on all measures, achieving 100 percent success in both ESM processing and FLIR acquisition, at a
savings of 6 percent In time over the Baseline. Analysis of operator activity showed that the ineffective
performance In the Baseline + FLIR configuration was due primarily to the characteristics of the
FLIR system. The slew rate for the sensor was too slow for the operator to overcome lag time in response
to aircraft movement. This problem could have been overcome by a straightforward control redesign had
the deficiency been Identified prior to fleet Introduction. The capability to detect and diagnose
problems at this level of detail from a simulated mission indicates a distinct strength of the OICEA
approach.
Cost -- The OICEA cost analysis for the SS-3 simulatio, used only Operating and Support (OAS) costs,
due IWT-arge to the difficulty of obtaining accurate data on research and development costs after a
system becomes operational. The eight components of the OAS costs include: component rework, replenishment spares, other operating consumables, petroleum, oil and lubricants, standard depot level maintenance, engine rework, military personnel, and indirect operating costs. OS costs proved to be
satisfactory for this demonstration, although it tends to be relatively insensitive to configuration differences, since the major components are only slightly affected by changes in measures other than time.
Table 1 presents on-station flight time, estimated 0&S costs per flight hour, and the on-station costs
(total cost to perform the Initial point to area departure). The most striking feature is the change in
mission cost from Baseline to Update, a decrease of 5 percent accompanied by the sharp performance improvement already described.
Tsble 1. On4ftatlon Cot and Bae Summery
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Relative Cost-Effectiveness -- Two factors discussed earlier ware the relative nature of rerformance
measures and the necessity for establishing a baseline of current cost-effectiveness against which proposed alternative solutions could be compared. One of the objectives of OICEA is to provide guidance
to designers and decision makers about the most fruitful I1nos of developipent to solve a requi remat for
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Increased system performance. One method of providing this guidance is the concept of "acceptance.
This figure displays data from Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1 in a forregions" demonstrated in Figure 3.
mat which highlights the relative standings of the confl",irations examined. In order for a proposed'
solution to be considered, it should fall In or near the acceptance region. The size and location of.
this region will bk governed by the cost-effectiveness of the current System and by other factors, such
as the Importance placed on cost as an evaluation factor. Cost could be of decreased weighting in the
decision process If the threat was sufficiently critical.
Figure 3 deals only with performance on ESN processing. A similar figure could, of course, be
constructed for FLIR performance. It should be noted that the use of On-station Cost is a convenient way
of incorporating one performance masure (time) into the display of cost-effectiveness for another
The figure suggests one way of presenting cost/performance information. If research and
measure (ESM).
development costs had been available, two or more comparable figures would be required.

Sensitivity Analysts
Several of the characteristics of the SS-3 simulation were modified in a separate series of sensitivity analyses (Strieb and Harris, 1978). These analyses (Table 2) sought to determine the stability
intial simulation, to changes in operator characteristics and to changes in the tactical
of the
situation. For the latter change (Varied Approach), the aircraft's initial location was changed so that
the aircraft entered the anchorage area from a different direction. For the former change (Slow
Operator), a less responsive operator exhibiting Information absorption and reaction times twice as long
as those used in the standard simulation was modeled.
Results
Tabli 2. Summary of Sensitivity
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0'
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25

100
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'PARENTHETICAL VALUES REPRESENT PERFORMANCE MEASURES OBTAINED WHEN MISSION OBJECTIVE
WAS TO OBTAIN FLIR PICTURES OF ALL TARGETS OF INTEREST

"

Operator Free Time -- The measure of free time in Table I Is defined as the amount of time during

l
otlOin which the operator was performing monitoring functions or routine FLIR trak~king and
each -s
there were no.. nprocessed contacts to be entered. Thus, "free time" does not Imply that the operator is
not performing lAy.,ctions, but rather that the activities involved are the minimum required to maintain
the system in its diiv'ed state.
The statistics in Table 2 for.operator free time show that the Update configuration provides the
operator with more free time than either of the other two configurations. The statistic is relatively
insensitive to the initial location ofthe .aircraft in all configurations but shows a marked decrease for
In all configurations, the slow operator either is, or borders on, being overloaded.
the slow operator.
This indicates the noad to insure that actual operators meet the proficiency criteria implied by the HOS
definition of a "trained operator."
ESM Utilization -- The ESM processing results io Table 2 can be summarized as follows:

In both the
Even in two
of the three basel ine plus FLUR categories, ha can keep pace -- but just barely. This is because there
are sufficiently large distances between target4 to enab a him to catch up and because the operator was
able to divide his attention between the FLIR tracking and ESM processing tasks. Whether an actual
operator has the ability to divide his attention as efficiently as HOS predicts is uncertain. What is
clear is that once the FLIR tracking procedures are initiated, the operator is extremely busy and can
fall behind i, the ESM processing quite easily,

BasaTine and Update configurations, the operator is capable of keeping pace with the task.

FJR Utilization -- There is a problem in determining the percentage of FLIR pictures obtained.
Although the operator might not get through the entire sequence of adjusting the gain, contrast, brightness, focus and polarity, the pictures that are obtained without these adjustments may still be usable.
Therefore, when computing the percentagus shown in Table 2, it was assumed that if the target was on the
srreen at the time the FLUR run-in procedures warre initiated, then the target was able to be successfully photographed. Even by this generous criterion, operators in the Baseline + FLIR configuration were

still clearly oicapable of attaining a satisfactory level of performance. The primary reason for this
was that the slew rate for the manual sensor was too slow for the operator to be able to satisfactorily
track the targets at the required ranges.
The SS-3 operator's performance might have Improved had the pilot been told to wait until the operator had completed the picture-taking operations before proceeding to the next target. To examine this
possibility the tac tical constraint that demanded that the aircraft spend minimuni time in the anchorage
area was removed. Aircraft flight dynamics were modified so that the aircraft would circle each target,
until the operator had sufficient time to obtain a satisfactory picture (Strieb,1979). Implementation of
these changes yleldt
he set of values shown in parentheses in Table 2. As expected, the. number of
FUR pictures acquireu Increased to 100 percent at the cost of significantly increasing mission time in
the anchorage area. The operator free time was diminished slightly and an a percent increase in identified emitters was obtained.
Utilities and Their Variations
Simulation of the anchorage mission produced three measures of system effectiveness -- time, percent
emitters identified (%EI), and percent FLIR pictures obtained (%FP). 1hese measures, particularly the
latter two, are missionspecific and partly dependent on the specific tactical environment. In the anaSlyss, they have been treated as separate indices of performance. It would be more desirable when evaluating cost/performance to deal with a single global measure of performance which aggregates all possible
measures of success. To do this, it would be necessary to specify value of each measure in the total
context of satisfying mission requirements. These values are the utilities associated with each performance measure. Weighting performance measures by their utiltlite -i
eld the desired global measure.
Obtaining utilities is not simple. While a properly defined mission requirement should identify
what performance Isdemanded and what the associated utilities are as an integral part of the requirementa statement, such data are generally not provided. It may be possible in specific cases to obtain
utility judgments from policy makers, but this is not a common practice at present.
Another way to examine the effect of utility weighting is to compute crossover points for each
acceptance regloii. This is done by systematically varying utilities through their probable ranges and
examining the changes to the ystem alternatives relative to the acceptance regions. Although
data from this study is not particularly suited to such manipulation due to the clearcut superiority of
one version, examples to illustrate application of this concept can be given for the three
configurations.
An empirical expression can be written in the following form to combine the three measures of system
performance:
Cost Performance Index
where,

u

o

tLon +os

%)

FP is the utility weight selected to designate the value of FLIR pictures.

"to
Figure 4 shows the effect of varying UFP. If th1objective is to minimize On-Station Cost relative
being
result in Update
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added manual
with the regardless
which performance
for configuration
exist
of UFP The
Jdtion, no values
Baseline configuration. However, by changing the mission objectives and constraints to give priority
to obtaining all FLIR pictures, the cost performance index can be raised so that the Baseline + FLIR
configuration exceeds the Baseline (Manual FLIR Revised) although It is still significantly less than
Update. It should be noted, moreover that the "risk" involved n the Manual FLIR Revised configuration is dramatically higher than that for other simulations. Staying on station to obtain all the
FLIR pictures increases time inthe anchorage area by 40 percent over Baseline. If a hostile condition exists, this increase could well be unacce table, The concept of risk as a mission performance
measure has not been explicitly considered in tNese studies. hut is implicit in the initial tactical
constraints. Risk is another measure that could be quantified, assigned a utility value, and considered in tradeoff curves similar to those in Figure 4.

The particular configurations and parameters used in the SS-3 simulations lead to relatively straightforward conclusions about configuration value regardless of utilitiqs. It Is easy to conceive of
situations in which decisions would not be so clearcut. The concept of deter-ining boundaries for which
decisions on relative cost-effectiveness would be unchanged is applicable to virtually any multiple per-

fiurmance measure problem.
CURRENT APPLICATION
1

1\The

ObJective
SS-3 simulations Just described used an operational weapons system to illustrate the potential
value of the OIrEA approach for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of alternative avionics configurations.

An effort is currently underway that will apply the OICEA methodology to an advanced avionics system
still under development. The objective of the current effort is to develop a simulation capability that
will be available by the time the system is initially deployed so that modifications to the avionics,
proposed as a result of operational experience, can be evaluated for their relative cost-effectiveness
and impact on other mission functions. The system selected for this OICEA application Is an advanced
acoustic signal processor being developed for the U.S. Navy's P-3C ASW patrol aircraft. The application
focuses on the acoustic sensor station operators (SS-1 and 5S-2) on this platform. It is presented here
principally to illustrate the flexibility of OICEA to accommodate extremely sophisticated systems and to
describe the organized sequence of steps required to use the technique.
A two phase effort is planned. The first phase will consist of three simulations with varying cambinations of current and advanced signal processors and sensors:

"*

(1)

A simulation In which the operator uses the current signal processor and current sensor
systems and

(2)

A simulation In Which the operator uses the Me signal processor with current accoustic
sensors

(3)

A third simulation using the new processor and ME sensors.

Inthe second phase of the study, the simulations will be modified in accordance with proposed avionics
modifications to determine the cost-effectiveness of these modifications prior to implementation,

Scenario
SEach

a The mission to be simulated In this demonstration is an open ocean convoy screening mission. The
atrcrow on the P-3C has been tasked with providing protection for a convoy consisting of twenty ships.
P-3C can remain on-station for approximately six hours, during which time the atrcrew deploys
passive acoustic sensors In wedge-shaped patterns ahead of the Intended course of the convoy. Each wedge
contains nine sensors. At the time the simulation begins, the sixteenth sensor his just been deployed
(Figure 5). Two hostile targets with differing threat characteristics are on Intercept courses with the
convoy and are about to penetrate the outermost wedge, Once the senior station operator has obtained contact on ett:*er of the targets, the tactical coordinator (TACCO) may Instruct the pilot to fly to the sensor maintaining contact In order to deploy additional sensors around tile
contact. As additional contact
information is obtained and the location and classification of the target becomes more certain,,the TACCO
will deploy active sensors to obtain precise fixing Information.
The localization problem is complicated by the enemy's evasive capabilities -- course and speed
changes at random Intervals, as well as periodic depth changes that alter the enemy positions relative to
the ocean's thermal layer. Moreover, if the aircrew deploys active sensors, the targets can take additional evasive maneuvers, dependent on their locations relative to the locations of the active sensors.
Sensor Station Operator's Tasks
The sensor station operators (5S-1/2) monitor the sensors as they are deployed and report any contacts
obtained to the TACCO. Using the advanced signal processor, the operators can monitor many more sensors
than with current signal processors, but can not continuously monitor all the sensors that will be
deployed during the course of the mission. Therefore, the operators (and the TACCO) must decide which
sensors to monitor, when to monitor each and what modes (omnidirectional or directional, active or
passive) to use for each sensor, based upon the characteristics of the mission at any particular time.
Data is displayed to the operator as frequency spectra ("grams").
The operator can configure the
gystem so that it will automatically alert him if certain patterns of lines appear on the grams Indicating specific types of hostile target&. Alternatively, the operator can depend on his own ability to
recognize the target characteristics directly from the gram data. The system has a wide variety of
electronically implemented aids to assist the operator in reading and interpreting the gram data. These
and a host of other functions are callable from a keyboard that consists of approximately 100 momentary
switches and 20 projection readout switches providing over 190 different system functions.
Thus a major
responsibility of the sensor station operator is to decide how best to take advantage of the system's
capabilities, These activities and decision processes are described by the procedures developed as
inputs to the OICEA/HOS model.
Current Status and Futurl Usq

/V., •his

1•.

jL
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At the present time, the baseline SS-1/2 simulation is being developed.
Even at this early stage,
some benefits are apparent from the OICEA methodology (beyond the expected benefits for costeffectiveness evaluation).
First. the analysis has provided detailed procedural definitions that
describe how the operator will use the system and the decisions that must be made. While such procedures and decision pcint,. should be a natural part of the system development process, they are often not
developed until late 4n the development cy..le. Standard reference sources describe how individual system
components are used, but not how the operator integrates the use of these component functions to perform
job. OICEA requires the explicit definition of the specific decision rules that an acoustic operator
uses to decide what actions to take in specitic situatýons. For the current simulation, a catalog of
more than one hundred key decision points has been developed. Such a catalog, has several possible uses.
First, it provides the data needud to train operators to optimally utilize the system. By modifying the
It provides a
procedures, one can examine the effects of alternative sensor monitoring disciplines.
means of testing alternative tactical strategies that mreviously were testable only in hardware-based

simulators or through real-world exercises. It enables the criteria used by operators to identify, localize and classify targets to be examined In detail. It provides a method by which operator decisions,
decision situations, and decision processes can be identified -- a capability which will be increasingly
important as it becomes more feasible to incorporate decision-aiding algorithms into operational avionics
systems. Thus OICEA can help to pinpoint where decision-aiding systems would be most valuable; it can
,indicate what the parameters of the decision situation are and how they Interact; and it can be used to
evaluate what performance Improvements one could expect from the use of specific decision aids.
The Role and Value of Models
The current SS-1/2 simulations are designed to illustrate the important role which can be played by
system cost-effectiveness modeling in the total cycle of system development, modification and update.
Complete system models must be developed concurrently with the system itself, maintained and kept current
as the system evolves to operational deployment and beyond. Although dynamic hardware simulators of
systems will normally be available for use in evaluation toward the end of the development cycle, these
are extremely expensive to build and modify and are not always kept in a ready status after the system
has been deployed for a number of years. The evaluation of modifications to operational systems can
frequently not be performed on an up-to-date mission simulator without extensive Investment and time
delay
n
It is thus critical that computer models of systems be ready prior to operational deployment and
regularly modified to provide immediate availability when a proposed system update must be evaluated.

Z

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The work described in this paper was initiated in response to the observation that avionics
modifications and updates, introduced to improve total system performance, frequently had little effect
or even adverse impact on that performance. The SS-3 FLIR problem serves as a classic example of such a
problem. The objective of the Initial study was to determine if the OICEA approach would predict such
performance decrements and uneconomical configurations. This objective was clearly achieved, although
substantial development Is still required, particularly In the costing area.
These conclusions and the accuracy of the simulations themselves were substantiated by fleet reports
on problems experienced by SS-3 operators, who have great difficulty In performing manual FLIR trackIng
and ESM processing simultaneously. Standard practice was for another operator to use a folding chair at
the SS-3 console to assist during key mission phases. This difficulty and its root causes were readily
identified by the simulation. Had the OICEA technique been available and properly utilized for evaluating
alternate FLIR systems, a system would have been identified that would have accomplished the desired
results and the development and deployment of an unacceptable configuration could have been prevented.
Computer modeling of baseline systems followed by modeling of proposed changes is highly effective as
an Initial step In system modification and Is a rapid and low cost technique compared to hardware
approaches. It is critical in using this approach that a computer model with both a realistic iWionics
and an operator component be available at or before fleet deployment of the system. The acoustic sensor
operator simulations currently under development are an attempt to satisfy that requirement for the P-3C
Update III, a system with highly complex avionics. Whether or not the model can achieve satisfactory
"simulation must stil1 be determined. If the effort is successful, the potential for savings in development and deployment costs and for improvements in system performance is enormous.
A second encouraging finding concerns the ease with which the HOS procedural language can be used to
systematically vary mission and equipment parameters and operator characteristics and decision processes.
Such parameter manipulation allows the determination of the robustness of the simulation outputs to
idiosyncrasies of particular parameter combinations, and provides identification of specific equipment or
procedure chýVrdcterlstics which render the configuration ineffective. For the SS-3, relatively minor
changes in design of the FLIR control and relocation of some displays would likely have improved performance sufficiently for the manual configuration to serve as an acceptable interim alternative to the
automated system. ThO OICEA approach would have allowed the identification and evaluation of these
changes at very low cost.

1'

The rationale for OICEA is to determine whether specific cost and performance questions which should
be raised about all avionics modifications in manned systems could be answered through the use of computer models with a realistic human operator component. Our results, at least for the mission and configurations considered in these studies, clearly support this approach to system dosign.
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SUMMARY
7Jhe most difficuit pitoting tasks enocounteredin vertica•e/hort
take-off and landing (VOTOL) aircraft are the transition from a•rodynamnttcal supported flight to thrust supportod flght, and the sublsequent recovery aboard a ship or unprepared forward site. A significant
portion of the dijficutty iemprienced in these piloting tasks is due to
the fact that out-of-the cockpit visibility in past and current VSTOL
"designshas generally been too restricted to provide adequate visual
wues. Aircraft deai•gkner have had diffioutty in treating fl.cld of view
problems sinca neither oearq criteria nor standard procedures exist for
determining required outasid visibitity for this oass of aircraft.

*:

this paper develops a rationale
In response to this deficienyo•
for quantitatively determining fimed-wing VSTOL field of view requirements, It pzlovides a relevant prediative and evaluativo too? which
modse's the aomptex interaction bt.ween human visual prodeasea, the
vahictle approach pitofite, and the operator flight path control perThe modgZ is intowiidd to opq.rement and stpport av.onio
formanoc.
esteim and arawstation dsi•in modate, Applied to the devetopnsnn of
a new air weapons sliot-em, this 4.eohniqua spgnificanbty affeaes avionic
and airAfaone desivn, The model specifies preciee visuat requirements
for recovery aboard dafined shipboard pads or forward iteas. Those
visual ruiquirements which cannot be -tinsfied by pilot taekine or
be f•4fitZcd by innovative avionics
aanopy/windoa oonse•drationa ursut
and dieplay concepts.

INTRODUCTION
The most difficult piloting tasks encountered in vertical/short take-off and
landing (VSTOL) aircraft are the transition from aerodynamically oupported flight
to thrust supported flight, and the subsequent recovery aboard a small ship or unprepared forward site, A significant portion of the difficulty experienced in these
piloting tasks is due to the fact that out-of-the cockpit visibility in past and
current VSTOL designs has generally been too restricted to provide adequate visual
cues. Aircraft designers have had difficulty in treating field of view problems since
neither clear criteria nor standard procedures exist for determining required outside
visibility for this class of aircraft, The aimple solution of raising the pilot's
seating position creates immediate problems with control rench and actuation, The
proper solution requires consideration of pilot visual requirements, airframe/canopy
design, avionics design, and crew station design.

"OBJECTIVE

*~
,

~

Sexercises,

The objective of this study was tn develop the rationale and methodology for
quantitatively determining fixed wing VSTOL field of view requirements. There have
been some rudimenta.-y efforts in the past addressing this issue, but most of the
attnmpts have considered only aim point visibility relative to the approach path angle
and vehicle pitch aittitu o. That is, the efforts were usually simplistic geometric
Generally missing from these models was an appreciation of the interrelationships among such parameters as nominal approach profile, pilot's flight control
precision ..n the face of environmental diuturbances, visibility, and guidance and control cue:i (such as visual landing aids) afforded by the landing site.

40-2
The present study, on the other hand, combines the dynamic modeling of (a) the
recovery guidance and control situation, (b) the disturbance environment, (c) the
augmented aircraft, (d) the pildt's .multiloop control activities, (a) the perceptual
behavior of the pilot, and (f) the resulting geometric properties of information
elements within the visual field. Those factors are combined through the use of
closed-loop pilot-vehicle analysis employing validated models of human pilot behavior.
Using this technique, the analyst is able to establish the essential information
elements in advance of simulation and to establish those visual cues which provide
the pilot with the best sensitivity to vehicle motions during the recovery., The
analyst can then use the results of this method, in combination with mission, vehicle,
shipboard and environmental constraints to suggest optimum aircraft field of view
requirements,
PROCEDURE
The methodology developed by this study can be conceptually partitioned into four
In the interests of brevity, the four steps can be discussed in
clearly defined steps.
As always, the quality of any final product can be no better than
outline form only.
The analytic efforts comprising
the quality of its composite supporting framework.
The numerous references provide
the framework in this study are quite rigorous.
sufficient detail for the serious reader interested in specific assumptions and analytic techniques employed within each step,
I.

Kinematic Representation of Aircraft Approach Trajectories

step in the procedure is to select and define intended approach traThe first
jectory(ice) of the aircraft with respect to the vecovery area on a moving ship or
shore based site, This requires determination of the sequence of nominal operating
points (range, bearing, and altitude with respect to the terminal hovering point over
The analyst may also specify ship velocity, if approthe pad) as a function of time.
priate, desired type of approach trajectory, deceleration and terminal hovering coordinates,

t•

r•

II,

Pilot/Vehicle Performance

The next step requires exercising an analytic model of the pilot-vehicle combination executing the intended approach trajectory under the influence of turbulence,

ship motion, degraded visibility, atd pilot variability,

The results of this step are

and
mathematical relationships among trajectory variables, ship motions, turbulence,
4
piloting noise on one hand and the rosulting angular and translational kinemat .cs of

the aircraft on the other.

III. Visual Element Motion Anallysis
Having established one or more VSTOL approach geometries to the landing pad
(Step 1), and having defined the performance of the pilot-vehicle combination during
the critical transition and hovering phases (Step II), it is necessary to interpret
the pilot's perceptions of the external visual cues upon which he relies. For the

purposes If this study, the represenbative visual cues selected were most elementary;
The
963 40class).
destroyer (DD
delineation
and hangar
pad
the
ft. wide
recovery
60 ft.Naval
40 for
ft. abysmall
a nominal
selected
ship20deck
class
towed
study and
werea directed
in this area
conducted
The analyses
hangarhasface,
ft. high

by

determining the required viewing snglea to maintain visual contact with these shipCertainly other recovery aids or landing area geometry could be
board elements.
examined and numerous options are available in Ref. 1.
Field of View Requirements
Combin 4 ng the nominal angular motions and positions nf the visual cue referrents
from Step IIl with the previously determined estimates of variability (due to distur-

IV,

bances)

allows the analyst to define explicitly the location of essential visual cues

for •uidance and control of the aircraft within the pilot's forward visual hemisphere,
Fiel of view requirements can be eshablished utilizing this information in combination with related information concerning canopy design, airframe obstructions, and
optical or electro-mtechanical landing displays,
TECHNIQUE APPLICATION
Five representative decelerating trajectories were examined during the developIncluded in

ment of the methodology.

the sample werei

a A boip or pursuit trajectory in which the aircraft flight path vector
isaways pointed toward the ship.

0 A collislor trajectory which follows a straight line path in the earth
reference

1..

.

.

rame toward a predetermined intercept point with the ship.

.

.

.

.

40-3
o A trajectory which maintains a constant bearing with respect to the
ship (such ns a conventional approach using fixed line up and glide
slope angles).

SA

ontant snk rate trajectory (at constant horizontal bearing) where
deieiato
ng the earth X-axis is constant.

a A constant altitude trajectory (at constant horizontal bearing) where
deceleration along the earth X-axis is constant,

*

Figure I depicts graphically the five vnrtical plans trajectories and three
horizontal plane trajectories in the ship's frame of referance.
There are only three
trajectories present in the horizontal plane since the constant sink rate and constant
altitude trajectories coincide with the constant bearing trajectory in the horizontal,
The ship is underway at 20 kt on a fixed course in calm air, Thus the forward motion
of the ship is generating the relative wind-over-deck (WOD) of 20 kt along the ship's
centerline.
(Subsequently we shall estimate the disturbing effects of the ship's
motion and air wake turbulence in sea state 5 with 43 kt WOD,)
Each trajectory terminates at 40 ft deck height directy over the center of the recovery circle,
The
termination of the homing trajectory is aligned with the WOD and coincides with the
constant altitude trajectory by design without special maneuvers, but the missed
approach route is blocked by the aft mast and stack,
Both the straight line (in the
earth reference frame) and tba constant sink rate trajectories require special terminal maneuvers to arrest the descent and to match the ship's velocity,
The constant
bearing trajectory (in the ship's reference frame) is compatble with existing visual
landing aids on the ship,
Maneuvering requirements for the homing and constant bearin& trajectories are discussed in Ref, 2,
As previously stated, Step I of the methodology requires the time dependent
determination of the sequence of operating points (range, bearing, and altitude) with
respecc to the terminnl hovering point,
The details of the cm[ed loop analyses conducted to determine the trajectories are beyond the scope of this paper but are clearly
presented in Ref. 3.
Tables I and 2, however, present a qualitative summary of the
relative advantages and disadvantages of the selected trajectories.
Although it was not

TABLE 1
TRAJECTORY COMPARISONS - HORIZONTAL PLANE

CONSIDERATION

HOMING

CONSTANT BEARING
(INERTIAL AXMES)

CONSTANT BEARING
(StIIF AXES)

STRAIGHT PATH

Ship-to-aircraft

Large changes in

Small changes in

Constant bearing

Lares changes

survcillance

bearing angles

bearing angle unless ship turns

angle

in bearing
angle

Aircraft-to-ship

Good,

Fair, moderate

Fair, moderate

Poor,

change in bearing angle, may
wing-low
require
for visibility

variation in
bearing angle,
may require
wing-low
visibilityfor

No change

Larger changes
than homing

visibility

aircraft

always pointed
at ship

change in bearing
angle, may rewing-low
quirevisibility
for

Landing pad
perspective

Modest changes

Small change unless ship maneuVera

I.

Aircraft

Moderate

maneuvering

g at short range

Bolter and
obstacle
avoidance

Fair, on collisiaon course
from astern

lateral

Low lateral g

large

trajectory
Low lateral g

None until

unless ship
turns

terminal maneuver unless
ship maneuvers

Good, approach
from side, on
collision course

Good approach
from side, on
collision course

Fair, approach
from side, on
collision

only if stop
decelerating

only if stop
decelerating

course if maintain deceleration schedule
(unless bias
aim roint)

N'
0ý

an objective of this study to select a best or most desirable trajectory, it is readily apparent from Tables l and 2 that certain trajectories possess more advantages
than others,
The field of view requirements necessary to maintain visual contact with
the deck pad and hangar face (from 700 ft. range to the hover point), however, have
been romputed for all approach trajectories,

I

*.
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TABLE 2
TRAJECTORY COMPARISONS - HORIZONTAL PLANE
CONSTANT BEARING

CONSIDERATION

CONSTANT BEARING

HOMING

(INERTIAL AXES)

(SHIP AXES)

Guidance data

LOS relative

Angular velocity

Deviation from

ship-fixed beam

positions (inertial axes)

Guidance hard-

Aircraft can

Aircraft can

Ship transmits

Aircraft can

Compatibility
with VLA's

Good at short
range; always
approach from
astern

Fair, approach
Excellent,
angle varies
approach angle
slightly if ship is constant
does not turn,
can vary greatly

requirements

to aircraft
heading

ware

track pasoive
ship

of LOS

track passive
ship but need to
derive angular
rate of LOS

STRAIGHT PATH

reference beam;
or tracks aircraft and transmits commands/
data

Ship and aircraft

track passive
ship but need
higher precision
for ship prodiction
Fair, requires
modest turn on to
VLA unless ship
maneuvers

if ship turns
Effects of ship
maneuvering

Slight

Slight

Slight for speed Modest aircraft
changes. Large
maneuvering refor turns; may
quired but complibe imposeible to cates ship profollow at long
diction
range

Once the approach trajectories have been mathematically represented, we may move
on to consideration of the pilot's view from each nominal trajectory in the absence of
aircraft perturbations,
The perspective view of the recovery deck of a DD-963 class

".trations

destroyer is depicted for each of the five trajectorie, in Figures 2 through 6. The
perspective views begin with the minimum assumed visual detection range of 700 ft
and end with the pilot's eye 40 ft above the center of the recovery circle, The illusassume that the pilot is looking at the center of the recovery circle, which
appears elliptical in perspective; the figures omit, for the time being, the obscuring
fefect of any cockpit structure. The origin of the horizontal viewing angln (h) axis
corresponds to the horizontal reference line of sight relative to the nose of the aircraft at each value of slant range,

J

Imthus the centers of the landing pads appear to

be in the same horizontal line of ilght for the homing and constant bearing tralector,ea, bnt not for the straight line trajectory': The origin of the vertical viewing
angle (w) axis corresponds to the vertical line of sight; thus the centers of the
relative to the horison
landing pads reflect the depressed elevation angles ( OS
at each slant range,

R

As long as the aircraft (pitch and roll) attitude io approximately level, field
of view requirements for the nominal unperturbed approach trajectories may be interpreted directly in terms of the angles X and pA+ LOS
s1traight line

(in

except the
for all trajectories requirefield of view

inertial space), for which the horyzontal

ment must be interpreted in terms of A + At,
Figures 7 and 8 are projections of the landing pad and hangar face, respectively,

when the aircraft has reached the
In Figure 7, the pilot is assumed
which is, of course, at the nadir,
to the upper center of the hangar
33 deg from the horizontal plane.

hover point 40 ft over the center of thu pad (R_ - 0)
to be looking at the center of the recovery cir le
but in Figure 8, his line of sight (LOS) is shifted
face, Even that line of eight is depressed over

Having examined pictorially and graphically the undisturbed case,

the more real-

istic case which takes into account aircraft perturbations resulting from environmental
and pilot control factors may be considered,
It is readily apparent from previous
figures that field of view requirements will be greatest near the ship in hovering and

"near-hovering flight,

I

Therefore, Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the combined effects of

rotational and translational disturbances in the controlled aircraft motion on these
hovering and near-hovering field of view requirements.
The details of the extensive
analyses required to provide the present examples are documented in Refa, 4 and 5 and
will not be repeated here.
The results depend in a critical way on the selected
model of the ship's airwake disturbance environment,
The two examples of perturbed

field of view requirements include:

"-~I,,

(1) from 50 ft range-to-go

(t:o the hovering point)

on a constant relative bearing trajectory and (2) from the hovering point itself 40 ft
above the center of the deck. For selected points of regard by the pilot, we can
estimate Gaussian statistical variance-i in the requiied field of view caused by the
predicted variances in the six aircraft degrees of freedom listed in Table 3, CorresTABLE 3
SUMMARY OF ILLUSTRATIVE MOTION ERROR VARIANCES
FOR USE IN EXAMINING HOVERING FIELD OF VIEW REQUIREMENTS
Sea State 5
Wind-Over-Deck - 43 kt
Ship Speed, Ve 0 20 kt
Clockwise Wave Direction Relative to Ship's Stern, v
Mean-Squared Ship Motions at the
Center of the Landing Pad
(Relative to Inertial Space) for the DD963
Ship
Motion

Variance

-

120 dog

Mean-Square Aircraft Motion
Relative to Ship while
Station-keeping under Manual Control
Aircraft
Motion

(2.5 deg)2

Roll

(2.02 dog)'

Roll

Pitch a'

(0.77 dag) 2

Pitch o0

(3.0 deg)'

Yaw

(0.30 deg) 2

Yaw

ac

(2,1 deg)'

2
Surge Ox

(0.40 ft) 2

Surge a,

(11,6 ft)2

Sway

ay

(2,05 ft) 2

Sway

c,

(15,5 ft) 2

Heave az

(2,71 ft)2

Heave oz

(19.5 ft) 2

a

.0

Variance

ponding distributions of perturbations in terms of viewin anglea will, however, tend
to be increasingly skewed as the point of regard departs from-t-h nominal line of
might (the optical axis of the picture plane), because of the tangent relationship
we can approximate
between picture plane coordinates and viewing angles, Nevertheleas,
the root-mum-squared angular variance for the pilot's nominal line of might to the
center of the recovery circle by the large ellipse in Figure 9 at 50 ft range-to-go
The root-sum-squared variance for the pilot's nominal line of
to station-keeping.
Hight to the upper center of the hangar face is shown by the large eli.pse in Figure 10
while the pilot is attempting to keep on utation over the deck. These extreme estimates of variability confirm the desirability, from the standpoint of reducing field
of view requirements, of providing visual cues and visual aids above the hangar for
assisting the pilot in arresting and approach and providing hovering guidance.
Theae extreme estimates of variability also emphasize the need for high authority,
high bandwidth flight control systems in order to function effectively in this environThe allowable
ment -- much higher than is typical of current helicopter practice.
aircraft motions duu to all causes are only a few feet -- Ref. 6 states "3 to 4 ft" in
"alloý;able" touchdown error. If we interpret "allowable" as 2a, Table 3 shows that
the square root of the sum of the x- and y-variances in deck motion alone at the
center of the pad slightly exceeds this "allowable" touchdown error, Without chasing
the deck, this allowab l touchdown error thus reresents the best precision one might
expect from a guidance end control system which regulates so well that no errors are
contributed by aerodynamic disturbances or the pilot's divided attention, Graphic
representation from the pilot's station-keeping perspective of this apparent a-variation in the center of the pad due to ship motion alone is shown by the smallest central c-ellipse at 50 ft range-to-go in Figure 9 and at zero range-to-go in Figure 10.

•.1
•requirements

With this assessment of the variability in the viewing angles required of the
pilot with respect to his cockpit reference, we conclude our analyses of field of view
in the extremely severe disturbance environment to be expected in sea
The predicted field of view requirements with
state 5 with 43 kt wind-over-deck,
manual control appear to be so great that more confidence is needsd in the validity
of the predicted airwake disturbance environment on which this analysis is predicated
before these expectations can be converted into design requirements for field of view,
which are, in turn, based on high authority, high bandwidth flight control systems,

DISCUSSIONS
It would be presumptious for the authors to infer that the resultant methodology
can, by itself, produce discrete values which precisely define the field of view
requirements for the VSTOL pilot.
The
field of view requirements when visual
point on the ship or land based site,
view requirements, per so, depend upon
limited to:

present technique is definitive in determining
contact must be maintained with any predefined
It bears emphasizink huwever, that field of
numerous factors including but ceTtainly not

e
o
*
*
9

approach trajectory
perceptual cues available to the pilot
vehicle handling qualities
vehicle airframe/canopy/crewetation characteristics'
display system capabilities
"oenvironmental characteristics
• shipboard or aircraft visual landing aids
While the present methodology takes into account more of the above factors than
previous work conducted in this area, it is most beneficially used in conjunction-with
other engineering factors in deciding upon field of view requirements.

,

Consider, for example, a hypothetical case where for either operational or policy
constraints a constant sink rate trajectory at constant bearing must be utilized.
Using the methodology aeveloped in this paper, it can be determined that the pilot
will require almost 68 over-the-nose visibilicy to maintain vimual contact with the
center of the landing pad when he is located 50 ft from the hover point, and that
figure assumes the absence of any environmental disturbances.
In a situation such as

th a, the field of view methodology does not truly provide requirements but serves

"as a

design tool in that it alerts engineers to the need for possibly greatly sophisticated displays or an automatic landing system,
If these solutions are impractical
or unfeasible then perhaps operations and systems analysts can reexamine the need
for a constant sink rate trajectory,
In this respect it is apparent that this
methodology can rightfully be considered a design tool,
It can be extremely useful
when input parameters to the models such as approach parameters or environmental disturbances are varied systematically while the model is exercised repeatedly.

J"

This methodology for determining field of view also has secondary implications

I

design engineers working in the areas of head up displays (HUD),
mentation, automatic guidance and landing systems,

for

conventional instru-

in addition to human operator model-

ers. HUD deuigners, for example, must be aware of where the pilot is looking for
visual cues in order to avoid cluttering those regions with excess symbology, Additionally, the HUD designer must consider the possible field of view benefits of a

wide angle head up display traded off against wide angle displays technical problems.
Conventional crewstation design engineers must be concerned with field of view
implications in that one of the most obvious methods of increasing over the nose

visibility in any aircraft is reducing the height of the instrument panel and glare
shield. If this became a viable alternative, then crewstation designers may be forced
to wrestle with such issues as removal of the control column, elimination or miniaturization of instruments or possibly a "swing sway" instrument panel.
It goes without
saying, of course, that if these more exotic alternatives cannot be accommodated then
the crewstation designer must direct his energies to radically improved display

design. Conventiona instrument panel or horizontal displays may prove adequate
if the information integration, format, accuracy, and sensitivity are superior to
that presently available.

The relationship between automatic guidance and landing and field of view requirements is a subtle one but nevertheless valid. All automatic guidance and landing systems must have a manual ove.,ide to enable the pilot to take control if and when he
deems necessary.

Regardles; of the technical complexity and capability of the system

it will not be effectively utilized if the pilot has little confidence in it,
Undoubtedly, the pilot will be closely monitoring the outside visual scene, checking the relative positions and motions of the aircraft and the ship anticipating the poosibility of
manual override. If the pilot does not see visually something which seems familiar
and confortable,

he will take control of the situation very quickly,

especially when

he considers the consequences of allowing a faulty automatic landing system to maintain contrcl too long. Thus, the automatic guidance and landing system engineer must
consider during the design stage what the pilot wants to see and plan accordingly,
CONCLUSIONS

A number of conclusions have omerged during the course of this study,

|-.

*... ,I.

4

Although

many of these findings have already been presented in preceeding sections of the paper
we would be remiss if we did not gather them together under a single heading.
There
has been no real attempt to list
them in ordcr of importance beyond the authors'
subjective judgment.
All of the conclusions are supportable by the research and
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analyses which collectively comprise this study, In some cases, the scope of this
The
paper precludes inclusion of all supporting evidence for all conclusions.
references, however, provide ample information for the interested reader.
•

e A
logically
and
mathematically
methodology for estimating
ffiald
o view
requirements
tits sound
been developed,
o The resulting field of view requirements depend in a critical way
on the predicted model of the ship's airwake disturbance environment,
Validation of the airwake environmont for VSTOL operations with avia-

tion facility ships is therefore imperative. If airwake turbulence
should prove to be as upsetting in reality as the present model
suggests, the aircraft will need high authority, high bandwidth
flight control systems in order to function effe:tively in this
environment , , much higher th-au is typical of current helicoptir
practice.

e Based upon the analyses performed, it appears that the pilot probably could not cbtain a satisfactory love of hovering precision in

the conditions considered without either active gust alleviation devices or an overall reduction in gust velocity level,
could bo achieved with a reduced wind-over-deck,

The latter

s it is desirable, from the standpoint of reducing field of view requirements, to provide visual cues and visual landing aids above the hangar
for assisting the pilot in arresting the approach and providing hovering
guidance.

0 The constant relative bearing approach trajectory appears preferable,

S

In closing, we would like to mention that all aspects of the piloting problom
discussed in this paper are currently under investigation by the U. S, Navy, At one
extreme, the behavioral sciences are concerned with the fact that the specific nature
of the perceptual cues used by a pilot to guide and control an aircraft in contact
flight are unknowt., although perceptual theory suggests that they are primarily
visual and could be determined by appropriate experimentation. Previous attempts
to specify the actual visual cues used n contact flight have been unsatisfactory
possibly because of the complexity of the problem anu because of the predominantly
theoretical nature of the investigation,

,

In a more hardware directed development, the Navy Vertical Take-Off and Landing
program is pursuing multiple goals all oriented towarA providing improved approach,
hoever, and landing capabilities of Navy and Marine Corps VSTOL aircraft, Included
within this very broadly stated goal are separate efforts to develop integrated
flight controls and display systems, landing guidance systems, visual landing aids,
piloting techniques and procedures, and ship motion forecasting techniques, It
is
to these ongoing investigations in both the behavioral and engineering sciences that
the ield of view methodology can contribute.
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APPENDIX A

SESSION I DISCUSSION

Paper No. 2 and 3 (Professor Sargent)
Comment by Dr. L. Beck, Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG, Dept. CNS/TWB, Hallmuth-Hirth Strasse 42, 7000
Stuttgart, 40, Federal Republic of Germany:
Could you give us soma coparison of computer run time efficiency among the simulation lenguagas
you mentioved?
/I
Author's response:
I do not know of any completed studies comparing the computational efficiency of simulation lansuegýa.
There io currently an effort at the University of tancaster in England by David Ellison and John Crooks
to compare several general purpose simulation languages. I do know that GPSS/H runs approximately
five times faster than IBM's GPSS V. Please remember that computational efficiency is only one of the
factors to consider when selecting a simulation language.
Comsent:
Will new computer architectures such as array processors help to increase the speed of simulations?
'i1
Author's responset
I do uot know of any simulations performed on an srray or any other special type of computer.
Currently there are research activities investigating how to have simulation perfomed on different
uomputer arhitectures,
At the first International Conference on Distributed Computer Systems held
October 1-5, there was a paper investigatiug how to perform simulation on a discributed computer by
R. E, Bryant of MIT; at the international Symposium hAld in Auguwt 1977, there was a paper by M. Parent
of I.R.I.A. Laboria in 12rance describing their efforts to invmstigate building a special computer for
simulations and I had a Ph.D student whose research was on investigating the use of an associative memory
and a random a.oess memory for use in performing simulation.
It

Paper No. 4 (Dr. Frank*)
Comment by J. 0. Wohl, Program Chairman, The MITRE Corporatian, P.O. Box 208, Bedford, MA

01731, U.S.A.:

I have heard the test of a perfect bureaucracy defined as follows: If you turn off all of its inputs,
will its outputs continue am though nothing happzned? I have sometimes bad the same thought with regard
to some large-scale simulations. Dr. Franke, what has been your experience?
Author's response:
My experience has been that the validation problem is always with us. On the other hand, large-scaie
simulation is partic!ularly helpful in understanding the Integration of technical and operational problems.
There ere limitations; in particular, the time and funds available Lo perform the simulation and the
correlation between the simulation and the real world mumt be considered. But in my experience, large-scale
simulation relative to large-scale system development program is very cheap.

"Paper No.

5 (Mr. Leadom•

Comment by Dr.

if.A. F. Reefs, National Aerospace Laboratory, NLR, Voorsterweg 31,

Emnerloord,

Netherlands:

Could the use of "human gaemrs simulation" indicate where and how we should go in the future: more
centralization of the decision process at higher echelons or more delegation to lower levels? And how
would this relate to the type of conflict, such ns air defense vs. guerilla warfare?

1.*Author's

1<

response:
We already sccept the notion that a C2 system tends to exhibit a distributed decic.onmaking process.
Ono emphasis given to TAC ASSESSOR was the need to explicitly portray each individual C2 element so we
coC d obserrve the distributed (or noncentralized) nature of2 the total system, Our research to date is
.ot complete enough to suggoaL the degree of centralized C needed. As to the use of human gainers, we
have found that this is an expensive approach to simulating distributed C2 systems. This is because of
tlaelarge ptersonnol and facility resources required. The artificial intelligence approach is a much less
costly approach to amiulpting *nd studying distributed C2 systems. The questions of "what degree of
centralization in required" iu inrluenced by a number of factors. Among these are:
-

!;.0r0

The scope of information avel1able at each level in the C2 hierarchy

A-2
-

The degree to which the infaormetion is fused, 1;ltered, and tailored to the "problem etructural'
assumed at each level iu the C? hierarchy
The availability and vulnerability of communication links between each level of the C2 hierarchy

As one can see, the answer to this question depends upon both human factors and technical factors. One
also needs to tailor the anwevr to different combat. environments. the 'Interdependepcy, or inteoaction,
among the human components, technical components, and the combat environzwIt suggests tih need to
simulate this entire system. The simulation needs to reflect a high fidelity combat environment to
"drive" 1he cognitive processes. The simulation also needs to faithfully represent the vulnerabilities
of the C system hardware. It is through this type of total simulation that answers will be developed
to the centralization question.
Comment by J. G. Wohl, Program Chairman, The MITRE Corporation, P.O. Box 208, Bedford, HA

01731, U.S.A.,

I'd add just one note to Mr. Leedom's answer, In the U.S. there is a small movement underway to
develop a taxonomy of tactical decisionmaking. Army, Marine Corps, and Air Force researchers ere
attempting to make explicit some of these "hidden" decision rules and heuristics.

I

Comment by Dr. J. Orlansky, Institute for Defense Analyses,

I*

400 Army Drive, Arlington,

VA 22202, U.S.A.8

Decision and cognitive science date deal primarily with individual dacisionmaking. Command and
control centers are concerned mainly with group docisionmakling, which may also be called bureaucratic
"decisionmaking. Row do you propose to go from individual decisionmaking to "bureaucratic" decisionmoking
in your simulations?
Author's reiponnan
At ithe point in our.research, we are just ýeginning to understand where individual and group
decision processes occur (or predominate) in a C system. One issue we are focusing on is the influence
of organisational pvocedures (or lack thereof) on decision processes. We know that different commander
or battle staff personnel exhibit unique decision styles. What we are attempting to define is the degree
of variability of these processes for each of the key combat decisions, I believe that, in some instances,
organizational procedures would tend to influence daecisionmaking to a great degree. In other instances,
primarily at the higher echelons of the 02 hierarchy,
individual cognitive styles would predominate.
We must be careful not to build "average" C2 systems which perform poorly when exposed to a particular
Commander style.
Comment by Mr. C. M. MnLean, Bditish Aerospace Dynamics Op. Hatfield/Lostook Div. Manor Road, Hatfield,
"Hertfordshire, United Kingdom:
What part does learning play in the simulation of human thought?

Author's response:
At present, we have not included "learning" features into the TAO ASSESSOR model. One technique
employed in the model, signature tables, can be applied in a more general form to include learning.
Applications of signature tables to computer chess models have included the modification of coefficients,
based upon historical data generated by the model, itself, Thus, we expect to address this feature
later on in our research.
Comment by Mr. C. M. McLean, British Aerospace Dynamics Op. Hatfield/Lostock Div. Manor Road, Hatfield,
Vlertfordshire, United Kingdons
To what extent is time stability considered?
Author's responset
At present, we have not formally addressed the subject of stability. Our approach (which is based
upon event-stepped simulation) recognizes the importance of transient phenomena,
I believe that many
unstable solutions are possible, depending upon the availability of communication links, the quality of
perception algorithms, and the quality of the planning and controlling logic. It remains, however,
what instability we will actually find.

N.|the

Because we believe that some C2 systems might be unstable, we have rejected more simplified,
closed-form solutions of the C2 effects. Again, we are not trying to optimize C2 performance, per se;
we are first attempting to find out how real C systems work,
Comment by Dr. L, Beck, Standard Elsktrik Lorenz AG, Dept. CNS/TWB, Hellmuth-Hirth Strasse 42, 7000
Stuttgart, 40, Federal Republic of Germany:
Is your docision simulation adaptive to different environments or situations?

IC

"
Ij

Author's response:
We have made a conscious effort to construct decision logic (production rule systems, signature
tables, etc.) which are independent of specific scenarios or situations.
Other models which I have
observed in this same field tend to have scenarios and objectives embedded within the decision logic.
This feature requires extensive changes to the decision logic whenever the scenario or combat situation
is modified.

Comment:
Can your simulation be made adaptive in

the absence of a complex learning ability?

Author's response
The TAC ABBSSSOR modal, in its present form, does not feature learning.
One techniques used
(signature tables) has been applied in the past to computer chess programs.
Learning techniques can
be incorporated into this technique and even programmed to rely on historical data generated by the
simulation model, itself,
I envision that learning features will be addressed by our study effort
in the future.

Comment by J. H.
United Kingdoms

Powell, Advanced Projects Dept, British Aerospace,

Warton Aerodrome,

Preston, Lane,

At the beginning of the lecture, it was stated that not all human decisions were rational (in
sense of being consistent with the "view" held of the game at the time of the decision),

the

1. How does the degree of rationality alter with stress, both physical and in terms of the urgency
of the decision?
2.

Does the very nature of the decision process alter with these stress levels and if

so in what way?

Author's replyt
Stress and a sense of time urgency tend to reduce the complexity of the decision process.
Using
Soviet technology, stress would tend to move one from more complex cognitive processes (axiomatic or
We need to account for this type of shift
analytical thought) to more simple ones (empirical thought).
in our simulation of thought processes,
Under stress, thought would become less rational in the following
sanses
- Fewer problem variables would be acknowledged and used to influence a solution
- Objectives would be reduced in
-

a complexity

A search for a satisfactory problem solution would be less exhaustive

Comment by J,

G, Wohl,

Program Chairman, The MITRE Corporation,

P.O. Box 208,

Bedford,

MA

01731,

U.S.A.:

A useful reference on the subject of docisionmaking under stress is a hook entitled "Decision
Y.

Making" by Jenis and Mann.

Comment by R, J. Morrow, British Aerospace,
Bristol, ES99 7AR, United Kingdom:

Dynamicq Group,

P.O.

Box No,

How do you create a true measure of utility for your simulation,
which to move?

77, Bld IbV,

Filton House,

so that you have a goal towards

Author's response:

'

Remember I said there were two types of measures, those internal to the command and control system
having to do with performance, and those external to it having to do with utility
or effectiveness.
Effectiveness is measured by such parameters as attrition and exchange rates, and whether the Forward
Edge of the Battle Area is moving toward or away from us, Obviously such measures are influenced by
numerous factors other than command and control, such am force ratio and weapons effectiveness.
But
there is a third type of measure which we are just boginning to understand is needed.
If one really
wishes to understand the utility
of a particular command control rapability, one must also look closely
at the human decision process involved.
That is,
in addition to taking the performance and effeLtiveness
measures, one must also identify the key decisions made by a commander and assesa how well they can be
made both with and without some specific command and control capability.
We don't have a precise
definition of this intermediate measure yet, but it is related to how well a piece of hardware or command
and control capability supports key decimion processeg.

Paper No..6 (Dr.

All three

types of measures are needed.

Sab)

No comments.
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Paper No. 7 (ft. Hollinde)

*I

Comments by Mr. D.

Leedom, Headquarters USAP/SALR,

Washington D.C.

20330,

U.S.A.:

Have you found a systematic means of ass-ssing the commander's reel Information needs? Do you find
commanders asking for more information then they really need to donduct successful operations?

Author's response:
No, we did not find any systematic mans.
In German forcae regulations exist about how to state
Commnder. have to write information concepts in'..a given structured form, but do
information needs.
not succeed very well in doing so.
They generally asked for less information and then. discovered that
they needed more.
Using conventional information flow, they either get a uas of information or nothing
So they tend to rely on intuition.
But when they see that they can Set
because of competence problems,
structured, selected information by CCIS, they start asking for more.

Comments by Ir N. Van Driel, NLR, Anthony Fokkerwe8 2, 109, CH Amsterdam,
•L•
•In

Netherlandsa

MOIZS intended for specific military actions or for, optimizsation of the overall task of

•

Air Force?

Ales,

is it

the iamy/
intended for continuous monitoring within the military of various activities?

Author's response:

I ,static

1M2IS In an experimental system, supposed to analyse and train in the use of COP. It consists of a
The system part is structured to support the U. process in the
system part and various user modele.
The main user model is
headquarters, but more at the operational level than the tactical level.
So. for the
tailored for situation monitoring of the overall military situation for political decisions,
first
part of the question the answer for the time being is "no"; for the second part it is "you" for
the given objective.

Consents by A. B1tnisch,

IABC, mbI,

Einsteinstrasse 20, 8012 Ottobrunn,

Federal Republic of Germany:

What are you doing to live within the existing time constraints with the poor transmission quality
of existing data circuitry?

Author'•

responset

IDIS is an experimental system.
ourvivability.

go, because of the limited budget not too much emphasis was put on

Conoen t :
Are you using alternative routing and special protocols?

Author's responses
The system will
normally utilize Oerman PTT permanent phone lines, especially the TTY lines which in
break down can be altered to another route by the PTT,
It can also utilive military radio commuThis is not what we would recommend for future operational systems,
nication links in permanent mode.
But systems like a packet-switched commau•ication network are
because of cost and lack of survivability.
not yet available and still
have technical and procedural problems.

"case of

ComMent:
Are the same data links used for data acquisition and command control messages?

Author's response:
Each user can be a reporting or querying user in tihe frame of his function.
tape input/output interface to the conventional. communication (TTY)
flundeswehr for reports (data acquisition) and orders.

"punched paper

In addition, there is
network of the

/1,,

.
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Paper No. 9 (Mr. Hutter)
Comment by. Ir H. A. T. Timaers,
CN Amsterdam, Netherlands:

Panel Chairnan, Head Electronics Dept. N.L.R.

Anthony Pokkerweg 2,

1059,

What have you done so far in validation and verification of the model?

Author's response:
Verification and validation before completion appears to be rather difficult if not impossible.
Efforts have been planned in
model, however, is as I said, nearing completion in its first version.
areas of

Our
the

Hardware test/comparison
-

Data collection in operational systems

Comsenti
Does the interest expressed for the model come from the scientific field or from the Allitary field?

Authorts response:
in a "white spot" in the
Sincere Interest has been expressed from both sides as the model will fill
at least nationally.
Military users, of course, will accept the model only
after a verification and validation process as scheduled (i e., "proof of principle").

array of air defensemodels,

I

Comment by Dr. I.I(,•rsten,

Assistant Scientific Advisor to SACEUR,

SHAPE, Mohs,

Bolgium:

On which level of national or NATO command have the operational requirements (i.e., information
needs, communication lines, warning, etc.) been established for your simulation of overall Air Defense
Commattd and Control? How do you intend to allow for the same platforms, sensors, bases, etc. in multiple
in mutual interference (1FF, EMC)? in air apace deconfliction?
missions?
Author's response:
2

The model as presently developed is restricted to air defense C up to the SOC/ADOC level; rhus thw
problem of assignment of multimillion aircraft to attack or defense cannot be solved by the model but
must be input. Information requirements on the various levels of AD-C will be typical results of
analyses supportable by this model rather than input to it.

*

EOM (SOJ, CBJ, SSJ, RSJ, CHAFF) are represented in the model as is procedural IFF by hostile criteria.
SIP identification will not be sufficiently modeled as long as there is no reliable performance data on
"Air space management" will remain reserved to future extenthose systems, which is presently the coae.
sions of the model which will not be done before the Air Defense vernion will have proven valid and
applicable.
Comment by F. Hertmann, E1O Elektronik System GmbH, Postfach 80 05 69, 8000 Mlnohan,
of Germanyt

Federal Republic

Can you give us an idea about the increase of weapon system effectivity by the application of C3?

Author's responsei
Presently not; however,
of question.

the model described has been actually designed to give an answer to this type
2

To my knowledge, there is no study available which really quantifies the C weapon system effectiveOne early example is the BTC study on
ness equivalent in a broader sense (e.g., overall sir defense).
But this study was limited to A/C weapon
fighter performance with/without AWACS being implemented.
systems.
Paper No,

9 (Lt.

Coi,. Lynch)

Comment by Professor R. G. Sargent, Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research,

Univeristy, 441 Link Hall, Syracuse, N.Y.

Syracuse

13210, U.S.A.t

Systems in use today are nontinuing to increase in size and complexity with the result that when a
failure or failures occur, we lose the total system independently of how they are designed to avoid this.
You have not addressed this in your
An example of thij is the power indumtry in the United States.
presentation on 0 systems and my question is, Is thin being investigated?

i

......

t tA-6
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Author's response:
Your question really conerms the maintainability and survivability of C3 systm and, what is more
important, their impact on military worth. Both are accounted for in the above modeling iffort. Though
maintainability in important, survivability is tven more so. The vulnerability of each C $its to offensive weapons and their accuracy is included in the model. C3 systems have a high target'.ng priority
the threat. All of these synergistic effects are ih the model and impact the military worth of the C
system.
Cement by C. H,
ncLetnE~ngdoma
British Aerospace Dynamics Op. Hatfield/Lostock Div. Manor Road, Hatfield,
Hertfordshire,
United
How do you ensure the flexibility and the continued validity of a monolithic centralised model?
Author's responest
I agree that this is necessary and we recognized the need very early. At the outset of this development we began briofing the DADXM-C 2 model characteristics to many groups within the Air Defense coumhity,
at all levels. Inputs were obtained from these grotup and appropriate changes made, The resulting model
flexibility is such that it can accept a wide variety of changes in system concepts and tactical situ.tions. Hence, its expected lifetime is at least 10 or 15 yearn.
Paper No,

I

10 (Mr. Wilhelm)

Comment by Mr. A. J. Meclumpha, Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine, Far•borough,
United Kingdomn
A lot of people have spoken about the presentation of necessary information,
what information Is necessary for effective task performance?

Hampshire,

Have you assessed

Author's response:

t IThis

is certainly a valid question, but as I said in the presentation we are just starting to put the
human decisionmaking capability back into the simulation, and one of the more important questions to be
approached in exactly your question. This is an area which certainly deserves further research.
Comment by Dipl. Ing. R. Hutter, Induatrisanlagen Betriebigasellechaft mbH, Hinsteinstrasse 20, 6012
Ottobrunn, Federal Republic of Germany:
When putting the man-in-the-loop
finda

and trying to assess future (1990) weapons and C2 systeum,

a,

Experienced commanders from presently operational systems

b,

Experienced engineers of future systems

a,

Nobody experienced in the operation and C2 of those future systems

How will you find people with the rejuired qualification in (c)?
your model is working close to the C• optimum or far away.

you will

If you don't you will never know whether

Author's responset
The simulation setup planned is of an experimental nature and should serve primarily as a tool for
providing a batter understanding of the problems involved in human decisionmaking for battle management
in the air defense system. This being the casewe do rot plan to bring commanders with experience on
presently operational systems into the game at an early stage of development.
The first test runs will
be performed with scientists from uur own establishments who are familiar with the state-of-the-art,
4,*'

After having established the validity of the methodology and of the man/machine interface, we might
invite one or several experienced military commanders to participate. What the results will be I don t
know at the moment; I am quite confident, however, that the human adaptability and capability to learn
will permit us to carry out the experiments we have in mind.
Additionally, I would like to emphasis& that this man-in-the-loop simulation is supposed to be an
intermediate step which hopefully will enable us to design alsgorthms describing human decisionmakin,
that should replace those algorithms which are currently implemented in the model and which are lacking
adaptiveness, are notoriously rigid, inflexible, and represent only one of a whole set of possible

strategies.

..

*1

I..

Comment by Mr. G. Wunderlich, Industrinanlagen Betriabegesellschaft mbH, D 8012 Ottobrunn, Zinstuinstrasese,
Federal Republic of

oermanyt

Regarding Air Defense force size effect; What is your experience with respect to various avionics/
We found, for example, the
nultitarget vs. sing•e. target capability)?
armament on both sides (Example:
multitarget capability to be a driving factor,

Author's response:
This question was the subject of a thorough investigation during the lust 2 yearsi, the results of
which are classified higher than this meeting. This study is available at youv organization, however.
I Barea that specific avionics/armament parameters may be important; however, they will certainly not
change the first order impact of the force sizs.

Coement:
Regarding Air Defense target selection logic: Your presentation differs from your paper. You stated
today that you always chose the "best" logic; but in your pAper you indicated a random-type selection
Does that mean that you changed from the random-type selection?
(i.e., Pilot's decision is not sensitive).
From our experience we found the target selection process to be very sensitive which seems to be in
contrast to your experience.

Author's responsae
Your second question is

I

concerned vwih the target selection logic of the fighter pilot u

implemented

At no place in the paper io it stated that a random selection logic is being applied. All
In the model.
the paper says is that different types off 46lction logics were tested, The general result obtained from
a large number of teat runs indicated thot other factors were of higher significance in determining trends
than a selection logic, the rationale .,orwhich remains unvalidated in any case.

I

There seems to be a misunderstanding of the basic concepts of randomness and sensitivity. It a
parameter used in a model is insensitive (compared with other parameters) it does not mean that this
parameter is random,
1'I

As I do not know
You are referring to your own experience indicating somewhat different results,
Of course, t am interesteJ to learn how you
what you investigated, I am not able to comment on this.
might have come to different conclusions.

I

Pacer No.

*

11 (Mr.

Wunachmnann)

Comment by Mr, C. H. McLean, British Aerospace Dynamics
Hertfordshire, United Kingdohn

0

p. Hatfield/Lootock Div. Manor Road, Hatfield,

In a conflict in Central Europe each xLdc will be both an attacker and a defender. What facility
is available In the model to include the effect of both the attack and defense roles on the workload
for each aide? Also what can be done to quantify this effect?
Author's response:

Since ours is an Air Defense simulation, we
We have them in our threat scenario, we see them
represent only a "slice" of the total conflict.
to support primarily operational training rather

do not simulate the effects of our own attacking forces.
on our scopes, end we try to identify them. Thus we
But again I must emphasis@ that our simulation is meant
than operations research.

Comment by Dr. J. Barrett, Head of Helicopter Displays Section,
Hants, United Kingdom:

Flight Systems Dept. RAE, Farnborough,

In your presentation, you showed a slide which gave an indication of the large difference in identification time between an operator who was heavily loaded and one who was lightly loaded. Could you
clarify the different tasks which were being undertaken during the identification phase, and how you are
attempting to quantify the workload on the operator?

LJ.

Author's response:
The task of an ID operator includes:
-

Comparison of track parameters with a decision matrix
The appropriate switch actions for each individual track at the data display console
(man/machine interface)

.!-

I

*1
less

AThe time rsquired to identify detected track* is influenced by:
-

The operator's training level

-

The complexity of the decisionimaking process

-

Design of the man/machine interface

At a certain track load even a well-trained operator cannot maintain track with the ID requests
popping up at his console (saturation effect). These limits must be quantified for feedback into the
system design, operations procedures, or training schemes.
Coment by Dipl. Ing. 1. Hutter, Industrieanlegen Betriabsgesellechaft ubV, Zinatoinstrasse 20, 8012
Ottobrunn, Federal Republic of Germany:

"The methodology described
"research type digital models.

appears to be an excellent tool for validation purposes of operations

Author's response I
Yes, if the commercial firm needs the information within the scope of a contract with the MOD of a
NATO nation.
Comaent:
What are the manpower and cost involved In setting up and simulating sizable scenario@ of the order
hundreds of A/C targets?

"of several

Author's responsel
To create a region-ýide scenario (about 20 radar sites) about 3 months with 3-4 people are tequired,
cannot be provided.

"Cost estimates
Comment:
,

tI the methodology applicable to:

(a) future systems aid/or (b) modifications to the present system?

Author's responsel
The simulation preparation systae by its design allows accommodation of future systems and can reflect
changes to the present system by adding new program modules. Along these lines it is alrqeady envisaged
"to include the AIW system and the U.S. national 407L system.
Comment by Mr. F. S. Stringer, Panel Member, Royal Aircraft Establishment (R177 Bldg),
United Kingdoml

Farnboroulh, Hants,

Whtat degree of sophistication do you use to ensure that E•M effects are regarded As acceptable, to
provide a more realistic contribution to the simulation?
Author's responset
BCH is still a very weak point in our simulation.
still not satisfied.

We have a rough model of the effects, but we are

.aper No. 12 Clr. 1oclumpha)

"Comment by Hr. J. 0. Wohl, Program Chairman, The MITRE Corporation, P. 0. Box 208, Bedford, HA 01730,
U.S.A.:
With regard to your real-tims simulation nf air traffic control, what lessons have you larned about
the presentation of information for airspace management?
Author's respunset
Throughout this conference many authors have discussed the need for appropriate presentation of
information. However, when questioned about the way to a*seas the appropriate informatiun to display,
the replies have Indicated a gap in the research. I em not: that familiar with the studies examining
airspace management in ATC, but it is unquestionable that display design must mest the perceptual and
cognitive needs of the opurator. Desigp principles can be suggested from existing knowledge of the
perceptual processes of the operator. However, there does appear to be # lack of extensive reseerch
"on the operational effectiveness of displays, a situation I would hope to see changed in the next few years.

.! ..

1
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Coumuent by Dr. J. Barrett, Head of Helicopter Displays Section, Flight Systems Dept. RAE, larnborough,
Hants, United Kingdom:
You said that task demands could not be directly equated to workload. Would you care to say what
therefore is your definition of workload and how can it be successfully measured in the operational
,nvironment?
Author's responses
Workload has often been defined as the amount of effort required from an operator in performing a
given toak. However, this does not tend to be a workable definition. 'Part of this difficulty lies first
in the level at which one considers workload, Are we, for instance, interested in the performance of an
isolatediLask or the amount of effort needed for a day's work or the effort required over say, a week?
Secondly, to what extent do the characteristics of an operator affect his workload?
4•uch
To my knowledge there is no valid way of measuring workload on an operational environment.
research has assessed the value of a secondary task technique as an indirect measure of workload.
However, one problem with this is that one is never sure that the secondary task is not interferring
with performance on the primary task, A recent symposium on the measurement of workload (Moray, 1979)
concluded that no general measure of workload is available.
Comment by Hr. F. 8. Stringer, Panel Member, Royal Aircraft Establishment (R177 Bldg), Farnborough,
Hants, United Kingdom:
Can simulation be used to improve the perception of operators?
Author's response:
Perception is an active rather than a passive process. People attempt to place structure and
organisation upon their visual environment, Because perception is an active process, it can be maniptrlated. Simulation can be used to identify the peroptual sues which an operator uses to structure his
environment, If one c'in identify these cues, then one may be Able to manipulate the visual environment
for more effective operator performance.
Paper No.

13 (r,.HrMzmann_

Comments by Dipl, Ing. R. Hutter, Industrieanlagen Betriebagesaellschaft mbH,
Ottobrunn, Federal Rtepublic of Oermanyr

Einsteinstrasne 20, 8012

Calculation of .asser strobe interactions only leads to sufficient solutions in multiple EGH
At low altitudes terrain
scenarios if the target is visible to at least three radars ("deghosting").
What is your experience?
masking denies triple coverage in most cases,
Author's response:
Due to the complete coverape of the entire surveillance ntea even for low flying air~raft, Jammere
can be tracked as well as normal radar-echo targets. For identification, the bearings of less than
three radars are sufficient. However, the combination of normal-target tracking and of .Jamm3r triangulation must be presupposed to attain this performance.
Commont:
2
There are three major contributors to the "C force-multiplier" fnctor:

- Avoid overkill.
- Reduce 'reaction times'
- Emission control of active weaponi; sensors
How do these factors contribute individually?
Authur's response:
system
"The greater part of zhe force multiplier factor re.4ult'; from optimal cuootdinatton of weapon will
be
This depends greatly on the number of targets pa)ssing. A sinp.ie tar:.et for example
eiiaagement.
downed without fire coor,.n-,,tion. Tih,: factor reaches its maximum if the :ntmibr of tregets is equal to
the number of weapon systems.

'K.

1

*
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Pa-pr No. 14 Ofr. DM,)
Comment by Hr. C. H. McLean, British Aerospace Dynamics Gpý Hatfield/Lostock Div. Manor R4ad,
Hertfordshire, United Kingdomi

Hatfield,

units
Doe" the user have the facility to access the information end general details of the *DMOX
in a form suitable to allow for other types of usage not envisagod by the oviginators of SD41OX?

Authur'e responses
The user can access any item of data via the use of esmslt user cells, at may tife during the
Yes.
What Is the current position of aircraft xT
Typical questions which can bs asked crac
simulation run.
iHowmany missiles does aircraft x have left? What is the position of aircraft x an measured by radar y?
airfield did aircraft x take off from? What is the beam shape of the radar carried by aircraft x1

"Which

"Comment by

Mr. R. J. Morrow, British Aerospace,
Bristol, B899 7AR, United Kingdom:

Dynamics Group, P.

0. Box No.

77, Bld lbV, Filton louse,

Zn SIMBOX, how do you cope with the basic inconsistency between deterministic modeling (which is
needed to stimulate real equipment) and system modeling (which is needed to observe and to maeaure

things)?
Author's responses
In SIMBOX as with all event-based simulations, eventk are taken one at a ties, in proper time
sequence but not in proper or real time. Thus, there io no way of stimulating real equipment with
SI'BOX, since real equipment operates in real time and would have to'be stimulated in real time.

.L.
A..

1i
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SESSION III DISCUSSION

Poaor No. 15 (Mr. Shanahan)
Comment by Dipl. Ing. R. Mutter, Industrisanlagen Betriebsgesellochaft mbH,

Einlatinstrasse 20, 8012

Ottobrunn, Federal Republic of Germany:
Is the differential equation type model "TAO PENETRATOR" still an applicable tool or is it

today

outdated by other USAF model developments some of which we learned from this meeting?

Author's responset
Results from the Air Force's TAC PENSETRATR model have
(according to HQ USAFE/ACS representative); consequently, it
such as those described at:this symposium are being applied
nothing to preclude the poisibility of its being needed for
HQ USAF/ACS (Studies and Analysis) would be appropriate.

not appeared in print for some years
may be easused that other, newer models
in its place. On the other hand, there is
some future study. Discussion with

-

-

Commentl
Is further C2 mission effectiveness modeling effort established at MITRE?

Author's responses
Concerning MITRE'S C2 (and C3 ) modeling efforts, the Program Chairman, Mr. Wohl, would be more
quali~isd to respond to this question, since his department at MITRE considers such topics as part of
the C architecture study process. Historically, MITRE develops or acquires from other agneies or from
contractors such models and simulations as are appropriate in pursuit of MITRE's work programs,
Since
MITRE is in the 01 business, it is reasonable to assume that MITRE has or can acquire contractor results
from models and simulations in this area.

Comment by Mr.

J. G. Wohl,

Program Chairman,

The MITRE Corporation, P.O.

Box 208,

Bedford,

MA 01730,

U.S.A.:

Under sponsorship of the Air Force Electronic Systems Division, a model is currently being developed
by a contractor, CAOI, for delivery to us by year end. This is a specially designed model, programed in
SISCRIPT 11.5, for explgration and evaluation of alternative command and control syste architectures,
It includes a dotsilsd C s6bmodel, plus a two-aided air mission submodel and a ground war model,
2

Measures of C effectiveness can be taken in terms of such factors as air mission effectiveness, attrition
ratios, and FEBA movement.
Comment by Mr. B, Taylor, Marconi Avionics Ltd. Old Parkbury Lane,
United Kingdom:

,.,

Coloney Street,

St.

Albans,

lerts,

Ducing the early feasibility study stages of AWACS, was there an overall AWACS system model or was
approach taken involving radar subsystem optimitation followed by data handling subsystem

i

a more pragmatic
~optimitation?

Author's response:
There do not appear to have been any overall AWACS system models that had any real utility
during the
early AWACS Feasibility Study days. There is some evidence that the Air Force and certain contractors
employed very gross eialytical models (as opposed to computer models) to site various subsystems like the
computer, the ntmber of displays, and the number of radios to satisfy basic system missions,
However,
the disparity between titsresults of these analytical models and the E-3A configuration today indicates
that these models had limited utility,
To other approach of computer modeling the crucial subsystem,
the radar, and then extending these models over time to include data processing, display, and communications,
appears to have been the most widely usad and fruitful one.

Comment by Mr.

""Please

J. E. Freedman,

describe

Institute of Defense Analysis,

400 Army Drive, Arlington,

4

VA, U.S.A.:

the steps taken to validate radar performance models,

Author's response:
"

S•

Throughout their evolution, the E-3A Radar Performance Prediction models have been validated by
comparing representative model outputs with actual flight test results, where available.
As discussed
in the presentation, early model predictions could not be validated because the radar wan not yet
developed.
When the clutter data base from brass hoard was gathered and incorporated into the model in
1972, scaling and calibration functions for target conditions within as well as beyond the scope of ths
flight test program were derived so that model predictions would match those results which were gathered
in flight.
This process was repeated when even more extensive data became available from the DT&E flight
test program.
Again, analytical functions were derived to be consistent with flight test results for

I

J

1"

thoa;e cc-iition8 under which flight taet dat* were available for comparison.

As data continue to be

ei:.cesR thr:iugh production system flight testing, refinamentri and added isophistications are made so that
the ,de•J readictions match flight teat results for a larger set of E-3P. radar and target conditons.

Consent:
Have the radar models being used in the mission simulatore been validated?

Author's responses

"The radar

models in the mission simulator ar, reasonable representation@ of radar performance for

use in training, but they have not been validated to the same depth as the Radar Performance Prediction
In situations
models discuseed in the previous reply, nor do they really have to be validated further.
In
where only crew training is involved, the radar data generated by the simulator are adequate.
situations where radar performance realism in required or desired, auch as mission analysis or crew
proficiency assessment. data tapes from live exercises are used, and radar performance modeling is not
needed or employed.
The other consideration in such an issue is the fact that radar outputs provided by the simulator
(radar cross sections, etc.) of
do pot indicate performance of the radar by themselves becaut7e the sinoe
Consequently, the question of validation is rather moot.
the targets are not provided.
Nowman)

Paper No. 16 (Hr.

Comment by Mr. F. S.
Unitad Kingdoms

Stringer, Panel Hember,

Royal Aircraft Establishment (RI7? Bldg),

Farnborough,

Hants,

Has the design of your system included the rocognition of possible Peolenged periods of flight in o
conditions likely to produce precipitation static, such as is generated by ice crystal layers in clouds?
How is resynchroniaation of the Omega receiver simulated after a period of P-Static paralysis?

Author's responses
I

"*

Precipitation static ia highly unlikely to cause problems for the system because of the Omega
However, since the simulation facility injects
antenna design (dual, orthogonal H-field loops).
uimulated Omega signals am radio-frequancy eignals, the NCS can resynchronise at any time that either
the operator or the operational program decides to do so. We can cause the NOB program to resynchronise
by including an arbitrary period of high atmospheric noise in the simulation scenario through the noise
bias function,

"Comment by
Center (30)

Mr. R. S. Vaughn, Director, Sensors & Avionics Technology Directorate, Naval AI.r Development
Warminster, PA 18974, U.S.A.i

The Air Force may well choose to expand the E-3A navigational functional group to include OPS HAV
STAR satellite navigation and perhaps JTIDS grid navigation. What capabilities does the subject simulator
have to acconmodate such changes?

'

Author's responset
Expansion of the facility to sccomodate outputs from OPS is no problem if we only desirb to simulate
Similarly, integration of a simple
the link from the user equipment (UE) to the Omega receiver computer.
Naturally, now simulation would have
JTTDS relativa-navigation system interface would not be difficult,
to be developed for these functionsl the modularity of the current design should facilitate ouch a task.

Paper No.

17 (Mr.

Roome, presenter)
Marconi Avionics Tltd., Old Parkbury Lane,

Comment by Hr. B. Taylor,
United Kingdom:

Coloney Street, St. Albans, Herts,

Have you addressed the problem of intagration of JTIDS data into the date bans with the consequent
interoperability problems?

Author's response:
Yes,

very much so.

onboard equipment,

The Interface Adapter Unit on the E-3A handles sll computer interfaces with

including rADIL links,

,h.

"

1\
"i.

Paper

Ho. 18 (Hr.

landale)

No commen~ts.
1b,..m~t.
-

rFF, mnd

Navigation systems as well as with JTIDS.

Paper No.

19 (Mr. Alvarez)

Comment by Dr. H. A. F. Roefs, National Aerospace Laboratory, NLR, Vooraterweg 31, Emmarloord, Netherlandas
Could you indicate how the AT! simulator handles the tracks when the total number of targets exceed
the capacity?
Author's responsa:
The capacity of the simulation model can be made arbitrarily large; thus overloading is not a problem.
Overloading can, of course, be a problem in the operational program, and the' AT! function'muat be designed
with this in mind. During our development efforts, one of the key aspects of performance which was of
tentative, and esteblished) in the system
"interest vwa the total number of tracks (i.e., sum of potential,
Conscious efforts ware made to insure that the ratio of the total number of tracks to the
simultaneously,
number of targets in the scenario remained within reasonable limits. The insights gained during this
study were useful in evaluating the track table capacities proposed by the contractor, which will provide
adequate margin to protect againnt saturation.
Conment by Mr, F. H•rzmann, SSG Elektronik Syste
of Germany:

OmbH, Pose•fach 80 05 69, 8000 MtUnchen, lederal Republic

Which search procedure do yuu apply for quick association of a radar-derived plot to the correct
track, stored among others in your track register? Do you check all tracks for every association?
Author's rosponose
_ ,reports

1.i

,h

iN.

target
against
in attempted
and correlation
track association
system,
correlation,
in the
and all
track that
each those
association
For (oven
After track
with other tracks).
correlated
halt*
any conflicts (i~e., a report correlating with more than one track) are broken to prevent a report from
ouratin/more than one track, Normalized residuals are used for determination of the "best" target
(ent.
report/track
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SESSION IV DIS'CUSSIOS

ZIMNo_. 20 (Dr. Fields)
Comment, by unknown, sources
A pilot's mameuverability is unrestricted except by aircraft limitations; Chat is; he can make the
How many oicturas do you take from any one point in your maneuvering area,
and how do ynu handle the instantaneaus discrepancy between the cilulation flight path and the original
photographing aircraft'& flight path?

aircraft go •.•hare he wishes,

Axthor's response:
we
I described,
system
simulator
In theat flight
at every
pictures angle#
number
we taket a three
beforehand.
is dacided
This
instruments.
one looking
and point.
at ofdifferent
four ptctures
take First,
Whatever pictures are initially taken serve to define and limit the flightpaths which the simulation is
If you photograph a not of circling&, a set of takeoffs, and a met of lavdinýs,
capable of reproducing.
then you have the basis for the simulation. It's very easy to take these pictures, hut it hbs to be
carefully planned. The process takes one ýr at most two days to complete. Finally, it is not necessary
to index each frame on the video disc. Rather we index each flightpath segment a.-h as a single takeoff
or landing. Also at path intersections we index the alternative directions. Thus dLscrepacaies are. held
to a minimum and are entirely determined by how many different flightpath segments were oviginally
photographed.
Comment by Mr. H. W. Pongratz,
of Gemany:

IABO Abt WTS, Einateinstrasse 8012 Ottobrunn B. MUnchen,

Federal Republic

Did you consider the use of image distortion to allow the students some devintion from the preplanned
flightpathsl
Author's responses
We have built the experimental equipment to include distortion in order to interpolate among flightpaths. However we did not include this feature In thi system I described today bacause it greatly increases the cost.
Comment:
Have you tried to use available commercial equipment capable of higher speed response?
Author's response:
This improves
We have used equipment which is 10 times faster (e.g., multiple video dinc players).
But even with the fastest equipment therfi are etill small
the system but again increases the cost.
discontinuities noticeable when the flightpath changes.
Crsmsent by Dr. R. G. Sargent, Department of Industrial Engineering and Operations Research, Syracuse
'niversity, 441 Link Hall, Syracuse, NY 13210, U.S.A.:
stored
Could you uwe this technique in a training aircraft to compare the actual flightpath against
images and determine when the student pilot is making a serious error?
Author's response:
That's a new idea that we had not thought of.

It might be a good idea.

Comment by Dr. H. Kuersten, Assistant Scientific Advisor to SACEUR, SHAPE, Mons,

I.

Belgium:

The flight dynamics of an aircraft results in only physically realizable flightpaths.
capablo of simulating unrealisLic flightpaths?

Is your system

Author's response:
path segment
Remember that the pictures are taken from a real aircraft in flight. Therefore no flight
unrealistic
construct
could
one
that
true
is
it
While
realizable,
physically
not
is
is otored vhich
to be constructed.
flightpaths from selected segments, our software does not permit such unrealistic paths

'1•.
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Faver No. 21 (Mr. XMwele)

Comment by Mr, C. M. McLean, British Aerospace Dynamics Op. Hatfield/Lcato-k Div. Manor Road, Hatfield,
Hertfordshire, United Kinidom:
Do you envisage the repruentation of threte such as missiles, canton, and other holicoptevs in
the near future? What it the time scale of such development?
Authr, ar response'
Oui, noum pensons qua ce type d'Atudes eat l'un do caux ob Is SDVDK peut Stre 1. plus utile, en
permettant de eimuler dea configurations de combat Air-Air, imposeible itr~alimer au cours d'un vol
rdal d'eseai.
Le tamps ndcdssaira h Ia mise en otuvri d'una tell* simulation dipend emsentiallment do la
,ompaexitd du combat qua vou diesires Etudier.
Comment by Mr. H. W. Pongrate, IABG Abt 'IMS,Einsteinetrause 8012 Ottobrunn B. MUnchen,
of Germany:

Toderal Republic

What field of view do you envisage for your simulator?
Author's response;

4i'

A
propos du systtme do restitution do la vision du monde ext6rieur, il
do 1a vision is jour do coiui de i& vision do nuit,

"*

L

imports d

lissocier 1. can

Comment:
What revolution do you envisage your visual system?

'

ithor's response:
Pour In cam do la vision de jour, ja ne peux rien dire k l'heure actuelle, no disposant pas ena
rdsultats d'dtudes an cours.
Comment:
Do you• sea a reasonable compromise between field of view and resolution requirements for a daylight
visual system fo0 low level flight?
Author's response:
Pour le cam de nuit. nacre objectif eat de mettre en place or eyetine qui soit compatible avec ime
sp~cifications des eystirmes optroniquee onvieagds pour lee missious r.ellee do nuit.
Paper No, 22 (Dr. Orlenaky)
Consent by Ir H. A. T. Timmer-,
CMAmsterdam, Netherland.:

Panel Chairman,

sead Electronics Dept. N.L.R. Anthony Fokkerweq 2, 1059,

Do you have any idea where the date point would be in your first chart for the APOLLO flight?
Author's response,

4.

It's difficult to comment on that, The NASt program was probably the most expensive flight simulation
program ever imagined in the life of man, and they wirei not in any position L~ojudge whether or not it
wai cost effective. They did evurythiug they thou&ht needed to be done and spent enormous amounts of
money, but there's no way to determine how much it should have cost. The obvious remark is that it worked;
but that's not proof. I have nc way of evaluating what should have been done in tha NACA program.

Comment by Hr. J. G. Wohl, Program Chairmen, The MITRE Corporation, P. 0. Box 208, Bedford, MA
01730, U.S.A.:
You mentioned in passing that there wee some recent evidence on the utility of motion bases,
you comment further on that?
T-

Could
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Author's response:
This is a highl.y controversial issue on which people are polarized. In 1974 Jefferson Koonce
coupared the performance in the air of pilots trained An simulators with motion and without notion.

He found that they performed equally well in both cases.

The finding wall
a total surprise.

No on* had

asked the question, Do you need motion? Doam it make a difference? In 30 years, and motion was being
ehedit. Koonce'a finding was such a
included in flight simulators as a matter of course sine* pilots
This was done 'for atraight and level
surprise that six separate studies ware done to double check it.
flight, for maneuvering flight, for high-fidelity vs. low-fidelity simulators, eto, The results were
As a result, the USAF is procuring the A-10 flight simulator
absolutely conaiatents no difference.
without motion bases.

Comment by Dr. C. 1. Fields, Cybernetics Technology Office, Defense Adveaced Research P'rojects Agency,
1400 Wilson Blvd. Arlington, VA

22209, U.S.A.$

Can you make similar comments about the visual fidelity?
Author's responsei
Yes, but here vw have no data. While a number of studies have been done to improve the visual
fidelity, nit one has hean aimed at determining whether that makes a difference in performance.

Comment by Dr. H. Kuerston, Assistant .cientific Advisor to SAC.UR, SHA.PX, Mona, Blgiu:,
I wondem if you've noticed performance differences among pilots who went through these simulator
courses with different instrument layouts, analog vs. digital displays, and more or less uasistance
from týe ground in ma king mansuyere? The pilot's performance itself is not the vhole answer; he has
many inputs from ground-based C systons.
Author's responet
,

question--we just don't have the answer to that yet.

tGood

There are no data dealing with this

subject.
Corent by Mr. H. W. Ponaratz,
Republic of Goermanyt

IABC Aet WTS,linstainstrasse 8012 Ottobrunn B. Mthnchen, Federal

Are technological improvements in visual simulation capabilities heing developed?
Author's response:
Yes, they are coming along very fast in a number of companies that make visual systems.
question how much of this capability is really needed in flight simulators.
Paper No. 23 (Mr.

But I

Dreyfus)

Comment by Mr. C. M. McLean, British Aerospace Dynamics Op. Hatfield/Lostock Div. Manor Road, Hatfield,
PFvrtfordshire, United Kingdom:
On the question of language, how much attention must be addressed to the problem of communication
between programmer and analyst?
Author's response:
Loraque nous realimona un simulateur do vol A LMT, 1'analyste sot 1o progrAmmaur cent
Noun avona conctat6 qua le probInme do oommunciation Stait ,maentiel
la mime personne.
at quo le meilleur moyan de 1. risoudre 6teait qua la communication me fasce au nivaau
Actuallement noun utilicone principalement dee inginiours qui
d'une mime permonne.

font aussi bien l'analyme du problbmne quo 1. programmation.

Jo pence quo oette tech-

nique *at utilisle d'une maniare asnes courante ohe: lea autrec construoteurc de
C.ependant un problbms de communication exists souvent entre le fabrioant
simulateurs.

du simulateur at la client, 6tent donnf que co dernier,

loraqu'il repoit un programme

le comprend beaucoup mieux si c'eat un langage iu'il connait blen (a savoir 1. FORTRAN
qul eat trim ripandu at bien connu), plutat qu'un langage d'asaemblour.
Maio

±1 ae pose quand mime A ca moment,

le problime do la documentation au niveau des

Par example, 1. FORTRAN ou tout langage 6voluG eat auto-documents, c'eatprogrammes.
dane un langage connu, done facile A
a-dire qu'en fin do compto lee ordreas snt
Malheureusement c0 nWet pan exact, parce qua, en fairt Is problime n'est
comprondre.
las de comprendre loe ordreo qui sont exprimia dana 1n programme, mais do avoir coe

quo repr6sente chaque symbols dane le programme,

et pourquoi tells expression Oat Gomm*a

un programme FORTRAN dolt 8trc triA bian documents et avoir beaucoup do
II y a oependant un autre problime, celul do trouver lea ordres FORTRAN,
commentaires.
cola.

Done,

;:2st-:-dir:qu:en

fin do

il y:oaptodane un ban program sFORTRAN plus do

mentairom quo d~Ordres,
11 faut quo Le prograrmmur fans* tree attention pour trouver
une
miss on page corrects Bans
de manu~re
A pouvoir dicouvrir trim rapidement
I* programe
FORTRAN proprement dit.
cola, on no voit quo des conmentairsa,
Do~ne, Jo pense
que, si au point do rue comprdhension des ordres a'est plus facile dana le langage
6volu&, oa nhest pas complitement imodiatj il faut done passer un certain temps pour
modifier un programse, qgu'il otet on FORT!RJ
ou en assembleur.
Maim je suis d'accord avea vou., I. FORTRAN eat quand mime un malliour langage do
communication que 1'ansembleur, at je rdpjte qua as problfmo exists antro ls fabricant
at Is client, maim pas au niveau du fabricant.
Paper No. 24 (Dr.

arrett)

Comment by Dr. H. A. 1. Roofs, National Aerospace Laboratory, NLRi Vooretarvag 31, Immarloord, Netherlander
Isn't the binocular rivalry problem the same as the fatigue problem in medicine wherf doctora (and
students) look for rather long periods of time through microscopes? An far as I know they aie taught
to keep the left eye open and the light level high, while using the microscope with the right eye.

"Author's responset
This is absolutely true. An far as the monocular viewing system is concerned, if the light level
Into the other eye is equalised, the rivalry problem comences imediately, producing high fatigue. It
is interesting, to note that extensive work has been carried out in the United Kingdom on producing
binocular viewing mystoms for microscopes because of this problem,
_

OComment by Mr. Crison, Centre d'lssais en Vol, BP. No, 2, 91220 Bretigny-Sur-Orge, Frances

Quells

chell. choisie our I& maquette?

Author's reeponset
The original scaling of 3000:1 was barely adequate for what we wanted to do. As a result, in our
now simulation facility we are changing to a scale of 1500:1 and 1000:1 in order tc improve the resOlution. Remember that we were simulating a night vision system ýn which resolution wae basically poor,
So theta was no point in trying to simulate a higher level of reoolutlon.
Coent:

Authorl

Quels sont lee prablimes rencontr6s au niveau de la prime do vus au point do
vue dos amservissenents?

responset

We found that we required services capable of angular accelerations of 1000/sec 2 . We used a lowsmear camera system in which the readout was presented on an extromely short
persistence P-43 phosphor.
The result was an ability to simulate pitch and roll rates of up to 120 0 /sec representing a highly

maneuvarable helicopter,

Comesnt by Ir N. Van Drisl, N.L,R. Anthony Fokkerweg 2, 1059, CH Amsterdam, Netherlandsi
We heard earlier that a moving base simulator is not of much help. On the other hand you mentioned
that the pilot when he moved hir head, found himself lost. In that case could a motion capability of the
simulator, as in a real aircraft, help the pilot to orient himself?
Author's responne:
I believe that the problem in this case was caused by the fact th&t the pilot could not see any outIn the real aircraft some elements of the
outside world will always be seen, which will reduce this effect. The influence of motion cues, particularly from yaw in this cane in very small. I do not feel, therefore, that the lack of this cue affected
"thisproblem.

side world information other than from the helmet display.

I i•, ;

r"
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Paper No. 25 (Mr.

Freedman)

Coement by Dipl. In&. R. Hutter, Industrieanlsgen 8etriebogesellschaft mbN, linsteinstrasse 20,
8012 Ottobrunn, Federal Republic of Germanyt
Is the performance of the "Direct Subsystem (DSS)," e.g., SIP (MK X. XXI)
yes, is this data obtained from reliable sources or is it a parametric input?

Input to the teetbed?

If

Author's responset
The 085 performance will be described by a model which incorporates extensive analyses of the HK X
and M• XII SIP performed by STC and be various U.S. agencies, These have led to a thorough understanding
of the operation of these systems end their reaction to the operational environment. The modal umAd to
emulate thesa systems will have a high level of fidelity and will represent both main and higher-order
effects, as it is recognised that this is essential to the credibility of the teetbhd,

Commenti
Is the teetbed designed and intended as a systeg for the investigation/test/analysis of air defense
issues other than the IFFM, a.g., configuration of C sites, network, and DP alternatives?

Author's response.
3
Because the IS ib embedded in the C system for air defense, it is necessary to have the teethed
represent this entire 03 system for an evaluation of identification to be performed. The creation of
such an extensive facility will probably stimulate great interest in its application to broader purposes.
We anticipate that the teetbed may eventually evolve to be a theater air defense teethed, although there
are no definite plans for this at this time.

Comment by Mr. J. 0. Wohl, Program Chairman, The MITRE Corporation, P.O. Box 208, Bedford, MA

01730, U.S.A.I

An earlier paper indicated that it would take some 10 centuries to run through a complete simulation
involving 100 variables, but that that could be reduced to manageable proportions through appropriate
model partitioning. But with your man-in-the-loop simulation, you will be faced with an order of
magnitude growth in simulation complexity and run-time, Do you plan to make use of statistical sampling
techniques such as those used in psychological experiments to again reduce this problem to manageable
proportions.
Author's responses

We plan to rely hsavily on fractional factorial experiment designs. However, these have been
applied in the past mainly to psychological experimentation and there is only limitsA experience with the
type of investigations required in the IFFN evaluation. Therefore, a series of pilot experiments will
be performed to nonfirm the applicability of fractional techniques. If these or othet statistical
techniques are found to be inappropriate, the fallback pocition will be to use a set of "standard"
scenarios representing self-consistent sats of conditions. These scenarios might correspond to a "worst
case," a "best case," and an "intermediate case" and would be agreed upon by the air defense community.
Comment by Dr. S. H. Starr, Institute for Defense Analyses, 400 Army Drive, Arlington, VA

,,

2?202, U.S.A.:

Let me comment on the overall schedule of this program, We're now in the process of doing a test
design end are also planning the creation of the teetbed. We i.Anticipate the simulation to be in ope:ation
by 1982 and concluded by 1984. We are eager to cooperate with other interested groups such as SHAPE
Technical Center, IA1O, and NPC.
Comment by Mr. A. B1misch, IABG, mbH, Einsteinstrasse 20, 8012 Ottobrunn, Federal Republic of Germanyt
Regarding the modeling of communLcation functions, do you plar. to implement event-oriented queuing
of messages as affected by communication protocols? networking (routing)?

Y•

Author's responset
The operational communications network in the teetbed will reproduce the connectivities and
vulnerabilities of the actual NATO communications network. Provisions will also be included to establish
the proper'background loadings on the links so that the communications delays that would be experienced
to establish the values of the statistical measures of these delays for subsequent use in the teetbed.

A19
Paper No. 26 (Mr. Wunderlich)
Comment by Mr. H. R. Wilhelm, STC, P.O. Box 174, 2501 CD, The Hague, Netherlands:
I would like to express my appreciation for this interesting precentation on your model which will
certainly find a wide application itithe future, However, I am Intrigued by your conception of escort
fighters letting interceptors disengage if

they want to, and in thin way let the interceptor optimise

their effectiveness (i.e., escort fightere cooperating with Interceptors). The mission of escort fighters
is to engage interceptors and in doing so distract them from their high priority targets--which are the
escorted aircraft. By letting interceptors disen~mga, escort aircraft fail to perform their miesion.
In this context I have several questions, Firot, have you done any studies on the feasibility of
disengagement taking into account improved firing ranges of modern air-to-air missiles?
Author's responsea
This Is a tactical question, In the presentation the assumption was made that blue fighters may
leave the arena under the condition that they do not threaten the red fighter-bombers (F3'a) any more.
In this case it does not malke sense for the escorts to engage the departing blue fighters since this
incre•ees the risk to the escorts tremendously (hostile environment, ground-based actions, etc.).
80
"again,in my opinion, if escorts accept the combat termination offered by departing blue fighters, they
do not fall in solving their mission but minimise their own risk,
Regarding the improved firing ranges of modern air-to-air missiles, there were no specific otudies
dealing with this subject. The disengagement logic is always active and in this case (improved firing
ranges), is influenced by increasing passive threat values.
Comment:
Does your'nodml have any disengagement logics?

And, if not, do you intend to develop these logics?

Author's response:
There is a disengagement logic which tells the aircraft to try to leave the combat if possible (i.e.,
low passive threat values) in case of shortagis in armament or fuel.
CommentI
How realistic is your assumption of cooperative behavior of two opposing forces?
Author's response:
Escort and 73 are cooperative only at the beginning and in the first phase of combat as shown on
the flight path plot. Once the escorts try to engage the blue fighters, they "forget" their Pbl', Then,
if an escort no longer has an opponent and cannot find one, he retunim to base. This seems to be
realistic, since on one hand after an asi combat the escort does not have the chance to close up to his
FB again, and on the other hand, he has not enough fuel left to fulfill his escort mission.
Comment I

How could the idea of optimizing the time of disengagSement--if it were feasible--be implemented in
reality?

i'J

Author's responsme
This could be done by experience; i.e., based on the knowledge of performance data and numbers of
aircraft, the leader may estimate a maximum combat time or an allowable loss-rate.
Comment by Zr N. Van Driel, N.L.R. Anthony Pokkerw•eg 2, 1059, CM Amsterdam,

Netherlands:

Which kinds of mensors are considered and to what level of sophistication?
Author's responset
*,

1MEN

The following sensors are included: pulse and putlse Doppler-radar (STT/TWS; i.e., multitarget
capability), RHAW,FLIR, HMS, pilot's ayoes(one-half person per A/C).
Each sensor-model simulates the
detection process in a moderately sophisticated manner by usin% the relevant equations, Example: P1,LI
takes into account wavelength, aerodynamic heating, plume, power setting, rain, etc.

J
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Cement
Could you give some information how the detection process is modeled?
Author's responses
The sensor model's are handled by a "sitch-pilot," which consists of certain alsorithm. which
manage the "on/off" of all sensors.

Ixampla:

- Red has an 90J; the red aircraft have activated all passive sensors; radar is quiet (in order
not to act as a "beacon" I).

•'

.,

- Blue is searching with all sensors (active and passive).
If no detection occurs after a certain
tims, then radar "off" for a specific time. Then once again, "Radar on Search," etc. Another
exaeple
- If more than "x" targets are within visual range, then radar "off," and rely on
IRI/BAW/I•M.
There are more algorithms used which are similar to these examples.
Comment by Mr. J. H. Powell, Advanced Projects Dept. British Aerospace, Warton Aerodrome, Preston, Lanes,
United KinSdom:
What account does your model take of clsseification times, bearing in mind that engagement may be
the early stages of a conflict because of the possible limitations of not opening fire on a
target which has not been positively identified?

"delayed in

Author's responses
Up to now there are no specific subroutines dealing with this subject.
by various time delays (sensor-dependent),

Paerw No. 27 (Cancelled)
Ppper No. 28 (Dr.

ruddy)

No c(mntnents.

*

aeFavorNo, 2? (Mr.
No cotmients.

*..

1i

uiseson)

IFF is taken into account
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.Paer No. 30

Dannister)
BMr.

Cosmmnt by Mr. M.D. Rigby, Aerodynamics Dept. British Aerospace, Aircraft Group, Warton Aerodome, Warton,
Preston, PR 4 lAX, United Kingdom%
With reference to your remarks on the limitations encountered in impleminting digital solution technicquss to your aircraft/control system/avionics system models in terms of Iteration time, available
storage, etc., can you make any consent@ on any areas in which solution by hybrid computing methods might
be more advantageous, if you believe any exist?
Author's response:
While we recognies the advantages available from analog computing, particularly in terms of computinl
We have approasched
time, we have found the flexibility avnilable from digital computing to be attracti,
the requirement for additional processing power by using dedicated microcomputers to host the individual
avionic system simulations and connect them by a multiplex digital data transmission system, imuch as would
be done on an individual aircraft.

comment I
When faced with a simulation task, do you find that your approach tends to be tailored by the type of
computing facilities already available to you, or are you able to formulate your approach to the problem
and specify the type of computing facility required accordingly?

Author's responset
However, the use of
Of course, the approach adopted always has to consider the resources available.
a modular approach using microcomputers provides us with a very flexible expansion cavability.

Commentl

Are you always sure that the output from a much-simplified simulation model is a 'valid solution to
your original more complex model?

Author's response: :

J5

As indicated An the paper, the level of complexity of the model has to be determined by the simulaHowever, I agree that it is necavisary
tion objectives, and the simplest possible model should be adopted.
to be careful not to over-simplify, and it is important to examine any conclusions that may be drawn from
simulation with respect to the simplifying assumptions included in the model.
Comment by Mr. R. Voles, Panel Member,
United Kingdom:

EMI Electronics

Ltd.

135 Blyth Road,

Hayes,

Middlesex UB3 lIP,

In view of the continuing spectacular reduction in the cost of computing and in the light of the
considerable success that has been achieved in computer chess-playing packages, is it not time to start
thinking about taking a more positive attitude to the decision rules used in air-air combat and to evolve
packages which will generate, ab initio, the optimal tactics to be adopted at each stage in multi-aircraft
engagements?

Author's respotise:

As is implied by the question, the computing time recuired to explore thim suggestion is extremely
demanding,

We understand that an approach has boen marw tn the United States to applying optimised

tactics at an elementary level uving the Theory of Cameo, which confirma titis concluuion.
J4

Comment by Mr. F. S. Stringer, Panel Member,
Hants, United Kingdom:

Royal A~rcraft Establishment (R117

Bldg),

Farnborough,

"Have

you plano for the consideration of the asesentsnt of bener':ts which may be expected from the
use of pairn of aircrnft operating in a mutually protective fashion, even in terea of one-on-one combat?
Author's responset
The dewvlopmont of the tactics routickeS ithich are very important tn Aircraft combat modeling has
This has been achieved by regular discussion with active
mainly been based omn current Air 10orce practice,
We accept that the whole question of cooperative opaertions in close combat is a
Air Force peasonrsi..
Our own view is that coordinated tactics will in practice rapidly degenerate into a
controversial one,

I'm

____

_

__

____

__

_,__

series of one-on-one combats occurring concurrently. This has been our approach to date although we have
not precluded the potsibility of modeling coordinated tactics in the future.
Peer No,_

(Mr.

eOotnard. 2ree9nter)

No donsnts.
ooaraNo,

32 (Mr. Morrow)

Cooment by Mr. H. W, Pongrats, ZIAB
of Germany s

Abt

ITS, Hinoteinetrasae 8012 Ottobrunn 31.M•ndhen, Federal Republic

Zn our air-to-combat simulator there are several microoomputers, but we can at the soernt parallel
I
no more than about three machines.
How many microprosessors do you think you can put in parallel
before the data-bus becomes congested?
Author' s responees
The number J" dependent upon the two bus data rates| the input bus data rate should be kept small
or multiplexed to groups of %microcomputera. We see the output extending to handle 256 microcomputers
or a data descriptor rate of 106 descriptors/sec. The basic concept is to use microcomputers as "LZOMO'58
(or "TIKIMR TOYW") to construct the most representative configuration.
Comment by Mr.

B. Davy, MOD (UK)

St. Andrews Road, Malvern Worce, United Kingdom;

My first comment concerns the suigastion that micros are equated with cheap p.ocessing. The hardware
may be very cheap, but the cost of programming in not. The coet of filling the 4K memory with debugged
and documected code will be around $20K if using a high level language, and $100K or more if aasebly
language is used a suggoeted in the paper.
Author' a responses
Cost Is directly related to the number of lines of teoted code. My premise is that the number of
lines of code will be reduced significantly and the cost of testi•n is small for the total simulation aa
linear suparposition holds for tosted code used in adjacent computer units, A further significant cost
advantage is through the use of a high level language tu construct a scientific model of the simulated
microcomputer function and hence to a tabular or logic structure suitable for loading in the tarset microcomputer as part of its operating software.
Coumnt i
My second commeat is a query as to the extent to which the real world can be adequately represented
by parallel autonomous processes. if, for examplo, an ESM carried by an aircraft detects a radar, then
the aircraft may well change course, rnsulting in a change of aircraft position, SSM output, and radar
output. When closed loops like this are taken into account, it seems to be that the fraction of the
total workload which can be put out to parallel processing is very nmall.
Author's responses
The problem of representing realistic interaction between a moving platform and an array of emitters
is a suitable problem for this parallel microprocessor approach.
Coommnt by P. H. 8app, Industri•enlagen-Betriebegesellschaft mbH, Studienabteilt:ng WTS,
MUnchen, Einsteinstrasse, Federal Republic of Genmanyl

8012 Ottobrunn b.

Our experience with an air combat flight simulator indicates that we can have not more then three or
so microprocessors working tosetherl otherwise they are essentially talking to each other instead of to
"our simulator. This is a problem we are working on now.

I

|Author's

responset
Certain problem do not "map" readily into this structure; but there is a large class of problems
that do. I think the ESN problem "mnps" very well, and so do many air defense modeling problem.

1/
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Paoer No.

33 (Hr. Optagard)

Comment by Ir N. Van Driel, N.LR. Anthony Yokkorwag 2, 1059, CH Amaterdam, Netherlands:
In one of your slides the ARP Ubrary w

mentioned as one of the viodels for aircraft simuletion.

Can you give information on which parameaters/models you are using from the AD Library?
Author's responses

The AV Library, though available, in currently not being used for the simulation involving the Dais
System. Likewise 'the AZP Library has grown so that it is now hosted on the CDC 6600 3ystem.
Paper No. 34 (Hr. ronhrar
Coment by Mr. C. M. McLean, British Aerospace Dynamics Op. latfield/Lostock Div. Hanor Road, Hatfield,
Hartfordshive, United Kingdomt
How significant is the acceleration contribution to the accuracy of the prediction?
Author's responest
With a very nanwuverable target this contribution decides whether you hit a 'Jinking" target, or not.
Coermmen
tI
Ia the length of the computing time available in a gun firing opportunity sufficient to permit you
sensible estimates of target acceleration in the noise environment which ts likely to occur?

"to make

Author's resilboe:
The gradient initialization phase is lass than 1 second.

This should be short enough.

Coement by"Mr, J. H. Powell, Advanced Projects Dept. British Aerospace, Warton Aerodome, Preston,
Lane*, Uni~ed Kingdom:
What validation has been carried out on the model?
Author's responset
The mo~el has been extensively tested with a rather detailed radar model off-line and on-line even
under extreme conditions. This radar model was validated in another study before we used it fur our
system.
A test against reality using a low target would not be practical for this has not the maneuverability
that would be required for a valid test.
Paper No, 35 (Mr. Bouthors)
No cosmments.
Paper No.36 (Mr. Schmidt)
Comment by Dr, H. A. F. Roefs, National Aerospace Laboratory, NLR, Voorsterweag 319 aieorloord,
Netherlands 5
dIfasume that the a,:tual performance requirements for the cruise missile are classified which makag
it difficult for me to check your result as far as the conclusion is concerned. But I take it that at
least you conclude that you do not need NAO STAR 01'S'. performance?

jo,

Author's responses
That is correct, The paper does contain sone details for the cruise missile navigation system that
are unclassified, The only classified information han to do with land falls, mp widths, and the like.

1•S4
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Cement by Ir H. A. T6 Tinmers, Panel Chuirman, Head Electronics Dept. N.L.R. Anthony Yokketwrv,
CH Ameterdam, Netherlande:

2,

1059,

An inertial system is senaitive to the direction of flight. There is a big difference in erroz
build-up, especially during long flight time. For flights from meet to west amd west to est the
difference is very great. To this effect fully encompassed In ycur error calculations?
Author's responsee
Yes, It is* Results for heading sensitivities were not included in the paper; hover reference
No. 7 contains a diecussion of those effects. There is a big difference, especially at the longer flight
times.
Coamknt by unknown sourest

Whet to the gyro model used in the cruise missile alignment filter?
Author's responee,
Actually it varied anywhere from 12 to 15 states. Typically it includes nine states for the
two for the doppler, end three for gyro hia,.

"inertial systm,

¶

Paper N" 37 (Mr.Erkelens)
SComment by Dr.L. Beck,

Standard Electrik Lorenz AG, Dept. CHO/TWB, Hellmuth-Hirth

Straues 42, 7000 Stuttgart, 40, Federal Republic of Germanyt
Badia for statistiost Only 3 pilots?

I assume not enough for correct Interpretation

of the pbysicul efforts of pilotol
Author's responeot
I agree that from a statistical point of view a total of 3 pilots is esmall, However,

in flight testing and simulation one is always very restricted in the number of
subjects, because of available time and money; Apart from this there was a substantial difference in background and experience between the 3 pilots. Two of them
were airline pilots, one with 600 hours experience on the 3747 and one with 150
hours experience on the DC-bO. The third pilot was an engineering pilot involved
in airworthiness flight testing and with a total of 330 hour. of wide body aircraft
experience.

Comment by Mr. B.L. Dove, Panel Member, Head, Avionics Systems Research Branch, Flight
Electronics Division, NASA Langley Research Center, Mail Stop 477, Hampton, VA 23665,
USAt

Are the negative results you obtained in simulation attributable to the display
you employed?

Are you familiar with the Terminal Configured Vehicle Program results of flight testing
using airline pilots, and are your dimulation results in agreement with TCV results?
If

not, why not?

Author's responsae
As pointed out in the written puper the pilot@ did not use the pictorial display
frequently. The following reasonu were giveni- the approach profiles were rather
simple, - the display had been situated outside the scanning range of the pilots.
The results of this simulation largely agree with the automatic flown f~urved approaches
of the 8737 TCV of NASA.
It has to be taken into account that there were significant
"differences between the simulator and the TCV instrumentation. In the TCV use was
made of advanced electronic displays (EADT and ENSH) and moreover the NLR investi-

gation included rather worse weather condltions (strong shears and low cloud base).

Comment by Mr. F.S. Stringer, Panel Member, Royal Aircraft Establishment (R177 Bldg)
Farnborough, Hants, United Kingdom:

I,
,•

*

Please comment upon the use of the horizontal display used in your simulation. Would
this have been of more benefit if it was used to investigate problems of curved
approaches during partial system failure or for the investigation of reduced ATC
instructions.
Authorts responest
The pictorial display would have been more beneficial in case of a two pilots

operation. The pilot-not-flying would be able to mon:itor the approach on the dieplay
up to the final segment. Also during the approach path interception phase this
instrument could be of any help.

the investiqation,

AJthough no .a,temL failures have been considered

r think the information on the present display is too course for

in

I,

Use for ATC purposes would have required a different display

use as primary guidance.
lay-out.

(Professor Daneai)

Paper No 38

Not presented.
Paper No,

39 (Commander Lane)

Comment by Dr. J. Barratt, Head of Helicopter Displays Section, Flight Systems Dept. RAN. Tarnborough,
Hants, United Kingdom:
Could you say a bit more about the human operator model you mentioned?

Author's responsee
The original idea was conceived over 10 years
This model has been under development for some time.
It is baoed on a detailed task analysis of pilot and crw operations
ago by Comander Robert Wherry, USV.
It is programmed in a specially developed language which uses a combination of English
and actions.
VART7RA for expressing mathematical equatione used to describe the operator's mental proand FORTRANt
cases$ or the functioning of the hardware, and English to describe the procedures or actual steps that the
operators carry out in flying an aircraft or performing any type of mission. The compiler converts these
statements into a form that can be utilixed by the simulator, which processes these statements, accesing
certain micro-models for information absorption, perception, anatomical movement, short-trN memory, eto.
The
These micro-models are based on human performance experiments reported in the literature.
as needed.
An output processor then generates
simulator then generates a time-line foz the operator's performance.
data based on the statistical characteristics

statistical

of an Average trained operator.

Information

on

the model is readily available in the literature.

Comment by Hr. J. H. Powell,
United Kingdomi

Advanced Projects Dept.

British Aerospace,

Warton Acrodome,

Utility and cost functions are difficult to assign to any operational task,
1,

results to your

•qualitative

assignments of the utility

Preston, Lanes,

How sensitive are your

functions?

eliAuthor's respoast

!l'

The results appeared to be far more sensitive to the tactics used in our simulation than to WIe
assignments of utilities need to be
to obtain utilities;
very difficult and
It'shigher
assigned
we are advocating this.
stated by a
authority,
explicitlyutilities.

Coement by Mr. J.
01730, U.S.A.:

G. Wohl, Program Chairman, The MITRE Corporation,

P.

0.

Box 208,

Bedford, HA

You've aggregated a number of micro-models of human cognitive and motor performance into a largeHas It been validated against a
scale model pmrporting to reflect total human performance in a task.
number of trained operatorg performing real tasks?
•!

Author's response:
Yes,

in

limited circumstances it

Paper No. 40 (Dr.

haa been validated against a number of tasks,

Linton)

No comments.
1
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